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SaSeIoT 2015

Preface

The Second EAI International Conference on Safety and Security in Internet of Things
(SaSeIoT’ 2015) was held in Rome, Italy, during October 26–27, 2015, as a collocated
event of the IoT 360° Summit 2015.

This international conference attracted submissions from various countries. Each
paper went through a rigorous peer-review process, with each submission receiving
multiple reviews from the members of the Technical Program Committee. We could
only select a few of the highest-quality papers for inclusion in the final program.

The accepted papers, which focus on security and privacy issues, provide great
insight into the latest research findings in the area of the Internet of Things. In addition
to the technical papers, the workshop program also included two keynote speeches. The
first keynote entitled “Contract-Based Design Tailored to Safety Issues for
Cyber-physical Systems” was delivered by Dr. Daniela Cancila. The second keynote
entitled “Security and Privacy in IoT” was delivered by Dr. Hakima Chaouchi.

We would like to thank all the people who worked hard to make this conference a
real success. First and foremost, we thank all authors who submitted their papers for
consideration for this conference as well as all Technical Program Committee members
for providing rigorous, timely reviews. We would also like to thank the European
Alliance for Innovation (EAI) for its sponsorship. Finally, we express our gratitude to
Kristina Lukáčová for her continuous administrative support throughout the prepara-
tion of this conference.

Hakima Chaouchi
Sherali Zeadally



CYCLONE 2015

Preface

The First EAI International Conference on Cyber Physical Systems, IoT and Sensors
Networks (CYCLONE 2015) was held in Rome, Italy, on October 26, 2015, as a
collocated event of the IoT 360° Summit 2015.

The conference was an incredible first step on the way to becoming a benchmark in
the multidisciplinary fields of CPS, IoT, and sensor networks. The technologies orig-
inating from the areas of sensing, networking, control, and processing are enablers for
exciting new opportunities for researchers, engineers, and business people to innovate
in meaningful ways. And that is who CYCLONE 2015 was created for – the goal was
to bring all of these different parties together to share ideas and visions.

It was our great pleasure to host prominent keynote speakers, and authors of all the
excellent accepted papers, courtesy of the passionate and dedicated Program Com-
mittee members, to whom we would like to extend our warmest thanks. Lastly, this
event could not happen without the support of EAI and Kristina Lukáčová, the event
manager, who organized CYCLONE 2015 with great effort and expertise; and we wish
to extend our sincere gratitude to both.



GOODTECHS 2015

Preface

The GOODTECHS 2015 Conference was the first edition of a conference that aims to
become a point of attraction for researchers in the area and it was held in the beautiful
city of Rome, a worldwide renowned historical, academic and cultural center.
In GOODTECHS we were interested in experiences with the design, implementation,
deployment, operation, and evaluation of smart objects and technologies for social
good. Clearly, we were not considering only the so-called first world as the scenario for
this evolution; we also referred to those areas where ICT is currently less widespread,
hoping that it may represent a societal development opportunity rather than a source for
further divide.

It was our honor to have prominent international scholars as speakers. The con-
ference program included technical papers selected through peer reviews by the
Technical Program Committee members and keynote speakers who provided even
more insight into this area. We would like to thank the EAI for the support and all the
members of the conference committees and the reviewers for their dedicated and
passionate work. None of this would happen without the support and curiosity of the
authors who sent their papers to this first event. Finally, we would like to encourage
current and future authors to continue working in this direction and to participate in
forums like this conference so as to exchange knowledge and experiences and to make
ICT actually helpful to society.

Ombretta Gaggi
Pietro Manzoni
Claudio Palazzi



CN4IoT 2015

Preface

The First International Conference on Cloud, Networking for IoT systems (CN4IoT)
was held in Rome, Italy, during October 26–27, 2015, as a collocated event of the IoT
360° Summit 2015.

CN4IoT 2015 was conceived to analyze limits and/or advantages in the exploitation
of existing solutions developed for cloud, networking, and IoT, and to foster new,
original, and innovative contributions. We strongly believe that it is time to link cloud,
networking, and IoTs. Nowadays, ICT researchers are looking to improve networking,
for example, to effectively improve the quality of life of citizens in smart city scenarios
using IoT devices, and to put everything in place trying to improve the experience of
common users. There are masses of users who like to use the cloud but it has to be easy
to use and it must have a positive impact on their lives. Before, the cloud was an issue
only ICT researchers were concerned with. Today, many people are trying to involve
professionals in their activities, such as lawyers, doctors, engineers, and so on. They
use services like cloud services, small things, and say, “It’s amazing, that we can
interact with each other, write in the same document, we can make progress in our
work and make the workflow better.” The workflow has changed. We realize this, and
we try to move forward. It is a challenge but it is also time to change how we think, and
we are first in the row.

It was our honor to have invited prominent and valuable ICT worldwide experts as
keynote speakers. The conference program comprised technical papers selected
through peer reviews by the Technical Program Committee members and invited talks.
SDWN 2015 would not have been realized without the help and dedication of our
conference manager, Kristina Lukáčová, from the European Alliance for Innovation
(EAI). We would like to thank the conference committees and the reviewers for their
dedicated and passionate work. None of this would have happened without the support
and curiosity of the authors who sent their papers to this first edition of CN4IoT.



HealthyIoT 2015

Preface

The Second EAI International Conference on IoT Technologies for Health Care
(HealthyIoT 2015) was held in Rome, Italy, during October 26–27, 2015, as a collo-
cated event of the IoT 360° Summit 2015.

Internet of Things (IoT) devices are becoming more powerful every year, and there
is an immense amount of information flowing between them in the cloud. By applying
the concept of IoT to the health-care sector, it is possible to collect, store, and analyze
physiological data and to provide new medical services for citizens based on a constant
monitoring and early detection of dangerous situations. IoT offers greater opportunities
in the field of health care, allowing for a wider access, a better quality, and a lower cost
of health care.

When combining the power of IoT devices and physiological sensors, as well as
cloud technology that enables us to work with data in new exciting ways, we can
introduce the concept of pervasive health-care systems that provide new health services
for chronically ill patients, for people with specific diseases or disorders, and for
individuals switching to a healthier lifestyle. The HealthyIoT 2015 workshop produced
valuable insights on how the IoT systems, together with new cloud computing and big
data capabilities, can help patients, caregivers, and medical personnel to envisage new,
value-added health-care solutions for the future.

We wish to extend our great thanks to all the members of the Program Committee
for their rigorous effort, dedication, and critical eye. We would also like to thank all
of the contributing authors, whose great passion and expertise have produced deep
insight into the applications of IoT for health care. Finally, we would like to thank EAI
for their support, and Kristina Lukáčová for managing HealthyIoT 2015 with great skill
and enthusiasm.



IoTaaS 2015

Preface

It gives us a great pleasure to welcome you to the proceedings of the Second EAI
International Conference on IoT as a Service (IoTaaS 2015) held in the beautiful city of
Rome, as a part of IoT360, the international summit on Internet of Things. We plan this
event as a melting point for researchers, engineers, and business people to meet and
exchange ideas and information. IoTaaS is an international venue for publishing
innovative and cutting-edge results on the convergence of next-generation technologies
and methodologies reshaping our way of living. This conference focuses on the Internet
of Things (IoT) in general and in particular on providing innovative and enabling
capabilities “as a service.” The cloud serves as the central focal point for consumption
and delivery of such technologies and applications.

As we are striding into the era of IoT, a key question is how we make the most of
IoT for all stakeholders, including platform providers, IoT application developers,
end-users, large and small organizations (such as city councils, enterprises) that wish to
provide better service, and manufacturers of smart devices. The amount of smart
devices immersed in everyday life, from manufacturing to clothing, is growing every
day in terms of power, processing, and network connectivity. The sheer size and variety
of contextual data that they produce, along with the actions they can take on their
environment, is enormous. It remains to be answered how all this potential will come to
bear; the Second International Conference on IoT as a Service (IoTaaS 2015) aimed to
contribute to the discussion on the challenges posed by these trends.

The conference program comprised technical papers selected through peer reviews
by the Technical Program Committee members, invited talks, industrial presentations,
and a demo session. We received many good papers. These papers went through a
rigorous review process for the selection of papers for the program. The selected papers
cover a wide spectrum of topics related to IoTaaS. We had papers on architectures for
the IoT, security and privacy, semantics, and testing. Additionally, we were honored to
have two prominent keynote speakers: Gabi Zodik from IBM Research discussing
“Future Directions in Mobile, IoT and Wearable Enterprise Computing”; and Alfeo
Pareschi from Axiros, discussing “IoT Platforms: Security, Identity Management,
Ontologies and Interoperability.” Finally we were honored to have an invited talk by
Afonso Ferreira from the European Commission, who provided the commission’s point
of view on IoT research and innovation in the European Commission. We believe that
this strong program laid a concrete foundation for this conference for years to come.



We would like to thank the EAI for their initiative and support and all the members
of the conference committees and the reviewers for their dedicated and passionate
work. None of this could happen without the support and curiosity of the authors who
sent their papers to this event.

Benny Mandler
Kostas Magoutis

XVI IoTaaS 2015



MobilityIoT 2015

Preface

A wide selection of cutting-edge and insightful research papers were presented at the
Second EAI International Conference on Mobility in IoT 2015.

The 2015 conference was an IoT co-located event that took place in Rome, Italy,
during October 26–27 2015, forming one of the main conferences within the IoT 360
Summit organized by the European Alliance for Innovation, in Trento, Italy, and the
European Alliance for Innovation in Slovakia.

The Mobility in IoT 2015 conference was organized by the Faculty of Materials
Science and Technology (MTF STU) in Trnava, Institute of Industrial Engineering and
Management, in collaboration with the European Alliance for Innovation in Slovakia,
and its partner, the European Alliance for Innovation, in Trento, Italy.

It was a great satisfaction to have the opportunity to welcome and meet individuals
from around the world, all of whom share a common interest in the area of mobility in
IoT. In particular, the organizers would like to thank the presenters, who showcased
their latest research, and the audience members, who added to active discussions and
debate regarding the recent developments and the outlook for the future for the field.

The goal of the EAI International Conference on Mobility in IoT 2015 was to
provide a platform for the cross-fertilization of ideas and to present cutting-edge
innovation and technologies for sustainable solutions to the mobility agenda. The focus
of the conference reflected the EU thematic priorities for research and innovation to
improve the quality of life of citizens and make cities more sustainable with less impact
on the environment. The conference presented participants with a unique opportunity to
engage with different stakeholders from across Europe and around the world. In doing
so, the conference offered an ideal platform to empower the triple helix of university
research, industry, and government, while also providing innovative opportunities
focusing on the growth and development of mobility in IoT.

A total of 13 research papers are featured in this publication, with contributions by
researchers from across Europe and around the world. The publication includes articles
that were written and presented by authors from nine countries, including Poland, the
Czech Republic, Serbia, Italy, South Korea, Germany, Colombia, India, and Slovakia.

Among the papers presented at the conference were these presented by the con-
ference keynote speakers, Prof. Milan Dado, the Dean of the Faculty of Electronics, TU
Zilina, Slovakia, and a coordinator of the project ERA Chair H2020, who discussed the
“Internet of Things as Advanced Technology to Support Mobility and Intelligent



Transport,” Jaroslav Holeček, vice-president of the Slovak Automotive Industry
Association (ZAP), who discussed the topic of “Innovation as Basic Prerequisite of
Competitiveness of Automotive Industry in Slovakia,” Prof. George Teodorescu, from
the International Institute for Integral Innovation, Köln, Germany who presented the
topic of “i-WALK, a Different Approach to Urban Mobility,” Prof. Dušan Petráš, of the
Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava, Slovakia, former vice-rector of STU and
former dean of the Faculty of Civil Engineering, who gave a talk on the topic “Smart
Cities — Energy-Efficient and Environmentally Friendly Housing,” and Dr. Predrag K.
Nikolic, Associate Professor at the Faculty of Digital Production, EDUCONS Univer-
sity, Serbia, and visiting professor at the Bergen Academy of Art and Design, Norway,
as well as Shenzhen School of Industrial Design, China, who presented the topic of
“Multimodal Interactions: Embedding New Meanings to Known Forms and Objects.”

The participants were particularly impressed by the wide range of innovative
research solutions presented during the conference. As a result, the papers included
here, in our opinion, accurately reflect the diversity of content and rapidly developing
nature of the IoT agenda. The research not only illustrates the current state of the art in
the field but it also helps to contribute to defining the future thematic areas of debate.

In conclusion, the Scientific Committee members and organizers would like to
express their sincere thanks to all the authors and audience members who attended the
conference in Rome, Italy, and also the authors, who contributed to the creation of this
Mobility in IoT publication.

Dagmar Cagáňová
Jana Šujanová

XVIII MobilityIoT 2015



S-Cube 2015

Preface

This volume contains the proceedings of S-Cube 2015, the 6th International Confer-
ence on Sensor Systems and Software. The conference took place in Rome, Italy,
during October 26–27, 2015. The aim of the conference was to provide a forum in
which researchers and practitioners from academia and industry, as well as the
“makers,” may work together in order to present and debate the different innovative
solutions and applications in sensing systems and associated software.

This year the conference was organized in conjunction with the IoT360 Summit and
was focused on the Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm. The reason for choosing this
topic is that the IoT has slowly but steadily and increasingly permitted what researchers
and engineers study and build. “Sensing systems” and “software” play a crucial role for
the emerging world of the IoT.

S-Cube received a total of 28 paper submissions of which ten were selected for full
publication and presentation. Apart from full papers, six short papers and four invited
contributions are published and were presented during the conference. Paper submis-
sions were received from 14 different countries from all over the world. The selection
process involved over 90 reviews with all papers being evaluated by at least three
independent reviewers. In addition, the reviews were discussed off-line by the chairs
and the Technical Program Committee, prior to making final decisions. The final
program covered a wide range of topics, which were grouped into six sessions: Sen-
sors, Experimentation and Prototyping, IoT and Cyber Physical Systems, Software,
Self-x and Smart Methods, and Evaluation and Analysis.

The conference program included other elements in addition to the presentation of
research papers. Two keynotes were given by Andrew Markham, Lecturer in Software
Engineering at the University of Oxford, UK, and Fahim Kawsar, Head of IoT Research at
Alcatel Lucent Bell Laboratories, Belgium. Dr. Markham and Dr. Kawsar spoke about
“Structural Monitoring” and “Innovative Human Centered IoT Systems,” respectively.

We would like to thank all authors for their contributions to this volume and in
particular the reviewers for their hard work that significantly helped to improve the
initial submissions and made our work easier when selecting the papers. We would like
to also thank all the volunteers who shared their talent, dedication, and time for the
workshop arrangements and for preparing these proceedings.

Andrey Somov
David Boyle



InterIoT 2015

Preface

It is our real pleasure to welcome you to the proceedings of the First EAI International
Conference on Interoperability in IoT held in the amazing city of Rome, Italy. Colo-
cated with the IoT360 summit and taking advantage of its attractiveness, InterIoT 2015
offered an exciting technical program consisting of a keynote speech, invited talks, and
technical sessions that presented original and fundamental research advances in all
aspects of interoperability of these heterogeneous IoT platforms. Indeed, IoT products
are now hitting the market across a large variety of segments. Often driven by the fear
of “falling behind”, small and large companies push their engineering teams to produce
solutions quickly. The result is that the market is highly fragmented: A large number of
non-interoperable solutions are being installed, eventually leading to increased costs,
inefficiencies, customer frustration, and a rate of adoption of the IoT that is much
slower than that touted by analysts. The market is now at a state where we ought to
think about interoperability. Interoperability appears to a major and new challenge.

The goal of InterIoT is to bring together practicing engineers and advanced
researchers to share information on the state of the art around interoperability in the
IoT, analyze what is needed, and identify the work that lies ahead to increase the
number of interoperable IoT products.

We received high-quality submissions from all parts of the world. After a rigorous
review process, eight regular and invited papers were included in the technical pro-
gram. The program also featured a keynote addressed by Prof. Carsten Bormann from
Universität Bremen, Germany.

We would like to thank the Technical Program Committee chair Dr. Thomas Wat-
teyne, who did a remarkable job in the establishment of the technical program. The
conference would not have been possible without his help or that of all the TPC
members, publicity chair, and external reviewers, who volunteered their time and pro-
fessional expertise. We would like to take this opportunity to thank all of them for their
help. We would also like to thank all the authors for contributing their quality work, and
our sponsors and partners for their support, including CREATE-NET and EAI. We
received excellent and support from our sponsors, especially from Kristina Lukáčová
who managed the conference organization. Sincere and dedicated thanks to her.

Finally, we hope you enjoy the proceedings.

Nathalie Mitton
Thomas Noel



SDWNCT 2015

Preface

The Second EAI International Conference on Software Defined and Virtualized Future
Wireless Networks and Cognitive Technologies (SDWNCT 2015) was held in Rome,
Italy, on October 26, 2015, as a collocated event of the IoT 360° Summit 2015. SDWNCT
aims to explore new design spaces, new challenges and solutions, as well as new appli-
cations and services of software-defined virtualized future mobile and wireless networks.
At the same time, it targets enthusiastic researchers and practitioners from AI and
IoT-related areas sharing the common goal of addressing the challenges posed by the
Cognitive aspect of IoT by using new or leveraging existing Artificial Intelligence tech-
niques. All this to bring to the community original and inspiring research contributions
from technology experts, designers, researchers, and architects in academia and industry.

It was our honor to have invited prominent scholars as keynote speakers. The con-
ference program comprised technical papers selected through peer reviews by the Tech-
nical Program Committee members, invited talks, special sessions, and a demo session.
Putting together a workshop of the scope and caliber of SDWN was a challenging and
exciting undertaking. We are very grateful for the contributions of each of the members
of the Technical Program Committee in selecting the best out of all outstanding work
submitted. SDWNCT 2015 would not have been a reality without the help and dedication
of our conference manager, Kristina Lukáčová, from the European Alliance for Innova-
tion (EAI), who worked with us and the Technical Program Committee chairs. As
Organizing Committee, we hope you enjoy the procedings of SDWNCT 2015 and the IoT
360° Summit 2015, which includes high-quality and exciting research work in SDN and
Cognitive Technologies applied to future services in IoT.

Bruno Astuto
Athanasios V. Vasilakos

Frederik Santens
Radu-Laurenţiu Vieriu
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Abstract. The Internet of Things is a new technological step in the anytime,
everywhere, anything IP connectivity context. Things (sensors, wearable objects,
connected cars…) are equipped with computers and various communication
resources. IoT devices deal with Wireless Local Area Network, Wireless Per-
sonal Area Network, Near Field Communication, or new operated radio networks
with low throughput such as SIGFOX or LoRA. In this context security and trust
are very critical topics, both for users and service providers. In this paper we
present new and innovative security modules based on ISO7816 chips, which
have been recently introduced by an IETF draft. These low cost, low power,
tamper resistant devices, run TLS and DTLS stacks. DTLS is the datagram
adaptation of the well known TLS protocol, which is de facto standard for the
internet security. It is the security layer of the Constrained Application Protocol
(CoAP) targeting sensors networks in a context of smart energy and building
automation. We shortly recall TLS and DTLS features, and introduce the flights
concept. We present the TLS/DTLS security module interface, which is based on
previous work dealing with the EAP-TLS protocol, widely used for authentica-
tion in wireless networks and VPNs. We describe our prototype platform based
on a java framework that implement a software bridge with the TLS/DTLS
security module and which is compatible with the popular Raspberry Pi board.
Finally we detail the experimental performances, compatible with the constraints
of IoT, observed for an implementation running in a javacard.

Keywords: IoT � Security � TLS � DTLS � Secure element

1 Introduction

The internet of things is a new technological step in the anytime, everywhere, anything IP
connectivity context. Things (sensors, wearable objects, connected cars…) are equipped
with computers and various communications resources. IoT devices could deal with
Wireless LAN (such as legacy IPv4, 6LoWPAN), Wireless Personal Area Network
(WPAN, Zigbee, Bluetooth Low Power…) Near Field Communication [3] (NFC), or
new operated radio networks with low throughput such as SIGFOX [1] or LoRA [2].
Even in the case of operated networks whose access control is usually managed by
symmetric credentials (for example the LoRA network security is based on device AES
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keys, named Application Key - AppKey) there is a need to enforce a strong security for
information exchange between objects and their authorized data aggregator.

As an illustration according to [4] “the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) is
a specialized web transfer protocol for use with constrained nodes and constrained
(e.g., low-power, lossy) networks. The nodes often have 8-bit microcontrollers with
small amounts of ROM and RAM”. CoAP messaging model provides reliable (i.e.
acknowledged) and unreliable transport mechanisms.

CoAP targets sensors networks in a context of smart energy and building automa-
tion. Its security is enforced by the DTLS [7] protocol, working over the UDP datagram
layer.

The DTLS protocol [7, 9] is an adaptation of the TLS [5, 6, 8] protocol, which is
the de facto standard for secure information exchange over the Internet. TLS works
over a reliable transport mode (TCP), while DTLS is designed in order to deal with
(UDP) packets lost.

The DTLS/TLS protocols could enable identity models for IoT nodes based on
Public Keys Infrastructures (PKI), i.e. these devices could embed X509 certificates
performing strong mutual authentication with remote entities.

In this paper we define and test TLS/DTLS security modules dedicated to IoT
platforms. These devices have been recently detailed by an IETF draft [10] (Fig. 1).

In this context the security module is an ISO7816 compliant and low cost chip. It
fully processes the TLS and DTLS protocols, without any IP flavors (i.e. no IP resources
such as TCP or UDP are available in the die), in a trustworthy computing environment.

For example the popular Raspberry Pi [11] platform based on a Debian Linux
distribution, natively supports interfaces to ISO7816 chips thanks to the pcsc-lite library.

The basic idea behind the TLS/DTLS security module is to provide secure channels
to objects, which are setup after a strong mutual authentication with remote servers.
Furthermore many networks use protocols based on TLS (for example EAP-TLS [13])
for authentication and access control purposes.

This paper is constructed according to the following outline. Section 2 recalls TCP
and DTLS protocols main features. Section 3 presents EAP-TLS, a standard used for
authentication, based on TLS, which transports TLS without TCP/IP flavors. We
introduce a similar but not standardized protocol, EAP-DTLS transporting DTLS

Fig. 1. Illustration of a TLS/DTLS security module in a Raspberry Pi hardware platform
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without UDP/IP flavors. Section 4 introduces the TLS/DTLS security modules and
their associated software bridges. Section 5 details the prototype platform, the basic
cryptographic figures of the ISO7816 security module, and experimental performances.
Finally Sect. 6 concludes this paper.

2 About TLS and DTLS

This section briefly recall TCP and DTLS protocols main features.

2.1 TLS

TLS is built over five logical blocks, the Record protocol, the Handshake protocol, the
Alert protocol, the Change Cipher Spec (CCS) protocol and the Application data layer.

All TLS data are transported in Record packets, including a five bytes header in
clear text, and a payload, which may be encrypted and HMACed.

The Handshake entity manages the booting of TLS sessions, it performs the key
exchange operations according to anonymous, one way, or mutual authentication
procedures. Ephemeral session keys are generated for record packets privacy and
integrity.

The CCS entity generates a message that notifies the switching of the record
protocol from clear text to encrypted and HMACed payload.

The Alert entity notifies particular events such as protocols errors or end of TLS
sessions.

The application data layer, for example COAP or HTTP, delivers information
transported by the record protocol.

A TLS session occurs in two logical stages, first a cryptographic context is
negotiated by the handshake protocol, second encrypted data are exchanged over the
record protocol.

During the setup of a session TLS messages are grouped into a series of flights,
(four for the TLS full mode, and three for the TLS Session Resumption), as illustrated
by Fig. 2.

TLS flights are the key concept for DTLS design; there are also the cornerstone for
the definition of TLS/DTLS security modules.

2.2 DTLS

The DTLS 1.0 [7] protocol is based on TLS 1.1 [6], while DTLS 1.2 [9] is based on
TLS 1.2 [8].

The DTLS protocol [12] provides three new features to TLS, in order to be
compatible with a datagram and unreliable transport layer:

– A segmentation/reassembly service for the Handshake entity (see Fig. 3).
– A modified record protocol header (see Fig. 3), including a sequence number used

both for clear and ciphered operations.
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– Two new optional flights, DTLS-HelloVerifyRequest and DTLS-ClientHello with
cookie. They manage a cookie mechanism in order to prevent some denial of
service attacks. The server delivers a cookie that is thereafter included in the next
ClientHello message.

Handshake cryptographic calculations are insensitive to fragmentation operations.
According to [7, 12] finished messages (either client or server) have no sensitivity to
fragmentation. There are computed as if each handshake message had been sent as a
single fragment, i.e. with Fragment-Length set to Length, and Fragment-Offset set to
zero (see Fig. 3); the Message-Sequence field is not used in these procedures. It also
should be noticed that the DTLS-HelloVerifyRequest message and the previous

Fig. 2. TLS fights for full and abbreviated mode.

Handshake Message
Type 1B
Length 3B
Message Sequence 2B
Fragment Offset 3B
Fragment Length 3B
Total length 12B

Record Packet
Type 1B
Version 2B
Epoch 2B
Sequence Number 6B
Length 2B
Total Length 15B

Fig. 3. Structure of DTLS handshake messages and DTLS record packets
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associated DTLS-ClientHello are not taken into account by the Handshake crypto-
graphic calculation.

According to [7, 12] the DTLS HMAC computed by the Record protocol is the
same as that of TLS 1.1. However, rather than using TLS implicit sequence number,
the sequence number used to compute the MAC is the 64-bit value formed by

Fig. 4. DTLS flights, in the full mode

Innovative TLS/DTLS Security Modules 7



concatenating the epoch and the sequence number in the order they appear on the wire.
TLS MAC calculation is parameterized on the protocol version number, which, in the
case of DTLS, is the on-the-wire version, i.e., {254, 255} for DTLS 1.0.

The Fig. 4 illustrates the setup of a DTLS full session, in which both end entities
(Client and Server) are equipped with certificates and private keys. No segmentation/
reassembly operations are performed by Handshake layers. Each message is transported
by a record packet. The two first number are respectively the record sequence number and
the epoch field. The optional third number is the message sequence used by a handshake
message. The epoch field indicates the number of delivered CCS packets. A session is
started by the DTLS-ClientHello message (flight 1), it is opened after the exchange of
DTLS finished messages; these latter are the first encrypted record packets, the sequence
number is reset and the epoch attribute is set to one.

3 From EAP-TLS to EAP-DTLS

This section presents EAP-TLS [13], a standard used for authentication based on TLS,
which enables the use of TLS without TCP/IP flavors. It introduces a similar but not
standardized protocol, EAP-DTLS for the use of DTLS without UDP/IP flavors.

3.1 EAP-TLS

EAP-TLS [13] is an authentication protocol widely used in Wi-Fi networks (IEEE
802.11i), for VPN setup (IKEv2, PPTP) or in broadband over power line networks
(such as IEEE Std 1901).

EAP-TLS packets are transported by EAP (Extensible Authentication Protocol)
messages, according to a classical request and response scheme. EAP-TLS provides a
transparent encapsulation of TLS (see Fig. 6) until the exchange of finished messages,
both for server and client. It supports segmentation and reassembly operations managed
via the “Flags” byte, which is detailed by Fig. 5.

– The L bit (length included) is set to indicate the presence of the four-octet TLS
flight length field, and is set for the first fragment of a fragmented TLS message or
set of messages.

– The M bit (more fragments) is set on all but the last fragment.
– The S bit (EAP-TLS start) is set in an EAP-TLS Start message.

b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7

L M S R R R R R

Fig. 5. The EAP-TLS flags byte.
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When an EAP-TLS peer receives an EAP-Request packet with the M bit set, it
responds with an EAP-Response with EAP-Type = EAP-TLS and no data. This serves
as a fragment acknowledgment (ACK).

Although not defined/used by the EAP-TLS protocol, decryption and encryption of
record packets may be provided by dedicated EAP-Request and EAP-Response mes-
sages. This principle is used by the TLS/DTLS security module.

3.2 EAP-DTLS

The non standardized EAP-DTLS is very similar to EAP-TLS, excepted that it trans-
ports DTLS flights in spite of TLS flights.

Figure 7 illustrates the boot of a DTLS session (as described in Sect. 2.2) including
six flights. The EAP-Request-Identity and EAP-Success are omitted. Two new EAP-
Request and EAP-Response commands, detailed in Sect. 4 performed the following
operations:

– Generation of encrypted and HMACed record packet from clear Application Data.
– Recovery of clear Application Data from encrypted and HMACed record packet.

Fig. 6. EAP-TLS choreography for the transport of TLS flights
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4 TLS and DTLS Security Modules

TLS/DTLS security modules are secure elements that run TLS/DTLS. They are based
on EAP-TLS stacks for smartcard [14, 15] designed for trustworthy computing of the
EAP-TLS protocol.

4.1 About Secure Elements

Secure Elements [16, 17] are tamper resistant microcontrollers, whose security is
enforced by multiple hardware and software countermeasures. Their security level is
ranked by evaluations performed according to the Common Criteria standards, whose
level range from one to seven. The chip area is typically 25 mm2 (5 mm × 5 mm). The
power consumption is low [18], as an illustration for SIM module 1.8 V–0,2 mA
(3.6 mw) in idle state and no more than 1.8 V–60 mA (108 mW) in pike activity.

According to ISO7816 standards, secure elements exchange messages, over serial
or USB IO links, whose maximum size is about 256 bytes, and which are named
APDU. Request comprises a five byte header (CLA INS P1 P1 P3), the fifth byte (P3)

Fig. 7. EAP-DTLS: re-use of EAP-TLS for the transport of DTLS flights
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indicating either the length of outgoing data or the length of incoming data. Response
comprises up to 256 bytes and a two byte word status (SW1, SW2).

Secure microcontrollers comprise a few hundred KB of ROM, about one hundred
KB of non volatile memory (E2PROM, Flash) and a few KB of RAM. Most of them
include a Java Virtual Machine and therefore run applications written in the Javacard
language, a subset of the java language.

A TLS/DTLS stack is an application, typically a javacard application, stored and
executed in a secure element. Its logical interface is a set of APDUs exchanged over the
IO link.

We previously designed EAP-TLS smartcards, which compute TLS flights
encapsulated in EAP-TLS messages, until the generation of server and client finished
messages. A full EAP-TLS exchange is detailed in [10], Sect. 17 Annex 6. EAP-TLS
devices are identity oriented, i.e. they may store different PKI profiles (Certification
Authority, client certificate and associated private keys…).

TLS/DTLS security modules extend from EAP-TLS smartcards [14, 15]. EAP-TLS
devices support a double fragmentation mechanism, the size of an EAP fragment is
about thousand bytes, which is thereafter segmented in several ISO7816 APDUs. TLS/
DTLS devices only deal with small EAP fragments, whose size is about 200 bytes.

Two main ISO7816 commands are used by the security module:

– RESET (CLA = xx, INS = 19, P1 = 10, P2 = 00, P3 = 00), resets the DTLS/TLS
session state machine

– Process-EAP (CLA = xx, INS = 80, P1 = 00, P2, P3 = LC) forwards an EAP-TLS
packet and returns an EAP-TLS packet (either an acknowledgement or an EAP
fragment)

A TLS/DTLS session always starts by the RESET request. Afterwards an
EAP-TLS request, with the start indicator set, is sent whose induced response contains
the TLS/DTLS ClientHello. TLS/DTLS flights exchanges are performed until the
reception of TLS/DTLS client and server finished messages.

At this step the security module is ready to produce encrypted TLS/DTLS record
packets or to check and decrypt ciphered record packets.

– The Process-EAP request with P2 set to (80 h or Type) is used to generate a
TLS/DTLS record with a given type (see Fig. 8).

– The Process-EAP request with P2 set to zero is used for integrity checking and
decryption of a ciphered record packet (see Fig. 9).

Process-EAP, type=17h, 97h= 80h or 17h, payload = 313233340D0A ("1234CrLf")
>> A08000970C 0111000C 0D00 313233340D0A
Encrypted TLS Record packet in EAP-Response
<< 0211002F 0D8000000025

1703010020 1506B77D1F1F3514A8E703CAEB2EFEFD045A71E3F68
92AF0C09C79197F7C2E6 9000

Fig. 8. Encryption of a clear text (“1234CrLf”), associated to a TLS protocol (type = 17 h).
ISO7816 headers are in italics. EAP-TLS headers are underlined. The record packet is in bold.
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4.2 TLS Security Module

TLS security modules are managed by a TLS software bridge (see Fig. 10). This entity
starts TLS sessions, performs TLS flights sending and receiving operations over TCP/IP.
It exchanges TLS packets with the device encapsulated in EAP-TLS messages. It also
manages the interface with the application that needs a secure access to the network.

DTLS Security Module. DTLS security modules are managed by a DTLS software
bridge (see Fig. 11). This entity starts DTLS sessions, performs DTLS flights sending
and receiving operations over UDP/IP. It exchanges DTLS packets with the DTLS
device, encapsulated in EAP-TLS messages. It performs segmentation and reassembly
of handshake messages, according to network requirements. DTLS handshake mes-
sages exchanged with the device are not fragmented; the EAP layer is in charge of the
fragmentation required by ISO7816 constraints. It also provides the interface with the
application, such a sensor, which needs a secure access to the network.

Process-EAP-Decrypt
>> A080000043 01140043 0D00 15FFF00010000000000020030

6B4A48869288953CD90D7BCD9E947B93025C75FEC1253
E5 B0D998D1306A33D3612CDF91B230BCE6E55E1B19F39
18FA10

DTLS Record  Clear Payload in EAP-Response= 0100h 
<< 021400C 0D8000000002 0100 9000

Fig. 9. Decryption of a record layer packet. ISO7816 headers are in italics. EAP-TLS headers
are underlined. The record packet is in bold. The return clear text is 0100 h.

Fig. 10. A TLS security module and its associated software bridge.

Fig. 11. A DTLS security module and its associated software bridge
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5 Performances

5.1 Experimental Platform

We implemented the TLS/DTLS application on a TOP-IM_GX4 [21] javacard [20]
manufactured by the GEMALTO company. The cipher suite is AES128 and SHA1.
The application size is about 25 KB.

DTLS/TLS software bridges are written in Java and run in a java environment.
DTLS and TLS server are based on the popular OPENSSL tool [21], which supports
TLS 1.0, TLS 1.1 and DTLS 1.0.

The cryptographic module is based on the Samsung S3CC9TC chip. It includes:

– a 16 bits CPU
– 72 KB of EEPROM
– 384 KB of ROM
– 8 KB of RAM for the CPU
– 2 KB of RAM for the crypto processor

The chip manages various security sensors (glitch, temperature, voltage…) and
hardware protections (bus scramble, shield, MMU) and includes a crypto processor for
triple DES and PKI computing.

The DTLS/TLS application works with EAP-TLS packets whose maximum size is
128 bytes. It comprises X509 certificates dealing with 1024 bits RSA keys (both client
and server and authenticated by their certificate), and uses AES and SHA1 algorithms
for the ciphered and HMACed record layer.

5.2 Basic Parameters

Cryptographic performances are illustrated by Fig. 12. According to these figures the
processing of encrypted record packets, with a 1024 bytes size, should require about
143 ms, according to the following relations:

– 135 ms (64 × 2,1) for the encryption/decryption of 64 blocks of data.
– 18 ms (20 × 0,9) for the HMAC (SHA1) processing of 20 (16 + 4) blocks of data

The booting of a TLS/DTLS session (until the delivering of finished messages)
should cost about 878 ms consumed by the following operations:

– 556 ms for RSA procedures, one RSA private key encryption and two public key
decryption (510 + 23 + 24)

– 322 ms for hash procedures, requiring the computing of 230 MD5 et 230 SHA1
blocks.

MD5 
ms/block 
64B

SHA1 
ms/block 
64B

3xDES 
ms/block 
8B

AES 
ms/block 
16B

RSA 
Pub ms 
128B

RSA 
priv ms 
128B

IO 
ms/B

0,50 0,90 1,8 2,1 23 510 0,1

Fig. 12. Basic performances of the TOP-IM_GX4 javacard.
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The IO attribute (0,1 ms/B) in Fig. 12 is the observed time to send/receive an
ISO7816 request/response via a smartcard reader to/from an application running in the
secure element. It means that 10 ms are required to transfer 100 bytes to/from the
secure module. The experimental results, detailed in the next session, are in concor-
dance with these basic cryptographic parameters.

5.3 Experimental Results

A DTLS/TLS full session is opened in 1400 ms, it is split in two parts 250 ms for
information transfer (about 2500 bytes are exchanged, i.e. the throughput is around
0,1 ms/B) and 1150 ms consumed by cryptographic calculations. A DTLS/TLS
resumed session is opened in 360 ms, with only 250 bytes of exchanged data. The
generation of a 1024 record packet costs 400 ms, 240 ms are consumed by IO oper-
ations and 160 ms by cryptographic calculations. The checking and decryption of a
1024 record packet costs 430 ms, 240 ms are consumed by IO operations and 190 ms
by cryptographic calculations.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we introduced the TLS/DTLS security module for Internet of Things
applications. Future work could target the popular Raspberry Pi platforms, that are
powered by an open operating system based on the Debian Linux distribution. These
devices are natively compatible with secure element, thanks to the pcsc-lite library.
They may interface DTLS/TLS security modules by several programming environ-
ments such as C language, Java, or Python. As illustrated by Fig. 13, we are currently
working on a prototype dealing with COAP [4] electronic lock, in which two
TLS/DTLS javacard applications running in a SIM card, manage secure key down-
loading and secure operations with an electronic lock.
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Abstract. Android malware has grown in exponential proportions in
recent times. Smartphone operating systems such as Android are being
used to interface with and manage various IoT systems, such as building
management and home automation systems. In such a hostile environ-
ment the ability to test and confirm device health claims is important
to preserve confidentiality of user data. This paper describes a study to
determine whether an Android device could be secured to prevent mal-
ware from executing in parallel with trusted applications. The research
also sought to determine whether the system image could be protected
from unauthorised modifications. A prototype scheme for meeting the
above requirements was developed and tested. It was observed that the
prototype succeeded in preventing unauthorised modification to the sys-
tem image of the test device. However, the prototype failed to prevent
unauthorised IPC calls when in single process mode.

Keywords: Static malware analysis · Dynamic malware analysis ·
Android platform

1 Introduction

The evolution of distributed computing, most recently evinced by the Internet-of-
Things (IoT) is considered to be an essential driver of contemporary information
technology. The use of embedded microprocessors within a plethora of hetero-
geneous device types has been facilitated by substantial increases in available
network bandwidth. Consequently, household devices such as televisions, refrig-
erators and washing machines are all embedded with computers that monitor
device activity, log events, and transmit useful and pre-defined information to
a centralised server for further processing and/or action. Mobile devices such
as smartphones and smartbooks can serve as decentralised data collection and
processing points within an IoT infrastructure. The privacy and security require-
ments within an IoT context will vary depending upon the IoT devices in use.
For instance, a mobile phone connected through a 3G/4G communication chan-
nel to the Internet will demand a set of security controls based on large keys and
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a requirement for extensive information processing. Alternatively, a resource-
constrained RFID tag may likely require a less resource demanding secret-key
verifier based on smaller key lengths and efficient algorithms.

Whilst mobile devices provide an ideal central controller for household IoT
devices as seen by the expansion of Home Automation Networks, the underly-
ing operating system poses serious security concerns. The popularity of mobile
devices has increased exponentially, and applications installed and executed by
end-users routinely process and transmit sensitive data (e.g., banking and online
shopping applications). Private user data can be compromised by an adversary
through simple social engineering efforts as well as through sophisticated step-
wise attacks that may involve the installation of malware onto a mobile device
for subsequent invocation. The threat landscape for mobile platforms has been
increased many-fold because popular end-user applications can be installed at
the click of a button (thus highlighting the tension between competing non-
negotiable requirements, namely security and ease of use). An example is an
augmented version of the ZeuS banking Trojan [1] which appears as a legitimate
application that upon execution transmits user credentials to a remote (attacker)
machine. Emerging threats against mobile devices pose an even greater challenge
for security architects of the IoT infrastructure. End-users do not identify the
same security issues with mobile devices (compared to desktop devices) as noted
in a survey by Valli et al. [2]. The need for controlled application execution on
mobile devices, within a trusted context, cannot be understated. In this paper, we
document and examine a prototype of a controlled mobile device trust platform
for Android devices that ensures a secure application execution environment.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses related
work done in the area of mobile device security. In Sect. 3, we present the pro-
totype implementation of a controlled execution environment for Android appli-
cations. Section 4 discusses the tests that were performed against the Controlled
Access Prototype. Section 5 describes the results of the study. Finally, in Sect. 6,
we conclude and provide suggestions for further research.

2 Related Work

As pointed out by Löhr et al. [3], secure boot is a basic trusted computing
concept. Löhr et al. observe that secure boot requirements for mobile devices
have been collected in the Open Mobile Terminal Platform recommendations.
The problem of secure boot is bound by three constraints or properties, described
by Löhr et al. as: (1) The integrity of software loaded on the system must be
preserved, otherwise malicious software could run without being detected; (2)
The system should always boot to a defined secure state (or fail to boot at all),
else attackers could violate security by forcing the system into an insecure state;
and (3) Modifications of the operating system or application binaries must still
be allowed, otherwise, software updates would be impossible.

Probably the first attempt at secure boot on an x86 platform was the AEGIS
system [4] which used digital signatures as integrity checks and allowed recovery
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using a trusted repository. This concept still exists in Windows 8, which imple-
ments secure boot via a signature check for each item of boot software, although
this has already been compromised (see [5]). Mobile devices, by their nature,
may not have access to a trusted repository.

Kostiainen et al. [6] discuss several security issues that exist on several
mobile device operating systems (including Android), but their analysis appears
focussed on post-boot issues such as access control and permission granularity.
Such issues would be important, however, if a secure boot failed i.e. it booted a
device into an insecure state. Shabtai et al. [7] assert that Android devices are
well-guarded in their normal state. Shabtai et al. conducted a risk analysis of the
Android platform and concluded that corrupting or modifying private content
in various forms, was a minor impact risk with an unlikely or possible likelihood
of occurrence. We content that this is an optimistic analysis, especially in the
context of Gostev’s [8] comment that “two years of smartphone virus evolution
are equivalent to twenty years of work in computer viruses”.

Shabtai et al. [7] also notes that one of the security mechanisms of Android
requires that “each application runs in its own virtual machine”. This provides
a measure of safety, but King et al. [9] evaluated virtual machine-based rootkits,
the result being that they were able to subvert Linux-based systems with a
proof-of-concept virtual machine-based rootkit. More specifically, Vidas et al.
[10] provide a survey of current Android attacks.

Dietrich and Winter [11] highlight the need for a secure boot process
on mobile devices and state that, whilst the Mobile Phones Working Group
(MPWG) have outlined a secure boot process, the detail has been left to indi-
vidual manufacturers to implement, thus giving manufacturers some flexibility.
This flexibility, however, can lead to security issues because of the multiplicity
of approaches that fit the outline provided by the MPWG.

Hendricks and van Doorn [12] contend that existing secure boot standards are
not enough and that all devices should be checked, not just those attached to the
CPU. Their claim was based on the assertion that modern computers consisted
of semi-autonomous sub-systems containing field-upgradable firmware. Despite
this assertion being over a decade old, it bears some similarity to devices that
populate the Internet of Things, latterly the Internet of Everything.

3 Controlled Access Prototype Implementation

By design, the Android application framework includes various components to
encourage functionality reuse. For example if an application that wishes to make
a web request, it could request that another application make the request on its
behalf. This reuse is achieved through application programming interfaces (APIs)
such as activities, services, broadcast receivers and content providers [13]. Each
of these features enable inter-process communication in various ways. Some of
these are focussed on directly addressed communication and others are simply
ways to request a specific item of functionality, allowing any other application
to serve these requests.
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A number of vulnerabilities have been identified with these APIs. These
include SQL injection attacks and information theft [14]. In order to mitigate
these issues it has been left to the developers of Android applications to imple-
ment defences in order to protect their application from any others that may be
running. As new attacks are developed it may be that even the most carefully
developed application becomes susceptible to these attacks. Of course there is
still the threat posed by vulnerabilities to the Android operating system itself,
which may not be able to be mitigated by the application developer. Existing
approaches to address this issue have relied on implementing security layers on
top of the existing Android framework, however this doesn’t solve the underlying
issue for the potential of interprocess communication based attacks or attacks
based on other mechanisms [15]. Attacks have been implemented which do not
rely on inter-process communication but instead through shared memory, show-
ing the potential for non-inter-process communication driven attacks [16].

The proposed prototype aims to address this problem by preventing simulta-
neous application execution outright, via modification of the underlying Android
operating system and making use of integrity checking measures to ensure that
the operating system itself is not compromised.

The prototype developed aims to address two key requirements of the
Android mobile platform:

– Device state at time of execution: The state of the device can always be ver-
ified to not have malicious applications running in parallel with the current
application.

– Device base state: The mobile device should have protection mechanisms
against unauthorised modification to the base system.

A two-part solution is proposed to meet the requirements. The first part is
to limit the number of running applications to one, preventing malware from
running in parallel with the application. Second, to use secure boot which pre-
vents operating system modifications. This process results in a situation in which
malware cannot be injected into the system image or cause other unauthorised
changes to the platform.

Limiting the number of running applications to one, ensures that only one
application is running at any point in time. As a result the operating system
will force any applications other than the foreground application, to terminate
(excluding core system processes).

The verified boot feature, which was introduced in Android 4.4, aims to assure
the device state. This process uses an optional kernel feature called “device-
mapper-verity (dm-verity)”. The dm-verity feature provides a means for the
device to conduct integrity checking of block devices. Consequently, dm-verity
can be used to prevent rootkits, and other unauthorised modifications to the
system image.

Any process on the Android platform that runs with root privileges can
bypass detection by anti-malware applications or indeed the operating system
itself. The software has this capability as it is running with privileges higher than
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Fig. 1. Cryptographic hash tree [17].

or at the same level as the software intended to detect malware. These privileges
essentially enable the software to misrepresent itself or conceal itself altogether.

Block devices form the underlying storage layer for Android systems. They
can be examined using dm-verity to ensure that the device matches an expected
configuration. Configuration validation is achieved through the use of a cryp-
tographic hash tree. Every block (which is typically of 4k block size) is hashed
using SHA-256 and the result stored in the hash tree. These hashes are aggre-
gated through each layer (as depicted in Fig. 1) until Layer 3, where the root
hash is computed. In practical terms this means that only the root hash needs
to be verified to confirm integrity of the entire hash tree. In order to modify
any of the blocks, the cryptographic hashing function (SHA-256 in this case)
would need to be broken for identically sized inputs. At access time, each block
is verified, which reduces overhead at boot time.

This solution ensures that a device meets the health requirements at any
given time. Using Secure Boot ensures that the operating system has not been
modified in any way. If the system image is changed in anyway, the device will
fail to boot. If the device boots successfully, it is a guarantee that the device
did not allow malware to load at boot time. Secure Boot’s task is finished once
the device has booted. As such, need is established for post boot mechanisms to
allow execution of software without the risk of malware running in parallel, thus
compromising the integrity of the whole system. For this purpose, the application
limiting functionality is put in place. Limiting the number of parallel applications
to one guarantees that no malware can run in the background while the target
application is being executed.

To limit the number of parallel applications, we need to modify the Android
source code. In order to achieve this functionality, there are two files that
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need to be changed, namely, DevelopmentSettings.java and Activity
ManagerNative.java. DevelopmentSettings.java is located at: /packages/
apps/Settings/src/com/android/settings/. The changes required in this file
are as below:

Line 1251: mAppProcessLimit.setValueIndex(i);
to: mAppProcessLimit.setValueIndex(1);

Line 1251: mAppProcessLimit.setValueIndex(i);
to: mAppProcessLimit.setValueIndex(1);

Line 1252: mAppProcessLimit.setSummary(
mAppProcessLimit.getEntries()[i]);

to: mAppProcessLimit.setSummary(
mAppProcessLimit.getEntries()[1]);

Line 1256: mAppProcessLimit.setValueIndex(0);
to: mAppProcessLimit.setValueIndex(1);

Line 1257: mAppProcessLimit.setSummary(
mAppProcessLimit.getEntries()[0]);
to: mAppProcessLimit.setSummary(

mAppProcessLimit.getEntries()[1]);
Line 1264: int limit = newValue !=

null ? Integer.parseInt(newValue.toString()) : -1;
to: int limit = newValue != null ? 0 : -1;

ActivityManagerNative.java is located at /frameworks/base/core/java/
android/app/. The changes required in this file are as below.

Line 1163 int max=data.readInt();
to: int max = 0;

Line 1171 int limit = getProcessLimit();
to: int limit = 0;

Once this is done, we can build a system image from this modified Android
source code. This system image is then used to implement dm-verity for ensuring
secure boot. The steps are as follows:

1. Create system and boot image,
2. Create hash trees for both images,
3. Generate dm-verity tables,
4. Sign generated tables,
5. Concatenate dm-verity table and signature block to generate verity metadata,

and
6. Concatenate tables, signature block and metadata.

The hash tree is at the core of the security control that enables secure boot,
and is implemented by the dm-verity kernel feature. Every block (in this case
4k in size) in the block device is cryptographically hashed with SHA-256. These
hashes form layer 0 of the hash tree. Next, the SHA-256 hashes of layer 0 are
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concatenated into 4k blocks, and again each block is hashed with SHA-256. This
forms layer 1 of the hash tree. This process is continued until the resulting layer
n can be condensed into a single 4k block. Finally, the hashes at layer n are
aggregated and hashed using SHA-256 to form a single, root hash value that
serves as the integrity checker for the entire filesystem. If there is a block in a
layer that is not naturally filled to the block size, the block is padded out with
zeroes.

Subsequent to the creation of the root hash and salt, the dm-verity table
is created and signed. The table itself is comprised of a reference to the block
device, the block size, salt and root hash value. The table is signed with an
RSA key of length 2048 bit ([17]). Next the verity metadata block is generated
through the concatenation of the signature and the dm-verity table.

4 Controlled Access Prototype Evaluation Process

The device state and malware claims are both evaluated individually. Evaluation
of the malware claim is trivial. Once the operating system has booted the set-
tings menu can be accessed and the Background process limit setting examined.
It should be set to “no background processes”. If an attempt to change this value
is made it should not take effect, on re-examining of this setting “no background
processes” should again be observed. Subsequently, we can run multiple applica-
tions and to test if any of them are running in parallel, this can be accomplished
through examining the running processes list under developer tools. It can be
seen that only the last process launched is running, as such it can be confirmed
that previous processes are killed.

To evaluate the secure boot implementation, the system image must be modi-
fied in such a way that it no longer conforms to those calculated in the initial hash
tree. This task can be accomplished in various ways, from the flashing of a com-
pletely different system image, through to modification of a single byte within
the system partition and/or boot partition currently located on the device. It
should be noted that the entire image is not verified on boot, instead each block is
verified on access. In this way boot times are reduced while the system and boot
images are effectively secured. As such, if alteration of a single byte is selected
it may be useful to target a byte within a particular system application, so that
this application can be launched and the security feature reliably triggered.

It should be noted that if the boot image is modified the device will fail to
boot and the device will be rendered near-permanently inoperable, this is by
design. Recovery from this state during testing required the use of a non-public
exploit. As such, it is suggested that during third party validation the system
image be altered rather than the boot partition, in order to preserve device
functionality.

5 Results

The Controlled Access Prototype was subjected to a number of tests to evaluate
its suitability. These tests were described in Sect. 4. The results of the tests
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Table 1. Details of alterations to system and boot images with details of event to
trigger read and associated result

Alteration made Triggering event Observed result

Replace entire system image
(zeros)

Power on device Fail to boot

Replace entire system image
(random)

Power on device Fail to boot

Change single byte of system
image (within application)

Launch application Displays security warning

Change single byte of system
image (at random)

Read random byte Displays security warning

Replace entire boot image
(zeros)

Power on device Fail to boot

Replace entire boot image
(random)

Power on device Fail to boot

Change single byte of boot
image (within boot code)

Power on device Fail to boot

against the secure boot process are included in Table 1. It was observed that
under almost all experimental conditions, the resulting image failed to boot
once modified. This aligns with the expectations of the research. It is interesting
to note that modifying a single byte of the system image, either at random, or
from within an application, only caused an error to be displayed. The system
otherwise functioned as normal.

The execution state testing involved using applications in the Android OS’
single process mode. The outcomes of these tests are included below in Table 2.
For the test to pass, any IPC calls from the malicious application could not be
completed successfully (i.e. the calls were prevented).

It can be seen from the results that the IPC calls were able to successfully
complete in all of the tested scenarios, indicating that the tests unanimously
failed. The reason this approach does not work can be attributed to the archi-
tecture that Android uses to manage processes for applications. The application
closing does not inherently mean that the process has been terminated (depicted
in Fig. 2). Even in the single process mode (depicted in Fig. 2(b)), the applica-
tion’s memory is serialised upon termination and can be resumed by deserial-
isation upon relaunch. This means that although the malware may be halted
temporarily during application switching, it will resume its operations when the
context of execution changes back to the host application. The processing models
are demonstrated in Fig. 2.
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Table 2. Details of execution state testing with result, during prior to each test the
evaluation application is launched

Test performed Triggering event Observed result

Examine process list Launch malicious app Evaluation app not
running

Examine process list Launch malicious service Evaluation app not
running

Attempt IPC call Activate IPC from malicious app
to evaluation app

IPC call succeeds
(failed test)

Attempt activity call Activate activity from malicious
app to evaluation app

activity call
succeeds (failed test)

Attempt broadcast call Activate broadcast from malicious
app to evaluation app

Broadcast received
(failed test)

Fig. 2. An abstract model demonstrating the differences between the operations of the
Android OS’ default multi-processing model, and the developer option enabled single
process model.
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6 Conclusions

This research set out with the aim of determining whether an Android device
could be configured to prevent malware from executing in parallel with trusted
applications, and whether the system image could be protected from unautho-
rised modifications. As Android devices are increasingly being used as controllers
in IoT infrastructure, the mitigation and prevention of malware on these plat-
forms is critical. We presented a prototype scheme for meeting the above require-
ments in the proposed Controlled Access Prototype. This prototype succeeded in
preventing unauthorised modification to the system image through the imple-
mentation of the dm-verity kernel feature. However, the prototype failed to pre-
vent unauthorised IPC calls when in single process mode. This research provides
an opportunity for future work. We suggest modification of the Android sandbox
to prevent IPC from running blacklisted or non-whitelisted applications. This
would effectively enable an OS-level firewall for Android devices.
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Abstract. Increasing number of physical systems being connected to
the internet raises security concerns about the possibility of cyber-attacks
that can cause severe physical damage. Signature-based malware protec-
tion can detect known hazards, but cannot protect against new attacks
with unknown attack signatures. Anomaly detection mechanisms are
often used in combination with signature-based anti-viruses, however,
they too have a weakness of triggering on any new previously unseen
activity, even if the activity is legitimate. In this paper, we present a
solution to the problem of protecting an industrial process from cyber
attacks, having robotic manufacture facilities with automated guided
vehicles (AGVs) as our use case. Our solution combines detection of dan-
ger signals with anomaly detection in order to minimize mis-labelling of
legitimate new behaviour as dangerous.

Keywords: Intrusion detection · Anomaly detection · Danger Theory ·
Automated Guided Vehicles · Cyber-Physical Systems

1 Introduction

While increasing numbers of physical systems being connected to the internet
brings enormous possibilities for technological progress, it also raises huge secu-
rity concerns. Cyber-Physical Systems have already been shown to be susceptible
to cyber attacks that can cause (sometimes catastrophic) physical damage. The
German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) revealed in 2014 that a
steel manufacturing facility suffered massive damage after it was not able to shut-
down a blast furnace in a controlled manner due to malicious code implanted into
its control system [3]. Earlier, the Stuxnet virus gained fame after successfully
attacking programmable logic controllers of Iran’s nuclear centrifuges, changing
their rotation speed, which resulted in physical damage to many of them [5].

Signature-based malware protection can detect known hazards, but cannot
protect against new attacks with unknown attack signatures, which is especially
important due to advances of automated malware creation [1]. Anomaly detect-
ing intelligent mechanisms are often used in combination with signature-based
anti-viruses, in order to detect and prevent anomalous activity. As an example,
the negative selection [2] approach compares all new events with a previously
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2016
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constructed set of non-self entities, i.e. those that fail similarity tests with known
self entities. Unfortunately, anomaly detection mechanisms have a known weak-
ness of triggering on any new previously unseen activity. In some cases, such
as fraud detection in banking systems, anomaly detection leads to great results,
because it can be reasonably expected that “self” detector cover all types of legit-
imate behaviour and any anomaly (“non-self”) is therefore a fraud. However, in
many other types of systems, including internet of things, network-based ones,
the behaviour changes over time and has legitimate anomalous events. Using
anomaly-based threat detection in such systems will create huge amount of false
positives, i.e. mis-detecting legitimate behaviour as an attack, thus disrupting
normal course of operations, which can sometimes lead to economic and opera-
tional losses comparable to genuine attacks. Therefore it is important that the
adaptive detection mechanism keeps both types of mistakes (false negative and
false positive) at minimum. On the other hand, in Danger Theory [7], coming
from Artificial Immune Systems research area [4], responses are triggered by
danger signals rather than presence of non-self objects. Entities are allowed to
exist until harmful signals are received. If a harmful activity (e.g. cell death) is
detected, the immune response is triggered, attacking either all foreign entities,
or all entities locally, depending on the severity of the danger.

In this paper, we present a solution to the problem of protecting an industrial
process from cyber attacks, having robotic manufacture facilities with automated
guided vehicles (AGVs) as our use case. Our solution combines detection of dan-
ger signals with anomaly detection to minimize mis-labelling of legitimate new
behaviour as dangerous. In Sect. 2, we present our use case and system archi-
tecture. Section 3 provides detailed explanation of our danger detection module.
Section 4 evaluates the solution and Sect. 5 concludes the paper.

2 Automated Guided Vehicles Protection

Factories with a complex manufacturing cycle often rely on Automated Guided
Vehicles (AGVs) for moving materials across work cells. AGV control systems
and equipment are usually networked and distributed to allow submitting tasks
and operate AGVs remotely. This puts AGV control systems at risk of being
exposed to cyber attacks, as has been shown by recent studies [8].

Our system evaluates all jobs that are performed by the AGVs, to under-
stand the origins of danger signals and to prevent dangerous jobs from execution.
Our system is also designed to minimize the amount of false danger detections,
to allow legitimate jobs to be executed uninterrupted. The high-level architec-
ture is shown in Fig. 1. Main modules include the Command and Control that
issues job requests; the AGV Controller that generates low-level action plans
and chooses appropriate AGVs for execution; the self-learning Danger Detection
Module (DDM) that verifies jobs based on their anomaly and danger levels; and
the Facility Monitor that alerts the DDM of any independently detected dangers.

The Command and Control (C&C) module oversees the whole manufacturing
process. It provides dashboards and control to human operators, but is also
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Fig. 1. System Architecture

able to automatically generate high-level requests, such as “Deliver item Omega
from collection point A to delivery point B” to support a normal manufacturing
process. Requests are passed to the appropriate AGV central controller (AGVC).
The AGVC generates a job plan formed from a sequence of AGV atomic actions
together with a choice of AGV that should satisfy the original request. This job
is then sent for verification to the DDM. If the job is approved by the DDM,
then the AGVC executes it by assigning the sequence to the associated AGV.

The Facility Monitor is an independent verification system that monitors the
factory floor and raises an alert (called a danger signal) if anything goes wrong.
Any event that happens unexpectedly, any discrepancy between the expected
and observed states of the system causes such an alert, albeit with different
severity. Examples of such events include a robot performing an action different
from the one on its action queue, a robot not responding to commands, cargo
being taken to the position that is not on delivery positions list, etc.

The Danger Detection Module contains a history of jobs and performs simi-
larity detection and clustering of every new job request, to calculate its anomaly
score. When a danger signal is observed, the DDM checks current and previ-
ously finished jobs to find those that are likely to be the cause of the signal.
Anomalous jobs are regarded as much more likely to be the cause, but all jobs
are checked. Every danger signal increases the threat level of a job. If the threat
threshold is reached, the DDM terminates the job by sending the corresponding
command to the AGVC, and rejects similar jobs in the future. If a subsequence
of actions within a job is identified as being the cause, the DDM rejects only this
subsequence, not the whole job. The AGVC takes this into consideration, and,
if possible, generates and resubmits a new plan of actions in order to satisfy the
C&C request. On receipt of a sequence from the AGVC, an AGV executes it
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and reports back with its final status. Importantly, during movement, the AGV
sends updates of its position and status to the AGVC, in the event that the
controller needs to modify the remaining elements of the plan for that particular
task. All relevant details are also sent to the DDM.

3 Danger Detection Module

The Danger Detection Module can be regarded as a police of the manufactur-
ing facility, in that its main goals are to monitor and verify the safety of all
factory operations; find the jobs that create problems; be able to stop them
and prevent them from creating problems again. In terms of a robotic manu-
facturing facility, the DDM should be able to: (1) monitor jobs that are being
performed on the facility premises in real-time; (2) have information about how
anomalous or potentially dangerous these jobs are; (3) collect information about
newly detected dangers in the facility and correlate it with active jobs, poten-
tially finding the cause of danger; (4) if the cause of danger is found, raise an
alarm in order to stop the job and forbid the execution of other similar jobs.

The internal architecture of the DDM is shown in Fig. 2. Initially the DDM
populates the Knowledge Base with a historical dataset of previous jobs, finding
clusters of similar jobs and calculating their parameters, such as frequency rate,
anomaly and danger scores. During production, the DDM monitors active jobs,
keeping track of all jobs that are currently in progress, their state of execution,
i.e. which actions were already performed, and which are planned, etc. The
DDM also performs real-time job verification for every new job request that
the AGVC creates. This includes finding similar job clusters, calculation the
anomaly score of a job, checking previous danger signals of similar jobs, and
deciding if a job is a normal one or a dangerous one and should be rejected. If

Fig. 2. Internal DDM architecture.
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any danger signal arrives, the DDM correlates active jobs with danger signals,
deciding on which jobs may be the cause of the signal, and if the danger is severe
enough for the job to be immediately stopped. The Knowledge Base is constantly
updates with recent data of executed jobs, danger signals, etc., so the algorithm
keeps learning and adapting to changing conditions. Finally, the DDM has the
Operator’s UI that gives capability to human operators to control the system
and its decisions.

3.1 Knowledge Base

The Knowledge Base contains a dataset of jobs that correspond to a normal
activity of a factory, and performs clustering and anomaly detection, as well as
storing the information about the danger score of clusters. Initially, a dataset of
historical jobs is used to train the system, to create clusters of similar jobs, and
understand their frequency rates. As soon as an active job is finished, for any
reason (successful execution or stopping due to danger signals), it is also sub-
mitted to the Knowledge Base, in order to update the danger detection dataset.
The job that was rejected before being started is not submitted to the dataset.

Similarity Measure. In order to perform job clustering it is necessary to have
a measure of similarity between two different jobs.

There are several existing ways to calculate similarity for sequences. Among
the most commonly used ones, the Levenshtein distance, the Jaccard similarity,
and the longest similar subsequence can all be used in the DDM as a mea-
sure of similarity between two sequences of events. The Levenshtein distance
(also called “the minimum edit distance”) is calculated as the minimum number
of atomic operations needed to be performed on an entity in order to trans-
form it into the other entity. The longest similar subsequence metric can be
useful in some settings, where the order of actions is very strict and limited,
but is weak in the general case, because the small changes in the middle of a
sequence will severely lower the total similarity score. We opted to use the Jac-
card similarity because it is one of the most general similarity metrics that is
applicable to sequences. The Jaccard metric allows to have variations in any
part of a sequence, unlike the longest subsequence metric, but can be calculated
more efficiently than the Levenshtein distance. The Jaccard similarity is usu-
ally used to define the similarity of two sets. In a general case, it is defined as
the intersection of two sets divided by the union of two sets: J(A,B) = |A∩B|

|A∪B| .
The similarity metric shows the percentage of items that are the same in two
sets to all items in both sets. It returns 1, when both sets are the same, and
0, when there is not a single common item between them. When the Jaccard
similarity is used to define the similarity of sequences of variable length with
changing token order, the sequence should be transformed into a set [6]. This
is commonly done by transforming a sequence into a set of k-shingles or k-
grams. A k-shingle is any set of continuous tokens of a sequence. For exam-
ple, for the sequence “AirbusGroup” and letters taken as tokens, a set of all
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3-shingles is {“Air”,“irb”,“rbu”,“bus”,“usG”,“sGr”,“Gro”,“rou”,“oup”}. Split-
ting the sequence on k-shingles in order to apply set similarity measures has a
number of useful properties, including the ability to cope with small insertions
or changes of symbols in random places of a sequence. It is also easy to extend
the notion to find a mutual similarity of more than two entities at the same time.

One more important advantage of Jaccard similarity is that it splits the
sequence onto subsequences, so it is possible to re-use them to calculate the sim-
ilarity and danger score of subsequences as well as full sequences. This is very
helpful when trying to find the most dangerous subsequence within a sequence.
With Levenshtein distance every subsequence would have to be analysed sepa-
rately, therefore decreasing the total performance of the algorithm.

Clustering. The next step after the similarity between any two entities can be
found, is to cluster the set of entities (jobs, or event sequences, in our case) into
groups with similar objects. Ideally, each cluster should contain a single type of
a job, including small variations that a job can have in its events.

In the DDM we use distance-based hierarchical clustering, with the usage of
mean points as representatives of a cluster. We define a representative sequence
of a cluster as a mean point, i.e. a point that has the maximum similarity to
all other points of the cluster argmaxc∈C(

∑
i∈C sim(c, i) ∗ Wi). For distance-

based clustering there is a threshold MINSIM , and we require the similarity
of all points within a cluster with its mean point to have at least this amount of
similarity: ∀i ∈ C : sim(c, i) ≥ MINSIM .

Clustering happens sequentially, i.e. we regard one point at a time and add
it to the closest cluster (recalculating the mean point if necessary) or create a
new cluster if no sufficiently similar cluster is found. The process is the same for
initial training and for the production phase, when finished jobs are added one
by one. If recalculation of the mean point leads to the cluster no longer satisfying
distance requirements, we split the cluster into several smaller ones.

Cluster Parameters. After we have obtained job clusters, we can calculate
the parameters of any cluster or any job. For every cluster we calculate the
frequency rate (or weight), the anomaly score, the danger score, and the final
threat score. In order to calculate the anomaly score of a job, we find the cluster
that it belongs to (or create a new one if there is no cluster that is sufficiently
similar to a job), and use the anomaly score of this cluster. Conventionally, the
algorithms with similar functionality are called ‘anomaly detection’. However,
here we talk about ‘anomaly score calculation’, due to the fact that we are not
interested in boolean classification of job instances as anomaly vs. non-anomaly,
but rather in a quantifiable score of how anomalous the job is.

Weight (W) or Frequency Rate (FR) values show, how common the jobs
of this cluster are. The weight or the frequency rate can be used interchange-
ably, with only a small difference in calculation formulas. The weight shows the
absolute amount of times the jobs of this cluster were seen within regarded time-
frame or within a training set. Frequency rate shows the percentage of times the
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jobs are a part of this cluster in comparison to the total number of jobs. As can
be easily seen, frequency rate can be obtained by dividing the weight of the clus-
ter by the total weight of all clusters: FRi = Wi/

∑
c∈C Wc. Frequency rate is a

slightly more adaptable value than weight, when the total amount of jobs over
time can vary. However, in certain situations weight can be more preferable, for
example, if the total number of jobs within our timeframe is small, and we want
to limit the absolute number of jobs for a job to be regarded as non-anomalous.

Anomaly Score (AS) simply represents how anomalous is the job or the
cluster. The score is always in the range between and including 0 and 1, where
1 represents that such a job is an absolute anomaly and has never before been
seen in the training set, and 0 represents that a job is completely common.
From a naive point of view, the AS of a cluster can be seen as being fully
dependent on the frequency rate of a cluster, i.e. the higher its frequency, the
lower the anomaly score. However, while the frequency rate of a cluster is indeed
an important factor in determining the AS, it is not the only factor, as similarity
to other clusters and their frequency rates should also be taken into account. For
example, two cluster with the same frequency rate will receive different anomaly
scores, if the first one has subsequences that are similar to other clusters, and the
second one has completely unique sequences. It can be the case that a cluster
with lower frequency rate will receive a lower anomaly score, if it has many
similar neighbouring clusters that are sufficiently frequent themselves.

Another question is which clusters to regard as completely non-anomalous
(AS = 0.0). We introduce a frequency rate threshold. It should be chosen to cover
the least frequent “normal” job. E.g. if there are three clusters that represent
normal activities, one with frequency rate of 0.5, another one with 0.2, and the
third one with 0.3, the threshold should be chosen as 0.2. It is also wise to
lower the threshold a bit more (e.g. by 10–15 %) to allow for random variations
in actual real-time frequencies, therefore finally keeping it at around 0.18. We
normalize the frequency rate to obtain the percentage of FR below threshold.
The normalized frequency rate (NFR) can be calculated irrespectively of whether
original values are represented as absolute weights (W) or as relative frequency
rates (FR), however, the threshold should be given in the same units. In case
the weight Wi of a cluster is given, the threshold should be given as maximum
weight MW , and the normalized frequency rate is calculated as

NFRi = 1 − max(MW − Wi, 0)
MW

In case the frequency rate FRi of a cluster is given, the threshold should be given
as maximum frequency MF , and the normalized frequency rate is calculated as

NFRi = 1 − max(MF − FRi, 0)
MF

NFR represents only the frequency of sequences from the cluster itself. How-
ever, when calculating the anomaly score we also want to take into account total
occurrences of similar subsequences, even when these subsequences are part of
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sequences in other clusters. The rate we take from other clusters should be
reduced proportionally to the similarity between these clusters. Therefore we
introduce extended normalized frequency rate ENFRc(C) that is calculated for
a cluster given a set of clusters for comparison:

ENFRc(RC) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

(1− Sim(x, c) ∗ NRFx) ∗ ENFRc(RC\x) +
Sim(x, c) ∗ NRFx, for any x ∈ RC

0, if RC = ∅
Using the ENFR, we calculate the anomaly score:

ASc = 1 − ENFRc(C)

Note, that it is not necessary to regard the NFRc of a cluster c separately, if
the cluster itself is included into the set C. Because Sim(c, c) = 1, the frequency
rate of the cluster itself will be taken fully during the calculations.

In practice, the anomaly score of 1.0 cannot be obtained during training
phase, because during training phase a sequence is immediately added to the
set of sequences, therefore it has some non-zero weight even when seen for the
first time. However, during the actual monitoring phase, when a new job is sent
to the DDM for verification, it can have anomaly score equal to 1.0. This can
be obtained if the new job is not only seen for the first time, but also does not
contain any subsequences that were seen previously. Once the fully anomalous
job is executed and completed, it will be added to the dataset, and “learned” by
the DDM. Therefore the anomaly score of a similar job next time will be lower.
The anomaly score of 0.0 can be obtained during training or verification phases
for all clusters that have normalized frequency rate of 1.0.

Danger Score (DS) is the metric that shows, how many danger signals
were detected during the execution of these jobs, how severe they were, and how
likely it is that they were caused by the jobs from the cluster, and not some other
jobs. A danger score of a cluster increases when active jobs from this cluster are
associated with environmental danger signals. Each danger signal has a severity
value. This value gets distributed among active jobs that may be responsible
for the signal, depending on the type of the signal and job parameters, such
as their anomaly score and previously associated danger signals. More on the
distribution of the danger signal score is explained in Sect. 3.2.

A danger signal chunk dst+1 that gets assigned to a cluster i during step t+1
is always in the range of 0.0–1.0. The increase of the total danger score happens
according to the following formula:

DS
(i)
t+1 = DS

(i)
t + (1 − DS

(i)
t ) ∗ dst+1

Threat Score (TS) represents the total potential perceived threat of exe-
cuting a sequence of a cluster. It is a combination of how anomalous the sequence
is (AS) and how often and severe danger signals related to the sequence are (DS).
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In principle, threat score of a cluster can be any function of its anomaly score
and danger score, TSc = F (ASc,DSc), as long as the following conditions hold:

1. TSc takes values in the range of 0.0–1.0;
2. TSc increases monotonously when ASc increases;
3. TSc increases monotonously when DSc increases.

Currently we use linear formula TSc = α ∗ ASc + (1 − α) ∗ DSc. However,
other functions can be taken into consideration in the future.

3.2 Danger Signals

Danger signals can include anything that happens in the environment not accord-
ingly to expectations or that harms the environment or the system. The origins
and amount of information given by the signals can differ. Signals can be cre-
ated by AGVs themselves (any error during execution can be a reason for such
a signal) or the AGV controller (e.g. if an AGV stops responding). But one of
the most reliable methods to obtain the information about the dangerous activ-
ity is an independent Facility Monitor. It should have the information about
the goals of the jobs, their preconditions and effects, and general rules of the
environment (e.g. “location Z25 is a cargo delivery point”). For some signal it
is possible to pinpoint exactly the location and the cause of it, while for others
such information may be unavailable, requiring the DDM to check all possible
jobs in progress. When a danger signal is detected, it gets assigned to active jobs
accordingly to internal calculation of probability of this particular job being the
cause of the danger. This depends on a type of the danger signal and on an
anomaly score of active jobs.

Danger signals have two parameters: type and severity. Severity is a numeri-
cal value that represents the expected harmful potential of the signal. For critical
danger signals with high severity, a single signal is enough to cause a job to be
stopped. For minor danger signals, only sustained repetition of them for the same
jobs again and again will cause these jobs to be regarded as threatening. Possi-
ble danger types that we expect for the robotic manufacturing facility include: a
wrong action performed by a robot, a robot stops responding, or responds errat-
ically, goods disappearing from collection or delivery points; a foreign object is
detected on one of the locations, or a general danger alarm of unknown origin.

Every danger signal gets distributed among jobs that may have caused it.
The exact distribution function varies depending on the type of the signal. I.e.
if a robot stops responding, the job that it was executing at the moment is
regarded as the main candidate. For a general danger alarm all jobs are regarded
as candidates. For a signal that is detected for a particular location, robots are
regarded as likely candidates in proportion to their distance to this location.
For all danger types, the distribution is further modified by the threat score of
potential candidates. A job with higher anomaly score and more danger signals
associated with it previously, will receive a higher chunk of the danger signal.
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3.3 Active Jobs Manager

Main goals of the Active Jobs Manager (AJM) is to verify jobs, to keep the record
of jobs that are currently being executed and to track their successful execution.
In the presence of danger signals, the task of the AJM is to find out which active
jobs may be associated with this signal, and determine if their threat level is
enough to issue a command to stop them and forbid similar jobs in the future.
The AJM works in real-time. When a new job is created by the AGVC, it is first
sent for verification to the AJM. The AJM either approves or rejects it, based on
its knowledge of previous harmful activities. If a job is rejected, the dangerous
subsequence within the job is sent back as a reason for rejection. The AGVC can
then try to recreate the job, to fulfill the goal using a different plan of execution
that avoids this subsequence. If a job is approved, the DDM adds it to the list
of active jobs. When any job event is completed by an AGV, the AGVC sends a
confirmation to the DDM, so the DDM always knows at which state the job is.
If a danger signal is received by the DDM, the AJM applies it to related active
jobs accordingly to rules of danger score distribution. After this is done, a new
verification is done to affected jobs, in order to decide if they should be stopped.
If this is the case, the DDM will send a stop command to the AGV Controller.

4 Evaluation

We performed a number of experiments to assess the approach in terms of dan-
ger detection. The experiments are based on a simulated factory floor with three
AGVs operating simultaneously. The factory floor has several collection and
delivery points. As a first step, we create a training set by generating two thou-
sand jobs to collect at a random collection point and deliver to a random delivery
point. This dataset represents a set of “normal activities”. Then we run the sys-
tem in “production mode”, where we generate one thousand jobs in a similar
fashion, but with two additions. The first addition is the addition of new legiti-
mate behaviors. This is done by defining a new collection point or a new delivery
point. Such activities are expected to have high anomaly score, due to a robot
performing previously unseen sequences of actions, but lead to intended results
that can be verified by the Facility Monitor. The second addition to jobs is the
addition of “bad jobs”. We assume that an instance of the C&C got compro-
mised, and sends a request to a robot to deliver goods to a wrong place that
is not intended, where the goods can be collected by attackers. Due to the fact
that goods disappear from the factory floor without arriving to the intended
destination, the Facility Monitor raises an alarm and creates a danger signal as
soon as it notices that goods have disappeared. However, since the DDM does
not know which new locations are intended and which are not, it has to reason
as described in Sect. 3, by distributing the Danger Signal among related jobs. If
the threat score (TS) of a job reaches a predefined threshold, the job is stopped
and is marked as dangerous. Further similar jobs are rejected. For every set of
parameters we create one hundred randomized system runs, each consisting of
2000 jobs training set and 1000 jobs verification set, and take the average results.
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Fig. 3. Acceptance rates depending on parameters

The decisions of the DDM depend on how the threat score is calculated and
treated. Therefore, as the first experiment we look at the parameter α in the
equation TSc = α∗ASc+(1−α)∗DSc. We vary α in the range of 0.0–1.0 with 0.05
step. For the purpose of this experiment we fixed the TS threshold at 0.55, i.e.
any job with calculated TS higher than 0.55 is immediately stopped or is rejected
from the beginning. We calculate the acceptance percentage for “normal jobs”
(i.e. jobs that have collection and delivery points available in the training set), for
“new jobs” (i.e. legitimate jobs, but with previously unseen collection or delivery
points), and for “bad jobs” (i.e. jobs with a previously unseen and wrong delivery
zone that cause disappearance of goods). Results are shown in Fig. 3a. Note that
with α = 0.0 anomaly score plays no role in the decision whatsoever, only danger
signals matter. Danger signals appear closely associated with dangerous jobs,
therefore most “bad” dangerous jobs are rejected, with acceptance rate staying
below 0.1 up for all α < 0.55. However, because we do not take any anomaly
score into account, and only look at similarity of jobs to the ones associated with
danger signals, normal jobs become associated with danger signals as often as
new or bad jobs. This leads to a high rate of rejection for normal jobs (“false
positives”). With increasing α, the danger signal distribution starts to take into
account the anomaly value, therefore normal jobs become less and less likely to
be associated with danger signals, and their acceptance rate increases rapidly,
reaching values close to 1.0 at α > 0.4. We see the best results with α in the range
of 0.4–0.5, with very high acceptance of normal and new legitimate jobs, but very
low acceptance of bad jobs (due to remaining importance of danger signals).
However, when α increases past 0.5, we see a dramatic drop in acceptance of
new jobs (due to the fact that the anomaly score is now very important, but the
existence or absence of danger signals is not important). Bad jobs become more
accepted as well, reaching the same percentage of acceptance as new jobs for
α > 0.75. This is due to anomaly values of new legitimate jobs and new bad jobs
being on the same level, and lack of importance of danger signals to discriminate
legitimate and bad behavior.
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The TS threshold (TST) is also an important parameter, therefore as our
second experiment we vary the TST in the range of 0.0–1.0, but now with fixed
α = 0.5. The results can be seen in Fig. 3b. We can see that with TST = 0.0
all jobs get rejected immediately, but with increasing TST the “normal” jobs
increase their acceptance rate rapidly, with about 60 % of normal jobs being
accepted with TST as low as 0.2. This is due to threat score for normal jobs
being usually very low, due to low anomaly score as well as low to none relation to
danger signals. However, with low TST new legitimate jobs are largely rejected,
due to anomaly score alone being enough to breach the threshold. Values around
0.4–0.5 produce the best results: most normal and new jobs have the threat score
lower than this threshold, and are therefore accepted, but the combination of
anomaly score and related danger score leads to most bad jobs breaching the
threshold and being successfully identified and rejected. With increasing the TST
beyond 0.5 results worsen, as bad jobs become more and more accepted as well.
It should be noted, however, that even with TST = 0.9 about 30 % of bad jobs
are still identified and rejected.

5 Conclusions

This paper presents an approach for intelligent detection of and response to
threatening activities in Cyber-Physical Systems. The system is able to recognize
anomalous activities and environmental dangerous events, and relate them in
order to understand, which jobs may have been the cause of the danger. Such
jobs can be stopped and prevented in the future. The system, presented here,
demonstrates the concept of an intelligent self-aware manufacturing facility.

It is important to mention that the Danger Detection Module is implemented
in a domain-independent way. Detecting anomalies and dangerous activities in
sequences of events is a general topic that can be applied to other settings as
well as in safeguarding robotic manufacturing facilities. The Danger Detection
Module can be applicable in such settings as incident detection in network traffic,
analysis of system calls, safety of smart homes, etc.
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Abstract. The distributed nature of Wireless Sensor Networks leads to
the use of cloud databases that need to be protected when dealing with
sensitive content. In this context, Searchable Symmetric Encryption pro-
vides the appropriate framework to perform secure searches. This work
proposes a combination of secure indexes with Bloom Filters to efficiently
address searches in encrypted content. We evaluate the performance of
two different strategies to populate Bloom Filters in XM1000, Z1 and
TelosB wireless sensor devices: (1) we first consider four cryptographic
hash functions using the double hashing technique and truncating mes-
sage digests; (2) we then select five symmetric encryption algorithms and
two fast hash functions also with double hashing. We conclude that the
best strategy for securing indexes is AES plus a fast FNV hash function
and double hashing.

Keywords: Searchable Symmetric Encryption · Wireless Sensor
Networks · Bloom Filters · Cloud Storage

1 Introduction

The ubiquitous model of the Internet of Things (IoT) leads to manage informa-
tion through secure cloud systems. In the Database as a Service (DBaaS) model
data is stored and managed in the cloud. This model assumes that documents
are securely stored and only accessible to authorized users. In this process the
database provider is usually considered as an “honest but curious” adversary
with respect to the documents stored. For example, one can imagine a DBaaS
for a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) used in a Smart City that manages sensi-
tive citizens data such as physical characteristics, location, actions, etc. In this
scenario, only public security forces should access this private information.

Searchable Symmetric Encryption (SSE) offers a solution to search for specific
encrypted documents on a database. In this context, the main challenge is to
prevent the database provider from extracting relevant information related to
the search process.

Secure indexes based on Bloom Filters (BFs) [4,10,14,17,19,20] are generally
chosen because of their efficiency. Since our architecture relies on performance
constrained devices, we have considered that BFs constitute the ideal candidate.
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A BF [18] is defined as a probabilistic data structure that efficiently manages
membership of a certain number of elements. Secure indexes based on BFs use
cryptographic hash functions to add elements to the filter.

The aim of this research is to improve the construction of indexes in terms of
security and performance. We focus on the performance evaluation of different
strategies to securely populate BFs using well-known cryptographic algorithms.
This means that the results of our research are valid for all methods that use
secure indexes and trapdoors based on BFs in a WSN.

We compare the performance of mote devices in terms of ROM, RAM, energy
and execution time using two different strategies:

– First, we evaluate four widely used cryptographic hash functions that are
directly applied to keywords in order to fill in BFs in a secure way.

– The second strategy relies on encryption algorithms and fast non-
cryptographic hash functions. Keywords are first encrypted and then hashed
in order to populate BFs in an efficient manner.

Finally, we discuss the suitability of the aforementioned algorithms and their
advantages and disadvantages in terms of security.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 points out the related
work on the field. Section 3 details our methodology. Section 4 presents the results
obtained. Finally, Sect. 5 summarizes our work.

2 Related Work

The first research that presents secure indexes is based on the use of BFs [4].
HMAC-SHA1 is proposed as keyed hash function but its performance is not
discussed. According to [17] this scheme is still the most secure for full searches.

Secure indexes are usually based on BFs due to their efficiency [4,10,14,17,
19,20]. In [17] a strategy to support searches that allow comparisons character
by character is presented. In [10], secure indexes based on BFs are introduced to
secure the deduplication of data in which duplicated encrypted files are removed
to improve the memory size of the cloud database. In [19] a multi-keyword fuzzy
search technique is presented. It uses a locality-sensitive hashing technique to
support the misspelling of keywords. Similarity searches based on a symbol-based
trie-traverse technique have been proposed in [20]. Moreover, in [14] a secure
anonymous database search is presented by adding a query router between data
searchers and index servers. Its purpose is to enforce an authorization before
accessing secure indexes based on BFs. In this process, the query router is not
allowed to gain data about the queries and their results.

Furthermore, there exists some research concerning the use of secure BFs in
WSNs. In [11] a technique for encrypted data aggregation is used where secure
BFs reduce transmission costs. Besides this, a method to support in-network
processing [22] while securing traffic has also been developed in WSNs.

Finally, it is remarkable to mention that lightweight block ciphers have been
evaluated in sensor motes. In [3], AES and XTEA are highlighted due to their
good performance.
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3 Methodology

In this section we focus on our proposed methodology to implement SSE in
WSNs. First of all, we describe the scenario and the required processes for saving
and searching an encrypted document in a cloud database. Then, we detail how
to fill in secure indexes based on BFs using: (1) cryptographic hash functions
and (2) an encryption algorithm plus a fast hash function.

3.1 Scenario

A SSE encryption scenario requires three agents: (1) the Encrypted Database
(ED), (2) the Data Owner (DO) and (3) the Data Searcher (DS). In this paper,
we consider that agents are attached to a WSN composed of constrained devices.
This means that efficiency is essential in the communication process. Figure 1
shows the communication process to generate and retrieve data using SSE in a
WSN:

1. The first requirement is that DOs and DSs participate in a key exchange
protocol to share the same symmetric key.

2. The DO generates a document to store on the ED.
3. The document is symmetrically encrypted and an index containing relevant

keywords is generated to facilitate searches. In our case, the index is a BF
associated to the document. To prevent information leakage, index entries
should also be encrypted with a pseudo-random function as described in [4].
We then insert random 1’s in order to hide the number of keywords in the
index. Finally, the associated secure index and the encrypted document are
stored in the ED.

4. An authorized user holding the proper symmetric key generates a trapdoor to
retrieve documents associated to certain keywords. Then the secure trapdoor
is sent to the ED.

5. The ED searches for indexes that match the trapdoors and sends the associ-
ated encrypted documents to the DS.

6. The search results may include false positives but this does not constitute a
security breach since the DS only decrypts documents protected with his key.

Fig. 1. SSE in Wireless Sensor Networks.
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3.2 Cryptographic Hash Functions

For the evaluation of cryptographic hash functions we have chosen four widely
used algorithms:

MD5 (1991). MD5 is based on a Merkle-Damg̊ard function and produces 128
bit digests [15]. Each message block implements 4 rounds of 16 operations each
one. This cryptographic hash function is highly vulnerable to collision attacks
so that it was substituted by SHA1. Pre-image attacks are theoretically possible
but are not practical due to their high computational cost. Nowadays, it is used
as a checksum hash to verify the integrity of a file.

SHA1 (1995). SHA1 relies on a Merkle-Damg̊ard function and produces 160
bit digests using 80 rounds [16]. It is vulnerable to collision attacks for high
computational efforts. For this reason, it was decided to substitute it for SHA2
that presents no vulnerabilities.

SHA2 (2001). SHA2 is also based on a Merkle-Damg̊ard function and produces
224, 256, 384 or 512 bit digests [16]. Digests of 224 and 256 can use 64 or 80
rounds while the rest need 80 rounds. Pre-image and collision resistance have
been compromised for a limited number of rounds but it is still considered secure.

SHA3 (2012). SHA3 depends on a Sponge construction and produces 224,
256, 384 or 512 bit digests using 24 rounds [13]. SHA3 is a very recent algorithm
with no significant flaws so far.

Additional Methods Used. Besides the cryptographic hash functions
described above we introduce four alternative methods with the aim of improving
efficiency:

– To speed up the insertion of elements in a BF the Double Hashing technique
(DH) [9] has also been evaluated. Two initial digests h1 and h2 are computed.
The final hash hi is the result of an iterative linear combination of h1 and h2:

hi = (h1 + i · h2)modn (1)

where n represents the hash output in N.
– Depending on the size of the BF a different number of bits is required at

the output of the hash function. To reduce the output we follow the lazy mod
mapping technique [7]. It consists on applying a modular operation to the hash
output taking the size of the filter as a parameter.

– Moreover, truncated message digests have been evaluated in order to use only
one cryptographic hash to obtain all required hashes. This method specified in
the NIST Standard FIPS 180-4 [16] proposes to take the necessary left most
bits of a digest to reduce the size of the hash output. In our case, we take the
necessary left most bits to compute as many positions as required for each
element to insert to the filter.
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– Finally, since multiple hashes are required per keyword we use the symmetric
key to randomize the input of the hash function and prevent dictionary or pre-
computed tables attacks. Message Authentication Code (MAC) constructions
like the HMAC family of functions may also be considered for this purpose.

During this research we prioritized implementations adapted for processors
with a low number of bit registers. In the case of cryptographic hash functions
we did not find implementations designed for processors of 16 bits. MD5, SHA1
and SHA2 are adapted for 32 bit registers while SHA3 is adapted to 64 bit
registers. Furthermore, SHA2 and SHA3 use 256 bit key lengths. It is remarkable
to mention that there are a limited number of implementations of SHA3 due to
its novelty.

3.3 Encryption Algorithms and Fast Hash Functions

As far as we know, no previous research based on applying SSE using BFs has
proposed the use of an encryption algorithm plus a fast hash to fill in the filter.
We propose to assess five widely used cryptographic algorithms with two different
fast hash functions:

AES (1997). Today AES is the de facto standard [5]. It is an iterative block
cipher based on a substitution-permutation network. It works with blocks of 128
bits and no major vulnerability has been unveiled so far. The number of rounds
depends on the size of the key: 128/192/256 bit keys require 10/12/14 rounds
respectively.

MISTY1 (1995). MISTY1 is a secure block cipher which uses a nested Feistel
Network of a multiple of 4 rounds [12]. Recursively, each of these rounds uses a
3 round Feistel Network. It works with 64 bit blocks and sizes of 128 bit keys.

PRESENT (2007). PRESENT relies on a substitution-permutation network
of 31 rounds for block sizes of 64 bits and key sizes of 80/128 bits [2]. PRESENT
is considered secure although it has partially been broken for 26 rounds.

SKIPJACK (1998). SKIPJACK was designed to provide security on phones
[6]. It is a block cipher that uses an unbalanced Feistel Network of 32 rounds
and 80 bit keys. The most successful attack breaks 31 rounds but a full attack
is not known to date. NIST recommends to avoid its use due to its weak key
length.

XTEA (1997). XTEA is a block cipher that uses a 64 rounds Feistel Network
and blocks of 64 bits with a 128 bit key [21]. Up to date, 36 rounds have been
broken but is considered as secure in its full-fledge version.
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FNV (1991). FNV is a non-cryptographic hash function based on an offset
and a chosen prime that depends on the length of the output [8]. It is based on
a Merkle-Damg̊ard function that works byte by byte to obtain 32, 64, 128, 256,
512 or 1024 bit outputs.

Murmurhash3 (2010). This non-cryptographic hash function is based on a
block inter-mixing [1]. Input bits are divided in blocks and simple operations on
the block mix ensure that all blocks are affected by the precedent blocks. Bit
outputs of 32 or 128 are allowed.

Additional Methods Used. For reducing the computation of encryption algo-
rithms the double hashing technique has been used. In addition to this, to reduce
the hash output length the lazy mod mapping technique has been applied. All
these techniques are detailed in Sect. 3.2. Moreover, fast hash functions use dif-
ferent offsets and seeds to obtain different hash outputs.

In the case of AES we use a version designed for 8 bit registers in ECB mode
with a 128 bit key. Besides, PRESENT uses a 80 bit key and is also adapted
to 8 bits registers. SKYPJACK is adapted to 16 bit registers and the rest of
algorithms to 32 bit registers. Moreover, fast hash functions used work with 32
bit lengths at the output.

4 Evaluation

A real demo using wireless sensor devices for SSE has been implemented. Secure
indexes and trapdoors based on BFs have been executed on motes which use the
low power consumption IEEE802.15.4 standard at 2.4 GHz. The sensors assessed
are Advanticsys XM1000, Zolertia Z1 and Crossbow TelosB. The evaluated algo-
rithms have been programmed in C using the open source OS Contiki 2.6.

In our experiments 25 secure indexes of 128 bit positions are created. 10
elements of a few tens of characters are used to fill in each filter. From these
elements 7 are used as real keywords for indexing the content of the document
and the rest are chosen randomly to blind the filter. With these parameters we
select an optimum number of 9 different hashes per keyword.

The parameters measured correspond to ROM (kB), RAM (kB), energy con-
sumed by the CPU (µJ) and execution time (ms). As the following results show,
the energy consumed by the CPU is proportional to the execution time.

4.1 Cryptographic Hash Functions

As detailed in Sect. 3.2 four cryptographic hash functions have been evaluated. If
message digests are not truncated k hash functions are needed for each element,
where k is the optimum number of hashes that in our case is 9. When truncating
messages only the computation of one cryptographic hash function is needed
for each element. Moreover, in all cases we considered the DH to evaluate the
improvement achieved.
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a) Crypto hashes on XM1000 b) Encryption alg. plus fast hash on XM1000

c) Crypto hashes on Z1 d) Encryption alg, plus fast hash on Z1

e) Crypto hashes on TelosB f) Encryption alg. plus fast hash on TelosB

Fig. 2. Overall performance evaluation using (a, c, e) cryptographic hash functions
and (b, d, f) encryption algorithms with a fast hash function.

Figure 2a shows the overall performance when using XM1000 devices.
Figure 2c shows the results for Z1 motes and Fig. 2e for TelosB.

TelosB motes offer the poorest performance in all cases. XM1000 and Z1
sensors show similar performance with slightly better results in the first case.

When message digests are not truncated, the DH technique improves the
performance of the system. If digests are truncated the performance is very
similar but slightly better results are obtained whether the DH is not used.

In terms of overall performance we observe that truncated MD5, SHA2 and
SHA1 are the best options for XM1000. Z1 and TelosB present a ROM overflow
problem for SHA1, so only truncated MD5 and SHA2 functions are considered.
SHA3 displays a poor performance when message digests are not truncated. In
the case of TelosB we decided not to show the execution time for k SHA3 to
improve the legibility of the figure. All these options are discussed in detail in
Sect. 4.3.
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4.2 Encryption Algorithms and Fast Hash Functions

In Sect. 3.3 we presented the five cryptographic algorithms used for the encryp-
tion of keywords and the two fast hashes required to insert them to a BF. In this
section we have evaluated all these techniques plus the improvement obtained
when using DH.

Figure 2b shows the overall performance when evaluating XM1000 devices.
Figure 2d shows the results for Z1 motes and Fig. 2f for TelosB. At first sight, if we
compare these results with the ones obtained for cryptographic hash functions
we observe that the strategy of using encryption algorithms with a fast hash
function improves the performance.

As in the previous section TelosB motes offer poor performance compared to
the other two and XM1000 are slightly better than Z1.

In all cases the DH offers just marginally better results. Furthermore, similar
overall results are obtained when using FNV and Murmurhash3. Concerning the
cryptographic algorithms PRESENT offers the worst results for all devices. For
this reason its evaluation is discarded in Fig. 3.

Figure 3a details the use of ROM. In all cases Murmurhash3 requires more
ROM than FNV. Moreover, SKIPJACK and XTEA need less memory than the
other options while MISTY1 requires more than the others. Besides, it can be
observed that Z1 devices require more ROM than the other two.

The results for RAM are shown at Fig. 3b. Similar results are obtained in all
cases except for AES that requires slightly more RAM. TelosB motes offer the
poorest performance in this domain.

In terms of energy and execution (see Figs. 3c and d) all algorithms obtain
better results when using Murmurhash3 except in the case of AES that improves

a) ROM b) RAM

noitucexE)dygrenE)c

Fig. 3. Performance evaluation of the best cryptographic algorithms.
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its execution when using FNV. MISTY1 and XTEA offer the best results when
used with Murmurhash3 and the DH.

Taking into account the overall performance, we state that AES, MISTY1,
SKIPJACK and XTEA with FNV and DH are the best options. As in the pre-
vious section, all these strategies are discussed in detail in Sect. 4.3.

4.3 Best Strategies

In this section we discuss the practical use of the best cryptographic hashes
and encryption algorithms plus a fast hash function. The results in terms of
overall performance for XM1000, Z1 and TelosB devices (see Figs. 4a–c) show
that encryption algorithms plus a fast hash function using the DH provide better
results.

Figure 5a shows the ROM usage for the best strategies. It is remarkable to
mention that SHA2 requires a similar memory amount than encryption algo-
rithms. The results obtained for RAM (see Fig. 5b) indicate that all strategies
require comparable resources. Finally, it can be stated that energy and execution

a) XM1000

b) Z1

c) TelosB

Fig. 4. Overall performance evaluation of the best strategies.
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a) ROM b) RAM

noitucexE)dygrenE)c

Fig. 5. Performance evaluation of the best strategies.

time (see Figs. 5c and d) required is higher for SHA2 and SHA1 while remains
quite uniform in other cases.

In terms of security, we evaluate the suitability of the combination of encryp-
tion algorithms and a fast hash function. The selection of SKIPJACK is dis-
carded due to its weak key length. MISTY1 offers poorer performance results
when compared to AES and XTEA and with no security advantage, so we do not
recommend its use either. The other encryption algorithms: AES and XTEA are
considered secure. Nevertheless, AES is constantly subject to extensive analysis
from the cryptographic community and consequently is considered as a highly
resistant algorithm. For this reason, even if it displays a slightly worse behav-
iour than XTEA on sensors, we opt for the use of AES plus FNV and DH for
constructing secure indexes and trapdoors.

If we compare the three cryptographic hash functions we observe that SHA1
offers the poorest performance. MD5 and SHA2 offer similar results but still
they are paradoxically less performant than encryption algorithms. Concerning
security, SHA2 is secure and MD5 is not collision resistant. This weakness does
not affect security in our application due to the fact that collision attacks are
typically used to impersonate someone but cannot guess the plaintext. Neverthe-
less, it must be taken into account that a theoretical pre-image attack has been
discovered for MD5 and it is a matter of time before an attack that breaks this
property in a reasonable amount of time is found. For this reason, we consider
a truncated SHA2 without the DH the best option between all cryptographic
hash functions.

Finally, we compare the best solution for each strategy defined: (1) AES plus
FNV and DH and (2) a truncated SHA2 without the DH. We observe (see Fig. 4)
that the first solution displays better results.
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To summarize, we recommend the use of AES plus a fast FNV hash function
using the DH due to its good performance and high level of security.

5 Conclusion

The aim of this research is to evaluate different strategies to allow the imple-
mentation of Searchable Symmetric Encryption techniques using wireless sensor
devices. In this context, Bloom Filters are used to secure indexes and trapdoors
related to encrypted documents saved on a cloud database.

The performance of mote devices is measured and compared in terms of
ROM, RAM, CPU consumption and execution time.

Two different strategies are assessed. First of all, four well-known crypto-
graphic hash functions are evaluated to save keywords in a filter. Furthermore,
five widely used symmetric encryption algorithms combined with two different
fast non-cryptographic hash functions are analyzed.

Our results show that the combination of an encryption algorithm with a
fast hash function offers better results than using a cryptographic hash function.
Based on our experiments, due to its higher performance on sensors and stronger
level of security we recommend the use of AES plus FNV and the Double Hashing
technique.

As future work we envision a strategy that allows the creation of secure
indexes according to a certain entropy.

Acknowledgment. This work has been financially supported by the Swiss Hasler
Foundation in the framework of the POPWiN project.
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Abstract. The mobile devices became the most spread tools used for
everyday communication. The users of mobile applications demand high
level of security. All existing encryption protocols require from the users
additional knowledge and resources. On the other hand the common
user does not have required knowledge and skills about security. In this
paper we discuss the problem of public key distribution between inter-
ested parties. We propose to use a popular social media as a channel to
publish public keys. That way of keys distribution allows the owner of
the key to connect easily with the desired person or institution, that is
not always easy. Recognizing that the mobile devices are the main tool
of communication, we present example of a mobile application that uses
the proposed security method.

Keywords: Secure communication · Data encryption · Public key
distribution · Mobile applications · Social networks

1 Introduction

Nowadays, people take into account security of information exchange. There are
many different methods of encryption. The most spread and probably most pop-
ular are asymmetric methods based on a pair of user keys, public and private.
While private key has to be kept very secret the public should be freely distrib-
uted between all interested parties and here we arrive at the big gap in used
protocols. All known methodologies are very interested in securing the keys and
authorization. We can sign the public key via well-known institutions (VeriSign,
Comodo SSL, GlobalSign, etc.) and prove that a defined person or a company
created this key. Even having a given key of a John Smith from Milwaukee
how can a person be sure that this is exactly the same John Smith he knows?
For many persons (even institutions) knowing their names and addresses is not
enough. On the other hand if the John Smith is somebody’s friend in real life he
can be a “friend” in virtual one. They usually are connected via social network
(Facebook, LinkedIn, etc.). The life would be much simpler if we could obtain
his public key from this social network. In this paper we introduce an archi-
tecture for applications that allows sending encrypted information between two
mobile devices using public key infrastructure and social media with QRcodes
as a method of seamless distribution of public key.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we analyze the possibility of the
storage of the public key with use of social media. The next Section contains
requirements for QRcodes. Section 4 focuses on the used encryption method.
Section 5 contains description of the proposed application architecture. At the
end we present our final remarks and conclusions.

2 Public Key Distribution Using Social Media

There are many interesting methods of public key distribution. One of the well-
known methods of public key distribution is usage of key servers. Conventional
PKI and PGP are still hard to be used by average users [1,2]. The task to
acquire valid public key of a friend is not an easy one. Nowadays, users are
used to use the social networks as the environment for searching any personal
information. The everyday social networks and mobile devices revolutionized
ways of communication. The average user is used to integrate all mobile devices
with some social medias and requires all important data to be synchronized with
the device phone book. Unfortunately existing key servers are not ready to be
used in such a way. Some important elements have to be taken into account
during the process of public key distribution:

1. ownership of the stored public key,
2. correspondence between the owner and real party (person, company, founda-

tion, etc.),
3. easy accessibility to all interested parties,
4. is the key still actual/valid or was revoked.

Even though we have the key from some public storage in order use it we
have to be sure to whom it belongs. The name of the person or company and
even address are not always enough. Analyzing presented requirements we can
notice that usual PKI or PGP key distribution does not always fulfill point 2
and 4. We can try to use the webpage of a party or company, but there are often
some additional problems:

– what the page address is,
– where the key is stored,
– how to obtain the key automatically.

On the other hand, the social media are the most spread and used mean of
information distribution. Based on that experience there is an idea of using that
medium for key distribution. First we have to analyze what kinds of information
are already used in social medias. We can easily stress that on most of social
portals users can store some data. The security measures used in such medias
restrict that only the owner of the account can store and change this information.
We can identify two types of information:

1. persistent data - like photos or images (usually more than one), web page
address, email address,

2. transient data - like status, notes and memos.
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The first type of information is usually stored in the users profile while the
latter in some blog type medium. It is obvious that transient data is not a good
candidate for our purpose. This means we should concentrate on elements that
can be stored in users’ profile. Moreover, it has to be noted that usually user is
not allowed to customize what kind of information can be stored there.

It was already proposed in [3] to store link to our public key as one of user’s
web addresses. This is interesting idea however the user still has to have some
special place for storing the key and social medium is used only as the informa-
tion where to find the public key. Moreover, this method is easy accessible by
machines while strange web addresses are not well perceived by humans.

The second very interesting place for the key repository is the user profile
photo/image or gallery (if exists). This will give us a huge area for implementa-
tions, if we would be able to store the public key inside the photo gallery. Now,
we will try to cover this case more carefully. We have to take into account that
social media usually optimize images that often means resizing, increasing jpg
compressions.

2.1 Storing Public Key in Photo Metadata

Almost all image formats allow storing some additional information in attached
metadata (Exif [4], XMP [5], IPTC [6]). That would be a good place to store the
public key inside the metadata of profile picture. Unfortunately, the most known
social portals (Facebook, LinkedIn) erase all metadata after the upload. This
means that if we upload a photo with some information added in its metadata
the information would be lost and not available for others.

2.2 Storing Public Key in Photo File

There are many methods of steganography [7,8] that allow storing some infor-
mation inside images. Unfortunately, these methods are very sensitive on oper-
ations like resizing and jpg optimization. All images uploaded to social medias
are optimized and this operation would make impossible usage of steganography.
Even hiding public key after the file closing marker would not work because all
the information after the EOF (End Of File) marker is deleted by social media
portal.

2.3 Storing Public Key Inside as a QRcode

QRcode [9,10] is an image that encodes some text. It is possible to store public
key as QRcode. The idea of using QRcode as key exchange for secure mobile
communication was presented in our previous paper [11]. That way of storing
the key has some advantages:

1. QRcode does not lose information during usual image resizing,
2. QRcode does not lose information during changes of image format (.jpg, .png,

.gif . . . ).
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Storing public key as QRcode inside user gallery agrees with all requirements. We
should decide for some nomenclature of naming the file with public key QRcode.
Unfortunately, we cannot store it as profile picture, most of the people prefer
to use real photo in that place. On the other hand, QRcodes are so widespread
that they should not be perceived as out of place in user’s photo gallery.

2.4 Storing QRcode on a Given Picture

There are some possibilities to store QRcode and a given picture together. There
are methods like colored QRcodes but they are not acceptable for profile picture.
There are also approaches to include a QRcode inside a picture. This is however
not possible for all images and small QRcodes can be lost during resizing and
optimization procedures. It is possible that some encoding of QRcode in image
using HSB color space would be resistant for resizing and optimization but the
impact of such procedure on image itself has to be determined.

2.5 Conclusions

According to presented analyze the best choice is to store public key in form
of QRcode inside user’s profile on social portal. This solves easily the problem
of propagation and accessibility, on the other hand keeping some information
about authenticity - only user can store photos in his/her gallery and prevents
phishing attacks [12,13]. The problem of revoking the old key is easy to organize
in proposed manner also. Moreover, if somebody would like to narrow group of
users that can view/use public key then access to galleries can be restricted to
selected group of users (friends), this is possible in most of social portals.

3 Selection of QR Code Parameters

On the basis of [9–11] it was found that the best type of QR code to use for
our purposes will be the version 17 (85× 85). It will allow hiding a public key
with the length of 2048 bits with the highest possible error correction feature -
level H, approx. 30 %. In the Table 1 shown below there is short description of
QRcodes capacity using different variants of QRcodes.

Table 1. QR code types and their capacity

Parameters QR code type

QR code QR code Micro iQR code

Model 1 Model 2 QR code

Max Size [modules] 73× 73 177× 177 17× 17 422× 422

Max Capacity in numerals 1101 7089 35 40637

Max Capacity in alphanumeric 667 4296 21 24626

Max Capacity in binary [bytes] 458 2953 15 16928
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4 Encryption Variants

Depending on the amount of data to be transferred between users, we can distin-
guish two possible encryption schemes [14,15] which have application in mobile
implementation described in the next section: A. asymmetric cryptography, B.
asymmetric cryptography together with symmetric.

Because the asymmetric cryptography is slower than the symmetric one, first
variant should only be applied to transmit short information, such as chat or
SMS. If the user wants to send information, he encrypts it by the receiver’s
public key, which he has collected earlier from the social networking site. The
receiver decrypts the message with its private key known only to him. Similarly,
this is done the other way (Fig. 1).

One of the problems is that this scheme above does not provide authenti-
cation/identification of the information about the sending user. To ensure the
authentication of the sender, the sender should first encrypt the message with
its private key, and after that encrypt it again by the public key of the receiver.
This allows the receiver to be sure who is sending a message to him, because he

Fig. 1. Asymmetric cryptography - ensuring data integrity and confidentiality
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Fig. 2. Asymmetric cryptography - ensuring data integrity, confidentiality and sender
authentication

will have to download the sender’s public key from the social networking site in
order to decrypt the information (Fig. 2).

In the case of the second encryption variant, the use of asymmetric cryp-
tography with symmetric would allow to encrypt long information, i.e. files or
stream call. In this variant, the transmission will be encrypted using symmet-
ric cryptography. Exchange of components, which are important to establish a
common one-time session key, will be done using asymmetric cryptography [16].
To establish a one-time session key, each party must first randomly generate 128
or 256-bit secret key. Secret key length depends on the used session encryption
algorithm (AES-128 or AES-256). Then, the keys must be exchanged between
parties using asymmetric cryptography (analogous manner as shown in Fig. 1).
At this point, each party has two secret keys. To establish a common one time
session key each of the sides uses XOR operation on these two secret keys (Figs. 3
and 4).

Fig. 3. The process of session key establishing
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Fig. 4. Secure information exchange process

5 Analysis of Security of the Method

The proposed solution of session key establishment is different from standard
methods like Diffie-Hellman algorithm. This means that no clear text information
related to the key will not be possible to eavesdrop [17,18]. The attacker will be
able to capture only the data already encrypted with which he will not be able
to do anything.

We should analyze the impact on the presented method when somebody
breaks into user’s social portal account (assume it is Bob’s account). Even though
such possibility exists the evil party could only change the user’s public key into
fake one. Such action would make impossible to continue encrypted communi-
cation between Alice and Bob because Bob’s original private and fake public
keys would not be paired anymore. Moreover, the intruder would not be able to
decrypt messages sent by Alice until the Bob’s private key is compromised. In
the result Bob would be informed that his social account was broken. He would
probably upload original public key once again and increase security measures
of his social account. This implies that the main security precautions have to
be taken when implementing proposed method. This will be important to keep
private key secure in mobile device application.

We can also analyse possibility of an attack of the Man in the Middle type. In
order to arrange such an attack an intruder has to intercept Facebook request and
supplay fake response that replace receivers public key with the public key of the
attacker. This is possible with use of an appropriate fake DNS service. Next the
attacker has to intercept the encrypted message before it is received by recipient,
encrypt the message and resent with the appropriate public key. This means a
fake BTS attack on GSM service or interception of recipients smartphone in the
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presented bellow SMS communication example Sect. 6.3. For example that kind
of attack is possible if the attacker uses fake Facebook ssl certificate. This can
be prevented by additional checking of originality of Facebook certificate before
the application downloads public key.

6 Mobile Implementation

6.1 Mobile Communication

Usually encrypted communication begins with keys exchange. In proposed
method of asymmetric cryptography suites perfectly for short messages and does
not need any key exchange protocols at all. Interested parties can obtain appro-
priate receiver key from social network and stores own private one. Therefore,
it can be easily deployed for smartphones to encrypt SMS communication. The
latter of proposed methods need an exchange of a session encryption key and
can be used on smartphones, tablets or even laptops (devices which have screen
and camera) for stream communications.

6.2 Mobile Application Requirements

In order to implement mobile application that uses the presented encryption
methods with usage of social network as public key store we define the application
prerequisites:

– the Internet access,
– Social Medias Network access, can upload and download files/images from

them,
– save data (keys),
– can generate QRcode,
– process QRcodes,
– can capture and send SMS, or capture voice telephony agent to work with the

stream voice transmission,
– can encrypt and decrypt using presented methods.

The prerequisites of the application can be widened or shortened due to the
application’s functionality. The general communication scheme for such applica-
tion is shown diagram (Fig. 5). The idea of the method and its mobile applica-
tions for SMS messages is described below (Fig. 6). The other means of mobile
communication is presented in the paper [19].

6.3 Implementation Example: Encrypted SMS Messages

The proposed encrypted method can be implemented for mobile devices as an
application for secure SMS exchange. The basic idea of such application is very
simple and can be described in following steps:

1. associate recipient phone number with appropriate Facebook account,
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Fig. 5. General communication scheme for an application that uses proposed method

Fig. 6. Text exchange using SMS.

2. download recipient public key from Facebook gallery,
3. create and send encrypted SMS in protocol described bellow (see Fig. 6),
4. receiver’s application recognizes SMS as encrypted on the base of header of

the data message,
5. decrypt the received SMS.
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6.4 Data Frame Format

We propose to use following Frame format to be used in different types of com-
munication: simple data, SMS, voice calls, video, etc. In the paper we discuss
the text data transmission. Below we present in Table 2 the example of the data
message frame format that can be used in text messages communication, e.g.
text SMS messages.

Table 2. Data message frame format.

Frame header of the message message

In the Table 2 Frame metadata header of the message contains set number
of 14 bytes:

– application ID, e.g. XXS3 – 4 bytes, where XX stands for 2 bytes special
unique code,

– message type and controls, e.g. data 01000000, new key request, key received,
key acknowledged, unrecognized key, etc. – 1 byte,

– timestamp of key generation of the public key (user B) in seconds – 4 bytes;
we assume that users will not be able to generate keys in less than 1 s,

– version of the key used – 1 byte, e.g. RSA – 01000001 (letter A),
– message length in bytes – 4 bytes.

The proposed header can vary depending on the medium used, e.g. phone
calls. In the text messaging using SMS it can be simplified by omitting the
message length part of it. In the case of SMS messages the application uses
simplified message header. In the header at Fig. 6 the fields stand for:

– From: xxxxxxxxx – source phone number - provided by smartphone of user A,
– To: yyyyyyyyy – destination phone number - provided by smartphone of user

B; both fields From and To are not contained in the data message frame
format,

– Header of the data message: XXS3@TËm|A – frame header of the SMS
message, where:
• XXS3 – application ID (for SMS capturing by the application),
• @ - type of the message - data message, (seen as a text),
• TËm| - timestamp as a string (1422618022 as an integer number),
• A - type of encryption method, A stands for RSA,

– EncMsg: xohfddsvddgs – encrypted message.

In the SMS messaging the header field message length is not necessary.
After receiving the message the user B application captures the SMS (because

of the XXS3 field). The application has to correlate the phone number of the user
A with the Social Media profile. The user B application checks other metadata
in the header. If the process of the header filtering is successful it proceeds with
the message decryption and answering the message if needed. If the process of
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the header filtering fails it can send control message, e.g. unrecognized key, or
user B can abort the later communication with user A. It will depends on the
user application setting. The advantage of such a solution is that the users can
change the communication channel during the conversation.

7 Conclusions

Nowadays, there is need for secure data exchange and the mobile devices are
the most spread tools used for communication. On the other hand most of users
does not have enough skills to use sophisticated encryption methods and key
exchange protocols. The need for secure communication and the ease of usage
are very welcome by the community. The proposal of the method of secure data
exchange with everyday social network as key store solves both of the problems.
We analyzed in the paper the possibility of the storage of the public key with
the use of social media and QRcodes. A few ways of encryption are discussed in
order to allow the authentication of the sender. In order to increase efficiency of
communication we propose use of symmetric cryptography with appropriate key
negotiation. On the other hand the usage of images from a social network gallery
makes it easy to be accepted by an ordinary mobile user. The proposed method
can be implemented on mobile smartphones. Description of an example of such
application was presented. The application will be presented in more detailed
manner in next articles.
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Abstract. This paper proposes an hybrid approach composed by Soft-
ware Defined Networking (SDN) and Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) to
boost the upload speed of mobile users in low-bandwidth environments
through a next generation Mobile Collaborative Community (MCC).
The core idea is to use a high-bandwidth local communication system,
like IEEE 802.11 (WiFi), in order to distribute data efficiently through
mobile hosts; then, the distributed data may be sent from each mobile
node to the original destination through their low-bandwidth mobile
interface for wide area network communication. With our solution some
drawbacks of MCC are faced. With the use of SDN we defined a flexible
and easy-to-configure MCC system which operates in a transparent way
for the end hosts. At the same time, the use of CPS creates a feedback
for the system regarding the hosts channel status; this way the system is
able to fully exploit the MCC potential by increasing the upload speed
for both congested and non-congested scenarios. We demonstrate the effi-
ciency of our solution through experimental results obtained using the
Mininet network emulator where POX and a Pyretic controller serve as
a dynamic data repartition engine.

Keywords: Collaborative networks · CPS · MCC · SDN

1 Introduction

In the last decades, the massive introduction of mobile nodes as well as novel
mobile technologies started to steer research in the networking areas. Mobile
users are gaining Internet access through a widespread number of wireless tech-
nologies, and wireless networks are becoming ubiquitous. This trend has led the
industry to introduce technologies for mobile wireless data communication, such
as GPRS, EDGE, UMTS, HSPA and LTE. Several research activities attempted
to enhance network performance, focusing on the concurrent use of multiple
wireless technologies available on a host [1–4].

One possible optimization comes from users collaboration; in fact, almost all
the available smartphones can benefit from a high-speed Wireless LAN (WLAN)
interface and a Wireless WAN (WWAN) link which may suffer more in terms
of performance and stability than the “local” links. The idea of collaboration
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2016
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is based on sharing the WWAN link bandwidths with other members of the
collaborative network through the high-speed WLAN interface. This approach
takes the name of Mobile Collaborative Community (MCC).

Different paradigms are also evolving so as to integrate novel technology
and, following an opportunistic and collaborative approach, to provide benefits
for end users. An example of this novel solutions are Cyber-Physical Systems
(CPS) [5], sometimes also presented as cross-layering solutions for IoT [6]. In
such systems the network nodes are exploited both as a computing terminal,
as always, but also as sensors. Each node could provide information to a core
system in order to maximize some functions like throughput, delay, reliability,
security and so on. One of the main challenges of these systems is the complexity
introduced in the network sustainability due to the presence of these sensors [7]

A different paradigm investigated in the last years is Software Define Net-
working (SDN), in which the network data plane is decoupled from its control
plane. Following this approach the setup power of a network explodes, giving
to specific nodes the possibility to filter and modify IP packet fields, to change
the traffic path and to forward packets following a specific optimization func-
tion. Again, the optimization could be provided for different figures of merit like
throughput, delay, load balancing [8] and so on; even business aspects have been
managed through SDN solutions [9].

This two main research areas are starting to be connected to each other
[10,11], and that is essentially the purpose of this paper. What we did in this
work has been to merge together solutions coming from the SDN world with
the CPS one, applied to the MCC problem. Throughout this solution we aim
to sensibly improve the upload transfer time of a mobile user by exploiting the
resources shared by the LAN neighbors.

The discussion is organized as follows: Sect. 2 summarizes related work.
Section 3 describes our proposal. Section 4 introduces the test environment, while
Sect. 5 shows the emulation results. In Sect. 6 the conclusions of our work are
drawn.

2 Related Work

In this section we revise the literature about collaborative algorithms aimed at
boosting network throughput.

Work based on MCCs have been already proposed [12–14] by several authors.
In this papers, Ad-hoc MCCs have been proposed as a solution to address com-
munication hurdles. MCC enables two or more persons to aggregate their low-
bandwidth mobile network channels to achieve a virtual high-bandwidth channel
for collaborative data transfer. At the same time nodes communicate with each
other using their high-bandwidth local area network, as instance through IEEE
802.11 (WiFi) links. The main issue of the already proposed approaches is that
they involve ISP networks and make use of algorithms that run among terrestrial
infrastructures; moreover, they are not transparent for end users, needing host
modification and particular scheduling algorithms as well. Last but not least,
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these works focus on improving downlink speeds, while the upload problem is
never considered.

A different yet correlated work proposes some improvements to the MCC
topic with PRISM [15], a proxy-based inverse multiplexer that enables TCP to
efficiently utilize the community members. This work tries to solve the degra-
dation performance of TCP communications that occur over MCC systems due
to frequent out-of-order packet deliveries. Unfortunately, all the issues discussed
before for general MCC solutions remain unsolved.

Another interesting work is a packet scheduler called DAPS [16], provided
to mitigate TCP issues that incur when different interfaces are used to perform
an end-to-end transfer, for example through Multipath TCP (MPTCP). DAPS
introduces a smart dispatcher in charge of deciding the balance of traffic among
the different interfaces, in order to maintain a linear order of arrival of packets
and therefore avoiding the constriction of TCP sender window size. This idea
has been revisited in our work, that instead implements an SDN controller to
maintain a good balance between different interfaces, in our case represented by
different nodes.

3 Solution Description

To introduce the significance of cooperative solutions we explore the context of
ad-hoc networks deployed for emergency purposes [17]. We present a scenario
that has been extracted from the EU FP7 project Public Protection and Disaster
Relief - Transformation Center (PPDR-TC), where there are a certain number
of First Responders who connect to a MEOC (Mobile Emergency Operations-
Control Centre) that brings to them IEEE 802.11 coverage, thus representing a
deployable (and mobile) WiFi common network for operators to exchange data.
First Responders may belong to different entities, such as medical personnel,
security services or firemen, and it is assumed that each one of them has at dis-
posal a common smartphone/device connected to the respective mobile service.
In unplanned disasters, however, terrestrial infrastructures are often damaged
or congested, and therefore the capabilities offered by mobile networks are more
often than not restricted at least. This scenario is depicted in Fig. 1. It should
however be noticed that our proposal is applicable in all environments where the
upload speed is constrained or should be maximized, as for example may be a
domestic or office WLAN where connectivity suffers significant bandwidth drops
or where it is hindered by legacy telephone lines (e.g. ADSL).

Returning to our reference scenario, suppose that a generic field operator
wants to upload a file to a remote destination, an operation often needed or
desired by PPDR personnel [18]; instead of using its low-bandwidth (or con-
gested) link, this host sends first the file(s) to the MEOC using the high-quality
LAN channel. The MEOC then acts as an OpenFlow switch, with an SDN Con-
troller in charge of dynamically dispatching the incoming packets to the other
field operators, which in turn concurrently forward the packet to the remote des-
tination. Here is where CPS capabilities come into play; assumed that the mobile
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Fig. 1. Reference scenario

link type of a generic field operator is not known in advance to the MEOC, and
that operators may belong to different services with different mobile contracts,
field hosts may tell the MEOC the bandwidth they have available from the cellu-
lar channels with a single packet. Common smartphones have already embedded
the capability of automatically detecting the signal quality of a channel; there-
fore, if the link degrades or, on the contrary, if the link improves (e.g. passing
from 2G to 3G), field hosts may communicate the alteration to the MEOC with
a simple application that runs in the smartphone user-space. CPS capabilities,
however, prove even more useful in trickier cases, as when the signal coverage
remains good but performance are degraded by congestion. The application can
easily perform a throughput test at pre-determined intervals, and then send a
packet to inform the MEOC SDN Controller of the current link capabilities.

4 Emulation Environment

To test the Cyber-Physical Mobile Collaborative Community detailed in the pre-
vious Section, we used the Mininet network emulator version 2.2.0 running on a
VirtualBox Ubuntu 14.04 Virtual Machine. To manage SDN operations, we used
OpenFlow 1.0 as Southbound API, while Pyretic based on POX 0.2.0 has been
used to write the controller application that constitutes the Northbound API.

The architecture of the test system is depicted in Fig. 2. The MEOC is com-
posed by a host (inserted only for consistency with the previous discussion, as
the MEOC host is ignored in our tests) and an OpenFlow switch. There are five
client hosts (representing field operators), each with its own LAN connection to
the MEOC and with a specific mobile connection to a remote node. The latters
are modeled as specified in Table 1.
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Fig. 2. Test system architecture

Table 1. Links configuration

Client host Radio technology simulated Max. upload speed Latency

h1 EDGE 118 kbit/s 100ms

h2 EDGE 118 kbit/s 100ms

h3 UMTS 128 kbit/s 70ms

h4 HSPA Rel.5 (HSDPA) 384 kbit/s 45ms

h5 EDGE 118 kbit/s 100ms

The values in the table have been extracted from [19] and from direct mea-
sures conducted by the authors. The LAN channels between client hosts and the
MEOC are assumed to be high-quality, and therefore no change to the default
Mininet link setup has been made. Because the clients mobile radio channels are
operating at low-bandwidth, no change to the default Mininet link setup regard-
ing queue sizes has been made either. In each client host, a Linux Bridge has been
configured to forward traffic properly between its two interfaces, and the same
holds for the remote node, where all its five interfaces have been bridged; both
the “brctl” and “bridge” tools have been used to configure the Linux Bridges.

To measure the upload throughput we used Iperf 2.0.5, running a default Iperf
server on the remote node and a default Iperf client on a specific client host (h1
of Table 1), therefore generating regular TCP traffic. We have chosen to let a
host having an EDGE link to be the one that needs uploading data because 2.5G
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is usually the fallback technology in rural areas or when faster solutions are not
available anymore. As Table 1 attests, we chose not to artificially “pump” our
results by introducing significantly faster channels in great number. The data
rate is calculated on the remote host (hSink in Fig. 2).

All tests belong to one of the following cases:

1. h1 sends data directly to the remote host using its EDGE channel.
2. h1 sends data to MEOC first, then the MEOC forwards the packets coming

from h1 to hosts h2, h3, h4, h5 using a Round-Robin (RR) discipline.
3. h1 sends data to MEOC first, then the MEOC forwards the packets com-

ing from h1 to hosts h2, h3, h4, h5 using a Weighted Round-Robin (WRR)
discipline, calculated on the basis of CPS information.

Specifically, in the latter case for each packet assigned to a node with an
EDGE link the Controller assigns two packets to UMTS links and three to
HSDPA links, thus serving the nodes in a Weighted Round-Robin fashion thanks
to the knowledge provided by the CPS engine of our proposal. In the latter
two cases, the channel between h1 and the remote host is kept free for TCP
Acknowledgement packets.

Last but not least, for each of the aforementioned cases, four different tests
have been carried out in order to assess the system performance under different
network conditions, i.e. with no or low losses (0 % and 2 % of packet losses,
respectively) and with high or very high losses (5 % and 10 % of packet losses,
respectively). This brings the total tests configurations to twelve.

The complete testbed with instructions about how to perform these tests is
available at [20]. The Section that follows presents tests results.

5 Performance Analysis

First of all, let us discuss about the rationale behind our results selection. Out
of a total of 12 test configurations, we performed 10 runs for each of them. As
representative of the results, we picked up the average value. The variance itself
has not been plotted because the tests were run on a Virtual Machine (VM) (see
Sect. 4); unfortunately, due to the nature of VMs, interferences from processes
running on the VM host operating system cause the CPU allocation to the
VM itself to drop and oscillate. Therefore, we cannot assess at this point if the
registered variance is due to this reason or some other, and is thus pointless to
plot the relative figures.

Figure 3 reports the results of the first test suite, when no losses occur. The
upload data rate of the default configuration (i.e. without any Controller) is
equal to 113 kbit/s, a little less than the maximum EDGE throughput which
is of 118 kbit/s. With MCC RR, the data rate attests itself to 396 kbit/s, for
a 3.5X Speedup, while with MCC WRR the same figure is equal to 424 kbit/s,
for a 3.7X Speedup. Please note that a linear growth of network throughput is
hindered by the out-of-order delivery of packets.
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Fig. 3. Upload throughput with no losses

Fig. 4. Upload throughput with 2 % of packet loss

Figure 4 shows the test results with 2 % of packet losses. In this case, with
MCC RR the data rate is equal to 315 kbit/s for a 2.8X Speedup, while with
MCC WRR the throughput attests to 335 kbit/s, for a 2.9X Speedup.

The improvement given by our proposal starts to decrease significantly when
losses are high (i.e. 5 % of packet losses), as Fig. 5 testifies. Here, with MCC
RR the throughput is equal to 192 kbit/s, for a 1.7X Speedup, while with MCC
WRR the data rate attests to 225 kbit/s for a 2X Speedup.

This behavior is more prominent in case of very high losses (i.e. 10 % of packet
losses). Figure 6 shows how with MCC RR the upload speed reaches 140 kbit/s
for a 1.2X Speedup, while MCC WRR allows 147 kbit/s for a 1.3X Speedup.
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Fig. 5. Upload throughput with 5% of packet loss

Fig. 6. Upload throughput with 10% of packet loss

It can be therefore concluded that, even in cases of very high packet losses, our
proposal can benefit the end users, although not with the same performance
variance seen in more common cases.

In the case of frequent losses, it is not only the out-of-order delivery that
hinders the performance growth, but also the necessary TCP retransmissions.

6 Conclusions

In this work, we proposed a Cyber-Physical Mobile Collaborative Commu-
nity system to enhance upload speeds for client hosts in constrained scenarios.
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The proposal is based on an SDN Controller that serves as a dynamic packet
dispatcher to neighbor client nodes, that in turn are able to concurrently for-
ward the original packets to their proper destination. This way, it is possible to
realize a virtual multipath connection with a solution that is completely trans-
parent for client hosts. Emulation results performed with Mininet confirm that
the performance improvement is significant. Furthermore, they point out how
the exploitation of CPS capabilities is able to further improve throughput, in a
measure that varies from +5 % to +15 % with respect to the MCC system alone.
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Abstract. The huge numbers of objects connected to the Internet and
that permeate the environment we live in are expected to grow con-
siderably, causing the production of an enormous amount of data to
be stored, processed and made available in a continuous, efficient, and
easily interpretable manner. Cloud computing can provide the virtual
infrastructure that meets these requirements providing the appropriate
flexible and powerful tools.

This paper presents a platform that goes in this direction relying on
the following features: the PaaS (Platform as a Service) model is fully
exploited, for an easy management and development of applications by
both users and programmers; each object is an autonomous social agent
running in the cloud, according to which objects are capable of estab-
lishing social relationships in an autonomous way with respect to their
owners with the benefits of improving the network scalability and infor-
mation/service discovery; the data is under the control of the users, as
the data generated by the objects is stored in the objects owners cloud
spaces. The paper concludes presenting the implementation of the plat-
form in the Google App Engine PaaS.

Keywords: Social network · Internet of Things · Cloud computing ·
IoT platform · IoT architecture

1 Introduction

Society is moving towards an always connected paradigm, where the Internet user
is shifting from persons to things, leading to the so called Internet of Things (IoT)
scenario. In this respect, successful solutions are expected to embody a huge num-
ber of smart objects identified by unique addressing schemes providing services
to end-users through standard communication protocols. Accordingly, the huge
numbers of objects connected to the Internet and that permeate the environ-
ment we live in is expected to grow considerably, causing the production of an
enormous amount of data that must be stored, processed and made available in a
continuous, efficient, and easily interpretable manner. Cloud computing can pro-
vide the virtual infrastructure that meets these requirements and can integrate
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sensors, data storage devices, analytic tools and artificial intelligence, manage-
ment platforms providing services to end-users. Additionally, the pricing model
on consumption of cloud computing, enables end-to-end services and access to
on demand applications and in any place. At the same time, service oriented
technologies, web services, ontologies, semantic web also allow for constructing
virtual environments for industrial production and services [1]. Indeed, virtual-
ization technologies can hide the physical characteristics of industrial equipment
and devices in general implementing an effective connection, communication and
control between the real world and the virtual counterpart.

In the last five years many IoT architectural proposals and implementations
appeared in the literature and in the market. A great effort has been devoted in
defining architectures and relevant layers functionalities around the concept of
virtualizing the physical objects. This is exploited to improve resilience, service
discovery and composition as well as to enhance ubiquity. Some of the implemen-
tations have been also designed to exploit the cloud computing features, often
for the realization of vertical solutions addressing specific application domain
requirements. As it is discussed in the following section, we still believe that to
fully exploit the potentialities of the IoT paradigm, there is a need for further
advancements in designing platforms that: make even easier the communications
among objects; help the work of the developers in creating new applications on
top of the available objects services; allow the users to have complete control of
their own data and objects; are reliable and efficient to support the interaction
of trillions of objects.

To further advance in this respect, this paper presents Lysis1 a cloud-based
platform that exhibits the following features: the PaaS (Platform as a Service)
model is fully exploited, for an easy management and development of appli-
cations by both users and programmers; each object is an autonomous social
agent running in the cloud, according to which objects are capable of estab-
lishing social relationships in an autonomous way with respect to their owners
with the benefits of improving the network scalability and information/service
discovery; the data is under the control of the users, as the data generated by
the objects is stored in the objects owners cloud spaces. The paper also presents
the implementation of the Lysis in the Google App Engine PaaS.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some background infor-
mation about the past architectural solutions and the use of cloud computing
and virtualization solutions. Section 3 describes the major layers of the Lysis
platform and the key functionalities. Sections 4 and 5 present some implementa-
tion details and final conclusions, respectively.

2 Background

The intention of this section is to briefly review the major works in the three
major areas of interest for this work.
1 Lysis is the only dialogue of Plato in which the philosopher Socrates discusses the

nature of friendship with his disciples.
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2.1 IoT Architectures and Objects Virtualization

The main objective of the iCore project [2,3] is to provide a framework for
(almost) autonomous IoT application development and it refers to a three level
architecture: in the virtual object (VO) level, virtual alter ego of any real-world
object (RWO) are dynamically created and destroyed; cognitive technologies
guarantee a constant link between RWO and VO and ensure self-management
and self-configuration. The iCore framework, has a virtualization level which
provides the following functionalities: creation process, naming, addressing, dis-
covery, security, privacy, interfacing and communication. These functionalities
are exploited by dedicated central elements like registry, repository and man-
agement servers. In the above layer, VOs are aggregated in CVOs (Composite
Virtual Objects) to meet application requirements. The last layer is the service
layer, which has the role to translate the application requirements into services
to be fulfilled by the CVO level through the exploitation of artificial intelligence
systems. The iCore team has developed a preliminary prototype, which how-
ever has not been devised for being deployed in the cloud. In a similar way,
other projects such as COMPOSE [4] and IoT-A [5] exploit virtual counter-
parts(Service Objects and Virtual Entities respectively) to create IoT applica-
tions. The FI-WARE platform [6,7] is based on elements (Generic Enablers) that
permit re-usability and allow for sharing functions on a multiplicity of areas of
use in the Internet. In the specific field of the IoT, the FI-WARE has mostly pro-
posed GEs for handling objects communications, resource management, process
automation. These are made available to be integrated in other platform but
there is not a common framework for an easy deployment of these GEs.

2.2 Cloud in IoT

Many platforms exploit cloud computing features to provide IoT services in
industrial environment such as smart home [8], smart cities [9], smart manage-
ment of inventories [10] and production [11], iHealth [12], environmental mon-
itoring [13], social security and surveillance [14], mine security [15], Internet of
Vehicles (IoV)[16]. Although very effective for the purpose they have been pro-
posed, these solutions are too vertical, lacking in horizontal enlarge-ability(cross-
applications), de facto limiting their adoption in other IoT application domains.
Indeed, in these realizations, domain-specific or project-specific requirements
drove the design of all the system components and determine most technological
elements ranging from sensors and smart devices to middleware components and
application logic. Consequently, most of IoT applications in cloud are designed
with a vertical approach as discussed in [17]. In this paper the authors highlight
that isolated IoT platforms are implemented like silos and have been also named
virtual verticals. Accordingly, any client of IoT solutions owns her own solu-
tion virtually isolated from the others and just share the storage and computing
resources. They then propose an additional component, named domain mediator
to make the different PaaS IoT platforms talk each-other. This issue is also the
focus of Gubbi et al. that present a user-centric cloud based model to design new
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IoT applications through the interaction of private and public cloud showing an
attempt of using cloud computing to provide horizontal solutions [18].

2.3 Distributed Social Objects

There are recent studies demonstrating that the issues related to the manage-
ment and effective exploitation of the huge numbers of heterogeneous devices
could find a solution in the use of social networking concepts and technologies.
In [19] the authors introduced the idea of objects able to participate in conver-
sations. In [20] things are involved in social networks with humans. In [21,22],
explicitly, the Social IoT (SIoT) concept is formalized, which is intended as a
social network where every node is an object capable of establishing social rela-
tionships with other things in an autonomous way according to rules set by the
owner. Following the specific SIoT paradigm presented in [22], an IoT platform
from the open source project ThingSpeak [23] has been developed, which has
been extended augmenting the objects with the social attitude. Accordingly,
the objects can create the following relationships: the Ownership Object Rela-
tionship (OOR) is created between objects that belong to the same owner; the
Co-location Object Relationship (CLOR) is created between stationary devices
in the same place, as can be appliances of a dwelling; the Parental Object Rela-
tionship (POR) is created between objects of the same model, producer and
production batch; the Co-work Object Relationship (CWOR) is created between
objects that meet each others in the owners’ workplace as the laptop and printer
in the office; the Social Object Relationship (SOR) is created as a consequence
of frequent encountering between objects, as can happen between smartphones
of people who use the same bus every day to go to school/work, people hanging
out at the same bar/restaurant/gym.

These features have however been implemented making use of a centralized
approach that does not exploit the benefits of a distributed approach that can be
achieved by allowing object-to-object direct and autonomous communications.

3 The overall Lysis architecture

In this paper we present an IoT platform called Lysis, which presents four basic
features:

– Distributed social objects. The integration of social networking concepts into
the Internet of Things has led to the Social Internet of Things paradigm,
according to which objects are capable of establishing social relationships in
an autonomous way with respect to their owners with the benefits of improving
the network scalability in information/service discovery.

– Virtualization and PaaS model. Virtual objects implement the digital counter-
parts of the physical devices, speak for it and introduce some functionalities
that could not be taken by the real world objects such as: supporting the
discovery and mash up of services, fostering the creation of complex applica-
tions, improving the objects energy management efficiency, as well as making
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the inter-objects communications possible by translating the used dissimilar
languages. The cloud is the best environment where computing and storage
resources can be assigned to the virtual object in a flexible way.

– Data ownership. Users are granted with the required cloud space for storing
sensor data and to run simple applications such as trigger actuations, send
alerts and visualize log graphs. In the near future, these services will permeate
our everyday activities with all our devices connected in the cloud. This process
is felt as a strong threat to the user privacy. There is the need for solutions
that assure to the user the complete control of the data, which should then
be stored in her reserved space.

– Re-usability. Requests for the same data from the same sensors from different
IoT applications cause extreme inefficiency in accessing hardware and result in
waste in terms of energy consumption and bandwidth, if not handled properly.
Re-usability also refers to the code. Specifically, instantiating a new process for
the communication with the physical device and processing of the data should
not require rewriting code already developed but should relied on sharing of
codes among the communities of users and developers. The sharing should be
done at all the architectural layers, from the physical devices drivers till the
upper most application layer.

Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of the Lysis platform through four func-
tional levels: the lower level is made up of the “things” in the real world; the one
above is the virtualization level, which interfaces directly with the real world and
is made up of Social Virtual Objects (SVOs); the level of aggregation is responsi-
ble for composing different SVOs to set up entities with augmented functionality
called Micro Engines (ME); the last level is the application level in which user-
oriented macro services (APP) are deployed. In the following subsections we
describe the major components, with particular attention to the major above
mentioned features.

Fig. 1. The four levels of the Lysis architecture.
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3.1 The Real World Level

As well-investigated in the iCore project [3], the lowest level is always made up
of the Real-World Objects (RWO). Some of these are Physical Devices (PD)
capable to directly communicate through the Internet, such as smartphones,
laptops and TV set-top-boxes (see Fig. 2(a)). Some others cannot directly access
to the internet and have to use local gateways (GW) (see Fig. 2(b)). The PDs
and the GWs implement the following modules to be part of the platform:

– Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL): it communicates with the corresponding
module in the virtualization level. Its major role is to introduce a standardized
communication procedure between the platform and the extremely variegate
set of PDs, simplifying the platform southbound APIs. It is also in charge of
creating a secure point-to-point communication (encrypted) with the SVOs.

– Data Handler: it may intervene when there is the need to process data from
sensors before being sent by the PD-HAL to the virtualization level. For exam-
ple, data coming from sensors could be strings of hexadecimals, which have to
be processed to extract actual numerical values to encapsulate them in JSON
format ready for dispatching.

– Device Management: it implements the real device logic with reference to the
participation of the PD to the Lysis platform. It implements most of times
simple but key operations like controlling the sensing frequency, managing
local triggers, overseeing the energy consumption. It also allows for the running
of code that can be updated in run-time locally in the PD.

– Environment interface / protocol adapter: in the case of the PD, it consists in
the hardware drivers for all local sensors and actuators. In the case of the GW,
it implements the communication with the ICT objects through the available
protocol.

3.2 The Virtualization Level

The hardest challenge of the IoT is to be able to address the deployment of
applications involving heterogeneous objects, often moving in large and complex
environments, in a way that satisfies the quality requirements of the application
itself, while not overloading the network resources. For this reasons, the virtual
object has become a key component of many IoT platforms, representing the digi-
tal counterpart of any real (human or lifeless, static or mobile, solid or intangible)
entity in the IoT. It supports the discovery and mash up of services, fostering
the creation of complex applications, improving the objects energy management
efficiency, as well as addressing heterogeneity and scalability issues.

In our implementation this entity has also a social behavior and for this
reason it is named Social Virtual Object. Indeed, it is the abstraction of the
RWO in terms of functionalities (i.e., the VO) with a social capability extension
(Social Enabler), as shown in Fig. 3. The “Type” of RWO is represented by
a Template of VO. For example, every smartphone model has the same VO
template; however, there is a different VO instance per smartphone PD, which
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) Physical Devices (PDs)
capable to communicate with the plat-
form and (b) objects that need a gate-
way to interact with the platform.

Fig. 3. The components of the Social
Virtual Object

is the actual web service running in the cloud. The template consists of the VO
Schema, a semantic description of the related RWO. Capabilities and resources
of the real object are depicted inside the VO Schema. The second component
of the template is the Software Agent source code, which is the computational
engine of the VO to be run in the cloud.

The VO Schema can be seen as the semantic description of the class of RWOs
of the same type, while the VO Profile is a precise description of the object
itself. It is important for the installer to complete the semantic description of
the instance of VO to allow a correct search of the resources needed for the
creation of services. Data points in the VO represent sensors and actuators and
are available through REST APIs, usable by the levels above.

The Social Enabler (SE) extends the functionalities of the VO and, conse-
quently, the related Real World Object by adding social capabilities. The SE is
in charge of the socialization of the SVO by allowing the establishment, man-
agement and termination of social relations. A social graph connecting each
SVO with the others according to their friendships is used to find the services
required at the application level. Through type and strength of relationships a
trustworthiness value of an object is evaluated to provide a desired service [24].

At SVO level, three classes of permissions are foreseen: public, private and
friend. In the first case accessing to the resources is allowed to anyone without
the need of any API Key. If the permissions are set to “private” the Owner Key
is required. Of course, in this case, applications instantiated by the Owner only
are allowed to access to resources. Lastly, if the permissions are set to “friend”,
the access is allowed only by SVO friends which have a friend API Key.

The SVO search is the functionality the application layer is provided with
when there is the need of a service and/or information that can be provided by
other objects. A key role is taken by a node called SVO Root (SVOR), which
is elected among all the SVOs owned by the same owner. The SVOR accepts
requests from the upper levels. Once the SVOR is activated, the first action is
to check if the required profile matches its own profile. In this case, the SVOR
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Fig. 4. Objects involved in a SVO search process

responds with its own resources. If it is not the case, it checks its local database if
there are matches among its friends. In case of positive result, the SVOR returns
the address of the found resource(s) (more than one node may match the profile)
and the friend API Key(s) to access to it. In the case of mismatch, the query
is forwarded to its friends with high potentials to know the target node or with
links with strong network hubs, as shown in Fig. 4. The process is repeated until
a positive result is found, which is then returned to the SVOR that sends it
to the higher levels. The SVO Root is elected among the SVO in OOR (then
belonging to the same user) and among these, the one with the highest value
of centrality in the social graph. Since each SVO is able to respond to SVO
Search queries, other SVOs in OOR provide the necessary redundancy to the
SVOR in case of congestion or malfunctioning. The strength of this system is
that there are no single points of failure, and in the case of failing nodes, the
network adapts itself by forwarding the requests towards alternative routes of
the social graph. In addition, using the SVO with greater centrality decreases
the chance of forwarding the request outside the SVO Root.

To deploy SVOs in the cloud, Lysis provides the infrastructural elements
shown in Fig. 5. From the Template repository the user chooses the correct Tem-
plate for the installation of each SVO. The Template is then taken as input by
the SVO Deployer, which is in charge of instantiating the agent and giving an
initial configuration to SVO. The Deployer works only during the set up phase
because once instantiated the SVO is an autonomous web service able to intro-
duce self-updates and manage the communications with its friends as in a human
Social Networks.

Fig. 5. The SVO deployment process
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3.3 The Aggregation Level

The Micro Engine is an entity that is created to implement part of the applica-
tions running in the upper layer. It is a mash-up of one or more SVOs and other
MEs. With reference to this entity there are two important components: the
Instance and the Schema. The Instance is a piece of programming code running
in the cloud. It must be able to reuse the output of an instance to respond to
requests that present the same inputs in order to save redundant data requests
that consume bandwidth and CPU unnecessarily. It must also be able to under-
stand whether there is a malfunction of one of the input or output, and in this
case, requires the reassignment of resources to the control unit. Each ME is
described by a Schema that contains a semantic description of the input, the
output (if any) and the activity of processing. It also contains a summary of the
help that is useful as support for developers using MEs with applications.

Figure 6 shows the elements of the aggregation level. Herein, SVO resources
are combined in different MEs, which are entities that inherit some or all of
the functionalities of the SVOs and are augmented with more advanced features
such as: statistical analysis, data forecasting, artificial intelligent cooperation
etc. Associations between MEs and SVOs are managed by the ME Controller.
During this phase, the controller triggers the execution of the search operation
to find the right SVO and retrieve the related permissions. This SVO Search
functionality is the one implemented by the root SVO of the user where the App
is running. To be found by the ME Controller, each ME has to be documented in
the registry. This element of the aggregation level contains a database of active
MEs. Each line of the DB is related to a single ME and contains: the ME ID,
the ME URLs, the access permissions, and the time-stamp of the last check.

The Micro Engine Controller is the coordination element of the entire level.
When an application at the upper level sends a query for the first time, the MEC
checks all the involved ME asking for the related URLs to ME Registry. It asks
for SVO Search to the SVO Root of the user who started the application from
which takes the owner key. Once it has the resources by the SVOs, it associates

Fig. 6. The ME deployment process
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them to the MEs which register the query ID and the required resources (input
and output) in the local database. Finally, the MEC notifies the latest ME in
the processing chain to the application. That ME will also be the one elected as
responder which responds to the queries of the application. communication with
its friends as in a human Social Network. Once instantiated, the SVO runs in
the user cloud space.

3.4 The Application Level

At this level the applications are deployed and executed exploiting one or more
Micro Engines. The interface with the user also assumes a key role; in fact,
although we are in the field of the IoT solutions, which are centered around
device-device communications, the center of gravity at the end is still the user.
An application at this level shows a font-end interface to the user, and a back-
end interface to the underlying layers. As for the deployment of SVOs, the users
can choose among a list of applications in the relevant repository, and the APP
deployer provides for putting the source code in the user cloud space. As dis-
cussed for the SVOs, the user is in charge of the running and storage costs.

4 Lysis Prototype Development

To implement Lysis, we chose the Google App Engine (GAE) PaaS as container
at the different architectural levels. The choice was guided by the fact that any
user is provided with an user-friendly environment where to instantiate 25 free
web services. This fact is very important to get an initial population of SVOs
allowing people to try this new IoT environment. Furthermore, GAE comes with
key useful APIs [25]: Search API and Maps API. The former allowed us to imple-
ment on each SVO a template repository of friends by means of document rep-
resentation enabling full-text search through the social graph; the latter allowed
us to use an uniform repository of locations which are needed for the social
relations CWOR and CLOR, which rely on information about objects positions.
Specifically, the Search API provides a model for indexing documents that con-
tain structured data and supports text search on string fields. The documents
and indexes are stored in separate datastores optimized for search operations. It
does not fit applications with large result sets; however, it is used in our social
environment, where there is a separate database instance for each SVO, with
a limited size given by the number of friends. The Search API are principally
used during SVO search, according to which an SVO looks for friends that may
provide a target service in its local database. The service is available for tests
here2. It is still under development, but it is already capable to create relation-
ships among registered devices, to manage device resources and to carry out a
full text SVO resource search.

2 http://www.lysis-iot.com.

http://www.lysis-iot.com
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5 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the IoT platform called Lysis, which presents
four major features: it has been designed to exploit the PaaS service model; the
Social Virtual Object is a key element; user data and applications are stored
and executed in the user cloud space; re-usability of templates and applications
is put forward. The implementation of the platform on the Google App Engine
PaaS showed that this solution was greatly facilitated by the available API for
semantic search and localization. Other important aspects remain to be explored:
the issue of task allocation among the real objects and the virtual counterparts
through runtime code injection into the real devices; deployment of the SVO
in distributed cloud (edge/fog clouds) to follow the physical device to reduce
latency; large use-cases deployments.
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Abstract. In this paper, the feasibility of a single integrated autonomous device
equipped with WiFI capability is analyzed, discussing its potentiality in the
framework of the Internet of Things and Cyber Physical Systems. By equipping
photovoltaic panels with sensors and antennas, it is possible to obtain a single
stand-alone wireless network node. Specifically, integration of a number of
antennas in a large solar panel is suitable to obtain an integrated antenna array.
Thus, beamforming techniques can be implemented to electronically orient the
array maximum gain radiation, so improving the point-to-point network link.

Keywords: Integration · Slot antennas · PV panel · Solar cells · Stand-alone
systems · Wireless sensor networks

1 Introduction

The interest on connecting systems and devices to a whole and unique network is the
main topic of a large number of research activities in the last decades. Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs) have been widely studied and used to create networks of physical
devices and systems equipped with sensors and electronics which are able to share data
with the other nodes. That is, the Internet of Things (IoT). Such networks allow objects
and devices to be remotely monitored and controlled by means of the existing network.
Shared data such as temperature, real-time status of electronic devices, humidity can be
collected and processed to extract information on the network status. More recently,
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) have been created. Devices and systems are connected
together creating a wide network, and feedback loops are also provided to drive the
single nodes. In this way, actuators can be activated to face with environment and system
issues. It is clear that these systems have a huge potential from an economic and societal
point of view, and investments are being done.

Even though CPS have been largely discussed in the scientific literature, some of the
desirable features of a single network node are here summarized:
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• stand-alone, equipped with green power sources such as wind turbines or solar panels;
• equipped with integrated sensors and antennas to provide wireless link in the

network;
• dynamic routing capabilities to make the network flexible, reconfigurable and self-

healing.

A specific attention has to be paid to the dynamic routing capabilities. Even if the
static routing (Fig. 1a) is still used in networks since it is secure, easy to implement in
small networks and no routing algorithms are required, dynamic routing (Fig. 1b) is
preferable because it makes the network almost scalable and flexible.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Schematic wireless sensor network with (a) static and (b) dynamic routing.

However, changing the route could be demanding, especially for stand-alone wireless
sensor network nodes. Indeed, in outdoor scenarios the links among network nodes are
provided by antennas with a specific radiation pattern. If the position of nodes is fixed and
known a-priori, directional antennas can be used to implement a high-quality radio link.
Nevertheless, directional antennas are characterized by a narrow radiation pattern, and

Fig. 2. In a static routing, the wireless link between two nodes can be optimized by using specific
directional and high-gain antennas, since the relative position of the two nodes is a-priori known.
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point-to-point links must be carefully set-up – a slight misalignment between the transmit‐
ting and receiving antennas could lead to a reduced radio link performance. Thus, static
routing can be implemented by means of directional antennas. (Fig. 2).

On the other hand, if the nodes are not fixed (e.g. cars or drones could be nodes of
a wireless sensor network), dynamic routing is preferable since the network topology
changes. However, directional antennas are not suitable anymore – the position of nodes
is not known a-priori. Thus, omnidirectional antennas are typically used, even though
they are characterized by a fairly low gain. To improve the wireless link performance,
directional antennas could be used and beamforming algorithms can be implemented to
orient the maximum gain toward a specific direction. For example, Node A in Fig. 3 can
scan the azimuthal plane and orient the radiation pattern toward Node C (Fig. 3a) or
Node D (Fig. 3b), creating new paths set by dynamic routing.

(a)                                                                (b)

Fig. 3. In a dynamic routing, the wireless link between two nodes is not a-priori set. Therefore,
beamforming capabilities can be implemented in order to orient the antenna maximum gain
direction toward a diverse node.

The beamforming capability can be obtained by equipping the network node with
an array of antennas and by setting a proper input current phase for each radiating
element. Thus, phase shifters are needed. Microcontroller or microprocessors are also
required to be remotely controlled in order to select the currents phase. Since the wireless
nodes could be arranged in rural scenarios where wired feeding networks are not avail‐
able, stand-alone power sources must be considered for each single node. For example,
wind turbines or photovoltaic panels are effective in providing power to the network
nodes.

In particular, photovoltaic (PV) energy is widely used in autonomous communica‐
tion system due to its eco-friendliness and reliability. In 2009 it was estimated that at
the end of this century the solar power generation will account for more than 60 % of
world’s totally [1]. To date, solar panels are used in some stand-alone wireless commu‐
nication systems, especially in isolated environments. However, PV panel, sensors and
antenna are separate elements of the same system, causing relatively great space
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employment, engineering and design problems. Therefore a compromise in the utiliza‐
tion of the limited available space is needed and sensor and antennas integration in PV
panel is desirable.

Several studies have been carried out in order to assess the possibility of integrating
antennas in solar cells and photovoltaic panels. For example, researchers are interested
in innovative transparent antenna, made by TCOs (Transparent Conductor Oxides) [2,
3]. These antennas may represent a good integrated solution because they can be easily
integrated in after-market solar cell. However these TCOs are still relatively expensive
and with the existing technological capabilities is not easy to obtain a 90 % sunlight
transparency, needed for the proper functioning of the solar cell [3].

Since solar cells are fabricated with conductive materials, they may be used as a
radiating patch [4] or as a coupled patch [5–7]. However, in these cases the cell dimen‐
sions are strictly related to the operating frequency band, restricting the possible appli‐
cations. Regardless of a solar panel efficiency reduction, solar cells may be used also as
a ground plane for an upper patch element [8–11]. Finally, slot antennas have been
integrated among the solar cells [12–15] or obtained by properly etching of them [16].
The latter affects the solar panel efficiency, but for high frequency applications the
antenna size is small and the integration in a PV panel results to be simpler.

Anyway, antenna integration in photovoltaic panels is possible, providing the panel
with new features. Since small photovoltaic panels are used in consumer products such
as battery recharger, access points or other personal devices (Fig. 4), antennas and
sensors can be distributed in a large number of electronic items. In some of these systems,
sensors can be used to get information on humidity, temperature, geographical position,
etc. Hence, all the information can be transmitted to a base station and collected to
remotely monitor both the single devices and the overall network. Mesh networks could
be design by using all these devices, creating a wide wireless sensor network.

Fig. 4. Examples of applications in which sensors, antennas and photovoltaic panels could be
integrated in a unique device.
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In this paper, the potentiality of a Wireless Sensor Network composed by autono‐
mous nodes equipped with integrated sensors and antennas is investigated. To improve
the link quality, smart PV panels can be equipped with more than one antenna. Indeed,
exploiting the available space between the solar cells, a planar array can be obtained,
providing the PV panel with beamforming capabilities. As a result, the maximum gain
direction can be oriented by means of phase shifters, pointing toward the network node
selected by dynamic routing algorithms.

2 Preliminary Results on the Integrated Array

In the previous section, some PV panel integrated antennas are described. In order to
obtain a low-cost antenna solution without affecting the PV panel solar efficiency, the
integrated antennas are designed to exploit the available space among adjacent solar
cells where only a cover glass layer is present above the radiating element. A typical
commercial PV panel has been considered for the antenna design. It is composed by 36
156-mm-side monocrystalline silicon (m-Si) square solar cells, which are incorporated
between two ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) layers. The cells plane is covered on the top
and bottom side by two glass layers, for an overall thickness of about 8 mm. The solar
cells are separated from a distance of 25 mm each other. In Fig. 5a, a potential position
of a slot antenna among square solar cells is shown (dark color). The top view of the
proposed antenna is also shown in Fig. 5b. This antenna is characterized by low cost
materials and easy-integration in a PV panel (Fig. 5c), in order to obtain a cost limitation
of the manufacturing process. The radiating element has been presented in [14, 15] and
here optimized for WiFi applications. The geometrical parameters of the final design
are listed in Table 1.

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 5. The antenna presented in [14] has been here optimized for WiFi applications: (a) potential
position of a slot antenna among square solar cells (b) top view of the proposed antenna and (c)
antenna prototype integrated in a commercial PV panel.
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Table 1.

ANTENNA DIMENSIONS, MM

N 200 A 27.6
M 45 B 28.8
L 67.5 C 30.3
W 5.6 F 18.3

In [15], WiFi antennas have been integrated in a photovoltaic panel, and some tests
have been carried out. Specifically, the slot antenna performance in terms of measured
reflection coefficient, received signal power and goodput results is described and
compared with that of a commercial dipole. The experimental analysis of the overall
integrated system shows that the performance of the developed antenna integrated in
the PV panel are no worst, or even better than the commercial antenna one.

Consequently, similar tests have been repeated by using two antennas integrated in
two separate PV panels, creating a panel-to-panel WiFi link. In Fig. 6 the measurement
scenario is shown.

Fig. 6. The measurement setup for the panel-to-panel tests.

The two panels are equipped with two integrated WiFi antennas. Both antennas were
connected to two laptops through the TL-WN722 N modules [17]. Thus, the received
power and the goodput have been measured as a function of the distance between the
two panels. The results are shown in Fig. 7. With only a single radiating element and a
transmission power of 20dBm, the two photovoltaic panels can communicate beyond
100 m of distance, which is suitable for a large variety of applications.
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Fig. 7. Panel-to-panel WiFi link performance in terms of received power and goodput, as a
function of the distance between the two PV panels.

The measured performance on the WiFi integrated antenna demonstrated that a
single, integrated, photovoltaic panel can be fabricated and used as an autonomous node
of a Wireless Sensor Network. However, a specific attention has to be paid on the
photovoltaic panel orientation. It is clear that the solar cells must be oriented toward the
sun in order to maximize the power generation. On the other hand, two communicating
network nodes can be arbitrarily positioned in the open space. Moreover, if a dynamic
routing is implemented or the network nodes position changes (i.e. mobile nodes), the
smart panel has to be “smart” and able to orient the maximum gain direction toward the
node position.

Fig. 8. WiFi antennas have been integrated in a photovoltaic panel to obtain a 3 × 3 array.
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For these reasons, a number of antennas could be integrated in the same PV panel,
and opportunely fed in order to orient the maximum gain toward a specific direction
where other network nodes are supposed to be. That is, the PV panel integrated array
provides the smart panel with beamforming capabilities.

To prove the feasibility of a PV panel integrated array, numerical simulations have
been performed by using CST Microwave Studio®. As shown in Fig. 8, nine WiFi
antennas have been placed between the cells of a 4 × 9 solar cells PV panels.

The maximum gain direction can be oriented by choosing a proper input phase of
each radiating element. Let us consider an M × N planar array arranged on the XY plane
as in Fig. 8. As usual,  is the angle between the z-axis and the x-axis, while  is the
angle between the x-axis and the y-axis. In general, the current phase of the (m,n)th

radiating element ( ) has to be set to

where

•  is the wavenumber in free space, and it is directly proportional to the operating
frequency;

•  represents the position of the (m,n)th element in the XY plane;
•  represents the direction where the gain has to be maximized.

The distance D between two adjacent radiating elements plays an important role in
the array radiative performance. In particular, the higher the distance between the
antennas (but lower than  which represents the free-space wavelength), the higher is
the gain. However, the distance D is also strictly related to the radiation pattern char‐
acteristics in case of beamforming (for example, for large distances D the grating lobes
phenomenon could appear). Nevertheless, the distance between the radiating elements
is highly affected by the presence of the radiating cells. Indeed, the available space
between solar cells rows is limited and the distance between two free slots is set by the
cell size. Anyway, the distance D can be chosen as a trade-off between the required array
radiative performance and the physical limitations due to the presence of the solar cells.

To better assess the feasibility of an integrated antenna array, the antennas shown in
Fig. 8 have been properly fed to maximize the radiation toward a specific direction. In
Fig. 9 the normalized radiation patterns of the 3 × 3 array of PV panel integrated antennas
for WiFi applications are shown for the XZ plane (Fig. 8), by considering a fixed
frequency of 2445 MHz. In particular, the distance DX is set to 85 mm and the distance
DY is set to 125 mm which corresponds to the typical solar cells size. Therefore, input
current phases have been computed in order to orient the main lobe direction toward

,  and  - for the sake of simplicity we assumed . When
the main lobe is tilted toward , the side lobe level is not negligible
(SLL = −4 dB), and it could be not satisfactory for communication systems. Increasing
the number of antennas and reducing the distance among them could allow for a lower
side lobe level; however, also the number of radiating elements depends on the photo‐
voltaic panel size.
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Fig. 9. Normalized radiation pattern of the 3 × 3 array of PV panel integrated antennas for WiFi
applications.

3 Conclusion

Solar panels allow communication systems to be stand-alone, without the need of wired-
feeding networks. That is, they can be installed and used in wild and rural environments.
Arranging small devices equipped with green power sources (e.g. PV panels or wind
turbine) in outdoor scenarios could represent a valuable solution for remote control and
management of isolated areas. Moreover, wireless sensor and mesh networks can be
constructed to collect and share data. Integrated sensors and antennas in the same auton‐
omous device represent a challenge for the future Internet of Things. In this paper, the
feasibility of an array of antennas integrated in a single photovoltaic panel has been
investigated. Preliminary numerical results have been also presented, confirming that
beamforming techniques can be implemented to orient the integrated array maximum
gain direction toward a wireless network node, improving the overall network perform‐
ance. This opens also to the possibility of performing dynamic routing with high direc‐
tional antennas. By steering the beam in accordance with the routing decision, the
maximum gain can be aligned towards the node the traffic is destined to.
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Abstract. In the next generation Internet, it is expected that human,
smart devices, and “things” will be able to communicate and interact
with each other opportunistically in order to share their data. An analy-
sis of this type of relationship is made possible due to the advent of the
Opportunistic Internet of Things (OppIoT), a new paradigm that enable
information sharing and dissemination among opportunistic communities
formed based on human mobility and opportunistic contacts. Designing
data dissemination and routing protocols for opportunistic IoT is a chal-
lenge since contacts between nodes and users’ social behaviors are to be
tighten together as design constraints. Nonetheless, as opportunistic net-
working rely on spontaneous connectivity between the users and wireless
devices, it can be argued that OppIoT is a form of opportunistic social
networks (OppNets) extension, with focus on the relationship between
human and opportunistic connection of smart things. As such, some
routing protocols that have been designed to work for infrastructureless
OppNets can also be applied in OppIoT systems. In this context, the
History Based Routing Protocol for Opportunistic Networks (HiBOp) is
an appealing choice. In this paper, an acknowledgement (ACK) forward-
ing mechanism to boost the performance of HiBOp is proposed based
on the concept of centrality. Simulation results are provided, showing
that HiBOp with centrality outperforms HiBOp in terms of predefined
performance metrics.

Keywords: Opportunistic networks (OppNets) · Centrality · ACK ·
Routing protocol · HiBOp

1 Introduction

The next generation Internet is expected to provide facilities for human and
smart things to connect and interact with each other. Examining the social
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side of Internet of Things (IoT) from a human-centric perspective is the goal
of OppIoT [1], a novel computing paradigm and technology that promotes the
idea that smart ‘things’ can be opportunistically connected with human user
by means of short-range communication and sensing technologies. Typically, an
OppIoT system can be viewed as an ad hoc infrastructureless OppNet architec-
ture of devices that can enable data sharing and dissemination within oppor-
tunistic communities formed based on human mobility and opportunistic con-
tacts. In [1], a reference architecture for the development of an OppIoT system is
proposed. In contrast, in infrastructureless oppNets [2,3], an instantaneous con-
nectivity is established among the users equipped with wireless devices, forming
a kind of decentralized ad hoc network that allows inter-device data routing
and forwarding. The sender of a message has no proof of knowledge about its
delivery and node mobility is exploited to send the messages in a disconnected
environment based on opportunistic communication. In such environment, the
transmission and reception of ACK messages remains an issue that has not been
addressed by existing routing schemes. Indeed, OppNets make no prior assump-
tion about the network topology and evaluate the delivery probability of a node
based on a forwarding strategy, taking into account the limited time in which
nodes are in the radio range of each other. Typically, each node has a limited
buffer storage; hence, messages drop, node failure, or incomplete transmission
may occur, if this buffer is not properly managed.

Unlike conventional flooding techniques, HiBOp [3] makes use of a context-
based knowledge to calculate the delivery probability from a sender to a receiver,
but the ACK management and buffer saturation are not considered in its design.
In this paper, a centrality-based mechanism for the delivery of ACKs from des-
tination to source is implemented on top of HiBOp to help clearing the buffers
of residual messages, leading to an enhancement in message delivery.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, some routing protocols
for OppNets are discussed. Section 3 describes our proposed ACK forwarding
mechanism. Section 4 presents some simulation results. In Sect. 5, we conclude
the paper.

2 Related Work

Several routing protocols have been proposed for OppNets [4–8], most of which
are based on the principle of deciding which messages are to be forwarded or
dropped when a peer comes in contact with another as the buffer reaches its
maximum capacity. The Epidemic protocol [4] uses a flooding technique with no
limit on the buffer capacity. The Spray and Focus protocol [5] utilizes a form of
controlled flooding technique to send the messages. The Prophet+ [6], MaxProp
[7], HBPR [8] and HiBOp [3] protocols all exploit some form of context-based
information to calculate the node’s delivery probability. The data processing
overhead in these protocols calls for an efficient ACK mechanism to prevent
buffer saturation. The HiBOp protocol [3] relies on the following data struc-
tures: Identity Table - used by nodes to learn about the context in which they
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are currently immersed in (e.g. home and work locations, name, etc.); Current
Context Table - this stores all Identity Tables of neighbors of a node; History
Table - this keeps track of the past information seen by the current node; and
Repository Table - used for updating the History Table. Based on these data
structures, the delivery probability of a node is estimated. Accordingly, a lim-
ited number of neighbors of a node are retained as best candidates for message
forwarding purpose.

3 Proposed Centrality-Based ACK Forwarding
Mechanism

In HiBOp [3], no ACK mechanism is provided to confirm to the source that a
message has been successful delivered. This has motivated the following changes
to the design of HiBOp: a list of ACK message IDs is maintained at each node.
Whenever two nodes meet each other, the Current Context is updated, and the
exchange of ACKs takes place as described in Algorithm 2. Nodes whose ACKs
have been received by the source thus relieve their respective buffers. On the
other hand, those ACKs which have not yet reached their respective senders
(after a timeout period) are forwarded to the best nodes filtered according to
the centrality parameter. This parameter exploits the fact that central nodes
in the network have the maximum connectivity and will more likely be part of
the routing path that is being build on the fly. The home and work locations
are used to calculate the centrality of a node as described in Algorithm 1. This
algorithm checks whether the node’s location has changed or not. If the node
is mobile, the previous value of the centrality is retained. Else, the centrality
values at home and at work are calculated.

Algorithm 1. Calculation of the centrality of a node.
Fetch the location of the node
if Location = Old Location then

Centrality ← OldCentrality
else if Location = Home Location then

Calculate centrality Ch at home
Centrality ← Ch

else if Location = Work Location then
Calculate centrality Cw at work
Centrality ← Cw

end if
Centrality ← Max(Ch, Cw)
return

Forwarding the ACK message takes into account the centrality with respect
to the message. Using Algorithm 1, the most central node on the path followed
by the message being transmitted from source to destination is identified and
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appended to the message. Its centrality value is updated on each successive hop of
the message subject to some conditions. While sending an ACK, the destination
first sends it to the node with maximum centrality on the path taken by the
message (as per Algorithm 2). If the destination is not in direct contact with
this central node, it forwards the ACK to its most central neighbor (i.e. node
with the highest centrality value) for further forwarding. This process continues
recursively until the ACK reaches within one-hop distance of the source. Upon
receipt of this ACK, the source then clears its buffers of residual messages. Note
that during this process, no copy of the ACK is kept within the current node.

Algorithm 2. Forwarding and Exchange of ACK Messages
for all message m in Buffer do

CentralNode ← CentralNode of m
if CurrentNode = CentralNode then

Determine the next Central Node id and append it to m
if OtherNode = CentralNode then

Forward the ACK and clear the buffer
if OtherCentrality ≥ CurrentNodeCentrality then

Forward the ACK and clear the buffer
end if

end if
end if

end for
return

4 Simulation Results

The ONE simulator [9] is used, along with the Working Day movement model
and a network consisting of 8 groups of 50 nodes each. Each node is initially at
its home (or work) location, then travels towards its work (or home) location at a
random speed chosen in the range 7–10 m/s after an initial rest period. For gen-
erating some randomness in the movement of the nodes, a shopping probability
of 0.5 is assumed. This process continues throughout the simulations, causing
some dynamic changes in the network topology. It is also assumed that the
interpersonal communication between mobile users holds using mobile phones
or Bluetooth devices at 2 Mbits/s data rate, with 10 m radio range. Messages
are generated randomly by the nodes every 25–35 s. Other main simulation are
captured in Tables 1 and 2.

The studied protocols are compared in terms of message throughput over dif-
ferent simulation time intervals. The results are captured in Fig. 1. It is observed
that HiBOp with centrality outperforms HiBOp with respect to that metric.
This is attributed to the efficient routing of the ACKs that occurs when HiBOp
with centrality is used, leading to a reduced buffer occupancy by messages.

Next, HiBOp with centrality is compared against HiBOp in terms of Message
Loss when the TTL, buffer size, and Working Day Length are varied respectively.
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Table 1. Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Signaling interval 5 s

Death interval 10 s

Repository flushing interval 1800 s

Flushing Interval 10 s

Default message size 500KB–1 MB

Default buffer size 50 M

Table 2. Mobility parameters

Parameter Value

Message TTL 300 min

Number of offices 50

Default work day length 15 h

Repository flushing interval 1800 s

Shopping probability 0.5

Office size 10

Minimum office wait time 10 s

Maximum office wait time 10000 s

Fig. 1. Message throughput under varying simulation times
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Fig. 2. Message loss under varying TTL

Fig. 3. Message loss under varying buffer size

Fig. 4. Message loss under varying Working Day Length
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Fig. 5. Delivery probability over varying TTL

Fig. 6. Delivery probability over varying buffer size

The results are captured in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 respectively, where the Message Loss
is obtained:

MessageLoss =
Number of messages dropped

Number of messages generated

In Fig. 2, it is observed that under varying TTL, there is a significant reduc-
tion in the Message Loss (about 75–80 %) when HiBOp with centrality is used.
Similar results prevail when the buffer size and Working Day Length are varied
respectively (as shown in Figs. 3 and 4). When the buffer size and TTL increases
respectively, it is observed that the number of Message Loss decreases.

Next, HiBOp with centrality is compared against HiBOp in terms of delivery
probability when the TTL and buffer size are varied respectively. The results are
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Fig. 7. Latency over varying TTL

Fig. 8. Overhead ratio over varying TTL

captured in Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig. 5, it is observed that HiBOp with centrality
performs better than HiBOp, even with the space constraints introduced by the
buffer size. The improvement is in the order of about 5–10 %. This is attributed
to the low message loss generated by HiBOp with centrality (compared to that
obtained from HiBOp). In Fig. 7, it is observed that HiBOp with centrality yields
an improved latency compared to HiBOp (about 30 % improvement). In Fig. 8,
it is observed that there is a significant improvement in the buffer overhead
generated by HiBOp with centrality compared to that generated by HiBOp
(about 90–95 % improvement).

Finally, MaxProp is compared against HiBOp with centrality in terms of
buffer occupancy, traffic overhead, and latency. The results are captured in Fig. 9.
In Fig. 9, it can be observed that HiBOp with centrality yields an improvement
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Fig. 9. HiBOp with centrality vs. MaxProp

over HiBOp of about 40% in terms of buffer occupancy, 50% in terms of latency,
and 90% in terms of traffic overhead. The above results illustrate the advantages
of using our proposed ACK mechanism as a way to reinforce the routing in
OppNets.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a novel approach for the routing of ACKs based on the con-
cept of centrality has been proposed, leading to an enhancement of the HiBOp
routing protocol for OppNets. Due to its generic nature, the proposed centrality-
based ACK mechanism can be implemented on top of any known routing pro-
tocols for OppNets. Simulation results have shown that: (1) this mechanism can
significantly reduce the message loss rate while preserving the performance of
HiBOp; (2) HiBOp with centrality outperforms the MaxProp protocol in terms
of buffer occupancy, traffic overhead, and latency. As future work, the proposed
centrality-based ACK mechanism can further be assessed by considering other
realistic movement models. In addition, the calculation of the centrality of a
node assumes a direct relation to the number of active connections of a node.
Other factors such as the duration of active connections can be considered in
this calculation.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a zone-based living activity recog-
nition method. The proposed method introduces a new concept called
activity zone which represents the location and the area of an activity
that can be done by a user. By using this activity zone concept, the
proposed scheme uses Markov Logic Network (MLN) which integrates a
common sense knowledge (i.e. area of each activity) with a probabilis-
tic model. The proposed scheme can utilize only a positioning sensor
attached to a resident with/without power meters attached to appli-
ances of a smart environment. We target 10 different living activities
which cover most of our daily lives at a smart environment and con-
struct activity recognition models. Through experiments using sensor
data collected by four participants in our smart home, the proposed
scheme achieved average F-measure of recognizing 10 target activities
starting from 84.14 % to 94.53 % by using only positioning sensor data.

Keywords: Daily living activity recognition · Markov Logic Networks ·
Smart home · Activity zone

1 Introduction

Recently, sensing various contexts in households as human activities and device
usage conditions became available in addition to the existing environmental
information such as temperature and humidity. Therefore, various daily liv-
ing support context-aware services including energy-saving appliance control in
homes [1], elderly monitoring systems [2], and context-aware appliance setting
recommendations can be provided. Due to the presence of such services, which
require highly accurate living activity recognition rate, the needs of new daily
living activity recognition systems have become one of the greatest concerns in
building a smart environment.

Many studies have been proposed for activity recognition [3–8]. Most of exist-
ing works suffer from the following problems: (1) high deployment and mainte-
nance costs due to many sensors used [4]; (2) privacy intrusion due to utilization
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of cameras and microphones [3]; (3) few recognizable activities or low recogni-
tion accuracy; and (4) using Support Vector Machines which can not represent
temporal and uncertain information in an efficient way [6]. So, we propose a new
zone-based living activity recognition method for solving the aforementioned
problems. The proposed method uses Markov Logic Network (MLN) [9] for han-
dling uncertainty information in living activities and enhancing the recognition
capability of the system through its rules by representing common sense knowl-
edge (i.e. area of each activity).

2 Proposed Activity Recognition Scheme

In this section, we will introduce our proposed living activity recognition scheme
called Zone-Based Living Activity Recognition Method (ZLAR) that constructs
a reusable and efficient contextual activity model. Here, we assume that only
one object is involved in each activity, so a complex activity taking place over
multiple objects is out of scope of this paper and it will be part of our future
work.

Basic Idea: The basic idea of ZLAR is based on two aspects: (1) representing all
available knowledge which are related to a habitant behavior as relationship with
objects, position, time, duration, area for each activity, and consumed power and
(2) representing uncertainty information by using MLNs rules [9]. To represent all
available knowledge as the area for each activity, the temporal information as a
time and duration for doing a certain activity by a habitant, and the total amount
of consumed power by an object to do its related activity, ZLAR proposed a
new concept called activity zone which defines the location and the area of a
certain activity that can be done by a habitant inside the smart environment.
For example, activity “dining” happens in a zone near “dining table”. This
activity zone has a geometric shape which depends on the properties of its related
activity object (ao) as object location and object mobility. For example, the zone
of watching TV activity is related to the location of TV object inside a home
and it may have a fixed shape and location; if the location of TV object is not
changed. While, the zone of listening music activity is related to the location of
an audio device (e.g. Stereo or iPod) inside a home and it may have a variable
shape and location based on the mobility of this audio device. By using this
activity zone, ZLAR builds a new data and knowledge-driven system by using
MLN rules to represent uncertainty information in a system. So, ZLAR defines
two features for each activity as follows.

(1) Time interval, TI(u,Zao, tin, tout), which represents the time duration value
taken by a habitant u inside an activity object zone Zao for doing its related
activity, where a habitant enters a zone at time tin and he leaves a zone at
time tout.

(2) Consumed power, PW (ao, tin, tout), which represents the consumed power
value by an activity object ao during the interval (tout − tin) to execute its
related activity.
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2.1 Proposed Activity Zone Concept

ZLAR uses activity zone concept to determine all possible positions of a habitant
that he can do a certain activity inside a smart environment. This activity zone
is defined by the location of activity object ao and the area that exists around
ao which covers all possible positions of a habitant for this activity. As a result,
this area has a plane geometric shape as a circle, rectangle, square, triangle,
polygon, ellipse, or others. In this paper, for the sake of simplicity, we represent
each activity zone as a circle with a certain radius value, ZRac. However, it is
important to find the most suitable zone shape for each activity. This will be
part of our future work. We assume that the locations of activity objects inside
a smart environment are given by a user in advance. By knowing the locations
of these objects, ZLAR can determine the center of each activity zone. As shown
in Fig. 1, the location of activity object ao inside a zone has a two cases: (1) the
location of ao exists on the circumference of activity zone which is called edge
activity zone as the zone of watching TV activity with TV object (Fig. 1(a)).
This case means that the activity can be done only if a user exists at a location
in front of its object inside the activity zone. (2) the location of ao exists at the
center of its activity zone which is called centroid activity zone as the zone of
taking a meal activity with a dining table object (Fig. 1(b)). This case means
that the activity can be done if a habitant exists at any position inside the
activity zone relative to its center. So, one of ZLAR advantages that it uses a
relative user position instead of his/her absolute position. Here, the problem is
how to get the most suitable radius of each activity zone, ZRac. To solve this
problem, ZLAR proposes a new optimization process by using a set of training
datasets. This process will be explained in Sect. 2.3.

Fig. 1. Two cases of activity zone in
ZLAR

Fig. 2. A used smart home

2.2 Proposed Markov Logic Network Rules

ZLAR constructs two MLN rules which are based on activity zone, Zao,
time duration feature, TI(u,Zao, tin, tout), and consumed power feature,
PW (ao, tin, tout). These two rules are defined as follows.
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(•) Rule 1: The first MLN rule of ZLAR deals with objects that must consume
power to execute their related activities as watching TV or listening music.
This consumed power by objects is associated with the time duration of a user
existence inside their activity zones. This rule is defined as follows.

R1: TI(u,Zao, tin, tout) ≥ OTac ∧ PW (ao, tin, tout) ≥ OPac ⇒ DoActivity
(u, acao)

(•) Rule 2: The second MLN rule of ZLAR deals with objects that do not
need to consume any power to execute their related activities as taking a meal
or reading a book. So, this rule depends only on the time duration of a user
existence inside their activity zones. This rule is defined as follows.

R2: TI(u,Zao, tin, tout) ≥ OTac ⇒ DoActivity(u, acao)

Here, OTac and OPac are the values of time duration and consumed power
thresholds for each activity which will be determined by using our proposed opti-
mization process in Sect. 2.3. DoActivity(u, acao) represents the doing activity
acao of an object ao by a user u if the rule features are met.

2.3 Proposed ZLAR Architecture

ZLAR designs a new living activity recognition architecture which consists of
the following three processes:

(1) Optimization Process: In ZLAR, the activity zone of a certain object
has a circle shape with a specific radius value, ZRac, as described in Sect. 2.1.
Also, the two MLN rules of ZLAR contain time duration OTac and consumed
power OPac thresholds as described in Sect. 2.2. Here, the main problem is
how to find the most suitable values of zone radius ZRac, time duration OTac,
and consumed power OPac thresholds. To solve this problem, ZLAR proposes
a new optimization process by using a set of training datasets based on two
issues: (i) using one of optimization algorithms and (ii) formulating a suitable
fitness function to find optimal values of ZRac, OTac, and OPac. These two
issues are described as follows.
(a) Optimization algorithm: Here, ZLAR uses evolution algorithm called Dif-

ferential Evolution algorithm (DE) [10] which is one of the most efficient
algorithms for optimization problems. DE is a genetic method that opti-
mizes a problem by iteratively trying to improve a candidate solution
with regard to a given measure of quality and is used for multidimen-
sional real-valued functions.

(b) Optimization Fitness function: Based on the set of training datasets,
ZLAR formulates its fitness function, which will be used by DE algorithm,
for each activity ac in the system. We assume that the following: (1) there
is a training dataset TDatau for a user u; (2) the real time durations
for every activity ac in TDatau are <1, 2, ..., h, ...,H>; (3) a set of real
location instances of a user u at interval h for activity ac is RLu

ac(h); (4)
a set of real time instances of a user u at interval h for activity ac is
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RIuac(h); and (5) a set of real power instances for using an activity object
ao by a user u at interval h for activity ac is RPu

ac(h). The proposed
fitness function, Fu

ac(ZRac, OTac, OPac) is defined as follows.

Fu
ac(ZRac, OTac, OPac) =

∑H
h=1 V

u
ac(ZRac, OTac, OPac, h)

H
(1)

and

V u
ac(ZRac, OTac, OPac, h) =

1

R
(
|Lu

ac(ZRac, h)|
Nh

+
|Iuac(OTac, h)|

Mh
+

|Pu
ac(OPac, h)|

Kh
) (2)

where Lu
ac(ZRac, h) ⊆ RLu

ac(h) is a set of real location instances that are
covered by optimized radius ZRac, Iuac(OTac, h) ⊆ RIuac(h) is a set of real
time instances that are covered by optimized time duration threshold OTac,
Pu
ac(OPac, h) ⊆ RPu

ac(h) is a set of real consumed power instances that are
covered by optimized consumed power threshold OPac, and R represents the
number of optimized parameters. The value of R equals 3 (radius, time dura-
tion, consumed power), if the activity object uses a power threshold. If the
activity object does not use a power threshold, the value of R equals 2 (radius,
time duration) and |Pu

ac(OPac,h)|
Kh

= 0 in Eq. 2. Also, Nh, Mh, and Kh represent
the number of real instances that exists in RLu

ac(h), RIuac(h), and RPu
ac(h),

respectively.
The fitness function Fu

ac, in Eq. 1, determines the total number of accumu-
lated real instances of user location, activity time, and consumed power that
are covered by the optimized values of ZRac, OTac, and OPac. Here, our goal
is maximizing the value of Fu

ac. Note that, the value of Fu
ac is a ratio ∈ [0, 1].

Finally, the optimization process of ZLAR uses Fu
ac as a fitness function in

DE algorithm to find the most suitable values of ZRac, OTac, and OPac for
each activity and its related proposed MLN rules.

(2) Weight Learning Process: In this process, ZLAR executes a specific
weight learning algorithm to find a value of the associated weight with each
proposed MLNs rule based on a set of training datasets. There are a lot of
weight learning algorithms for MLNs rules. In ZLAR, the Diagonal Newton
discriminative learner as described in Lowd and Domingos [11] is used to get
a suitable weights for the proposed rules.

(3) Recognition Process: In this process, ZLAR executes a specific inference
algorithm based on a set of testing datasets by using proposed MLN rules
with their optimization values of time duration threshold with/without con-
sumed power threshold to recognize a habitant’s activities. There are a lot of
inference algorithms that can be used for MLNs inference process. In ZLAR,
the Maximum a Posteriori Estimation (MAP) inference algorithm called
WalkSAT [12] is used in its recognition process.

3 Experimental and Qualitative Evaluations

3.1 Experimental Outline and Results

The experiment targeted to recognize 10 types of activities which classified into
two groups: (1) Powered group: {Cooking, WatchingTV, WashUp, Bath, Clean-
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ing, PC, Music} which uses time duration and consumed power features and (2)
Nonpowered group: {Meal, Reading, Sleeping} which uses only a time duration fea-
ture. Four participants U1, U2, U3, and U4 (three males and a female in twenties)
lived for three days each in our smart home which was built in Nara Institute of
Science and Technology, Japan. Each of the participants wore an ultrasonic posi-
tion transmitter and they performed normal daily activities at home as usual. Data
were collected for a total of twelve days. After collecting the data, we labeled the
sensor data according to activity type using the living activity labeling tool which
was proposed in [6]. All labeled sensor data were divided into 30 s intervals (time
window) and manually labeled each interval with an appropriate activity using this
labeling support tool. Figure 2 shows the location of appliances and furniture used
for the activities in the smart home. To validate the proposed ZLAR method, we
designed our own GUI application based on Tuffy which is an open-source Markov
Logic Network inference engine [13]. We evaluated four scenarios S1, S2, S3, and
S4 as cross validation experiment. In each evaluated scenario, we used all data for
three participants (total of nine days) in optimization and weight learning (WL)
processes of ZLAR. For testing phase, we used the forth user data(total of three
days) in recognition process of ZLAR. Finally, the evaluation results were mea-
sured by Precision, Recall and F-measure as defined in [6]. The results based on
this scenario as follows.

(1) Optimization results: The optimization results for ZRac (millimeter),
OTac (seconds), and OPac (power unit) of 10 activities were {[1220, 4700],
[128, 488], [1.3, 4]}, {[1000, 4500], [168, 488], [1, 10]}, {[1700, 4000], [125,
488], [1, 8]}, and {[1000, 4940], [110, 488], [1.3, 9]} by using S1, S2, S3, and
S4, respectively. As a result, the optimized values of ZRac, OTac, OPac for
different scenarios are different, this is because ZLAR uses different training
datasets in its optimization process.

(2) Weight learning results: By using the training datasets, the weight
learning results of R1 and R2 were [10.7282,11.4248] and [10.7282,11.7654]
by using S1, [10.8617,11.2491] and [10.2502,11.8668] by using S2,
[11.0477,11.3491] and [11.0656,12.1762] by using S3, and [11.0779,11.3378]
and [11.0477,11.8792] by using S4 for the 10 activities. As shown from these
results, the weight of each MLN rule depends on the training datasets of each
scenario.

(3) Recognition results: Table 1 shows the results of Precision, Recall, and
F-measure by using time duration and consumed power thresholds (R1) for
bath, cleaning, cooking, watching TV, PC, music, and Washing up activities
and using time duration threshold (R2) for sleeping, meal, and reading activ-
ities. In Table 1, we set None for the activity, if the testing user did not do
this activity during his stay inside the smart home. As shown in Table 1, the
values of Precision, Recall, and F-measure were between [92.02 %, 97.41 %],
[76.56 %, 82.4 %], and [83.74 %, 88.78 %] on average, respectively. As a result,
ZLAR can recognize living activities with high F-measure accuracy by using
only two types of sensors. This is because, ZLAR can efficiently represent
all available knowledge in smart environments as area of activity, consumed
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Table 1. Precision (P), Recall (R), and F-measure (F) results for S1, S2, S3, and S4
by using R1 and R2

Activity (Rule) Using S1 Using S2 Using S3 Using S4

P R F P R F P R F P R F

Bath (R1) 100 62.07 76.6 100 67.78 80.79 100 70.83 82.94 100 94.87 97.37

Cleaning (R1) 91.67 100 95.65 None None None 100 79.52 88.59 97.5 100 98.73

Cooking (R1) 100 75.9 86.3 94.74 61.29 74.43 96.23 73.1 83.09 95.56 61.22 74.63

WatchTV (R1) 99.5 71.17 83.98 98.55 81.18 89.02 98.61 91.43 94.88 96.52 78.9 86.83

PC (R1) 99.06 71.62 83.13 100 92.98 96.36 100 87.36 93.25 98.85 75.94 85.9

Music (R1) 99.03 65.61 78.92 97.89 79.17 87.54 99.62 88.63 93.8 94.81 59.08 72.8

WashUp (R1) 100 68.52 81.32 95.45 84.62 89.71 93.75 76.19 84.06 88.1 77.78 82.62

Sleeping (R2) 99.84 68.49 81.25 None None None None None None None None None

Meal (R2) 93.84 80.66 86.75 97.18 97.93 97.56 83.33 66.67 74.07 66.4 56.31 60.94

Reading (R2) 90.7 93.48 92.07 95.45 94.29 94.87 99.66 100 99.83 90.42 97.56 93.85

Average 97.09 76.56 84.86 97.41 82.4 88.78 96.8 81.53 88.28 92.02 77.96 83.74

power by activity object, and time duration of using activity object for doing
its related activity. In addition, using MLN rules in ZLAR gives a good rep-
resentation ability of uncertainty information for each living activity. Also,
F-measure precision of all activities was not 100 %, this is because some activ-
ities were mistakenly classified to another activity due to overlapped zones
of those activities. So, ZLAR misrecognized the current activity. Solving this
overlapped zones problem will be part of our future work. In addition, we
conducted another experiment by using time duration threshold only (R2)
for all activities and the values of Precision, Recall, and F-measure were
between [87.23 %, 97.19 %], [81.55 %, 92.73 %], and [84.14 %, 94.53 %] on aver-
age, respectively. As a result, the Recall value increased for all activities in
case of using time duration threshold only for MLN rule (R2). Therefore, the
value of F-measure increased. This is because, some of real activity instances,
which do not meet the consumed power threshold in MLN rule (R1), were
added to the recognized instances when the consumed power threshold did
not be considered.

3.2 Qualitative Evaluation

Here, the evaluation results based on qualitative metrics is presented to show
the efficiency of ZLAR compared to some of existing simple activity recogni-
tion schemes. The evaluation process requires studying the schemes and finding
their attributes that satisfy a certain evaluation criteria. We assume that the
best evaluation criteria must take into account accuracy, number of recognized
activities, deployment and maintenance (D&M) costs, privacy intrusion, repre-
senting uncertainty, and reusability as qualitative metrics. The optimal values
for this evaluation criteria are High accuracy, Many recognized activities, Low
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Table 2. Qualitative performance comparison

Qualitative Accuracy # recognized D&M Privacy Representing Reusability
metric activities costs intrusion uncertainty

[3] Approx. High Few Average Yes No No

[4] Low/High Many High No No No

[5] High Few Average No No No

[6] Approx. High Median Low No No No

[7] Approx. High Many Average Yes Satisfies No

[8] Medium Median Average No No No

ZLAR High Many Low No Satisfies Satisfies

deployment and maintenance costs, No privacy intrusion, Satisfies representing
uncertainty, and Satisfies reusability. Table 2 shows the qualitative performance
comparison based on these qualitative metrics. As shown in Table 2, none of
existing schemes can meet all qualitative metrics of the required criteria. While,
ZLAR meets all the required qualitative metrics. As a result, ZLAR has a high
qualitative performance compared to existing schemes.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a zone-based living activity recognition method called
ZLAR. ZLAR outperforms most of existing schemes by achieving the follow-
ing issues: (1) using a relative position of a user position instead of his/her
absolute position, (2) minimizing the cost of deployment and maintenance costs,
(3) achieving a high recognition accuracy, and (4) representing the temporal
information of activities and the habitant efficiently by using MLN. In addition,
the best benefit of ZLAR is the possibility used for different users, places and
environments without having to repeat the learning process of ZLAR. So, the
overhead cost due to collection of sensor data is limited. In our future works,
we will study the effect of changing the locations of objects inside the smart
environment on the performance of ZLAR method.
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Abstract. Developing Cyber-Physical Systems requires methods and
tools to support simulation and verification of hybrid (both continuous
and discrete) models. The Acumen modeling and simulation language is
an open source testbed for exploring the design space of what rigorous-
but-practical next-generation tools can deliver to developers of Cyber-
Physical Systems. Like verification tools, a design goal for Acumen is
to provide rigorous results. Like simulation tools, it aims to be intuitive,
practical, and scalable. However, it is far from evident whether these two
goals can be achieved simultaneously. This paper explains the primary
design goals for Acumen, the core challenges that must be addressed in
order to achieve these goals, the “agile research method” taken by the
project, the steps taken to realize these goals, the key lessons learned,
and the emerging language design.
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1 Introduction

Developing novel Cyber-Physical and IoT Systems requires methods and tools
to support simulation and verification of hybrid systems models. Hybrid systems
modeling languages are mathematical formalism that support the descriptions of
dynamics that can be continuous in some parts and discontinuous or discrete in
others. Acumen is an open source testbed for exploring the design space of what
rigorous-but-practical next-generation tools can deliver to developers of Cyber-
Physical Systems. Like verification tools, a design goal for Acumen is to provide
correct and mathematically rigorous results. Like simulation tools, it aims to be
intuitive, practical, and scalable. However, it is far from evident whether these
two goals can be achieved simultaneously.

Contributions: The key contributions of this paper are to articulate and report
on the results of a method for addressing a complex set of goals such as those
put for the design of Acumen. We begin by presenting the goals set for Acumen
(Sect. 2). Next, we analyze the challenges that face an undertaking of this scope
(Sect. 3). We then describe the key features of the “agile research method” to
advance towards these goals, the main milestones in applying this method to
date, and some key lessons in the last five years of the project (Sect. 4). We
briefly describe the emerging language design (Sect. 5), and conclude with a
summary and an overview of current priorities for the development of Acumen.

We posit that the ambitious goals of the project as well as the challenges
that face it are representative of the goals and challenges of interdisciplinary
paradigms such as CPS and IoT, and see the gradual progress made by the
project as giving assurance about the deep advances that can be expected from
those disciplines. Through this exposition, we hope to interest other academic
and industrial partners to become involved in developing of Acumen.

Related Work: In terms of “final product”, the most closely related tools to our
work are hybrid systems verification tools, such as CHARON [2], KeyMaera [18],
and SpaceEx [10], as well as equational modeling languages such as Modelica [4].
At the highest level, the work described here can be viewed as an effort to
bridge the gap between the first class of (rigorous) tools and the second class
of widely popular tools that are generally viewed as being much more accessi-
ble and broadly applicable (but provide no guarantees of correctness). Technical
comparisons between the tools and Acumen on technical grounds can be found
in the papers on Acumen cited in this paper. The focus of this paper is the

This work was supported by US NSF award CPS-1136099, the Swedish Knowledge
Foundation (KK), The CERES Center, and VINNOVA (Dnr. 2011-01819).
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process through which a rigorous modeling language aimed specifically at the
CPS domain is being developed. Unfortunately, the literature on the develop-
ment process for such tools in particular, or domain-specific languages in general,
is relatively sparse. Related work includes commonality and variability analy-
sis [7], but the CPS domain is much broader than the intended types of problems
for this analysis. The survey by Mernik et al. [17] suggests that existing methods
require that the domain is much more clearly defined than is possible for a large
and evolving area such as CPS.

2 Inception and Design Goals

The primary goal for Acumen is to serve as a testbed that facilitates research
into rigorous-but-practical tools for CPS. A secondary goal, which stems from
a necessity for achieving the primary goal in the absence of standard methods
for studying such tools, is to serve as a testbed for programming languages and
software engineering research. A tertiary goal, which stems in part from the need
for developing evaluation methods for the primary goal, is accessibility to users.
This goal entails that Acumen had to prove to be an effective device for teaching.
The rest of this section elaborates these three goals.

Testbed for CPS Research: At the very outset of the project the motivation
was simply to develop controllers for horizontal drilling tractors (robots) for oil
wells. Quickly, this concrete problem pointed to a much broader problem of the
need for coherent toolchains for CPS design. Discussions with domain experts
suggested and eventually confirmed that a wide range of different tools are used
to design and analyze different components of products such as horizontal drilling
tractors, or any of a wide range of non-trivial robotic systems. The problem of
“coherence” of the existing toolchains is largely due to:

– The need to use different formalisms and tools for different subsystems,
– The absence of mechanized methods for checking consistency between the

results of these tools, and
– The absence of methods that ensure the correctness of the results of individual

tools, even for the smallest problems.

Overcoming the “coherence” problem is a central goal for Acumen [24].
Toolchains consist of software applications that support modeling, simula-

tion, and verification of various subsystems. Such tools constitute infrastructure
for supporting virtual prototyping and testing of these subsystems, as well as
tools for visualizations. We were inspired by the power of specialized tools such
as CarSim [3] (for vehicles) or Gazebo [11] (for robotics), but also surprised by
the lack of transparency and user control over underlying dynamical models, as
well as the need for such radically different tools to support these closely related
domains. Access to such models is essential for allowing users to control the
computational cost (and accuracy) of the models being used for virtual testing,
and to interpret the results of such tests. Out of these observations emerged the
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goal of transparency with respect to models, and ensuring that the user has full
access to (and control over) such models, as well as the goal of being a unifying
language that can be used across a wide range of CPS domains.

A practical criterion for an effective testbed is accessibility. We define acces-
sibility as the ease with which new users from a wide range of backgrounds
can acquire the software and use it to solve a problem that interests them, or
use it to learn something of value to them. First, it should be self-evident that
convenience to users is an integral part of testbeds success, and that this has a
direct impact on the size of audience the tool can reach. But it is also the kind
of goal that is essential to spell out and stress throughout the process of devel-
oping it. As we will see in the rest of this paper, accessibility is both a source
of stringent requirement on design choices and an easy criteria for members of
the research team to forget as they become engaged in solving much more spe-
cific technical problems. Second, our emphasis on accessibility was driven in part
out of the idea that the ability to model and simulate the world around us is
important to individual and societal well-being. This partly came from Lessigs
“Code is Law” [13] and, in particular, the idea that our society is increasingly
being shaped by codes that only few of us understand and that even fewer truly
consent to incorporating the socially-significant values induced by these codes.

Testbed for Language and Software Engineering Research: At the time of starting
the development of Acumen, in the mainstream programming languages com-
munity, the formalism that came closest to providing a modeling language for
Cyber-Physical Systems was Functional Reactive Programming [23] (FRP). It
had been used successfully in a wide range of domains, including robotics and
computer animation. However, its denotational semantics was presented in com-
plete partial orders (CPOs) without giving real numbers detailed treatment. It
therefore remained an open question whether this language could be extended to
incorporate such treatment. Ideas presented in work by Edalat and Pattinson on
the semantics of hybrid systems [9] appeared to provide some or all of the nec-
essary foundations, but the connection between these two lines of work was not
obvious. Developing a semantic foundation that unified these lines of work is a
key goal of the Acumen project. Once such a unifying foundation is established,
it can be used to elaborate various notions of computation for Cyber-Physical
Systems as well as their inter-relations.

There are also more practical goals relating to investigating better methods
for the design and implementation of domain-specific languages. These include
the use of staging [19] (both for implementing the language and as a mechanism
supported by the language) and property-based testing [22] for ensuring the
quality of the code base. A related goal is the use of Acumen to investigate
the possibility of exploiting parallel resources without introducing concurrency
problems [6].

Tool for Teaching CPS: Tools that can be used in practice must be accessible to
their users, and waiting to evaluate accessibility at the end of the project entails
unreasonably high risk of failure. There are two natural proxies to evaluating
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such accessibility. The first is usability by domain-experts, which we have already
addressed in the discussion of the primary goal of serving as a testbed for CPS.
The second is usability by novice users. Fortunately, this goal is highly synergistic
with well-recognized need for better content, methods, and tools for teaching the
emerging topic of CPS.

Because it is a new and high interdisciplinary area, CPS students come from
a highly diverse set of backgrounds, and with different goals. We identified from
the outset three different groups of students: The first group is college-level CPS
students. It includes embedded systems and mechatronics students, who expect
to have a career developing CPSs. The second group is college-level students spe-
cializing in related areas, which could be computer-related, engineering-related,
science-related, or arts and humanities. Clearly, students in each of these sub-
areas have different interests. They are seeking a professional degree and will
spend their careers in the context of a world populated by Cyber-Physical Sys-
tems, and may well contribute to solving problems relating to such systems. The
third group is high-school students that have a general interest in science, tech-
nology, engineering, and math (STEM) disciplines. A tool that can address the
toolchain coherence problem should make a positive contribution to the educa-
tion of these three categories of students, but it is far from obvious that one tool
can cater to such different audiences.

In the next section we discuss the issues that make these goals challenging.

3 Challenges

In this section we describe some of the key challenges, especially in relation to
the CPS testbed goal (and in tool chain coherence in particular). For reasons of
space, we address the programming languages and teaching goals only briefly.

To address the question of how to best support the engineering process we
must understand how engineers carry out their work in practice. This includes
both how engineers go about designing a new product, and the more special-
ized skills of how they think about models of the systems they design. Even the
latter is challenging for someone interested in its computational mechanization.
For example, research papers are a natural source for understanding the nota-
tion and calculations used to reason about models of Cyber-Physical Systems.
However, such papers rarely focus on the mechanics of derivation, and assume
significant knowledge about mathematics, control, and the domain. Developing
a formalism for modeling such systems entails acquiring a deep understanding
of such domains. A somewhat more practical challenge is that research papers
are often incomplete in their specification of concrete examples and rely instead
on the intuition of experts. This complication means that even testing theories
about correctly understanding the mechanics of the computations used in these
papers can be challenging.

In terms of specific simulation tools, it is clear that MATLAB/Simulink is
one of the main tools used in industrial practice. If MATLAB/Simulink was not
just the most popular tool but the only tool, the research question would be sim-
pler: “How do we improve MATLAB/Simulink?” For better or for worse, there is
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a myriad of other specialized tools also used by practitioners. The upside of this
multiplicity is that it can be a source of inspiration. The downside is that it makes
the search space of prior work vast and highly fragmented. If we are interested
only in discrete-time simulation we may be able to focus on computer science
and operations research venues. For continuous time simulation, almost every
discipline of science has its own literature. For hybrid continuous/discrete sys-
tems, the literature becomes somewhat sparse, but locating related work remains
challenging.

For the goals of transparency of models and user control it is natural to focus
on mathematical notation as the syntax for models. After all, mathematics is the
de facto lingua franca across many technical disciplines. But to make a lingua
franca of human discourse into a mechanical formalism is a significant challenge.
It helps, of course, that mathematics is a rigorous domain, but mechanical for-
malization rests not just on meaning but also on syntax. Mathematical notation
includes multiple syntactic notations for the same concept, as well assignments
of multiple different meanings to the same notation. Navigating the space of pos-
sibilities to identify what is intuitive for novices and acceptable across domains is
a key language design challenge for this project. Another is defining mechanical
interpretations (semantics) for such notations. Often, especially at the bound-
ary of integrating continuous and discrete mathematics, we are able to define
an interpretation for two constructs independently, but it is not obvious how to
define an interpretation that allows both to be used together. One of the most
profound challenges is to understand the mathematical space of meanings (or
solutions) for mathematical expressions (problems).

With respect to the correctness of simulation tools (part of the toolchain
coherence problem), a fundamental question is whether it is at all possible to
find or develop rigorous methods for all aspects of simulation. In particular,
working rigorously with just real numbers (not to mention functions over reals)
introduces known computability and decidability issues [20]. This means that
even computability is a fundamental challenge for the development of Acumen.
A more nuanced (but equally important) question is whether, when such meth-
ods exist, they are precise enough, fast enough, and have all the computational
properties that are needed to make for practical tools.

From the point of view of programming languages research, a core challenge
is how to manage the high-dimensional problem of language design. In particu-
lar, a DSL that has not yet been fully specified has a large number of degrees of
freedom. Basic examples include: syntax, semantics, user interface, documenta-
tion and tutorial materials, intended user base, language design and development
team, and intellectual property and licensing issues. While there is significant
literature, tools, and advice on many of these aspects individually or in combi-
nation with some others, literature addressing all these aspects simultaneously is
sparse. Programming languages methods are readily available to identify which
part of a language is broken and how to fix that part; but the more profound
question of what language should exist and how to create it does not seem to
have been sufficiently investigated.
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In terms of teaching, the practical challenge is that, as programming lan-
guages researchers, we have limited contact and direct and regular access to
students in CPS-related domains. Of course, at the time the project started,
there were no CPS programs as such. Practical methods need to be found to
address this challenge, so that it is possible to develop a concrete understanding
of the needs of different types of students and potential users, as well as to have
a basis for evaluating and quantifying the success of Acumen.

4 Approach and Implementation

In this section we summarize the approach, milestones in the effort to implement
it, and key lessons learned in the process.

An Agile Research Method: Given the complexity of the task of realizing the goals
of Acumen, it was accepted from the outset that decomposing the process into
clearly isolated technical problems may not be effective. For example, separating
the process into selecting a semantics, a type system, and a syntax or even the
reverse order would not be practical, and may not even be possible. There is a
strong interdependence between these choices, as well as in other aspects of the
design goals. It was therefore accepted that the development of Acumen would
be a highly iterative and adaptive process that involves creating prototypes that
would allow us as designers to gradually understand the space of technical design
choices as well as to gain a better understanding of user needs and abilities.

Key features of the approach include frequent interaction between design (or
design-critique) and implementation and close collaboration with potential users,
especially domain-experts in domains that intersect with an evolving notion of
the user base and novice users (often students). These continual activities allow
us as the designers to gradually develop:

A clear understanding of the CPS domain in terms of technical needs from
modeling and simulation tools, A portfolio of concrete example models for eval-
uation of the language and validation of hypotheses about actual engineering
processes, A clear notion of a user base including size, interests, and expertise,
A clear understanding of the semantic foundations and technically feasible func-
tions that modeling and simulation tools can provide, A model of how to plan
and manage a research-oriented, open-source effort that is manned primarily by
researchers, students, and volunteers.

For lack of a better term, this approach can be described as an “agile research
method”, borrowing from the “agile” software development [5] literature. There
is a similar emphasis on maintaining enough structure or “scaffolding” to enable
reasonable testing of new ideas at all times, as well as on understanding the
“customer” of the software application and engaging continually in the gradual
development of the technical requirements for the final product.

Given the complexity in simultaneously developing these expertise, an obvi-
ous risk is spreading resources too thin. The key mechanisms for mitigating this
risk have been careful consideration of all the possible language development
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initiatives (exploration or even addition of seemingly trivial but attractive fea-
tures), and keeping the language and its implementations as small and simple
as possible to reduce the effort of maintaining it.

Milestones and Lessons: We followed the above method from the beginning of
work on Acumen (in 2007) to the present. For reasons of space, we focus here
on the second and current prototype of Acumen.

In 2010, and within three to six months, the first version of the current,
Scala-based, implementation was created. It included a GUI, a simple editor, a
reference interpreter and an optimized interpreter, and support for automatic
plotting. Work on Acumen then took a brief break due to a gap between the end
of one research project and the start of a new one. In 2011, work by a masters
student introduced support for 3D visualization [24]. Students taking the first
instance of our CPS course [21], which used Acumen, showed a strong preference
to using the implementation that supported 3D visualization, as it made working
with virtual CPS design problems noticeable easier than looking only at plots of
individual signals.

In 2012, work began on one of the most significant technical results of the
effort to date: developing a method for the correct simulation of Zeno sys-
tems [12]. This included the implementation of the first rigorous, enclosure-based
simulator for a subset of Acumen. A problem that faced the implementation, and
which was addressed around the same time, was the responsiveness and inter-
mittent crashing issues with the GUI. Although the fix was seemingly minor,
substantial effort went into understanding, diagnosing, and designing the fix.
As programming languages researchers from a more “theoretical” background,
it was startling to realize that concurrency problems in GUIs are not a solved
problem, even in Javas SWING library. Difficulties in maintaining the integra-
tion between the core language interpreters and the interactive GUI proved to
be a constant sink of engineering effort throughout the project.

As the activity under new funding was ramping up, there was a concerted
effort to find ways to support more concurrent development on the code base.
To avoid dependency on network connectivity and a centralized repository, a
decision was made to move from svn to git. After some initial experience with
github, we found that it had only limited support for external/internal visi-
bility and “issue management”, a decision was made to move to paid services
by Atlassian (bitbucket and JIRA). These tools have played an essential role
in facilitating development by a growing team, and in documenting key open
challenges and the rationale for resolutions made.

In 2013 there was a concerted effort to expand the portfolio of case studies.
This included developing low-order models of vehicle dynamics [16] by a domain-
expert (with a recent PhD in mechanical engineering, specializing in robotics).
Improvements visible to the user were made in the GUI and included syntax
highlighting and code completion. Internally, with the version management and
issue management systems in place, regression testing and continuous integration
were introduced. This paved the way to exploring the use of property-based
testing. In particular, a generator for random Acumen programs was built. It was
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not based solely on syntax, but on trying to exhibit interesting behaviour in order
to catch problems when using the generated program to compare two semantics.
Due to performance issues, it has so far only been used on a small scale. Building
this infrastructure did draw our attention to the importance of carefully planning
property-based testing in the context of computationally intensive codes.

There were also early efforts to explore the development of a compiled imple-
mentation; to study the mapping of Acumen to hybrid automata; and to allow
the user to manipulate the textual models indirectly by manipulating the 3D
rendering of objects. Such explorations were seen as premature by the project
leadership, but it was nevertheless approved as it was in strong alignment with
the interests of the researcher who wished to pursue it. It remains in the code
base but is not actively supported. For a variety of reasons, such investment
in activities with uncertain outcomes are a necessary part of any team effort,
and we hope that there will be opportunities for capitalizing on the experience
gained from these efforts at a later time.

A significant effort was made in 2014 to research licensing options, and the
feasibility of shifting from GPL to BSD. The Acumen development team was for-
tunate to have a researcher with expertise in open source licensing. The effort
included understanding both the needs/expectations of different contributing
institutions, as well as the libraries available to enable such a migration. Activi-
ties directly visible to users included developing a new optimized implementation,
more accurate integrators, including line numbers in error messages, and com-
pleting support for vectors and matrices. Development of the second-generation
enclosure-based interpreter also began the same year. A practical problem with
ease of installation was solved, namely, the migration from Java3D/OpenGL to
jPCT [1]. In particular, the former requires the separate installation of a non-
standard library - an additional step that was not easy for novice users, and can be
seen as time consuming by potential expert users. The quality of 3D rendering was
affected, but some interesting new possibilities were introduced. On the adminis-
trative front, a command line interface was introduced to provide researchers with
the ability to access/configure most of Acumens features through command line,
making Acumen scriptable.

In 2015, the development of two generations of enclosure interpreters had
enabled the formalization of the enclosure semantics. This was done using the
techniques of both denotational semantics (which formalized the notion of a
solution to a hybrid systems model in the first place) and operational semantics
(which provided a concrete way to compute rigorous over-approximations for
these solutions). Contemporaneously, the methods for processing partial deriva-
tives and bounded quantification (needed for the Euler-Lagrange equation) were
formalized. There were also two key engineering efforts, namely, support for real-
time 3D animation and for real-time input from external devices such as smart
phones.
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5 Emerging Design

As noted earlier, the purpose of the iterative/agile approach taken is to accumu-
late knowledge relating to multiple complex questions. For reasons of space it is
not possible to cover all that has been learned about these different questions.
However, we can briefly describe the central concrete artifact of the project,
which is the language design emerging from this process.

Syntax: As noted earlier, the emerging core syntax includes guarded equations,
where equations can specify either behaviors continuous over time or discrete
(discontinuous) transitions over time. Expressions in equations can include arith-
metic operations and derivatives. This way, the language can express ordinary
differential equations with discontinuities. Partial derivatives are allowed, but
only if they can be eliminated through symbolic differentiation at compile time.
Until recently, equations had to be directed. Recently, through the introduction
of symbolic Gaussian elimination, it is possible to relax this requirement and
allow users to express models as undirected equations as long as the system can
automatically direct them through Gaussian elimination at compile time.

Semantics: Values in Acumen are all functions of real-valued time, and their
co-domain can be atomic constants (strings), reals, vectors, and matrices. In
addition, the language supports an object-like notion of a sub-model [6], which
can be instantiated to model the creation of an object dynamically at a certain
point in simulation (logical) time, and which can also be terminated. Models
are hierarchical in that any sub-model instantiated dynamically by a particu-
lar model is considered a “child” model. Communication only occurs between
“parent” and “child” models. Models can, however, be moved from one parent
model to another. These choices where made in part to facilitate the automatic
parallelization of models.

Support for 3D visualization is provided by allowing any model to contain a
special variable 3D, which can be equated to special constructors that result in
the display of 3D objects in a particular pane in the GUI.

The implementation supports a “traditional” semantics which uses tradi-
tional (non-validated) numerical methods. This is the most complete and most
widely used semantics, and suffices for basic educational uses. This implementa-
tion has played a crucial role in allowing us to explore the design space and to
converge on an expressive, minimal syntax for modeling hybrid systems, as well
as semantics for solutions. For example, it allowed us to make an early decision
to support the notion of “super-dense” time, first introduced in the verification
literature [15], and later advocated by Lee [14].

The implementation also supports an “enclosure” semantics, which is intended
to produce rigorous over-approximations (guaranteed upper and lower bounds)
for all simulations [12]. This is the semantics that we would like Acumen, ulti-
mately, to provide. While the current implementation of this semantics is not per-
fect, our recent work on the theoretical foundations for this semantics provides
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evidence that it is, at least in principle, feasible. The enclosure interpreter sup-
ports the use of intervals (closed, compact, connected sets on the reals) in source
programs. As representations of sets (or, in computer science terminology, non-
determinism), enclosures and intervals enabled rigorous analysis of systems with
uncertain parameters. This was particularly important for the collaboration with
partners from the automotive industry [8,16].

So far, the introduction of a static type system in the implementation has
been actively avoided. This choice is only a temporary one, to facilitate results
on implementation techniques and semantic foundations, and to maintain a low
entry barrier to the language. The language is seen as being in a phase where
requirements for the type system are still being gathered.

6 Conclusions

This paper presented the design goals for the Acumen, explained the intrinsic
challenges in achieving such ambitious goals, and articulated the research method
taken to advance towards these goals. The complex interdependence between the
individual goals is representative of the challenges that face the ambitious efforts
to advance the state of the art by both the CPS and IoT communities. At the
same time, the progress made to date gives us hope that this approach, which is
characteristic of the philosophy of both communities, can be effective at enabling
advances that would not possible through more narrowly focused efforts. The
paper also presented several lessons learned in the context of specific activities
in the development of Acumen.

One insight that cannot be placed in the context of a particular milestone
relates to the gap between CPS and IoT. It appears that there is a gap in foun-
dations between CPS (especially based on computer science) and IoT (especially
based on information and communication theory) that is echoed in a disconnect
in tools that support non-deterministic uncertainty and stochastic uncertainty,
respectively. Our awareness of this gap developed gradually as we made several
efforts to model networking system and found non-deterministic modeling of
uncertainty insufficient for typical problems in this domain. Stochastic methods
seem necessary for many of those problems. At the tool level, stochastic models
(such as Markov chains or queueing systems) can seem simpler or independent
from non-deterministic methods. Semantically, however, stochastic models are
more naturally built after non-determinism has been fully treated and notions
of distributions can be overlayed on notions of sets. With this insight in mind,
we anticipate that when distributions can be introduced into Acumen that this
will help bring closer the disciplines of CPS and IoT.

At a more practical level, Acumen is at a stage where performance issues
should be given priority. There are two distinct concerns relating to performance.
The first is with enabling casual users to experiment with larger models that can
be simulated easily (and for many applications, usefully) using the traditional
(non-validated) semantics. The second is with enabling rigorous simulation in
reasonable time. We expect that the latter will be essential for user acceptability
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of the ultimate results of the Acumen development effort. A particular problem
for the enclosure semantics that will also need to be addressed is to improve error
messages. They are currently less intuitive compared to the traditional semantics,
mainly because of the less familiar (and maybe less intuitive) process used for
computing enclosures. Finally, we are also working on applying well-understood
mathematical techniques for producing more precise over-approximations.
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Abstract. Device-to-Device (D2D) communications have attracted
more concern recently, since it provides a supplemental paradigm of short
range communications for the current cellular networks. In D2D commu-
nications information bits are directly transmitted between devices with-
out traversing base station (BS). As a result, D2D communications can
potentially facilitate the improvement of the network capacity, extension
of the network coverage, enhancement of the spectrum efficiency, and
the energy efficiency as well. It also works well for couple of new appli-
cations, such as information exchange between devices in Internet of
Things (IoT) and low delay video content sharing. From the perspective
of resource allocation in D2D communications, multiple D2D users (DUs)
may reuse the same resource of cellular users (CUs). Thus, we put our
focus on the spatial reuse resource allocation in this paper. We formulate
the spatial reuse problem which aims to maximize the system throughput
while maintaining the desirable signal-noise-interference-ratio (SINR) at
receivers. Accordingly, a greedy based user set selection algorithm is pro-
posed to filter the candidate DU set to further reduce the computation
complexity. Simulation results show that the cellular network can achieve
a higher throughput by using our proposed scheme.

Keywords: Device-to-device communications · Resource allocation ·
Spatial reuse

1 Introduction

With the development of mobile Internet and the continuous improvement of
terminal functions, many new technologies have emerged with demanding, such
as the Internet of things, IoT. These service providers are offering a variety
of applications, and thus frequently changing users’ demands, which has been
challenging the current wireless communications technologies. In the previous
cellular network, communications between the users have to go through the BS.
However, nowadays the communications between the equipments are frequently
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2016
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carried out in a relatively close range in many scenes, for example, in the Internet
of things, many adjacent devices need to connect with others to share informa-
tion. Device-to-Device communications, as a supplement to cellular networks,
which can meet user communications needs, reduce the burden of the network,
and improve the overall throughput of the network at the same time [1].

D2D communications enable the users in the cellular network to communicate
with the users in his neighborhood through direct link rather than circumvent the
BS as the traffic relay. D2D communications can share the wireless resource of
cellular networks unlike Bluetooth and WiFi technologies. D2D communications
can be easily implemented without making too much changes to the infrastruc-
ture of the cellular network while improving the system capacity, lowering the
energy consumption of users’ handhold devices, enhancing the spectral efficiency,
reducing communications delay, and reducing the load of the BS. Owing to the
above advantages, D2D communications have attracted a lot of attention.

There are many research topics in the D2D communications technology, such
as proximity discovery, connection establishment, access control, mode selection,
resource allocation, e.g. [2–4]. The Social-Dependent Chinese Restaurant Process
D2D user clustering scheme in [5] used both social information and physical
distance information to cluster. Aiming at the problem of resource matching, [6]
proposed a fast pairing strategy which can improve the matching speed compared
with the previous scheme. [7] provided the clustering scheme based on access
strategy after analyzing the important factors like interests, hobbies, location
and equipment abilities which affected the behavior of users. Authors discussed
applications of D2D communications in heterogeneous networks [8]. In addition,
D2D communications were also applied to enhance the conventional multicast
scheme for delivering video content in 4G networks [9–11].

A lot researchers have already done some work about spatial reuse in ad-hoc
networks and wireless mesh networks, e.g. [12,13]. As the network structure and
the attribute of nodes in the ad-hoc networks are different from those in the
cellular network, those research findings cannot be used directly to analyze the
spatial reuse in cellular networks. However, there are also researches on spa-
tial reuse in D2D communications in cellular networks recently from different
perspectives. Authors in [14] proposed the semi-distributed resource allocation
scheme to maximize the spatial reuse of radio resource in the D2D commu-
nications which is in the overlay mode. To exploit spatial reuse and maintain
fairness among D2D pairs, a resource scheduling algorithm was also studied
in [15]. A two-stage resource management scheme was proposed in [16], which
aims to maximize the resource efficiency in a hybrid mode of underlay and over-
lay. Researchers in [17] demonstrated the spatial reuse gain through joint mode
selection and resource allocation. Graph coloring theory was applied to analyze
the spatial reuse cellular resource in [18,19]. A location dependent resource allo-
cation scheme in [20] considered the mobility of D2D communications. Although
the spatial reuse in D2D communications has been studied from different per-
spectives, few people study the problem that how to choose appropriate D2D
pairs when one CU’s resource can be reused by multiple D2D pairs. We study
the problem and give the solution.
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In this paper, we first formulate the problem of resource allocation based
on spatial reuse with the objective of maximizing the throughput of cellular
network by allowing the simultaneous transmission of D2D users (DUs) on the
same resource while ensuring the SINR demand at receivers. Then the problem
becomes to select a group of appropriate DUs to reuse the resource of each CU
and guarantee the communications quality of each DU and CU at the same time.
A greedy algorithm is proposed to solve the problem, based on which we can
obtain the results of resource allocation for D2D communications. Simulation
results confirm that a higher system throughput can be obtained by using the
proposed spatial reuse based scheme compared to the benchmark.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows: we describe the
system model and analyze the interference at D2D receivers and the BS in Sect. 2.
In Sect. 3, we formulate the resource allocation problem and Sect. 4 propose
a greedy based user set selection algorithm to solve it. Section 5 present the
simulation result and Sect. 6 gives the conclusion of this paper.

2 System Model

In this section, we describe the system model and analyze the interference
between CU and D2D pair, D2D pair and D2D pair using the same resource
in the scenario.

We investigate spectrum sharing for D2D communications underlay in cellular
networks as depicted in Fig. 1. Assume the eNB is in the center of the cell, the users
are divided into two types, CUs and DUs. CUs and DUs are randomly located

Fig. 1. System model.
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around the center. There are M CUs represented by C = {1, 2, ..., i, ...,M}, and J
D2D pairs denoted by D = {1, 2, ..., j, ...J}. Every D2D pair consists of a transmit-
ter Dt and a receiver Dr. The distance between the D2D transmitter and the D2D
terminal of the same D2D pair should be less than the maximum distance con-
straint of D2D communications, thus ensuring the QoS for D2D communications.

In particular, uplink resource reusing is adopted in this paper, since uplink
spectrum is under-utilized compared to that of the downlink in the frequency
division duplexing (FDD) based cellular systems [21]. A resource block (RB) is
the basic unit for the radio resource allocation which represents one subchannel
of the uplink band. The BS is responsible for allocating RBs for CUs based on
their requests. DUs then can reuse the uplink resource of these CUs. Different
from previous studies where each DU can only reuse the resource of one CU, we
assume that each DU can reuse the uplink resource of a plurality of CUs and
the uplink resource of each CU can be multiplexed by multiple DUs as well in
this model.

We assume a fully loaded cellular network scenario like [22,23]. For the CUs,
the system assign them the same number of RBs, that is the orthogonal frequency
bands. CU i uses the assigned RBs to communicate with the BS. And then in
order to benefit from spatial reuse, we define a set of D2D pairs Ki (Ki ⊂ D),
which means that only the D2D pairs in Ki can reuse the RBs of CU i for D2D
communications.

We assume that the BS can obtain accurate channel state information of all
the links in the network by nodes reporting. The large scale path loss model
based on physical distance is considered for the channel fading.

Next, we analyze the only problem of the interference in cellular networks
after D2D communications are adopted. Since a D2D pair reuse the uplink
resource of CUs, the interference from the D2D transmitter to the cellular uplink
is mainly the interference to the BS. For one of the D2D pairs j, the channel
power gain between the DU transmitter Dt

j and the base station is GjB . The
interference caused by spatial reuse of cellular user’s allocated RBs, to the BS
can be expressed as

∑
j∈Ki

PdGjB . Therefore, the received SINR at the BS is:

γc
i =

PcGiB∑
j∈Ki

PdGjB + σ2
. (1)

Pc is the transmit power of CU i, GiB denotes the channel power gain between
the CU and the BS, Pd represents the transmit power of D2D transmitter Dt

j ,
the channel power gain between the D2D transmitter and the BS is represented
by GjB , and σ2 is the power of noises. For receiver of any D2D pair in Ki,
the interference comes from the corresponding CU i who share its RBs with
it and other D2D transmitters in Ki. For D2D pair j, the interference to the
DU receiver Dr

j is
∑

k �=j,k∈Ki
(PdGkj + PcGij), where Gij is the channel power

gain between CU and Dr
j , Gj the channel gain between Dt

j and Dr
j and Gkj the

channel gain between Dt
k and Dr

j . Then, the SINR at Dr
j can be expressed as:

γd
ji =

PdGj∑
k �=j,k∈Ki

(PdGkj + PcGij + σ2)
. (2)
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In order to guarantee the communications quality, the SINR at BS and D2D
receivers are required to satisfy the desired SINR demand when they reuse the
same RBs which can be constrained by γc

i ≥ γc
min and γd

j ≥ γd
min, respectively.

γc
min is the desired SINR demand for cellular and γd

min for D2D.

3 Resource Sharing Between CUs and D2D Pairs

Based on the above mathematical model, this paper presents a resource alloca-
tion scheme. Next, we describe the scheme in detail.

3.1 Problem Formulation

Recall the description above, since each CU uses orthogonal frequency band
resource that has been assigned by the system, there is no interference between
users when they communicate in different frequency bands, and D2D pairs can
use different resource to communicate, i.e., one D2D pair can be assigned the
resource of multiple CUs in the resource allocation for D2D communications.
Therefore, the problem above can be divided into M subproblems, namely, find-
ing out the set of D2D pairs which can reuse resource of each CU to maximize
the sum rate of the combination Ri. This can make the network system through-
put to reach the maximum. CU i and D2D pair set Ki share the same frequency
band resource, which causes interference with each other in the communications
as analyzed before. The co-channel interference are different to the set of D2D
pair set Ki and CU i as a whole when different D2D pair is added to Ki. We
need to consider the D2D pair selection process in this case: which D2D pair
group can reuse the resource of CU i that can maximize the sum rate of the
CU i and D2D pairs while guaranteeing the communications quality of both CU
and D2D pairs, that is γc

i ≥ γc
min for CU i and γd

j ≥ γd
min for any D2D pairs in

Ki. Therefore, the problem is converted to the problem of selecting appropriate
D2D pairs to obtain the maximum sum rate of CUs and D2D pairs.

3.2 Problem Derivation

Resource of every CU can be reused by multiple D2D pairs, while each D2D pair
can also reuse resource of multiple CUs. We have assume that all the DUs are
capable of reusing the resource of CU i as a set Ki (Ki ⊂ D). The transmission
rate of each uplink cellular link can be represented as:

Rc
i = log2

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

1 +
PcGiB

J∑

j=1

ljiPdGjB + σ2

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

, (3)
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where lji ∈ {0, 1} with lji = 1 means that the D2D pair j is in set Ki, and
lji = 0 the opposite. On the other hand, the transmission rate of each D2D pair
obtained by reusing resource of CU i is:

Rd
ji = lji log2

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

1 +
PdGj

J∑

k=1
k �=j

lkiPdGjk + PcGij + σ2

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

. (4)

The sum rate of CU i and D2D pairs which reuse its resource is:

Ri = Rc
i +

J∑

j=1

Rd
ji. (5)

We have assumed that each CU will be assigned resource by the system, as
mentioned before, and DUs can reuse resource of more than one CU. The total
system throughput can be expressed as:

R =
M∑

i=1

Ri =
M∑

i=1

Rc
i +

M∑

i=1

J∑

j=1

Rd
ji. (6)

Note that, although we have assumed a fully loaded cellular network scenario
before, the scheme can also be used for other scenarios. We can formulate the
resource allocation problem as below:

(l11, l12...lji...lJM ) = argmax R (7)

Subject to
γc
i ≥ γc

min ∀i ∈ C, (8)

γd
j ≥ γd

min ∀j ∈ Ki, (9)

lji ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ D. (10)

Our goal is to calculate appropriate lij values to leverage the system through-
put. The expression γc

i ≥ γc
min means that when the CU communicates with the

BS, the received SINR need to be greater than γd
min. Similarly, γd

j ≥ γd
min indi-

cates that when the D2D pairs communicate with each other, the SINR at the
receiver should be greater than γd

min, otherwise the D2D pair cannot reuse the
resource.

4 The Matching Problem Between CU and D2D Pairs

In this section, we describe the problem and introduce the greedy based user set
selection algorithm and give an example to illustrate it.
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4.1 Problem Description

According to the description of the previous paragraph. The problems we are fac-
ing can be described in this way. Resource of CU can be reused by multiple D2D
pairs, the reuse of resource improves the system throughput. But, Due to the
use of same channel, users interfere with each other. The more D2D pairs join to
reuse, the more serious the interference will be. In order to ensure the quality
of communications, only part of the D2D pairs can be able to reuse resource.
Therefore, in order to improve the throughput of the system and guarantee the
user’s communications quality, appropriate D2D pairs which can reuse resource
need to be choosen by calculation.

4.2 Greedy Based User Set Selection Algorithm

It is very difficult to find the optimal solution of the problem above directly. Now,
we present a greedy algorithm for solving the proposed problem. A greedy based
user set selection algorithm (GUS-algorithm) is an algorithm that follows the
problem solving heuristic of making the locally optimal choice at each stage with
the hope of finding a global optimum. In many problems, the greedy strategy can
not produce an optimal solution in general, but it is still a greedy heuristic that
may produce a locally optimal solution in a reasonable time to approximate the
global optimal solution. As presented in Algorithm 1, this algorithm starts with
setting up an empty set Ki, which represents the set of D2D pairs who will reuse
the resource of CU i, and then set a set D = {1, 2...j...J} which is the candidate
D2D pair set. At first step, the D2D pairs in D will be sorted according to the
channel gain information GjB on the basis of descending order. Then the D2D
pairs with smaller GjB values will be in the front, and each step will be carried
out in accordance with this order in the next calculation process. Calculate the
sum rate of CU i and all the D2D pairs in Ki in case of one D2D pair j joins Ki

for every D2D pair j in D. Then we have the results of every D2D pairs in D.
Since our goal is to leverage the sum rate of the CUs and D2D pairs, we choose
the only one DU j∗ which can maximize the sum rate at each step. On the other
hand, we still need to verify that the DU j∗ we have chosen can meet the needs
of communications quality for CU i, D2D pairs in set Ki and itself. If the SINR
value of anyone mentioned above is below the desire SINR demand, the chosen
D2D pair j∗ cannot join Ki, and it will be removed from D, and otherwise it can
stay in Ki and we still remove it from D. After the set Ki and D are updated,
and the same process will continue until the set D is empty. Then set lji = 1 for
the D2D pair j∗ successfully joining in Ki, and otherwise lji = 0.

4.3 Algorithm Example

In order to illustrate this scheme more clearly, let us give a simple example to
illustrate the algorithm. Assume that there are 10 CUs and 10 D2D pairs in a
cellular network cell, the CUs are assigned the same amount of the resource.
CUs uses the orthogonal frequency band, and each D2D pair can reuse resource
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Algorithm 1. Greedy based user set selection algorithm
1: Ki ⇐ ∅
2: D ⇐ {1, 2...j · · · J}
3: for all j ∈ D do
4: sort D2D pair in D according to GjB

5: end for
6: return sorted D
7: while D �= ∅ do
8: j∗ ⇐ arg maxj∈D Ri

9: Ki ⇐ Ki ∪ {j∗}
10: if γc

i ≥ γc
min then

11: if γd
j ≥ γd

min for all j ∈ Ki then
12: lj∗i = 1
13: else
14: lj∗i = 0 , Ki ⇐ Ki − {j∗}
15: end if
16: else
17: lj∗i = 0
18: Ki ⇐ Ki − {j∗}
19: end if
20: D ⇐ D − {j∗}
21: end while
22: return l1i,l2i...lJi

of multiple CUs. So, the resource allocation for D2D can be converted to choose
the optimal D2D pairs to reuse resource of each CU. That is to say, the same
selection process is needed to be carried out for each CU. For CU 1, there are
10 D2D pairs who may reuse the resource. So we set up a set D = {1, 2...j...10}
which means the candidate D2D pairs, and set an empty set K1 = {} which will
be added the feasible D2D pairs. First, we sort the 10 D2D pairs in D according
to the channel gain GjB in descending order, then we get an ordered list of D2D
pairs, for example, D = {2, 4, 1, 5, 3, 6, 7, 9, 8, 10}. The next calculation carried
out in this order. We assume that D2D pair 2 in the set D is reusing the resource
of the CU 1, and use the formula (5) mentioned above to calculate the sum rate
of CU and DUs. In the same way, we assume other D2D pairs 4,1...10 to reuse the
resource of CU 1 respectively. By comparing these ten rate results, we choose the
D2D pair which has the maximum value. Next, suppose D2D pair 2 is selected,
it needs to verify that the SINR of CU 1 and D2D pair 2 satisfy the conditions.
If the conditions are fulfilled, then D2D pair 2 is added to set K1, else, it is ruled
out to reuse the resource.

After several calculations, assume that there has been three D2D pairs in K1,
as K1 = {2, 4, 5} and D = {6, 7, 9}. To continue to execute the algorithm, we
calculate the sum rate of CU 1 and D2D pair 2, 4, 5, 6 supposing D2D pair 6 to
join to reuse the resource. Similarly, we also do this for D2D pair 7 and 9. Then
choose D2D pair 6 which has the max sum rate and verify the SINR demands of
CU 1 and D2D pair 6, 2, 4, 5 are met. If the conditions are satisfied, 6 joins K1,
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else it should be removed. Continue to repeat the calculation process mentioned
above until the set D is empty.

Iterate the algorithm for each CU in C, and the D2D pair set which can
reuse its resource is determined, and thus we complete resource allocation for
D2D users.

5 Numerical Simulation and Performance Analysis

In this part we set up the simulation to verify the performance of the proposed
scheme. The simulation scenario is set up in a cellular network whose radius
is 500 m, where users are randomly distributed within this range. The BS is
located in the center of the circle. The spectral density of the noise is set to
−174 dBm/Hz. At simulation initialization, D2D links are randomly generated
with the constraint that the distance between the transmitter and the receiver
of each D2D pair is less than 40 m. According to the large scale path-loss model,
all link channel gains are related to the distance. Assume the large scale path-
loss exponent between the BS and CU to be α = 3.5 and that of D2D pair
is α = 4. The channel power gain between the cellular users and the BS is
GcB = dcB

−α, where dcB is the distance between them. Similarly, Gcd = dcd
−α

stands for the channel power gain between CUs and the D2D receiver, where
the distance between them is dcd. The channel power gain between D2D pairs
is denoted as Gdd = ddd

−α, where ddd represents the distance between them.
The uplink resource are assigned to CUs for cellular network communications
according to the round robin scheduling, and based on the proposed scheme,
these resource are reused by D2D pairs. We assume that the transmit power of
CUs and D2D transmitters are, respectively, 200 mw and 10 mw. The desired
SINR demand of cellular link and D2D links are 10 dB and 5 dB, respectively.
The benchmark scheme is a simple resource allocation scheme without consid-
ering the optimization of spatial reuse. In this scheme, the system chooses the
D2D pairs to reuse the resource of CUs randomly, which also need to ensure the
communications quality requirements of the CUs and the D2D pairs at the same
time. Our simulation is averaged over 1000 random trials.

Figure 2 shows the system throughput performance varying with different
number of CUs. With the increase of the number of CUs, the overall throughput
gradually increases, because the available wireless resource for D2D communica-
tions are increasing. As shown in the figure, the blue line with triangular pattern
is the spatial reuse resource allocation scheme which uses the GUS-algorithm and
the red line with square pattern is the benchmark scheme which choose the D2D
pair to reuse in a random fashion. With the increase of M , the growth rate of
the two schemes is similar, which is mainly because the number of D2D pairs
remains unchanged, and thus the interference level between the two scheme is
the same, and the number of reusable resource is increasing. The number of
D2D pairs which can reuse the resource is subject to the desired SINR demand
of CUs and D2D pairs, so the composition of set Ki is important to the system
throughput. In the proposed scheme, the D2D pairs which can reuse the resource
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Fig. 2. System throughput versus number of CUs. (Color figure online)
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Fig. 3. System throughput versus number of DUs.

of CU are selected by the algorithm which aims to maximize the sum rate. We
can see that the overall performance of the proposed scheme is better than the
benchmark one.

Figure 3 indicates the relationship between the system throughput and the
number of D2D pairs when the number of CUs is fixed at M = 10. As can be
seen from the graph, the overall throughput of the network is increasing when
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the number of D2D pairs increases. This is because the increase in the overall
number of D2D pairs lead to an increase number of D2D pairs that can reuse
the RBs of CUs. However, with the growth of D2D pairs, the interference the
CUs also increase. The system throughput may not grow rapidly considering the
SINR demand of the CUs and D2D pairs. In the proposed scheme, D2D pairs
are selected to reuse the RBs of CUs which can make the sum rate to reach
the maximum at each iteration of D2D resource allocation algorithm. On the
other hand, the benchmark scheme did not consider choosing the best D2D pair
to reuse resource. The performance of the proposed scheme is better than the
benchmark one, especially with the increasing number of D2D pairs.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a spatial reuse resource allocation scheme for D2D
communications in cellular networks. We presented a greedy based user set selec-
tion algorithm to select appropriate D2D pairs to reuse the resource of CUs so as
to maximize the throughput. More specifically, the basic communications quality
is also guaranteed to satisfy the minimum required SINR for both CUs and D2D
pairs. The results of the simulation show that the cellular network can obtain a
better network throughput by using the proposed scheme.
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Abstract. The aggressive introduction of new smart devices for house-
holds is considered today as one of the most challenging issues in the
Internet of Things (IoT) world. According to the wide variety of radio
technologies used for communication between smart devices, there is a
growing need to answer the question of which communication standard
can be used to drive communication in smart homes and intelligent build-
ings as part of the emerging 5G ecosystem. To this end, we provide
in this paper a performance analysis of Wireless M-BUS communica-
tion protocol which has recently increased its popularity especially in
smart-metering domain in Western Europe. First, the developed WM-
BUS module in Network Simulator 3 (NS-3) is described. Further, we
investigate in detail the obtained simulation results which are compared
with the real data from Kamstrup smart metering devices. Especially, the
attention is focused on the packet delivery ratio and interference between
smart devices. In particular, we demonstrate that our constructed mod-
ule provides adequate correlation between the results obtained from the
simulation and those from real-world measurements.

Keywords: Home automation · 5G-grade · IoT · NS-3 · Packet delivery
estimation · Smart metering · Wireless M-BUS (WM-BUS)

1 Introduction and Motivation

During the last few years, the Internet of Things (IoT) attracted an enormous
interest practically from all sectors of industry. According to Cisco forecast, the
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) connections will grow from 495 million in 2014 to
more than 3 billion in 2019 [1]. Today, we can see the wide variety of smart
devices (e.g., smart meters, sensors, actuators) coming on the market in waves
and trying to bring intelligent behavior into today’s households. The initial idea
of smart homes was built on collecting information from small groups of devices
(very likely only from one device) and providing this information to the end user.
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2016
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Today, the smart devices become more intelligent and provide new functions for
measuring (e.g., energy consumption and production measured by one device),
reporting (sending data to energy provider) and creating statistics for end users.
To fully meet the described vision, the communication networks need to be
ready for this. Today, the 4G and beyond networks (Long Term Evolution,
LTE) increasingly introduce Device-to-Device (D2D) communication capabili-
ties. Nevertheless, the 4G was build with the goal to provide higher capacity,
user data rates, improve spectrum usage and latency with respect to previous
generations of cellular networks. However, in today’s world, the IoT brings new
challenges which cannot be solved solely by a single technology, but rather by the
harmonized set of communication platforms, protocols and applications which
all create the 5G vision [2]. The emerging 5G ecosystem as a bridge between a
massive number of energy- and power-constrained smart objects deployed e.g.
within a connected home and remote cloud-based applications will act as a key
enabler for the IoT domain. Whereas, there is an undivided attention given by
industry and academia to the 5G communication technologies, the deployment
of home automation scenarios is somewhat lagging behind. Therefore, we target
to bridge this gap by investigating of the promising communication candidates
for connected home.

In the light of the above, there are currently multiple devices providing sim-
ilar functionality independently from the communication technologies (IEEE
802.15.1, IEEE 802.15.4 (6LoWPAN, ZigBee), KNX, Wired/Wireless M-BUS) [3].
Therefore the question of aggregation the inputs from smart devices on their way
to the remote servers is considered as highly demanded issue together with provid-
ing the unified approach for end users to manage data from different types of smart
devices [4,5]1. Currently, the effort to standardize the IoT frameworks, message
structures and communication procedures is growing strong world-wide [6,7].

In this paper we propose a scenario where smart devices perform data in a house
together, see Fig. 1. The collected values of electricity (orange), water (blue), tem-
perature and humidity (green), motion sensor (violet) are sent towards an aggrega-
tion point (purple) where the data is transmitted via the 5G-ready infrastructure
to the remote cloud application, see Fig. 1. The wireless communication technolo-
gies for smart metering provide high installation flexibility and therefore can be
easily retrofitted in today’s households.

This leads us to the question on the choice of the suitable communication
technology/standard providing the energy efficiency, short message format and
support from the industry companies [8]. Following our previous works within
this field [12] where we paid our attention especially to the development of
universal smart home gateway [4,10,11], we selected the Wireless M-BUS [9]
as a promising driver for communication between devices (direct communica-
tion (MTCD - MTCD) and communication from smart device to remote server
(MTCD - MTCG)).

1 The aggregation point for smart devices based on different communication technolo-
gies is often called Machine Type Communication Gateway (MTCG). The smart
devices are then described as Machine Type Communication Devices (MTCDs).
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Fig. 1. In-house deployment of smart meters/sensors. (Color figure online)

Addressing the scenario where the key information about the electric-
ity/water consumption is collected by the aggregation node, we provide the
possibility for industry to assess behavior of WM-BUS devices and plan their
deployment in dense urban areas with respect to the key metrics such as interfer-
ence between installed devices, energy efficiency (battery life), active/idle time,
transmission range and probability of successful data delivery. All these require-
ments were taken into account during the implementation of Wireless M-BUS
into our simulation environment based on Network Simulator 3 (NS-3). We paid
specific attention to utilization of the latest version of WM-BUS standard (fol-
lowing the requirements given in EN 13757-4:2005) and therefore our created
module is able to deliver results where the data message follows the structure
used in today’s devices. As a verification of the obtained data from our module,
we used the data set provided for us by Kamstrup [13] – one of the leading
European companies in the smart grid communication domain.

2 Related Works

Most of the research activities during the recent several years were focused on
the architecture and the key features/characteristics of selected wireless tech-
nologies considered for home automation and, more specifically, for smart meter-
ing [14,15]. We studied in detail published works which address the prominent
wireless technologies in smart grids/smart homes with the aim to provide their
performance evaluation.
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Authors of [16] describe how to evaluate the wireless technologies for smart
grid networks. However, recommendations from [16] cannot be used for evalua-
tion in indoor environments due to the fact that authors paid attention to wide
area networks in their research; further the effects of multipath propagation are
not taken into account by this publication.

In [17], the unified metrics (PHY layer metric and MAC layer metric) of
Home Automation Networks (HANs) are given. Especially, authors focused on
IEEE 802.15.4, IEEE 802.11 and P1901 communication technologies and their
functionality for smart grid applications.

Another solution for smart homes and Energy Management System (EMS)
is presented in [18,19]. Authors offer design and implementation instructions
for an EMS based on ZigBee, but not covering the performance of the ZigBee
network within the indoor environment.

Evaluation of the performance of wireless sensor networks in different elec-
tric power system environments is provided in [20]. Authors perform measure-
ments in order to determine the link quality; the measurements consider to an
exemplary chipset implementing the 2.4 GHz physical layer of IEEE 802.15.4.
Obtained results show degradation of the link quality and the number of suc-
cessfully transmitted packets.

In addition to previous research work, authors of [21,22] focus on the IEEE
802.15.4 data transmission in different channels. However, presented model is
very simple and authors do not provide comparison between performance of
different technologies. Regarding the interference within the 2.4 GHz ISM band,
authors of [23] provide the performance evaluation of IEEE 802.15.4 under the
IEEE 802.11 interference. Obtained results indicate the significant impact on
the reliability of a ZigBee network from the side of IEEE 802.11, which is in line
with the results published in [24,25]. Based on that, authors propose guidelines
on how to deploy the ZigBee network in order to minimize the impact of harmful

Table 1. Comparison of the key parameters of WM-BUS and IEEE 802.15.4. As the
main findings, two parameters can be highlighted – in case of WM-BUS, the trans-
mission frequency 868 MHz offers large area coverage and together with using the n/a
channel access (data is sent as broadcast; especially in T mode), WM-BUS represents
possible candidate for transmitting measurement data from sensors/meters.

Standard Data rate Transmission Effective Transmission Channel
frequency bandwidth power access

Bluetooth LE 1024 kb/s 2,4 GHz 1 MHz 10 mW n/a

IEEE 802.15.4

(Worldwide)

250 kb/s 2,4 GHz 2 MHz 20 mW CSMA/CA

IEEE 802.15.4

(Europe)

20 kb/s 868 MHz 600 kHz 25 mW CSMA/CA

WM-BUS S mode 16,384 kb/s 868 MHz 200 kHz 25 mW LBT/n/a

WM-BUS T mode 66,67 kb/s 868 MHz 300 kHz 25 mW n/a
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interference. Additionally, authors performed simulations in order to analyze the
impact of PHY parameters (simulations were restricted to AWGN channel only).

In the light of the above, we recognized that almost all relevant publications
focus on the IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee, 6LoWPAN) radio technology. However,
following the information in [4,11], we identified Wireless M-BUS as a preferred
communication protocol used widely in today’s smart meters and sensors, see
Table 1 for comparison between WM-BUS and IEEE 802.15.4. Owning to the
tight cooperation with the Kamstrup [13] we had a clear idea on the issues
with deploying new smart devices in dense populated areas faced by industry
companies. Therefore we believe that our work brings valuable insights on how
to evaluate communication between unattended devices based on the Wireless
M-BUS and helps to resolve possible issues during deployment of smart devices
in real use cases.

3 WM-BUS Module in NS-3

In this work, we describe the extended WM-BUS module for simulation environ-
ment NS-3. In the first version of our module for NS-3, described in [26], we only
paid our attention to implementation of the core/main principles of WM-BUS
communication.

Following the fact that our first implementation did not cover the frame
structures of WM-BUS data, we extended our cooperation with the industry
companies offering metering devices with the aim to come up with the improved
implementation suitable for comprehensive testing of real data frame exchange
between WM-BUS devices in practical environment. Therefore in this section the
most important features and functions, beyond the scope of the first implemented
version, will be described together with the developed frame dropping algorithm.

3.1 WM-BUS Protocol and Network

The general idea of created module is to provide the tool for evaluation of WM-
BUS communication between metering devices. To be able to cover all scenar-
ios where WM-BUS can be deployed, we implemented all supported operation
modes of WM-BUS communication protocols; the description of network struc-
ture is given in what follows.

The topology of Wireless M-BUS [9] network can differ depending on the
level of automation required for the application. Today, in static configuration,
a network can consist of three types of nodes: meters (transmission mode T or
S), repeaters (mode R) and concentrators (mode C). Meters periodically send
broadcast messages containing the current information about the measured val-
ues. These signals are received by the concentrator(s) where the data can be
processed. Then, repeaters are used in situations where the signals from the
meters are not successfully received on the side of concentrator. They can be
configured to re-broadcast received signals from meters and thus extend the
effective range of the concentrators with respect to those meters.
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Fig. 2. Diagram of full (F)/compact (C) frame sequence with the alarm event.

Fig. 3. Implemented WM-BUS frame structure for water meter.

To decrease the amount of redundant data sent after the connection between
meters and concentrator(s) is established, real meters (e.g. Kamstrup Multical
21, Multical 402 and Multical 602) [27] implement two types of frames: full and
compact. Data in the compact frames cannot be decoded in case that the full
frame has not been previously received from a meter. Under normal conditions,
a meter sends full frame followed by 7 compact frames and the cycle is repeated.
Otherwise, in case that alarm occurs at the meter, the cycle is restarted imme-
diately and a full frame is sent followed by 7 compact frames, see Fig. 2.

Frame Structure was implemented following our cooperation with the Czech
and Austrian telecom and smart metering companies offering their tempera-
ture/water/electricity meters. Therefore we are able to simulate data traffic with
the real frame structures (with and without the AES 128 encryption). The exam-
ple of implemented frame structure (31B) for water meter is shown in Fig. 3.

All described features, defined in [9], were taken into account and imple-
mented, see Sect. 3.2.

3.2 Implementation

The implementation of Wireless M-BUS communication protocol is based on
simple Carrier Sense Multiple Access / Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) pro-
tocol for NS-3 introduced in [28]. This module (initially provided for NS-3.13)
was modified in order to adhere to the requirements for WM-BUS given in [9];
the channel access method Listen-Before-Talk (LBT) is used in special cases in
mode S. In most cases data is send via broadcast (mode T and S). A summary
of constructed classes used in our module is depicted in Fig. 4; we introduce here
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Fig. 4. Created classes for WM-BUS module.

Fig. 5. Implemented frame dropping algorithm.

the completely new internal logic for communication inside the module allowing
to implement all features given in [9]2.

When a frame is acquired during the simulation, its received signal strength is
compared with the sensitivity of the receiver/concentrator. If this value is above
the set threshold3, the frame is recorded and the state of the receiver is set to
busy. Whenever any other message arrives, the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise
Ratio (SINR) is calculated at the beginning and at the end of the reception; to
check if the SINR of the frame being decoded remained higher than the required
value. In case the SINR becomes too low at any point, an internal variable is set
to indicate a packet error. The state of the variable is read after the reception
of the desired packet and the packet is dropped in case there was an error; this
behavior is illustrated in Fig. 5.

2 Description of proposed module structure is given in our previous work [26].
3 For the purpose of our work, the threshold was set to −100 dBm.
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The SINR is calculated in Eq. 1 as a ratio of the received desired signal power
Prx,desired and the sum of all other signals Prx,other at the given receiver/
concentrator and configurable noise floor, in linear values.

SINRdb = 10 log10

(
Prx,desired

N +
∑

Prx,other

)

. (1)

4 Performance Evaluation of Characteristic Scenarios

To increase the importance of the considered simulation scenarios and also to
assess their performance, a set of measured data from real smart meters deployed
by Kamstrup [13] was used4. In this section we paid our attention to two sim-
ulation scenarios. First, the results for the average number of delivered pack-
ets between concentrator-meter is given; this scenario contains the generic data
structure and only the length defined in [9] is accounted for. Second, the prob-
ability of successfully received data frames has been recorded where the real
data structure for water, electricity, humidity and temperature meters/sensors
is considered.

The purpose of dividing the results into two sections follows from the need to
have successfully calibrated module which can be used further for industry-grade
simulation.

4.1 Model Calibration

All performed simulations were completed with the aim of the proper calibration
of our created module in NS-3 in relation to the real-world measurements. The
created scenario, potentially interesting for industry, is discussed later in this
Sect. 4.2.

We performed two sets of simulation experiments as shown in Fig. 6. In the
first experiment, the measured signal levels were used as the input data for
simulation. In the second experiment, the signal levels were estimated by a
log-distance propagation model [29] in 2 which was configured to match with
common indoor environment in residential buildings:

PL(d) = PL

(

d0 + 10nlog(
d

d0
)
)

+ Xσ. (2)

The PL(d) represents the path loss at the distance d, PL(d0) = 31.22 dB and
represents the theoretical free-space path loss at the reference distance d0 = 1 m.
Path loss exponent is taken as n = 2.97 [29]. Further, σ [dB] is a zero mean
Gaussian random variable which represents the local shadowing that is assumed
to be log-normally distributed; the standard deviation is set as σ = 3 dB and
was added to the measured values in the first experiment to model random
fluctuations of the signal strength.
4 The tool for downloading the real data from meters was developed in parallel with

this research work; the geographical positions of meters, repeaters and concentrators,
as well as signal levels and packet delivery (data hit) rates for each pair (concentrator-
meter) were obtained and processed.
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Fig. 6. Overview of the performed simulations in first scenario.

Fig. 7. Model calibration.

The measured values of data hit (packet delivery rates for each pair (meter-
concentrator)) were used as a reference (test data set) for the simulated values
in both experiments. Figure 7(a) illustrates the number of concentrator-meter
pairs which reached a given packet delivery ratio.

Figure 7(b) represents the dependence between the average number of data
hits and the average received signal strength. Each point in the graph corre-
sponds to one concentrator-meter pair. Further, the dispersion of measured data
can be observed; based on these results the created module provides excellent
correlation in range −100 dBm to −70 dBm. On the other hand, the discrepancy
at the lower values can be seen. This behavior is caused by the frame dropping
algorithm; the logic will be modified in our future works to better recognize the
signals in range −100 dBm to −110 dBm.
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4.2 Calibrated Simulation Scenario

Based on the results obtained in Sect. 4.1, we created an optimized scenario
in Network Simulator 3 (NS-3) [30], where dozens of different smart devices
(water meters, electricity meters, temperature sensors) communicate with the
concentrator. Devices are distinguished by using different formats of WM-BUS
message (length and structure) which was implemented exactly as in real devices,
see Sect. 3.2.

Owning to good correlation of the constructed module, see Sect. 4.1, the pre-
sented simulation results provide an appropriate first-order picture for deploy-
ment of smart devices in real environment. In Fig. 8, the probability of successful
reception (on the side of concentrator device) of data sent by meters is shown
(blue line).

Fig. 8. Probability of successfully received data on the side of concentrator. Following
the fact that nature of data transmission is based on broadcast, it could be expected
that the collision rate will increase with the higher number of metering devices. (Color
figure online)

The number of metering devices was gradually increasing during the simula-
tion from 50 to 200 nodes with the step of 10 devices. All nodes were deployed
within the area of 100× 100 m following random distribution pattern with the
minimal inter-distance 1.5 m (internal Kamstrup logic). Devices were sending
measured data periodically; in practice, the transmission interval is defined by
each vendor independently, but for our research we set transmission intervals as
follows: water (30 s), electricity (60 s), temperature (300 s); all intervals were set
exactly as in real scenarios for employed devices.

5 Summary and Conclusions

In this work, we analyzed the emerging concept of smart devices providing the
information on utility consumption and production in urban locations with
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particular focus on indoor environment. Our constructed simulation module
developed in NS-3 tool is open source and available for download on GitHub
[31]. We believe that it might be considered as a powerful tool to estimate the
ratio of successfully received data in case of using Wireless M-BUS communica-
tion protocol between meters and concentrator(s) which can serve as an initial
evaluation (e.g. number of repeaters; devices in mode R) of planned deployments
of metering devices.

To achieve this functionality, the calibration data provided by the Kamstrup
company served as a test data set. As a consequence, the proposed module is able
to predict the general trend of hit rate (successfully received data from meter on
the concentrator side) in the real deployment. After the calibration of the created
module has been completed, we also constructed optimized scenario which gives
answer to the question on the probability of successfully received data from
meters at the side of central point (concentrator). This scenario is very popular
today e.g., in households and neighborhoods and therefore we believe that our
proposed solution can serve as a valuable simulation tool for planning the real
deployment of smart meters/sensors within the maturing 5G ecosystem.

Acknowledgment. Research described in this paper was financed by the National
Sustainability Program under grant LO1401. For the research, infrastructure of the
SIX Center was used.
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Abstract. The realization of the smart city paradigm relies on the
implementation of various innovative systems. Among the sectors of
interest for a smart city, the sustainable transport is a key service where
carpooling solutions are gaining more and more popularity in the last
years. The most widespread use of the carpooling relies on a bakeca
approach (i.e., the trips are planned well in advance), which is however
not suitable in urban areas where the users are looking for an immedi-
ate companion. In this paper, we focus on the challenge of a real-time
carpooling service and provide the following contribution: the Clacsoon
platform is described, which is intended to make easy for the clacsooners
to find the companion of the trip; an emulation system is implemented,
which is used to generate increasing numbers of users that interact with
the Clacsoon platform to evaluate the performance; based on the emula-
tor, extensive trials are implemented to analyse the quality of experience
provided to the users varying the characteristics of the population; from
the results we extract important information about the challenges to be
addressed for successful deployments of a real-time carpooling service.

Keywords: Real-time carpooling · Smart city · Internet of Things ·
Smart transport

1 Introduction

Sustainable transport is a key service of smartcities. It is expected to be friendly
in the sense of social, environmental and climate impacts and the ability to,
in the global scope, supply the source energy indefinitely. For the evaluation
of the impact it has to be taken into account the particular vehicles used for
the transport, the source of energy and the infrastructure used to implement
the transport (Mihyeon Jeon and Amekudzi 2005). For sure public transport
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services are those that have received a great attention in this respect, with several
solutions that have been proposed and deployed according to the specific city
configurations (city buses, trolleybuses, trams (or light rail) and passenger trains,
rapid transit (metro/subways/undergrounds etc.) and ferries).

An alternative solution that is receiving a lot of attention in the last years
is carpooling. It is the sharing of the private car journeys so that more than
one person travels in a car. By having more people using one vehicle, carpool-
ing reduces each person’s travel costs such as fuel costs, tolls, and the stress
of driving. Carpooling is seen as a more environmentally friendly and sustain-
able way to travel than the classical use of private cars. Indeed, sharing jour-
neys reduces carbon emissions, traffic congestion on the roads, and the need for
parking spaces. Authorities often encourage carpooling, as it is the case of the
highways lanes that in the USA are reserved to cars with more than one person
inside. Other than the above mentioned advantages, carpooling service presents
the important features of giving people the possibility to interact during the
setting of the sharing ride but especially during the ride, which represent a par-
ticular moment for the commuters that are typically keen on sharing thought
and experience as well (Dakroub et al. 2013).

It is a matter of fact that this service is having a bootstrap thanks to the
advancements in the ICT sector and wide diffusion of Internet connection that
allow for the deployment of powerful tools for both the carpoolers to meet poten-
tial companions and reach an agreement on the shared trips (Blablacar 2015;
CUTR 2015). These tools also help in evaluating the trustworthiness of the com-
panions and the use of the social networks to share feedback about the members.
However, the most widespread use of the carpooling solutions rely on a bakeca
approach, i.e. the carpoolers post the request and the offers for a future trans-
portation need. They have then the time to think about the posts and find an
agreement on the remunerations. Indeed, a real-time approach has some diffi-
culties in finding real exploitations. In this case, the users are looking for an
immediate companion because the need for mobility is now (or up to 10 min).
This scenario is typical of urban or suburban mobility where the flexibility is a
key requirement as so the mobility needs cannot be scheduled one day before.

In this paper, we focus on the challenge of a real-time carpooling service and
provide the following contribution: the Clacsoon platform (CLACSOON 2015) is
described, which is intended to make easy for the clacsooners to find the compan-
ion of the trip; an emulation system is implemented, which is used to generate
increasing numbers of users that interact with the Clacsoon platform to evalu-
ate the performance; based on the emulator, extensive trials are implemented to
analyse the quality of experience provided to the users varying the characteris-
tics of the population; from the results we extract important information about
the challenges to be addressed for successful deployments of a real-time carpool-
ing service. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents past works of
relevance. Section 3 describes the implemented platform. Section 4 presents the
experimental results. Conclusions are drawn in last section.
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2 Past Works

The concept of Smart City has been commonly defined as the use of Informa-
tion and Communication Technology (ICT) to sense, analyse and integrate the
key information of core systems in running cities. In a more social way Smart
City is an innovative city that uses ICTs and other means to improve quality
of life, efficiency of urban operation and services, and competitiveness, while
ensuring that it meets the needs of present and future generations with respect
to economic, social and environmental aspects (ITU 2010). On the technical side,
telecommunication infrastructures play a vital role in enhancing the connectiv-
ity and sustainability of the cities and, more specifically, Machine to Machine
(M2M) communications play an important role within ICT for enabling Smart
Cities. M2M communications for Smart Cities refers to the exchange of informa-
tion between autonomous devices in control and monitoring applications without
human intervention (Wu et al. 2011). The decline in communication fees, alto-
gether with the massive adoption of real-time access of information is expanding
the consideration of new services and applications and solutions based on this
type of communication. Internet of Things (IoT) (Atzori et al. 2010) services
are candidate to enable M2M communications and in general to support the
development of smart applications, such as smart transportation (Nitti et al.
2014), smart buildings (Cherchi et al. 2014), etc. Carpooling on the strength
of ICT has been a widely accepted concept to implement better transportation
systems in Smart Cities. However in reality, most of current carpooling systems
or applications are not functioned well as the expected. Carpooling system aims
at raising vehicle occupancy based on a user collaborative environment moti-
vated on a credits mechanism that can be converted into parking licenses in
facilities of big cities. The carpooling happens whenever at least two people ride
the same car. Each person would have made the trip independently if the car-
pool had not been there. Driver and passengers know beforehand the trips that
they will be sharing the ride. This idea is not new and several initiatives have
been tried in the past in the field of business, but also like a research topic
(Agatz et al. 2012; Arnould et al. 2011; Blablacar 2015; CUTR 2015; Teal 1987).
Most of these systems allow convenient trip arrangements over the internet, sup-
port trust building between registered users, and they implement billing systems
to charge passengers and compensate drivers. The main technical drawback of
existing ride sharing services is that do not allow truly ad-hoc real-time trip
arrangements. Today’s mobile computing with current advances on geographic
location systems (e.g.,GPS, WiFi) (Araniti et al. 2010), mobile communications
(e.g., 4-5 G) (Araniti et al. 2012) and new mobile devices (e.g., smart-phones,
tablet) and navigations platforms overcame this limitation and enable for the
first time truly ad-hoc real-time ride sharing services.
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3 Reference System Architecture

In this work we consider a urban scenario where the aim is to offer a real-time
carpooling service. The main functional requirements to develop this service can
be described as follows:

– Accounting : to allow the user to access the service. Each user has a profile
various information is stored, such as name, age, type of car, received feedback,
etc.

– Request and offer insertion: through this feature each user can insert an offer
or request of a ride. Each ride is identified by a start point, arrival point and
a researc radius representing the maxim deviation from the scheduled trip.

– Automatic matching : the server calculates if there is a matching between an
offer and a request of a ride. Matching is evaluated in real-time considering:
the starting and arrival points of passenger, passenger’s research radius, route
travelled by the driver and driver’s research radius.

– Matching notification: if there is a matching the system notifies the user. This
notification contains the pick-up point (where the ride can start), the drop-off
point (where the ride can finish) and the expected driver arrival time. Each
user can accept o refuse the notification.

The system has to be used by users in mobility, so the access of the system
has to be guaranteed by mobile devices. Accordingly, the design of the system
architecture considers this facility and the front-end layer is projected for a
mobile devices. As to the back-end, the system is developed completely in the
cloud to offer good reliability for a lot of connections and to offer a better
flexibility in terms of resources scaling. In the implementation of this case study
the technology chosen is GoogleAppEngine and its tools for cloud solution.

As already mentioned, the system follows the paradigm mobile-cloud.
Figure 1 shows the major components:

– Mobile client allows the user to access the carpooling service in mobility. Its
sensors (e.g. GPS) are used to simplify the access of the service and to enhance
the user experience. For all communications toward the server JSON format
is used.

– Cloud application server is the core of the system. It enables the access of
users, processes all requests and offers of rides and calculates the matching
between requests and offers.

– MySQL cloud database has the task to store all data useful for the service:
user profile, ride offers, ride requests, etc.

– Facebook APIs are used to simplify the process of registration by offering a
quick and easy service to access on the system. Using the facebook social graph
the aim is to increase the social participation of users.

– Direction and location services are used to evaluate the route between the two
points (start point and arrival point) chosen by the user for its ride. These
services are used also for the geocoding of address, that is the conversion of
text in coordinates.

– Push notification services are used to enable the push notification toward
smartphones. This feature is a milestone to obtain the real-time requirement.
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Fig. 1. Functional blocks description

4 Cagliari Case Study

This section describes the case study simulated. A large scale deployment of the
system, to a real experiments, it’s not easy because we need a lot of volunteers.
Therefore the first experiment is an emulation of the carpooling service in a
real area using simulated users. The place selected for the experiment is a real
city: the metropolitan area of Cagliari. It is an Italian municipality. It has nearly
150.000 inhabitants, while its metropolitan area (including Cagliari and 15 other
municipalities) has more than 422,000 inhabitants (Wikipedia 2015). Using a real
area we can emulate the service in real urban conditions, considering real roads in
the city and real paths between two points (e.g. pedestrian zone, one-way roads,
limited traffic zones). A real-time carpooling service in Cagliari is simulated to
evaluate two KPIs: the number of ride concluded and the waiting time to find a
ride. The simulation achievement is to study the service performance in a typical
urban scenario, analysing the contribution of spatial and time distributions.

4.1 Simulation Setup

At the first the area of interest is delimited by a box centered in point
(39.23,9.14), which has a surface (A) of about 64 kmq, so the user can oper-
ate only inside this zone. Figure 2 shows the place selected for this case study,
the area of interest is delimited by a black line.

The effectiveness of the carpooling service has been simulated considering the
evaluation of two key performance indicators (KPIs): the first is the number of
rides concluded and the second is the waiting time to find a ride (i.e., passenger
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Fig. 2. The area for the case study

waiting time). Both these indicators are computed from the passenger perspec-
tive. A timeout (T ) has been set, which is the limit within which a ride has to
be found for the passenger before retiring her request (it has been set to 10 min
in the experiments). During the experiments we have changed some parameters
to evaluate the effects on the KPIs. The list of parameters that we have changed
during the simulation is described in Table 1.

The emulator, according to the rate of ride creation, creates a request or an
offers of ride between a starting point and arrival point. These two points are
chosen randomly uniformly inside the area delimited during the setup. If the
user is a driver (i.e. ride offer), the system calculates the route between the two
points, moreover it evaluates the travel time, using Google services, to simulate
the mobility pattern inside the route. The back-end receives all the offers and the
requests to evaluate the matching according to the research radius of each user.
The research radius of passenger (Rp) is 100 m and for driver (Rd) is 1000 m.
If there is a matching, before the timeout, the system simulates the notification
to appropriates users. In this first case study, if there is a matching the ride is
considered agreed.

4.2 Simulation Results

To evaluate the performance in relation with the spatial distribution, the per-
centage of population who uses the service is changed. The number of users per
kmq is changed to evaluate the dependence in relation of the service penetration
among citizens. Instead to evaluate the dependence with the number of passen-
gers and drivers, also the ratio between number of drivers (nd) and number of
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Table 1. Values of parameters varied during experiment

System parameters

Total users N from 600 to 2500

Overall area A 64 kmq

Requests timeout T 10 min

Users/kmq Nk from 9 to 39

Research radius of passengers Rp 100 m

Research radius of drivers Rd 1000 m

Percentage of drivers nd nd/np in the range from 0.25 to 4

Percentage of passengers np

Temporal rate of ride offers Ld Ld/Lp in the range from 0.2 to 5

Temporal rate of ride requests Lp

passengers (np) is changed. The performance, in relation with the time distrib-
ution of the service utilization, are evaluated varying the rate of ride offers and
the rate of ride requests. The creation of ride events is modeled using an expo-
nential distribution. To evaluate the dependence, during the simulation has been
varied the ratio between the average ride inter-offer time (named Ld) and the
average ride inter-request time (named Lp). Both distributions are exponential
functions. Figures 3 and 4 show the KPIs analysed during this study. In each
graph the KPIs are evaluated varying the parameters with the values indicated
in Table 1.

Figure 3 shows the request success rate in the discussed case study. The first
trend highlighted is that the success rate decreases if the population of user
decreases. This trend is clear because if the spatial distribution of users is low,
the probability to have a matching is small. Another important trend is that
if there are more drivers, the passenger success rate is high. Also this trend is
obvious, if there are more offers of service, the probability to satisfy a generic
request is higher than a case with few offers. The last trend is the dependence of
the temporal distribution. The success rate is plotted varying the ratio between
the mean of temporal ride distribution. Analysing the figure, the trend of the
success rate is concave. The maximum is near the centre, where the ratio is one,
so the temporal distribution of requests and offers is the same. If the temporal
distribution of requests and offers is the same, the system is balanced and the
probability to find a matching is higher than an unbalanced system.

Figure 4 shows the passenger waiting time in the discussed case study. The first
trend highlighted is the dependence between the waiting time and the temporal
rate of requests and offers. In all cases simulated the waiting time increases if the
ratio Ld/Lp increases, so the mean of temporal distribution of ride requests is
smaller than ride offers. In this case the requests of passengers are distributed in
an interval more tight than the drivers, so the probability to find for all requests a
ride quickly is low. Instead if the situation is overturned, the probability to find a
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Fig. 3. Passenger success rate

Fig. 4. Passenger waiting time
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ride quickly is substantial so the average of waiting time decreases. Another trend
very clear is the dependence of percentage of passengers. If the ratio nd/np is high
(i.e. more drivers) the waiting time is low and vice versa. In the case with more
drivers, there are more offers, so the probability to find a ride quickly is higher
than the case where there are few drivers.

5 Conclusion and Future Works

In this work, a case study of urban real-time carpooling service has been studied.
The results presented in this paper can be used to evaluate the requirements to
build a urban carpooling with good performance. The city of Cagliari has been
the real scenario to simulate the service. In this context has been simulated the
presence of users who offer or require a ride between two point in the city.

Proposed case study is intended to evaluate the performance of service in
relation with the spatial distribution of users, the population of drivers and
passengers and the temporal distribution of ride offers and requests. The per-
formance of the service has been evaluated considering two KPIs: rate of ride
concluded and waiting time to find a travel companion. For both KPIs are iden-
tified the dependence between them and other important factors like: spatial
distribution of users, percentage of drivers and passengers, temporal distribu-
tion of requests and offers.

Future works will be focused on the use of even more real scenario. During
the design of the model can be identified the main start and end points in the
uptown and the commercial areas. This model permits to simulate the main
pattern of the urban travel between home and work. Furthermore, the proposed
real-time carpooling service can be tested in real situation involving a community
of volunteers to validate the simulation results.
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Abstract. Machine-type communications (MTC) are expected to be
a key enablers in the Internet of Things (IoT) ecosystem by providing
ubiquitous connectivity among a new type of small devices (e.g., sen-
sors, wearable devices, smartphone) without (or with minimal) the need
of human intervention. In such a scenario, the architecture as well as the
radio resource management (RRM) of next-to-come 5G systems needs
to be enhanced in order to cope with the exponential growth of low-
latency and low-energy MTC traffic. To this end, we propose a dynamic
RRM policy which (i) exploits an heterogeneous networks (HetNets)
deployment aiming to handle massive huge load of MTC devices and (ii)
adopts a spectrum sharing approach tailored to improve the spectrum
utilization in MTC environments. By comparing our proposal with cur-
rent policies in literature, simulations conducted through the open-source
Network Simulator 3 (NS-3) shown that our proposed use of spectrum
sharing technique can efficiently improve the performance of MTC traffic
in terms of spectral efficiency, power consumption, and fairness.

Keywords: M2M · HetNets · LTE · IoT · Spectrum sharing

1 Introduction

Machine-type communications (MTC) over Long Term Evolution (LTE) and
beyond networks represents one on the killer communication paradigms to be
exploited by network providers in order to fulfill the requirement of the future
fifth generation (5G) wireless networks [1]. In fact, MTC promise to be a value-
adds in the exponential growth of the data traffic generated by a new type of
devices (e.g., traffic cameras, sensors, wearable devices) in either large- and small-
scale environments. MTC open novel scenarios ranging from outdoor to indoor
applications, such as smart city solution, for e.g. with intelligent metering, city
automation, traffic control, house management, and remote clinical health care
(e.g., see Fig. 1) [2]. This allows unprecedented opportunities in different fields
(e.g., transport and logistics, smart power grids) belonging to the Internet of
Things (IoT) ecosystem [3]. Nevertheless, the huge deployment of MTC devices
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2016
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Fig. 1. Smart city scenario

expected in the next years dictates for a more effective network architecture
in order to meet the low-latency and low-energy MTC requirements and to
mitigate as much as possible the impact of MTC traffic on traditional human-
type communications (HTC).

To overcome the above considered issues, a possible solution is given by
an enhanced LTE architecture where the extremely dense MTC deployment is
supported by the usage of small-cells. Indeed, the exploitation of heterogeneous
networks (HetNets) guarantees low-latency MTC without meaningful additional
costs compared to non-3GPP wireless networks and without affecting the per-
formance of HTC traffic.

The concept of HetNets has recently attracted considerable attention in the
research community. In contrast to homogeneous networks, designed through a
careful planning of the high-power base stations (eNodeBs) guaranteeing wide-
area coverage, HetNets are deployed in an uncoordinated manner. The high
power nodes (i.e., macro-cells) are jointly integrated with low power small-cells
(i.e., pico and femto-cells, relay nodes) that are dynamically arranged and turned
on/off directly by the end users according to their own needs [4]. In addition,
small-cells, like home-eNodeBs (HeNBs), are (i) cheaper compared to macro-
cell, (ii) plug and play (i.e., they do not need planning by network providers),
(iii) generally positioned closed to the end user in indoor environment (and this
guarantee, in general, improved quality of services to served devices) [5].
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Nevertheless, even if MTC devices are managed through the usage of femto-
cells, i.e., HeNBs, these exploit the same spectrum bandwidth assigned to the
macro-cells eNBs. In such a case, the inter-cell interference can increase sig-
nificantly thereby degrading the performance in both macro- and small-cells.
Therefore, radio resource management (RRM) and scheduling procedures play
an key role to efficiently manage the spectrum allocation among macro- and
femto-cells with the aim to reduce the inter-cell interference and to increase the
spectral efficiency [6,7].

An emerging approach able to meet such requirements is characterized by
the exploitation of spectrum sharing policies over HetNets, as reported in [8–10].
Actually, spectrum sharing may be orthogonal, i.e., when an operator exploits a
shared resource, this cannot be simultaneously used by other operators. However,
this kind of spectrum sharing just achieves marginal gains due to a slight increase
in frequency diversity of the system. In this paper we consider a more advanced
cooperation representing by the non-orthogonal spectrum sharing, where the
operators are allowed to simultaneously use the same frequency resources. In
this way, we are able to achieve higher efficiency in the spectrum usage and to
consequently improve the performance in terms of capacity and throughput by
means of increased spatial and frequency diversity.

By considering our HetNets environment, three different spectrum sharing
techniques have been investigated in literature [11]:

– Frequencies separation: Radio spectrum is divided between the macro-cell and
femto-cell in an adjacent manner. In this way, due to the Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) technique, the inter-cell interference can
be neglected.

– Partial sharing : macro-cell and femto-cell share only a portion of the spectrum.
The non-shared spectrum is exclusively assigned only to macro- or small-cells.
Obviously, only the shared spectrum is affected by inter-cell interference.

– Total sharing : macro-cell and femto-cell share the overall assigned spectrum.
Inter-cell interference needs to be taken into account on the overall spectrum
and an efficient RRM policy has to be implemented in order to mitigate this
phenomena.

In partial and total sharing, there are two further approaches that allow to
share a single radio Resource Block (RB), i.e., the time-frequency unit to be
scheduled during the RRM procedure, between the macro-cell and femto-cell
[11]: (i) orthogonal spectrum sharing policy, where a shared RB is assigned to a
given User Equipment (UE) in a mutually exclusive manner; (ii) non orthogonal
spectrum sharing policy, where two UEs exploit the same RB in the same time.

The aim of the paper is to propose an orthogonal spectrum sharing approach
between macro-cell and femto-cell with the aim to improve the overall spectral
efficiency and reduce the latency and energy consumption of the MTC devices.
Differently from what reported in literature [8], where the shared spectrum is
dynamically assigned on portion of bandwidth, in the proposed policy the spec-
trum is shared on the RB-basis taking into account the channel state variations
for each MTC device. Furthermore, two different per-user scheduling algorithms
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have been proposed and compared with [8] through an exhaustive simulation
campaign by using the Network Simulator 3 (NS-3) [12].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we briefly
discuss the main related work, whereas in Sect. 3 we introduce the proposed
resource allocation process. Simulation setting and results are given in Sect. 4,
while conclusive remarks and future works can be found in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

In the last years, several research activities have been conducted with the pur-
pose of addressing the main challenges inherent to the HetNets architecture
[5]. In particular, with the aim of improving HetNets performance in terms of
efficient radio resources allocation, different RRM techniques have been investi-
gated. Nevertheless, further enhancements could be obtained by introducing the
concept of spectrum sharing based on the idea that sharing the same frequency
among more eNodeBs can improve the system performance. References [13,14],
are two of the earliest works that introduce this concept in wireless networks. In
such works shared resources are used as a last resort when private frequencies1

are not sufficient to handle the normal traffic. While, in [11] spectrum sharing is
considered as the main technique for improving spectral efficiency. However, in
[11] the spectrum sharing is applied only over a multi-operator scenario, with-
out considering the introduction of low power eNodeBs (i.e., femto-cell) and,
hence, of HetNets. In addition, Andrews et al. in [8] efficiently implements spec-
trum sharing among femto-cell and macro-cell in the HetNets environment. It
focuses on the dynamic allocation of portions of bandwidth at the top level of
the scheduling users process, selecting the shared bandwidth size, between macro
and femto-cells, according to a periodically evaluation of the average inter-cell
interference.

The role of small-cells technology and spectrum sharing policies for MTC
applications is addressed in [15]. The authors analyze the role of small-range
cells and novel technology developed for the current cellular system (e.g., spec-
trum sharing) in order to provide a comprehensive understanding about the
most critical issues and challenges. Dynamic spectrum allocation for Machine-
to-Machine (M2M) application is also proposed in [16]. In such a paper, an
opportunity access method is utilized to share the spectrum among different
newly deployed broadband system and MTC devices for Smart Grid applica-
tions. In particular, two novel dynamic spectrum planing algorithms, cognitive
single channel assignment(CSCA) and cognitive single channel assignment with
look-ahead (CSCA LA) are proposed. Finally, authors in [17] proposed a frame-
work in order to analyze signal-to-interference-ratio distributions and derive
efficient resource allocation schemes for spatial multi-group random access in
multicell systems, using the Poisson point process model. Using this tool, the

1 Private frequencies are the portion of bandwidth assigned exclusively to a base
station.
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spectrum-sharing performance of multiple systems are evaluated by considering
simultaneous transmissions of MTC devices deployed within the same cell.

3 Resource Allocation Process

We focus on the downlink direction of the Long Term Evolution (LTE) tech-
nology [18], where user multiplexing is based on OFDMA. The RB corresponds
to the smallest time-frequency resource that can be allocated to a user (12 sub-
carriers, 0.5 ms) in an Long Term Evolution (LTE) system. For example, a chan-
nel bandwidth of 20 MHz corresponds to 100 RB. For the cellular link between
the MTC device/cellular user and the eNodeB, a UE in an LTE-A network typi-
cally communicates through a macro-cellular link by sending its own data to the
eNodeB. In addition, the eNodeB executes the resource allocation every Trans-
mission Time Interval (TTI, lasting 1 ms) by assigning the adequate number of
RB pairs to each scheduled UE and by selecting the related Modulation and
Coding Scheme (MCS). Scheduling decisions are based on the Channel Quality
Indicator (CQI) that is associated to a maximum supported MCS (please, refer
to Table 1).

In this paper the scenario illustrated in Fig. 2 is adopted, where a macro and a
femto-cell exploit the same radio spectrum. In particular, the macro can totally
or partially shares its spectrum with the femto-cell in an orthogonal manner.

Table 1. CQI-MCS mapping [19]

CQI Modulation Code rate Efficiency Minimum rate
index scheme x 1024 [bit/s/Hz] [kbps]

1 QPSK 78 0.1523 25.59

2 QPSK 120 0.2344 39.38

3 QPSK 193 0.3770 63.34

4 QPSK 308 0.6016 101.07

5 QPSK 449 0.8770 147.34

6 QPSK 602 1.1758 197.53

7 16-QAM 378 1.4766 248.07

8 16-QAM 490 1.9141 321.57

9 16-QAM 616 2.4063 404.26

10 64-QAM 466 2.7305 458.72

11 64-QAM 567 3.3223 558.72

12 64-QAM 677 3.9023 655.59

13 64-QAM 772 4.5234 759.93

14 64-QAM 873 5.1152 859.35

15 64-QAM 948 5.5547 933.19
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Fig. 2. Adopted scenario

We remark that only the radio spectrum is shared, while users are connected
exclusively to their own base station (no infrastructure sharing).

Let Q be the number of all RBs in downlink direction and s ∈ (0, 1) the per-
centage of RBs orthogonally shared between macro and femtocell. We assumed
the non shared RBs are equally split between the two eNodeBs. As a conse-
quence, Q · s = Q s and Q p = Q − Q s are the number of shared and private
RBs, respectively. It is worth noting that a BS can assigns a private RB only to
their own UEs, vice versa a shared RB can be utilized by UEs belonging to both
macro and femto-cell. The resource allocation process consists of two phases.
During the first one, named CQI Acquisition, macro and femto-cells receive the
CQI feedbacks from each own UE and sorted in increasing CQI order (high-
est CQI).

After all CQIs have been collected and properly sorted, the scheduling algo-
rithm is carried out in order to assign efficiently the RBs (shared and not-shared)
to all the users belonging to both macro and femto-cell. Two different scheduling
algorithms have been proposed in this paper:

– The Fixed Spectrum Sharing (FSS)
– The Dynamic Spectrum Sharing (DSS)

In the FSS policy, the number of the shared RBs Qs is fixed and does not vary
in the time. Each RB is assigned in a mutually exclusive manner to users belong-
ing to both macro and femto-cell according to the sorted list created during the
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CQI acquisition phase. The intra-cell interference due to the OFDMA modu-
lation is not taken into account. Differently to FSS, the in the DSS policy the
number of the shared RBs Qs can dynamically vary every TTI. Moreover, each
RB is shared between the macro and the femto-cell only if the inter-cell interfer-
ence achieved is lowest to a given threshold. Otherwise, the RB is privately given
to the BS of the user with the highest CQI. In both scheduler policies, in case of
collision of two users in the same RB at the same time, the conflict is solved by
assigning the RB to the user with the highest CQI. Furthermore, in both FSS
and DSS scheduler the private RBs Qp are assigned following a Max Through-
put policy in order to achieve the highest performance. We remark that Max
Throughput policy assigns each resource block to the user that achieves the best
channel conditions. We compared the proposed algorithms with the dynamic
spectrum allocation approach proposed in [8], hereinafter named Dynamic Spec-
trum Allocation (DSA). The DSA scheduler assigns a priori the shared band-
width among the macro and the femto-cell based on the average interference
achieved by all the system user. Differently, our proposed scheduling algorithms
(FSS, DSS) works on the single resource block and not on portion of bandwidth.

4 Simulation Results

Performance evaluation of the proposed algorithms have been conducted through
the well-know Network Simulator 3 (NS-3) [12]. We started from an existing NS-
3 module thought for implementing the LTE multi-operator spectrum sharing,
and we added new functionalities (i.e., new suitable path loss models, low-power
nodes, femto-cells, MTC devices, and so on) in order to define a MTC system
within an HetNets scenario. The new module allow us to simulate different net-
work behaviors and to set up several system parameters, such as cell coverage,
transmitted power, number of MTC devices, number of femto-cells and their
position within the macro-cell.

In details, the proposed scenario is characterized by a macro-cell and a femto-
cell with different transmitted powers and coverage areas. Different MTC devices
are uniformly distributed within the coverage of the macro-cell and femto-cell
and a number of cellular users (i.e., HTC traffic) equal to 50 is deployed within
the macro-cell. The number of MTC devices varies in the range [2, 500] and
the network traffic is modeled through packets with size equal to 100 byte with
a time interval of 10s. In addition, each cellular users download through the
eNodeB multimedia content with size equal to 500 bytes (constant bit rate,
CBR, traffic). The shared spectrum is fixed to a percentage of 100 %, therefore
all resource blocks are totally shared between the macro and the femto-cell.

Simulations have been conducted by varying the number of users belonging to
both the macro-cell and the femto-cell. Outputs have been achieved by averaging
a sufficient number of simulation results in order to guarantee a 95 % confidence
interval (Table 2).

In order to evaluate the system performance, we take into account three sys-
tem parameters: (i) average throughput achieved by the MTC devices, (ii) aver-
age energy consumption, and (ii) the well-known Jain’s fairness index [20].
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Table 2. Main system parameters

Parameters Value

Downlink Bandwidth 10 MHz

Frame duration 10 ms

TTI duration 1 ms

TX power Macro-cell Femto-cell

30 dBm 8 dBm

User TX power 23 dBm

MTC device TX power 0 dBm

Pathloss (dB) Macro-cell Femto-cell

15.6 + (35 * log(R)) 38.46 + (20 * log(R))

Wall penetration 7,10,15 dB

# HTC users 50

Radius Macro-cell Femto-cell

500 m 50 m

Interdistance 400 m
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Figure 3 shows the system spectral efficiency by varying the number of MTC
devices. DSS scheduler is more performing than DSA. Indeed, in DSA the amount
of shared spectrum varies frame-by-frame (i.e., every 10 TTI) depending on the
inter-cell interference, whereas in DSS the amount of shared RBs are evaluated
on TTI basis taking into account for each RB both the load traffic and the
inter-cell interference. It worth noting that FSS is the most performing policy in
terms of spectral efficiency. This behavior is due to the fact that in FSS the fixed
amount of shared RBs is evaluated assuming negligible the inter-cell interference.
Therefore, it represents an ideal case and the obtained result can be considered
as an upper bound. In addition, the average percentage gain introduced by the
DSS algorithm varies in a range of 20–30%, especially when the traffic load is
high. It is due to the increase of the multi-user diversity and the more degrees
of freedom in choosing the best users.

The average energy consumption per MTC device is shown in Fig. 4. The
energy consumption increases with the traffic load. As we can observe, the DSS
policy always performs better compared to the DSA. The slight improvement
shown in Fig. 4 is due to the typically low packet size that MTC device has to
deliver.

Finally, the fairness achieved using the three different scheduler policies, by
varying the number of MTC devices is shown in Fig. 5. We use the max-min
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fairness approach where a feasible allocation of rates is max-min fairness if and
only if an increase of any rate within the domain of feasible allocations must
be at the cost of a decrease of some already smaller rate. It is worth noting
that the RBs are allocated more fairly by considering both the two dynamic
allocation of the radio spectrum because only the resources with a lower level
of interference are shared among the macro and femto-cell. In particular, the
DSS scheduler, respect the DSA scheduler, assigns more fairly the RBs due to
the timely response to the traffic load of the base stations. Even though the
FSS scheduler achieves the better performance in terms of spectral efficiency
and power consumption, it does not provide a good fairness as the RBs are not
equally assigned to the macro and femto-cell. As a conclusion, the preliminary
results shown in this paper demonstrate that the spectrum sharing techniques
are a possible solution to efficiently manage the growing demand of multimedia
traffic given by the MTC systems, and that the scheduling algorithms play an
important role in the allocation of the shared resource blocks in order to improve
the system performance.

5 Conclusion and Future Works

We investigated the spectrum sharing technique for MTC systems over Hetero-
geneous Networks through simulations by considering spectral efficiency, power
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consumption and fairness. We integrated our scenario within an existing NS-
3 module for LTE spectrum sharing and a simulation campaign varying some
the number of MTC devices has been performed. Obtained results show that the
dynamic allocation of the radio spectrum (TTI-by-TTI) according to an efficient
per-user scheduling process increases the performance of the MTC device with
respect to a resource allocation process at top levels (frame-by-frame). Sharing
the radio resources on a RB-basis when the the deployment of MTC devices rel-
atively huge allows to achieved high-levels of gain due to the timely response of
the proposed algorithms. Therefore, the correct allocation of the shared resource
blocks considering the evolution on the system parameter user-by-user plays an
important role. As a future work, the same approach can be extended to a sce-
nario with a large number of femto-cells, where an efficient distribution of the
radio resources and spectrum sharing techniques is recommended. In fact, effi-
cient approaches in order to manage the spectrum (shared or private) assigned
to the femto-cells and macro base stations have to be investigated.
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Abstract. Smart cities are one of the foreseeable mission-critical hybrid
networks connecting machines and humans to provide various public ser-
vices through highly reliable, ultra-low latency and broadband commu-
nications. It is known that the next generation mobile networks, a.k.a
5G networks, should address requirements of such hybrid network inher-
ently. Among the main features of 5G networks, therefore, are cognition
and programmability that allow for addressing different needs. These
features are so far discussed with the introduction of softwarization and
virtualization technologies. In this paper, we briefly discuss how the two
technologies enable use of 5G in the smart cities and allow for multiple
tenants to share a common physical infrastructure. We further describe
an example use case through which such multiple tenant environment
can be designed.

Keywords: 5G · SDN · NFV · Smart cities · Multi-tenancy

1 5G in Smart Cities

Faced with an ever larger portfolio of applications to serve, it is now commonly
recognized that future networks will have to consider requirements by different
vertical sectors. Despite earlier network generations that have been designed as
general purpose connectivity platforms with limited differentiation capabilities
across use cases and application environments [1], 5G needs to consider different
sectors inherently in its design. Such design requirement is not only to consider
very high bandwidth usage, but also for range of targeted applications such as
mission-critical applications. The 5G mission-critical networks are hybrid net-
works that connect machines and humans to provide future services through
highly reliable, ultra-low latency and broadband services. A good example of
such hybrid network are the smart cities. Smart cities bring together mix traf-
fic of machines and humans generated by various city-wide infrastructures and
introduce plethora of opportunities as well as challenges.

Two of the main features of 5G design are cognition and programmability
through softwarization and virtualization of the end-to-end chain of the radio,
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networks, applications and services. The two promising and well-developed tech-
nologies in this path are Software-defined networking (SDN) and Network Func-
tion Virtualization (NFV). Among other functionalities, SDN & NFV enable
multiple tenants to share a common physical infrastructure. Comprising of var-
ious inter-related infrastructure, smart cities scenarios can benefit significantly
from multi-tenant design.

To this end, we depict the vision of 5G in smart cities and briefly discuss
role of SDN and NFV technologies in developing smart city networks in Sects. 2
and 3. Afterwards, through a specific use case instance of emergency and trans-
port services, we demonstrate how different actors can interconnect and how a
multiple tenants can co-exist and co-operate (in Sect. 4). Finally, some conclud-
ing remarks are summarized in Sect. 5.

2 Softwarization and Virtualization in 5G

The introduction of cognition and programmability is considered as one of the
main challenges to be handled in the mobile 5G with the aim to manage the
increasing volume of traffic with different Quality of Service (QoS) requirements
generated by huge load of heterogeneous devices. Both cognition and program-
mability are needed to guarantee flexibility, reliability and auto-reconfiguration
to 5G systems to always exploit the optimal network configuration according to
the current state of the network. Different paradigms are currently investigated
as enablers of such cognition and programmability in 5G. Among those, as for
instance stated by [2], softwarization and virtualization are expected to have a
significant impact on forthcoming 5G deployment trends as they guarantee to
speed up the innovation of network architectures. Furthermore, softwarization
and virtualization play a key role in multi-tenancy environments, where a single
instance of a software application may serve multiple network operators. Fur-
thermore, multi-tenancy allows for multiple users and organizations to share a
common infrastructure by virtualizing hardware and sharing resources without
private data and network traffic being exposed outside of their virtual bound-
aries. In the following, we will consider in detail these two enablers paradigms.

2.1 Software Defined Networking (SDN)

Softwarization is considered a key enhancement in the network design of next-
to-come 5G systems, as for instance stated by [2,3]. In this direction, software-
defined networking (SDN) is a promising architecture which aims to introduce
meaningful benefits through isolation of control plane and the use of a centralized
network controller handling control plane functionalities, such as the allocation
of traffic to network elements. Network intelligence is centrally managed by the
network controller and, thus, the network controller can output the best fine
granular flow routing control rules to the heterogeneous network devices.

The network controller interacts with other network entities/layers through
two interfaces, as considered in detail by [3] and depicted in Fig. 1(a). The con-
troller exploits the northbound interface with the aim to be as a single, logical
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Fig. 1. SDN & NFV Illustration.

switch to the upper layer network applications: this provides an overall overview
of the whole network status (overloading, congestion, and so on) to network
applications. The main benefit is in the deployment time of novel network func-
tions/applications. The southbound interface is defined between the network con-
troller and the network devices. Being widely supported by various device man-
ufacturers, service providers, and operators, OpenFlow (defined by the Open
Networking Foundation, ONF) is broadly considered as the dominating solution
for implementing the southbound interface; more details on OpenFlow are given
by [4]. Further solutions, such as ForCES and PCE, defined by the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) [5,6], are available as southbound interfaces.

2.2 Network Function Virtualization (NFV)

The Network Function Virtualization (NFV) can provide the infrastructure on
which SDN can run. Indeed, as discussed by [2,7], NFV is a complementary
technology of SDN which allows (i) to build a virtual-based end-to-end network
infrastructure and (ii) to enable the consolidation of many heterogeneous net-
work devices onto industry standard high-volume servers, switches, and storage.

The key characteristic of NFV paradigm is that network functions of a net-
work device are implemented in a software package(s) and virtual machine(s) are
used to run such packages. Therefore, NFV introduces flexibility in the network
deployment as it the introduction/test of novel network functionalities becomes
easier: only installation/upgrading of software package(s) is needed, without the
need of hardware upgrade to network entities which obviously introduces higher
delays. As a consequence, NFV reduces the time to market of novel network
functionalities with thus money saving. In addition, NFV allows network oper-
ators to build and operate a network with reduced equipment costs, as generic
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hardware can be used and properly tuned via software according to the need of
the operator. More details on NFV technology are given by [8].

The architecture of NFV, described in Fig. 1(b), has the following
characteristics:

– Virtual infrastructure: virtual machines run on generic high-volume hardware
servers, equipped by storage devices and connected by network switches.

– Software separation: generic hardware is used by the software that defines the
network functions for network devices, i.e., the hardware is not designed for
specific task(s).

– Automated orchestration: the orchestration automates installation and man-
agement of the virtualized network functions on the generic hardware.

3 SDN and NFV in Smart Cities

The smart city scenario poses several challenges in the management of net-
work resources. Indeed, a smart city environment is expected to be a heteroge-
neous scenario where different types of devices (e.g., smartphones, sensors, actu-
ators) co-exist in heterogeneous deployments (e.g., macro, pico, femto-cells) and
have heterogeneous traffic patterns (e.g., machine-type communications require
high-reliability and low-latency to reduce the energy consumption while human-
oriented traffic has less stringent requirements in terms of energy consumption).

This intrinsic heterogeneity in smart city environments requires quick recon-
figuration of network parameters/deployment according to the current state of
the network: this clearly shows the inefficiency in the current deployment strate-
gies adopted by network operators, mainly based on pre-configured network para-
metrization and ad-hoc network devices with pre-defined tasks. In 5G systems,
network has to be configured according to the use case but also the informa-
tion such as traffic, mobility levels, interference levels, QoS requirements, over-
loading of radio/core segments and so on. Such information is obviously time-
varying, and this consequently dictates for novel solutions allowing low-latency
network reconfiguration. The above discussed softwarization and virtualization
paradigms are useful to achieve the flexibility that smart city environments pose
on 5G systems. Examples of the enhancements introduced by the exploitation
of SDN/NFV are provided by [2] and are summarized here:

– dynamic cell configuration, traffic balance and resource management;
– spectrum and transmission powers to be assigned to involved cells;
– best interconnections between network devices;
– best connections between transceivers and physical elements;
– activation of the appropriate transceivers that will be involved in the handling

of a particular situation.

Nevertheless, to reach these goals, several issues are to be taken into account.
A first aspect is the need of dynamically redirecting user traffic when scaling
offered services: this becomes challenging as is still not clear how existing SDN
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controllers perform in the wide area of 5G cellular systems. When considering
the huge load relevant to smart cities, where enormous and unpredictable num-
ber of devices are expected to be simultaneously connected in a limited coverage
area, scalability becomes the major concern to avoid network overloading and
congestion. In addition, when focusing on applications where sensors and actu-
ators need to communicate under strict latency requirements, overloading may
involve unacceptable delays which may cause instabilities in some segments of
the smart city.

Another interesting challenge is in the overhead reduction in applications
like machine-type and the IoT, which are considered as primary services for
smart cities. Communications inherent to such applications deal with the trans-
mission of very limited traffic (few bytes) whose management in the current
3GPP standard involve high consuming of bearer resources in the core network.
The overhead reduction needs a novel design for the protocol interfaces in the
SDN/NFV 5G architecture to guarantee benefits for low-cost sensor devices (i.e.,
energy savings as lower number of control bits are needed for each data bit to be
transmitted) and in the radio/core networks (i.e., lower amount of data/control
resources are needed for data/control bearers).

Finally, a concern of notable importance is in terms of security. Indeed, in a
NFV network, virtual applications run in data centers which may not be owned
by network operators directly, i.e., virtualization may even be outsourced to
third parties as considered by [9]. In addition, the introduction of orchestra-
tors may generate additional security vulnerabilities with thus higher loads (and
consequent higher delays) to the systems/functionalities of intrusion detection.
Finally, security threats are also due to the use of shared networking and stor-
age, i.e., when virtual machines share the physical resources with other network
appliances or when software-based components are offered by different vendors;
these scenarios may potentially create security holes due to integration complex-
ity. As a consequence, operators need to make sure that the security features of
their network will not be affected by above considered issues and this dictates
to rethink security issues when designing/building 5G NFV systems.

4 Case of Multi-tenancy in Smart City

This section illustrates an example use case in smart cities that is built on SDN
& NFV-based 5G network, and explains a multi-tenancy design. We investigates
how transport and emergency services in smart cities can make use of a shared
network infrastructure to drive down their running costs, integrate more effi-
ciently and automate certain aspects of their operations. According to a recent
report by the UK metropolitan police, they receive more than five million calls
per year on their emergency numbers and public increasingly want more flex-
ible ways on interacting with the police [10]. Hence, automation in emergency
services can potentially have significant social impact. To study the interaction
between emergency and transport services, we consider the use-case of an emer-
gency incident occurring on the transport network and explore how the two
services may communicate between them and with external actors in order to
respond to the event.
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4.1 Modelling Transport and Emergency Services

Transport and emergency services are composed of actors that report infor-
mation, process data, make decisions and execute operations. The first actor
involved in the use-case is the emergency services that receive incident reports
from patrol units, civilians or roadside devices. The main task of this actor is to
process such reports and determine how emergency services should respond in
terms of units needed (police, ambulance, fire brigade), and what is the urgency
level. It is therefore an actor focused on processing information and issuing
instructions. Location of the incident, availability of emergency teams nearby
and the traffic conditions on the roads are among the information that should
be known to the actor. The second actor is the transport services with its main
role in this use-case being, keeping track of the transport network’s condition,
the locations of emergency units, issuing traffic updates to the public and mak-
ing traffic control adjustments when necessary. The third actor is the roadside
equipments and the officers, that are the patrol units, roadside sensors, smart
cars and civilians. This set of actors gives input to the emergency service by
reporting incidents.

Finally, the fourth actor is the traffic control such as traffic lights, traffic
sensors, electronic road signs and transport service officers. They are primarily
tasked with informing civilians (or smart devices) of incidents and shaping the
traffic in the transport network. Actors in this group also send periodic traffic
updates to the transport services in order to maintain an overview of the con-
gestion in the transport network. Figure 2 presents the main components of the
framework and the flow of information between them. It also includes input from
policies that affect the behaviour of the system in terms of responding to events
and handling traffic. The components of the framework are as follows:

– Emergency Service Policy: is responsible for controlling how the emergency
systems respond to events.

– Event Response: receives information from incident reporting actors and the
location tracking, utilizes the emergency service policy, and issues instructions
to response units that can reach the location of the incident in the most
optimal form.

– Location Tracking: tracks the location of incidents via input from the incident
reporting actors via periodic updates from the units.

– Traffic Monitoring & Control: that is the main part of the transport network
and receives input from the transport service policy and roadside equipment
and officers.

– Roadside Equipment & Officers: includes devices such as traffic lights and
electronic road signs that may be remotely programmed, sensors for traffic
measurements, and human officers.

– Incident Reporting Actors: include roadside sensors, embedded devices in
smart cars, officers on patrol and civilians. When an incident is reported,
the location of the incident is also submitted to the location tracking.
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Fig. 2. Actors’ communication in Transport & Emergency service model.

– Response Units: are the officers and fleet of vehicles of emergency services.
They receive dispatch instructions from the event response. They also report
periodically their status and location to the location tracking.

4.2 Illustration of the Example Use Case

Using the above framework and actors, we can now envision a scenario where
an emergency event has occurred in the city. Let’s assume that the incident is
reported by a smart car via the Internet. The event response will process the
location of the incident as well as the vehicle involved and request the location
of Response Units nearby. Upon determining the severity of the incident, it will
dispatch the required units to the location. At the same time, it will send a
request to the traffic monitoring & control, to prioritize traffic on the route of
the emergency services; for example to update the timing on traffic lights.

4.3 Multi-tenancy Network Considerations Using SDN

After considering the example above, we can begin to examine the various com-
munication methods and networking technologies required for this system to
operate. We can identify four distinct infrastructures that are involved in achiev-
ing communication between the actors. The first one is the public network where
all information gathering points, either machines or humans, are connected to.
The second and third are the emergency services and the transport networks vir-
tual infrastructure which are also connected to the public networks for data com-
munications. Finally, the fourth infrastructure is the shared physical infrastruc-
ture that hosts the virtual infrastructures for emergency and transport services.
This infrastructure physically peers with other public or private networks.

Communication between these infrastructure entities needs to adhere to QoS
parameters in order to facilitate the communication between components in a
reliable and timely fashion. Because the physical infrastructure is shared between
the two services, multi-tenancy and scalability issues have to be addressed in
order to guarantee an optimal distribution of resources. Furthermore, depend-
ing on the type of communication and the volume of information, additional
communication channels between the two virtual infrastructures may be created
or removed. This will allow the physical infrastructure to provide additional
resources when required or switch off physical interfaces to reduce power con-
sumption when they are not needed.
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5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we depict the vision of 5G in smart cities and briefly discuss role
of SDN and NFV technologies in developing smart city networks. Through a
specific use case instance of emergency and transport services, we demonstrate
how multiple tenants can co-exist and co-operate. While complying with the
traditional definition of multi-tenancy requires tenants to be restricted to control
only their virtual space and not the physical infrastructure, our detailed use
case here needs more stringent control. In this case, either of the emergency
and transport services should have some control over the physical infrastructure
so that they can program the SDN controller according to their needs. This
requirement is mainly due to the sensitivity and critically of the emergency and
transport services, and the fact that functionality of the physical layer plays an
important role in the response time and the reliable operation of these services.

Acknowledgement. This work has been supported in part by the 5GPP VirtuWind
(Virtual and programmable industrial network prototype deployed in operational Wind
park) Project.
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Abstract. Signaling storms are becoming prevalent in mobile networks
due to the proliferation of smartphone applications and new network
uses, such as machine-to-machine communication, which are designed
without due consideration to the signaling overheads associated with the
de/allocation of radio resources to User Equipment (UE). In this work,
we conduct a set of experiments on a 3G operational mobile network to
validate previous claims in literature that it is possible to significantly
change the signaling behavior of a normal UE so that the UE has an
adverse impact on the mobile network. Our early results show that it is
possible to increase by 0.330 signaling messages/s the signaling rate of a
normal 3G UE loaded with popular applications when it is not in active
use by the owner. In addition, we explore the different factors which can
either increase or decrease the effectiveness of signaling attacks on mobile
networks.

Keywords: Signaling storms · Radio resource control · 3G/UMTS ·
Malicious mobile applications · 4G/LTE · M2M

1 Introduction

Mobile networks are increasingly susceptible to Radio Resource Control (RRC)
based signaling storms because of the proliferation of smartphone applications [5,
8,16] and new network uses such as machine-to-machine and Internet of Things
communication [22] which are not optimized in terms of signaling load and are
not tested by mobile operators. In this paper, we present experiments to verify
the feasibility of RRC-based signaling storms in operational 3G networks by
measuring the number of successful RRC transitions that an attacker can trigger
on a targeted User Equipment (UE). The attack is performed over the public
Internet where a computer, acting as the attacker, is used to ping the targeted
UEs at a variable interval to observe the relationship between the ping frequency
and number of successfully triggered RRC transitions. This setup emulates both
deliberate RRC-based signaling attacks as well as signaling storms caused by
either misbehaving or malicious applications that frequently establish and tear-
down data connections in order to transfer small amounts of data.
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In 3G/UMTS networks, each UE has a RRC state machine which controls the
amount of bandwidth resources that it is currently allocated [6]. The RRC state
machine has 4 states ordered in terms of increasing energy consumption and
bandwidth allocation: IDLE, PCH, FACH and DCH. The RRC state of a UE in
a 3G network is controlled by a mobile network element called Radio Network
Controller (RNC) where the transition between the different RRC states requires
different number of signaling messages [13] to be exchanged between the UE and
the RNC. A UE can move from a higher-bandwidth RRC state to a lower one
after a network operator specified timeout if no data traffic is communicated
between the UE and the mobile network during this timeout.

In current literature, there are numerous prior experimental work [3,14,15,
18,19,23] which looks mainly at how to infer the RRC timeouts and the impact
of applications on RRC signaling load. In [19], the authors infer the type and
parameters of the RRC state machine of 2 operational 3G networks by probing
the network through the transmission of different amount of data between a UE
and a server on the public Internet. In contrast, [3] assumes only one type of
RRC state machine and infer its parameters by using ICMP packets as probe
packets. The main author of [19] developed a new RRC state inference algorithm
in [18] which provides better accuracy and then uses the algorithm to charac-
terize the signaling, energy and bandwidth utilization of mobile applications by
analysing their packet traffic traces only. The authors of [23] carried experiments
to measure the impact of RRC timeouts on the power consumption, signaling
load and web quality of experience. [15] analyzes the impact of the frequency
of keep-alive messages on the energy consumption of the UE in 3G networks
while we concentrate on the signaling load and use a UE which is a modern
smartphone loaded with popular applications that most users have installed on
their phone nowadays. In [14], the authors develop an android application which
can measure the RRC signaling, radio resources and energy efficiency of back-
ground applications by logging the data packets and corresponding RRC state
on a targeted UE.

Our previous work on signaling storms in the context of the NEMESYS
project [2,10] has involved the mathematical modeling, simulation and analysis
of the impact of different RRC-based signaling storms in 3G/UMTS networks
[1,11,12] and 4G/LTE networks [7]. In our recent work, we also investigated
methods for the detection and mitigation of signaling storms through the use of
RRC timeout adjustment [17] and counters [9].

1.1 Motivation

Nowadays, smartphones often run many applications that communicate over the
Internet even when users are inactive in order to enable always-on connectivity
which allows users to receive promptly new data such as social media updates,
VoIP calls and messages and location-based services. This mix of applications
may hinder the ability of either a deliberate RRC-based signaling attacker or a
malfunctioning application to cause high signaling load since some of the attack-
ing traffic will not trigger changes in the RRC state because other normal appli-
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cations have already performed unknowingly the required changes in RRC state
to carry the attacking traffic.

Although the impact of RRC-based signaling overload on mobile networks has
been evaluated extensively in [1,7,12] using mathematical and simulation mod-
els, the assumption therein is that the attacker is able to control to a great extent
the severity of the attack so that the resulting load in the network is propor-
tional to the rate at which either attacking or misbehaving traffic is generated.
The set of experiments designed in this paper aims to validate this assump-
tion in a realistic setting by carrying out RRC-based signaling attacks on an
operational mobile network. Furthermore, an additional objective of this set of
experiments is to evaluate whether attacks can be optimized in the presence of
active mobile applications by modifying the frequency of either malicious or mis-
behaving transmissions. The results of such experiments will help in the design
of more accurate normal UE and attack models which will lead to the ability of
running more realistic simulation experiments.

2 Description of the Experiments

2.1 Equipment Used

The experiments were conducted on the 3G network of a large operator in the
UK, and included the following components which are connected as shown in
Fig. 1:

– Samsung Galaxy SII (GT-I9100): A 3G phone which acts as the targeted
UE. The phone runs stock Android 4.1.2 (carrier branded) and has been rooted
to allow applications to run with root privileges. In addition, the phone has the
popular packet capture utility tcpdump installed on it. Several popular mobile
applications, which communicate over the Internet even when the user is not
interacting with the device, have been installed on the UE to emulate normal
UEs in existing mobile networks. It is expected that the overall communication
pattern of these installed applications will reduce the number of successful
RRC transitions that can be triggered by the attacker.

– 3G SIM: To allow the UE to connect to the 3G network of the selected
operational mobile operator. The Access Point Name (APN) used by the SIM
card was modified so that the phone appears to the network as a cellular WiFi
router (known as MiFi) and is allocated a public IP address, rather than a
private one, by this particular network operator. Having a public IP allowed us
to ping the smartphone from the public Internet to conduct our experiments,
which would not have been possible otherwise since direct mobile-to-mobile
communication over the cellular network is blocked on this particular network.
It should be noted that many mobile operators across the world provide public
IP address by default to their customers [20] and therefore, signaling attacks
based on pinging the public IP address of UEs can occur on these mobile
networks without any APN change. In addition, signaling attacks can still
occur when UEs are allocated private IP addresses only if the UEs have either
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malicious or misbehaving applications which regularly send user traffic to the
mobile network.

– Linux-based computer: To act as attacker and to record the changing RRC
state and packets communicated over time by the targeted UE. The RRC
attacks are carried by a ping generator which pings the public IP of the tar-
geted UE at regular interval. In addition, the targeted UE is connected via a
USB cable to the computer and the Android Debug Bridge (ADB) command
line tool is used to connect to the targeted UE to retrieve logged information
about the changes in RRC state and the packets that are communicated by
the UE over the mobile network during the duration of the experiments.

Fig. 1. RRC experiment setup in an operational 3G network.

2.2 Methodology

The RRC experiments are carried by following the following steps: in the first
step, Wi-Fi is first deactivated on the targeted UE and then 3G is activated on it
so that the UE connects via cellular connection to the Internet and RRC-based
attacks can be carried out. The public IP address of the UE is noted so that the
ping generator can be configured to attack the UE.

In the second step, two ADB terminals are open on the computer attached
to the targeted UE. The first terminal is used to issue commands to the tcpdump
utility on the targeted UE to start capturing all packets that the UE is receiving
through the radio interface; tcpdump also records the time when its filters cap-
ture the packets. The second terminal is used to record the RRC state of the UE
at regular interval. For the UE to start logging the RRC state, it must be put
into ServiceMode by dialling *#0011# on the Samsung Galaxy SII phone (this
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Fig. 2. Screenshot showing the RRC state on the UE after it enters the ServiceMode
state.

number is known to work only on Samsung Galaxy phones, and other manu-
facturers may use other codes). When the phone is in ServiceMode, it will show
the current RRC state as shown in Fig. 2. The second ADB terminal is used to
record the RRC state displayed on the UE through the filtering of the system
log of the UE for ServiceMode information only.

In the third step, the targeted UE is pinged from the attacking computer for
the duration of T seconds with a time interval of P seconds between successive
pings. The duration of each experiment run T is chosen according to the inter-
ping time P such that the total number of attack pings T/P is sufficiently large
to provide statistically significant results. In this set of experiments, the default
size of the ICMP Echo Request packets of the ping utility is not changed and was
measured to be 100 bytes in the tcpdump capture. The impact of the payload size
of the ICMP Echo Request packets on the type and frequency of RRC transitions
triggered is left for future work.

In the final step, the packet and RRC records are then analyzed to obtain the
number of successful transitions due to the attack: an attacking ping is deemed
to have triggered a successful RRC attack if there is a RRC promotion within
±ε seconds from the time the attacking ping is recorded by tcpdump and there
is a RRC demotion within D seconds from the time a successful promotion has
been triggered and completed.

2.3 Metrics of Interest

We use two performance measures in order to quantify the effectiveness of the
attack. The first metric S captures the proportion of ping messages that suc-
cessfully trigger a RRC attack:

S =
#successfully triggered RRC attacks
#ping messages captured at the UE

× 100% (1)
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Clearly, higher values of S reflect higher attack success probability. However,
each type of RRC state transition causes a certain number of signaling messages
to be exchanged in the network as shown in Table 1. Therefore, the impact of
the attack is better characterized by taking into consideration the number of
successful transitions of each type rx→y and using the values nx→y in Table 1 to
compute the effective attack rate A as follows:

A =

∑
∀x→y rx→y × nx→y

T
(2)

Note that not all possible RRC transitions are shown in Table 1, since only
certain transitions were observed in the experiment.

Table 1. No. of signaling messages exchanged per RRC transition type [1]

Start state, x End state, y No. of messages, nx→y

PCH FACH 3

FACH DCH 7

PCH DCH 10

DCH PCH 5

FACH PCH 2

DCH FACH 5

3 Results

The parameter D in our set of experiments controls the maximum time limit
that a demotion must happen after a promotion occurred near an attacking ping
for the transitions to be considered as an attack. During a successful attack, the
time that it takes for the UE to demote back to a lower RRC state depends
on many factors, the first one being the time it takes to finish communicating
all the packets related to the attack, this includes the varying end-to-end delay
between the UE and the attacking computer. The second factor is the timeout
that the network operator has set for RRC demotion to occur if no data traffic is
being transmitted between the UE and the mobile network. It should be noted
that normal UE data traffic can cause the UE to either stay in the higher RRC
state that the attacking ping caused it to promote to or promote to an even
higher RRC state. When normal traffic happens after an attacking promotion
but before its associated demotion, the attack is deemed to have failed. Hence,
the value of D helps to identify RRC promotion and demotion transition pairs
that are affected by normal traffic and should not be counted as attacks. In
order to help us identify the appropriate value of D, we compare in Fig. 3 the
histogram of the time between promotion and demotion when there are ping
attacks occurring and not. It can be observed that most of the change in the
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Fig. 3. Bar chart showing the percentage of “time spent in promoted RRC state before
demotion” values falling within a specified time interval when RRC-based signaling
attack is present and absent. The bin size is set to 1.5 s.

distribution of the time spent in promoted RRC state happens before 9 s and
hence, in this work we choose D to be 9. We also set D to ∞ to have a measure
of RRC transitions that were not counted.

Tables 2 and 3 show the results of the RRC experiment for different ping
intervals P and maximum time between an attacking promotion and demotion
for an attack to be considered successful D, with the parameter ε set to 2 s to
match the longest sampling interval (which is not under our control) of the RRC
state of the targeted UE during the whole set of experiments. The results show
that the effective attack rate A is highest when the ping interval P = 10 s for
all considered values of D. In all the experiments, it can be observed that most
of the attacking transitions are of type PCH → FACH and vice versa because
ping attacks are low traffic volume attacks and therefore, the FACH RRC state
is enough in most cases for the targeted UE to handle the traffic linked with the
ping attacks. The targeted UE can move to the highest RRC state DCH when
the ping attacks happen at the same time as when legitimate user traffic is being
communicated by the targeted UE and therefore, a transition to DCH state is
required in order to carry the additional attack traffic.

Figure 4 shows that the success rate of the attack S increases with the time
interval between two consecutive pings P up to a level (P = 10s) after which S
stays almost constant. When carrying out a RRC-based signaling attack, attack-
ers may be tempted to set the ping frequency interval P to be slightly larger
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Table 2. Results of signaling attacks when D = 9s

Ping
interval
Ps

Exp.
Duration
Ts

# successful transitions #
Attack
pings
logged

Attack
success
rate,
S%

Effective
attack
rate, A

msg/s

Total PCH →
FACH

PCH →
DCH

FACH
→ DCH

FACH
→ PCH

DCH →
PCH

DCH →
FACH

2 1080 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 487 0 0

3 1620 36 0 0 18 0 15 3 445 4.04 0.133

5 2700 194 81 1 15 81 14 2 376 25.8 0.222

10 5400 620 278 2 30 278 31 1 464 66.8 0.330

20 10800 608 266 2 36 266 37 1 491 61.9 0.166

30 16200 698 307 3 39 307 40 2 509 68.6 0.126

40 21600 696 311 1 36 311 35 2 522 66.7 0.093

Table 3. Results of signaling attacks when D = ∞s

Ping
interval
Ds

Exp.
Duration
Ts

# successful transitions #
Attack
pings
logged

Attack
success
rate,
S%

Effective
attack
rate, A

msg/s

Total PCH →
FACH

PCH →
DCH

FACH
→ DCH

FACH
→ PCH

DCH →
PCH

DCH →
FACH

2 1080 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 487 0 0

3 1620 48 1 0 23 1 19 4 445 5.39 0.173

5 2700 332 146 1 19 146 18 2 376 44.1 0.360

10 5400 736 333 2 33 333 34 1 464 79.3 0.387

20 10800 736 326 2 40 326 40 2 491 74.9 0.198

30 16200 784 346 3 43 346 43 3 509 77.0 0.141

40 21600 786 355 1 37 355 36 2 522 75.3 0.103

than the timeouts for demotion in order to maximize the severity of the attacks.
Unfortunately, this way of carrying out attacks is not the most efficient one
since only a fraction of the attack pings can trigger RRC transitions due to
variations in the end-to-end delay between the attacker and the targeted UE,
which can decrease the inter-arrival times of ping messages at the UE and do
not allow the targeted UE to have enough time to undergo RRC demotions
so that the attack pings can trigger malicious RRC promotions again. There-
fore, the attacker should add additional time between his attacks to take into
consideration the variation in end-to-end delay.

When P is very small, the majority of the attack pings fails to trigger RRC
transitions because the targeted UE does not have enough time to undergo the
RRC timeout(s) and demote to lower RRC states before the next attack ping
arrives. The targeted UE stays most of the time in the higher RRC states where
it is able to handle the additional traffic associated with the attack pings without
further promotions. Indeed, a large scale attack with very small P can potentially
cause bandwidth starvation in the network, which is a data plane type of attack,
since the UE remains active throughout the duration of the attack, effectively
reducing the available bandwidth in the affected base stations and depleting the
battery of the targeted UEs.
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Fig. 4. Change in the attack success rate S when the ping interval P is increased
and the maximum time between a successful attacking promotion and demotion is
changed D.
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changed D.
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Note again that the success rate of the attack S only measures the probability
of an attack ping triggering an RRC transition, but does not reflect the impact
of these triggered transitions in the network, which is captured by the effective
attack rate A shown in Fig. 5 where the number of signaling messages required
for each type of triggered transitions is taken into consideration. We see that
A increases with P up to a maximum value when P = 10 s (or the attack rate
= 0.1 pings/s), then drops monotonically as P is increased as one would expect
from a low rate attack.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has shown that it is possible to carry RRC-based signaling attacks
at a very high success rate, i.e. around 70 %, in operational mobile networks by
optimizing the frequency at which attacks are carried out so that the attacks are
not heavily reduced by the communication pattern of normal applications and
by variations in the end-to-end delay between the attacker and targeted UEs.
While it was possible to maximize the impact of the attack for a single UE, with
a high effective attack rate of 0.330 signaling messages/s at a ping rate of 0.1
pings/s, it may be difficult to optimize the attack for all UEs using the same
attack interval because different users have different communication pattern.

An important finding in this paper is that, in contrast to previous belief,
RRC-based signaling attacks cannot be optimized based only on the configura-
tions of the networks (i.e. timeout values) since variations in the end-to-end delay
between the attacker and targeted UEs and the communication patterns of nor-
mal applications on the targeted UEs can significantly reduced the effectiveness
of the attacks.

Finally, the experiment has shown that mobile network operators are now
following best practices by setting the timeout in state PCH to be very large
and the buffer threshold at the RNC for transitioning from FACH to DCH to be
also large, thus significantly reducing the effect of chatty mobile applications on
the control plane of the network but this comes at the expense of higher energy
consumption for the radio subsystem of the UEs.

In future work, there are a number of limitations to the current setup of the
experiments which can be improved. First, the RRC state can only be logged
when the targeted UE is in ServiceMode, i.e. when the RRC state is displayed on
the UE screen. This limits the ability to carry out the experiment when the user
is actively using the UE. Thus, we expect that the values of A, shown in Fig. 5,
represent an upper bound for the load on the network. In practice, this load will
be reduced by the activities of the user which will generate normal traffic more
frequently.

Second, we found that the most reliable way to capture packets, with ping
still working, was through tcpdump which is controlled by an ADB terminal.
Future work will involve using a terminal directly on the phone, which will be
running in the background, to run tcpdump so that together with the logging
of RRC states in the background, the collection of both packets and RRC data
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can be done without preventing users from actively using the phone and also be
mobile. This will provide more realistic data about when and at what frequency
the attacks can be performed against the phone.

In our current work, the attacking ping messages cause the RRC transitions
to be mostly of type PCH → FACH and vice versa because ping packets are
small and can be handled with the FACH RRC state. If the UE is already in
FACH, the UE has in most cases enough capacity to handle the ping packets
without transitioning to the DCH state. In future work, it might be useful to
perform more volumetric attacks, by for e.g. increasing the payload of the ICMP
Echo Request packets to the maximum, to try to trigger more PCH → FACH
→ DCH, FACH → DCH and vice versa transitions which may lead to higher
attack success ratio and also higher induced signaling in the mobile network.

Finally, we aim to repeat the RRC-based signaling attack experiments carried
in this paper in the context of an operational 4G/LTE network where a simplified
RRC state machine is used and new enhancements such as Machine Technology
Communication (MTC) are being introduced to alleviate the impact of machine-
to-machine communications on 4G/LTE networks [4,21].
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FP7 research project NEMESYS (Enhanced Network Security for Seamless Service
Provisioning in the Smart Mobile Ecosystem), under grant agreement no. 317888 within
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Abstract. Mobile Networks are subject to signaling storms launched by
misbehaving applications or malware, which result in bandwidth over-
load at the cell level and excessive signaling within the mobile operator,
and may also deplete the battery power of mobile devices. This paper
reviews the causes of signaling storms and proposes a novel technique
for storm detection and mitigation. The approach is based on counting
the number of successive signaling transitions that do not utilize allo-
cated bandwidth, and temporarily blocking mobile devices that exceed
a certain threshold to avoid overloading the network. Through a mathe-
matical analysis, we derive the optimum value of the counter’s threshold,
which minimizes both the number of misbehaving mobiles and the signal-
ing overload in the network. Simulation results are provided to illustrate
the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.

Keywords: Signaling overload · Radio resource control · M2M · IoT ·
Application malfunctions · Malware · QoS

1 Introduction

There has been significant industry interest worldwide regarding mobile signal-
ing overload or “signaling storms” which have been publicly documented in the
real world numerous times [6,10,11,15,31]. Signaling storms can be triggered by
various factors, which all lead to a large number of mobile devices making suc-
cessive connection requests that then time-out because of inactivity, triggering
repeated signaling to allocate and de-allocate radio channels and other resources
in the network.

This type of behavior on wireless networks can result in abusive bandwidth
occupancy, excessive signaling at the mobile operator [2,22], battery dissipa-
tion at mobile devices [14], and extra energy consumption in base stations and
backbone networks [17,18,34]. If mobile technology is exploited in cyber-physical
infrastructures such as the smart grid, or for the Internet of Things (IoT) includ-
ing vehicular technologies, smart homes, and emergency management systems
[20], such signaling storm effects can delay or impair communications which are
of vital importance. In IoT and machine to machine (M2M) applications, the
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massive number of devices to be supported and actions which may be synchro-
nized, require new efforts to make such networks resilient and reliable [4]. Thus
in this paper, we propose and analyze a novel approach that aims to protect cel-
lular networks against signaling storms that can be caused by mobile malware
or misbehaving applications.

1.1 Signaling Storms

The vulnerability of mobile networks to signaling denial of service (DoS) attacks
is not new. Indeed, early work has identified different ways to attack the control
plane of mobile networks, e.g. through paging [35], service requests [37] and
radio resource control (RRC) [26,33]. Poorly designed mobile applications are
perhaps one of the most common triggers of signaling overloads [6] that lead
to performance degradation and even network outages [11,15]. Such “chatty”
applications constantly poll the network, even when users are inactive, in order
to provide always-on connectivity, background updates [29] and in-application
advertisements [10]. Similar problems have been reported with M2M systems
that transmit small amounts of data with deterministic intervals [1,25,36]. A
common issue with those applications is that developers are not familiar with the
control plane of mobile networks, so they build applications without considering
their adverse effect on the networks. This has prompted the mobile industry to
promote best practices for developing network-friendly applications [7,13,23,24].

Industry guidelines, however, do not provide adequate protection against
signaling storms which can be triggered by well-designed applications, when
an unexpected event occurs in the Internet. Examples of such events include
outages in mobile cloud services [8,31] and in VoIP peer-to-peer networks [9].
During those incidents, a large number of mobile devices attempt to recover
connectivity to the application servers, generating significantly more keep-alive
messages [5] and an unexpectedly high signaling load in the process.

In addition, signaling storms may occur as a by-product of malicious activity
that is not intended to cause a signaling DoS attack. The perpetrators in many of
those incidents rely on the Internet to carry out profitable attacks, and therefore
it is against their interest to cause disruption in the access to the infrastructure.
Examples of such scenarios include: (i) Large-scale malware infections with fre-
quent communications, such as premium SMS dialers, spammers, adware and
bot-clients, which are among the top encountered threats on smartphones [28]
and have been shown [27] to exhibit resource-inefficient communication patterns.
(ii) Unwanted traffic in the Internet [32], including backscatter noise from remote
DoS attacks, scanning worms, and spam campaigns, which pose a risk to mobile
networks that can be eliminated using middleboxes, but is often not due to car-
riers’ policies [30,38]. (iii) Network outages due to cyber-attacks which could be
followed (and hence prolonged) by a signaling storm, due to the large number
of user devices that will attempt to reconnect after the service is restored [12].
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2 The Model

We represent the set of normal and malicious mobile calls in the system at time
t by a state s(t) = (b,B,C,A1, a1, ..., Ai, ai, ...; t) where:

– b is the number of mobiles which are in low bandwidth mode,
– B is the number of normal mobiles which are in high bandwidth mode,
– C is the number of normal mobiles that have started to transfer or receive

data or voice in high bandwidth mode,
– Ai is the number of attacking mobiles which are in high bandwidth mode and

have undergone a time-out for i − 1 times,
– ai is the number of attacking mobiles which have entered low bandwidth mode

from high bandwidth mode after i time-outs.

We assume a Poisson arrival process of rate λ of new mobile activations or calls,
and a call that is first admitted in state b then requests high bandwidth at rate r.
Note that r−1 can be viewed as the average time it takes a call to make its first
high bandwidth request to the network. With probability ᾱ = 1 − α such a call
will be of normal type and will enter state B, while with probability α it will
be an attacking call and will request high bandwidth and hence enter state A1

indicating the first request for bandwidth that is made by a defectively operating
application or malware that can contribute to a storm. Thus, α is a metric that
represents the fraction of all activations that are attacking or mobiles which
contain malware or a deficient application.

Once a call enters state A1, since it is misbehaving, it will not start a com-
munication and will time-out after some time of average value τ−1. Note that
the time-out is a parameter that is set by the operator for all the mobile devices
so that they will not occupy the high bandwidth mode if they are actually not
making use of it, and in practice it is of the order of a few seconds. After entering
state a1, the call may be detected as being anomalous, and will be removed or
blocked from the system at rate β1, where β−1

1 is the average time it takes the
detector to identify that this call has the potential to contribute to a storm, and
to block the device from making further connections. However, it is very unlikely
that the system is so smart that it can make this decision correctly regarding
the call so early in the game, so typically β1 � 0 and the call will manage to
request high bandwidth and then enter state A2 at rate r. Proceeding in the
same manner, in state Ai the anomalous call will again not start a normal com-
munication, so it will eventually time-out after an average time τ and enter state
ai, and so on.

Now with regard to normal calls, a normally operating mobile in high band-
width mode B may transition to the communicating mode C at rate κ, signifying
that transmission or reception has started, or it will transition back to the low
bandwidth mode at a rate τ that signifies a time-out. From state C the call’s
activity may be interrupted, as when a mobile device stops sending or receiving
data to/from a web site, in which case the call will return to state B at rate μ.
Similarly, the call may end at rate δ, leaving the system. The parameters κ, μ
and δ can represent a wide range of normal mobile usage patterns. For example,
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Table 1. State transitions in the model.

Transition Rate Cause

b → b + 1 λ network activation (attach)

(b, B) → (b − 1, B + 1) brᾱ new normal call

(B, C) → (B − 1, C + 1) Bκ start sending or receiving traffic

(b, B) → (b + 1, B − 1) Bτ time-out for a normal call

C → C − 1 Cδ end of a normal call

(B, C) → (B + 1, C − 1) Cμ stop sending or receiving traffic

(b, A1) → (b − 1, A1 + 1) brα new attack call

(ai−1, Ai) → (ai−1 − 1, Ai + 1) ai−1r i-th superfluous transition of an attack call, i > 1

(ai, Ai) → (ai + 1, Ai − 1) Aiτ i-th time-out of an attack call, i ≥ 1

ai → ai − 1 aiβi attack call blocked after i time-outs, i ≥ 1

a web browsing session or call normally lasts for several minutes or even hours
(thus δ is typically very small), but may include several downloading and read-
ing times, with mean of μ−1 and κ−1, respectively; in this case, the time-out
operates only while the user is reading, taking the state from B to b.

With the above assumptions, Table 1 shows the possible transitions from
the state s(t). Note that all of the state transitions which are not indicated in
the table are simply the ones where the state is unchanged, and furthermore
note that apart from the first case, the state transition rates are population
dependent.

Assuming that all the rates that are indicated are the parameters of inde-
pendent and identically distributed exponential random variables, and that the
probability α corresponds to successively independent and identically distrib-
uted events, the above model has an exact equilibrium solution [16,19] that can
be easily calculated, and thus can provide the joint probability distribution of
the state s(t). However the rate parameters r and μ are actually congestion
dependent. This means that they will essentially dependent on the number of
calls in each of the states because for a total amount of bandwidth in the system
at a base station level of say W , the total amount of bandwidth available may
be expressed as some value W ∗ = W − w1(b +

∑
i ai) − w2(B +

∑
i Ai) − w3C

where w1, w2 and w3 denote the bandwidth allocated per low bandwidth, inac-
tive high bandwidth and active high bandwidth requests, respectively. Thus in
reality the rate r will be “slowed down” as W ∗ becomes smaller since requests
will be delayed or will even remain unsatisfied. The matter is of course more
complex, because not only the bandwidth allocation itself but the error proba-
bilities in the channel will be affected by the amount of bandwidth that is already
allocated and thus the channel holding time μ−1 will also depend on W ∗.

A schematic diagram of the model is presented in Fig. 1(a), showing the
states s(t) ∈ {b,B,C, a1, A1, . . . , ai, Ai, . . .}, possible transitions, and rates at
which each of the calls in one state will transition to another state. Assuming
that the transition rates r and μ do not depend on the number of mobiles that are
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Fig. 1. (a) A schematic diagram of the state transition model for the number of normal
and attacking calls in the network. (b) An M/M/∞ queueing representation of a node
j with arrival rate x and transition rates (for each of the calls in j) y and z; the ratios
y/(y + z) and z/(y + z) denote the transition probabilities from state j

using the bandwidth, calls act independently of each other so that the evolution
of the number of calls in any of the states can be represented by an equivalent
M/M/∞ queueing model as shown in Fig. 1(b).

2.1 Traffic Equations and Equilibrium Probability Distribution

The arrival rate of calls into each of the possible states may be written as Λj

where j ∈ {b,B,C,A1, a1, ..., Ai, ai, ...} which satisfy a system of linear equa-
tions. Specifically, the rates at which calls enter the attack states are simply:

Λai
= ΛAi

,

ΛA1 = αΛb,

ΛAi
= Λai−1

r

r + βi−1
= αΛb

i−1∏

l=1

r

r + βl
, i > 1 (1)

where Λb is the rate at which calls enter state b which is calculated as follows.
The rates at which calls enter the normal operating states are described by the
linear equations:

Λb = λ +
τ

τ + κ
ΛB ,

ΛB = (1 − α)Λb +
μ

μ + δ
ΛC ,

ΛC =
κ

κ + τ
ΛB , (2)

so that ΛB = γΛb, where γ = 1−α
1− μκ

(μ+δ)(κ+τ)
, and:
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Λb =
λ

1 − τ
τ+κγ

=
λ

1 − τ(1−α)
τ+κ− μκ

μ+δ

, ΛB =
λγ

1 − τ
τ+κγ

, ΛC =
κλγ

κ + τ(1 − γ)
. (3)

Since we assume that the transition rates r and μ do not depend on the
number of mobiles in the system, calls act independently of each other so that
the average number of calls in each of the states is the average arrival rate of
calls into the state, multiplied by the average time spent by a call in that state.
We will present here only results for the attacking states, since we are interested
in mitigating the storm. We first note that the average time spent by a mobile
in state ai is (r + βi)−1 and in Ai is τ−1, so that the average number of mobiles
in equilibrium Nj in each of the attacking states becomes:

NA1 =
αΛb

τ
,

NAi
=

αΛb

τ

i−1∏

l=1

r

r + βl
, i > 1,

Nai
=

αΛb

r + βi

i−1∏

l=1

r

r + βl
, i ≥ 1. (4)

As a consequence, the total average number of malicious calls becomes:

Nα =
∞∑

i=1

[Nai
+ NAi

] = αΛb

∞∑

i=1

[
(
1
τ

+
1

r + βi
)

i−1∏

l=1

r

r + βl

]
. (5)

2.2 Optimum Counter for Mitigation

Although choosing a relatively small value of the time-out of the order of a
few seconds can be useful, we see that some additional mechanism needs to be
inserted to mitigate the effect of signaling storms. Therefore we suggest that a
counter value n be selected so that as long as the number of successive times that
the mobile uses the time-out is less than n, then the mobile remains attached
to the network. However as soon as this number reaches n, then the mobile is
detached after a time of average value β−1. Thus β−1 can be viewed as the
decision time plus the physical detachment time that is needed.

A large value of n will improve the chances of correctly detecting a misbe-
having mobile user, providing the system with full confidence to activate the
mitigation policy. If n is small we may have false positives, requiring analysis of
the users behavior with other ongoing connections, or checking some data plane
attributes such as destination IP addresses or port numbers that may be associ-
ated with malicious activities. Thus the higher the n, the faster the decision can
be to disconnect the mobile, i.e. β increases with the threshold n, with a slope
or derivative with respect to n expressed as β

′
.

Based on this principle, and with reference to our earlier definition of βi, we
have:

βi =
{

0, 1 ≤ i < n,
β(n), i ≥ n

(6)
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so that storm mitigation is activated when high bandwidth is requested n succes-
sive times, each followed by a time-out. Using the previous analysis, the average
number of malicious calls becomes:

Nα = αΛb[(n − 1 +
r

β
)(

1
τ

+
1
r
) +

1
τ

] (7)

while the resulting signaling load from the attack is given by the total rate of
malicious transitions between low and high bandwidth states:

Λα = αΛb +
∞∑

i=1

[Λai
+ ΛAi

] = αΛb[2n + 1 +
2r

β
] (8)

With some further simple analysis we can show that the value n∗ that minimizes
both Nα and Λα, is the value that satisfies:

β(n∗)2 ≈ r.β
′
(n∗). (9)

As an example, consider a detection rate that increases linearly with the thresh-
old according to β(n) = mn, m > 0. In this case, the optimum value of the
counter’s threshold is obtained by solving the quadratic equation m2n2 = rm
which yields:

n∗ =
√

r/m.

We see that n∗ decreases with m, which means that the optimum threshold
becomes smaller when the network is more able (i.e. larger m) to detect malicious
connections using data plane attributes. This simple example illustrates how the
proposed counter-based approach can be optimized when deployed in conjunc-
tion with detection systems [3] that analyze IP packets to identify attacks.

3 Simulation Experiments

In this section we evaluate the performance of the joint detection and mitigation
approach that we have proposed using the mobile network simulator described in
[21,22]. We illustrate how the proposed scheme allows quick reaction to malicious
signaling behaviors or to malfunctioning applications, by showing the temporal
behavior of network signaling load and delay during normal operation and then
during an attack which is being detected and mitigated with our approach.
However, we have not addressed the problem of how to set the parameters of
the mathematical model based on the average mobile user profile and network
configurations, so as to optimize the counter’s threshold using Eq. (9); we leave
this issue for future work.

The results that we present were obtained by simulating 500 mobile devices,
each running the detection and mitigation mechanism, in an area of 2 × 2 km2

which is covered by 7 UMTS base stations connected to a single radio network
controller (RNC). All mobiles join the network at the beginning of the simulation,
and generate web browsing traffic following a model based on industry recom-
mendations and web metrics released by Google. We assume 20 % of the mobiles
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are malicious or compromised, which overload the RNC by causing superfluous
promotions to the high bandwidth DCH state. The service times in the RNC
have been artificially increased in order to simulate overload conditions with a
small number of mobiles.

In Fig. 2, the signaling misbehavior starts gradually between 2800 and 4000 s
from the beginning of the simulation, rather than suddenly, in order to prevent
artifacts such as a huge spike of signaling load due to many devices attacking at
the same time. Also, for the purpose of showing the effect of the storm and the
proposed countermeasure, we activate the mitigation mechanism at 7000 s.
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Fig. 2. Simulation results: (a) total signaling load at the RNC, and (b) application
response time. The mitigation mechanism is activated at 7000 s to allow the storm to
develop and to show the effectiveness of the approach. The counter’s threshold was set
experimentally to n = 3 based on performance.

Figure 2(a) shows the number of signaling messages sent and received per sec-
ond by the RNC as captured during a simulation run. The application response
time at a normal mobile is shown in Fig. 2(b), which is the duration between
when the user requests a web page and when all of the web page is received.
The results are obtained by using an averaging window of size 50 s. It can be
observed that the signaling load increases significantly as a result of the attack,
which in turn increases the time it takes for a mobile to acquire a radio channel
to send and receive data, leading to higher latency and jitter. However, the pro-
posed detection and mitigation scheme is able to quickly identify and mitigate
the attack, effectively recovering the average response time for the normal users
to the level they had before the storm.

4 Conclusions

Mobile operators have recently experienced an exponential growth in mobile
data traffic, coupled with a greater surge in signaling loads which degrade the
quality of service for users. These signaling storms will continue to pose chal-
lenges to operators, especially with the expected wide deployment of M2M and
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IoT applications over cellular networks, due to the massive number of devices to
be supported, the fact that those devices may act in a synchronized manner, and
the absence of the human-in-the-loop in most applications. As the demand for
always-on connectivity increases from mobile and M2M applications, signaling
storms can become a significant show stopper, particularly from the perspective
of the response time requirements of applications, hence underscoring the need
for new approaches to make networks more resilient and reliable.

Thus we have suggested a novel mitigation approach for signaling storms, that
maintains a counter for each active mobile device, either within the device or at
the network signaling server. If the counter exceeds a certain threshold, indicat-
ing excessive radio resource control requests, the mobile device is temporarily
blocked to avoid overloading the signaling plane. We developed a mathemati-
cal model which examines the role of the time-out and computes the counter’s
threshold that minimizes both signaling load and number of misbehaving devices.
Simulation results illustrate these behaviors, showing that the counter-based
technique restores the signaling load and application response times to their
values before the storm began.
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results, and the EU FP7 project NEMESYS (Enhanced Network Security for Seamless
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Abstract. This paper proposes an anomaly detection framework that
utilizes key performance indicators (KPIs) and traffic measurements to
identify in real-time misbehaving mobile devices that contribute to sig-
naling overloads in cellular networks. The detection algorithm selects the
devices to monitor and adjusts its own parameters based on KPIs, then
computes various features from Internet traffic that capture both sudden
and long term changes in behavior, and finally combines the information
gathered from the individual features using a random neural network in
order to detect anomalous users. The approach is validated using data
generated by a detailed mobile network simulator.

Keywords: Mobile security · Random neural network · M2M · IoT ·
Signaling overload · Radio resource control · Key performance indicators

1 Introduction

The number of smart mobile devices which require constant access to the Inter-
net has grown exponentially in recent years, placing significant pressure on the
data and signaling infrastructures of service providers. While mobile network
operators are able to cope with the growth in user traffic by increasing capacity,
overloads in the signaling plane are often unpredictable and lead to performance
degradation and even outages. Thus, there has been considerable interest from
standardization bodies, operators and equipment vendors in addressing mobile
signaling storms, particularly with the advent of machine to machine (M2M) and
Internet of Things (IoT) whose traffic profiles can be resource-inefficient. Initial
attempts have focused on developing new standards for M2M communications
[1], and promoting best practices for developing network-friendly applications or
optimizing network configurations [5,8,16,18].

This paper presents a random neural network (RNN) [11,12] based approach
for detecting mobile devices that generate excessive radio resource control (RRC)
signaling, without directly monitoring the control plane itself. In contrast to sig-
naling based techniques [7,13], which can be more effective but require modi-
fication to cellular network equipment and/or protocols, the present approach
captures packets at the edge of the mobile core network using standard switch
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2016
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technologies (e.g. port mirroring, fibre taps, etc.). This offers the advantages of
not requiring to decode lower radio related layers, lack of network encryption,
and fewer number of nodes to monitor [23]. Moreover, the detector relies mainly
on timestamps and packet header information to classify users, and does not
require knowledge of the application generating a packet nor its service type,
eliminating the need to use a commercial deep packet inspection tool which
results in considerable overhead for real-time detection. It also interacts with
existing network management and monitoring systems to reduce computational
overhead, storage requirements and false alarm rate. We use supervised learning
to distinguish between normal and anomalous signaling behaviors, which is well
suited for classifying known patterns such as signaling storms whose character-
istics and root causes are well understood [3,4,9,15].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Sections 1.1 and 1.2 discuss
related work and the RNN as applied to our problem. Section 2 presents the
detection system, along with a description of its input features and the para-
meters that can influence its performance. In Sect. 3, we evaluate our detection
mechanism using simulations. Finally, we summarize our findings in Sect. 4.

1.1 Related Work

Mobile networks are subject to RRC-based signaling storms, which occur when
a large number of mobiles make successive connection requests that time-out
because of inactivity, overloading the control plane of the network [3,15] and
draining the mobile devices’ batteries [9]. This type of misbehavior can be trig-
gered by poorly designed applications and M2M systems, outages in mobile cloud
services or malicious activities, and it is difficult to recognize using traditional
DDoS detection systems because of the low traffic volume nature of the attack.

Online detection of deliberate signaling attacks was first considered in [19],
where connection inter-setup times for each mobile are estimated from IP met-
rics in order to detect the intention of a remote host to launch an attack. A
general framework for anomaly detection was proposed in [6] based on time-
series analysis of one dimensional feature distributions. While [19] and [6] aim to
identify large scale events by aggregating and analyzing statistics from all hosts
and mobile users, respectively, we aim to identify in real-time users that are con-
tributing to a problem (i.e. signaling overload) rather than detect the problem
itself. A supervised learning approach was used in [17] to detect mobile-initiated
signaling attacks, by monitoring transmissions that trigger a radio access bearer
setup procedure, and extracting various features from the corresponding packets
relating to destination IP and port numbers, packet size, and response-request
ratio. Although we utilize similar attributes in our approach, we do not assume
knowledge of the effect that a packet has on the control plane (i.e. whether it
has triggered a connection setup procedure), thus simplifying the deployment of
our solution in operational networks.

A number of commercial solutions also started to appear in response to
recent incidents of signaling storms, and can be classified into three groups:
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(i) Anomaly detection and mitigation tools [7] similar to the approach we sug-
gested in [13]. (ii) Air interface optimization which aims to increase the number
of simultaneously connected devices in the access network; such technologies are
constantly evolving with new standards, specifications and proprietary admis-
sion/congestion control and scheduling algorithms added all the time, and our
solution operates on top of and is complimentary to them. (iii) Dedicated sig-
naling infrastructure solutions to handle the expected growth in core network
signaling pertaining to policies, charging, mobility management and other new
services offered for the first time in LTE networks; however, it is expected that
congestion management and load balancing in the core network will be less of an
issue, with the trend towards network functions virtualization that will enable
dynamic resource scaling as required by network load.

1.2 The Random Neural Network

The RNN is a biologically inspired computational model, introduced by Gelenbe
[11], in which neurons exchange signals in the form of spikes of unit amplitude.
In RNN, positive and negative signals represent excitation and inhibition respec-
tively, and are accumulated in neurons. Positive signals are canceled by negative
signals, and neurons may fire if their potential is positive. A signal may leave
neuron i for neuron j as a positive signal with probability p+ij , as a negative
signal with probability p−ij , or may depart from the network with probability di,
where

∑
j [p

+
ij + p−ij ] + di = 1. Thus, when neuron i is excited, it fires excitatory

and inhibitory signals to neuron j with rates:

w+
ij = rip

+
ij ≥ 0, w−

ij = rip
−
ij ≥ 0,

where ri = (1 − di)−1
∑

j [w
+
ij + w−

ij ]. The steady-state probability that neuron i
is excited is given by:

qi =
Λi +

∑
j qjw

+
ji

λi + ri +
∑

j qjw
−
ji

,

where Λi and λi denote the rates of exogenous excitatory and inhibitory signal
inputs into neuron i, respectively.

A gradient descent supervised learning algorithm for the recurrent RNN has
been developed in [12]. For a RNN with n neurons, the learning algorithm esti-
mates the n × n weight matrices W+ = {w+

ij} and W={w−
ij} from a training

set comprising K input-output pairs (X,Y). The set of successive inputs to the
algorithm is X = (x(1), · · · ,x(K)), where x(k) = (Λ(k),λ(k)) are the pairs of
exogenous excitatory and inhibitory signals entering each neuron from outside
the network:

Λ(k) = (Λ(k)
1 , · · · , Λ(k)

n ), λ(k) = (λ(k)
1 , · · · , λ(k)

n ).

The successive desired outputs are Y = (y(1), · · · ,y(K)), with the k-th vector
y(k) = (y(k)

1 , · · · , y
(k)
n ) whose elements y

(k)
i ∈ [0, 1] correspond to the desired out-

put values for each neuron. The training examples are presented to the network
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sequentially, and the weights are updated according to the gradient descent rule
to minimize an error function:

E(k) =
1
2

n∑

i=1

ai[q
(k)
i − y

(k)
i ]2, ai ≥ 0.

The update procedure requires a matrix inversion operation for each neuron pairs
(i, j) and input k which can be done in time complexity O(n3), or O(mn2) if m-
step relaxation method is used, and O(n2) for feed-forward networks. We use the
RNN because it has been successfully applied to several engineering problems [24]
including pattern recognition, classification and DoS attack detection [14,20],
but our detection system can work with other machine learning algorithms.

2 The Detection System

Figure 1 shows the basic architecture of the packet-switched domain of a mobile
network, along with the detection system which intercepts packets directed
to/from the gateway (i.e. Gn/S5 interface in UMTS/LTE). The user data trans-
ported over this interface are encapsulated in GTP-U (a simple IP based tunnel-
ing protocol) packets. The detector utilizes also information from the operation
support system to reduce search space and optimize performance, and produces
in real-time a list of anomalous mobiles for root cause analysis and mitigation.
The three data processing stages of the algorithm are: (i) user filtering and
parameter selection based on network configuration settings and KPIs related
to signaling load on various network components, (ii) feature generation, and (iii)
user classification with a trained RNN model. For reasons that should become
apparent, we describe these processing steps in a logical order rather than the
order in which they happen during run time.

Fig. 1. The detection system and its interactions with the elements of a mobile network.
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2.1 Online RNN Classification

The RNN-based algorithm monitors the activity of a set of mobile devices, spec-
ified by the data filter, and calculates expressive features that describe various
characteristics of the users’ behavior. Time is divided into slots, each of duration
Δ seconds, in which summary statistics of several quantities related to IP traffic
of each user are collected. The algorithm stores the most recent w set of measure-
ments, and uses them to compute the current values of the input features, i.e.
the features for time slot τ are computed from measurements obtained for time
slots τ, τ − 1, · · · , τ − (w − 1) so that the observation window of the algorithm
is W = wΔ. Let z(τ) denote a measured or calculated quantity for time slot τ ,
then the i-th input feature x

(τ)
i is obtained by applying a statistical function φi

of the following form:

x
(τ)
i = φi

(
z(τ), z(τ−1), · · · , z(τ−w−1)

)
.

Hence, by employing different operators φi on different statistics z stored for the
observation window of w slots, it is possible to capture both instantaneous and
long-term changes in the traffic profile of a user. In our experiments, we have
applied a number of simple statistical functions including:

– The mean and standard deviation of z across the entire window.
– An exponential moving average filter in which the current feature is computed

as x
(τ)
i = αx

(τ−1)
i + (1 − α)z(τ), where α is some constant 0 < α < 1 typically

close to 1, with higher values discounting older observations faster.
– Shannon entropy which measures the uncertainty or unpredictability in the

data, and is defined as x
(τ)
i = −∑τ

t=τ−w−1 pz(t) log pz(t) , where pz(t) is the
probability of observing data item z(t) within the window, which can be esti-
mated from the histogram of the data. A small entropy indicates deterministic
behavior which is often associated with signaling anomalies [10,21].

– Anomaly score based on how close the measured quantities are to a range of
values considered to be suspicious.

Once the input features for a slot have been computed, they are fused using
a trained feed-forward RNN architecture such as the one presented in Fig. 2 to
yield the final decision; the input neurons receive the features computed for the
current time slot as exogenous excitatory signals, while all exogenous inhibitory
signals are set to zero, and the output nodes correspond to the probabilities of
the input pattern belonging to any of two traffic classes (i.e. attack or normal).
The final decision about the traffic observed in the time slot is determined by
the ratio of the two output nodes, which is q14/q15 in the figure: it is classified
as attack if the ratio is greater than 1 and normal otherwise. We have used an
implementation of the RNN provided in [2].

2.2 Feature Selection

Selecting highly informative features for any classification problem is one of the
most important parts of the solution. The features that we wish to use should
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Fig. 2. The feed-forward RNN structure used for detection, with 8 input nodes, 5
hidden neurons and 2 output nodes corresponding to attack and normal traffic. The
learning algorithm processes the input training patterns in sequence and updates the
weights. The k-th training set consists of a feature vector x(k) = (Λ

(k)
1 , · · · , Λ

(k)
8 ) and

its classification y(k) = (y
(k)
14 , y

(k)
15 ) which is set to (1, ε) for attack and (ε, 1) for normal

samples, where ε � 0. All other exogenous signals are set to zero.

capture the RRC signaling dynamics of users, be easy to measure or calculate
without high computational or storage cost, and reflect both the instantaneous
and long term trends of the traffic. We extract for each mobile under observation
information related to inter-arrival times, lengths and destination IP addresses
of packets, which have been suggested previously [6,17,22] as good indicators of
signaling misbehavior:

Inter-arrival Times: RRC signaling occurs whenever the user equipment (UE)
sends or receives packets following an inactivity period that exceeds an RRC
timer. Thus, the volume of traffic exchanged by a UE does not map directly
into signaling load which is more influenced by the frequency of intermittent
transmissions. To capture this coupling between the data and RRC signaling
planes, we define a burst as a collection of packets whose inter-arrival times are
less than δ seconds, where δ is smaller than the RRC timers, typically in the
order of few seconds. Thus, for a sequence of packets whose arrival instants are
{t1, t2, · · · }, we group all packets up to the n-th arrival into a single burst, where
n = inf{i : ti − ti−1 > δ}, and then proceed in a similar manner starting from
the (n + 1)-th packet arrival. Note that a burst may not necessarily generate
signaling, even if it arrives after the time-out, due to possible network delays
that may modify inter-arrival times of packets. However, packets within a single
burst are likely not to trigger any signaling, while inter-arrival times of bursts
will be correlated with the actual signaling load generated by the UE. In this
manner, we remove any bias regarding the volume of traffic and focus on the
frequency of potentially signaling-intensive communications.

The features based on the times between bursts are then calculated as follows.
The algorithm stores the mean and standard deviation of the inter-burst times
in each slot then, using the most recent w values, it computes (i) entropy of these
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average values, (ii) moving average of the standard deviations, and (iii) moving
average of an anomaly score for the average values computed based on the RRC
timer T in the high bandwidth state. In particular, the anomaly score a(z(t))
of the average inter-burst time in slot t is set to zero when z(t) < T , reflecting
the fact that such shortly spaced bursts may not have generated many RRC
transitions; it is high when z(t) is slightly larger than T , indicating potentially
resource-inefficient bursts; and it drops quickly when z(t) is few seconds larger
than T . We obtain this effect using for example a Pareto or gamma density
functions that assert z(t) must be greater than T − ε but not too much greater
(controlled by adjusting the parameters of the density function).

Packet Size: The packet size distribution for a normal device can be markedly
different from that of a device that runs a misbehaving application. For example,
it is well-known that signaling storms can be triggered by failures in mobile cloud
services [21] or peer-to-peer networks used by VoIP applications [6]. In such
cases, the client application attempts to reconnect to its servers more frequently,
causing significant increase in the number of TCP SYN packets sent by the user.
This in turn changes the randomness associated with the size of packets, and can
be used to identify misbehaving mobiles in the event of a signaling storm. Our
algorithm computes the average size of packets sent by a UE within each slot,
and evaluates a feature based on the entropy of the most recent w measurements.

Burst Rate: Another obvious characteristic of signaling storms is the sudden
sustained rate acceleration of potentially harmful bursts generated by a mis-
behaving user. Moving average of the burst rate per slot and entropy of the
rates across the observation window are used as features in order to capture,
respectively, the frequent and repetitive nature of nuisance transmissions. Fur-
thermore, a misbehaving application may change the traffic profile of a user in
terms of the ratio of received and sent bursts (known as response ratio), as in
the case of the outage induced storm described above where many SYN packets
will not generate acknowledgments. Hence, we also use as a feature the mean of
the response ratios within the window of w slots.

Destination Address: The number of destination IP addresses for a normally
functioning mobile device can be very different from that of an attacker [17],
whether the attack originates from the mobile network due to a misbehaving
application, or from the Internet as in the case of unwanted traffic (e.g. scanning
probes, spam, etc.) reaching the mobile network [22]. In the former, the number
of destination IP addresses will be very small compared to the frequency of
bursts, while in the latter this number is high. Thus we calculate the percentage
of unique destination IP addresses contacted within each time slot, and use the
average of the most recent w values as a feature.

2.3 User Filtering and Parameter Selection

Information about the “health” of network servers is typically available to mobile
carriers in the form of KPIs, which can be fed to the algorithm to determine
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the users that should be monitored (e.g. those attached to overloaded parts of a
network). Also, using KPIs the detector can be switched off when signaling loads
are below a certain threshold, effectively eliminating the need to continuously
analyze users’ traffic. Next we summarize the parameters of the RNN algorithm
and discuss how they should be selected adaptively, based on both KPIs and
RRC settings, and how the choice of each parameter influences the performance
of the detector:

– Slot size Δ: This defines the resolution of the algorithm and the frequency
at which classification decisions are made. It should be long enough for the
measured statistical information to be significant, but not too long to make
the algorithm react slowly to attacks. In our experiments we set Δ = 1 min.

– Window size W = wΔ: This determines the amount of historical informa-
tion to be included in a classification decision. The choice of the window size
presents a trade-off between speed of detection and false alarm rate, since a
small window makes the algorithm more sensitive to sudden changes in the
traffic profile of a user, which in turn increases both detection and false alarm
rates. This trade-off can be optimized by adjusting W according to the level
of congestion in the control plane, with shorter windows for higher signaling
loads to enable the algorithm to quickly identify misbehaving UEs. The value
of w used in our experimental results is 5, but we also experimented with other
values which confirmed the aforementioned observations.

– Maximum packet inter-arrival time within a burst δ: This should be selected
based on the RRC timers, so that potentially resource-inefficient transmissions
can be tracked. In our simulations of a UMTS network, the timers in DCH
and FACH states are set to T1 = 6 s and T2 = 12 s, respectively. We have
evaluated different values of δ in 1

2 min(T1, T2) < δ < min(T1, T2), which all
led to similar detection performance, but training time drops as δ is increased
within this range.

3 Simulation Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the detection performance of our algorithm using
the mobile network simulator described in [15]. Since the impact of signaling
storms on mobile networks has been studied extensively in [3,9,15], we consider
here a small scenario with 200 UMTS UEs in an area of 2 × 2 km2 which is
covered by 7 Node Bs connected to a single radio network controller (RNC).
The core network consists of the SGSN and the GGSN which is connected to 37
Internet hosts acting as application servers, including 5 for instant messaging,
30 web servers and 2 are contacted by 100 misbehaving UEs. Half of these 100
UEs are deliberate signaling attackers that know when RRC transitions occur,
and they are used for training the RNN; the second half, used for testing, run
a malfunctioning application or operating system that sends periodic messages
whenever the user is inactive, with the transmission period set to be slightly
larger than the DCH timer in order to increase the chances of triggering state
transitions.
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The RNN provides at the end of a time slot the odds of the input features
belonging to attack behavior. Figure 3 shows the classifier output (top) and the
actual RRC state transitions (bottom) of a misbehaving UE as captured during
a simulation run. It can be observed that when the malfunctioning application
is active, the number of state transitions significantly increases, with most tran-
sitions occurring between the FACH and DCH states. This alternating behavior
causes excessive signaling load in the network, while predominantly generating
normal traffic volume, rendering traditional DoS defense techniques ineffective.
However, our detection mechanism is able to track very accurately the RRC state
transitions of the UE, and to quickly identify when excessive signaling is being
generated, although it does not directly monitor these transitions but rather
infers them from the features that we have described. One can also see that the
classifier’s output sometimes drops close to 1 during an attack epoch, which is
attributed to other normal applications generating traffic in those time instants,
thus reducing the severity of the attack. As mentioned earlier, the detection
speed and tolerance to signaling misbehavior can be adjusted by modifying the
size of the observation window.
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Fig. 3. Classifier output (top) and state transitions (bottom) for a misbehaving UE.

Next we examine in Fig. 4 how our algorithm performs when presented with
a normal user that generates moderately more state transitions than the aver-
age normal user in our simulations. Interestingly enough, the classifier outputs
a single alarm (out of 360 samples) when the corresponding state transitions
are indeed excessive. Since the anomaly detection algorithm is supposed to be
activate only when there is a signaling overload condition, such classification
decisions may not always be considered as false alarms, as the goal would be
to identify users that are causing congestion, regardless of whether they are
attacking deliberately or not.
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Fig. 4. Classifier output (top) and state transitions (bottom) for a heavy normal UE.
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Fig. 5. The accuracy of the RNN algorithm, measured as the fraction of correct deci-
sions over the activity period of 6 hours, for 50 misbehaving UEs.

Finally, Fig. 5 illustrates the accuracy of our classifier, namely the proportion
of correct decisions (both true positives and true negatives) out of all test sam-
ples. The figure shows results for 50 UEs, where each data point represents the
average of 360 classification decisions taken during the simulation experiment.
For each UE, we assume that if it generates at least 1 attack packet within a
time slot, then the corresponding output of the classifier should be larger than 1,
otherwise a false decision is declared. The results indicate an accuracy between
88 % and 98 % with an average of 93 % over the 50 test cases. This fluctuation
can be attributed to the fact that our algorithm does not classify an attack
as such until few time slots have passed, and therefore misbehaving UEs with
many silent periods will produce higher false positives; fortunately, these less
aggressive UEs will generate lower signaling load.
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4 Conclusions

This paper proposed an approach for real-time detection of signaling-intensive
mobiles based on the random neural network (RNN) [11,12]. The algorithm
relies on the analysis of IP packets at the edge of the mobile network to infer
the signaling behavior of users; therefore, it does not require changes to network
components and protocols, and can be used with standard traffic monitoring
tools. In the algorithm, summary statistics about the behavior of a mobile user
are collected and stored in a moving window at fixed time intervals (slots) and
used in order to calculate expressive features that capture both sudden and long
term changes in the user’s behavior. The features for the most recent time slot
are subsequently combined using a trained RNN to produce the final classifica-
tion decision. Through simulations, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of
the method in detecting quickly users that are causing signaling overloads in the
network. The proposed approach is flexible, providing a number of parameters
to optimize the trade-off between detection speed, accuracy and overhead. For
instance, the size of the moving window and the frequency of statistical measure-
ments (i.e. number of slots within the window) could be adjusted in real-time to
respond to network conditions or to reflect the capacity of the network to tol-
erate a specific misbehavior. Future work will investigate the scalability of the
approach both in terms of the processing power required to capture and process
packets from a central location as well as the performance implications on the
network equipment that mirrors the traffic.
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Abstract. Today, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) with open source oper‐
ating systems still need many efforts to guarantee that the protocol stack succeeds
in delivering its expected performance. This is due to subtle implementation
problems and unexpected interactions between protocol layers. The subtleties are
often related to the judicious choice of parameters, in particular those related to
timing issues. As these issues are often not visible in simulation studies, this paper
proposes a low-cost versatile measurement testbed and demonstrates its useful‐
ness in measuring the performance of RDC protocols. We demonstrate how the
testbed helped to identify bugs in the implementation of an RDC protocol.

Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks · Testbed · Field deployment ·
Measurements · Radio Duty Cycling · Contiki

1 Introduction

For studying the interactions between RDC and Routing over Low power and Lossy
Networks (RPL) protocols for WSNs, Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), packet latency and
power consumption for the different RDC protocols available under Contiki on the
Zolertia Z1 motes were measured, using the simple setup described in [1]. Unfortunately,
this setup proved inadequate for accurately measuring packet latencies exceeding the
inter-packet interval.

This was the motivation for designing a new, affordable, easily configurable testbed
for exploring simple, point to point links as well as complex multi-hop networks. It is
composed of two WSNs. One, called the black network runs the applications and proto‐
cols under study, the other called the white network observes the first one and transmits
these observations to a sink node in which they are recorded (see Fig. 1). The black
motes contain Z1 motes that belong to the observed network. Their built-in ceramic
antenna limits its radio range to a few meters. The white motes are Z1 motes that belong
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to the observer network. They use external antennas, allowing single hop communica‐
tions with the sink. Both networks use different frequency bands, typically channel 26
for the black network and channel 16 for the white network.

Observer

Observed

Fig. 1. A dual mote from the testbed.

2 Measurement Techniques

The black nodes run application programs that send short messages to each other. These
messages are uniquely identified by the address of the node in which they were created
and a local sequence number generated by the node. Whenever a black application
program sends or receives a packet, it communicates the sequence number to the asso‐
ciated white node, which sends to the white sink a packet containing the sequence number
as well as the power used by the black node since the last packet was transmitted or
received. A computer connected to the white sink stores the received packets, together
with the address of the sender and a timestamp that gives, according to the clock of the
white sink, the moment the start of frame bit of the message arrives.

The recorded data allows a full inventory of the data packets transmitted and received
by applications running on the black nodes, from which it is easy to compute the PDR,
the per packet latency and the average power used in the initial sender and the final
receiver.

2.1 The Link Between the Black and White Motes

Transferring data between two motes can be done via the serial USB port or via some
of the parallel GPIO pins of the Z1. As transferring data through the serial port requires
approximately 80 μs per character, which would disturb beyond reasonable limits the
normal operation of the black network and might affect its power requirements, the
parallel pins were chosen. A Z1 designer recommends to use GPIO pins 1.0, 1.6, 1.7,
2.3, 4.0, 4.2 and 4.3 as those are not used by the built-in features of the Z1s. Those pins
of the black and white motes were directly connected with each other. Setting them
requires ±25 instructions in the black mote, which is negligible from a delay and power
point of view. Six of those pins will transfer the least significant bits of the sequence
number of a packet sent by a black mote. Pin 1.0 is a trigger for the white mote. At the
very moment the toggling of pin 1.0 by the black mote gets detected by the white mote,
this last one records this moment and sends a message to the white sink.
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2.2 Measuring Technique for Packet Delivery Ratio, Latency and Power Usage

As discussed in Sect. 2.1, GPIOs carry the 6 least significant bits of the black packet
sequence number. Matching the sequence numbers of transmitted and received packet
descriptors received by the white sink allows to determine the PDR for each black end
to end link.

We define the latency for a packet travelling from node A to B in the black network
as the difference between the moment (denoted m1) at which the application in A offers
the packet to the lower layer and the moment (denoted m2) at which the application in
B has received the full packet. Calculating packet latency by including in the packet m1
and subtracting it from m2 is only correct when m1 and m2 are measured with synchron‐
ized clocks. Motes in the black network are seldom synchronized. As explained in
Sect. 2.1, m1 and m2 are also recorded in the white motes, through the toggle pins. Simply
deducing m1 from m2 is not appropriate as the clocks of the motes in the white network
are not synchronized either, since synchronization overhead [5] would jeopardize its
intended functioning. Fortunately, the sink will record the messages triggered by the
toggles and timestamp their arrival. The difference between the two timestamps (denoted
m3 and m4) is a good estimation of the latency, on condition that both messages gener‐
ated by the toggles undergo the same latency to reach the sink. This is realistic when no
MAC nor RDC protocols are used in the white network. RDC protocols are not needed
in the white network, as its power usage is of no importance, but a MAC protocol is
needed to avoid loss of messages in the white network.

Therefore, a second, more accurate technique consists in measuring the latencies of
the white messages and correcting the difference between the timestamps m3 and m4 by
subtracting these latency measurements.

Figure 2 shows packet latency for a single hop transmission, composed of:

• The time interval between the moment the application offers the packet to the lower
layer and the moment that the last bit of the start of frame is clocked out of that packet
(re)transmission that will be acknowledged in the future. We call this interval the
“sender latency”, calculated as tsr-tsa. During this interval, several unsuccessful
attempts to transmit can have been made.

• The time required for the physical propagation from sender to receiver. Considering
the typical distances between motes in WSNs, this time can always be neglected
(<100 ns).

• The time interval between detecting the start of frame byte and the arrival of the
packet at the application layer in the receiver after verification of the destination
address and the frame control sequence. We call this delay the “receiver latency”,
calculated as tra-trr. This delay results mostly from clocking in the packet and is
almost constant for white messages.
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Fig. 2. Packet latency.

The sender latency can be measured by instrumenting the driver of the cc2420 radio
in the white motes. It is possible to modify the contents of the last bytes of the transmitter
FIFO while the first bytes are already being transmitted [2]. The modified driver polls
the “start of frame detected” bit provided by the radio while the packet is being trans‐
mitted. When it goes high, the local real time clock tsr is read and its value is copied in
the transmitter FIFO in the two last data bytes of the packet. The application program,
just before passing the packet to the MAC layer has already read the local real time clock
and inserted its value in another reserved location in the packet (tsa). When receiving a
successfully transmitted packet, the white sink can compute the sender latency by
subtracting from the time the successful packet was actually transmitted (tsr) the time
it was passed to the sender’s MAC layer (tsa), since these two times are both readings
of the same real time clock in the white sender. Only when latencies exceed a full cycle
of the mote’s real time clock (2 s in our case), we use the Linux timestamps from the
computer recording the white messages, to evaluate the number of clock cycles that need
to be added to the computed packet latency.

For comparing the power requirements of different protocols, Contiki has four
“energest” variables that are used to totalize the time during which the CPU, the sender
and the receiver were active and the time during which the mote was “sleeping” [3]. By
multiplying each of these times by the power required by the different components of a
mote, one could compute the energy required for a given task. Hurni et al. [4] showed
that this technique can result in high precision (1 %) power measurements, provided that
the power requirements of the components of each mote are accurately known. They
suggest to individually characterize each mote by means of current drain measurements
with enough temporal resolution to distinguish the different states of the mote. A sensor
node management device [5] sampling the current at 1000 Hz was used for that purpose.
Another device, with even better resolution, was presented at the Como RealWSN
workshop [6] in 2013.

However, many monolithic radios, and particularly the cc2420 [2] which is present
in the Zolertia Z1 motes, are powered through a built-in DC to DC converter that keeps
the voltage in the radio constant, regardless of the battery state. Observations by means
of an oscilloscope showed that the activity type of the radio could not accurately be
deduced from the instantaneous power drawn by the mote. Therefore, our performance
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studies exclusively rely on power figures obtained by measuring the average current
absorbed by the motes. The black motes are powered from the batteries of the white
motes via a 1Ω series resistor between the ground lines, and decoupled by a 4700 μF
capacitor, ensuring that no significant aliasing error will occur if the voltage across the
resistor is sampled 100 times per second to record the current drawn by the black mote.
Figure 3 shows how the black mote is powered and its current measurement amplified
by a differential instrumentation amplifier before being sampled at 100 Hz and digitized
by the built-in AtoD converter with sample and hold of the white mote.

Fig. 3. Measuring black mote’s power consumption.

3 Experimental Validation

As many hard to explain incidents were observed when RDC protocols on unicast single
hop links were evaluated [1], a reevaluation of these protocols with better observation
techniques was considered a good way to validate the new testbed and to get familiar
with its possibilities and limitations.

The experimental set-up, shown in Fig. 4 consists in four dual motes and one white
sink connected to a portable computer running the Linux Operating System (OS). A
second PC with Windows is used to monitor the radio traffic by means of a Texas
Instruments sniffer cc2531 and the associated free sniffer software SmartRF. This moni‐
toring proves very helpful to quickly detect errors in the choice of communication
parameters and/or detect mote malfunctioning.

Fig. 4. Set-up for unicast tests.

The unicast link under study goes from the black mote M2 to the black mote M1.
The behaviour of this link is obviously influenced by radio transmissions in the
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neighbourhood. For studying unicast links, such unrelated radio-traffic is created by two
communicating black motes M4 and M3. Sending and receiving of packets by the black
motes is reported by the corresponding white motes to the white sink and recorded on
the Linux PC. All dual motes are powered by AA alkaline batteries in the white motes.

3.1 The Radio Traffic on the Black Network

The traffic generated by the sending mote M2 consists in 59 bytes unicast messages
transmitted at an average rate of 1 message per second (the inter-message interval is
uniformly distributed between 10 and 1990 ms to prevent any correlation between the
transmit cycle and the wake-up cycle of RDC protocols). In order to obtain statistically
valid measurements, at least 1200 messages are observed per experiment. This results
in 34 sets of 34 messages. Latency, PDR and power usage is computed for each set of
messages allowing to calculate the 95 % confidence intervals. Perturbing traffic can be
generated by M4 sending unicast messages to M3. To simulate the perturbing effect of
a network where each mote has three reachable neighbors, M4, when active, sends 2
times more messages than M2. Lightly interfering traffic is generated when both M3
and M4 are active. Heavier traffic results from switching off M3 as then M4 will repeat‐
edly try to transmit its packets to the non-responding M3. We name these three traffic
classes NP for “No Perturbation”, PR for “Perturbed with Receiver” and PNR for
“Perturbed with No Receiver”. The Contiki Rime software is used for managing the
unicast transmissions and CSMA is used as MAC protocol. Four different RDC proto‐
cols, readily available on Contiki, have been tested. They are ContikiMAC [7], CXMAC
(a version optimized for Contiki of XMAC [8]), Low Power Probing (LPP) [9] and, as
a reference, NullRDC (this protocol leaves the radio always on). In case of LPP, tests
with a perturbing sender and no receiver (PNR) should not differ from those with no
external perturbation (NP), because a sender does not send unless invited by the target
receiver; for that reason no “PNR” results are given for LPP tests. To the best of our
knowledge, no extensive comparison of these protocols has been published. Only
XMAC has recently been studied in depth [10].

3.2 The Protocols Used in the White Network

As in the white network power is not an issue while latency should be kept small, the
choice of NullRDC is obvious. In Contiki, NullRDC is available with or without
acknowledgements. Up to two retransmissions of unacknowledged packets by the MAC
layer can reduce the risk of lost white messages, but at the price of a more variable
latency. As differences in white latency can be compensated as described in
Paragraph 2.2, NullRDC with acknowledgements has been chosen. Experimentally, we
found that up to 10 % of the white messages got lost when acknowledgments were
disabled, while no lost messages were observed when acknowledgments were enabled.
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3.3 Packet Delivery Ratio, Latency and Power Measurements

After a series of tests (as described in Sect. 3.1) involving the four different Contiki RDC
protocols the PDRs were computed and gave results above 98 %. These results confirm
our previous experiments, reported in [1].

Extensive latency and power measurements had been done with much more limited
technical means [1]. Repeating these measurements with the new testbed was a straight‐
forward validation technique. Figure 5 shows some results of the latency measurements,
together with the corresponding results obtained previously. These measurements were
made with no perturbing traffic. The solid bars represent average values of all the meas‐
ured latencies. One can observe that for ContikiMAC, CXMAC and LPP old and new
measurements match very well. Only for NullRDC significant differences are visible,
but, this is due to the use of Acks in NullRDC, while in the past acknowledging was
deactivated as this was the default setting. The Ack activation was necessary for the
fairness of the comparisons, as all other RDC protocols use Acks.

0

50

100

ContikiMAC LPP CXMAC NullRDC

Latency(ms) New experiment
Earlier experiment

Fig. 5. Old and new measurement tool give the same results, except for NullRDC.

The next step in our validation experiments consisted in showing how RDC protocols
trade latency for power under the three different traffic conditions. Figure 6(a) and (b)
show respectively the latency and the power usage for ContikiMAC waking up 4, 8 and
16 times per second.
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Fig. 6. Increasing the traffic density increases the (a) packet latency (b) power consumption.

For unperturbed traffic (NP) the average latency should be half the wake-up interval,
augmented by the receiver delay and the occasional delays caused by transmission
errors, as no collisions should occur. The observed latencies exceed on average the half
wake-up interval by some 20 ms which seems normal. Perturbing traffic should increase
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the sender delay through collisions. This effect is clearly visible and is very important
when the wake-up interval is large as the perturbing link will almost continuously be
transmitting. One could expect that the required power should grow linearly with the
frequency of the wake-ups. Figure 6(b) shows this is true under heavy traffic conditions
(PNR) but not under low traffic, whereas frequencies of 8 and 16 Hz have similar power
needs. This observation deserves some further investigation.

The last step in our validation tests consisted in comparing latencies and power usage
of the four RDC protocols available in Contiki, under three different traffic conditions.
In order to be fair, we had to modify the default options in the Contiki implementation
of the LPP protocol, as this was the only one that did not use a phase locking mechanism
to try to predict when known neighbours would wake up. As the “Encounter Optimiza‐
tion” option is available in Contiki LPP, we enabled it for our comparisons with a wake-
up frequency of 8 Hz.

The results presented in Fig. 7 show that RDC protocols trade latency for power.
Surprisingly LPP with the encounter optimization shows worse latencies than in our
initial experiments in which, by default, encounter optimization was disabled. Encounter
optimization should reduce power consumption without affecting latencies.

Fig. 7. RDC protocols trade latency for power (a) environment without perturbing traffic (b) with
perturbing traffic.

Meanwhile, the responsible bug in the implementation of LPP has been fixed.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

The proposed testbed is versatile and low-cost. Due to the limited radio range of the
black motes and the much larger range of the white ones, networks of any topology and
size can be set up. The wireless observer network avoids the burden of using wired
monitoring devices.

During the validation experiments, many anomalies observed in earlier tests, such
as clustered packet losses in ContikiMAC and unexplained variations in the message
latency with ContikiMAC and LPP showed up again, proving that they were not due to
experimental artefacts but to undocumented particularities of the Contiki 2.6 imple‐
mentation of the protocols.

The now validated testbed will enable us to pursue the in-depth study of these proto‐
cols. After further identifying the subtle implementation issues and fixing them, we will
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start with our ultimate goal: understanding in detail the interactions between the routing
layer and the RDC-MAC layer.
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Abstract. In this paper I present the paradigm shift occurred in recent years in
the approach to technology development within the European Commission
funded Research and Innovation frameworks. This new approach is attentive to
social good, societal challenges and bottom-up users and stakeholders, but
presents at the same time some limitations. By leveraging Sigma Orionis long‐
standing experience in European funded projects and highlighting the current
trends, challenges and best practices, I identify some avenues for making this
approach even more impactful in the coming years.
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1 Introduction

In 1962, Thomas Kuhn released ‘The structure of Scientific Revolutions’ [1], which
contained his most acknowledged contribution to human wisdom: the definition of
scientific revolutions as paradigm shift, going against the idea in force until that moment
of a cumulative progress of science. In Kuhn’s view, progress and innovation happen
in an alternation of ‘calm’ and ‘revolutionary’ phases (e.g. the shift from Newtonian
mechanics to quantum physics), which correspond to great conceptual breakthroughs
and lay the foundation for the following phase of ‘business as usual’. If we look at
European technology R&D agenda under Kuhn’s lenses, it seems we are experiencing
one of these settlement stages. In a moment where European institutions are vacillating
under the threat of the economic crisis and citizens’ declining trust, the European
Commission Research and Innovation framework named Horizon 2020 (2014–2020) [2]
follows up to its predecessor FP7 (2007–2013) and works towards some alternatives to
the status quo.

Following the Lisbon European Council (2000) objective for Europe “to become the
knowledge-based economy” [3], the focus has indeed progressively shifted from the
development of technology for the sake of technology, to an inclusive approach
engaging end-users and citizens in the definition of the technology itself and its purposes,
completed by a novel attention to the implementation of technology solutions to societal
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challenges. This orientation can be traced in Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI)
and Citizen Science fields, in the CAPS (Collective Awareness Platforms for Sustain‐
ability and Social Innovation) programme [4], where R&D is for vocation at the service
of societal challenges solutions and towards the common good, in the requirement of
creating multidisciplinary working groups widespread across all calls, or in the hype
around concepts such as open innovation, social innovation, innovation ecosystems.

By leveraging Sigma Orionis experience and active role in several FP7 or H2020
projects at the crossroads of technology, citizens and social changes (PARADISO,
CAPS2020, CATALYST, RRI-ICT Forum, FET-ART, MusicBricks), I address in this
paper the growing attention given to the development of technology at the service of
social good in the framework of Europe’s R&D agenda, producing a concise overview
of its evolution (it would be impossible to cite here all the programmes and projects
concerning the topic), current status and future challenges providing concrete examples
from a selection of European funded-projects. I especially focus on the approach and
methodologies with which end-users and society are becoming drivers and/or active
parts of technology development.

2 ICT: A Societal Issue and Solution

Can Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) contribute to a “better world”,
characterised by more controlled economic and financial models, by more ambitious
solutions to the environmental challenges, and a significant reduction of social
inequality? This question, based on the vision of a desirable societal paradigm, was
central to the PARADISO project (2007–2011) [5], involving the Club of Rome and
Sigma Orionis. In 2009, the explosion of the economic crisis derailed all certitudes.
PARADISO and its final reference document captured the spirit of the time by shifting
the focus from technology being a value per se to a vision of technology being insepa‐
rable from its societal implications and motivations: the final recommendations of the
project included ‘encourage holistic multidisciplinary approaches’, ‘increase the
involvement of users’, ‘promote values-driven programmes and projects’. Meanwhile,
in May 2010, the European Union (EU) was launching the Digital Agenda for Europe
[6] flagship initiative, aiming at “rebooting Europe’s economy and helping Europe’s
citizens and businesses to get the most out of digital technologies”. The initiative flags
up the necessity of exploring the two-way interactions between technology and society,
putting the human at the centre of the analysis, and exploring how the digital age can
be a success factor not only for EU’s competitiveness but also for its values. Today, we
can find Responsible Research and Innovation as a cross-cutting issue in the EU Horizon
2020 programme: under this concept the EC defines an inclusive approach to Research
& Innovation (R&I), aiming at better aligning both the process and outcomes of R&I
with the values, needs, and expectations of the society, notably through reinforcing
public engagement, open access, gender dimension, ethical issues, and (formal and
informal science) education.

This whole shift is prepared by a broader call into question of Science and Society
roles, prompted in the early 2000 by the European Commission’s DG Research &
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Innovation through its “Science and Society Action Plan” [7] and the working document
“Science, Society and the Citizen in Europe” [3] encouraging a better connection
between science and European citizens. In the same years, a parallel interest towards
the role of technology in the everyday life of European citizens informed the approach
to what we call today the Internet of Things (IoT). We have to go back to 2001, when
the European Commission launched the Disappearing Computer initiative [8], to see a
first attempt to study ‘how information technology can be diffused into everyday objects
and settings, and to see how this can lead to new ways of supporting and enhancing
people’s lives that go above and beyond what is possible with the computer today’.

Reading these tendencies with Kuhn’s lenses, the beginning of the 21th century sees
for EU ICT R&D frameworks the end of the dichotomy between technology, virtual
reality, Internet on one side, and on the other, the so-called ‘real world’, the environment
where humans and everyday activities take place. This shift is today far for being granted
(the dichotomy between online and offline is still a fashionable one), but a seamless
consideration of both aspects is where we are heading to, adjusting our vocabulary and
approach (from consumers to prosumers, from top-down to co-creation), and taking into
considerations new actors such as makers, hackers and DIY culture representatives.

One of the major manifestations of this shift is that ICT programmes highly focussed
on social innovation and addressing grassroots communities and citizens are booming.
It is the case of the CAPS one, launched in 2013 (the first dialogue about it took place
at the PARADISO final conference). The first batch of projects funded covers and
tackles, along with technology, a range of societal issues such as emissions reduction,
CSR monitoring, urban accessibility, collective intelligence in online debates, decen‐
tralisation of platforms and e-infrastructures. One of these (the Coordination and Support
Action Ia4Si), starting from the assumption that social transformations happen through
cascades of changes, has created a classification system for such effects, with four main
categories (social, economic, political and environmental), whose results will be made
available soon [9].

CAPS success - even too much for a relatively small programme, with 193
proposals submitted at the first H2020 call against a budget available for around the
5 % of them - demonstrates the need for and the feasibility of this ‘empowering’
approach, which can be implemented in similar ways in other EC calls with a social
innovation implication. Somehow CAPS ‘hacked’ the system without quitting it,
which is even more remarkable. All CAPS projects and external stakeholders gath‐
ered together at CAPS2015 [10], the annual event about CAPS: launched in 2014, the
event was a great occasion to see the results of the first round of CAPS projects so
far, to cross-pollinate ideas and to involve new actors. Interestingly, despite the CAPS
programme being still a novelty, for being just the second edition of the event there
was already a generalised urge to go beyond enthusiasm and to share and learn actual
best practices. This implies first of all a non-instrumental approach to communities,
blurring the line between bottom-up and top-down in favour of a collaborative co-
creation. Co-design, and design in general, emerged as important factors for the
impact and effectiveness of such initiatives: we are finally talking about ‘how’ to
reach common objectives together supported by technology instead of taking for
granted a mechanical and tech-centric view of engagement.
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This is most probably why topics such as democracy and collective intelligence
where at the centre of the debate, alongside with the need to rethink citizens’ sovereignty
on their data and privacy, and to set up decentralised structures. This said, turning to
communities cannot be the jack of all trades, as they are mostly based on enthusiasm
and voluntary engagement, resulting often in immaturity towards their objectives and
means to reach them. For the same reason, they can prove ‘lazy’ towards adopting new
means, and prefer to work with known systems and platforms such as Facebook (despite
fighting for freedom and privacy). On the other side, it is clear that there is no sense in
working for communities without working WITH them. As debated in the framework
of the CATALYST CAPS project [11] – focused on developing tools for improving the
quality of online conversations and catching the potential of collective intelligence –
understanding not only the demand, but also the offer, defining roles and shaping custom
tests are central.

So far I mentioned mainly social-driven frameworks, but one should not forget that
this collaborative logic applies to business and entrepreneurship as well. There is a broad
part of European research that does not hit the ground and does not make it to market
(and consequently to society) because all the effort is concentrated on the development
and not on the exploitation. As highlighted by the Innovation Radar report [12], a quarter
of already mature innovations are not being exploited yet: one of the main barriers to
market is that the main focus is on technology aspects, too often at the expense of
studying the demand and developing an exploitation strategy. Another interesting data
issued by the report is that SMEs and small actors prove to be the most innovative people
in the room (they deliver 41 % of innovations despite accounting for the 14 % of the
total funding).

If real-world impact and exploitation are key issues lacking adequate approach, as
much as new actors are engine for innovation but still far from being valued, can
changing attitude towards them be a central component of our new paradigm? In this
respect the CONNECT Advisory Forum (CAF) made a groundbreaking work [13], by
suggesting to move from Technology Readiness Level (TRL, invented in the 80 s for
NASA’s rockets, not that applicable to mobile apps) to Market Adoption Readiness
Level (MARL): “In addition to the technology readiness levels parameter, this model
requires the assessment of three further value parameters: users (numbers of potential
early adopters and values associated with feedback loops), data (potential quantity and
value of data generated by the system and user interactions at each stage of the process)
and the level of risk (assessment of benefits or adverse impacts of the technology on
early adopters in various stages of the process).”

As part of our paradigm shift, frequent feedback loops with end-users have started
to take over years of closed research in labs: a good example is provided by the
#MusicBricks project [14], which is all about the hackathon ‘day after’. Music technol‐
ogies (including gesture sensors for music performance, real-time pitch detention,
melody extraction) coming from the best European research centres are made available
in the hackathons organised in the framework of events like the Music Hack Day and
the Music Tech Fest: a rose of projects conceived during these events get further support
(technical, financial and strategic) to make it to the market. It is a win-win situation for
researchers - who get feedback from tomorrow’s users (they have been seen ‘hacking’
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their own tools during hackathons to make them responsive to the need of the hackers),
creatives who may end up starting a new business, and Europe, which desperately need
to leverage its talents and resources. Despite of music technology not being directly
related to social good, it is interesting to note that among the projects selected so far,
many deal with accessibility and healthcare. High Note for instance is a hands-free
wireless Midi controller instrument: it uses #MusicBricks technology to sense a range
of different motions and mouth-controlled inputs to allow people with limited physical
mobility or strength (or people who have their hands otherwise engaged) full participa‐
tion in musical expression. Using the #MusicBricks R-IoT gesture sensor board, Dolphin
is another of these examples, being an accessible gestural interface for controlling music
selection & playback using head movements and head gestures. As a platform for inter‐
action, the motion sensitive headphones can be used to track movement in space with
respect to the audio played, as well as control that audio.

3 Way Forward: Beyond the End-User Chicken and Egg Situation

Open innovation, social innovation, innovation ecosystems… Innovation has never been
so well defined. But to which extent can we frame innovation? Isn’t defining something
limiting its field of action? And how much is genuine the social aspect of the medal?

The risk here is that of gluing artificially citizens, DYI ambassadors and creatives to
pre-determined projects in order to justify their usefulness, similarly to what is
happening with revenue based companies hiding behind a sharing claim with accurate
‘we-washing’ [15]. The first point I would like to make is thus that involving ‘unusual
suspects’ for the sake of doing so does not work: the answers to the questions “who
needs to be engaged?” and “why?” must be made clear at the very beginning of any
collaborative process. What I want to suggest here as way forward is to forget artificial
results, and to focus on quality, dynamisms and inclusiveness. In fact, if the general
mind set is starting to change, we are still far for claiming victory: as well explained in
2012 in the paper ‘The E-(R)evolution will not be funded’ [16], launching frameworks
which take into account the social aspects of technology and set out to engage citizens
does not imply an immediate effectiveness: the figures presented in the paper are quite
demotivating (and in some cases astonishing: the cost of each users’ contribution - post
or petition’s signature - was around 550 euros in the studied platforms). It is when classic
concepts and approaches are no longer applicable that we experience the shift to a new
paradigm.

Effectiveness and impact come at the cost of real involvement all along the whole
process: there is an important difference for instance between calling an artist to illustrate
the final results of a research projects, and involving her/him in the research itself. Surely
one of the biggest challenges is about fine-tuning co-design: if technology - or at least
technology that is supposed to have a social impact - in order to have a real impact is
no longer to be developed in the ivory towers of research centres, then, to which extent
must the social part be engaged? One of the key aspects of innovation is creating new
needs, or at least anticipating them: if users are implied from the very beginning, it means
real needs will be taken into account: this could turn out to be a two-faced feature.
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The solution to this chicken and egg situation relies most probably in the separation
of pure research (abstract, rigorous, anticipating needs), and research explicitly at the
service of users and social good. In the second case, seed funds, regular feedback loops,
real impact indicators and evaluation, co-creation methodologies, simplification of
access barriers (mainly bureaucratic ones) is what we should experiment in the coming
years in order to develop technology truly at the service of social good. Public authorities
should focus on creating the framework for this to happen, without pre-determining the
actors involved and the results. We are no longer talking about research, nor about R&D:
we are just at the beginning of the next paradigm mixed playground, where old concepts
will be replaced by a bouquet of new ones.
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Abstract. Understanding the sentiment of people is a process that may
be useful when transforming a city into a smart city. A recent trend is to
exploit social media data to infer people sentiments. While many studies
focused on textual data, few considered the visual contents. In this paper
we investigate whether the images available in the Instagram platform
can be useful to understand people sentiments. Through an experimen-
tal assessment and two different validation methods, we observed that
although the use of images in sentiment analysis can be useful to have
insights about people sentiments, the use of Instagram images may be
slightly misleading.

Keywords: Smart city · Visual sentiment analysis · Plutchink model

1 Introduction

A Smart city uses digital technology to better manage infrastructure and
resources, to improve the services offered to citizens and to address challenges of
development and sustainability more efficiently. To truly develop a smart city,
citizen should be involved in the process [1], but most of the approaches to build
a smart city does not consider the citizens while designing and implementing
strategies to transform a city into its smart version [2,3].

A recent approach towards citizens involvement is to exploit the large amount
of data available in social media platforms to understand their feelings. Indeed,
the idea is to use these information to make more informed decisions that will
end in better use of resources, better organization, better citizen lifestyle, better
human relations and, eventually, better society.

In literature, many researches on sentiment analysis focused on textual con-
tents (e.g., blogs, forum, tweets) and only recently, researches are trying to
exploit the large amount of multimedia contents available in social media plat-
forms to measure people feelings (e.g., [4,5]). The reasons behind this approach is
that multimedia contents are more and more produced and shared in social media
platforms (e.g., more than one billion of images are shared daily on Facebook,
Instagram, Flickr and Whatsapp) and, moreover, these contents are usually pro-
duced with a mobile application that couples the pure multimedia content with
additional information (e.g., GPS data, users information, etc.) that may be very
useful in understanding people feelings.
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2016
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In this paper we focus on the Instagram application and we want to investi-
gate whether images shared by people in the Instagram social platform can be
useful in the decision making processes that aim at transforming a city into a
smart city. Instagram is an online mobile photo-sharing application that enables
users to take and share pictures in social platforms. The application is becom-
ing more and more popular among mobile customers (as of December 2014 the
platform had over 300 millions of users) and therefore it is possible to publicly
access to a huge amount of data.

We perform this investigation in two steps: first we define an area of interest
and we access to the Instagram images taken in that area; then we use a psycho-
logical model to associate colors to emotions and we compute a low-level color
analysis to determine whether the image represents a “positive” or “negative”
emotion. By repeating the process for all the images located in the interested
area, we can understand what is the people sentiment and how these emotions
are distributed in the area. To validate our approach we perform two different
validations: ground-truth and users’ tag. Results obtained showed that images
can be useful in understanding the sentiment of people living in an area of inter-
est, but also showed that Instagram images are slightly affected by the massive
usage of filters that modify the original picture.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 we present related works in the
area of image sentiment analysis; in Sect. 3 we present our study, whereas its
evaluation is presented in Sect. 4. Conclusions are drawn in Sect. 5.

2 Background and Related Work

The social web is characterized by an abundance of multimedia resources coupled
with many additional information (i.e., metadata) [6]. For instance, an Instagram
image is coupled with information about the user, about his/her friends, about
its description, tags and location [7,8]. Researchers are trying to exploit these
information for many different reasons and one of these is to identify people
sentiment. While there are several studies that focused on textual contents (e.g.,
the ones available in the Twitter platform), the visual sentiment analysis is in
its early stage. Examples are the video/image classification and smile detection
(e.g., [5,9,10]).

When dealing with emotions, it is necessary to have a psychological model
that classifies them. In this paper we focus on the widely used Plutchik model
[11]. This model identifies eight basic bipolar emotions (joy, trust, fear, surprise,
sadness, disgust, anger, anticipation) that may be extended to 24 emotions by
varying the intensity of every basic emotion (e.g., ecstasy → joy → serenity)
and associates a color to each of the 24 emotions as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore,
the model connects a color to its emotion (e.g., yellow → joy). Looking at the
model, we observe that light colors represent positive emotions, whereas dark
colors represent negative emotions.
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Fig. 1. The Plutchik model: emotions are associated to specific colors. (Color figure
online)

3 Our Study

Understanding the sentiments of people living in a city is becoming an important
aspect in decision making process and, recently, attention is given to the large
amount of multimedia contents available in social media platforms. The motiva-
tion behind our study is to investigate whether the huge amount of Instagram
images can be useful to understand people sentiments. In particular, our study is
composed of three steps: (i) access to Instagram images located in the area one
wants to investigate, (ii) mapping the retrieved images into emotions, and (iii)
validate the obtained results. By repeating the process for all the images located
in the interested area, one can understand the people sentiments and how these
emotions are distributed in the area. This should provide useful insights to city
administrator, politics, urban designer, etc.

Accessing Instagram Images. To access to Instagram images we develop a
Python application that interacts with Instagram API. The application requires
to specify a geographical location (latitude and longitude) and gets all the Insta-
gram images located nearby that location (i.e., the distance from the point may
vary from the default value of one km to five km). In addition to the image, the
application retrieves many other information like comments and tags.

Mapping Images into Emotions. According to the Plutchik model, dark
colors correspond to “negative” emotions, whereas light colors correspond to
“positive” emotions. To identify whether an image is dark or light, we consider
images with 24-bits RGB colors where the lightest color (i.e., white) is defined
by the triplet (255, 255, 255) and the darkest color (i.e., black) is defined by the
triplet (0, 0, 0).

To determine whether an image is light or dark, we measure the color dis-
tance that separates each pixel from the white and black points. The distance is
measured through the Euclidean distance (see Eq. 1). Therefore, for each pixel
(x, y, z) we know whether it is closer to the white or to the black point. When
all the image pixels are analyzed we can call the image as “dark” or “light”.
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√
(x − binr)2 + (y − bing)2 + (z − binb)2 (1)

Validation. One of the most difficult tasks in understanding the insights
obtained from the analysis of the data available in social media platforms is
the validation process. In this study, we consider two different validation meth-
ods: ground-truth (a methodology that requires a group of human beings to
say whether an image represents positive or negative emotion) and users’ tag
(a methodology that analyzes the textual description attached to the image to
understand what people think about the picture).

4 Experimental Assessment

To investigate whether Instagram images can be used to determine people sen-
timents, we set up an experimental scenario where we focus on three towns in
the area of our department: Reggio Emilia (where our department is), Modena
(30 km east of Reggio Emilia) and Parma (30 km west of Reggio Emilia). And we
use the developed python application to build an image dataset for each town.
In total, we dataset is composed of around 2,000 images.

Looking at the collected images, we observed a first possible problem in using
Instagram images: many images contain textual contents (e.g., logos, flyers or
quotes) and/or colored borders (Instagram only handles square images and hence
images with different formats are converted using colored borders). Examples of
these images are reported in Fig. 2. These images may negatively affect the senti-
ment results: the color of the borders and the presence of textual contents (which
outweigh the colors) may affect the validity of the model. For these reasons, we
manually filtered the dataset and we obtained a new dataset composed of 260
images (with no borders or textual contents) for each town.

Fig. 2. Example of images excluded from the dataset: color borders (left) and textual
content (right).

We applied the color analysis (defined in the previous section) to get the
sentiment of the analyzed images. Results show a predominance of images with
a negative connotation for the town of Modena (63 % vs. 37 %), a slight predom-
inance of images with a negative connotation for the town of Parma (56 % vs.
44 %) and an equal distribution between positive and negative images for the
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Fig. 3. Ground-truth evaluation: “positive” (left) “negative” (right) images.

Fig. 4. Users’ tags evaluation: images called as “positive” (left) and “negative” (right).

town of Reggio Emilia. By plotting the results on the city map, we can identify
areas of the city where people post positive or negative images.

Groud-thruth Evaluation. We asked a group of five people to call either
positive or negative every image of the dataset (260 images for each town). In
particular, we considered as positive (negative) an image that receives at least
three positive (negative) calls. Figure 3 shows that the ground-truth evaluation
labeled as “positive” more images than the one labeled by the color analysis
method. Needless to say, the color analysis method labeled as “negative” more
images than the one labeled by the ground truth evaluation. The results show
that the color-based analysis produce more “negative” calls.

Users’ Tag. We defined a list of positive tags (e.g., “happy”, “beautiful”) and
a list of negative tags (e.g., “sad”, “ugly”) and then we filtered the dataset
to get only images tagged as “positive” or “negative”. The resulting dataset
are composed of 65 images for Reggio Emilia (60 positive and 5 negative), 58
for Modena (53 positive and 5 negative) and 55 for Parma (53 positive and 2
negative). Finally, we applied the color-based algorithm. Results presented in
Fig. 4 show that the tags evaluation labeled as “positive” more images than
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the one labeled by the color analysis method. Also in this case, the color-based
analysis produces more “negative” calls.

In general, results showed that Instagram images should be used with caution
when investigating people sentiments. We found three different main reasons: (i)
the square format may introduce colored borders, thus affecting the appearance
and the colors of the picture; (ii) textual contents represent the emotions bet-
ter than colors and therefore their presence nullifies color analysis results; (iii)
Instagram users make a large use of filters that change the original image.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we investigated whether the Instagram images may be useful to
identify people sentiments. Through an experimental assessment and two differ-
ent validation methods (ground-truth and users’ tags) we found that Instagram
images may have characteristics that may affect the emotions analysis (e.g.,
colored borders, textual contents, dark filters). As a future work, we plan to
investigate whether it is possible to correlate the used filter with emotions.
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Abstract. MobilitApp is a platform designed to provide smart mobil-
ity services in urban areas. It is designed to help citizens and transport
authorities alike. Citizens will be able to access the MobilitApp mobile
application and decide their optimal transportation strategy by visualis-
ing their usual routes, their carbon footprint, receiving tips, analytics and
general mobility information, such as traffic and incident alerts. Trans-
port authorities and service providers will be able to access information
about the mobility pattern of citizens to offer their best services, improve
costs and planning. The MobilitApp client runs on Android devices and
records synchronously, while running in the background, periodic loca-
tion updates from its users. The information obtained is processed and
analysed to understand the mobility patterns of our users in the city of
Barcelona, Spain.

Keywords: Smart cities · Smart mobility · Mobility pattern recogni-
tion · Privacy · Android application

1 Introduction

Mobility and transportation efficiency have always been essential in a city for it
to function properly. When the architect Ildefons Cerdà i Sunyer (Spanish urban
architect, 1815–1876) drafted his original plan of the extension of Barcelona in
the 1850s, he focused on certain key points. Among these the need for seamless
movement of people, goods, energy, and information. The extension of the city
of Barcelona was conceived along the idea of ensuring more fluid traffic in all
directions, above all for public transport. Cerdà wanted to make sure that the
steam tram could circulate easily and used its long turning radius to determine
the angle of the corners of the buildings.

Smart mobility solutions can provide efficient, safe and comfortable transport
services, so that visitors and residents can easily travel across the city. Smart
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mobility services are information driven and rely on technology to provide per-
sonalised services to its users. We present a smart mobility platform designed
both for urban citizens and transport service providers alike. Our platform is
composed by an analytics solution and a client application. The mobile appli-
cation runs on Android devices, collecting mobility data regarding activities
performed by its users. Smart citizens use the application to receive informa-
tion regarding: their usual routes, their carbon footprint and traffic and incident
alerts. Transport authorities can use the analytics solution to provide a clean, effi-
cient and affordable transportation system, analyse mobility pattern of citizens,
forecast and prevent network congestions, and general planning and execution.

1.1 State of the Art

The flow of people and goods over the transport network of a city is a complex
problem. Transport service providers need to forecast demand around the city
and plan long term investment. To provide a more efficient transportation ser-
vice, authorities in the field analyse data about the mobility patterns of users
in metropolitan areas. These analysis are often conducted on partial ticket sales
data, surveys and economical models. This information lacks reliability, since
it only contains partial mobility samples, not representative enough of a whole
metropolitan region. Smart mobility programs and the use of smartphones offer
a more efficient and precise way to collect data about transportation usage, while
also providing citizens with comprehensive personalised services.

Mobility patterns recognition is the problem of detecting the current mode of
transportation of a person. Our approach is to use smartphones to detect mobil-
ity patterns. Studies implementing novel accelerometer-based techniques for
accurate and fine-grained detection of transportation modes on smartphones [5]
have shown promising results to capture key characteristics of vehicular move-
ment patterns. Unfortunately to recognise specific human activities and pro-
vide contextual information, a mobile application needs to continuously listen
to sensor data from a user’s mobile device. Several sensor readings need to be
interpreted to produce meaningful data. Frameworks for human activity recog-
nition (HAR) and context aware applications maximising power efficiency have
been developed [9] leveraging on topics such as user profile adaptability and
variant sensory sampling operations. Activity recognition algorithms and their
power consumption, are also further improved by identifying spurious events
classification and subsequently pruning a decision tree model on these specific
cases [8]. These approaches have shown a 10 % classification improvement in some
occasions.

With initiatives like open data, and rising development of open smart city
services, urban areas have started to evolve into open source spaces where it
is possible to design new applications to integrate with existing technologies.
Software development kits (SDKs) to develop mobile sensing apps and col-
lect data about smartphones users are already part of most mobile operating
systems [1,2,13], turning smart citizens into actual sensors (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. How users’ activities are collected and processed in our MobilitApp application.

It is important to create a mutual relationship between smart city services
providers and the actual sensing citizens that contribute with their mobility
patterns. More useful and better services are offered, so that the city can gather
the necessary data to be more efficient [7]. The importance of smart cities in
the end is not merely about efficiency and smart services, as much as enabling
people to shape the urban environment. One aspect of this is providing platforms
where people would be able to communicate and collaborate. An example of
these applications are hyperlocal news and real times updates, connected urban
mobility, and what is called grassroots design and city hacking [11,12].

2 Platform Architecture

MobilitApp [3,4] is a smart city platform able to obtain mobility data of the citi-
zens in the metropolitan area of Barcelona, Spain. Our implementation synchro-
nously collects updated geographical position as well as users’ current activities.
At the end of the day, information is processed and sent to our backend where it
is stored and analysed. Our platform, part of the INRISCO project, is designed
specifically to provide smart tools to transport authorities and is developed with
feedback from ATM (Autoritat del Transport Metropolità). More specifically the
MobilitApp platform provides the following functionalities (Fig. 2):

– Traffic information in real-time
– Traffic incidences
– Web app to analyse and filter the collected information on mobility.
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Fig. 2. Users’ activities are collected considering different sources and sensors data.
This information is processed to obtain citizens’ mobility patterns.

2.1 Mobile Application

MobilitApp collects citizens’ mobility patterns in the background. MobilitApp
uses Google Android APIs to discover the user’s positions. This can be consid-
ered as a first approach for user’s activity detection. The APIs provide a low
consumption mechanism to log periodic updates and detected activity types by
using mainly the device accelerometer. This information is then processed sam-
ple by sample to increase accuracy and efficiency. Our own implementation of
the activity detection algorithm consists in calling the Activity APIs and sam-
pling the obtained results every 20 s. Then every 2 min, the algorithm makes a
statistical estimation of the most probable result out of the last samples.

To further polish the results obtained we also consider the following factors:

– Accuracy of the GPS: when a device is underground, the GPS accuracy
decreases consistently.

– Location of points of interest (POI) to help the algorithm knowing if a user is
close to a bus stop or a metro station.

– Directions: we use Google Directions APIs to check if there is a known route
(using all possible transportation types) between two points.

2.2 Mobility Patterns Recognition

MobilitApp is able to successfully classify between the following activity classes:

– on foot : Activity type returned if the citizen is either walking or running.
– bicycle: Activity type returned if the citizen is on a bicycle.
– vehicle: Activity type returned if the citizen is on a motor vehicle (e.g. car,

motorbike, bus,...).
– still : Activity type returned if the citizen is not moving.
– unknown: Activity type returned if Activity Recognition API is not capable

to estimate the actual activity.
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A key challenge was to successfully classify different types of vehicles and dis-
tinguish between private and public transportation. We use a simplified geofenc-
ing technique to identify if the user is using public or private transportation. For
example if we observe that a user has lost GPS contact while moving we might
assume they have used the metro. Therefore we try to find the closest metro
station from the first good GPS sample. The same technique could be applied
to bus lines, while also considering other information such as timetables and
average speed. However, with this approach we had to listen to GPS data with
a very short interval, therefore consuming too much battery. Our next objective
is relying more on acceleration data and less on GPS and positioning to iden-
tify users’ activities. We are also considering the possibility to use alternative
information to GPS, to estimate the user’s position. We see promising the pos-
sibility to cross battery level and consumption information with signal strength
and distance from known WIFI/cell access point [6].

2.3 Privacy Conscious Analytics

We are aware that we are collecting sensitive user data constantly and this
poses a security and privacy risk for the users participating in the program. We
have therefore implemented a number of measures to safely store and analyse
user data. We follow the approach of Solove in [10] to classify possible privacy
violations in four main categories:

– Collection: Surveillance; Information probing; Interrogation.
– Processing : Aggregation; Identification; Insecurity; Secondary use; Exclusion.
– Dissemination: Breach of confidentiality; Disclosure; Exposure; Increased

accessibility; Appropriation; Distortion.
– Invasion: Intrusion of someone’s private life.

To avoid exposing users to direct threats of collection and processing of pri-
vate information, MobilitApp has the option not to supply any personal details
to the platform. Users are not obliged to disclose their personal data. To avoid
dissemination and invasion, user data collected by our mobile application is
communicated encrypted to the server. We are aware that if an attacker would
gain access to the MobiltApp platform they would be able to commit all possible
privacy violation on user data. Said this we are continuing researching measures
to reduce the users’ privacy risk even in these circumstances.

3 Conclusions and Future Work

We are determined to continue developing MobilitApp and improve how we
detect the user transportation mode and position. We will especially concen-
trate on how the phone accelerometer is used to detect the user’s activity. More
specifically the gravity component provided by the sensor can be estimated by
the algorithm and then classified as one of the different mobility indicators that
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we can use. We want to emphasise that this new improvement will help us dis-
tinguish between different motorised transportation modes, which currently rep-
resent the main challenge for smartphone-based transportation mode detection.
Also, we are considering to implement methods for location discovery without
the use of GPS, to reduce device battery consumption. We find promising tech-
niques using the transmitting and receiving power consumption together with
distance between the user’s device and the base station (access point/mobile
cell).
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Abstract. Performing pollution measurements is a difficult and costly
process. On the one hand, specialized laboratories are needed to calibrate
sensors and adjust their readings to units that indicate the level of con-
taminants in the environment, and, on the other hand, measurements
depend on the type of sensor. High-end sensors are very accurate but
quite expensive, while low-end sensors are more affordable but have less
precision and introduce considerable oscillations between readings. This
paper presents a methodology to measure ozone pollution data with low-
end mobile sensors, focusing on sensor calibration through historical data
and the existing environmental monitoring infrastructure. The proposed
methodology is developed in three phases: (i) reduction of data mea-
surements variability, (ii) calculation of calibration equations, (iii) and
analysis of the spatial-temporal behavior to reduce variations in time
produced when data are captured using mobile sensors.

Keywords: Low-end sensor · Sensor calibration · Ozone sensing

1 Introduction

In recent decades, the monitoring of environmental pollutants has become of
great importance for governmental institutions and environmental organizations
due to the influence of pollution on our lives. There are several institutions
worldwide that monitor environmental pollution. In Europe, the European Topic
Center on Air Pollution and Climate Change Mitigation (ETC/ACM) brings
together 14 European organizations for the analysis and monitoring of climate
change. In the United States, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) also
tracks the evolution of environmental pollution.

There are many studies that analyze ozone levels in cities like Quebec [1] or
Toronto [2]. In addition, projects like [3] rely on Waspmote sensors installed in
the public transport system of Belgrade, Serbia, to measure the environmental
pollution in the city.

In [4], a vehicular ad-hoc network is proposed to monitor different environ-
mental parameters, focusing on the analysis of the data sending rate and the
transmission mechanism to minimize the resources consumed.
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In [5], authors propose a system to monitor the concentrations of PM2.5
(particulate matter smaller than 2.5 microns) using crowd-sourcing. This work
focuses on the analysis of the mechanical sensor design to optimize the air recep-
tion, as well as on data fusion techniques to analyze the data. The calibration
of the sensors is achieved by analyzing data produced in the laboratory using
neural networks. However, authors do not analyze the variability of the data
obtained.

In [6], authors analyze the data obtained from different sources, such as traffic
levels, weather conditions and pollution, using different Big Data techniques to
infer environmental pollution levels with a better granularity.

Previously described works do quite different types of analysis with the data
obtained by the sensors, but they do not analyze the data capture process,
neither do they focus on the sensor calibration problem. Hence, in this paper
we will address both of these problems, in addition to the time variability of
measurements associated to sensor mobility.

In the following sections, we will describe the methodology we propose to
solve the aforementioned problems. In Sect. 2, we will discuss the most relevant
air pollution monitoring issues, detailing the steps taken in the data capture
process. In Sect. 3, we will show captured data and make a comparative analysis
against available historical data. Finally, in Sect. 4 we conclude the paper.

2 Pollution Monitoring

The pollution monitoring processes seek to measure pollution levels for a partic-
ular contaminant in a specific area by relying on special-purpose sensors. These
sensors react by varying their properties when in contact with the element to be
monitored, but not other elements.

In general, sensors must have certain characteristics to be considered suit-
able: (i) being only sensitive to the measured property, (ii) not influencing the
measured property, and (iii) having a direct relationship with the measured
property. In this regard, the main problems of low-range sensors are that they
have a large fluctuation between measurements, and some (e.g. ozone sensors)
do not meet all the properties previously described because their measurements
are influenced by weather conditions.

In this paper, we have used low-end sensors that can be easily obtained in
the market to measure ozone levels. In particular, we used a Waspmote Smart
Sense Plug And Environment device, which provides a relatively easy way to
measure various environmental parameters. The sensor used is the Ozone Probe
Sensor (MIC-2610), which can measure ozone variations ranging between 10ppb
(parts per billion) to 1000ppb. The resistance varies between 11 kΩ and 2MΩ,
and the input voltage for this sensor is 2.5 V.

2.1 Monitoring Process

The first step to monitoring environmental parameters is to capture data through
sensors. However, this is not a simple process since many problems must be
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solved in order to obtain reliable data about existing pollution levels. In partic-
ular, the following issues should be taken into account: (i) sensor output data
measurements are highly variable in ranges close to the real values, and so such
variability should be reduced; (ii) the sensor outputs should be transformed into
the respective units for each pollutant. In our case, the measured resistance value
must be converted into particles per billion (ppb); (iii) if mobile elements are
used, time-dependent variability must be removed.

Below we detail how each of these issues has been addressed.

Data Reading: Data retrieval processes should eliminate the oscillations asso-
ciated to sensor readings, and for this purpose we performed the following steps.
First, we calculated the average value of 25 samples (n = 25), with an interval
of 10 ms between each consecutive sample.

Afterward, since the variability was still very high, we used a low-pass filter
for the process of data analysis with α equal to 0.95 to reduce variability.

Oi = Or + α· (Oi−1 − Or) (1)

In this equation, Oi represents the current ozone level, Oi−1 represents the
ozone level in the previous measurement, Or represents the filtered ozone value,
and α represents the filter coefficient.

At the end of this process, we have measurements without the oscillations
introduced at measurement time, reducing the standard deviation by 66 % (from
5.37 to 1.82).

Unit Conversion: For calibrating the sensor we have done several measure-
ments on different days, and under different weather conditions, to get a broad
range of values. These data have been linked to the data obtained from the mon-
itoring station located at the Technical University of Valencia (UPV), Spain.

Considering that the measurements have a dependency on ozone levels and
temperature, we developed a second degree polynomial regression influenced by
the temperature and the resistance obtained by the sensor:

O = α + β1t + β2r + β3r
2 (2)

In this equation, α is a regression coefficient, β1 is a temperature coefficient,
β2 is a sensor reading coefficient, β3 is the reading coefficient squared, t is the
measured temperature, and r is the sensor reading (Resistance). The output O
is the ozone level measured. Final regression output is shown in Eq. 3.

O = −156.27 + 2.84t + 10.2r − 0.14r2 (3)

The adjustment obtained for this regression was |R2| = 0.63 and, compara-
tively with historical data, the values are very similar.
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Time Variability Reduction: To cover large areas of land with a fine spatial
granularity we use mobile sensors, which can capture data at various points
although at different time instants. So, the difference between measurements O
have both time �Ot, and spatial �Os dependencies. Since our main goal is to
determine differences between ozones levels in a particular area, it is necessary
to eliminate the time variation as follows.

�O = �Ot + �Os (4)

�Os = �O − �Ot (5)

For the calculation of the ozone time variations we analyzed data from a
monitoring station located at the Technical University of Valencia, focusing on
historical data between 2008 and 2014. In the historical data analysis, we ana-
lyzed ozone evolution focusing on average monthly measurements between 2008
and 2014. It is noted that the values are higher from April to September, and
lower for the remaining months. Figure 1 (right) shows the mean values combined
with the standard deviation (shaded area) and the maximum values (line).

Fig. 1. Ozone evolution in June (left) and the throughout the year (right).

Also, the variation for ozone levels during a representative day of June was ana-
lyzed. As shown in Fig. 1 (left), ozone levels reach their lowest value at about 6am,
and rise to reach maximum values at 2 or 3 pm, beginning to decline gradually
afterward. The behavior for the other months of the year is analogous to the month
shown. As a result of the analysis of these data, we can see that ozone has a different
behavior during hot periods (from April to September in the northern hemisphere)
compared to the other months. During the day, the behavior is very similar to the
square logarithmic distribution, with an onset of rapid growth followed by a less
pronounced decline. Based on the previous data regarding monthly average values
of data between 2008 and 2014, all taken at the monitoring station of the Tech-
nical University of Valencia ozone prediction was performed using least-squares
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logarithmic regression influenced by temperature and season of the year, one for
summer, and one for winter. The expression used was:

ln(Ot) = α + β1s + β2t + β3 ln(h) + β4 ln(h)2 (6)

where h is time of day, s is the season coefficient (3 for winter, 4 for autumn, 7
for sprint and 8 for summer; these values were calculated from the relationship
between the means values of ozone), t is the temperature, and the remaining α
and βi values are regression coefficients (β1 is the season coefficient, β2 is the
temperature coefficient, β3 is the logarithm of the time of day coefficient, and
β4 is the logarithm of the time of day to the square coefficient).

The values of |R2| range between 0.82 (winter) and 0.91 (summer), showing
a behavior very similar to the actual one.

Concerning the procedure followed to correct time-dependent variability, it
was: (i) ozone values are calculated at two time instants using Eq. 6; (ii) the
difference between the values is obtained; (iii) the calculated variation is reduced
from the captured data, according to Eq. 5.

3 Validation

To check the correctness of the proposed methodology, several data collection
events took place in different areas of the city of Valencia using the mobile sensor.
Different cities areas have been covered, and the data captured was compared
against data from the existing public infrastructure.

Fig. 2. Data captured (left) and validation expected values for that period (right).

For each route, we have applied the methodology proposed: first, we reduce
data oscillation using the low-pass filter (Eq. 1). Next, the readings are adjusted
through Eq. 2. Finally, the temporal variation of data is reduced using Eq. 6.

Figure 2 shows data for a particular route and the common values at this time.
We can see that ozone levels (reading) are within the range of historical values
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for the monitored time and close to expected value (mean), which indicates that,
with our methodology, we obtain reliable data, allowing to focus our analysis on
the spatial variations of pollutants.

4 Conclusions

Environmental pollution monitoring is essential nowadays and, although there
are many studies on this topic, few analyze the problems involved in the process
of data collection, especially when low-cost mobile sensors are used. In this paper,
we have developed a methodology to measure such levels using off-the-shelf sen-
sors to achieve a high spatial granularity compared to that achievable using
existing infrastructure.

The proposed process allows measuring and calibrating ozone sensors in a
simple and straightforward manner without the need for a specialized laboratory.
The data obtained though our method is adjusted to reality using historical data
for the target location, and allows analyzing the spatial variability of pollution
levels with a small error.

The next steps to be performed include the calculation of the sampling fre-
quency and the spatial granularity of measurements to maintain the evolution
of pollution levels in a city under control.
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Abstract. The IEEE 802.15.4e standard was published in 2012 as an
amendment to the Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol defined by
the IEEE 802.15.4-2011 standard. The purpose of this paper is to evalu-
ate the Timeslotted Channel Hopping (TSCH) mode of IEEE 802.15.4e
in the context of IoT (Internet of Things) regarding environment and
changes in application requirements. A simulation scenario of a typi-
cal domestic sensor network is designed to evaluate the TSCH mode
in a dynamic environment with the presence of WiFi devices. Also are
explored the upper and lower bounds in performance gain due to self-
learning. The relatively recent release of such standard accounts for its
lack of support in network simulators and this work implements the
TSCH in the well known open-source network simulator ns-3. This work
enables the preview analysis of TSCH networks, decreasing necessary
resources and therefore facilitating the use of such networks for social
goods such as health monitoring, The results clearly show that the pres-
ence of WiFi signals greatly degrades the IEEE 802.15.4e network per-
formance, in terms of throughput, delay and energy consumption. When
applying self-learning techniques to avoid degraded channels, the network
can properly function and achieves better performance. Also, a signifi-
cant decrease in delay is also achieved when adapting the slotframe size
according to the number of active devices.

1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks are composed by several sensor nodes that link the
physical with the digital world by transforming the sensed analog information
into digital data.

The IEEE802.15.4e Timeslotted Channel Hopping (TSCH) [1] aims to
enhance and add functionality to the 802.15.4 MAC layer for better support
the industrial markets. This work evaluates the performance of channel hop-
ping (TSCH) operational mode of IEEE 802.15.4e Amendment. Consequently,
this work implements the TSCH mode in the ns-3 [5] network simulator. The
implementation is verified by known results and a simulation scenario is designed
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2016
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to investigate the performance of TSCH under dynamic conditions of channel
quality and number of active devices in the network. The paper is organized as
follows: Sect. 2 overviews the main features of 802.15.4e, Sect. 3 describes the pro-
posed simulation scenario, Sect. 4 discusses and analyses the results and finally,
Sect. 5 concludes this work.

2 IEEE 802.15.4e Amendment

Three new MAC operational modes are defined in this amendment: Low Latency
Deterministic Network (LLDN), Deterministic and Synchronous Multi-channel
Extension (DSME) and Timeslotted Channel Hopping (TSCH). Channel hop-
ping was introduced to increase network resilience, devices hop among predefined
frequency bands, so if there is some interference in a channel, the next one may
be in better conditions.

TSCH is a deterministic mode, all communications are previously scheduled
during the PAN formation or pre-configured into devices. A slotframe repeats
using devices’ shared notion of time, each slotframe is composed by timeslots,
which contains a link between two devices.

3 Simulation Scenario

The proposed scenario simulates a wireless acoustic sensor network used in a
family home. As shown in Fig. 1 the residence dimension’s are 8 by 11 m and it
has 5 rooms. The sensor network features 16 devices, one as the central sink,
which receives and processes all information generated by the other 15 devices.

Fig. 1. House schematic used as simulation scenario

The network is configured with one slotframe with 15 timeslots, each timeslot
has a length of 10 ms. Sensors produce 114 bytes of data (maximum allowed
considering a header of 13 bytes) every 10 ms.

An IEEE 802.11-2007 [6] (WiFi) compliant device is disposed next to the
central sink, it is configured with a transmit power of 0.1 W and channel 6 to
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Table 1. Activity levels

Activity Description Time of the day Nodes WiFi activity

Low Everybody sleeping 23 h to 07 h 3 None

Medium 1 or 2 people present 09 h to 17 h 6 50%

High Everybody present 07 h to 09 h and 17 h to 23 h 15 100%

generate a PSD according to the above mentioned standard. The Friis propa-
gation loss model [15] is used to represent the signal’s energy loss during the
transmission.

The proposed scenario has a 24 h duration, through the day the number of
people in the house changes, as well as the activity of the sensor network and of
the WiFi interferer. Table 1 describes the 3 possible activity levels.

4 Results

The presence of a WiFi device in the simulated scenario causes a heavy influence
on the sensor network behaviour. Such variance happens due to the attenuation
that the WiFi signal suffers along the path to the devices antenna. The graph in
Fig. 2 shows the BER observed by the sink node of a transmission performed for
each device of the sensor network. As can be seen, the WiFi interferer influences
all devices of the network, even the signal from the closer devices are too low
compared to the WiFi signal. A BER of 10−9 is often considered the threshold
as an acceptable condition, Fig. 2 shows that this is only achieved in channels 24,
25 and 26, where there is no WiFi interference, considering that all transmissions
in the affected channels would fail or not pass the CCA scheme, only 18,75 % of
those transmissions would succeed.

In this study three aspects of the network are analysed: throughput, delay
and energy consumption. In order to validate the obtained data a mathematical
analysis is performed and compared with the simulation results. Each activity
level is analysed for its throughput and then compared with simulated results.
Since the slotframe configuration remains the same through all activity levels
(with 15 timeslots), there is a different optimal throughput for each one (Table 2).

In Fig. 3 shows the simulated results with and without interference. The
results without interference are, as expected, equal to the calculated through-

Table 2. Maximum throughput for each activity level

Activity level Nodes active Maximum throughput

Low activity 3 20.32 kbps

Medium activity 6 40.64 kbps

High activity 15 101.60 kbps
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Fig. 2. BER of each channel for each device

puts, this validates the implementation in an ideal scenario where there is no
packet loss due to interference.

The first region is relative to a low activity level, which has no WiFi interfer-
ence, and the maximum throughput of 20.32 kbps is reached. The second region,
relative to a high activity level, reaches 18.9 % (19.202 kbps) of the through-
put required by the application, this result corresponds to the 18.75 % success
rate previously obtained, with transmissions only being successful in 3 of the
16 channels. The third region, relative to a medium activity level, reaches 60 %
(24.384 kbps) of the throughput required by the application in this level, consid-
ering the WiFi interferer is active during 50 % of the time, in half of this region’s
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Fig. 5. Energy consumption, in J, of devices O, L and I in each region and throughout
the entire simulation

duration the throughput should be as required by the application, in the other
half it should be only 18.75 % of the required value, this scheme corresponds to
59.375 % of the required throughput which validates the value obtained by the
simulation.

The impact of interference in the network’s delay is shown in Fig. 4. The
maximum delay without interference is 0.15 s, relative to the length of the slot-
frame. In the presence of the WiFi signal, the delay quickly increases going to
impractical values. The slope of the line relates with the success rate, in the high
activity level the slope is around 77.6◦ and in the medium activity level the slope
is 34.9◦.

Using the realistic energy model for TSCH [16], Fig. 5 shows the energy con-
sumption by devices O, L and I in each region of the simulated scenario. Device
O represents nodes active through the entire simulation, device L represents
nodes active only in regions 2, 3 and 4, and device I represents nodes active only
in regions 2 and 4. Since regions 1 and 3 have the same duration, the impact
of the WiFi interferer (with a duty cycle of 50 %) in energy consumption can
be observed, in region 1 is which device O consumes 1.277 J while in region 3 it
consumes 0.989 J.

5 Conclusion

This work analysed the performance of a TSCH network. The results show that
in an environment with interference it is indispensable to deploy self-learning
techniques. These techniques mainly restrict the channels used by the channel
hopping scheme to only the ones with a minimum quality. It was also observed
that changing the slotframe size to bear only active devices can bring a huge
improvement in the network’s delay. This work’s analysis was enabled by the
TSCH model developed under the ns-3 network simulator, which, for the best of
our knowledge, is the first simulator to implement the IEEE 802.15.4e standard.
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As a result of the implementation several additions and corrections were also
made for the IEEE 802.15.4 model, with the main addition being the interference
support.

As future work, certain enhancements can be implemented in the features of
TSCH, such as shared timeslots and the synchronization scheme. A full IEEE
802.15.4e model implementation, including other MAC schemes, would provide
a tool to assist the evaluation of the entire standard and the development of new
proposals made by the academic community. Part of this research was funded
under the IWT SBO project Sound INterfacing through the Swarm (SINS).
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a simple and scalable optimization
model for the deployment of road site units (RSUs). The model takes
advantage of the inherent stochasticity provided by the vehicles’ move-
ments by using mobility traces to determine which are the best positions
to place RSUs to maximize connectivity in a multi-hop VANET scenario
and keep the number of RSU as low as possible. Our simulations results
validate that the solutions offered by our model are accurate.

Keywords: Stochastic optimization · Vehicular ad-hoc networks
(VANETs) · Road site unit (RSU) · RSU deployment

1 Introduction

One of the characteristics that make the study of vehicular ad-hoc networks
(VANETs) challenging is the stochasticity introduced by the mobility of the
vehicles. In this work, we propose a stochastic optimization model (SOM) [1] for
the optimal placement of Road Side Units (RSU) over a geographical area. The
aim of our mixed integer linear model is to choose the minimum number of RSU
to be deployed in a specific area such that moving vehicles can reach some fixed
infrastructure point in a multi-hop fashion regardless their position. To do that,
our model does not rely in any deterministic (particular) vehicle distribution to
compute the connectivity information between vehicles and RSUs. Instead, our
model considers a representative set of different positions of vehicles that can
be extracted from real vehicle movements traces as [7], which are more trustful
and are becoming more popular among the research community to test their
proposals. Therefore, our model provides a solution that is the best for the whole
set of movements. Taking uncertainty into account by means of different vehicles
positions to compute the connectivity information, gives a solution to the model
that is more reliable than only using a deterministic connectivity matrix.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 explains the proposed
model in detail. Then, the process to obtain the multi-hop connectivity infor-
mation is described in Sect. 3. After that, Sect. 4 presents results obtained with
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2016
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a solution provided by our model in a realistic scenario. Finally, conclusions and
future work are drawn in Sect. 5

2 The Problem Formulation

We propose a two-stages stochastic optimization model with recourse [1] to
deploy in an optimal way the RSUs over an area. In our problem, the first
stage is represented by the subset of RSU that has to be selected prior to know
the distribution of vehicles in the area. On the other hand, the best association
between vehicles and the chosen RSUs is done in the second stage after the dis-
tribution of vehicles is known (when the stochasticity is disclosed). The results
of our model are based on the multi-hop connectivity information. In addition,
the model considers an approximation of the effective capacity of the wireless
channel due to the multi-hop transmission and takes into account the maximum
demand that an RSU can serve.

2.1 Parameters of the Model

Our proposal uses connectivity information between vehicles and RSU as input
parameter. Let R be the set of candidate RSUs among which our model chooses
the most valuable to maximize the packet delivery ratio from vehicles to the
RSU deployed. The set R includes an RSU named r∞ to which every node
can connect. If in the solution of the model a vehicle connects to this RSU, it
means that this vehicle is disconnected. The use of this artificial RSU simplifies
the model. Each RSU r ∈ R has associated a traffic load capacity Cr and an
installation cost Costr in the sets C and Cost, respectively.

As we anticipated, the model uses a set of observations of vehicles’ positions
S in order to consider the randomness of this factor. Each observation s ∈ S is a
snapshot of vehicles located at different positions obtained from movement traces.
Let V be the set of vehicles considered in the model. In particular Vs is the subset of
vehicles which appear in the scenario s. Each vehicle v ∈ Vs has associated average
traffic load Ls,v. This data set is useful to test different traffic loads among nodes,
for instance, the fleet of buses in the city. H represents the set of path lengths
allowed by the model to connect nodes with an RSU. In the model, the maximum
route length is denoted by hmax = |H|, that is the path length from all the vehicles
to the artificial RSU. No other RSU is connected to a vehicle by a path of length
hmax. Related to the set H is the set P , that are the penalty factors since it uses
different path lengths. In this work, these factors are the mean numbers of times
that a message should be sent to get one successful reception as a function of the
number of hops, according to the results obtained in [8]. Phmax is big enough to
penalize the fact that a vehicle is not connected to a real RSU.

CV R is the set of tuples 〈s, h, v, r〉 that provides the information about the
connectivity between vehicles V and the set of candidate RSU R. The presence
of the tuple 〈s, h, v, r〉 in the set CV R means that vehicle v can reach RSU
r in the scenario s through h hops. Notice that 〈s, hmax, v, r∞〉 for all v ∈ Vs
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are always present in the set because we consider that all nodes can reach the
artificial RSU.

2.2 Variables of the Model

Our model uses the following variables to determine which gateways should be
selected. S is a boolean variable that indicates if an RSU r ∈ R is chosen for the
solution (Sr = 1) of the model. The set S is the first stage decision variables in
the structure of our stochastic problem.

Rts is a set of variables in the [0, 1] domain that associates a portion of the
traffic load of a vehicle to an RSU with which it has connectivity. For instance,
Rtss,h,v,r = 0.8 indicates that the 80 % of the traffic load that belongs to vehicle
v can be received by RSU r through a route of h hops in the scenario s. Conse-
quently, Rts plays the role of second-stage variables in the stochastic problem,
which are decided for each scenario and after that the RSU has been selected.

2.3 The Stochastic Model

The goal of the proposed model is to select the minimum number of RSUs
to maximize the multi-hop connectivity between nodes and fixed infrastructure
points. The objective function is shown in Eq. (1). The first term of the objective
function adds the installation costs of the chosen RSUs, so the model will try
to use the minimum number of them. On the other hand, the second term adds
the whole traffic generated in the network. The model tries to connect vehicles
with RSUs by employing short paths because we are imposing increasing penalty
factors as a function of path lengths. Hence, the solution of the model will select
RSUs easily reachable from a high number of nodes using the minimum number
of hops in the different scenarios. It is worth to mention that if the penalty
factor for disconnected (Phmax

) nodes is greater than the maximum installation
cost of a gateway, then the model will not leave disconnected nodes to avoid
activating RSUs. Moreover, if the specific interest of user’s model is to detect
the best positions to install the RSUs, regardless the installation cost, then this
value must be the same for the whole set of candidate RSUs.

min
S,Rts

∑

r∈R

SrCostr +
∑

〈s,h,v,r〉∈CV R

Rtss,h,v,rPhLs,v (1)

s.t.
∑

h∈H,r∈R:

〈s,h,v,r〉∈CV R

Rtss,h,v,r = 1, ∀v ∈ Vs, s ∈ S (2)

Rtss,h,v,r ≤ Sr, 〈s, h, v, r〉 ∈ CV R (3)
∑

v∈V,h∈H:

〈s,h,v,r〉∈CV R

Rtss,h,v,rPhLs,v ≤ Cr, ∀s ∈ S,∀r ∈ R\{r∞} (4)

∑

r∈R\{r∞}
Sr ≤ MaxR (5)
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Constraints from Eqs. (2) to (5) guarantee a proper solution of the problem.
The first condition in Eq. (2) states that the traffic load of every vehicle v of the
scenarios in S has to be served by some subset of candidate RSUs reachable from
the vehicle through multi-hop routing. Notice that in this subset the artificial
RSU r∞ can be included, which is reachable for all vehicles at the maximum
number of hops hmax. In this case, only the portion of the traffic served by
r∞ will be highly penalized. Also, notice that any Rtss,h,v,r = 1 means that
the whole traffic of v can be served by a unique RSU r, and this is the closest
solution to the real behavior of a VANET, in which balance of traffic loads
(fractional values of Rtss,h,v,r) is unlikely. The constraint of Eq. (3) is related
to the previous constraint and it basically establishes that if a portion of the
traffic load of vehicle v is served by the RSU r (i.e., Rtss,h,v,r > 0) then the
RSU r must be included in the solution Sr = 1. This is the condition that forces
the model to activate RSUs in the solution and search from the best ones. Best
RSUs are those that can receive as much traffic load as possible.

An important constraint of the proposed model provided the realism that
it adds to the solution, is written in Eq. (4). This condition imposes that the
maximum capacity load of each candidate RSU r ∈ R can serve, will not be
exceeded by the connected vehicles to them. This constraint does not apply to
the artificial RSU used by the unserved traffic loads. The last restriction, Eq. (5)
sets the maximum number of RSUs (MaxR) that the solution can have. If such
limitation is not at stake, it can be removed of the model.

3 Connectivity Information

In this section, we describe how to obtain the input information about multi-hop
connectivity through the boolean matrix multiplication of the adjacency matrix
among vehicles As and the adjacency matrix between vehicles and candidate
RSU notated as Bs. Theses matrices represent the connectivity at 1 hop in the
network. A non-zero position in this kind of matrices represents that the nodes
involved can communicate between them. In particular Bs stores the information
on which vehicles can communicate with RSUs directly. The same information
for h hops, called Bs,h, is computed as follows:

Bs,h = Ah−1
s Bs (6)

Notice that, Bs,h contains information about vehicles that can connect to
RSUs using from 1 to h hops. Bs,h is the most expensive step in the process
with a complexity of O(n3 + n2m) for each hop in each of the scenario, where n
is the number of vehicles and m the number of RSUs. The connectivity matrix
Cs,h, which tells us which are the vehicles that are been connected to a RSU
using h hops, is obtained as:

Cs,h = Bs,h − Bs,h−1 (7)

Therefore, the position Cs,h,v,r of this matrix, which indicates if the vehicle v
can reach RSU r will be 1 only the first time that it can communicate with that
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RSU and 0 otherwise. The set of tuples of the CV R parameter are constructed
from the non-zero positions of Cs,h matrices. Notice that Cs,1 = Bs for each
scenario s ∈ S.

4 Results of the Model

We use a synthetic movement trace to determinate which is the best position
to locate one RSU among the five candidate positions shown in Fig. 1 within
an urban area of Barcelona. Once the model provides a solution, we remove
the chosen RSU’s position and solve the model again with the remaining set of
candidate RSUs until this set is empty. The optimization solver that we use is
CPLEX [4]. To test how well the solutions of our model behave, we compare
them to simulation results from ten simulations for each one of the candidate
RSUs. We use Estinet [2] and C4R [3] to perform this task. The settings of the
model and the simulations are depicted in Table 1.

The locations suggested by our stochastic model to install one RSU among
the candidate set depicted in Fig. 1 in decreasing order are: RSU 1, RSU 5,
RSU 2 , RSU 4 , RSU 3. In fact, our model gives a draw between RSU 2 and
RSU 4 (the value of the objective function is the same activating these RSUs).
However, the best order revealed by the simulation results showed in Fig. 2 is
RSU 1, RSU 5, RSU 2, RSU 4, RSU 3. The real order is clearly manifest in both
vehicle densities if we look at the performance of the packet delivery ratio (PDR)
in Fig. 2a and the average delay in Fig. 2b. On the other hand, the performance
difference in the average number of hops, in which our model relies, is not so
clear, especially between the results provided by RSU 2 and RSU 4.

The results presented in this section validate the reliability of the solutions
of our stochastic model to detect the most suitable locations to install RSUs in
a city. Additionally, the results show that badly chosen positions could lead to
a very poor PDR and high delays.

Table 1. Simulation settings.

Parameter Value

Area 1.5 km × 1 km

N◦ of nodes/RSUs 100 and 150/5

N◦ hops in model 5 Hops

Simulation time 300 s

N◦ scenarios in model 20 scn, every 15 s

Transmission range ∼400m (LOS)

Mobility generator C4R [3]

MAC specification IEEE 802.11p

Bandwidth 6Mbps

Packet generation time T ∼ U(2,6) s E(T ) = 4 s

Packet size 1000 bytes

Routing protocol MMMR [6]

Fig. 1. Considered scenario. Barcelona
from OpenStreetMap. 5 candidate
RSUs.
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Fig. 2. Performance metrics results.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a stochastic optimization model for the optimal
placement of Road Site Units. The proposed model is fed by the multi-hop
connectivity information provided by different vehicles distribution, which can
be obtained from different realistic movement traces. Our tests suggest that our
model detects correctly the most important positions to locate RSUs.

Our model could be used as a second stage in the deployment process of
RSUs to select the most important RSU to be installed in the geographical area.
A first step is to select the candidate positions of the gateways to cover the area.

Our model can be solved for large-scale data sets, which in turns means
big geographical areas through the Benders decomposition method [5]. Future
work includes the formulation and solution of our stochastic model using this
well-known optimization technique and employs real vehicle movement traces.
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Abstract. The popularity of digital games and the wide diffusion of
mobile devices with sensors and communication capabilities have led
many researchers to think how this technology can be put to good use to
improve people’s lives and, in general, our society. In this short survey
we present an overview on how mobile games can go beyond their enter-
tainment purpose to pursue a service that may be useful to overcome
health and accessibility impairments.

Keywords: Serious games · Mobile technologies · Mobile games

1 Introduction

The proliferation of game technology and the commercial success of mobile
devices endowed with sensors and communication capabilities is fostering the
creation of new software systems able to ubiquitously engage and entertain users.
At the same time, the most interesting part of this process is represented by its
potential in generating mobile serious games able to amuse players while pro-
viding benefits to them or even to larger communities [13,22].

To better understand this scenario and its trends, we overview here some of
the most recent and representative examples of mobile serious games devoted to
foster physical exercise (Sect. 2), to be employed in the medical field (Sect. 3), and
to increase the accessibility in our society for people with impairments (Sect. 4).

2 Exergames

The first category of games that we want to describe, the Exergames, use the
game paradigm to push users into increasing physical activity. They use sensors
to understand users’ movement and they use this movement as a form of inter-
action with the game. In this category, the success of Nintendo’s Wii platform is
very well known, but also mobile platforms provide the capabilities of exploiting
users’ real movements as a form of interaction (e.g., rotating the iPhone to have
a virtual car steering).

An example of mobile game which aims at increasing people physical activity
is ClimbTheWorld [4], a serious game which uses a machine learning based tech-
nique to recognize and count stairsteps. This game aims at persuading people to
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2016
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use stairs instead of elevators or escalators. The idea underlying the game is sim-
ple: the user has to climb real world buildings, e.g., the Empire State Building
or the Eiffel Tower, engaging in physical activity during her/his everyday life.
Once started, the game records and analyzes data from the accelerometer and
counts the number of stairsteps made by the user. The game performs a fine-
grained analysis by exploiting smartphone sensors to recognize single stairsteps.
An experiment with a group of 13 users has shown that the engagement of friends
in the buildings climb can increase the number of stairsteps made by the users.

The same technology has been exploited to implement pervasive healthcare
systems. For instance, wrist rehabilitation is currently accomplished through
very expensive and bulky machinery that cannot be moved from hospitals or
through exercises that the patient is supposed to perform at home but with no
way for the doctor to verify the patient’s dedication or performance. Instead,
DroidGlove is a serious game for Android and iPhone platforms that proposes
to the users several movement tasks [9,10]. The user can perform the exercises
anytime and anywhere, the smartphone can remind her/him to exercise with
a certain frequency, while the gyroscope is utilized to determine the accuracy
of the user’s movements so as to assign a score. Both the assigned movement
exercises and the accomplished scores can be exchanged in real time between
the player and her/his doctor for a comprehensive supervision.

Serious games are also used to train people to do something, for example,
in the military field, they are employed to train soldiers using virtual environ-
ments that reproduce real-world scenarios. The main scope is to prepare soldiers
to situations and obstacles they may encounter in the real world, making them
able to take decisions faster and safer. Serious games can be used in the govern-
mental field to simulate the population’s reaction to political decisions [3] and
in the educational field to increase children’ learning abilities, as well as to train
employees [29].

3 Serious Games Used in the Medical Field

The second category of games includes games developed to help doctors and
patients. The former use the game and train to correctly execute specific pro-
cedures or to be exposed to real-life situations [12]. Patients can be pushed
into rehabilitative exercises hidden by games, e.g., to perform specific upper
limb movements [19] or to offer telerehabilitation to post-stroke patients so that
they can perform the long series of exercises at home [11]. Furthermore, games
and social communities can improve patients’ recovery and motivation [24]. For
instance, Re-Mission is a game that improves young patients understanding of
cancer by employing game avatars representing drugs which destroy cancer cells,
additionally providing a forum where patients can discuss and support each
other [18].

PlayWithEyes is a serious game for the early diagnosis of amblyopia in chil-
dren [8,15]. The authors developed a system for iPad and iPod Touch that uses
a serious game to perform an orthoptic test to evaluate children visual acuity.
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This project has shown how children find more appealing playing with a game
than performing regular tests; their increased attention results in more accurate
diagnosis.

Ciman et al. [7] designed a serious game to help the rehabilitation process
from CVI (Cerebral Visual Impairment). The game is able to adapt the reha-
bilitative exercises to each child, also following the improvements of the patient,
to reduce the influence of her/his disability in future life. The system also helps
doctors to perform a good assessment of a patient and to create a rehabilitation
program.

Other examples of serious games used in the medical field regard the use of
serious games in identifying the risk of dyslexia in children even at preschool
age so as to intervene as soon as possible [16,28]. In particular, in [16] the
authors developed a set of serious games that, thanks to a crossplatform app-
roach, can be played both on desktops and on tablets. The set of games share an
appealing underwater environment with different sea creatures used to engage
the player in activities that stimulate those cognitive capabilities involved in
the reading acquisition process. The games are intended to capture children’s
attention to achieve more accurate measurements than those obtainable with
non-entertaining tests.

Similar in spirit to the former works, DYSL-X integrates dyslexia predictors
in a tablet game [28]. The authors evaluate several existing games for preschool-
ers to derive a set of guidelines so as to design an optimal tablet game for 5 years
children; then, these guidelines were used to develop Diesel-X, a game about a
robot dog (Diesel) which has to fight against a gang of criminal cats.

Instead, Letterprins [27] is a reading game designed to improve the reading
development of children with reading disorder through a series of reading tasks.
The game requires the children to pronounce letters or words, while a parent
or a caregiver has to indicate the correctness of the childs answers. The game
allows parents to facilitate the children during the tasks and to record a message
to be played at the end of the game.

These examples show that serious games are extremely useful for children
since a game can change a boring rehabilitation task into an interesting activ-
ity. They can be used during assessment, rehabilitation and telerehabilitation
programs. An engaging and easy-to-use interface is a key issue for this kind
of games. One solution is to use the so called tangible interfaces, which use
physical artifacts for accessing and manipulating information [23]. To this end,
Forlines et al. [14] investigated the differences between mouse and direct touch
input, both in terms of quantitative performance and subjective preference. The
work shows that touch interfaces, even if they may not lead to greater perfor-
mance, especially for speed and accuracy, are preferable for other considerations
like fatigue, spatial memory and simplicity. This is particularly true for children,
even called digital native speakers, who find touch interaction very natural, thus
avoiding the need for long training sessions to learn how to interact with touch
applications.
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4 Improving Accessibility Through Serious Games

Mobile serious games could also be used to support people with impairments. In
particular, consider social communities composed by thousands (or even much
more) of mobile users present in each city. The combination of games with social
networks, crowd-sourcing and mobile users with sensor-equipped mobile devices
could create a major force able to tackle serious challenges that can be considered
too complex for single users and/or difficult to automate. As an example, imagine
how a serious game could help visually impaired users. Bringing the Google
Image Labeler serious game [2] into the real world, we could design a social
community where mobile users are asked to play a game involving the labeling
of the surrounding environment (e.g., crossroads, architectural barriers, parks,
stores). This way, they will add digital tags to real objects, creating a social
community similar to Panoramio [1]. The serious advantage would be that of
having a participatory, augmented reality environment where a visually impaired
person could perceive the surrounding real world through her/his mobile device
able to retrieve the aforementioned digital labels and transform their format
(text, image, video, etc.) into audio, thus improving her/his autonomy.

Algorithms supporting mobility-impaired pedestrians have already been pro-
posed by researchers, providing means to generate specific urban routes that con-
sider the accessibility of roads and curbs [5,17]. However, one of the most com-
plex challenges is related to the accessibility assessment of roads and curbs [26];
without this initial assessment, there would be no data to feed to the aforemen-
tioned algorithms. To this end, some approaches have focused on the possibility
to autonomously and anonymously detect favorite routes chosen by people with a
certain impairment (e.g., being on a wheelchair) and consider them as preferable
when someone else in the same condition searches for a route in the neighbour-
hood [6,20]. However, we have to mention that games have been considered as
well to involve citizens in playing a mobile serious game whose goal is achieved by
labeling as many accessible or non accessible roads, curbs, pedestrian crossing,
traffic lights, etc. [21,25]. Aiming at improving as much as possible the inclusion
of people with impairments in our society, the best approach is probably a mix
between the two approaches: automatic detection and serious game.

5 Conclusion

The combination among digital games and mobile technology is creating unprece-
dented opportunities in terms of ubiquitous, mobile entertainment. In this paper
we have overviewed recent advancements in the field of mobile serious games and
shown how they are expected to improve our lives regarding exercise, health and
accessibility.
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Abstract. In these last few years we are witnessing an increasing adop-
tion of video games in learning and teaching environments. This change
is coming thanks to the fact that video games allow students to take
a more active role in learning as they develop skills needed to succeed
in their professional careers. At the same time, we are also observing a
change in the way video games are implemented. Today, the existence
of very large teams with a multi-layered organisation calls for the adop-
tion of structured development approaches with associated environments.
These environments have been baptised game engines. Availability and
usability of game engines, in the near future, will positively influence
educational activities for the next generations. In this paper, we dis-
cuss the general structure of modern game engines and put into question
their current architectural approach. Our goal is to raise the attention of
the scientific community on the fact that re-baptised software stacks are
unlikely, on the long shot, to provide the flexibility and functionalities
required by game developers in the coming years. After a detailed discus-
sion of the possible problems on the horizon, an alternative approach for
a modular and scalable game engine architecture will also be presented.

Keywords: Game engines architecture · Game development · Scalabil-
ity · Distributed systems

1 Introduction

In these last years, the way developers implement video games is undergoing
a tremendous change. At the beginning of video games history, a very small
group – or even a single person – was usually in charge of software production.
As a matter of fact, we can see that many block-buster games in the ’80s such as
Pitfall!, Tetris, and Prince of Persia carry the name of a single developer. Today,
with the evolution of the entertainment market and the rise of projects with
seven (or eight) figures budget, this situation is changing. In order to (a) better
allocate competencies and effort, and (b) enforce code and resources reusability,
video games are now developed on top of software environments defined as game
engines.

Game engines, as largely discussed in [1], are usually organized as software
stacks rooted in the operating system with an increasing level of abstraction
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2016
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Fig. 1. Summary of a general game engine architecture.

layer-by-layer, up to describing game mechanics. See, as an example, Fig. 1.
As it is easy to see from the picture, the adopted architecture is not really
different from other solutions adopted in non-gaming environments. As such,
given the different application field and performance requirements, a number of
limitations may arise for large-scale game development. As we will see, three
problems can arise with respect to the produced software: it may be monolithic,
it is centralised and may not scale upward, and it may be platform dependent.
Despite all the problems we just outlined, the final goal of this paper is not
to prove that modern game engines are not fit to the task. Actually, they have
demonstrated to be very good tools for the trade. Our aim here is to actually raise
the attention of the scientific community that such tools (re-baptized software
stacks) are unlikely, on the long shot, to provide the flexibility and functionalities
that will be required by game developers in the next generations. We strongly
believe that, in order to adapt to future evolutions, game engines should not just
target better performances and advanced functionalities, but also provide more
adaptable and serviceable internal structures.

2 Related Work

In the past, a fair number of scientific contributions has been devoted to the
internal data structures of game engines. Nevertheless, at the time of this writing
and to the best of our knowledge, only a very limited number of papers are
specifically addressing the engine architecture. The majority of the literature
seems to be focused on optimising specific aspects or services, such as 3D graphics
(e.g., [2]) or physics (e.g., [3]). Issues related to portability and development have
been addressed, among the others, by [4–6]. Authors of [4] propose to improve
portability by providing a unifying layer on top of other existing engines. In fact,
they extend each architecture with an additional platform-independent layer.
Authors of [5] focus on development complexity and propose a solution based
on modern model-driven engineering while in [6] an analysis of the open source
Quake engine is performed with the purpose to help independent developers
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contribute to the project. Other contributions try to improve performances by
creating distributed implementations of existing engines [7–9]. Unfortunately, all
of them aim to increase performances only for specific case studies by applying a
distributed system approach to a specific internal service, such as the simulation
pipeline or the shared memory.

As it can be observed, none of the papers cited above is pointing to a com-
pletely new architecture. Anyway, we must also mention that not all existing
game engines have been designed as a library stack. For this, we can address
the Inform design system [10] for the Z-Machine [11]. With Inform, the algo-
rithmic description of a text adventure is compiled into a binary package. The
binary package is, in turn, executed by a Z-Machine, which is a software avail-
able for many hosting platforms. Unfortunately, Inform is limited to text-based
adventure games (such as Zork) and has never evolved toward modern interface
technologies. Nevertheless, we believe that modern game engines should recon-
sider Inform and Z-Machine as a viable approach.

3 Background on Game Engines

Although game engines have been studied and perfected since mid-’80s, a formal
and globally accepted definition is yet to be found for them. Despite this lack
of definition, the function of a game engine is fairly clear: it exists to abstract
the (sometime platform-dependent) details of doing common game-related tasks,
like rendering, physics, and input, so that developers can focus on implementing
game-specific aspects. To achieve this goal, game engines are usually divided
into two parts: a tool suite and a runtime component. The runtime component
assembles together all the internal libraries required for hardware abstraction
and to provide services for game-specific functionalities. A variable portion of
the runtime is usually linked inside the game or get distributed along with the
executable. The tool suite is, on the other hand, a collection of external programs
that can be used to manage all the data we feed to the runtime and to manipulate
the runtime itself.

Since the tool suit is not part of the internal architecture, in this paper we
are going to tackle only on runtime-related issues.

3.1 A Brief History of Game Engines

The first example of game engine dates back to 1984 with the game Doom. Doom
was not intended to feature a game engine. Nevertheless, it has been designed
with a number of software engineering best practices in mind. In particular, we
could find a strict separation between software modules and clear distinction
from software and data assets. Moreover, a development approach strongly ori-
ented to code reusability was enforced all over the project. To actually see the
concept of game engine popping out, we had to wait until mid-’90s for the release
of Quake Engine (by IDSoftware) and Unreal Engine (by Epic Games). Starting
from this point, games opened up to user customisation and, most important
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of all, their engines have been regarded by software companies as a separate
product to be sold to game developers. As of today, we have companies making
games and selling their internal technology (like Epic Games) competing with
companies focused only on distributing and supporting a game engine platform
(Such as Unity Technologies).

Of course, game engines have not been immune from the open source move-
ment. Many open source projects exist; they can provide specialised functionali-
ties (e.g., Ogre3D) or a full application stack (e.g., Cocos2D). On the other side of
the spectrum there are proprietary game engines, which are kept secret by gam-
ing companies and are usually born around a specific project. Their architecture
can be only guessed. Nevertheless, it is known that engine-focused companies
usually fish their architects from gaming companies. Since they are also propos-
ing us a library stack, one may presume that proprietary/private engines are
following the same philosophy.

4 Potential Shortcomings of Current Game Engines

As already briefly presented in Sect. 1, creating a software by deploying code on
top of a library stack may lead to potential problems when trying to create a
video game. In this section we are going to look into these problems in detail
and discuss what should be done to overcome them.

4.1 Monolithic Software

Being monolithic means that a gaming software is completely self-contained and
developers must rebuild/relink the while project at every change. This global
rebuild is required also because, as already mentioned, a portion of the engine is
usually distributed together with the game. Since, in modern productions, the
size of source code and assets is growing exponentially, a global rebuild might
become a significant bottleneck for large projects. Even in small projects, being
able to perform global rebuild means to have a clean and well synchronised source
tree and requires good coordination among developers to avoid build breaks.

We should provide a way for developers to modify and extend games by
means of a plug-in approach with a very fine granularity, even at runtime. This
way, only new and changed functionalities will require compilation as standalone
components. Moreover, a malfunctioning component is not going to compromise
the entire project for other developers.

Technology exists and is already available for a program to load binary code
on demand at runtime. All modern languages feature dynamic class loading;
moreover, dynamic libraries management facilities are already included in main-
stream operating systems. It is technically possible to compile the object code
for a game item (only), have the engine recognise it, and finally use the class
loader to draw the code inside to be immediately available in the game.
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4.2 Centralised Solution

Centralised software is usually difficult to scale upward. Scaling up is required
every the computational power required by a software component is exceeding
the capacity of the hosting system. This is usually achieved by shedding the
offered load between multiple machines. In particular, it is a desired behaviour
for online games where many users connect simultaneously to the same (server)
engine. In current implementations, the game itself must be aware of the loca-
tion of a service (on the same machine or elsewhere) and implement a distributed
computation. Considering the recent trend in online gaming [12], especially with
MMOs (Massively Multiplayer Online games) and MOBAs (Multiplayer Online
Battle Arena) ruling the market, the possibility to transparently relocate a com-
ponent without restarting the server – and interrupting the service – will be
an incredible benefit for next generation games. Just consider that the top-tier
MOBA League of Legends reported, in 2014, 7.5 millions concurrent players at
peak time.

Inside a library stack, modules communicate by means of function/method
calls. While remote function call is possible in many ways, it is usually bound
to a language (e.g., Apache River, only for Java) or a platform (e.g., Microsoft
DCOM). An high performance messaging system between modules provided by
the engine itself should be considered instead. The engine can simply remap an
address from local to remote and vice versa when a component is relocated.

Technologies implementing lightweight and high-performance messages
exchange are already available (see, e.g., mbus [13]). Of course, performances may
be an issue when relocating a module over the network. Anyway, we already have
many time-critical services provided over local area networks with good results
(e.g., iSCSI [14]). Moreover, we must remember that relocation is usually per-
formed across a dedicated infrastructures and not over the Internet; cross-traffic
is definitely not an issue here.

4.3 Platform Dependency

Even if the engine claims to be multi-platform and uses its lower layers to man-
age adaptation for vendor-specific hardware, seamless deployment across plat-
forms is not always guaranteed. This behaviour may depend on a number of
causes: from undocumented/proprietary APIs preventing actual porting to loss
of performances due to a library optimised only for specific hardware. Today, to
address this issues, developers are required to write code that, inside the same
engine, behave – or compile – differently, based on the underlying platform. As
a result, the engine is technically cross-platform, but developer skills and code
are likely to be diversified between deployment platforms. Needles to say, this
is going to negatively impact team management and production time in many
ways.

Once again, a modular architecture may be a viable solution to address the
problem we just outlined. Using messages for inter-modular communication can
also be beneficial since they can be platform independent and are easier to stan-
dardise. Nevertheless, this issue is not purely technical and involves marketing
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policies from hardware vendors. As a matter of fact, in many cases only vendors
can write device drivers, as hardware interface are undisclosed for technical and
opportunity reasons. At least, an approach based on software plug-in will help
developers to easily modify, upgrade, or deactivate problematic and unsupported
software modules.

5 An Alternative Approach

As already discussed in the previous section, potential solutions for each of the
envisioned problems are already available. Putting all these solutions together
can lead us to propose an alternative architecture for game engines.

We already know that this new architecture should be modular and provide
a messaging service between modules. These modules must not be only game-
specific but may also implement engine internal services. To achieve this, the
engine needs just to implement some sort of sandbox where modules can be
efficiently swapped in and out at runtime, plus the messaging system and a basic
soft real-time scheduler. Moreover, the messaging system can also be distributed
and link engines on different machines to perform transparent load shedding. An
existing library stack could be easily transformed in modules inside one or more
engines. If we need to preserve the library hierarchy, a message policy subsystem
can be easily added.

What we just exposed lies in the middle between a runtime environment (like
Java or CLI) and a micro-kernel operating system (such as Amoeba or QNX)
with added distributed functionalities. See Fig. 2.

As a matter of fact, since our solution can be obtained from the combina-
tion/adaptation of existing technologies, a microkernel game engine seems to
be actually implementable. Nevertheless, questions remain open about perfor-
mances loss and willingness of companies to adopt it. While it is difficult to argue
about performances without a working prototype, some considerations can be
drawn on a perspective adoption. From an industrial perspective, there is only

Fig. 2. Possible architecture for a microkernel game engine.
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one undesirable constraint: in order to implement an efficient dynamic loader,
a reflection/introspection enabled language is required. As of today, for perfor-
mance reasons, the main development language is in many cases C++, which
does not natively support dynamic class loading. It is possible to add dynamic
class loading to C++, with a significative loss in performances. As a result, it will
be difficult that the changes we envision will take hold in corporate production
pipelines with the current generation of developers, unless the scientific com-
munity will be able to provide a solution for a dynamic management of classes
inside a sandbox based on C++.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we analyzed the current approach for the internal structure of mod-
ern game engines. Our intention was to raise the community attention on the
fact that this approach is unlikely to provide the flexibility and functionalities
required by game developers in the next generations. We believe that, by devel-
oping a game on top of a library stack, the resulting software may suffer from
being monolithic, centralised, and platform-dependent. We discussed all these
issues in detail and it seems that solutions are already available by switching
toward a microkernel-like architecture.

In the future, we are planning to create a prototype game engine based on
the envisioned architecture and verify if it can be valid substitute for current
engines with respect to performance and functionalities. This will be useful to
actually deploy widely distributed games such the ones envisioned in [15].
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Abstract. People barely know what they eat and drink: product labels
are written with small characters and with a difficult terminology. As a
result, people spend too much time reading labels or avoid reading them
at all. To connect food data with people we design of a food IoT (Internet
of Things) scenario, where a smart cart tells us if the food product we are
about to buy meet our preferences or not. In particular, we first perform
a real-world study to understand consumers’ behavior while they shop;
then we design a food IoT scenario and we use current technologies to
investigate its feasibility. Results show that people would appreciate a
tool able to help them connecting with food data and also show that
current technologies are sufficient to create a food IoT scenario.

Keywords: Internet of Things · QR-code · Food shopping

1 Introduction

Today’s society is very different from the one of our parents: the advances in
technologies changed almost every aspect of our life: from private to public rela-
tions, from professional to entertainment activities, from shopping to vacation.
We live in a scenario where people and data are more and more linked, where
people are informed about everything and in real-time [1–4]. However, if we take
a detailed look at the food scenario, we can observe that it is quite similar to the
one of our parents: we go to the supermarket (either physically or virtually), we
put products in the cart, we check out and pay. Technologies facilitate the pay-
ment, allow grocery shopping chains to know consumers, but consumers know
almost nothing about the food they buy [5].

The lack of knowledge about the food may lead to health problems: according
to the World Health Organization, more than one-third of adults are overweight
and several diseases are directly connected to unhealthy diet [6] with people
eating too much fat, too much salt, too little fruit and vegetables [7].

In this paper, we imagine a scenario where consumers and food are connected,
where food data (e.g., ingredients, nutritional fact, etc.) are easily available to
consumers to make them aware of what they buy, eat and drink. In particular,
we explore the potential of Internet of Things to make food data easily available
to consumers: we want to give them information that may lead to an healthier
lifestyle and might prevent health problems.
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2016
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Think about the following scenario: Alice is very careful about what she buys
because her daughter is allergic to nuts, her husband is on a diet that forbids
him to eat food that contains more than 20 % fat, she wants to buy fruits and
vegetables produced in area where she lives. Until yesterday, food shopping was
a nightmare: for every product Alice had to read the label (sometimes with
characters so small that Alice needed to put on her eye glasses), but today
Alice is in an IoT food scenario, where things communicate each other through
technologies like RFID, NFC and QR-code. In this scenario, Alice uses a smart
shopping cart that takes care of everything: it communicates with product labels
and, knowing Alice’s preferences, it tells Alice whether she should buy or not
that product.

The contribution of this paper is twofold: (i) check if the IoT food scenario
would be useful to consumers and (ii) design and test an IoT food scenario
with current technologies. The former is achieved through a real-world study
and the latter is achieved through the employment of QR-code technology and
through the development of a prototype application able to connect food data
with people. Results obtained from the real-world study show that people are
very interested in what’s inside a food product, and the developed application
shows that current technologies allow connecting food products with consumers.
As a result, the designed IoT food scenario will likely increase the knowledge
about what people eat an drink and will likely help people to eat healthier.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 we present related works in the
area of Internet of Things and food; in Sect. 3 we present the real-world study
about consumers’ behaviors, the IoT food scenario and the prototype application
to be used in this scenario. Conclusions are drawn in Sect. 4.

2 Related Work

The Internet of Things will create a huge interconnected ecosystem that will
probably cause a profound transformation of human activities and production
processes. Several scenarios will be affected by this new technological revolution
and the food scenario will likely be one of these [8].

In the literature, different studies focused on IoT food scenario. Fabian
et al. [8] considered to couple every object with RFID tags in order to uniquely
characterize objects with the idea of building a global network where to retrieve
information like nutritional advice. Ren et al. [9] showed that RFID will allow to
access messages during the entire life cycle of the product (e.g., state of preser-
vation). Kouma and Liu [10] analyzed possible benefits of using QR-code in food
products and depicted a possible scenario where the “on-line” food can be used
to prevent obesity. Briseno et al. [7] proposed a mobile health platform intended
to increase children’s health awareness by using QR-code in food products. Jia
and Yang [11] proposed to use IoT to build a food quality supervision platform.
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3 Our Smart Cart Proposal

The motivation behind our study is to investigate whether an IoT food scenario
would be appreciated and useful to consumers when they buy food. Indeed,
nowadays, the only possible connection between food data and consumer is done
through the reading of the product label, but this process is time consuming
and might be annoying (think of the small character size used in many labels).
However, there may be different reasons to read labels: a consumer may be on a
particular diet, may want to avoid particular food (e.g., for intolerance reasons,
for ethical reasons, etc.) or may want to pay attention to particular ingredients
(e.g., saturated fat, sugar, etc.) and the knowledge about the products may result
in an healthier eat.

In the following we analyze in details the contributions of this paper:
(i) understand consumers’ behavior when they shop and (ii) design an IoT food
scenario and develop a prototype application to test its feasibility.

3.1 Customers’ Behavior

To investigate the customers’ behaviors we considered a real-world study and we
asked for voluntary participation. We have been contacted by 205 people (76 %
women and 24 % men) of different age (35 % of the participants is between 18
and 25 year-old, 43 % is between 26 and 35, 15 % is between 36 and 54 and 7 %
is older than 55 year-old).

The first group of questions investigates the reasons people buy specific items.
Results (multiple answers were possible), reported in Fig. 1, show that for 69.3 %
of the respondents the most important aspect is the price; 50.2 % thinks of
ingredients; 49.8 % checks the expiration date; 47.8 % is interested at the product
origin; 21 % checks for nutritional value and only 20 % considers the brand.

The second group of questions investigates if people read product ingredients
while they shop. Results, reported in Fig. 2 (left), show that 74 % of respondents

Fig. 1. Main reasons to buy a product (multiple answer were possible).
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Fig. 2. Label reading: ingredients (left) and nutritional facts (right)

read the product ingredients, whereas the 26 % does not. Among the ones who
read labels it emerged that 10.8 % has food intolerances; 15.3 % is on a diet
(either for healthy reasons or for some disease) and 67.5 % is concerned about
some ingredients (e.g., 3.6 % is concerned about sugar presence; 30.4 % is con-
cerned about vegetable oils; 8 % checks the presence of saturated fat; 58 % wants
to avoid specific ingredients like lactose, gluten or aspartame). Among the ones
who do not read labels, 38 % of respondents do not have enough time to do that;
34 % already identified the products suited to their needs; 28 % is not interested
in what is written on the label, and 10 % do not understand labels.

The third group of questions investigate if people read product nutritional
facts while they shop. Results, reported in Fig. 2 (right), show that 51 % of the
respondents read these values, whereas the 49 % does not. Among the ones who
do not read the nutritional facts, it emerged that 32 % of the respondents already
identified the products suitable to them; 32 % is not interested in nutritional
facts; 25 % does not understand these data; 19 % does not have enough time to
do that.

Finally, we investigated if people would appreciate a tool to help them reading
product labels. Results showed that 69 % of respondents would like to have this
help and would make use of this device if available.

3.2 Smart Shopping Cart

From the technological point of view, an IoT food scenario can be realized with
several different technologies like for example RFID, NFC and/or QR-code. Since
the employment of RFID and NFC technologies may require a structural invest-
ments (e.g., products equipped with RFID) that may discourage food producers
and/or food vendors, we consider the use of QR-code technology. This means
that the product producer has to print a QR-code on the label of the prod-
uct (with product information, or with a link where to find these information,
encoded in it) and the food store has to provide a tool (e.g., a smart supermarket
cart or a mobile application) able to read the QR-code, to access to the product
information and to check if the product meets the consumer’s preferences or not.
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Fig. 3. The smart shopping cart architecture.

Fig. 4. Smart cart: the interface (left), QRcode reading (middle) and app warning
(right): the product contains an unwanted ingredient.

To test the feasibility of the IoT food scenario just described, we develop a
prototype mobile application in charge of reading the QR-code, accessing the
food data, checking the consumer’s preferences and suggesting to the consumer
whether or not to buy the product.

The IoT food scenario and the prototype architecture are reported in Fig. 3:
a QR-code is printed on the product label and a QR-code reader is in charge
of accessing to what’s inside the product (possibly using an external DB), of
checking whether the product characteristics meet the consumer’s requirements,
and of telling consumer if the product meet his/her preferences.

Figure 4 shows three different screen-shots of the developed prototype appli-
cation: the left one shows how consumer can create a list of un-wanted ingre-
dients; the middle one shows the QR-code reading operation and the right one
shows an example of the output application (in this case the packet of cookies
contains a percentage of fat that conflicts with what consumer demands).

The IoT food scenario just designed along with the developed prototype
application show that consumers my receive substantial benefits: the automatic
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filtering of products decreases the time for shopping and increases the purchase
of the most suitable products to consumers.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we focused on the opportunities offered by the IoT if applied to the
food scenario. We first investigated, through a real-world study, the consumers’
behavior while food shopping and we found that people are interested in what’s
written on product labels and would appreciate a tool able to automatically
connect them to the food data. Then, we designed an IoT food scenario using
QR-code technology and finally we showed, through the development of a mobile
application, its feasibility and effectiveness. The proposed IoT food scenario
produces an easy connection between food data and consumers and therefore it
may lead to a healthier lifestyle.
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Abstract. The Internet of Things is expected to bring large and promising spec‐
trum of social goods in various domains. Several new challenges arise or are to
be reconsidered within the IoT systems supporting these goods, among them the
Quality of Service (QoS) issue. The goal of this paper is first to introduce our
approach for an autonomic Middleware-level QoS management of IoT systems.
As a contribution at the second maturity level of the autonomic computing para‐
digm such as defined by IBM, it is then to propose and validate, within an emula‐
tion testbed platform, a proof of concept-oriented architecture of a monitoring
component allowing detecting QoS degradation symptoms. We also demonstrate
the benefits that could be gained from simple network-inspired QoS-oriented
adaptation actions.

Keywords: Internet of Things · Qos · Middleware · Autonomic computing ·
Monitoring

1 Introduction

Now, the Internet includes not only computers but also all kinds of communicating and
more or less smart objects. This new extension is called Internet of Things (IoT), it will
allow bringing a large and promising spectrum of social goods in various domains such
as health, safety, etc. Within IoT systems, several challenges are to be considered, among
them the QoS issue (i.e. the ability of the service to ensure non-functional properties
such as bounded response time).

The QoS issue has been addressed many times in the field of the “classical” Internet
[1, 2]. This issue becomes again relevant within IoT systems. While conventional serv‐
ices usually involve two end-hosts and intermediate routers, IoT services refer to “activ‐
ities” involving much many hardware/software entities; their interconnection imposes
the use of communication middleware, such as the open source OM2M platform [5],
enabling discovery of connected devices, abstraction of network heterogeneity, etc.
Providing such middlewares with QoS-oriented capabilities then becomes a necessity
that is still under research study. In this context, the first contribution of this paper is to
introduce our vision of an autonomic QoS management at the Middleware level,
following the IBM autonomic computing (AC) paradigm [11]. Towards this objective,
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the second contribution takes place at the second level of maturity of the AC such as
defined by IBM; it consists of developing monitoring solution aimed at detecting QoS
degradations, helping the administrator in his/her decision to execute adaptation actions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents the architecture prin‐
ciples towards a QoS-oriented autonomic management of the OM2M middleware.
Section 3 details the functionalities and architectural principles of the proposed moni‐
toring solution. Section 4 presents how a “proof of concept” implementation of our
monitoring solution has been tested on an emulation platform, together with the benefits
that could be gained from a simple network-inspired QoS-oriented action performed by
the administrator when a degradation symptom is detected.

2 Architecture Principles Towards QoS-Oriented Autonomic
Management of Middleware Layer for IoT Systems

A structured architectural model of an IoT system is proposed in [3, 4], which
includes three levels: Application Level, Network Level and Perception Level. As
subpart of the Application level, the Middleware level is aimed at hiding the details
of various underlying technologies. In an IoT perspective, it abstracts heterogeneity
of physical objects by providing homogeneous representation facilitating their
handling by IoT applications. It is also aimed at offering several services such as
information/services/user access rights/devices management. The contributions
exposed in this paper have been done using the ETSI compliant OM2M open source
middleware platform [5]. OM2M is a RESTful platform running on the top of the
OSGi layer, making it modular and highly extensible via plugins, offering specific
ETSI-M2M compliant service capabilities.

Managing QoS in dynamic IoT environment contexts is a complex task [6–10],
which makes now compulsory autonomous management of QoS-oriented actions. In
this context, our final goal consists of upgrading the OM2M platform following the
Autonomic Computing model defined by IBM [11], based on the MAPE-K cycle (upper
part of Fig. 1a). [11] defines five successive levels of maturity to go from a manual
management of a given system to a fully autonomic system (Fig. 1b). At the second
level, which is targeted in this paper, monitoring tools can be used to collect metrics
from the system to detect anomalies (or “symptoms”), helping to reduce the time taken
to collect and synthesize information. Human skills are however required to analyze the
detected anomalies and execute corrective actions.

Several plans of management have to be considered within OM2M, each one
requiring sensors/effectors in order to be monitored/(re)-configured (lower part of
Fig. 1a). The first plan deals with the OM2M software: its goal is to collect metrics and
to manage actions that could be performed to improve QoS. As OM2M is a JAVA-based
platform, the second plan deals with the Java Virtual Machine, which offers all the
required resources for OM2M execution (threads, CPU, memory, etc.). The third and
fourth plans deal with computing resources and may concern the physical machine level
or the virtual machine level in a cloud-based deployment.
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3 Architectural Principles of the Monitoring Component

The monitoring component is aimed at collecting metrics (events) and generating symp‐
toms identifying QoS degradations. It is based on two main functionalities: the obser‐
vation of the monitored system through sensors, and the detection of symptoms, through
events aggregation, correlation and filtering actions (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Architecture of the monitoring component

The observation function is performed thanks to logical sensors integrated in the
managed entity for events collection. Metrics are collected at four levels; at the OM2M
level, such as: execution time, RTT, losses, plugin state, concurrent requests, web server
size. At the JVM level (on which OM2M is running), for metrics related to the resources
used by the OM2M platform (used memory, used CPU, running threads or number of
loaded classes). And at the virtual/physical machine level (on which the JVM is running),
with metrics related to machine state, total memory load, CPU load, used disk
percentage, etc.

Starting from the events collected by the observation function, the symptoms detec‐
tion function is aimed at detecting patterns identifying symptoms that have been pre
registered in a knowledge base. To identify these patterns, complex event processing

Fig. 1. (a) Autonomic architecture for OM2M QoS management – (b) Maturity levels towards
Autonomic behaviour
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 (CEP) is a technique that allows discovering complex events, by deduction, analysis
and/or correlation of elementary events. Among the different tools implementing CEP,
Esper (http://www.espertech.com/products/esper.php) is an open source Framework
that we have used in our study.

4 Validation of the Monitoring Component

4.1 Testbed Platform and Measurement Scenarios

Our validation approach of the monitoring component (that we claim as a basic proof
of concept) is based on an emulation testbed, which allows testing a real OM2M plat‐
form, confronted to an emulated traffic. The emulation platform (Fig. 3) is provided as
a set of web services consisting of injectors generating traffic, and of a controller whose
main function is to configure the injectors following a defined emulation scenario. To
avoid congestions at the sender side, injectors and controllers are launched on different
machines. The traffic is sent to a BeagleBone Black gateway executing the OM2M soft‐
ware.

Fig. 3. Overview of the emulation platform

The first injector (Injector_1) is supposed to generate a critical applicative traffic
corresponding to the periodic data from a critical sensor in a health care-oriented case
study, for which an RTT of 300 ms (threshold value) is required. Due to space limits,
we only consider a simple pattern consisting of four successive events indicating an
increasing RTT upper than the required threshold value, the last one being twice upper
the first one.

An Esper description of the pattern is provided hereafter:

The defined scenarios (see Table 1) are aimed at studying the impact of disruptive
traffics (Injectors_2 and 3) on the sensitive flow (Injector_1) for which a QoS has to be
maintained. Each injector is characterized by a number of HTTP requests (R), a request
method (e.g. POST, GET), a destination and a periodicity (P) in second (0 = concurrent
requests). Timestamps (t1, t2 and t3 (in seconds)) are collected to evaluate the evolution
of the RTT and the remaining inputs.
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Table 1. Scenario testbed

Scenario Controller Injector 1 Injector 2 Injector 3 Observe
d metric

t1 t2 t3 R P R P R P

1 0 – – 200 0.5 – – – – RTTInj_1

2 0 1 – 200 0.5 200 0.5 – – RTTInj_1

3 0 1 1 200 0.5 200 0.5 200 0.5 RTTInj_1

4 0 20 40 260 0.5 300 0 200 0 RTTInj_1

4.2 Results Analysis

Scenarios results are provided on Fig. 4. Due to space limits, we focus on the evolution
of the RTTInj_1.

Fig. 4. (a) RTTInj_1 evolution for scenarios 1, 2 and 3 – (b) RTTInj_1 evolution for scenario 4

For the first three scenarios (Fig. 4a), the RTTInj_1 increases slightly when adding
disruptive traffic, without leading to degradation symptom detection; only some isolated
violation of the required threshold may be observed. Differently, in scenario 4 (Fig. 4b),
the RTTInj_1 of the observed traffic reaches much higher and repeated “out of threshold”
values that lead to a symptom alert (around the 40th event).

Next section describes the benefits of a simple adaptation action that could be done
by the administrator, once notified of this alert.

4.3 Benefits of Adaptation Action in Response to Symptom Detection

Once notified with a QoS degradation symptom, the administrator has to apply QoS-
oriented adaptation action(s). Before executing some adequate action(s), he/she has to
analyse the potential causes of the observed symptom(s) and then decide about the
action(s) to be performed. Let us recall that within a fully autonomic system, such
Analysis and Plan steps should be done by the system itself (transparently for the
administrator). These two steps being out of the scope of the AC maturity level targeted
in this paper (level two), we suppose here that the administrator has to decide by him/
her-self for the execution of a simple adaptation action that consists in activating/de-
activating a proxy at the entry of the gateway, allowing discarding part of the incoming
traffic (typically the disruptive traffic).
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Figure 5 illustrates the benefits of this adaptation action supposed to be performed
after the 75th event (the time taken between the symptom detection by the monitoring
component - around 40th event - and the execution action of the administrator being not
null). At that time, the administrator activates the proxy, in order to discard the traffic
coming from the injectors 2 and 3.

Fig. 5. Comparison of RTTInj_1 without and with the proxy mechanism

Through this scenario, one can notice that the proxy activation leads to a better RTT,
still being at a value much higher that the targeted threshold of 300 ms. The targeted
RTT is reached around the 169th event, due to the time taken to process the disruptive
traffic already in the OM2M gateway when the proxy has been activated.

5 Conclusions and Perspectives

This paper has presented our general vision for an autonomic Middleware-level QoS
management of IoT systems. With the aim to target the second maturity level of the AC,
the focus has been done on the Monitoring component of the AC paradigm, for which
proof of concept implementation principles have been proposed and tested through an
emulation platform aimed at stressing the OM2M open source platform. The performed
measurements allow concluding that QoS-oriented and resources-oriented symptoms
may be detected during execution of the applications (here emulated by traffic injectors),
and that simple (network-inspired) adaptation actions allow improving the observed
QoS-oriented.

Many perspectives are arising from this work. The enhancement of the set of more
complex symptoms is a first perspective. The enhancement of the set of mechanisms to
be activated is also under study: instead of activating/de-activating a traffic discarding
mechanism, a current improvement of the proposed proxy allows blocking a given
percentage of the traffic; similarly, we have also configured a delay-oriented proxy; other
mechanisms are going to be proposed, their choice and parameterization depending on
the targeted policy and the context. A current study is also to enhance the AC maturity
level of our system with the aim (as a first result) to make it transparent to the admin‐
istrator the step of activating manually the adaptation mechanism to be enforced when
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a symptom is detected. Finally, enhancing the architectural design of the AC components
is also an important perspective towards the deployment of a Middleware-level QoS
management system within a real IoT system.
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Abstract. In order to deter bike thieves, we have designed and imple-
mented a theft prevention system for bicycles based on RFID technol-
ogy. Bikes can be stored in areas monitored by custom designed base
stations without the need for visual or contact identification. The sys-
tem is implemented with Web of Things technology, using a RESTful
and a streaming server API, to facilitate communication between the
embedded electronics and the back end service. The system is tested
by deploying RFID technology in several environments to determine the
viability of the platform.

Keywords: RFID · Theft prevention · Mobility · Web of Things ·
Urban cycling

1 Introduction

As cities put emphasis on bicycles as a modern form of transportation, the safety
of cyclists becomes a critical concern, but so does the security of the bicycles
themselves. Traditional means of theft mitigation comprise mainly bike locks,
or ideally locking the whole bike inside a bike shed. Modern alternatives are
bike alarms, as well as personal bike trackers with GPS and GSM functionality
to help keep track of a bike in the event of theft. These devices are of course
battery powered, and depending on use, have to be recharged within weeks to
months of continued use. The fact that only a small percentage of stolen bikes
are ever recovered provides a strong argument for the implementation of active
measures to prevent bike theft. To supplement the conventional safety precau-
tions currently available to bike owners such as high-quality bike locks, bike
theft insurance, coding and registration, etc. the project Safe Bicycle Parking
sets out to provide bike owners with yet another anti-theft option. What we are
aiming at, is a modern system that utilizes the latest web technologies to create
a theft prevention system that allows long battery operation or even battery free
operation. For our program, we are using active RFID transponders to provide
a stable, long-range solution.
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2016
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Inconspicuous and tamper proof mounting solutions are very important for
this application, and RFID technology provides a great basis for explorations in
this direction, as the necessary transponders can be very small and can be pow-
ered by coin cells for months or years. Stem-mounted cases, within handlebars
or handlebar grips, inside a saddle or even in bike tires would all be possible
places for the transponders.

2 Web of Things Platform: Safe Bicycle Parking

The Web of Things is an effort to create seamlessly interacting embedded devices
that are accessible through open web standards to facilitate interconnectedness
of sensors, actors and control devices. By relying on radio frequency identification
(RFID) technology and Web of Things technology, we aim to make it safer to
leave a bike parked in a secure zone. One transponder is securely attached to the
bike, another is carried by the person, for example along with the bike lock keys.
When entering the parking area, the RFID readers will query both transponders
which will trigger the checking-in of the bike. As the person leaves the bike in the
parking area, the bike’s transponder will be continually monitored. The hardware
(transponders, base station) for safe bicycle parking is based on a two-frequency
system. The uplink the communication from the base station to the transponder
takes place by means of a LF RFID interface at 125 kHz, which has a range
of effectiveness that can be adjusted for maximum efficacy and remains largely
unaffected by potential electromagnetic disturbances or attenuations caused by
metal or by weather conditions. When activated either by means of the uplink
through the wireless interface or when a mounting sensor in the transponder
detects removal from the bike, the transponder responds to the basis station by
means of a UHF signal at 434, 869 or 915 MHz.

The alarm possibilities are versatile and can be adapted for use in diverse
places. Additional alarm possibilities include the following:

– Interaction with a local computer system equipped with a camera and the
ability to save video or picture files in the case of theft.

– Directly driving an acoustic or visual alarm (sirens, flashing lights)
– Notifications sent to additional people such as doormen, security guards,

neighbours, etc.
– Notifications sent to users of social media (Facebook Places, Foursquare) who

are currently in the vicinity of the unit.

The software part of the web of things platform is divided into three main parts,
namely the base station and the back end services of the Web of Things Platform,
including the event manager. The base station software is executed on the base
station, the other parts are split into micro services, running in encapsulated
containers.
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2.1 The Base Station

The purpose of the base station is to read all the transponders that are in
the safe area and to forward this information to the event manager. The base
station can also trigger a visual and acoustic alarm or signal a CCTV camera to
permanently store image data in the event of a bicycle theft. The base station
is an outdoor metal enclosure which houses all the electronic hardware required
to read transponders and establish a communication with the event manager.
Low frequency (LF) and a high frequency (HF) readers are used to read the
transponders. As the transponders are active (battery powered) a low frequency
(LF) communication is established first to wake the transponder up, and the
subsequent data transfer between the transponder and the base station will be
carried out through a high frequency (HF) link. The LF system is designed
to provide maximum penetration to activate transponders partially occluded
by bike frames or other metal parts in the area. The base station reads all
transponders that are currently in this area and sends periodic read-outs to the
event manager. UMTS communication (3G) is used for data transfer between
the base station and the event manager where a wired ethernet connection is not
available. In Fig. 1 the base station is depicted with all hardware components
labelled.

Fig. 1. Development Base Station, Components labelled: 1. Test Low Frequency(LF)
antenna, 2. Ultra High Frequency(UHF) antenna, 3. GSM/3G antenna, 4. BeagleBoard,
5. RFID reader, 6. Power supply

2.2 The Event Manager

The event manager is the part which receives all data events and processes them.
It is split into several different services, each implemented as a microservice
with a common interface. The main program is implemented by using Akka1

1 http://akka.io/.

http://akka.io/
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streaming technology which handles all events received from the base stations.
Each event contains the base station ID and a list with all serial numbers of all
transponders that are currently in the secure area of this base station. It updates
the information about which bicycles are parked at a base station based on the
submitted information.

All requests to the event manager are made through the RESTful service
implemented for this purpose. This RESTful service provides a stateless com-
munication which reduces memory usage and solves the session expiration prob-
lems and is easier to support. All of those features are essential for the platform
due to the need for reliability, stability and ease of use. The communication is
encrypted using Transport Layer Security (TLS) and uses API keys to authen-
ticate the base stations. If an alarm occurs, the event manager notifies the base
station and also sends a warning message to the owner via email or SMS. The
event manager is also in charge to check the integrity of the actives base stations.

2.3 Web of Things User and Management Interface

In this web interface, the users can manage information associated with their
bikes. The user interface shows different information based on the type of profile
associated with a user. There are four types of profiles:

– User: Only the information related to this user is shown. The users can see the
history of their bicycles and check what the current status of these bicycles is.

– Security Personnel: The people who are associated with this kind of profile
can check all data from the base stations they watch. If an alarm is detected,
both base station and its associated security personnel will be noticed.

– Company: All bicycles which are included in the fleet of a company are handled
through this profile.

– Administrator: This profile has access to all information included in the sys-
tem. All users, bicycles and base stations can be modified by this kind of
profile.

All information is updated in real time through websockets which updates all
active clients that are currently viewing the information as soon as any changes
occur. This method provides us with a simple and lightweight way to get all
clients updated without spending too many resources. More detailed description
of system architecture of the underlying Web of Things platform can be found
in the recent publication [1].

Additionally, a smartphone application has been created which allows display
of the bike status, and checking the bike in or out of the system, with only one
transponder mounted to the bike. In Fig. 2, the whole system setup is pictured
in an FMC2 diagram.

2 http://www.fmc-modeling.org/.
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the safe bicycle parking system.

3 Evaluation

First initial tests were performed in April 2015 at the JOANNEUM RESEARCH
bicycle parking area with a small group of 20 people. The first tests we encoun-
tered some open issues with the communication between the base station and
the event manager, but using a RESTful service instead of an SSL socket for
communication enabled a stateless communication with the base station which
provides us with a more stable and reliable system for the future when the num-
ber of base stations grows. After this change the system works stable and is ready
for more exhaustive tests. The next step planned for the evaluation is installing
the system with more base stations and a few hundred users where more users
will test and review the system.

4 Related Work

Early works have already described ways to communicate efficiently with home
automation devices [2], but in this work the focus has been put on effortless
and hands off operation of the whole system, notwithstanding an initial setup
procedure.

Recently, some researchers have proposed an architecture for the Web of
Things [3]. The proposed architecture is based on the usage of resource-oriented
(REST) principles using HTTP as the application protocol. An HTTP connec-
tion is initiated by the client and thus fits the needs of control-oriented applica-
tions. However, applications in the Web of Things are often rather monitoring-
oriented, which means that connected things will push data to the clients
autonomously. Web syndication protocols like Atom have recently been investi-
gated in this context. However, this web of things approach lacks an adequate
scalable streaming support.

Complex event processing can also be implemented in a Web of Things plat-
form as is shown in [4]. The paper describes a management system, EcoPark,
which is built on combining Event Processing with the EPCGlobal architecture
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framework. The framework is divided into three parts. The data collection and
transmission, in which the RFID sensors collect the data and send it to the
system; the application service and event repository, in which the events are
handled and transformed into complex events; and the complex sensing event
process mechanism, in which the complex events are processed to use in the man-
agement platform. Complex event processing can be used in our system design.
However, there was no need for such a component in this application.

Related to the event processing on RFID systems, this paper [5] shows a
solution for minimizing the impact of out-of-order events on the system. The
development of dynamic algorithms that allow the best performance even if
there are network problems is the main issue being discussed.

Compared to other Internet of Things platforms [6], our platform fits the
general direction other have taken, with the majority employing REST plat-
forms, with only one other platform even utilizing RFID, but without a REST
interface, making our platform the first of its kind.

5 Conclusion

As the Web of Things is gaining momentum, creating applications becomes a
necessity for facilitating adoption. Our work shows the feasibility of a system in
preventing bike thefts. The system is responsive and can alert the bike owner or
security personnel to a theft without delay. We have also shown the issues that
might come up in an application like this finding and researching new methods
to guarantee a secure and reliable system.

Further opportunities for study could be investigations into the desirability
of such a system for further applications such as electronic bike identification,
providing additional value to businesses that cater to environmentally conscious
customers.
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Abstract. The dynamic rapidly changing and technology-rich digital environ‐
ment and the market economic constraints shift service provisioning from a pre-
and strictly-defined to an on-demand and ad-hoc orientation, where applications
depend on dynamic, scarce, distributed resources, which operate at different
temporal and spatial scales, have different (potentially conflicting) objectives and
are governed under different domains of control. The framework described in this
paper aims at enabling the exploitation of all available highly heterogeneous
resources (i.e. clouds, communicating objects, sensors and smart devices) by
providing a service-based environment that allows for harvesting, dynamically
creating and managing these diverse, discrete and distributed resources. Swarms
refer to opportunistic service networks, which as new constructs can rapidly
emerge in relation either to users and applications requirements or to events and
information of great potential for the wider community, coordinated by an open
and distributed runtime model.

Keywords: Cloud · IoT · Sensors · Data exchange · Services exchange ·
Collaborative service networks · Opportunistic service networks · Swarms

1 Introduction

Trends for mobile device market penetration and cities going digital by deploying sensor
infrastructures shape a rich and interactive digital environment. According to CISCO
[1], during 2008, the number of things connected to the Internet exceeded the number
of people on earth and by 2020 there will be 50 billion. Massive scale cloud infrastruc‐
tures, sensors, intelligent fixed and mobile platforms (e.g. smartphones and tablets) and
other network-enabled devices will all need to cooperate and interact to shift efficiency
and create value across many sectors [2]. The challenge is for service-based environ‐
ments to be the enabler for innovation and value creation by supporting the needs of
dynamic Future Internet ecosystems and their collaboration models through the exploi‐
tation of a combination of technology trends and emerging compute models [3]. The
aforementioned ecosystems will be developed and operated on top of the future
computing continuum embracing clouds, communicating objects, sensors and smart
devices, which will offer the corresponding assets (i.e. resources, services and

© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2016
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information) by collaborating towards realizing a common goal and providing a
common user experience (as also depicted in Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Intel’s view on the Compute Continuum [2]

However, the characteristics of these resources are significantly different to the
commoditised and often “infinite” ICT assets offered by cloud infrastructures and some
other service platforms today. Real-world resources are often scarce, distributed,
governed under different domains of control and incentive schemes, providing unreliable
services or information [4]. They are in very large numbers, which makes centralized
approaches for their management inefficient [5], while their inherent characteristics and
constraints need to be considered by platforms that aim to provide services on top of
these resources. Of course it’s the community and business structures and behaviours
that will exert influence on the organisation of networks with the requirement that serv‐
ices and resources must become increasingly socially and dynamically distributed [6].
The overall goal is to allow for platforms supporting the very large (e.g. clouds) to coexist
with platforms supporting the very small (e.g. mobile devices) in loosely coupled
dynamic collaborative networks, which as new constructs can rapidly emerge in relation
to users and applications requirements (e.g. data sharing in isolated localities such as
aircrafts of ships) or when virtual or live events with massive potential generate infor‐
mation of interest for the community (e.g. picture of a football player celebrating a goal
score, taken by a spectator sitting in the first row of a football stadium). Such networks
can adapt automatically to changing environments, amplifying the collective ability and
allowing for the provision of efficient solutions to difficult problems [7]. Nevertheless,
their incubation in the Future Internet era faces several challenges.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 present the approach taken for
the creation of the platform, in Sect. 3 the conceptual architecture is described. A real
world application is presented in Sect. 4, while in Sect. 5 the research challenges and
technological impact of the proposed approach are analysed. Finally Sect. 6 concludes
the paper.
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2 Approach

A swarm is a formulated and autonomous opportunistic collaborative service network
which consists of voluntary heterogeneous sources that link dynamically and on the fly
in order to provide assets (i.e. services, content and resources) to the application and the
participants. Swarms are service networks deployed and executed in response to require‐
ments, which may either emerge from application/user requests for services or infor‐
mation, or from opportunities offered in response to data- or event-driven activities.
Swarm participants utilize the proposed platform, an open decentralized environment
based on a distributed architecture model, in order to achieve the needed levels of logic
(abstraction, discovery and participant selection, participation incentives, adaptation,
runtime coordination, big data analytics, event identification and delivery patterns) that
enable the swarm to perform its functional purpose.

The Platform builds on the notion of Collaborative Networked Organisations [8],
which highlights that architecture and governance are influenced by the purpose of
networked organisations (see image below Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Platform layers: From resources to collaborative networks

This is important as the platform deals with multiple and aggregated situations of
sharing, contributing and co-creating. For “Sharing” a single entity would make assets
available. This requires an architecture in which services cater for assets from the single
source which may be passed on to many different recipients (services or end-users). For
“Contributing” many different entities would make assets available to many recipients.
The platform aggregates and collate content from many different sources to be used in
many different ways. Ultimately, though, there is also a case where assets from many
different sources come together deliberately to form a final, joint output that is “Co-
Created”.
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3 Conceptual Architecture

The platform provides a system and mechanisms that enable the creation, deployment
and execution of opportunistic service networks. The platform itself can be seen as a
kind of decentralized middleware layer upon which applications are built. This middle‐
ware is what we call the swarm logic layer (as depicted in the following Figure) and it
allows application service provisioning on top of multiple, diverse, distributed objects,
sensors and smart devices. The adaptation layer allows for resources to be exploited
both as information or service sources and as processing elements within a swarm. The
swarm logic layer enables entities to participate in the service network, as well as
management of the established swarm (including processes for monitoring, evaluation,
runtime adaptation, etc.). Coordination may be either performed by a swarm entity
(based on capacity, location or administration/trust criteria) or be distributed across the
participants. Furthermore, participants may be included in swarms, acting as “bridges”
so as to develop the required networking topologies that enable participants to be reached
within the swarm.

The platform introduces an open advanced distributed runtime model that supports
the complete swarm-oriented service lifecycle. Initially and given the available entities,
there is a need to describe in a unified and abstract way the features, capabilities, char‐
acteristics and accession information of the devices. Moreover, the environment and the
corresponding available assets are modelled and analysed with respect to application
and system requirements and constraints as well as event and data triggers that may lead
to swarm formulation. These requirements are linked to abstract system models
described using dependability characterisations, which are used to assess impact in
unknown and dynamic contexts for design and runtime operations. Models define the
structure of the swarm, its constituting members (participants and relationships) and
their roles as well as the swarm characteristics (e.g. location or time).

Furthermore, within this platform are also developed mechanisms that allow for the
engagement of resources through approaches to identify, declare and manage different
types of social, cultural and economic incentives with respect to service- and data-
exchange, financial and collaboration aspirations. Following this process, potential
swarm members are identified through real-world knowledge enriched services that
allow resources to be discovered, filtered and reserved in a time-constrained way as
required by the event- or opportunity- related requirements.

The platform also supports the operation of established swarms through mechanisms
to control, influence, monitor and predict ad hoc interactions between swarm members.
An open distributed runtime environment for decentralised management and coordina‐
tion of multiple and diverse devices is developed to overcome inefficiencies of central‐
ized management mechanisms given the number of devices, their locality and the fact
that they are governed under different administrative rules and principles. Furthermore,
runtime configurable swarm-oriented delivery patterns (e.g. building on top of a P2P
concept) are instantiated given that centralized schemes (e.g. server-client) for service
delivery is inefficient and in many cases insufficient (e.g. in a stadium with thousands
of spectators). Delivery schemes/patterns refer both to the network topologies and
communication channels within a swarm and are developed according to application
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requirements object capabilities and link characteristics. What is more, delivery schemes
may affect the swarm formulation since inclusion of a participant as a proxy/bridge may
be required to reach a resource. During operation, events are detected and analysed in
real-time based on the information being exchanged, triggering actions with respect to
resources (e.g. network bandwidth) and services (e.g. frame rate transition rate) provi‐
sion. The platform provides methods to predict the likelihood of situations based on
complex event processing to provide insight into new deployment strategies and the
potential future impact of devices contributing to specific swarms (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. The swarm formulation process

These tools aim at increasing situational awareness in real-time from information
describing dynamic interacting objects based on modelling techniques that can predict
the impact of performance and resource consumption under different conditions not
known in advance. The platform also delivers mechanisms to handle the amount of
structured and unstructured data considering both the location and administrative prop‐
erties of the resources and the application requirements. Big Data solutions are applied
in order to ensure both that the magnitude of data can be stored, retrieved and analysed
in an efficient way, and that the object-related information can be utilized during the
swarm formulation given that the amount of objects is in the range of millions and the
swarm creation must be performed on the fly. Moreover, the techniques used aim at
exploiting information out of the data in order to move only the necessary data over the
network, thus minimizing redundant or unnecessary network traffic. Considering that
valuable assets collected during operation as well as that established collaboration
provided added-value, the platform provides mechanisms allowing for network repur‐
posing in order to exploit these assets in new contexts and applications.
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4 Applicability to Real World Use Case

This application explores novel ways of enhancing users’ multimedia experience, flex‐
ible access to interactive and user-centric media and integration of virtual, mixed and
augmented realities. The venue is a football stadium with basic IT equipment (e.g. wifi
routers, Internet-connected servers, etc.). Furthermore, spectators in the stadium may
capture information with their devices (e.g. smart-phones) or consume information and
services provided by sources either in the stadium (e.g. infrastructure offering replays
of goals scored) or outside the stadium (e.g. sports websites with commentary discussion
and pictures from locations of interest, YouTube videos, etc.).

4.1 Scenario

It is Saturday in Spain and Primera Division (Spanish football league association) has
scheduled 6 matches. A new service is offered (namely “ShareYourView”) by La Liga,
which some friends going to watch the match have downloaded from the Google Play
website for their Android devices. The service aims to provide an enhanced experience
of the event, both for spectators and attendees, enabling every spectator to have a “second
screen” for watching the action, ShareYourView offers view sharing within the stadium
as well as real-time data statistics overlaid on video streaming for the players. The
following sections depicts a few typical examples of the SmartStadium application:

• Maria (one of the 2 friends) sitting on the north side of the stadium needs a camera
view from the south side where the ball is in play and her friends are sitting (she
could also obtain the video from other spectators but she does so from her friends
since she has added them through the ShareYourView application). She opens the
application and triggers the request.

• Anastasia (the second friend on the north side) holds a tablet and requests a higher
resolution video which can only be offered by a limited number of spectators.
Furthermore, Anastasia would like to get players’ real-time information overlaid onto
the video received from the other side of the stadium. While players’ information is
offered by the stadium cloud infrastructure, transcoding to enable the overlay cannot
be performed in the same infrastructure but only in an external cloud environment.

• A penalty kick is awarded and a spectator sitting just behind the goalposts publishes
through the ShareYourView application the possibility for others to see his view of
the penalty kick. As viewers are now broadcasters, spectators will have access to
amateur feeds that capture the authenticity of the live experience, rather than relying
on what a director and cameraman focus on More than 10000 spectators express their
interest in the specific view, while the view of the penalty kick is also requested by
spectators in other locations (i.e. online, in stadiums of other matches). Moreover,
advertised entities would like to see the impact of a promotion activity they put in
place in all stadiums.
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5 Research Challenges and Technological Impact

The proposed solution addresses several research and technical challenges as part of a
service-based environment that aims to enable dynamic efficient and reliable service
provisioning through the development of collaborative networks exploiting diverse,
distributed, remote-located clouds, objects, sensors and devices. Specifically:

• support opportunistic collaborations through models of collaborative networks
capturing dynamic multi-stakeholder requirements, collaborations classification
including abstract behaviours, actions and patterns of interaction, and approaches to
manage the economics of participation in order to engage resources, utilize spatial
and societal attributes for service optimisation and take actions to encourage the
likelihood of contribution to added-value service-based situations;

• enable efficient and reliable service provision, through ad-hoc collaborations real‐
izing service networks with optimum delivery schemes and communication patterns
to allow for information and service sharing and exchange, while managing uncer‐
tainty and creating reliability and dependability from volatile resources;

• manage heterogeneous device platforms in a decentralized way, through an event-
driven autonomous/self-adaptive coordination of the devices following their role and
participation scheme given that control is highly dispersed among the participating
entities, and by adapting the collaborative network based on the evaluation of events
impact and the anticipated service and information requests; and

• incorporate scalable data and information management, through techniques to analyse
streaming data from various entities at real-time in order to obtain the potentially
valuable knowledge from the information flows, approaches to manage the huge
amount of data being generated by various sources, and workload optimized data stores
that enable analytics to be performed in a scalable and efficient way (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Proposed approach challenges and impact
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6 Conclusions

The dynamic rapidly changing and technology-rich digital environment and the market
economic constraints shift service provisioning from a pre- and strictly-defined to an
on-demand and ad-hoc orientation, where applications depend on dynamic, scarce,
distributed resources, which operate at different temporal and spatial scales.

The presented vision aims at enabling the exploitation of all available highly heter‐
ogeneous resources (i.e. clouds, communicating objects, sensors and smart devices) by
providing a service-based environment that allows for harvesting, dynamically creating
and managing these diverse, discrete and distributed resources. Swarms refer to oppor‐
tunistic service networks, which as new constructs can rapidly emerge in relation either
to users and applications requirements or to events and information of great potential
for the wider community, coordinated by an open and distributed runtime model. Time-
constrained reservation, adaptive selection, conflict resolution and techniques to
consider the volatility and uncertainty need to be developed to enable efficient and reli‐
able service provision, harvest the vast availability of sensors and devices and lead to
participatory application schemes of significant societal and economic value.
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Abstract. Big Data is revolutionizing nearly every aspect of our lives
ranging from enterprises to consumers, from science to government. On
the other hand, cloud computing recently has emerged as the platform
that can provide an effective and economical infrastructure for collec-
tion and analysis of big data produced by applications such as topic
detection and tracking (TDT). The fundamental challenge is how to
cost-effectively orchestrate these big data applications such as TDT over
existing cloud computing platforms for accomplishing big data analytic
tasks while meeting performance Service Level Agreements (SLAs). In
this paper a layered performance model for TDT big data analytic appli-
cations that take into account big data characteristics, the data and event
flow across myriad cloud software and hardware resources. We present
some preliminary results of the proposed systems that show its effective-
ness as regards to understanding the complex performance dependencies
across multiple layers of TDT applications.

Keywords: Cloud computing · Big data · Hadoop map reduce

1 Introduction

Big Data is revolutionizing nearly every aspect of our lives ranging from enter-
prises to consumers, from science to government. Managing large, heterogeneous
and, rapidly increasing volumes of data has long been a challenge. On the other
hand, cloud computing [2,13] in recent times has emerged as the platform that
can provide an effective and economical infrastructure for collection and analy-
sis of big data produced by data analytics applications such as topic detection
and tracking (TDT). TDT applications detect events (such as disease outbreak,
sentiments of customers for certain products or movies etc.) by analysing data
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from social media and other online sources. Though big data processing and
analytics technologies such as hadoop and mahout have evolved, we still lack
orchestration techniques for developing scalable TDT applications in domains
such as disease outbreak and sentiment analysis that can elastically scale in
response to changing data volume, data velocity, and data variety. Hence, the
fundamental challenge is how to cost-effectively orchestrate these TDT appli-
cations over cloud-based hardware and software resources for accomplishing big
data analytic tasks (e.g. event detection delay) while meeting the new breed of
performance Service Level Agreements (SLAs). By the new breed of SLA’s we
point to the need of future TDT applications that can not be architected to meet
the traditional cloud SLA’s such as availability and reliability. To the contrary,
these new breed of TDT applications need strict SLAs’ guarantee on the metrics
such as accuracy, precision, and speed of event detection.

To address the above challenges, firstly, it is necessary to establish a tax-
onomy of performance metrics that can capture the relationship between the
applications SLA (e.g., event detection delay, alert generation delay, and alerts
sent per second), big data characteristics (e.g. data volume, query rate, and
query mix) and resource configuration of the underlying software (e.g., Hadoop,
NoSQL, distributed file system, and machine learning library) and hardware
(CPU, Storage, and Network). In the literature some performance metric taxon-
omy and models are available, but they have the following limitations: (i) they
target trivial applications (such as “word count”) which do not have end-to-end
performance management concerns as evident in the complex TDT applications
and (ii) most of them are concerned only with the performance modelling the
hardware resources while ignoring end-to-end dependencies between the appli-
cation, software and hardware resource layers. As a consequence, the existing
approaches are not appropriate to study the end-to-end performance SLA con-
cerns of the TDT applications. In this vision paper, we propose that a novel,
end-to-end taxonomy of performance metrics could be used to develop perfor-
mance models for studying and analysing the performance SLAs of complex big
data applications such as TDT. The novel contributions of this paper include:

– We present a concrete vision statement backed by rigorous analysis of the
related work for developing layered and end-to-end performance metric taxon-
omy for future TDT applications. These performance metrics take into account
the data and event flows across multiple software and hardware resource types
while considering complex performance dependencies across the layers.

– We present a conceptual architecture for future TDT application which forms
the basis for developing the above mentioned performance metrics taxonomy.
We also conduct preliminary experimentations for showing the practicality of
the proposed approach.

2 Big Data Analytics Application Scenarios

The importance of big data analytics applications such as topic detection [14–17]
and tracking has practical values in a variety of fields. Following are some typical
application use cases that under take non-real time analysis activities.
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1. Natural Disaster Risk Assessment management application: By
analysing historical data from social media and other sources such as remote
sensing satellites and deployed seismic sensors, it is possible to conduct fol-
lowing pre-disaster and post-disaster impact assessment in context of nat-
ural disasters such as earthquakes. Historical feeds from social media can be
analysed to understand the regions which are most prone to future earth-
quakes. Such historical feeds can be augmented with crowd sensed data such
as high resolution images of public and private infrastructures including build-
ings, bridges, and roads. These crowd sensed data can be further analysed for
pre-assessment of risks and ability of these public and private infrastructures
to cope with future earthquakes. The results of such a pre-disaster assess-
ment could be used to evacuate people out of dangerous infrastructures in
advance. On the other hand in the post-disaster situations, timely analysis
of data from these social media, crowd senses, and other online sources can
help rescue teams, medics, and relief workers in planning for future rescue
and medical operations.

2. Traffic pattern analysis application: By collecting and processing the his-
torical traffic information along with social media feeds, this application can
help in meeting the following two goals: Offering the driver the information of
the possible traffic congestion; providing advice to the drivers on alternative
routes.

3. Epidemic propagation analysis application: It is well-known that by
carefully analysing the social media feeds related to people’s health and well-
being could help in learning about past epidemic outbreak. Such data analytic
applications can help in improved coordination and deployment of health
services.

3 Related Work

The area of performance management of cloud-based big-data processing frame-
works have been widely studied. However, understanding and developing an end-
to-end performance model of cloud-based big data analytics applications is still
in its infancy. In the past several years, Hadoop has been deployed for undertak-
ing batch processing task over large volumes of data (not in real-time). However,
most research focus on developing performance model of MapReduce framework
only while ignoring the other software and hardware components/resources. In
[4] the author describes the complexity of MapReduce (MR) tasks and presents
how to model this complexity. Furthermore, the author provides a deep analysis
of the working of MapReduce, the interaction and correlation among various
steps of MapReduce and the associated costs. The author presents a model to
predict the execution time of tasks according to certain cost vectors. The focus
of the paper is only on Hadoop more specifically on the MR, HDFS at the IaaS
layer. The authors use WordCount, Hive Query Job, and Distributed Pentmino
as the usecases for modelling the MapReduce jobs all of whose execution is con-
siderably different from that of analytical machine learning algorithms. It is well
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understood that machine learning algorithms generate interactive computations
and intermediate data that requires a more concrete formulation of the MR exe-
cution strategy. In [19], the authors focus on the study of tasks assignment issue
in Hadoop. The authors prove that the hadoop task assignment process seeking
to minimise the total execution time is NP-Complete. However, this paper is
completely based on the mathematical formulation of MR and lacks experimen-
tal validations in real world cloud environments.

In [5], the authors propose ARIA (Automated Resource Inference and Allo-
cation) framework composed of SLO (Service Level Object) scheduler, slot esti-
mator, job profiler, profile database and slot allocator to address the challenge of
resource allocation for MR jobs to meet the required SLOs requirement bound
by a job completion deadline. The applications considered include Word count,
Sort, Bayesian classification. TF-IDF, WikiTrends and Twitter. Though ARIA
address the challenge of estimating performance of application that use machine
learning for analysis, it fails to address the following (1) Provide performance
insights across each individual cloud layer i.e. IaaS (CPU, Memory, Network)
and PaaS (HDFS storage considerations); (2) Employs a simple online greedy
algorithm to calculate the max, min and mean of execution time of Map or
Reduce tasks to estimate the MR job execution time and (3) Although they
employ bayesian classification, the use of it is limited which renders it insuffi-
cient to prove that this performance model will be suitable for cloud-based big
data analytics systems. In [18] a task scheduling mechanism for runtime perfor-
mance management of MR framework is proposed. This management scheduler
can use two strategies to allocate resources: the min-scheduler and the max-
scheduler. The min-scheduler will give a job minimum resources to meet certain
execution time constraint while the max-scheduler will give high priority jobs
maximum resources. The proposed model has been evaluated over applications
such as word count and table joins using hive. Similarly, in [6], the authors pro-
posed a framework called MRShare which can be plugged into any MapReduce
system. The MRShare is the first framework to analyse the work sharing prob-
lem in MapReduce i.e. different jobs might share resources together. A series
of experiments were conducted to validate the proposed work sharing approach
on Hadoop frameworks (Hadoop HDFS, MapReduce, Hive and Pig) running on
Amazon clusters. In [7], the authors proposed a prediction model for MapRe-
duces performance taking into account the I/O congestion and task failure. The
authors design a mathematical model to predict the performance of MapReduce,
meanwhile they use the Hadoop as the experimental testbed to validate their
model. In [8] the author proposes a prediction model based on greedy policy of
MapReduce in terms of different configurations (e.g. different MR parameters,
different data sizes, different I/O, etc.).

In [9] the authors propose a performance model of Hadoop which describes
data flows and cost information. This performance model can be classified into
three parts: Map. Reduce and Shuffle. This performance model involves the CPU
cost and the I/O cost. In [10], the authors design a model based on historical job
execution records adopting locally weighted linear regression (LWLR) technique
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to predict the execution time of a MapReduce job. Similarly, in [12], the authors
propose a performance model of Hadoop. This model takes the network into
consideration and proves that network bandwidth plays a vital role in the perfor-
mance of hadoop system. However, these approach does not provide the metrics
required to model the end-to-end performance of big data analytics application.
For instance, a ML algorithm like the Naive Bayes classification algorithm will
have more than one MapReduce task. Furthermore, some steps (such as serial-
ization, etc.) and relations among different steps (such as parallel or overlap)
are not considered in the current performance model presented in the literature.
Some of related works also study the performance of MapReduce-based machine
learning algorithms complexity. However these focus on the theoretical aspects
of the algorithm without any evaluation in real cloud environments to validate
the theoretical outcomes [11].

3.1 Summary of Limitations

1. The negligence at the Infrastructure-as-a-Service layer: The influence from the
memory has been severely neglected. Most performance models of MapReduce
or Hadoop (HDFS and MapReduce) are only related to the CPU and job
workload, assuming that memory is a trivial aspect. As a matter of fact, it
is the other way around. In actuality, the impact of memory on the speed of
processing data in particular in big data TDT application needs to be studied
in order to develop an effective performance model (e.g. due to the principal
of “Spill” operation in the MapReduce process. The Spill means that the
output data would be sent to the memory, and only when the memory is near
to be filled (no more memory space for storing the new data), the memory
starts transmitting data into storage).

2. The negligence from Platform-as-a-Service layer: Consider the example
of Hadoop for processing cloud-based TDT applications. The inaccurate
assumption of when the shuffle starts could have a significant impact on
the system’s performance. Many MapReduce model assume that the shuffle
part starts when all the Map tasks have been done. However, it is not always
the case. In fact, the shuffle process can start before the end of map process
by tuning certain performance parameter or metric. Moreover, many models
make a simple assumption to determine the number of mapper based only
on the size of input data. However, the number of map tasks is mainly con-
trolled by three parameters which are dfs.block.size, mapred.map.tasks and
mapred.min.split.size. Hence, determining the number of mapper is a com-
plex task. Finally, at the application layer such as Mahout machine learning
component, there is a clear gap in the existent research with respect to per-
formance modelling. We believe, modelling the end-to-end performance of
a TDT application involving machine learning components such as Mahout
using only MapReduce performance metrics is not accurate. Our preliminary
results validate our proposition.

3. Lack of understanding about the dependencies of each software and hardware
resources across TDT stack: Considering the Hadoop MapReduce framework,
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the relation between components across layer such as memory, the order of
processing the data i.e. sequential or MapReduce and the parameters govern-
ing the machine learning component (such as Mahout) needs to be analysed
and studied to determine the impact they have on each other’s performance.
This will help in developing a more concrete and accurate end-to-end perfor-
mance model.

4 End-to-End Performance Modeling of Cloud-Based Big
Data Analytics Applications: Our Vision

4.1 Conceptual Architecture

As new TDT applications start to emerge, there is a need for processing high
volume, velocity and heterogeneous variety of data (big data characteristics).
We need to develop novel application architecture that builds upon the recent
progress made in the domain of cloud datacentres offering hardware resources
(CPU, Storage, and Network) and big data processing technologies (e.g. Hadoop,
Mahout, S4, Spark, NoSQL, etc.) offering software-based application program-
ming abstractions and operations. To this end, we present the conceptual archi-
tecture of such a TDT application in Fig. 1. The conceptual architecture consist
of three layers including Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service
(PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). SaaS represents the TDT appli-
cation, PaaS includes the big data processing technologies or software resources,
and IaaS has the cloud datacentre hosted hardware resources.

Fig. 1. The conceptual architecture of big data analytics application

4.2 Performance Metric Selection: Preliminary Exploration

Table 1 lists the various high-level parameters that we consider at each layer
to build the proposed end-to-end TDT-based big data application performance
model. These parameters have been developed taking into consideration the
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Table 1. Big data analytics application (TDT) performance metrics for each layer

Layer Metric

SaaS Precision and Recall

PaaS MapReduce Number of Map tasks, Number of Reduce tasks, the total size of input

data, the size of splitting data, the scheduling mechanism, the format

of file

HDFS The architecture of HDFS like the number of Datanodes, the resources

possessed by each node (Namenode and Datanode), the replication

number

IaaS CPU utilization, Memory utilization, Network Bandwidth

conceptual architecture presented in Fig. 1 typical cloud-based batch processing
system such as Hadoop.

In the SaaS layer, recall and precision will be impacted considerably due to
the different types of data mining algorithms adopted and the variation in data.
E.g. considering the naive bayes algorithm, the training part is implemented
using four MapReduce steps. However, the testing process consist of only one
MapReduce job called BayesClassifierDriver. The PaaS layer for the frameworks
such as Hadoop has two software components, namely, MapReduce and HDFS.
For the MapReduce operation, we will use the number of maps and reducers,
the total size of input data, the size of splitting data, the scheduling mechanism
(there are three popular kinds of scheduling algorithms which are FIFO - First in
First Out, capacity and fair), and file format. For HDFS, we are mainly concerned
with the architecture of HDFS. The different architectures of HDFS lead to
changes in data storage efficiency that influence the number of replications and
storage locations. Another important factor at the HDFS layer is the block size.
The block size will directly affect the number of mappers. At the IaaS layer, we
consider configurations [20] of CPU, memory and network. The number of CPUs
on the shared cluster and the speed of each CPU core has significant impact on
the modelling the execution time. Further, memory also plays a pivotal role in
determining the execution speed.

5 Preliminary Experimental Outcomes

In this section, we present preliminary experimental trials conducted to validate
and verify the correctness of the identified metrics at each layer. The evaluation
was conducted using Hadoop 2.4.1 and Mahout 1.0 systems. The performance
metric configurations of these system are presented in the Table 2.

In order to validate and verify the identified parameter’s influence on var-
ious hardware and software components across the layers of a TDT applica-
tion, we conducted 4 preliminary experiments. Our input dataset is a collec-
tion of Tweets related to Flu collected by COSMOS project (www.cs.cf.ac.uk/
cosmos/) at Cardiff University. We employ the Naive bayes classification tech-
nique to match tweets to topics i.e. “related to FLU” and “not related to flu”.

www.cs.cf.ac.uk/cosmos/
www.cs.cf.ac.uk/cosmos/
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Table 2. Experiment test bed configuration

Node Configuration

Master Node 4 Intel(R) Core(TM) CPU T7700 2.40 GHz 8GB 10 GB Ubuntu 14

Name Node 1 4 2 Intel(R) Core(TM) CPU T7700 2.40 GHz 4 GB 10GB Ubuntu 14

Name Node 2 2 Intel(R) Core(TM) CPU T7700 2.40 GHz 4GB 10 GB Ubuntu 14

In our experiments, we extended the naive bayes implementation provided by
the Apache Mahout (mahout.apache.org). Apache Mahout is a scalable machine
learning library built on Hadoop Map Reduce framework.

5.1 Experiment 1: Influence of Data Size

In this experiment, we fix the hadoop cluster configuration, while changing the
volumes of input Tweet data. We compute and measure the execution time for
the following operations (1) converting tweet data into vectors (a requirement for
Mahout to process the data) to be consumed by the naive bayes algorithm and
(2) training the data for naive bayes classification. The result of this experiment
is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Experiment 1: influence of data size

Data size Operation Execution time

0.316 GB Text vectorisation 4.025 min

Naive Bayes training 1.444 min

78.34 MB Text vectorisation 3.98 min

Naive Bayes training 1.4077 min

5.2 Experiment 2: Changing Hadoop Map Reduce Configuration

Secondly, we conduct experiments with 0.316 GB data keeping the CPU con-
figuration fixed (shown in Table 2) while changing the numbers of mappers and
reducers. The result is shown in Table 4 dealing with the execution time of train-
ing model.

5.3 Experiment 3: Changing Hadoop Map Reduce Configuration

In this experiment, we use 2 different machine learning algorithms namely the
Naive Bayes and C Naive Bayes. The data size used for the experiment is
0.316 GB. The hadoop map reduce layer is configured with 1 mapper and 1
reducer. Table 5 shows the values for Precision and Recall.
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Table 4. Experiment 2: changing MR configuration

Mappers Reducers Execution time

1 1 1.441 min

2 1 1.219 min

3 3 1.433 min

Table 5. Experiment 3: different machine learning algorithms

Algorithm Precision Recall

C-Bayes 59.22 % 61.08 %

Naive-Bayes 57.20 % 60.40 %

Table 6. Experiment 4: changing VM configuration

VM Configuration Execution
time

MapMemory: 1600Mb; ReduceMemory: 3072Mb; SortMemory: 512Mb 1.3328 min

MapMemory: 512Mb; ReduceMemory: 1024Mb; SortMemory: 286Mb 1.4441 min

5.4 Experiment 4: Changing CPU (VM) Configuration

In this experiment, we use 2 different VM configurations for hadoop name and
data nodes. The data size used for the experiment is 0.316GB. The hadoop map
reduce layer is configured with 1 mapper and 1 reducer and the Mahout layer
runs the C-Bayes algorithm. Table 6 shows the outcome of this experiment.

5.5 Experimentation Summary

The experimental outcomes verify the interdependencies between the various
components of a big data analytics system across each layer of the cloud and their
impact on system’s performance. In particular, results of experiment 2 further
validates our vision in developing an end-to-end performance model as with more
mapper and reduces, the system’s performance degraded for an identical dataset
and machine learning algorithm.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented our vision and challenges of designing of a generic
TDT application (that has non real-time data analytics requirement) based on
integrating hardware (CPU, Storage, and Network) and software (batch process-
ing system, NoSQL system, Machine Learning system) resources. We further
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considered and analysed the new performance challenges arising in such TDT
applications due to integration of multiple resource types and processing of
heterogeneous data flows. Next, we developed taxonomy of performance met-
rics relevant to hardware and resource types. Finally, we conducted small
scale experiment based on real-world implementation to study the performance
of flu detection TDT application based on varying workload and resource
configurations.

In the future work, we will extend our conceptual architecture and perfor-
mance metric taxonomy to include real-time processing requirements. At the
same time we will work on generalizing our taxonomy to include the features of
other classes of big data systems such as Apache Spark, and Apache SAMOA
(online machine learning library).
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Abstract. Client-driven monitoring of security service level agreements
is not available nowadays in the market of Cloud services. Supposing that
security obligations associated with a service will be available soon in the
service level agreements, we designed such a monitoring service that can
be deployed on Cloud provider premises or as external service. It is a
stand-alone component of a larger system that allows the negotiation of
service level agreements and their enforcement. The concepts, design and
architecture of the proof-of-concept service are presented in this paper.

Keywords: Cloud · Security · SLA · Monitoring

1 Introduction

Resources deployed in a cloud environment grow day by day as companies and
governments move from on premises model to the Cloud. Moving to the Cloud
implies less responsibilities for the client as the Cloud provider manages different
aspects of the infrastructure [1]. However, monitoring responsibilities should not
be delegated completely to the Cloud provider, and monitoring from the user
perspective should be implemented. The monitoring tools should allow clients
to check that the quality of services they agreed with the Cloud provider is
maintained. They can provide insights on the security of the system through the
specification by the client of security parameters of interest. Such parameters
can be the status of the ports or the services running on a specific host.

Client-driven security monitoring in Cloud environments is laging behind
other client-driven operational monitoring, like performance monitoring. This
fact is sustained by the absence of security obligations associated with a service in
current service level agreements (SLAs), hindering the Cloud providers capacity
to offer trustworthy services [2]. Currently, the only service aspect included in
SLAs is service availability [3]. However, cloud services provider contracts are
expected to provide soon detailed and substantial security SLAs [4,5].

In this context, we are interested to provide an open-source SLA-based Cloud
security monitoring system that can act as Monitoring-as-a-service. It is deployed
together with a customer application on a Cloud provider premises providing
infrastructure-as-a-services (IaaSs), resides on the Cloud provider resources, or
is offered on third party premises. The role of such an SLA-based Cloud security
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2016
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Table 1. Challenges, barriers, models, metrics

Category Short description

Challenges Mapping between low-level metrics and application-based SLA
parameters

Ability to monitor SLA parameters to multiple Cloud layers (IaaS,
PaaS)

Uncertainty of Cloud environments in event observation (rate of
probes)

Cloud agnosticism (tightly coupling of monitoring tools to the services)

Big data security is time consuming, instant reaction difficult to
achieve

Barriers Security SLAs are not in place

Privacy laws that are restricting instant monitoring by Cloud providers

Security metrics are still vagues

Virtualization makes monitoring harder

The ability to monitor services is considered a security risk

Models Multi-layer model (facility, network, hardware, OS, middleware, appl,
user)

Cloud security control domains (application, interfaces, identity, access
etc.)

Metrics Cloud service measure &metric (scenarios, measure, metric,
measurement)

Service measurement index (category Security and Privacy)

Security indicators (e.g. rate of compliance with a catalogue of criteria)

Cloud security properties (core elements: identifier, definition,
attributes)

Security parameters for monitoring (incident, data, change, log,
isolation, etc.)

monitoring service in a larger framework, named SPECS, was exposed in [6]: a
security SLA (Sec-SLA) that is negotiated with a IaaS provider will be monitored
for compliance and alerts will be generated in case of security changes or in case
of Sec-SLA violations (leading to its enforcement).

We identified recently in [7] the challenges, barriers, models and metrics for
building a SLA-based Cloud security monitoring system. Table 1 summarizes our
conclusions. Other opinions related to the challenges of security monitoring in
Cloud environment are presented in [8].

In this paper we present the core and support services of the proposed service.
The next section is referring to related work and our motivation. The third
section is dedicated to core services, while the fourth to support services. The
last section is dedicated to conclusions.
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2 Related Work

Analyzing the reports about the academic prototypes or commercial services
that are available for SLA monitoring or security monitoring in Clouds, we iden-
tified in [9] the fact that there is no report until date of an Sec-SLA based
Cloud monitoring service. We mention here only few of the monitoring tools
that were identified. There are several open-source SLA-oriented Cloud moni-
toring tools like CloudCompas (available on github.com), or Everest/SLA@SOI
(on sourceforge.net), as well as open-source Cloud security monitoring tools
like Snorby (on github.com). Commercial Cloud monitoring tools are many,
e.g. SLA-oriented ones from nimsoft.com or site24x7.com, or security-oriented
ones from ciphercloud.com, cloudflare.com, cloudpassage.com, splunk.com or
threatstack.com. Often Cloud monitoring tools are relying upon the services
of open-source general monitoring tools, like collectl, Ganglia, Nagios (all three
on sourceforge) or MonALISA (monalisa.caltech.edu). A comprehensive study
of the Cloud monitoring systems is available in [10].

Security parameters for monitoring systems were classified in [11,12], along
with methods and techniques for measuring parameters in practice. Thresholds
were established also to indicate when to trigger an event. However, security indi-
cators (observable characteristic that correlates with a desired security property)
were not provided. To overcome this problem, a step forward was made in [13] by
providing an attribute-based security property vocabulary (security properties
in abstract terms and as a properties with a set of defined attributes).

Cloud security monitoring is currently done on-premises, on the monitored
infrastructure, or via a SaaS. In the case of monitoring on-premises, a security
tool is able to make use of specific APIs as well as to collect logs from Cloud
services. In the second case, of monitored IaaS, a security tool is loaded directly
into an IaaS (no high bandwidth requirement, possible some high storage costs).
In the third case, monitoring data is obtained from the Cloud service (if avail-
able), and hand it to a managed security service provider. We are interested
to offer a deployable service that supports client-driven monitoring and can be
mapped to all three cases.

Fig. 1. Security monitoring data

http://www.github.com
http://www.sourceforge.net
http://www.github.com
http://www.nimsoft.com
http://www.site24x7.com
http://www.ciphercloud.com
http://www.cloudflare.com
http://www.cloudpassage.com
http://www.splunk.com
http://www.threatstack.com
http://www.monalisa.caltech.edu
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We proposed recently in [14] a taxonomy for the SLA-based monitoring of
cloud security. We reproduce here in Fig. 1 the class related to security mon-
itoring data. Note that monitoring specific utilities for collecting information
about security are referring to software vulnerabilities or bugs (OS/middleware
layer), IDS or firewalls (network), authentication systems or surveillance (facil-
ity), workload, voltage or temperature, memory or CPU (hardware).

3 SPECS Monitoring

Monitoring is highly important for SPECS framework. The features offered by
its platform(-as-a-service) rely on the information processed by the monitoring
module (whether we are talking about to overall platform functional process or
about the end-users SLAs that need to be fulfilled).

Monitoring as a Module in the SPECS Framework. The SPECS moni-
toring module addresses the problem of using monitoring for the fulfillment of
security-related user requirements. It enables the users to continuously keep an
eye on their applications with respect to certain security properties that might
be of interest to them. The module monitors the resources and services and
notifies events considered of relevance (according the SLAs) to an enforcement
module. The module integrates existing and custom monitoring tools/agents to
gather information on SLO metrics, in order to help the enforcement module to
detect possible alerts and violations.

Once signed a SLA enters the observed state in which dedicated monitoring
agents keep collecting information with regards to the execution of the negoti-
ated services, continuously checking in that way the fulfillment of the specified
service level objectives (SLOs). The module focuses on SLO metrics, i.e. the mea-
surable part of the SLAs. This assumption keeps the monitoring and enforce-
ment (diagnosis) functionalities separated, and improve the scalability of the
approach in presence of a large number of SLAs to follow. We assume the exis-
tence of a monitoring services repository that contains a static mapping between
possible SLO metrics and available monitoring components able to gather data
on those metrics. An enforcement planning component performs a lookup in
such repository to retrieve the monitoring services to activate. Such services
are then deployed, configured and activated by an enforcement implementation
component. The configuration of the monitoring systems includes setting proper
thresholds, intervals and values for the related SLO metrics according to what
has been specified in the SLA. The activation of the monitoring components is
carried out by a platform functionality (see next section).

Monitoring Workflow. The module deals with large amount of information
that needs to be collected, filtered or routed to other components. The monitor-
ing data volume depends on the number of metrics that need to be monitored
together and the number of users the platform need to deal with.
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Fig. 2. Simplified monitoring workflow

The monitoring workflow include the following tasks (described in Fig. 2):

observe and collect: the targeted services are continuously monitored and spe-
cific data is collected directly from the services log files; this data is then sent
to the core monitoring infrastructure from where it is routed to dedicated
components that need to analyze the data;

aggregate: the monitoring information is used to compute some statistic data
regarding different targeted service behaviour; this aggregation is made based
on predefined or dynamically defined aggregation rules described in monitor-
ing policies that are continuously updated during the platform runtime;

filter: the monitoring data received from the targeted services is filtered and
routed to specialized services that needs the data to analyze;

archive: all the monitoring data is archived for later use, for example in case of
historical statistical computation of some defined metrics;

notify: send out external notifications in case of broken filtering rules set for the
monitored metrics.

The monitoring data is split into two types: the raw monitoring data, col-
lected by the monitoring adapters from the targeted services and monitoring
events, the data that is send through the monitoring infrastructure. The raw
monitoring data collected by the monitoring adapters is mapped into a stan-
dard message called the event format. The event format uses a simple but gen-
eral structure (Table 2) in order to allow any type of raw monitored data to
be mapped. In this way the monitoring core services are independent from the
platform and can be reused while not being tied up to a specific set of services
that can be monitored.

Core Services. The components of the SPECS monitoring core services are:

Event Archiver: aims to retain all the monitoring data for a defined period of
time for later data preprocessing;

Event Aggregator: is responsible with point-in-time observations, transforma-
tions of events by showing the global status of the monitored system;
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Table 2. Monitoring event format

Field Description

component Identifier of the component instance generating the event (i.e., a
VM)

object Hierarchical string pointing event source that generated the event

labels Hierarchical string that provides a way to give a context to the
event

type Hierarchical string representing the type of event

data Concrete information specific for each type of event

timestamp Time of the event, in seconds

token (optional) Used by some monitoring component for a specific
purpose

Event Hub: acts as a router between the monitoring adapters and the other
monitoring components; it uses filters to route the monitoring data among
the components;

Monitoring Adapter: collects the raw data from the targeted services and sends
out the data to the monitoring core in form of monitoring events;

Monitoring Policy Filter: filters the aggregated events and searches for possible
violation or alerts of the monitored metrics;

SLO Metrics Exporter: notifies the others platform components in case of vio-
lations or alerts set for the monitored metrics.

The Event Hub receives the events collected by the various Monitoring
Adapters and routes them towards the Event Aggregator, Event Archiver and the
Monitoring Policy Filter (Fig. 3). There are several important sub-components.
A HTTP Mux implements an HTTP interface through which the Monitoring
Adapters publish events to the Event Hub and clients like the MoniPoli Filter can
receive desired events. A Router Multi-Decoder, which accepts as input events

Fig. 3. SPECS monitoring core services architecture
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and transforms them into a format which can be handled by the Mozilla Heka1

stream processing and routing system, used internally by the Event Hub. A
Router Multi-Encoder encodes the Hub’s internal messages back as events, rep-
resented in the platform’s internal format (Table 2). A Router Output, together
with the HTTP Mux sub-component, streams events to all interested parties.
An Archive Output call the Event Archiver in order to store routed events. A
Heka Router forwards internal messages to any filter of the Event Hub and to
the Router Output and Archive Output sub-components. A Router Input uses
the Router Multi-Decoder for decoding received events and delivers the decoded
internal messages to the Heka router. Sieve Filters group events based on infor-
mation contained in them. For example, one may define a filter for grouping all
events related to CloudWatch2 and use this in order to stream all these events
to the MoniPoli Filter.

The Event Aggregator consumes events and pushes out the data back into
the Event Hub for further consumption. Based on various aggregation rules,
it aggregates the events. To fulfill the usual statistical measurements (like min,
max, average, standard deviation, etc.) a basic aggregator implementation is cur-
rently implemented. More sophisticated, implementations could be implemented
to support more complex measurements like identifying trends through various
methods like statistical or neural networks. At runtime there can be multiple
instances of the same event aggregator implementation, with different aggrega-
tion rules, especially for scalability purposes.

The Monitoring Policy Filter has three main components. The Event Filter
registers itself to the Event Hub to receive all the stream of events labeled with
the security metric labels reported in the corresponding label attribute of the
policy. The MoniPoli Rule Filter applies the rule at runtime and export them,
through the MoniPoli Output interface. The MoniPoli Rule generator accepts as
input a new SLAs and generates new rules, according to the algorithms proposed
in the MoniPoli section, communicating them to the MoniPoli Rule Filter.

The Event Archiver retains the monitoring data and events for a defined
period of time (when an SLA finished its execution or it is terminated then
all the associated archived monitoring data and events are disposed). The com-
munication interface is based on a REST API that supports PUT, GET and
DELETE actions (store data and events; retrieves the data from the archiver
database at query like event attribute and a time interval; erases the data from
the database on query); operation handlers are the actual functions that perform
a specific operation. A request pool handles multiple requests that need to be
routed to specific internal handlers. A distributed object-store database is used
for storing the monitoring data and events.

The SLOM Exported receives only the monitoring events that should be
notified. MoniPoli Filter makes the selection of the events and forwards them
to the SLOM Exporter. The Exporter generates an XML representation of the
monitoring event, made in agreement with the SLA XML framework. It uses the

1 https://github.com/mozilla-services/heka.
2 https://aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch/.

https://github.com/mozilla-services/heka
https://aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch/
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SPECS’s SLA Platform API in order to notify the event, in the right format to
the enforcement module.

The Monitoring Adapter sends out the events to the Event Hub and receives
data from Monitoring Agents. The format of this data depend on the type of
agent, and the data is transformed by the Monitoring Adapter into the platform
internal format to represent events that are finally sent to the Event Hub.

Monitoring Agents. Two agents were tested in SPECS context: OpenVAS, a
vulnerability scanner and Nmap, a network security scanner. Three others are on
the list for the next integration steps, to prove the concepts feasibility: OSSEC,
a host intrusion detection and prevention system, Snort, a network intrusion
detection system, and Monit, a general purpose monitoring tool3. Security met-
rics that can be monitored by Nmap, for example, are status of ports, service
version, guess OS, time since last restart, ciphers used by TLS Ciphers used by
servers that offer TLS.

We proposed in [16] a monitoring system (agent in SPECS context, despite
the agent-less internal architecture) based on Nmap that allows to execute mul-
tiple Nmap instances at the same time to provide efficiency and fault tolerance.
As number and type of resources that should be monitored can quickly become
very large, a monitoring system should be scalable, provide small overhead and
fault tolerance. The tests performed on Google Compute Engine premises showed
the scalability of the proposed system. The event message mentioned in Table 2
includes in this case, as component, the UUID of the component that creates
the message, as object, nmap, as labels, client id and job id, as type, metric, as
data, Nmap results after they have been processed, and as timestamp, the time
when the event message was created.

4 SPECS Enabling Platform

The Enabling Platform creates the execution environment for the SPECS’ plat-
form that hosts the SLA services. This component is a bootstrap service that
transforms a standard resource (e.g. a Cloud virtual machine, a VM, with an
Linux OS) into an execution environment ready to host other resources. The
other resources have some special requirements in terms of local libraries or soft-
ware packages and services or to remote resources to interact with. The Enabling
Platform solves this issue and it is also able to acquire the compute resources,
from various Cloud providers, where the SPECS Platform is hosted.

The Enabling Platform consists of several core components (Fig. 4):

– resource allocator, a standalone service able to acquire resources from the
cloud providers based on a resource descriptor document where the end-user
specifies the requirements and constraints for platform deployment;

3 OpenVas: openvas.org; NMAP: nmap.org; OSSEC: ossec.net; Snort: snort.org;
Monit: mmonit.com/monit/.

http://www.openvas.org
http://www.nmap.org
http://www.ossec.net
http://www.snort.org
http://www.mmonit.com/monit/
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Fig. 4. Enabling platform architecture

– cluster formation service, an orchestrator service able to manage the resources
scheduling based on the definition given by the end-user (resource descriptor);

– mOS node bootstrapper, a simple and autonomous resource clustering solution
that transform a standard operating system into a specialized environment
that is able to host the platform resources (mOS stands for multi-purpose
OS); it uses Chef service-client architecture for package deployment;

– mOS naming service, a distributed resource management service able to offer
resource management features like resource registration and retrieval in a het-
erogeneous distributed system.

We focus here on cluster formation service, mOS bootstrapper and naming
service (NS), as having the particular ability (not yet encountered in literature)
to transform a set of simple Cloud resources (acquired by the resource allocator)
into an execution environment ready to host complex applications and services.

The cluster formation service takes a resource descriptor from the user or
a third party service and tries to interpret it. The result is a bootstrap config-
uration that contains, among others, the number of resources that need to be
acquired and for each resource a bootstrap plan that mOS node bootstrapper
needs to apply on the acquired Cloud resources. The latest is a package that
is deployed on the target VM, as a system service that will transform the VM,
based on the bootstrap plan, into an execution environment that will host the
target platform. It relies on Chef4 technology for package deployment and on
mOS NS for distributed resource identification. Chef server-client architecture
is complex to configure in an unattended manner as it implies a lot of security

4 www.chef.io.

www.chef.io
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and resource information to be exchanged between the clients and the server.
Using the mOS NS service the clients can automatically find the Chef server
contact information (like IP address, chef services ports and registration URLs
used by the clients to get registered in the Chef server database). When the Chef
cluster is setup the mOS node bootstrapper will tell to the Chef server to apply
deployment plan on each client based on the initial implementation plan.

mOS naming service is a distributed resource management service that uses
a distributed system as an engine based on Paxos algorithm described in [15].
The package is started on each targeted node and the distributed system will be
automatically be created based on standard network discovery protocols (mul-
ticast or broadcast). When the nodes are synchronised they can start exchange
and store information. Each time a Chef client will install a service a trigger is
activated and mOS NS client will register the service together with some addi-
tional information (IP address, port number or other distinctive information)
required for resource discovery. On the other hand when a node needs a spe-
cific resource to consume it will query the service to find out if such a service
is already registered and what are the details of it. In this way the Chef server-
client architecture can be deployed unattended and further the entire platform
as well in the same manner. The naming service can be also used by any other
resource that needs to store or retrieve other resource information because it
offers a standard communication interface (REST).

5 Conclusions

The motivation, the concepts and implementation of a SLA-based Cloud security
monitoring system were exposed in this paper. Special particularities are its
modularity and ability to integrate external security scanners. The proposed
software prototype is a proof of the fact that a interoperability layer can be
used in Cloud security monitoring to interconnect various existing tools. The
presentation focused on the component design and we neglected the description
of the entire SPECS framework which can be found in previous reports.
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Abstract. The advent of both Cloud computing and Internet of Things
(IoT) is changing the way of conceiving information and communication
systems. Generally, we talk about IoT Cloud to indicate a new type of
distributed system consisting of a set of smart devices interconnected
with a remote Cloud infrastructure, platform, or software through the
Internet and able to provide IoT as a Service (IoTaaS). In this paper, we
address such a challenging paradigm focusing on security in IoT Cloud
Federation. In particular, we discuss several authentication schemes fit-
ting different types of scenarios.

Keywords: Cloud federation · IoT · Authentication scheme

1 Introduction

Nowadays, in the Internet of Things (IoT) panorama, the number of smart
devices that can be integrated in different physical environments is rapidly grow-
ing. Considering such a context, smart devices can be deployed for collecting
sensing data (e.g., temperature, pressure, etc.) and to perform (actuate) actions
(e.g., turn on/off a light, send an alert, etc.). The success of IoT is due to the
recent investments on both hardware and software technologies that are allowing
IoT infrastructure, platform and applications to quickly evolve. Another factor
that is contributing to the rapid evolution of IoT is its combination with the
Cloud computing paradigm that is pursuing new opportunities in delivering ser-
vices, representing a strategic approach for IT operators of increasing their busi-
ness. The emerging business perspectives coming from IoT are pushing private,
public, and hybrid Cloud providers to integrate their system with smart devices
(including sensors and actuators) in order to provide together with the tradi-
tional Infrastructure, Platform, and Software as a Services (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS)
even a new type of transversal service level, that is IoT as a Service (IoTaaS).
An IoT Cloud represents a new type of distributed system consisting of several
smart devices interconnected with a remote Cloud infrastructure, platform, or
software through the Internet that is able to provide IoTaaS. We believe that the
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2016
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near future evolution of IoT Clouds will be the establishment of federated envi-
ronments, in order to extend context-based capabilities and increase flexibility
in IoTaaS provisioning. In a federated scenario, how to access IoT devices and
services in a secure way is a very big concern. In this paper, we address security
issues in federated IoT Clouds, specifically focusing on authentication strategies,
presenting a new system model for secure IoT Cloud Federation and discussing
several authentication schemes that allow users and manufacturers to access IoT
devices and IoTaaS in a secure way. In particular, our use cases are based on the
Identity Provider/Service Provider (IdP/SP) and Trusted Computing models.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the state of the
art of IoT Cloud security. In Sect. 3, we provide an overview on IoT Cloud federa-
tion, specifically focusing on IoT resources and identity federation. In Sect. 4, we
present a system model for IoT Cloud federation. In Sect. 6, we describe several
authentication schemes for IoT Clouds and the resulting protocol flows formal-
ized by means of different sequence diagrams. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Cloud federation is a topic that has been studied for years and several experiences
in this research area have been discussed n literature. One of the first scientific
works on Cloud federation was presented in [1], where a federation of Clouds was
described as a model of multiple providers aimed at resource sharing. Users are
associated with a provider that is responsible for fulfilling all customer requests.
Similar approaches can be found in [2,3]. All these models are based on a central
Cloud broker, that looks for and allocate resources into the Clouds. Some security
concerns on Cloud federation were presented in [4], where the authors defined
authentication protocols.

Recent scientific works on the integration of IoT devices and Cloud computing
providers was presented in [5], where protocols and use cases on how to integrate
IoT devices with a Cloud computing provider were described. In [6], the authors
present a system model for the development of applications for processing sensing
data collected by IoT devices. The main idea is that the processing system runs
over the Cloud, and IoT devices are exclusively exploited to collect sensing data.
Another example of integration between IoT and Cloud computing is described
in [7], where the authors describe an hybrid storage system specifically aimed to
store Big Data collected for smart environment monitoring.

Regarding IoT Cloud security, in [8,9] the authors discussed how to perform
a self-identification process in order to achieve a secure auto-configuration of IoT
devices joining the Cloud. In [10] the authors present the challenges of integrating
IoT devices with the Cloud (Cloud of Things as defined by the authors). The
authors present a business model for this kind of architecture as well as the
limitations and issues related to the security of IoT devices.

The limited number of scientific works focusing IoT and Cloud Federation
security proves how currently this topic is still at an early stage and needs to be
investigated with more attention.
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3 IoT Cloud Federation Overview

Cloud federations has been widely discussed in terms of federation of datacenters
[4,11]. In such a distributed system model, Clouds and, hence, related providers
connect to each other in order to share their resources, typically Virtual Machines
(VMs). Interactions among providers are based on pre-established trust relation-
ships, so that they share their resources with other trusted providers.

Fig. 1. IoT federation overview

Following the same idea, it is possible to think to share IoT devices as
resources. We define IoT Cloud federation as a mesh of IoT Cloud providers that
are interconnected to provide a wide decentralized sensing and actuating environ-
ment where everything is driven by agreements in a ubiquitous infrastructure. In
such an environment, smaller, medium, and large IoT Cloud providers can fed-
erate themselves to gain economies of scale and an enlargement of their sensing
and actuating capabilities, in order to arrange more flexible IoTaaS. Providers
managing IoT devices make them available to other federated providers and their
users. This allows users to access different kinds of data from different sensors,
possibly deployed in different geographical regions. Figure 1 shows an example
of such a scenario, where several providers share their IoT devices, allowing
external users to collect data coming from different locations. From a business
perspective, IoT Clouds can elastically enlarge the set of available IoT devices
to deliver advanced IoTaaS to their users.

4 System Model for Federated IoT Clouds

In order to design authentication schemes, in this Section, we present a basic
system model for IoT Cloud federation. As shown in Fig. 2, the model includes
several components. The main building block represents an IoT Cloud and, in
our model, the federation involves many IoT Clouds. At the high-level, each
IoT Cloud is basically composed by two elements: the Cloud Provider and the
Identity and Access Management (IAM) system. The Cloud Provider is a piece
of middleware that manages the IoT resources of an administrative domain.
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Fig. 2. Model overview of IoT federation

In addition, this element is responsible for managing the access to resources
among federated IoT Clouds, IoT device, and users. The IAM is responsible to
secure the access to IoT resources and IoTaaS. It is responsible for managing
user identities, as well as maintaining secure IoT devices that are connected to
the IoT Cloud. Besides the local management of users, the IAM element man-
ages the authentication credentials required to establish federated relationships
among IoT Cloud providers. The federated identity management is based on
agreements that enable organizations to share their users’ identities [12]. A chal-
lenging mechanisms to support identity federation solutions is the Single Sign-On
(SSO) [13], that allows users to pass through the authentication process once
accessing to different trusted service providers.

At the low level of the system model depicted in Fig. 2, there are several
IoT devices. Each IoT device component exploits a relatively new technology,
i.e., Container Virtualization. The concept of container applied to computers is
currently object of studies in IoT devices. Following the same concept applied to
computers, using containers in IoT devices means abstracting hardware resources
creating virtual execution environments. Pushing containers into IoT devices is
a very innovative approach and more and more manufactures are looking at
container engines to simplify the packaging, distribution, installation and exe-
cution of complex applications on IoT devices. For example, a popular emerging
solution consists in deploying Docker [14] on multi-core Raspberry PI devices.

The IoT device model adopted in this paper is shown on the right part
of Fig. 2. We can break up the device into three layers: Container Engine,
OS/Firmware and Hardware. The Container Engine is a software layer that
enables the deployment and execution of containers. Cloud users can request to
instantiate a container on a device to perform a specific task/application. Sev-
eral Container per user can be instantiated on the same IoT devices thanks to
isolation mechanisms, that is a Container is accessible only by its owner. In this
sense, authentication and authorization controls must be enforced for accessing
containers. The Firmware layer in the IoT device manages hardware resources. It
abstracts hardware resources and provides an interface to control them. In addi-
tion, the firmware can be updated to provide new features or for bug correction.
Therefore, the firmware of an IoT device is critically important because possible
failures can compromise the behavior of the whole IoT device. The firmware can
be either integrated as part of the Operating System (OS) (e.g., in Raspberry) or
independent (e.g., in Arduino Yun). Given the importance of this layer in the IoT
device, the access must be completely secured. In our proposal, only two entities
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may have access to this software layer: the Cloud provider, that controls and
manages the device, and the manufacturer, that produced it. At the hardware
layer, there are two main elements: sensors/actuators and the Trusted Comput-
ing Base (TCB) [15]. The latter allows IoT devices to be identified only by the
Cloud provider and ensures that malicious entities do not have corrupted the
hardware/software configurations. The TCB can be a Trusted Platform Module
(TPM), a FPGA Boards, or an USB Crypto Token. The latter is a technology
that is really promising for IoT devices security [5].

5 IoT Resource and Identity Federation

As highlighted in Fig. 2, the authentication schemes proposed in this paper
address two main aspects of IoT Cloud federation, i.e., Identity Federation and
Resource Federation.

IoT Resource Federation is aimed at sharing IoT devices among IoT Cloud
providers. Each IoT Cloud provider manages accesses to its own IoT devices.
Moreover, it has an updated list of external IoT devices belonging to other fed-
eration providers and can ask for temporary access to these devices on demand.
Thus, for example, a user can request through is provider data from an IoT device
belonging to a federated IoT Cloud in a transparent way. In addition, IoT Cloud
federation allows providers to arrange new IoTaaS that they could not provide
only using their own infrastructures, i.e., an IoTaaS can be composed combining
features from different federated IoT devices. A preliminary requirement for the
federation establishment is the creation of trust relationships among providers
according to particular Service Level Agreements (SLAs). After that, the design
and implementation of an infrastructure that allows the management of feder-
ated IoT devices is required. Such an infrastructure may involve mechanisms for
resource discovery, resource allocation, identity management, and so on.

IoT Identity Federation allows IoT Cloud users to access IoT devices and
IoTaaS belonging to a federated Cloud environment by forwarding the request
to the federated provider. Thence, the authentication process should be extended
beyond the administrative domain of a single provider. Identity federation allows
users to access other IoT Cloud provider in a transparent way through a SSO
authentication process. In particular, a user, with single assertion or authenti-
cation token can access the IoT devices belonging to different trusted federated
IoT Cloud providers. The main advantage of this kind of federation is that the
user does not need to keep multiple accounts for different providers. Generally,
the identity federation requires one or more trusted Identity Providers, which
manage users’ credentials and a Certification Authority responsible for issuing
digital certificates needed for authentication.

6 Users, Roles, and Authentication Schemes

According to the previously described IoT Cloud federation system model, dif-
ferent types of entities need to access IoT devices for different purposes. In this
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Section, we describe several authentication schemes addressing different scenar-
ios. We remark that in this paper we focus on authentication, instead authoriza-
tion and auditing are out of the scope of this paper.

6.1 Maintenance and Container Setup

The piece of firmware of an IoT device can be upgraded for multiple reasons,
e.g., to offer new software capabilities, for bug fixing, and so on. Only authorized
Manufacturers and Cloud Providers that manage these IoT devices must be able
to perform such types of critical operations, because unauthorized users could
corrupt IoT devices with serious risks for the security of the whole system.
We define Cloud Providers and Manufactures as kinds of super users who hold
the rights to performs the aforementioned operations on IoT devices through
a direct access. Figure 3(a) shows the interaction required to install a digital
certificate in the TCB of the IoT device in order to make it trusted with a Cloud
provider/Manufacturer. In step 1, a Cloud Provider (CP1) starts a setup process
contacting the IoTdeviceCP1 that in turn, in step 2, contacts the IAMCP1

requesting a digital certificate. In step 3, the IAMCP1 requests identification
info from the IoTdeviceCP1 that is sent back in step 4. In step 5 the IAMCP1

generates a certificate that is sent to the IoTdeviceCP1 and installed. In step 6
IoTdeviceCP1 is ready for further configuration.

In our Cloud federation model, the Cloud provider acts also as Container
Manager. In fact, it is able to manage containers on IoT devices along with
other storage, processing, and networking resources of the datacenter in order to
arrange IoTaaS. Therefore, a safe access to the container engine of IoT devices is
required. The authentication process required to instantiate a new container on
the IoT device is shown in the sequence diagram of Fig. 3(b). In step 1, CP1 sends
an access request to the IoTDeviceCP1, that in step 2, sends an authentication
request to IAMCP1. In step 3 IAMCP1 sends a credentials request to CP1.
Credentials are sent to the IAMCP1 in step 4. In step 5, the IoTDeviceCP1 is
informed that CP1 is authenticated. In step 6 CP1 is notified that it can control

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) Sequence diagram of digital certificate setup process. (b) Sequence diagram
of a container instantiation process.
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IoTDeviceCP1. In step 7 CP1 sends a container request to IoTDeviceCP1 that
instantiates it. In step 8, CP1 is informed that it can use the new container.

6.2 Accessing IoT Devices

In this Section, we present two main user roles for accessing IoT devices: Basic
User and Advanced User. A Basic User can access sensing data through the IoT
Platform offered by Cloud Provider, whereas an Advanced User is able to perform
a direct access to the IoT device in order to manage containers. Moreover, we
consider both roles acting in local and in a federated Cloud.

Basic Local and Federated Users. A Basic User is a user who only needs
sensing data coming from IoT devices. The user gets sensing data through the
IoT Platform APIs supplied by a Cloud Provider. In this case, the Cloud Provider
accesses the IoT device on behalf of the user and the IoT device is transparent
for the user. The user is defined “local” when he/she accesses his/her own Cloud
provider and “federated” when it access another Cloud that is federated with
his/her Cloud provider.

Figure 4(a) shows the sequence diagram of a Basic Local User authentication.
In step 1, the user sends an access request to CP1 in order to access his/her
IoT Platform. In step 2, an authentication request is sent IAMCP1. In step 3
credentials are requested to the user1 and in step 4, they are sent to the IAMCP1

that authenticates the user. In step 5, an authentication acknowledgement is sent
to CP1 and in step 6 user1 is informed that he/she got grant access rights to
access the CP1 IoT Platform. In step 7, a sensing data request is sent to CP1 IoT

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) Sequence Diagram of Basic Local User Access. (b) Sequence Diagram of
Basic Federated User Access.
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Platform that is forwarded to IoTDeviceCP1 in step 8. In step 9, IoTDeviceCP1

checks if user1 is authenticated, and since an authentication assertion already
exist, exploiting the well-known concept of Single Sign On (SSO), in step 10,
IAMCP1 notifies that he/she is already authenticated. In step 11, a sensing
data response is sent to CP1 IoT Platform. Finally, in step 12, such a response
is forwarded to user1.

Figure 4(b) shows the sequence diagram for the Basic Federated User authen-
tication. In this scenario, we consider two federated Cloud providers: CP1 and
CP2. Let us assume that user1 belonging to CP1 wants to access sensing data
supplied by the CP2 Iot Platform. For this purpose, a federated SSO authen-
tication process is required. Thanks to the concept of federated identity, user1
can access the IoT Platform APIs of CP2. Step 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 are similar
to the Basic Local User authentication sequence diagram previously described.
In step 8, a sensing data request is forwarded to the CP2 IoT Platform. In step
9, a federated authentication process is performed. In this example, we assume
that IAMCP1 acts as federated Identity Provider (IdP) and that CP2 is trusted
with it, but it is also possible to consider either another trusted third party
or a federated network of different IdP(s). In particular, IoTDeviceCP1 checks
if CP1 is authenticated, and since an authentication assertion already exist,
in step 10, exploiting the well-known concept of SSO, IAMCP1 notifies that it
is already authenticated. In step 11, the sensing data request is forwarded to
IoTDeviceCP2. In the end, pieces of sensing data are forwarded back to user1
in steps 12, 13, 14.

Advanced Local and Federated Users. The Advanced User needs a direct
access to IoT devices in order to customize them, control the container engine,
manage containers, collect raw data and set actuators. Compared to the Basic
Local User, the authentication is quite different. The user is defined “local”
when he/she accesses his/her own Cloud provider and “federated” when it access
another federated Cloud. Figure 5(a) shows the sequence diagram of an Advanced
Local User authentication. Steps from 1 to 6 are similar to the sequence dia-
grams previously described. In step 7 the user1 requests a direct access to
IoTDeviceCP1. In step 8, an authentication process is performed between user1
and IoTDeviceCP1. In particular, IoTDeviceCP1 checks if user1 is authenti-
cated, and since an authentication assertion already exist, in step 9, exploiting
the well-known concept of SSO, IAMCP1 notifies that it is already authenti-
cated. In step 10 user1 gains the control of IoTDeviceCP1, e.g., from now on
he/she can instantiate containers. In this case, sensing data are directly sent to
user1.

Figure 5(b) shows the sequence diagram of an Advanced Federated User
authentication. Steps from 1 to 6 are similar to the sequence diagrams previously
described. In step 7, user1 sends a request to access the CP2 IoT Platform and
such a request is forwarded to CP2 in step 8. In steps 9 and 10 CP2 verifies
that a valid authentication assertion exists for user1 in the trusted third party
(i.e., IAMCP1 in this example). In step 11, user1 gain the access to the CP2
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. (a) Sequence Diagram of Advanced Local User Access. (b) Sequence Diagram
of Advanced Federated User Access.

IoT Platform. In step 12, user1 sends a direct access request to IoTDeviceCP2.
In steps 13 and 14 IoTDeviceCP2 verifies that a valid authentication asser-
tion exists for user1. Finally, user1 gains the direct control of IoTDeviceCP2 in
step 14.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we combined several cutting-age topics, that are IoT, Cloud com-
puting, and federation. In particular, we focused on security proposing several
authentication schemes for IoT Cloud federation. From our study, we can con-
clude that designing and developing authentication schemes in emerging IoT
Cloud scenarios is not trivial at all due to the current technological limitations.
In fact, the real obstacle in the development of our scenario is represented by the
development of TPB and related software features in IoT devices. In this regard,
even though the Trusted Computing Group has recently started to look at IoT,
at the time of writing of this paper, there are not concrete implementations
yet. In this scientific work, we hope we succeeded in stimulating the interest of
researchers and developers towards this topic.
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Abstract. Today, IoT applications are heavily dependent on public
cloud computing services to perform data storage and analysis. Unfortu-
nately, the cloud computing paradigm is unable to meet the requirements
of critical applications that require low latency or enhanced privacy lev-
els. The deployment of private cloud services on top of pervasive grids
represent an interesting alternative to traditional cloud infrastructures,
allowing the use of near-environment resources for IoT data analysis
tasks. In this work we discuss the challenges associated with the deploy-
ment of IoT services over pervasive environments, and present a study
case deployed over CloudFIT, a computing middleware for pervasive sys-
tems. Hence, we evaluate the behavior of a data-intensive application
under volatility and heterogeneity constraints, bringing to light to the
use of low-end devices that are usually located at the proximity to IoT
sensors/actuators.

Keywords: IoT · Pervasive environments · PaaS · Cloud computing

1 Introduction

According to [1], in the next 25 years, most of the things and devices we interact
with will be linked to a global computing infrastructure. This massive integra-
tion of communicating capabilities on physical objects symbolize the advent of
IoT. The Internet of Things (IoT) represents a new tendency on IT industry, in
which physical environment is populated by interconnected and communicating
objects, capable of interacting with each other and with the environment itself.
The strength of this concept lies in the seamlessly integration of sensors, actua-
tors and other devices in the environment in a large scale, allowing interacting
and collecting information from this.

Several factors are contributing the increasing development of IoT, among
them the cost of sensors, bandwidth and processing power that have decline in
the last years [5]. Thanks to current technology and its reducing costs, IoT is
already becoming a reality. Nowadays, it is possible to put a wireless interface on
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almost all every day object, making possible interaction between them [9]. Such
communicating capabilities open countless opportunities in different application
domains, like health-care and smart cities, just to name a very few.

However, the full potential of IoT will only be reached if the data collected
by IoT devices can be analyzed and explored. As suggested by Jones [5], big
data analytics is making IoT possible. Indeed, only collecting data from the
environment is not enough without an appropriate computing analysis allowing
actions and decisions to be made based on these data.

Currently, computing IoT data is been performed mostly on cloud computing
infrastructures. Different authors [2,3,6] have been pointing the integration with
cloud infrastructures as a key aspect for IoT platforms, since storage and com-
puting power of IoT devices is often limited. Indeed, cloud computing are offering
powerful and flexible capabilities for running IoT data services and applications
by using Internet infrastructure [12]. By using cloud platforms, it is possible to
analyze increasingly volume of data, following an on-demand model, in which
new resources can be easily allocated according application needs.

Despite its advantages, cloud platforms have also some important drawbacks.
Among these, we may cite security and privacy concerns, as well as network
latency [4]. Indeed, the transfer of large volume of data from IoT environments
to cloud platforms may be significantly costly and time consuming, and it may
also expose private data to a public infrastructure. Such drawbacks may prevent
the use of public cloud infrastructures on IoT applications particularly concerned
by privacy issues or by the transfer of large volume of data. In order to overcome
these limitations, the use of private cloud have been considered. Further, most of
private cloud platforms suppose the availability of dedicated resources, such as
a cluster, which represent an important investment for concerned organizations.

In this paper, we explore a different approach for IoT applications concerned
by these issues. We consider, in this paper, the deployment of IoT applications
over pervasive grids. Pervasive grids represent the extreme generalization of grid
platforms, in which heterogeneous resources may dynamically and opportunis-
tically integrate (or leave) the platform [8,13]. Pervasive grids allow exploring
under-utilized resources available on the near environment for IoT data analy-
sis tasks, reducing the need for expensive data transfers and costly computing
infrastructures. We propose here the deployment of the CloudFIT platform, a
private PaaS (Platform as a Service) cloud, over a pervasive grid and discuss
challenges and opportunities this deployment offers for IoT applications.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents related works on cloud
platforms for IoT processing. Section 3 discusses opportunities and challenges
of using pervasive grids for IoT processing. Section 4 introduces the platform
CloudFIT as a private PaaS platform for IoT, while Sect. 5 analyses experimental
results of CloudFIT on pervasive grids. Finally, Sect. 6 presents our conclusions
and future works.
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2 Related Works

One of the most important outcomes of IoT is the possibility of creating an
unprecedented amount of data, which has to be stored and used intelligently
for smart monitoring and actuation [3]. This ability of sensing physical phe-
nomena or triggering actions on the physical reality is what differentiates IoT
from traditional networked systems. IoT focus is on data and information, since,
from the conceptual standpoint, IoT is about entities acting as providers and/or
consumers of data related to the physical world [6].

In this context, cloud platforms may act as a receiver of data from the IoT
environment, offering computer power to analyze and interpret the data [3]. Dif-
ferent cloud-based platforms have been proposed for distribute and manage IoT
applications and data. Villalba et al. [15] proposes a scalable platform for IoT
data storage and processing in the cloud, named ServIoTicy, which focus on
data stream processing, offering IoT applications data store and access facilities
through a REST based API. Similarly, Fazio et al. [2] focus on data storage ser-
vices, proposing a monitoring-oriented cloud architecture for storage of big data.
These authors propose a platform offering services for managing and querying
data of different kinds, from simple measures performed by sensing devices up to
complex multimedia objects.

Serrano et al. [12] share a similar focus, by considering IoT Cloud service
data management based on annotated data of monitored Cloud performance
and user profiles. They consider enabling management systems to use shared
public infrastructures and resources in order to provide an efficient deployment
mechanism for IoT services and applications. By this mechanism, these authors
focus indeed on enabling elasticity of IoT Cloud services. Similarly, the Aneka
platform [3], a .Net based PaaS (Platform as a Service) platform, offers cloud
management services and support resources coming from other private and pub-
lic cloud platforms, such as Microsoft Azure.

Finally, Mulfari et al. [7] propose a message-oriented middleware for cloud,
named MOM4C, which allows composing cloud facilities according to client
requirements. This platform offers services to dynamically deploy applications
running on smart objects by means of container-based virtualization techniques.
Virtualization isolates applications from heterogeneity of IoT environment, but,
in the case of MOM4C, this also limits targets objects to those based on Linux,
preventing other smart kinds of objects to contribute with the platform.

Establishing on-demand cloud services on top of existing resources is also
alternative to the complete externalization of services in a cloud. For example,
[10] explore the limitations of mobile devices through the use of Cloudlets, i.e.,
virtual machines deployed on-demand in the vicinity of the demanding devices.
Using cloudlets deployed as Wi-Fi hotspots in coffee shops, libraries, etc., the
authors of [10] suggest a simple way to offer enough computing power to per-
form complex computations (services) all while limiting the service latency. This
idea of consuming proximity resources is also explored by pervasive grids, which
promote the use of heterogeneous devices in an opportunistic way. Next section
discusses the use of such grids for IoT applications.
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3 Pervasive Grids for IoT

Previous section demonstrated how cloud platform can significantly contribute to
IoT applications. Such platforms are commonly used for distributing processing
and storage capabilities necessary to IoT applications. Although advantageous,
cloud platforms have also important drawbacks that may limit their adoption by
some IoT applications. First of all, public cloud platforms are prone to privacy
and security concerns. Public cloud providers do not offer sufficient protection for
organizations that depend upon classified or proprietary information [4]. Schadt
et al. [11] also underline important privacy issues related to medical or biometric
data. Besides, network latency may have an important impact on the transfer
of large volume of data to cloud platforms. Indeed, even high-speed connections
have a limited bandwidth that can be overloaded by the transfer of important
volume of data. As applications make even-more intense use of large volume of
data, data transfer poses an increasing bottleneck [4].

In these cases, an alternative for IoT application can be the use of pervasive
grids. Pervasive grids seamlessly integrate pervasive sensing/actuating instru-
ments and devices together with classical high performance systems [8]. These
grids lie on the use of idle and under-explored resources as a dynamic comput-
ing platform. In the context of IoT, pervasive grids represent an opportunity to
deploy computing tasks, and notably data analysis ones, in computing resources
available around IoT devices, minimizing data transfer over distant network.
Pervasive grids offer the possibility of consuming computing power and storage
from any available resources, independently of its nature, from small Raspberry
Pi devices up to virtual machines deployed on cluster infrastructures.

Nevertheless, the use of pervasive grids raises important challenges, related
to the dynamic nature of these environments. Among these challenges, two of
them, heterogeneity and volatility, are quite related to IoT applications, which
also have to cope with mobility and network volatility, and by consequence,
with temporary unavailability of objects and resources [9]. Handling heterogene-
ity means to be able to seamlessly integrate resources of different natures in the
same computing environment. Whatever it nature is, a resource should be able to
contribute with computing tasks assigned to the grid, according its own capabil-
ities. Considering volatility, it comes from the dynamic nature of the resources
composing these grids. A pervasive grids rely on volatile resources that may
appear and disappear from the grid, according their availability [13]. It can be
a laptop that come and go, according its owner’s moving, or a Raspberry Pi
that switches off due to a low battery condition. Pervasive grids platforms have
to deal with this volatility, allowing resources to seamlessly leave the grid or
new ones to join it, without a significant impact on tasks execution. Application
executing on pervasive grids might keep executing despite this volatility, taking
advantage from the resources while they are available.
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4 CloudFIT as a PaaS

As stated in the previous section, one of the major concerns on the design of
a pervasive platform is to be able to ensure the execution of an application in
spite of failures, a constraint that requires the use of decentralized coordination,
fault tolerance and replication techniques.

CloudFIT [13] is a P2P distributed computing middleware structured around
collaborative nodes connected over an overlay network (Fig. 1) and based on the
FIIT (Finite Independent Irregular Tasks) paradigm. CloudFIT was designed
to be independent of the underlying overlay, and the current version supports
both FreePastry and TomP2P overlay networks, as well as their respective DHT
services. While initially designed for computing intensive applications (combina-
torial problems, etc.), the association with the storage capabilities from DHTs
offer interesting possibilities for the big data and data analysis for IoT.

As previously presented in [14], we believe that CloudFIT can be used to pro-
vide a pervasive PaaS for IoT applications. Indeed, CloudFIT can be deployed
on heterogeneous devices, from dedicate servers to Rapsberry PI-like devices,
and is supported on both Android, Linux, Windows or MacOS. While this flexi-
bility allows CloudFIT to be run directly on some recent IoT devices, the limited
resources from these nodes make this approach very unreliable. A better app-
roach, instead, is to use CloudFIT as a computing backend for IoT devices and
applications. This mixed architecture, as illustrated in the left side of Fig. 1,
allows an IoT application connected to CloudFIT network to act as an interface
to gather data and launch computing tasks according to the application needs.

The development of an interface for IoT devices can be provided through
REST calls or even a direct a connection to the devices via Bluetooth or Wi-Fi,
but such development is outside the scope of this paper. Instead, the next section
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analyzes the deployment of a data intensive application over a pervasive cluster
using CloudFIT, with a special attention to both volatility and heterogeneity
aspects of the execution.

5 Experiments

The experiments in this paper presents the deployment of a Map-Reduce appli-
cation over a cluster of nodes running CloudFIT. As in a previous work [14] we
compared the performance of CloudFIT against the well-known Hadoop frame-
work, this paper focus on the impact volatility and heterogeneity on the behavior
of CloudFIT.

5.1 Impact of Volatility

This first experiment presents the deployment of a WordCount application with
a total of 1 GB of data, split in blocks of 64 MB. Figure 2 shows the Gantt
diagram for an execution with no failures (for clarity, we limit each node to one
single execution core). Indeed, we observe the deployment of several map tasks
(with variable execution lengths), plus a reduce task at the end.

Here, we can observe the basic scheduling mechanism implemented on Cloud-
FIT, developed to be totally decentralized and fault tolerant. For instance, when
an application is deployed, a list of tasks is distributed among the nodes. Each
node rearranges the list of tasks in a random order. When node picks a task
tagged as available, it changes its status to in execution and advertises this to
the others nodes. When a task is completed, its status is broadcasted to the other
nodes and its status is updated. If all tasks marked as available were picked, a
node may start computing other tasks marked as in execution.

This scheduling algorithm ensures that all tasks will be computed with little
coordination between the nodes. We can easily recover tasks from failed nodes
or perform speculative executions on tasks that take too long due to a slow
processor, for example. Also, when a node joins the CloudFIT community, it
receives an update about the tasks current status and the working data, allowing

Fig. 2. Regular execution of WordCount (1 GB, 64 MB data blocks)
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Fig. 3. WordCount execution when one node fails (1 GB, 64MB data blocks)

Fig. 4. Execution when a node joins after another failed (1 GB, 64 MB data blocks)

it to start working on available (incomplete) tasks. Figures 3 and 4 respectively
illustrate a situation where one node fails and another where a failed node is
replaced by a new node.

One eventual drawback of the totally decentralized scheduler is the fact that a
task may be launched by multiple nodes simultaneously. This is indeed the reason
why our experiments show several nodes executing the reduce task. Please note
that CloudFIT allows users to develop additional scheduling algorithms that
respond to specific need. Currently we are studying how to integrate context-
awareness to incorporate additional parameters such as CPU speed, available
memory and network speed in order to optimize the execution of the applications.

5.2 Impact of Heterogeneity

This second experiment aims at observing the impact of node heterogeneity
when running CloudFIT, as our proposal relies on the association of nodes with
different characteristics to offer PaaS on a pervasive system. For instance, we
interconnected four nodes with different specifications (cf. Table 1). As in the
precedent experiment, we limit to one core per node to simplify the visualization.

We also modified the experiment parameters to perform over 512 MB of data
split in chunks of 2 MB each, as we believe that this configuration is closer to the
patterns from current IoT devices (each sensor/node generating a limited data
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Table 1. Specification of the nodes on the pervasive cluster

Node Processor GHz Memory OS

MacBook Air Intel Core i7-4650U 1.7 8 GB MacOS 10.10.5

Lenovo U110 Intel Core2 Duo L7500 1.6 4 GB Ubuntu Linux 15.4

Raspberry Pi 2 ARM Cortex-A7 0.9 1 GB Raspbian Linux Wheezy

Virtualbox VM Intel Core i7* 2.2* 1 GB Debian Linux 8.2

*values provided by the virtual machine guest

Fig. 5. WordCount execution on an heterogeneous network (512 MB, 2 MB data blocks)

amount). Also, this allows less powerful nodes to contribute with some tasks.
Figure 5 shows the Gantt diagram for an execution on such scenario.

While the tasks distribution among the laptops and the virtual machine
presents no distinctive difference, we observe without surprise that the Raspberry
Pi does not perform as fast as the other nodes (as illustrated by the average task
length on the first half of the execution). In addition, we observe that this node
misses several status update messages and does not detects the end of the map
phase and keeps trying to launch completed tasks. Unfortunately, this proves
unsuccessful as the results are already in the DHT (the reason why the latter
tasks take so little time).

This result does not refrain us from targeting small, less-powerful devices
but, on the contrary, challenges us to understand and attack the causes of these
problems. Up to now we identified that the DHT replication algorithm is one
of the major factors affecting low-end devices. For instance, small devices have
slow and limited memory/storage capacity (only a few hundred MBs of RAM,
SD cards, etc.), and they expend a lot of resources trying to keep up with the
replication process. As a consequence, this overhead interferes both with the
computing performance and the message delivery between nodes, as observed
in our experiment. We are currently investigating alternative techniques to inte-
grate such nodes to the computing network without the burden of managing the
DHT. Further developments, configuration and experiments with other DHT
and overlays shall allow us to address these issues.
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A complementary approach consists on developing context-aware schedulers
so that small devices could contribute to tasks/jobs corresponding to their capa-
bilities. This way, applications with specific needs such as response time, complex
data transfer patterns or huge storage needs could be preferentially directed to
nodes corresponding to these attributes, without overloading the small devices.
As stated in the previous section, we are currently developing context-aware
schedulers that eventually will perform such distinction among the nodes.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

IoT environments are the next important step towards the establishment of
mobiquitous systems. Currently, computing IoT data is been performed mostly
on cloud computing infrastructures, which are not always adapted to the needs
from IoT devices. Indeed, moving data to distant platforms for filtering, analysis
and decision-making is both expensive, time consuming and prone to security
flaws, not always corresponding to the requirements from IoT applications.

In this paper, we explore a different approach for IoT applications concerned
by these issues. Such approach relies on the deployment of IoT applications over
pervasive grids, allowing the use of near-environment resources for IoT data
analysis tasks. This way, we reduce the need for expensive data transfers and
costly computing infrastructures, and are able to delimit the diffusion of the
data. We present how CloudFIT can be used to create private PaaS clouds at
the proximity of the demanding IoT devices. Using a P2P overlay, CloudFIT
offers both storage and computing capabilities on top of pervasive networks.

As pervasive systems are characterized by strong volatility and heterogene-
ity of the resources, this paper analysis the CloudFIT behavior through the
deployment of a data-intensive application under such constraints. With these
experiments, we bring to light to the use of low-end devices like Raspberry Pi.
These devices are usually located at the closest-area to IoT sensors/actuators,
offering both interconnection and elemental processing capabilities.

Of course, the possibilities that CloudFIT offers to IoT are not limited to
MapReduce applications. The CloudFIT API and its distributed computing
model allow many other usages, as devices can use the platform as a storage
support, data analysis support, intensive computing support, etc. By coordi-
nating activities over CloudFIT, IoT devices and applications can elaborate a
supply chain from data gathering to reasoning and actuation.
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Abstract. We introduce an architecture for undertaking data process-
ing across multiple layers of a distributed computing infrastructure, com-
posed of edge devices (making use of Internet-of-Things (IoT) based pro-
tocols), intermediate gateway nodes and large scale data centres. In this
way, data processing that is intended to be carried out in the data centre
can be pushed to the edges of the network – enabling more efficient use of
data centre and in-network resources. We suggest the need for specialist
data analysis and management algorithms that are resource-aware, and
are able to split computation across these different layers. We propose a
coordination mechanism that is able to combine different types of data
processing capability, such as in-transit and in-situ. An application sce-
nario is used to illustrate the concepts, subsequently evaluated through
a multi-site deployment.

Keywords: Distributed clouds · Cloud computing · Data analytics ·
CometCloud

1 Introduction

With increasing deployment of sensors to measure physical phenomenon, there
has been interest in recent years in standardising sensor device types, communi-
cation protocols and their data exchange formats. This has resulted in various
attempts to define interoperability specifications for Internet-of-Things (IoT) –
which according to NIST (as part of their “Cyber-Physical Systems” programme),
is “a global network infrastructure, linking physical and virtual objects through
the exploitation of data capture and communication capabilities” [7]. Recent
efforts at the IEEE, such as P2413 [8], also attempt to define an architectural
framework for IoT, indicating that “most current standardization activities are
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confined to very specific verticals and represent islands of disjointed and often
redundant development” in the IoT area. The P2413 architectural framework
“will promote cross-domain interaction, aid system interoperability and func-
tional compatibility.”

Understanding how data collected from IoT-based devices can be channelled
for analysis into a Cloud-based system remains an important research area.
Although significant work exists in offloading computation from mobile devices
to Cloud-based systems [15], better understanding how to divide data process-
ing across IoT-based devices (which can have on-board computational capability,
e.g. through the use of Arduino or Raspberry Pi-based deployments) and Cloud-
based infrastructure has received limited attention. Recent efforts in creating an
open source “IoTCloud” (providing sensors-as-a-service) [13] and middleware
oriented efforts in European Open IoT project [14] indicate significant interest
in this area from the academic community. In the same context, HTTP/REST-
based APIs, such as Xively (previously Pachube) [9], Open Sen.se [10], Think
Speak [11] and Pacific Control Gateways [12], indicate strong commercial inter-
est, in applications ranging from smart cities to intelligent homes.

We describe how IoT-based devices and Clouds can be integrated using a
multi-layered architecture. The basis of this comes from the observation that
not all data collected through IoT-based devices needs to be channeled to a
Cloud platform. Current practice is primarily to stream or batch-collect all data
from devices and carry out subsequent analysis via a Cloud platform. However,
this is often unnecessary (and may involve costly data transfers across networks
with varying characteristics, in terms of bandwidth, cost of access, availabil-
ity and latency) as only a subset of the data may actually contribute to the
analysis being performed. Similarly, partial data processing may be carried out
directly on the devices or through intermediate collection gateways (that are
situated between the devices and the Cloud platform). We therefore propose a
coordination model where the Cloud platform, intermediate gateway devices and
IoT-based devices need to work collectively to carry out data processing. Such
coordination takes account of constraints of the devices (e.g. limited network
and battery power) and optimisation criteria of Cloud platforms (e.g. improve
throughput and reduce execution time). Section 2 describes the overall systems
architecture, and the various layers involved from data collection to processing.
Section 3 outlines a coordination mechanism that enables the data processing to
be split across multiple layers, followed by an example scenario in Sect. 4 and
evaluation in Sect. 5. We conclude with a general discussion in Sect. 6.

2 Approach and Architecture

The distributed system architecture presented in Fig. 1 consists of three main
layers: (i) L3: data capture point, (ii) L2: gateway nodes (in practice, multi-
ple levels may exist) and (iii) L1: data centre/computing cluster. At L1 various
data capture devices, such as sensors, mobile phones (with human input) record
values based on an observed phenomena. These devices capture data with a
pre-defined frequency (often dictated by the rate of change of the phenomenon
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Fig. 1. Conceptual (system) architecture

being observed), depending on the capacity of the device to record/collect data
and also based on specific system requirements that need to be satisfied. L2
involves the use of multiple gateways, which may be realised in practice using net-
work switches and routers, fronted by OpenFlow software (for instance) or net-
work processor-based hardware, which enables such network components to be
remotely managed. However, such gateways may also be computational devices
that aggregate data from a variety of L3 sensors. Finally, L1 contains more com-
plex computing clusters, where greater computational and storage capability
is made available to application users, enabling more complex, generally long
running, simulations to be carried out on the data.

Devices at L2 can carry out various operations on the raw data collected
at L3 – such as performing stream operations (average, min, max, filtering,
aggregation etc.) on a time/sample window of data, carrying out encryption of an
incoming data stream or a variety of other data encoding/transcoding operations
before forwarding this data for subsequent analysis to L1. Hence, devices at L2
retrieve data but can also perform some preliminary analysis. We envision a
distributed Cloud to be composed of devices at all of these levels, and with a
need to coordinate work across these levels to achieve particular data analysis
and performance targets. Each level also has its own objective function which
influences the types of operations carried out. For instance, L3 generally consists
of resource constrained devices (i.e. limited battery power, network range, etc.)
which must carry out operations in the context of these constraints. Similarly, L2
consists of various network elements or computing nodes that need to be shared
across multiple concurrent data flows, requiring any analysis to be constrained
by the number of flows and time constraints in carrying out the filtering/pre-
analysis. Operations at L1 are based on pre-agreed targets between a client and a
data centre provider, such as throughput, response time, cost, etc. Understanding
how an application hosted on a Cloud at L1 can interact and coordinate with
L3 and L2 (either directly or via L2) is a key research challenge in such systems,
particularly for real time, streaming applications.

Distributing analysis of data across these different levels can improve the
overall system performance and reduce the load on L1 infrastructure and the
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core network. We also observe that raw data collected at L3 may not necessarily
be needed (in its entirety) at L1 – and aggregate operations on the data (e.g.
average, summation/fusion, etc.) may be enough for the type of analysis required
at L1. It is therefore not necessary to transfer all the collected data to the data
centre (as often undertaken currently – even with the availability of recent sys-
tems such as Amazon Kinesis [3], Google BigQuery or Apache Flink for stream-
ing data), wasting network bandwidth and buffer/storage space at levels L2 and
L1. We identify the following classes of data analysis: In-situ analysis: is carried
out at L1, on a pre-agreed number of computing resources. This is the current
mode of operation with many Cloud systems – whereby data is aggregated at a
central site prior to analysis. In streaming systems (e.g. Amazon Kinesis), data
sharing is carried out prior to transfer of this to Amazon VM instances hosted at
a particular data centre. This approach can have major disadvantages in terms
of load and response time, as collection at a central server can be time consum-
ing (and sometimes not necessary). Data-drop analysis: After data values are
collected by edge devices, and sent over the network, the actual data analysis
process starts when the data sets are dropped into a specific folder. Data-drop
analysis is the ability to trigger on-demand analysis making use of elastic com-
puting resources available at L1 (at the data centre). A key challenge in this type
of analysis is to predict the number of computing resources needed (as data is
dynamically made available) based on heuristics or prior execution history. This
type of analysis can suffer from the same QoS limitations as In-situ analysis, as
it still requires data to be shipped over the network from L3 to L1 infrastructure.
In-transit data analysis: Identifies the type of distributed analysis carried out at
L3 and (more generally) L2. In-transit analysis makes use of capability available
in software defined networks to undertake partial analysis while the data is in
transit from source (L3) to the data processing engine (generally L1). This app-
roach can significantly improve overall analysis time (and limit use of resources
at L1), as pre-analysis can help identify what needs to be carried out at L1.
In-transit analysis therefore makes more effective use of computing capability
available at L2.

3 Multi-Layered Coordination

A coordination mechanism should enable selection of the type of analysis (as
discussed in Sect. 2) to be carried out at a particular level (sensor, gateway or
data centre). The coordination mechanism also needs to take account of appli-
cation specific constraints (hosted at the data centre). We consider an overall
quality of service metric – associated with an application – to be composed of
three individual layer metrics:

QoST = QoSL1
T

⊕
QoSL2

T

⊕
QoSL3

T (1)

where QoST represents the total quality of service that the system needs to sup-
port to meet application requirements,

⊕
represents the aggregation operator
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(and may be min or max, depending on the QoS parameter being considered),
QoSL1

T represents the quality of service for the clouds/data centre layer, QoSL2
T

is the quality of service at the gateway layer and QoSL3
T , the quality of service

at the sensors layer, respectively. Each QOSx
T is influenced by constraints within

that layer, for instance:

1. Sensor/device Level (L3): battery power, network coverage, on-board memory
available, type of sensing (for a multi-purpose sensor) etc.

2. Gateway Level (L2): data storage, network bandwidth, operations supported
(influenced by window or sample size for incoming data), number of concur-
rent streams processed, sample rate, etc.

3. Cloud/data centre Level (L1): throughput, response time, execution time per
application, number of concurrent applications (for multi-tenancy), cost of
access etc.

The coordination mechanism is, given particular constraints, attempting to
improve QoST over a given time frame. Such a mechanism could be realised
in practice by using a controller at each layer in Fig. 1, which aims to learn
potential control actions. For instance:

– QoST – minimise response time for a particular application job running at L3,
which could be achieved by: (i) reduce the size of data transfered from L2 to
L1, (ii) reduce sampling interval at L3, (iii) increase number of VMs at L1.
The same outcome could be realised by: (i) pre-process data at L2 and L3;
(ii) increase number of VMs at L1.

– QoST – increase accuracy of analysis at a particular budget, which would lead
to: (i) identify number of VMs within budget constraints at L1; (ii) identify
data size needed from L2 to maximise VM utilisation at L1; (ii) vary sampling
rate at L3 based on network capability between L2, L3 and L1, L2, etc.

Each of these application requirements could therefore be expressed as a set of
min/max constraints, leading to potential control actions carried out to realise
the outcome.

4 Application Scenario

To demonstrate the use of our multi-layered approach, we consider a scenario
in the construction/built environments domain focusing on energy flow analy-
sis within a building using EnergyPlus [1]. Consider a user job to be defined
as: [input, obj, deadline], where input data is represented as [IDF,W, [param]],
where IDF represents the building model to be simulated, W represents the
weather file required for the simulation, [param] defines the parameter ranges
associated with the IDF file that need to be optimised [param] = [ri →
(xm, xn)]. We consider an optimisation objective : [outV arName,min/max],
defining the name of the output variable to be optimised outV arName and the
target of the optimisation process min/max, min:minimising the outV arName
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Fig. 2. Application scenario

or max:maximising the outV arName.Deadline is a parameter defining the time
interval associated with the job submitted. We make use of CometCloud [2] as
our Cloud platform.

A job contains a set of tasks N = {t1, t2, t3, ..., tn} mapped into tuples within
the CometCloud tuple-space. Each task ti is characterised by two parameters
ti → [ID, data] with the first parameter being a task identifier and data rep-
resents one set of results (given a particular parameter range). The simulation
output represents an optimum setpoint to be implemented within the build-
ing using suitable actuation mechanisms. We use sensor data from the SportE2

project pilot called FIDIA1 and EMTE2 – both public sports buildings in Rome,
Italy and Bilbao, Spain, respectively (Fig. 2).

Based on the layers in Fig. 1, at layer 3, each sensor in our pilot can either
connect via a gateway or directly to an Automation Server (AS). Sensors are
generally battery powered meters which can measure: (i) indoor temperature
and air temperature inlet – via a Modbus IP protocol connected to the AS
gateway; (ii) water temperature using a regular I/O operation to the AS gateway;
(iii) indoor humidity – communicating to the AS gateway; (iv) supplied air flow
rate measured with a velocity sensor and using I/O operations to the AS gateway.
Additional details of the sensors can be found in [5].

4.1 Level 2: Building Management System and Automation Server

There are two distinct gateways: (i) Building (Energy) Management System
(BMS) and (ii) Automation Server (AS) – each acting as an autonomous sys-
tem. The BMS gateway is a server machine that controls the activities and spaces
within the building. In addition to controlling the building’s internal environ-
ment, BMS systems are sometimes linked to access control (turnstiles and access
doors controlling who is allowed access to the building) or other security sys-
tems such as closed-circuit television (CCTV) and motion detectors. The AS
1 http://www.asfidia.it.
2 http://www.emtesport.com/.

http://www.asfidia.it
http://www.emtesport.com/
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gateway is a hardware-based server that is factory programmed with Struxure-
Ware Building Operation software (for instance). In small installations, an AS
may act as a stand-alone server, mounted with its I/O modules. In medium and
large installations, functionality is distributed over multiple Automation Servers
(ASs) that communicate over TCP/IP. An AS can deliver data directly to an
analysis system or to other servers throughout the site. The AS can run multiple
control programs, manage local I/O, alarms, and users, handle scheduling and
logging, and communicate using a variety of protocols.

4.2 Level 1: CometCloud Sites Level

At this level, we have a CometCloud-based federation of resources [4,6], where
each site has access to a set of heterogeneous and dynamic resources, such as
public/private clouds, supercomputers, etc. Each site decides on the type com-
putation it runs, as well as the prices based on various decision functions that
include factors such as availability of resources, computational cost, etc. This
federation is dynamically created at runtime where sites can join or leave at
any given time. Notably, this requires a minimal configuration at each site that
amounts to specifying the available resources and access credentials. We con-
sider three sites in this scenario: at Cardiff, Rutgers, and Indiana Universities.
Each site provides the following resources: Cardiff: has a virtualized cluster-
based infrastructure with 12 dedicated physical machines. Each machine has 12
CPU cores at 3.2 GHz. Each virtual machine (VM) uses one core with 1 GB
of memory. The networking infrastructure is 1Gbps Ethernet with a measured
latency of 0.706 ms on average. Rutgers: has a cluster-based infrastructure with
32 nodes. Each node has 8 CPU cores at 2.6 GHz, 24 GB memory, and 1Gbps
Ethernet connection. The measured latency on the network is 0.227 ms on aver-
age. FutureGrid: make use of an OpenStack cloud deployment at Indiana Univer-
sity. We have used instances of type medium, where each instance has 2 cores and
4 GB of memory. The measured latency of the cloud virtual network is 0.706 ms
on average. Based on the use of CometCloud [2], each site has a master process
that receives task requests from other sites, and is able to forward requests to
other sites. Each site also has multiple worker processes that carry out actual
task executions on locally available resources. In this application scenario, each
worker is responsible for executing an EnergyPlus [1] simulation with a different
input parameter range.

5 Evaluation

In our experiments we use two different configurations – (a) Cloud level analysis
where the tasks are executed exclusively at the cloud level with two configura-
tions: (i) single cloud context where all the tasks have to be processed locally
(within the local site) and (ii) federated cloud context where the sites have the
option of outsourcing tasks to remote sites and (b) distributed Cloud analysis
where the tasks are executed on a multi-cloud infrastructure – i.e. making use
of gateway nodes alongside the CometCloud deployment.
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5.1 Distributed Clouds Analysis

In use case (b) above, information collected by sensors will be processed in-
transit in the Gateway layer (i.e. L2) to filter out various sensor information
(e.g. values out of range or certain combination of parameters that cannot lead
to reasonable results) and then create jobs to be sent to sites at L1. An example
of filtering at gateway layer is the average of the temperature values that are
recorded at various zones of a building(north, south, etc.). Often, although sig-
nificant to record these value across all the zones of a building for maintaining
the optimization accuracy, it is useful to use an average of these temperature val-
ues not only to reduce the total number of EnergyPlus simulations at cloud layer
but also to have a more comprehensive view of the overall building behaviours.
Through such pre-filtering, we are able to reduce the computational requirement
at L1. We explore the benefit of in-transit data analysis by comparing differences
between these two scenarios in terms of the total cost for each site to compute
all jobs, the overall time spent and number of jobs completed successfully.

We consider sensors in two geographically distributed buildings that are col-
lecting information about the status of the building and sending this informa-
tion to gateways (at L2). In order to better explore the behavior of in-transit
data analysis and task distribution, we emulate the execution of the tasks and
use a Poisson distribution to periodically generate sensor collected information
every 100 min. A job is generated after the gateway has received data from
sensors. One job will produce multiple EnergyPlus computation sub-tasks. All
three sites bid for computing those jobs based on their available resources and
the number of sub-tasks they can finish before the deadline. No single winner
will get all the sub-tasks. Instead, these sub-tasks will be distributed to all bid-
der sites based on their estimation of job completion deadline. Each site will get
bidNum/allSitesTotalBidNum sub-tasks to compute. We allocate two local
and two external workers to each site. Once a site consumes a list of sub-tasks,
these tasks will be sent to workers to finish computation. No filtering: sensor
outputs include four types of parameters which then gives a combination of 16
EnergyPlus sub-tasks per job. Each EnergyPlus sub-task takes 30 min to com-
pute on all three sites. In Fig. 4, we observe that due to resource limitation,
some jobs are rejected because these sub-tasks cannot be completed before the
deadline by these three sites. Among the accepted jobs, Not 100% Completed
jobs are those whose sub-tasks were not completed within the given deadline.
This may occur due to the availability of limited network bandwidth, scheduling
constraints, placing multiple bids without knowing results of previous auctions,
etc. Conversely, 100% Completed jobs have all sub-tasks completed on time.
With filtering: After analysis of sensor data, we can filter out the data received
from sensors, with the number of sub-tasks for each job being reduced to eight.

In order to better compare this use case with the previous one, in this exper-
iment we assume that jobs are generated following the same process as the
previous experiment. This means the total number of jobs are the same, only
the number of sub-tasks per job is smaller. Figure 4 shows the number of rejected
jobs, reduced after filtering. From Fig. 3a, the total execution time for completing
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all jobs also decreases, along with reduction in total execution cost in Fig. 3b.
This is mainly due to the number of sub-tasks per job, being reduced from 16 to
8 after filtering. This demonstrates the benefit of undertaking in-transit analysis
via L2.

6 Conclusions

We demonstrate the benefit of supporting multi-layered Clouds, whereby compu-
tation can be distributed across multiple layers of a data capture and computa-
tion infrastructure. Each layer offers specific capabilities and constraints, and we
discuss the need to support resource-aware computation to be combined across
multiple layers. With increasing availability of devices that support standard-
ised access protocols, as proposed in recent developments towards specifying IoT
standards, we discuss the benefit of combining these devices with resources at
federated data centres, enabling data analysis to be split across multiple layers
based on a coordination mechanism. A building energy simulation scenario is
used to illustrate the concept. Edge devices can range in capability – from sens-
ing devices within limited battery power and on-board memory, to large scale
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scientific instruments that have significant computational capability. The cur-
rent practice of migrating all data to a centralised data centre for analysis may
be inefficient in how the network capacity and data centre capability is utlised.
In the experiments section we demonstrate that multi-cloud analysis and coor-
dination can reduce the total execution time with tasks and can greatly lead to
reducing the execution cost.
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Abstract. The emergence of IoT systems introduced new kind of chal-
lenges for the designers of such large scale highly distributed systems. The
sheer number of participating devices raises a crucial question: how they
can be coordinated. Engineers often opt for using a simulator to eval-
uate new approaches or scenarios in various environments. This raises
the second crucial question: how such a large system can be simulated
efficiently. Existing simulators (even if they are IoT focused) are often
focused on some particular scenarios and not capable to evaluate coor-
dination approaches. In this paper we propose a chemical coordination
model and a new extension to the DISSECT-CF cloud simulator. We
expect that their combination on one hand ensures a distributed adap-
tive coordination on the other hand allows the separation of simulation
problems into manageable sizes; these enable the analysis of large scale
IoT systems with decentralized coordination approaches.

Keywords: IaaS · Internet of Things · Simulation · Actuator · Sensor ·
Smart object · Chemical coordination

1 Introduction

As the world gets more and more connected, the mere number of devices sug-
gests that decentralized coordination approaches are going to be more prominent
in the future. Compared to traditional distributed systems where computing
resources are shared and coordinated to rapidly and efficiently reach a shared
goal, internet of things (IoT) introduces new kind of resources (e.g., sensors and
actuators) and goals [1]. These new resource types have remarkably different
properties compared to past resource types. Such new properties demand alter-
native coordination mechanisms in order to enable the collaboration of these
new resources with traditional distributed systems.

Smart objects (e.g., smart-phones, integrated computing facilities in actua-
tors and sensors) in the IoT concept allow computation to be executed as near as
possible to the sensing and actuating objects in the system. These smart objects
are on the edge of the distributed computing infrastructure and they allow intel-
ligent behavior of many localized IoT systems (e.g., smart homes) even without
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outsourcing computing activities (like behavior modeling and analysis, data min-
ing of sensor data and decision making based on the results of the data mining
operation). To provide better and more resilient services it was identified that
advanced computational intelligence was lacking in current IoT systems [2–4].

This paper introduces a nature inspired, chemical analogy for decentralized
coordination of IoT systems. Unfortunately, the nascent state of IoT systems
does not allow the real life experimentation for identification of concerns and
possible improvements. To overcome this issue this paper also introduces the
design of an extension of the DISSECT-CF cloud and distributed systems sim-
ulator [5] which would allow its users to freely alter the rules and axioms of the
chemical analogy. We expect that utilizing this extension will enable new IoT
scenarios to be rapidly evaluated in such large scale distributed environments
that was previously not possible.

The next sections of the paper are organized as follows: first, in Sect. 2, we
introduce the related works that already have some success of introducing simu-
lation techniques for IoT systems. Next, in Sect. 3, we show how can a chemical
analogy help us improve the coordination and computational intelligence in IoT
systems. The section also provides an overview of the chemical computing models
and the ways one can customize such models to better fit to new previously unex-
plored scenarios. Finally, Sect. 4 shows how the chemical model can be applied
in an advanced simulation toolkit (i.e. DISSECT-CF). The section also provides
an overview on the necessary extensions for the simulator and the ways the
simulation can be distributed to better model the non-centralized system view
available most IoT systems.

2 Related Works

In [6], I. Moschakis and H. Karatza, introduces several simulation concepts for
IoT systems. First, they show how the interfacing between the various cloud
providers and IoT systems could be modeled in a simulation. Next, they provide
a novel model for IoT related workloads where data is processed from sensors tak-
ing part in the IoT system. Unfortunately, their work do not consider actuators,
and mainly discusses the behavior of cloud systems that support the processing
of data originated from the IoT system. In contrast, the our simulation concepts
put more emphasis on how sensors actuators and smart objects on the edges of
clouds would interface with each other and with the cloud systems.

[7] introduces SimIoT, which is derived from the SimIC simulation framework
[8]. SimIoT provides a deeper insight into the behavior of IoT systems, but
still restrains itself to the basic sensor-data processing scenario. Compared to
the previously introduced work by Moschakis et al., this simulator introduces
several techniques (e.g. a broker) that simulates the communication between an
IoT sensor and the cloud. Alongside, SimIoT the authors introduce a new – more
interactive – user concept as well which is significantly different from the widely
accepted big data processing model. Compared to this work, SimIoT is limited
by its compute oriented activity modeling.
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While the previous simulation approaches were focusing on larger scale sys-
tems, [9] addresses IoT simulation from a completely different perspective. Sim-
ulations in that paper are visual, allow the observation of the behavior of the
simulated system in real time and are more similar to industrial modeling tools
than the previously mentioned simulators. Such simulators allow precise model-
ing of actuator and smart object operations depending on the sensor’s output –
because of their detailed models such simulations are more useful for smaller sys-
tems (like evaluating IoT behavior in a factory or allowing student experiments
with self-built systems). In this paper, we aim at introducing a simulation frame-
work that allows to incorporate as much detail as possible while it still allows to
model the size of amount of resources necessary for sufficient evaluation of new
IoT coordination models based on the chemical analogy.

Amongst recent works, [10] is one of the few which deals with the dynamic
nature of IoT systems namely, it investigates fault behaviors and introduces a
fault model for such systems. Although faults are important part of dependability
and IoT, the scalability of the introduced fault behaviors and concepts (e.g., the
applied use case scenario in their paper is home automation just like in [11])
are not sufficient for modeling large enough systems that would benefit from the
decentralized control mechanisms we envisioned in this paper.

Finally, [11,12] both introduce novel infrastructure coordination techniques
that support the use of larger scale IoT systems. In both cases the authors eval-
uate their approaches with a simulation framework. In [11], CloudSim [13] is
used to model a community cloud based on residential infrastructures. On top of
CloudSim the authors provide customizations that are tailored for their specific
home automation scenarios and therefore limit the applicability of their extensions
for evaluating new IoT coordination approaches. These papers are also limited on
sensors/smart objects thus not allowing to evaluate a wide range of IoT scenarios
that are expected to rise to widespread use in the near future [1].

With respect to the chemical model proposed in this paper, the γ-family
(the chemical calculus and the related languages) has already been investigated
in various scenarios, like self-organizing systems [14] where a self-healing, self-
optimizing and self-protecting mail system is studied; enacting workflows on-
the-fly with strong emphasis on dynamicity [15], modeling self-developing secure
virtual organizations [16] and dynamic service composition [17] and many others.

3 Chemical Analogy for IoT Control

A brief introduction to chemical computing. Most algorithms are described as a
series of computational steps, operations applied to data elements and comput-
ing is governed by a control thread. The chemical paradigm radically obliterates
this notion rather, a program is conceived as a chemical solution where data and
procedures are molecules floating around and computation is a series of reac-
tions between these molecules. This vision of chemical computing is formalized
in the γ-calculus [18] as (without the chemical guise) a declarative functional
computational model where terms are commutative and associative.
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The fundamental data structure in the γ-calculus [18] is the multiset that are
affected by so called reactions taking place independently and potentially simul-
taneously, according to local and actual conditions yielding a multiset rewriting
system. There is no centralized control, ordering, serialization, rather the com-
putation is carried out in an indeterministic, inherently parallel, self-evolving
way. Molecules, i.e. γ-terms are variables, γ-abstractions (procedure definitions)
and solutions (separated by membranes). Juxtaposition of γ-terms is commuta-
tive and associative realizing the ‘Brownian-motion’, the free distribution and
unspecified reaction order among molecules that is a basic principle in the chemi-
cal paradigm. γ-abstractions are the reactive molecules that can take other mole-
cules and transform them by reduction; molecules of a reaction are extracted
by pattern matching. The semantics of a γ-reduction is very similar to that
of λ-calculus. Reactions may depend on certain conditions and can also cap-
ture multiple molecules in a single atomic step. Besides the associativity and
commutativity, reactions are governed by: (i) law of locality, i.e. if a reaction
can occur, it will occur in the same way irrespectively to the environment; and
(ii) membrane law, i.e. reactions can occur in nested solutions, solutions may
contain sub-solutions separated by a membrane. The γ-calculus is a higher order
model, where abstractions – just like any other molecules – can be passed as
parameters or yielded as a result of a reduction. The Higher Order Chemical
Language (HOCL) [18] is a language realized on the principles of the γ-calculus.

The concept of IoT coordination based on the chemical computing model. An IoT
scenario can be seen as a large set of various entities, notably sensors, actuators
and smart objects. Sensors and actuators are the gateways between the physical
and the virtual world: sensors provide data such as temperature or speed whereas
actuators realize some physical transformations according to decisions such as
increase heating or apply brakes. Smart objects furthermore, have the capability
to compute and communicate. There are some goals predefined to be fulfilled and
can be achieved by the interaction of these entities – we are aimed at providing
a nature inspired coordination mechanism to facilitate these interactions.

To create such a model we set up the following assumptions and requirements.
(i) entities are independent from each other and can perform their activities
concurrently. (ii) entities do not have any predefined pattern for their interaction
other than their goal and the conditions how to reach it (iii) entities may change
their functional and non-functional characteristics of their services any time, even
abruptly. (iv) entities can select the cooperating entities (either as consumer or
provider) at their discretion. (v) the state of the entity can be changed by their
interacting parties only and unaffected by others. (vi) entities must accommodate
to local and actual conditions.

To facilitate the flexible and adaptive yet predictable interaction of enti-
ties, we envision a chemical metaphor where entities correspond to molecules
dissolved in a solution. Molecules also represent data or intermediate control
information provided by the entities. Molecules thus, can move freely which, on
one hand models their mobility, on the other hand the Brownian motion ensures
engaging in reactions in their vicinity. A molecule has its chemical properties
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that determine which other molecules can react with and in what conditions –
this corresponds to the conditions an entity must fulfill before it can perform
its activities. The series of reactions transform the molecules and reactions are
possible until a molecule becomes inert. At this point the entity modeled by the
molecule namely, an actuator or a smart object is triggered accordingly. Each
reaction transforms the molecules closer to their inert state yet, there is no pre-
defined order or governing of reactions other than the chemical properties of the
molecules. Entities could be self-evolving towards a state when they are enabled
to perform their tasks, constantly accommodating to local and actual conditions.

In this very simple vision we may express the followings. (i) Molecules pre-
cisely define the entity and also define the conditions that must be fulfilled
before the goal can be reached. These conditions determine the matching mole-
cules and the types of reactions that can transform the molecule towards its
inert state. Some molecules may act as catalysts: they must be present in the
reaction (enabling a transformation) but remain intact afterwards. (ii) There can
be global conditions that must be kept satisfied, they can model certain bound-
aries of the IoT environment such as overall energy consumption. (iii) Sensors
and smart objects insert molecules into the virtual solution, this way the phys-
ical world is converted into the virtual chemical world where the coordination
takes place. (iv) In contrast, an inert molecule triggers an action in the physi-
cal world via smart objects or actuators. Note, that the chemical model is not
applied for problem solving but solely coordinates the execution. Reaching an
inert state is an exit point form the coordination level. (v) Reactions are affected
by local and actual conditions. Since changes in the world are represented in the
virtual chemical solution, the coordination mechanism adapts to the changing
conditions.

4 Simulation Approach Towards the Chemical Analogy

4.1 The DISSECT-CF Cloud Simulator

DISSECT-CF [5,19] is a compact, highly customizable open source1 cloud sim-
ulator with special focus on the internal organization and behavior of IaaS sys-
tems. Figure 1 presents its architecture (as of version 0.9.6). The figure groups
the major components with dashed lines into subsystems. Each subsystem is
implemented as independently from the others as possible. There are five major
subsystems each responsible for a particular aspect of internal IaaS function-
ality: (i) event system – for a primary time reference; (ii) unified resource
sharing – to resolve low-level resource bottleneck situations; (iii) energy mod-
eling – for the analysis of energy-usage patterns of individual resources (e.g.,
network links, CPUs) or their aggregations; (iv) infrastructure simulation – to
model physical and virtual machines as well as networked entities; and finally (v)
infrastructure management – to provide a real life cloud like API and encapsulate
cloud level scheduling (the target of improvements presented here).

1 Available from: https://github.com/kecskemeti/dissect-cf.

https://github.com/kecskemeti/dissect-cf
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the DISSECT-CF simulator

4.2 New IoT Related Simulation Constructs

As we aim at supporting the simulation of hundreds of millions of devices par-
ticipating in previously unforeseen IoT scenarios, the high performance of the
simulator’s resource sharing mechanism is essential therefore, we have chosen to
use the DISSECT-CF simulator because of its unified resource sharing founda-
tion. Building on this foundation it is possible to implement the basic constructs
of IoT systems (e.g., smart objects, sensors or actuators) and keep the perfor-
mance of the past simulator. In the following, we list the four main entities in
our extension and we show how they participate in an IoT simulation:

– Sensors. These passive entities in the simulated system have four major fea-
tures: (i) their performance is limited by their connectivity and maximum
update frequency; (ii) they can provide historical data (preloaded from a file
and offered based on the time and situation of the sensor query); (iii) they
can offer dynamic data based on user provided custom algorithms that alter
the sensor’s reported metrics; and finally (iv) in some cases replicating data
from sensors of the real world would help to steer the rest of the simulator’s
sensors (e.g., a few sensors could bridge with the real world).

– Actuators. Although DISSECT-CF is aimed at simulating the properties of
computing systems both sensors and actuators could extend these properties
further. Therefore, the simulator allows its users to integrate with third party
libraries and also allows the dynamic sensor behavior to be updated via the
actuator interface (i.e. acting like some of the physical properties around the
sensor really changed). Similarly to sensors, these interfaces are limited by
their network connectivity and reaction time (e.g., how long does it take to
actually perform an actuation action). Actuators also have the unique feature
that allow the changing of the locations of others (except the central services).

– Smart objects are simulated as localized and significantly limited computing
and storage resources that might be coupled with some sensors and actuators
and that might perform regular activities arriving from their coupled counter-
parts. With these objects local goals of the particular IoT system can often be
achieved. Also the chemical analogy might coordinate several smart objects
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in the vicinity to work together in order to achieve the local goals without
turning to the central services. These coordination steps might be needed for
long delays experienced with central services or because privacy concerns, etc.

– Central computing services. These computing services provide the large scale
background processing and storage capabilities some big data applications
building on the other actors might need. In the chemical analogy, these services
are expected to be used only if unavoidable.

In all cases, dynamic location information is offered with the actors. Allowing
one of the most crucial information and behavior (i.e., the brownian motion
and membrane formation) to be simulated for the chemical analogy. Failures of
the actors are also modeled on two levels: location based resource availability
(e.g., an action cannot be taken because the actuator cannot reach the particular
location) and physical device degradation (e.g., an actuator is no longer capable
to accomplish its tasks). Users are free to provide failure models for both cases.

4.3 The Role of the Chemical Model in IoT Simulations

As we aim at simulating millions of sensors/actuators/smart objects, it can be fore-
seen that the simulations cannot be run on a single host (e.g. mainly because of
memory constraints – e.g., a single sensor might consume only a dozen or so bytes
of memory but modeling messages and activities between them could introduce
several orders of magnitude more memory requirements). On the other hand, the
chemical model has both the locality principle and the separation of the solutions
by a membrane. Therefore, we propose to divide the DISSECT-CF simulations
into simulation of localities or sub-solutions – this separation is shown in Fig. 2
with separate boxes per membrane (i.e., per simulator host). These membranes
on one hand may be permeable and allow the molecules to move across the bound-
ary, on the other hand they significantly limit the number of actors to be simulated
at a time.

Although in most cases the time in the various simulations can be kept
diverging (because of the lack of chemical control across membrane boundaries),
during the contact of the central computing services a clock synchronization
must occur between the various simulation cores. This clock synchronization
ensures the happened before relations of the various simulation events can be
ensured even across membrane boundaries. The clock synchronization mecha-
nism is also ensuring that simulations of network communications between the
membranes are possible and incoming/outgoing network links from/to mem-
branes are ensured to be working according to the resource sharing rules in the
simulator by the new cross membrane network synchronization component.

Next, the original main simulator functionalities are executed on top of the
central DISSECT-CF core. Within this simulation we evaluate the big data
processing and storage operations. Here the user of the simulator can define
the large scale computing operations as well as the capabilities of the centralized
infrastructure. In case of commercial IoT applications this centralized infrastruc-
ture could be simulated as a private cloud hosted on the company’s premises.
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Fig. 2. Multi host IoT simulation for localized chemical solutions and centralized out-
sourcing capabilities

Finally, inside the membranes operations of actors in the simulation will
take place as coordinated by the chemical modeler. This component guar-
antees the Brownian motion based quasi-random activity to sensor/actuator
mapping. Thus, the chemical modeler will be the main user of the membrane
level DISSECT-CF core components by instructing the actors for their tasks
and ensuring that localized goals within the membrane are met according to
the chemical ruleset (e.g. possible reactions, available catalysts). The simulator
allows the customization of this ruleset thus, allows the evaluation of multiple
organization strategies even at the lowest level of the simulations.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have introduced a new simulation technique for IoT systems.
This technique has built on two existing concepts and solutions: (i) coordinating
distributed systems through a chemical analogy and (ii) simulating centralized
cloud components and low level IoT concepts with the help of the unified resource
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sharing foundation of the DISSECT-CF simulator. The chemical model allows
the separation of actors in a controlled way and keeping the size of each such
partition (sub-solution separated by membranes) proper for efficient simulation.
We expect that with the help of these DISSECT-CF extensions future research
will be capable of analyze new decentralized coordination approaches in IoT
systems. In our future works, we plan to further investigate the possible chemical
to IoT entity mappings and the ways they can alter our thinking about IoT
systems and their coordination.
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Abstract. A considerable amount of research activities deals with Internet of
Things and Smart Cities, by leveraging the continuously growing usage of cloud
computing solutions and mobile devices. The pervasivity of mobiles also enables
the Mobile Crowd Sensing paradigm, which aims at using mobile-embedded
sensors to ease the monitoring of multiple phenomena. The combination of these
elements has recently converged into a new sensing model: Sensing as a Service
(S2aaS), which is expected to offer novel monitoring approaches in the next years.
In this paper, we propose a platform to pave the way for applying S2aaS in urban
scenarios by considering both noise and electromagnetic field exposure. Design
and implementation choices are discussed, along with privacy-related issues and
preliminary monitoring tests conducted at a city in Southern Italy, in order to
demonstrate the suitability of our approach.

Keywords: Mobile crowd sensing · Sensing as a service · Noise monitoring ·
Electromagnetic monitoring · Data warehouse · FIWARE

1 Introduction

Both the Internet of Things (IoT) and the Smart Cities (SCs) terms are nowadays largely
adopted: the former one refers to technological advancements that offer unprecedented
levels of connectivity to both users and machines, whilst the latter one identifies urban
scenarios where city problems are tackled with novel IT solutions. They both mostly
leverage the enormous diffusion of Cloud Computing (CC) and mobiles (e.g., smart‐
phones, tablets), boosted by the mobile broadband (MBB) technology, which currently
represents one of the most dynamic market segments worldwide. Higher data rates, more
reliable coverage and improved Quality of Service determined a penetration rate of 47 %
for MBB and an overall network coverage of 69 % of the world population (89 % if we
consider the urban population only) for the year 2015 [1]. The trend for the year 2020
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envisions that worldwide mobile subscriptions will amount 9.2bn (6.1bn for smart‐
phones) [1] while currently they are 7.1bn (2.6bn for smartphones). The expected
number of connected devices will skyrocket, reaching nearly 30bn entities in 2020.

In this highly dynamic scenario, a new paradigm is emerging, known as Sensing as
a Service (S2aaS) [2], which aims at solving typical SC challenges by exploiting CC and
IoT infrastructures and by offering multiple sensing capabilities in order to satisfy heter‐
ogeneous sensing requests coming from different geographical areas. Mobiles, along
with their rich set of embedded (or pluggable external) sensors and their high pervasivity,
represent at the moment the most suitable way to offer such sensing capabilities on a
large scale without revolving to traditional Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)
approaches. Therefore, S2aaS is firmly rooted on the Mobile Crowd Sensing (MCS)
paradigm [3], which allows collecting data directly from mobiles and overcomes typical
limitations of WSNs (thanks to wider coverage areas, high number of deployable nodes,
more reliable communication and connectivity). Users can choose monitoring modali‐
ties (participatory sensing) or delegate their mobiles to send data automatically (oppor‐
tunistic sensing). Both the approaches can be combined properly in S2aaS to satisfy
different needs, such as directly requesting mobile owners to perform measurements or
simply sending automatic sensing tasks to mobiles in a given area.

Urban scenarios offer a promising arena for MCS applications, where citizens can
consume/provide information about specific situations occurring around them. We
believe that this can improve the S2aaS paradigm, that we can define as Urban Mobile
Sensing as a Service (UMS2aaS) to point out how it is deeply tailored on SCs challenges
and issues. Citizens could be dynamically scattered across huge areas with multiple
sensing purposes and they could acquire contextual awareness from the surrounding
environment [4]. Similarly, they could be engaged in collaborative, large-scale moni‐
toring experiences that widen the scope of traditional sensing campaigns [5].

In this paper, we propose a platform capable of paving the way for the deployment
of UMS2aaS solutions by: (1) identifying noise and electromagnetic (EM) monitoring
as suitable urban sensing scenarios; (2) proposing a mobile app for gathering data from
sensors and optional users’ comments; (3) proposing a cloud-based data management
system; (4) estimating platform data growth.

As for a technical point of view, we designed, developed and tested (at a city in
Southern Italy) a system prototype that gathers data from mobiles and sends them to a
context broker application, which forwards them to a Hadoop-based server farm. Then,
a complete ETL (Extract-Transform-Load) pipeline elaborates measurements in a Data
Warehouse (DWH) system: they are aggregated w.r.t. sensing location, device type,
timestamp, serving network type/provider. These functionalities are achieved by
merging a set of components from FIWARE middleware [6] with our platform.

The paper is organized as it follows: Sect. 2 briefly examines MCS paradigm and
our research purposes; the proposed platform is detailed in Sect. 3; discussions about
the platform prototype are presented in Sect. 4; Section 5 enlists conclusions.
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2 State-of-the-Art and Research Purposes

MCS is the enabling element for S2aas and UMS2aaS paradigms and it actually helps
addressing multiple urban monitoring issues such as traffic and road safety [3]; air [7]
and water [8] pollution; noise [9]; flooding [10]; earthquakes [11], large-scale events
[12]. Let us now consider the two identified monitoring scenarios for our research. As
for noise monitoring, the majority of MCS applications are for personal use only: they
mimic Sound Level Meters (SLMs) interfaces and allow users to check how loud much
their surrounding environment is (e.g., Advanced Decibel Meter1, Sound Meter Pro2).
However, they do not provide data aggregation on a geographical/temporal basis. Very
few research works address urban noise mapping, such as the “Ear-Phone” project [9]
where smartphones are used to predict outdoor sound levels or the “2Loud?” project [13]
that uses iPhones to assess nocturnal indoor noise near highways in Australia.

Conversely, a comparable diffusion of MCS solutions for EM field level assessment
is not yet available. The majority of them only refers to Wi-Fi indoor coverage analysis
[14] or outdoor Access Points (APs) localization [15], with very few proposals consid‐
ering 3G/4G systems, specifically tailored to evaluate traffic data for network operators
rather than users [16] or quantifying signal strength for single devices [17].

MCS-based noise and EM monitoring currently suffer from a series of limitations:
(1) absence of functionalities tailored to city managers for improving citizens’ life
quality; (2) users’ involvement as mere data collectors, without providing them with
educational outcomes or trying to raise awareness; (3) lack of extensive monitoring
purposes. Our platform aims at filling these gaps. Firstly, we want to increase users’
awareness about phenomena under observation by adding educational contents in the
mobile app. Secondly, we aim at complying with S2aaS by adopting proper architectural
design solutions and a general-purpose data modelling approach, easily customizable
for different sensing scenarios. Thirdly, our platform will act as a preliminary, low-cost,
large-scale and sufficiently accurate monitoring tool for locating areas with potential
pollution risks where more accurate sensing campaigns can be performed.

We referred to noise and EM monitoring to test our platform, since European citizens
are particularly concerned about these topics. Urban noise is considered one of the most
relevant factors of life quality condition worsening [18] (due to congested roads, high-
traffic, wrong or obsolete urban planning) and still very few interventions are made by
city managers and local administrations to reduce citizenship’s noise exposure [19].
Several scientific research works examining the correlations between health effects and
noise enforce the necessity of proper monitoring, since noise exposure may determine
progressive hearing losses, stress, distraction, sleep fragmentation, socio-behavioral
changes, hypertension and other long-term or chronic diseases [20].

1 https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/advanced-decibel-meter/id595718101?mt=8.
2 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.soundmeter.app&hl=it.
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Similarly, EM pollution concern is due to the increasing number of base stations that
are installed across our cities. However, whilst citizens can perceive quite easily their
exposure to noise by referring to the “loudness” of the surrounding emitting sources,
the exposure to EM fields is even more difficult to be evaluated. Despite this inherent
complexity, and although no scientific research works have yet determined a direct
correlation between EM fields and medium/long-term health effects, public opinion is
becoming more and more sensitive to this problem [21]. From a monitoring point of
view, whilst mobile-embedded microphones can provide sufficient accuracy in assessing
noise levels, EM fields cannot be sensed so easily: mobile internal antennas provide
neither broadband metering nor a direct quantification of the effective electric field levels
in a given point (they can assess the received signal strength from their serving cell).
Therefore, we performed an accurate selection of the physical quantities under obser‐
vation and we introduced some error-mitigation policies (Subsect. 4.2).

3 The Proposed System

3.1 Adopted Quantifiers for Noise and Signal Strength Exposure

Our system provides both noise and signal strength opportunistic measurements. Noise
measurements can be also achieved in a participatory way. As for the noise exposure
quantification, we adopted the well-known A-weighting scale, which measures the
Sound Pressure Level (SPL) in units of dB(A) [22] and allows assessing the dependence
of perceived loudness w.r.t. frequency. The SPL is an instantaneous measurement,
therefore actual noise regulations require to consider also the Equivalent Sound Level
LEQ(T) [22] quantity to cope effectively with sounds varying in time and having different
durations. The LEQ(T) averages, in dB(A), SPL values measured during a given time
window T (which ranges typically from 30 s to 24 h), thus smoothing spikes and outliers.
Despite mobile-embedded microphones differ from professional sound metering equip‐
ment due to a series of limitations (e.g., optimization for voice reception rather than
environmental noise; reduced sensitivity; heterogeneous usage conditions, etc.), several
recent studies demonstrated the effectiveness of MCS applications for noise monitoring
scenarios, by assessing mismatches between ± 1.5 dB and ± 5 dB [23].

Signal strength measurements estimate the power level received by mobile antennas
and can be used as a quantifier for electric field exposure in the range 0.9-2.4 GHz, even
if they are not as accurate as broadband field probes. For both UMTS and LTE networks,
we refer to the RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) quantity [24], which expresses
in dBm the total received power over the carrier frequency. The RSSI includes: signals
from the co-channel serving cell, interferences from non-serving neighboring cells,
thermal noise, etc. However, each mobile is able to provide RSSI from just its serving
network provider, therefore RSSI is always a portion of the overall signal power avail‐
able in a given location (since signals from other providers are also present but not sensed
by that mobile) and this casts the need of post-processing analyses (Subsect. 3.3). Addi‐
tionally, we refer to RSRP (Reference Signal Received Power), for both UMTS and
LTE. It represents the linear average over the power contributions in Watt of the resource
elements carrying cell-specific reference signals along carrier frequency (therefore
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RSRP is always lower than RSSI). RSRP expresses, in ASU (i.e., Arbitrary Strength
Unit, which is an integer value proportional to the received signal strength), the contri‐
bution of the pilot channels compared to RSSI.

3.2 Data Modeling

Data coming from sensors are multidimensional [25], thus a typical solution for dealing
with them is to follow a DWH approach [26], according to which data are processed in
an ETL pipeline, thus allowing us to clean, transform and store measurements before
aggregating and making them available to final users. We adopted the Dimensional Fact
Model (DFM) [26], which is a graphical conceptual model based upon the fact entity
(i.e., any concept evolving in time, relevant to decision-making processes). We identified
two facts: noise (Fig. 1A) and signal strength measurements (Fig. 1B). Facts (the central
rounded boxes) are described qualitatively by fact attributes and quantitatively by fact
measures (i.e., numerical properties or calculations, enlisted in the bottom part of the
fact). Noise fact measures are SPL and current/max/min/average LEQ(T), both in dB(A).
Similarly, signal strength fact measures are RSRP value (in ASU) and current/max/min/
average RSSI value (in dBm). Each analysis coordinate of a fact is called a dimension
and it consists of several dimensional attributes organized as a directed tree departing
from the fact (the attributes are the circles connected by lines to the fact; the dimension
is the root circle). Dimensional attributes qualify the finite domain of their dimension
along with its different degrees of granularity (e.g., the temporal dimension can vary
from seconds to days, weeks, months; a product is described by its name, series, brand,
etc.). The dimensions shared among multiple facts are the conformed hierarchies: time
(timestamp, date/month/year); position (latitude, longitude, town, province, region,
country); sensor type (external or embedded); device type (model and brand) and outlier
condition. The device type also stores the IMEI (International Mobile Equipment Iden‐
tity) code, which univocally identifies each mobile. The signal strength fact also has the
following dimensions: MNC (Mobile Network Code, i.e. the network provider) and
network (e.g., GSM, UMTS, LTE). The noise fact also has an optional dimension

Fig. 1. DFM representation: noise (on the left) and signal strength (on the right) measurements.
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representing user’s annotations about the source (e.g., type, annoyance, distance, etc.).
Unit of measurement is the descriptive attribute (depicted as a simple line departing
from the fact) for both the facts.

3.3 Platform Architecture and ETL Pipeline

Our platform consists of a mobile sensing app and of a cloud-based system tasked to
data management. The app works on Android mobile devices (and exploits Android 4.2
APIs3; the app mimics a professional SLM user interface and collects peak, average and
current values of SPL and LEQ(T) on customizable temporal windows, as required by EU
and Italian noise regulations. It also collects RSSI and RSRP values that assess the power
of the signal received by the mobile. Measurements are stored locally (short-term
history) and sent to the cloud-hosted system for data aggregation and filtering. The data
brokering functionality is achieved by using Orion4, a Generic Enabler (GE) from
FIWARE middleware [6] that provides publishing and subscribing operations on
collected data. Another FIWARE GE, Cosmos5, offers the HDFS-based persistent
storage (but other solutions are under examination at the moment). Orion data are
persisted in Cosmos thanks to the FIWARE Cygnus6 connector. Figure 2 depicts the
proposed three-layer logical architecture. The first layer consists of non-persistent sensor
data storage on mobiles (implemented via SQLite), of persistent storage on the cloud
(implemented via Apache Hive) and of relational DBs for law regulations, device tech‐
nical specifications and administrative divisions. The second layer has context-
brokering capabilities for managing multiple sensors as well as data filtering (thanks to
Pentaho CE7, a freeware ETL application), integration and reporting functionalities. The
third layer offers a Web app for accessing data reporting and integration results. Mobiles
and a limited number of fixed monitoring stations represent data sources. We also
developed a Web app for data visualization purposes, according to requirements elicited
from users (i.e., city managers, citizens, students).

The ETL pipeline is responsible for data management, outlier identification and
removal process as well as for the RSSI aggregation of measurements from mobiles
served by different network providers but located in the same area in a relatively short
time window. By doing so, it is possible to achieve a more realistic evaluation of the
overall received power in a given area, since each mobile is able to quantify only the
RSSI provided by its serving network operator.

3 Android 4.2 APIs (Level 17): http://developer.android.com/about/versions/android-4.2.html.
4 Orion: http://catalogue.fiware.org/enablers/publishsubscribe-context-broker-orion-context-

broker.
5 Cosmos: http://catalogue.fiware.org/enablers/bigdata-analysis-cosmos.
6 Cygnus Connector: https://github.com/telefonicaid/fiware-cygnus#section1.
7 Pentaho Community Edition: http://community.pentaho.com/projects/data-integration/.
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4 Prototype Platform Analysis

4.1 On-Site Trials

A group of students from our University tested the platform in a central area of the city
of Lecce (Southern Italy). The selected area presents high-traffic hotspots (two round‐
abouts and two 4-lane roads) and two base stations hosting multiple antennas from
different network providers (on the rooftop of two multi-storey buildings).

As for the mobile app usage test, we evaluated the opportunistic sensing mode by
collecting measurements in 1-hour time windows by walking across the area. Once
started, the app does not require any further intervention by the user, who can examine
measurements at any time, as indicated in Fig. 3A (app overall page for opportunistic
measurements). Both LEQ(T) and SPL values are reported and plotted on a XY graph.
Additionally, selected observation time window T, actual RSSI and serving network type
are indicated. The user can stop the sensing session with a dedicated button (page
bottom). The participatory sensing mode allows users to decide when performing a
measurement and whether enriching it with comments assessing noise sources w.r.t.
location (indoor/outdoor), nature (artificial/natural), estimated distance from the
observer, typology (amongst a set of predefined values). It is also possible to quantify
perceived nuisance levels (by activating a slider on a 10-value scale) and to add free-
text comments. This mode is available for noise measurement only, since the assessment
of EM emitting sources is much more difficult for unskilled users.

Fig. 2. Platform logical architecture.
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Fig. 3. Mobile UI for opportunistic measurements (on the left) and georeferenced map of noise
measurement locations along with sensed LEQ (30s) values (on the right).

Users can benefit from a Web application for georeferencing and visualizing meas‐
urements coming from a given area as points on a map with a colour ramp directly
proportional to measured values: both LEQ(T) and RSSI values can be plotted on this map.
Figure 3B reports the LEQ (30s) values sensed across the selected area. Measurements can
be interpolated as well, thus achieving an intensity map, which is a surface map where
adjacent measurements are interpolated according to a given algorithm in order to
compute values also for those points where no measurements were actually performed.
Intensity maps are extremely useful for understanding how measured levels are distrib‐
uted throughout the urban environment. Map renderings are achieved by forwarding
data, after the ETL process, towards a CartoDB8 instance, an open-source, Software as
a Service cloud platform for GIS map storage and Web visualization.

4.2 Measurement Accuracy and Privacy Concerns

One of the most relevant issues about MCS is the measurement accuracy, since mobile-
embedded sensors are typically less accurate than professional metering equipment. We
tackled this aspect in a two-fold way: on the one hand, noise measurements have been
validated instrumentally against a known sound sample thanks to a professional SLM;
on the other hand, both noise and signal strength measurements are examined during
the ETL pipeline in order to remove outliers. The instrumental validation involved a
30 s steady, mid-level, broadband noise source against which measurements gathered
from different smartphone models and from a professional, portable, Class-1 SLM (i.e.,
DeltaOhm HD9019) have been compared. After these trials, we achieved acceptable
accuracy, with average ±5 dB bias between MCS and SLM measurements, thus
confirming smartphone amenability to be used as preliminary monitoring tools. The

8 CartoDB: https://cartodb.com.
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outlier detection is perfomed thanks to a univariate algorithm removing measurements
with excessive amplitude in a given temporal window. We opted for a slightly modified
version of the Tukey’s method [27], which is simple and quite effective with datasets
following both a normal distribution and a not highly skewed lognormal distribution.

We also considered privacy issues, for reducing users’ concerns about their potential
tracking or identification. Any information or metadata capable of identifying the device
owner is discarded and users are notified about this when they start the app for the first
time. Mobile devices are only indexed thanks to their IMEI code, which do not allow
going back to respective owners (therefore, mobiles are traceable but their owners are
unknown to both platform managers and other application end users).

4.3 Data Estimation for a Smart City Scenario

The proposed platform exploits mobile devices and their embedded sensors, therefore
the number of prospected users is significant and it can be considered as a real Smart
City scenario, where several hundreds of data providers can be enrolled on a very large
geographical scale. This subsection is devoted to estimate the data occupancy growth
for our platform. Firstly, we estimated the average storage occupation of a single sensor
data measurement in nearly 4 kB. Then, by considering energy consumption issues and
typical users’ behaviors, we hypothesized that a plausible data collection pattern would
consist of 30 raw measurement per hour, over a time window of 6 h per day. We also
hypothesized 20 days of usage per month and 10 months of usage per year. Finally, if
we estimate to involve 5000 users during the first year of deployment and to double this
quantity each year, we have the estimations reported in Table 1, according to which the
DWH storage will grow of 30 GB per month and 314 GB per year in the third year after
the system deployment.

Table 1. Data growth estimations up to 3 years.

Parameter Year 1 Year 2 Year 3
per month per year per month per year per month per year

Involved users growth (%) – 0 – 100 – 100
Number of involved users – 5000 – 10000 – 20000
DWH occupation [GB] 4.58 45.29 15.71 157.69 31.14 314.15

5 Conclusions and Further Developments

In this paper, we examined how the Mobile Crowd Sensing (MCS) paradigm can be
exploited as an enabling factor for the fulfilment of the so-called Sensing as a Service
model (S2aaS) in a urban context, thus aiming at reaching a Urban Mobile Sensing as a
Service (UMS2aaS) model. Two monitoring scenarios have been identified, related to
typical life quality concerns of European citizens: noise and EM field exposure. There‐
fore, we designed, developed and preliminarily tested a mobile app allowing us to gather
(1) noise measurements by using smartphone-embedded microphones and (2) received
signal power levels (RSSI) by using smartphone internal antennas. The platform also
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consists of a DWH system for managing sensing data and of a web app providing users
with multiple views about collected measurements. The platform exploits some compo‐
nents of the FIWARE middleware for data brokering and storage functionalities.
Preliminary tests have been performed in a central area of the city of Lecce demon‐
strating its suitability in assessing both noise levels and RSSI. A series of improvements
are currently under evaluation, such as introducing other sensing tasks and providing
the system with publishing/subscribing functionalities, in order to schedule and request
sensing tasks to mobile devices scattered across a given geographical area. We will also
study proper policies to address energy consumption issues, in order to make the plat‐
form capable of sending the requested sensing tasks only to those devices having enough
energy to fulfill them for a sufficient lapse of time.
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accelerator “frontierCities” (Grant agreement n. 632853, sub-grant agreement n. 021).
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Abstract. As cloud services are becoming increasingly popular, the number of
operating data centers is accordingly increasing, together with the need of imple‐
menting federated data centers and clouds. In this context, we consider a frame‐
work for achieving energy efficiency in federated clouds, by means of continuous
monitoring and SLA renegotiation, coupled with the operation of prediction and
multi-layered optimization components. In this paper, relevant prediction and
optimization components, based on Support Vector Regression and Bin-Packing
solving heuristics, operating at local data center level are examined and the
experimental results of their deployment in a real-life testbed are presented and
discussed.

Keywords: Federated data centers · Energy minimization · Optimization ·
Support vector regression · Bin-packing problem

1 Introduction

The ever increasing demand for computing capacity and the resulting burgeoning of
large scale Data Centers (DCs), which constitute huge energy sinks, have a direct impact
on the ICT related energy consumption. This huge energy consumption poses a great
challenge for the energy sector and the problem is further intensified by the volatility of
the energy markets and the inability of Smart Grids to follow the electricity demand-
response model, which impedes the seamless integration of large scale DCs to the energy
network. Thus, Smart Grid operators need to address on the one hand the immense
energy consumption of DCs and on the other hand the erratic operation of Smart Grids,
caused by the inability to follow the demand-response paradigm.

To elaborate on the first of the two problems, the increase of DCs, which is accom‐
panied by huge electricity consumption and sub-optimal energy management, directly
affects their energy footprint and the environmental conditions. It is well known that the
average server utilization in DCs is low, often below 30 % of the maximum server load
[1, 2] and only 10 % in case of facilities that provide interactive services [3]. This low
utilization is primarily due to two reasons: (i) the provisioning of a DC is done based
on the expected peak load, rather than the average load. For interactive services, peak
utilization often exceeds the average utilization by more than a factor of three [3]; and
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(ii) in order to provide redundancy in the event of failure. DC operators deploy more
systems than are actually needed. The over-design and over-provisioning of DCs and
the increased number of low utilized servers, have significantly increased the waste of
energy. In the last couple of years, the electricity consumed by DCs has doubled, repre‐
senting an aggregate annual growth rate of 16.7 % per year worldwide [4]. Approxi‐
mately 80 % of this growth is caused by the increased electricity used by servers, 10 %
by the growth in electricity used for DC communications and around 10 % by the growth
in electricity by storage equipment.

Besides electricity consumed for supporting the computational operation of the
servers, a huge amount of energy is also consumed for the cooling of DC servers. To
lower this waste of energy, DC containment strategies (both hot aisle and cold aisle) are
widely regarded as the starting point for energy-efficiency best practices. Moreover, the
so called “Green DCs” aim to use a number of green electricity sources (e.g. photovoltaic
cells, geothermal power, hydroelectric energy, etc.), for normal operations and cooling
purposes. The results are, in many cases, impressive, but they still represent a minority
of the deployed DCs and even in those cases the intermittent nature of green electricity
sources make the need for integration of green energy sources to the energy network
and for stable Smart Grid operation more actual than ever.

As already highlighted above, this additional problem, that is the instability of the
Smart Grids and the difficulty to follow the electricity demand-response model consti‐
tutes a major problem in the energy sector. In particular, as Europe shifts away from
fossil fuels, electricity is becoming an even more important energy vector and the seam‐
less integration of renewable energy sources to the energy network becomes imperative.
More than 29 European countries have targets for a share of renewable energy in the
range of 10–33 % until 2020. Achieving these goals is vital for the EU internal energy
market, as it will lower the dependency on importing oil and it will help towards a more
sustainable growth. The implementation of more intelligent and active transmission,
distribution and supply systems in the form of Smart Grids is central to the success of
such a development. Thus, Smart Grids are very high on the agenda of the European
energy and ICT sector. However, the problem is that Smart Grids have difficulty in
following the electricity demand-response model. The introduction of Smart City tech‐
nology is also being developed as a mechanism to enable intelligence in buildings, city
blocks and regions. As a result, we need solutions, which can support the features of the
Smart Grid, coupled with the capabilities of Smart Cities, in order to carefully manage
the energy profile of DCs, especially under periods of increased demand.

Recent literature suggests that the problem of optimizing and coordinating the energy
consumption of federated Data Centers and its alignment with the Smart Grid stabili‐
zation needs, is actively researched. In [23], a survey on the existing techniques utilizing
geographical load balancing for optimizing the energy consumption of Data Centers in
the context of a Smart Grid is presented. The optimization may have different targets,
including absolute energy consumption with respect to QoS guarantees [25], cost [24]
and carbon footprint [26], the techniques employed varying among Mixed Integer
Programming, Dynamic Programming, heuristics through Genetic Algorithms etc. [23].
Load balancing of Data Centers in the context of the Smart Grid are also investigated
in [30], where the authors present a two-stage framework for modelling the relevant
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interactions and formulate a cost-minimization problem based on linear programming.
Similarly, the authors of [29] present a cooperation scheme between Smart Grids and
Data Centers, with the aim to maximize the share of renewables in the energy mix used
for Data Center operation. The problem of optimal load (VM) allocation in federated
Data Centers is also tackled in [28], where a greedy heuristic is presented with a view
towards minimizing the carbon dioxide emissions due to Data Center operation. Finally,
in [27], an in-depth survey of existing algorithms and techniques for orchestrated energy
management and energy sustainability in federated clouds is presented.

In the direction of tackling the above problems and significantly contributing toward
improving the energy efficiency of DCs and stabilizing Smart Grids, the present paper
introduces a holistic approach interconnecting networks of DCs and Smart Grids,
addressing both problems in a complementary way. Specifically, in the context of smart
city and Smart Grid integration, a network of synergetic DCs can adjust its operation
shifting load to regions of renewable energy surplus, playing a key role toward Smart
Grid stabilization and “Green” operation of modern DCs. Moreover, the proposed
approach can be seamlessly integrated to legacy DC equipment discounting any capital
expenditure employing solely the software defined networking (SDN) and software
defined infrastructures (SDI) of legacy DC equipment. The proposed framework, devel‐
oped in the context of the European Union project: “Data centres Optimization for
energy-efficient and enviromentalLy Friendly iNternet (DOLFIN)” [5], facilitates there‐
fore the integration of a federated DC network to the Smart Grid within a Smart City
exchange network, allowing the optimal allocation of the cumulative load, based on
predictive optimization techniques, that will be presented hereafter. The efficacy of these
will be further corroborated by the actual results obtained by the in-house micro DC,
presented herein.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the DOLFIN
approach, exploiting SDN to seamlessly integrate the Smart Grid and DC networks in
a Smart City agglomeration. Thus, counteracting the adverse effect of erratically oper‐
ating Smart Grids and allowing for the energy efficient operation of DCs. Section 3
introduces the predictive optimization techniques employed by the DOLFIN ecosystem,
in order to implement the proposed approach. Section 4 presents the preliminary results
obtained by our in-house micro DC, after the employment of the predictive optimization
techniques described in Sect. 3. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the paper and presents relevant
perspectives.

2 DOLFIN Flexible Approach

Modern DCs are part of computing and storage clouds, offering their customers Virtual
Machines (VMs) as a virtual operating environment. Exploiting this virtualization of
modern DCs and capitalizing on the benefits of SDN, the present approach focuses on
modelling, monitoring, and measuring the energy consumption of VMs. This real time
monitoring allows for the seamless, autonomic migration of VMs between servers of
the same DC or across a group of Energy-conscious, Synergetic DCs, aiming to (i)
optimize the overall energy consumption by dynamically changing the percentage of
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active versus stand-by servers and the load per active server in a DC, and (ii) stabilize
the Smart Grid energy distribution, under peak load and increased demand, by dynam‐
ically changing the energy consumption/production requirements of the local DCs.

To elaborate, the leeway provided by the independent management of VMs allows
for the optimal allocation of the computing load. On the one hand the optimal allocation
of VMs within the same DC could lead to the VM consolidation in favor of significant
energy savings emerging from the hibernation of inactive servers. On the other hand the
optimal allocation of VMs across synergetic DCs could allow for DCs to adjust their
operation in accordance with the Smart Grid needs, moving VMs to DCs where energy
is cheaper or abundant either due to the time difference of the respective DCs or due to
the existence of renewable energy surplus, generated by renewable energy sources in
the vicinity of the destination DC. The high-level architecture of such a network of
synergetic DCs interacting with the energy network is depicted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Network of synergetic DCs interacting with the energy network.

Evidently, the stabilizing effect of the proposed paradigm allows the seamless inte‐
gration of renewable energy sources (RES) to the energy network, counteracting the
adverse effect of the intermittent green energy generation. In particular, occasional peaks
and troughs of green energy generation, leading to inverse power flow or reduced system
inertia can be balanced by the demand response of federated DCs, mitigating electrical
grid instabilities and system outage or blackout threats.

The above energy consumption optimization approach, revolves around three main
pillars, underpinning the DOLFIN ecosystem:

(a) Energy-conscious Synergetic DC-level: optimizing the energy consumption within
the limits of a single DC, based on system virtualization and the optimal distribution
of VMs. This is coupled with the dynamic adaptation of active and stand-by servers
and the load optimization per active server. Utilizing a monitoring framework to
measure the energy consumption per server module/networking component and
activate low-power states on devices.

(b) Group of Energy-conscious Synergetic DCs-level: optimizing the cumulative
energy consumption in a group of DCs, based on optimal distribution of VMs across
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all of the servers that belong in the group of DCs using load prediction methods for
the standalone DCs and the group of DCs. Measuring and predicting the energy
consumption on the DC level and achieving a decreased cumulative power
consumption across the whole group of DCs.

(c) Smart City-level: optimizing the energy consumption at the smart city level and
providing stabilization of the local Smart Grid, based on distribution of VMs across
the servers that are part of a group of DCs, following an electricity demand-response
approach. In order to stabilize the Smart City Energy consumption, the percentage
of active versus stand-by servers per DC is dynamically changed and the load per
active server is optimized.

The above hierarchical classification gives rise to four different optimization levels
that should be dealt with. In this course, a distributed spiral optimization process is
assumed dealing with these four levels of optimization. Specifically, during a single
optimization cycle the energy is optimized first by an internal control loop at servers
rack level, next at DC segment or DC level and then at federated DC level allowing load
relocation among energy conscious DCs. Thus, a network of interconnected DCs
employing the spiral optimization approach, could provide energy-efficient DC opera‐
tion in the context of a fully elastic cloud, while playing a key role in a Smart Grid energy
network balancing the stochastic energy surplus provided by renewable energy sources,
through efficient load relocation.

Moreover, even though the VM movement between servers in geographically
distributed groups of DCs is not trivial, as very strict Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
to the DCs’ clients should be guaranteed, the real time monitoring of SLAs described
above ensures that the VM movement will only exploit the leeway provided not leading
to any Quality of Service (QoS) breakage. Thus, the real time monitoring of SLAs
provides an additional degree of freedom to the flexible VM management allowing the
exploitation of the SLA margin to its fullest.

Having outlined the optimization levels of the DOLFIN approach pertaining to the
optimal VM allocation at four different levels, the relevant optimization problems need
to be formally formulated, whereas the predictive optimization techniques employed for
the problems in hand, need to be thoroughly described as well. In this course, the VM
optimization problem and the predictive optimization techniques employed are
presented hereafter.

3 Predictive Optimization

The employment of load prediction methods for the efficient prediction of the standalone
DC load, the synergetic DC load and the user load is of paramount importance for the
efficient optimization of the load allocation to the synergetic DCs. Such methods provide
energy predictions based on the user habits, the behavior and the workload patterns as
well as the weather forecast, allowing the devise of predictive energy patterns. Subse‐
quently, based on these a priori devised energy patterns the relevant optimization
modules can devise relevant plans optimizing the VM /load allocation to standalone and
synergetic DCs, based on the Smart Grid status.
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A number of techniques have been proposed for forecasting aggregated and corre‐
lated energy consumption inspired by machine learning, and have passed from linear
regression and autoregressive moving average models [6] to neural networks [7] and
boosting approaches [8] and finally to the Support Vector Machine For Regression
(SVR) that is a state of the art forecasting method [9–11]. The SVR uses the same
principles as the Support Vector Machine (SVM) for classification, but as output instead
of a real number, which has infinite possibilities, it returns a margin of tolerance, to
minimize error.

The SVR method is employed by DOLFIN for energy consumption forecasting, as
it combines several desirable properties compared with other existing techniques: it has
a good behavior even if the ratio between the number of variables and the number of
observations becomes very unfavorable, with highly correlated predictors, it makes
possible to construct a nonlinear model without explicitly having to produce new
descriptors (the famous “kernel trick”), while a deeply study of the characteristics of the
method allows to make comparison with penalized regression such as ridge regression
[12], whereas a number of pre-calibrated SVR toolkits can be found online [13], facil‐
itating the easier fine-tuning of the SVR.

Having fine-tuned the SVR parameters for the load prediction at DC and user level
an appropriate optimization algorithm must be selected in order to efficiently employ
the SDI (through cloud managers such as OpenStack [14], OpenNebula [15] and Euca‐
lyptus [16]) in order to minimize the reserved physical resources and the implicit oper‐
ating cost. In practice, VMs reserve virtual shared CPU and shared storage, whereas the
only physical resource reserved in a stringent way is the server physical memory. Thus,
the problem of optimal VM allocation across the network of synergetic DCs is reduced
to that of allocating the aggregate server memory to VMs, based on their forecasted load
and availability.

The above problem can be reduced to a “bin packing” problem [17] and has been
formally formulated by the authors in [18]. In particular, “the problem of VM allocation
can be considered as a “bin packing” problem, where given a finite set U = {u1,u2,
…,un} of “items”(i.e. VMs) and a rational “size” (i.e. memory) s(u) for each item u ∈
U a partition of U into disjoint subsets U1,U2,…,Uk must be found such that the sum of
the sizes of the items in each subset Ui is no more than a respective “bin size”(i.e. server
memory) Si and such that k is as small as possible. Thus, VMs of memory s need to be
allotted to servers of memory S, while reserving the minimum number of servers,
whereas a memory granularity of 512 MB can be assumed which is a typical value
encountered in practice.”

The above problem constitutes an NP-hard problem [17], however a number of
approximation and heuristic techniques can be employed to provide solutions to the
problem. The Best Fit Decreasing Algorithm (BFD) [17] constitutes one of the best
approximation algorithms for the “bin packing” problem and it can be employed to
achieve a consolidated VM allocation. As stressed by the authors in [18] in the direction
of employing the BFD “the DC servers are indexed based on their energy-efficiency,
with energy-efficient servers being assigned a lower index. Subsequently, “items” (i.e.
VMs) are placed into “bins”(i.e. servers) in order of increasing index. As a result, energy-
efficient servers are assigned a higher priority and for instance servers of a Green Room
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are reserved first, or servers of the same DC segment are reserved prior to remote DC
servers in order to allow remote DC servers to hibernate, providing substantial energy
savings. Next, “items” in U are sorted by size and reindexed so that
s(u1) ≥ s(u2) ≥ ··· ≥ s(un). “Items” are then placed in order of increasing index, first into
the occupied “bins” of lower available capacity and then, in case they do not fit into the
occupied “bins”, or in case of a tie, “items” are placed in order of increasing index into
the lower indexed “bin” they fit.”

Thus, the documented success of the BFD approximation solution can be exploited
to initialize the search of an appropriate heuristic approach. Specifically, the above
solution is used as an initial seed to initialize the search of a Genetic Algorithm (GA)
approach [19]. The GA constitutes one of the most successful heuristics [19],
however, a number of factors hinder the convergence of GA when the latter is applied
to grouping problems such as the “bin packing” problem in hand. In particular,
grouping problems – aiming either to find a good partition of a set or better yet to
group together the members of a set - challenge the cornerstone of the GA, namely the
principal of minimal redundancy of each solution1, as different encodings and
different permutations of the groups may refer to the same solution. Also, solution
clustering into groups hinders the passing of useful (i.e. standalone) information to the
next generation through the crossover and mutation operators of the GAs [20–22].

In this course, the Grouping Genetic Algorithms (GGA) have been proposed [20]
allowing the encoding of grouping problems like the one in hand, by using groups or in
our case “bins” as the GA building blocks on which GA operators are applied. One could
envisage a GGA as a simple GA where each gene of a GAs’ chromosome corresponds
to a tuple of elements corresponding to the “items” of each “bin”, whereas the “bins”
are the building blocks evolved by the employment of the GAs. This approach alters all
GA operators significantly, however this approach outperforms the standalone GA
substantially when applied to grouping problems.

The employment of the GGA, initialized by the BFD, for the optimal VM allocation,
allows for the consolidated allocation of VMs at an intra-DC level as well as an inter-
DC level, whenever a VM consolidation is imposed by the Smart Grid operation. Thus,
the distributed application of the above optimization algorithm on DC sites, when that
is deemed necessary based on the SVR load predictions, could yield significant energy
savings as well as reliable Smart Grid operation.

In order to validate the efficiency of the proposed approach and the feasibility and
applicability of the DOLFIN approach employing solely the SDI, the preliminary results
of the optimized VM allocation are tested on our in-house micro DC and the obtained
data corroborating the substantial benefits arising from the proposed approach are
presented hereafter.

1 The principal of minimal redundancy refers to the necessary one to one relation between
each encoded solution and each member of the search space.
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4 Experimental Results

In the process of developing and fine-tuning the prediction engine and optimization
module of the DOLFIN ecosystem a number of attested scenarios were used as bench‐
mark to quantify the convergence of the developed optimization algorithms and the
accuracy of the developed prediction models. These optimized test scenarios to which
the predictive optimization converged to, were then implemented based on the SDI of
a small scale testbed, as a proof of concept, employing OpenStack for the actuation of
these scenarios. The testbed consists of 4 low consumption blade servers (less than 50 W
of energy consumption at average load, simultaneously underclocking idle cores) which
run artificial loads to emulate the operation of a commercial DC.

The performance of the implemented prediction engine is depicted in Fig. 2, where
the load (power) prediction is plotted against the real power demand values. The training
set of the prediction engine spanned two months of data. The Root Mean Squared Error
between the actual power demand values and the predicted ones is 74.3 which is consid‐
ered acceptable for our value range, granted the limited training set volume; further
training of the prediction engine is required in order to acquire more accurate results.

Fig. 2. Prediction engine performance

In the same context, Fig. 3 presents the outcome of the load optimization on the
aforementioned test setup. Specifically, under random load and granted relevant predic‐
tions from the prediction engine, the optimization component was able to reorganize the
existing load in such a way that the energy consumption dropped by approximately 15 %,
exhibiting that through proper management, the energy consumption of DCs can be
significantly lowered, to help towards assisting the operation of Smart Grids. Moreover,
when considering the ability to relocate loads to geographically distant DCs when intra-
DC optimization is unable to accommodate the load inside the DC boundaries, the coor‐
dination of DC loads with the Smart Grid demand response plans, is expected to
contribute substantially to the achievement of Smart Grid stability.
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Fig. 3. Test optimization scenario result

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a framework for achieving energy optimization in federated DCs has been
presented, employing continuous DC resources and network monitoring and scalar
optimization architectures operating at local and federated levels. In the course of mini‐
mizing the energy consumption at local DC level, we employ load optimization through
load re-allocation, coupled with near future load predictions, implemented with the help
of support vector regression techniques. The results of the prediction and optimization
processes are presented and briefly discussed, indicating significant power savings may
be achieved by employing the proposed architecture.
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Abstract. Cloud computing offers on-demand access to computational,
infrastructure and data resources operated from a remote source. This
novel technology has opened new ways of flexible resource provisions for
businesses to manage applications and data responding to new demands
from customers. In the current web application scenario a rapidly growing
number of powerful devices join the Internet, significantly impacting on
the global traffic volume and foreshadowing a world of smart devices, or
things in the Internet of Things (IoT) perspective. This trend calls for an
ecosystem that provides means to interconnect and control these devices.
In this position paper we envision the integration of IoT into Cloud-
enabled scientific workflows to support the proliferation of IoT with the
help of cloud technologies. These enhanced workflows will enable the
creation and management of user applications that bring clouds and IoT
closer to users by hiding the complexity and cumbersome utilization of
virtualized resources, data sources and things. The goal of this approach
is to ease the lives of users and foster scientific work by engaging the
Internet of Things.

Keywords: Cloud computing · Scientific workflows · Internet of Things

1 Introduction

Cloud computing is a diverse research area that encompasses many aspects
of sharing software and hardware solutions, including computing and storage
resources, application runtimes or complex application functionalities. Cloud
computing offers on-demand access to computational, infrastructure and data
resources operated from a remote source. This novel technology has opened new
ways of flexible resource provisions for businesses to manage Information tech-
nology (IT) applications and data responding to new demands from customers.
The concept of cloud computing has been pioneered by commercial companies
with the promise to allow elastic construction of virtual infrastructures, which
attracted users early on. Its technical motivation has been introduced in [1,4].
Cloud solutions enable businesses with the option to outsource the operation
and management of IT infrastructure and services, allowing the business and
its employees to concentrate on their core competencies. As new products and
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2016
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technologies are offered in the near future, Gartner estimated that till 2015 $112
billion would be spent by businesses and individuals on cloud computing offerings
from service providers such as Amazon, IBM and Microsoft [2].

In the current worldwide Information and Communications Technology
(ICT) scenario a growing number of powerful devices (smartphones, household
appliances, etc.) join the Internet, significantly impacting on the global traffic
volume (e.g. by data sharing, voice, multimedia) and foreshadowing a world of
smart devices, or things in the Internet of Things (IoT) perspective. The Cluster
of European Research Projects on the Internet of Things considers the Internet
of Things as a vital part of Future Internet and they defined it as a dynamic
global network infrastructure with self configuring capabilities based on standard
and interoperable communication protocols. Things in this network interact and
communicate among themselves and with the environment by exchanging data
and information sensed, and react autonomously to events and influence them
by triggering actions with or without direct human intervention [8]. According
to another Gartner report there will be 30 billion devices always online and
more than 200 billion devices discontinuously online by 2020 [3]. These trends
and estimations call for an ecosystem that provides means to interconnect and
control these devices.

Nowadays cloud computing has reached a maturity state and high level of
popularity that various cloud services have become a part of our lives. These
services are offered at different cloud deployment models ranging from the
lowest infrastructure level to the highest software or application level. Within
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) solutions we can differentiate public, private,
hybrid and community clouds according to recent reports of standardization
bodies. The previous two types may utilize more than one cloud system, which
is also called as a cloud federation [7]. Such federations can be good candidates
to serve as a base for the envisioned ecosystem. With the help of cloud solu-
tions, user data can be stored in a remote location, and can be accessed from
anywhere. Therefore mobile devices can also benefit from these cloud services:
the enormous data users produce with these devices are continuously posted to
online services, which may require the use of several Cloud providers at the same
time to efficiently store and retrieve these data.

Gubbi et al. [6] have identified that to support the IoT vision, the current
computing paradigm need to go beyond traditional mobile computing scenarios
and cloud computing has the potential to address these needs, and it is able
to hide data generation, processing and visualization tasks. Assuncao et al. [5]
also highlighted that there are many open challenges in applying clouds for
Big Data management. By addressing some of these challenges, the goal of our
proposed approach is to support the proliferation of IoT with the help of cloud
technologies, thus to integrate IoT into a cloud ecosystem, a complex system
of interdependent components that work together to enable the creation and
management of user applications in the form of heterogeneous service mashups
or workflows. In this paper we present a vision to create such an integrated
ecosystem, and discuss the main requirements for enabling this vision.
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The remainder of this paper is as follows: Sect. 2 presents a survey of related
works in the corresponding categories, and Sect. 3 presents the vision and require-
ments of our proposed approach to engage things in scientific workflows. Finally,
the contributions are summarized in Sect. 5.

2 Related Works

Most of current cloud computing offerings still lock customers into a single cloud
infrastructure, platform or application, preventing the portability of data or soft-
ware created by them. Even if portability is supported, it is barely used by cus-
tomers due to its complexity and high switching costs. The European Network
and Information Security Agency (ENISA) has also recognized the lock-in prob-
lem as a high risk that cloud infrastructures entail [9]. The increasing competition
between the leading vendors in the cloud market, such as Amazon, Microsoft,
Google and SalesForce, each of which promotes its own, incompatible cloud
standards and formats [10], prevents them from agreeing on a widely accepted,
standardized way to utilize cloud details and specifications. However, an interop-
erable cloud environment would benefit customers, as they could migrate their
virtual machines, data and applications between cloud providers without setting
data at risk. Nevertheless there are promising approaches that work for enabling
interoperability: DeltaCloud [11] is an open source software that moves towards
standard public/hybrid cloud interaction APIs, with an emphasis on compute
and VM-based IaaS, and has been submitted to DTMF. OCCI [12] is a family
of specifications and standards for cloud interfaces, geared towards interoper-
ability and extensibility, by means of a definition of a Core model, and a suite
of already developed documents, falling under two categories, Renderings and
Extensions, the former aimed at definition and description of interaction meth-
ods and APIs for extending the model with new resource types, attributes, and
available actions. The need for intermediary components (coordinators, brokers,
exchange) is explained in [13], where the authors outline an architecture for a
federated network of clouds. Federation issues in cloud environments have been
considered in some research projects, such as mOSAIC [26] and OPTIMIS [27].

In the field of resource abstraction for IoT, good efforts have been made
towards the description and implementation of languages and frameworks for
efficient representation, annotation and processing of sensed data. There are
several standardization bodies, such as the OGC Sensor Web Enablement [14]
that develops languages and semantic annotations for abstracting sensors and
sensor networks. It has taken important steps towards enabling the web-based
discovery, exchange, and processing of sensor observations. Web service interface
specifications such as the Sensor Observation Service [15] facilitate the discov-
ery, access and search over the sensor data, and it provides means to integrate
data from heterogeneous sources in a standard format accessible to internet
users. The W3C Semantic Sensor Network Incubator Group [16] has also been
established, aiming at extending this syntactic level interoperability to a seman-
tic level, through the investigation of two separate but closely related tasks:
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the development of an ontology for describing sensors and sensor data, and the
development of an annotation framework for using semantic metadata.

Concerning virtualization for IoT, Alam et al. [18] propose an Internet of
Things (IoT) virtualization framework to support connected objects sensor event
processing and reasoning by providing a semantic overlay of underlying IoT
cloud. The framework uses the sensor-as-a-service notion to expose IoT clouds
connected objects functional aspects in the form of web services. The framework
uses an adapter oriented approach to address the issue of connectivity with var-
ious types of sensor nodes. Virtual sensor networks have also been proposed
towards virtualization in order to offer a new and dynamic collaboration par-
adigm that requires accommodating multiple logical network instances over a
single physical network infrastructure with the ultimate goal to support appli-
cations with different requirements and to utilize in an efficient manner the
available network resources.

The integration of IoT and clouds has been envisioned by Botta et al. [23]
by summarizing their main properties, features, underlying technologies, and
open issues. A solution for merging IoT and clouds is proposed by Nastic et al.
[24]. They argue that system designers and operations managers face numerous
challenges to realize IoT cloud systems in practice, due to the complexity and
diversity of their requirements in terms of IoT resources consumption, customiza-
tion and runtime governance. They propose a novel approach to IoT cloud that
encapsulates fine-grained IoT resources and capabilities in well-defined APIs in
order to provide a unified view on accessing, configuring and operating IoT cloud
systems, and demonstrate the framework for managing electric fleet vehicles.

Integrating sensor network approaches to clouds has been investigated by
Hassan et al. [17]. They proposed a framework of sensor-cloud integration, in
which they introduced a publish/subscribe based model to simplify the inte-
gration of sensor networks with cloud-based community-centric applications.
The core component to manage subscriptions is the publish/subscribe Broker,
which is responsible for monitoring, processing and delivering events to registered
users through SaaS applications. In [19] an infrastructure called Sensor-Cloud
infrastructure is proposed, that can manage physical sensors on IT infrastruc-
ture. The Sensor-Cloud infrastructure virtualizes a physical sensor as a virtual
sensor on the cloud computing and dynamic grouped virtual sensors on cloud
computing can be automatic provisioned when the users need them. Combining
sensors with cloud computing has been addressed by Mitton et al. [25]. They
state that the constantly growing number of powerful devices join the Internet
significantly impacting data traffic. Heterogeneous resources can be aggregated
and abstracted according to tailored thing-like semantics, thus enabling a cloud
of Things. They say that in the Future Internet initiatives, sensor networks
will assume even more of a crucial role, especially for making smarter cities.
Smart sensors are very heterogeneous in terms of communication technologies,
sensing features and elaboration capabilities. They also propose an architecture
based on standard specifications, and define an approach by the phrase Sensing
and Actuation as a Service (SAaaS). It envisages new scenarios and innovative,
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ubiquitous, value-added applications, disclosing the sensing and actuation world
to any user, a customer and at the same time a potential provider as well, thus
enabling an open marketplace of sensors and actuators. In this paper we also
follow and build on this definition.

Gesing et al. [20] states that in the last decades many mature workflow
engines and workflow editors have been developed to support primarily scien-
tific communities in managing workflows. While there is a trend followed by
these workflow managers to ease the creation of workflows tailored to their spe-
cific workflow system, the available tools still require much understanding of the
workflow concepts and languages. They propose an approach targeting various
workflow systems and building a single user interface for editing and monitoring
workflows under consideration of aspects such as optimization and provenance of
data. They envision a workflow dashboard offered in a web browser and connect-
ing seamlessly to available workflow systems and external resources like cloud
infrastructures. In this paper we plan to follow a similar vision by enabling the
combination of various cloud, social networking and IoT services to workflows in
a simple way, similarly to the approach followed by ITTT [21] that enables inter-
connecting web-based services by so-called, predefined channels. DashMash [22]
also follows a web service composition approach that is easy to grasp by users.
They propose a web platform that allows end users to develop their own mashups
making use of an intelligible paradigm that abstracts from technical variables.
They use also-called recommendation mechanisms that take into account qual-
ity variables to help end users select data sources, components and composition
patterns specifying also non-functional user requirements.

Apart from these research approaches our vision is to combine cloud compu-
tational and data services, and IoT capabilities into an ecosystem. This vision
brings these technologies closer to users, and provides a simple way to form
general purpose mashups or workflows of these services in order to ease their
everyday lives, and scientific works. In this way their own mobile devices can
be used to participate in this ecosystem, and they can be interlinked with their
data of interest either coming from social media sites, other public sources or
personal cloud storages, and their required data manipulation or processing can
be computed dynamically in infrastructure clouds, or fed to traditional web ser-
vices.

3 An Approach for Enabling Workflows for IoT

3.1 A Vision for Integrating Clouds and IoT Services
in an Ecosystem

An overview of our approach is shown in Fig. 1, representing an ecosystem of
compute, data, networking and sensing resources (computers, disks, mobile or
other sensing devices (i.e. things)) in the cloud belonging to separate administra-
tive domains, managed according to the policies by the local systems. In order
to create and manage such a cloud ecosystem, we need to use or enable the
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abstraction and virtualization these heterogeneous resources and provide cus-
tomization features for encapsulating them into services. We use the following
naming conventions for these resource groups:

– Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): represents cloud compute and data services
in Virtual Machines (VMs) offered or managed by public or private clouds. In
the ecosystem it is possible to use heterogeneous providers both from industrial
and academic providers.

– Storage as a Service (STaaS): represents online data storage services such as
Personal Clouds (e.g. DropBox, Google Drive).

– Data as a Service (DaaS): this category represents data sources for user com-
munities covering big and small data. Social networking (e.g. Twitter or Face-
book) and social media sites (e.g. YouTube) are one of the main sources, but
traces from workload or experiment archives/provenances can also be made
available through these services.

– Sensing and Actuation as a Service (SAaaS): this category brings the Internet
of Things to the ecosystem and provides access to various devices and their
sensors (e.g. mobile phones, tablets, smart televisions as well as their sensors
such as thermometer, GPS, microphone or camera).

– Web Service (WS): represents the traditional web services covering various
areas, e.g. business processes, compute services, travel planners, data analyzers
or search engines.

In our vision resources from these categories are encapsulated to services
(some are already available), and these services are composed into a dynamic
workflow forming a unique application to be executed within the ecosystem.
These services can be put together just like pieces of a puzzle, and this composi-
tion should be done in a straightforward and user friendly web-based graphical
environment.

The main goals of this vision are:

– to create a straightforward, easy to use web-based graphical environment for
users to use and manage this ecosystem;

– to bring clouds and IoT closer to users by hiding the complexity and cumber-
some utilization of virtualized resources and data sources;

– and to open the world made available by this cloud ecosystem to non-expert
users as well as to the scientific community – to enable the combination of
social networking, cloud computing and the Internet of Things.

3.2 Requirements to Enable the Proposed Vision

In order to realize this vision, the following issues should be addressed by bringing
innovation to current state of the art:

– Sensor abstraction: sensing and actuation resources and devices have to be
abstracted and encapsulated to services, providing a homogeneous view of het-
erogeneous sensors and actuators hosted by both mobiles and sensor networks,
also providing adequate hardware contextualization and isolation features.
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Fig. 1. Workflow applications on top of a cloud ecosystem

– Cloud service management: adequate mechanisms and tools have to be pro-
vided in order to manage a cloud provider subscription, and implementing and
enforcing policies merging device owner and cloud provider objectives.

– Workflow management and orchestration: facilities for enabling higher level
features for integrating cloud, IoT and social networking services into mashups,
and enhanced services/APIs have to be provided, also in terms of methods and
processes for software development and management applying software engi-
neering principles. All these necessary mechanisms and tools have to imple-
ment basic functionalities that are easily customizable and extensible, also
adaptive to changes such as load fluctuations.

– Straightforward, easy-to-use application development: There is a need to bring
cloud technologies closer to users, and provide a simple way to form general
purpose mashups of these services in order to ease their lives, everyday works.
In our vision user devices can be interlinked with their data of interest either
coming from social media sites, other public sources or personal cloud stor-
ages, and their required data manipulation or processing can be computed
dynamically in infrastructure clouds.

– Security: effective mechanisms are required to provide identity management,
privacy, trustiness, resources and metadata protection and integrity. We plan
to provide specific policies that preserve user privacy and conformation to
national legislation for data processing.
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State-of-the-art scientific workflow development and execution environments
or gateways support many of these features, so they are good candidates to
realize this vision. The most wanting, missing feature is the support for IoT
integration. In the next section we introduce how we envision to perform this
extension in the near future.

4 Towards Integrating the Approach to a Scientific
Gateway

Researchers of various disciplines ranging from life sciences and astronomy to
computational chemistry, create and use scientific applications producing large
amount of complex data relying heavily on compute-intensive modeling, sim-
ulation and analysis. The ever growing number of such computation-intensive
applications calls for the interoperation of distributed infrastructures including
private and public clouds, grids and clusters. Scientific workflows have become a
key paradigm for managing complex tasks and have emerged as a unifying mech-
anism for handling scientific data. Workflow applications capture the essence of
the scientific process, providing means to describe it via logical data- or control-
flows. During the execution of a workflow, its jobs are mapped onto resources of
concrete Distributed Computing Infrastructures (DCIs) to perform large-scale
experiments.

One of the popular workflow execution environments and scientific gateways
is the WS-PGRADE/gUSE portal environment [29] that is capable of executing
scientific workflows in an interoperability way, through multiple DCIs. Recently
a new feature has been introduced in this gateway by enabling a new type of
workflow called infrastructure-aware workflow [28]. These are scientific workflows
extended with new node types that enable the on-the-fly creation and destruc-
tion of the required infrastructures in the clouds. The paper also describes the
semantics of these new types of nodes, how these new type of workflows can be
implemented by a new service called as One Click Cloud Orchestrator, and how
this service can be integrated with the WS-PGRADE/gUSE portal to provide
the required functionalities.

By following this approach we plan to develop an IoT-aware workflow, which
is a scientific workflow extended with new resource adaptor node types. These
special nodes will be used to encapsulate sensors and things by realizing a SAaaS
call in the workflow to send or receive data to/from entities of the IoT world.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we envisioned a future ecosystem integrating IoT, web and cloud-
based services. The goal of our proposed approach is to support the proliferation
of IoT with the help of cloud technologies. In this complex system interdepen-
dent components can work together to enable the creation and management of
user applications in the form of heterogeneous service mashups or workflows.
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These enhanced workflows will enable the creation and management of user
applications that bring clouds and IoT closer to users by hiding the complexity
and cumbersome utilization of virtualized resources, data sources and things.
Our future work will address the development of this approach in a real-world
workflow execution environment.
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Abstract. This paper introduces an open-source, interoperable plat-
form for real-time collaboration in complex product lifecycle develop-
ment across multiple companies. Each segment of the lifecycle, including
product conception, design, analysis, prototyping, component sourcing,
manufacturing and assembly, logistics and delivery, and services from
installation to maintenance, repair and overhaul, can benefit from this
collaboration through easy access, development, deployment, and inte-
gration of heterogeneous models and data. The platform is built on an
elastic cloud-computing environment, which provides efficient scaling of
computational performance needs to support the collaboration platform.
We believe that this platform will enable organizations of all sizes to enter
a new digital age of integrated product design, manufacturing and service
systems.

Keywords: Cloud computing · Industrial internet · Internet of things ·
Digital manufacturing · Collaborative design · Lifecycle · Supply chain ·
Crowd-sourcing · Cloud-based design and manufacturing

1 Introduction

General Electric (GE) is one of the founding members of the Industrial Internet
Consortium (IIC) [1] created in 2014 to accelerate the advancement and adoption
of the Industrial Internet [2] (II). The Industrial Internet brings together indus-
trial engineering, sensors, software, and big data analytics to create a networked
system of brilliant machines. The term II was created to further expand the
scope of the existing paradigm of the Internet of Things (IoT) to industrial sys-
tems. An exercise from [4] highlights that if the Industrial Internet boosted US
labor productivity by about 1.5 % and by half that value in the rest of the world,
Global Gross Domestic Product (GDP) output would be $15 trillion higher by
2030. This translates to an increase of 15 % over baseline projection [4].

While several Industrial Internet technologies are focused on developing con-
nected machines and advanced analytics, new solutions are required to address
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2016
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the problems associated with storage, access, and computing needs of hetero-
geneous and distributed models across the product lifecycle. Such models are
used in one or more of the segments of the product lifecycle including concep-
tion, design, analysis, prototyping, component sourcing, manufacturing, assem-
bly, logistics and distribution, and services from installation to maintenance,
repair and overhaul. The output of one model typically impacts the parameters
of other models. For example, part geometry affects the choice of manufacturing
process which in turn is constrained by what is available in the actual factories
involved at the original equipment manufacturer and suppliers. However, these
impacts are frequently not considered due to a lack of interaction among the
model developers, users, and owners with inherently different skill sets and per-
formance goals. This leads to many repetitive and cumbersome iterations before
a successful product is built or a failed product is abandoned [5].

Hence, there is an acute need for real-time collaboration among the differ-
ent model stakeholders to reduce the overall product development cost, time,
and failure rate. Cloud-Based Design and Manufacturing (CBDM) [6] offers a
promising solution to this need. Cloud computing is emerging as one of the
major enablers for the manufacturing industry; it transforms the traditional
manufacturing business model, helps it to align product innovation with business
strategy, and creates intelligent factory networks that encourage effective collab-
oration [20]. With cloud computing, users have access to Hardware/Software as
a Service (XaaS) on a pay-as-you-go basis. Thus, there is no need for capital
expenditure. Storage capacity is unlimited. Backing up data and restoring it
is easy. Thus, it affords a natural service for collaboration and crowdsourcing,
where a group of people within and across companies can work on the same
project with access to unlimited information and the ability to connect to the
Industrial Internet on a global scale.

Cloud-Based Design and Manufacturing refers to a networked design and
manufacturing model that exploits on-demand access to a shared collection of
diversified and distributed resources to enhance efficiency, reduce product life-
cycle costs, and allow for optimal resource allocation in response to variable
demand [6]. References [6,7] compare Cloud-Based Design and Manufacturing
(CBDM) with traditional collaborative design and distributed manufacturing
systems.

In addition, cloud computing enables scale and elasticity, two essential ele-
ments of the evolving nature of the Industrial Internet. To address the computing
and networking needs of many engineering organizations, manufacturers, suppli-
ers, and other stakeholders, cloud computing offers an affordable and efficient
strategy to ensure a continued competitive edge. A summary of benefits and
limitations of cloud computing for cloud manufacturing is presented in [19].

This paper introduces a platform called Digital Manufacturing Commons
(DMC) [8] that uses the cloud as the infrastructure to integrate design and man-
ufacturing models. The DMC provides an open-source platform for real-time col-
laboration during the design-to-manufacturing process. This new system requires
a cultural change in the manufacturing industry that we believe is the key for
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growth opportunities. This project builds upon a previous Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA)-sponsored General Electric/Massachusetts
Institute of Technology joint effort called Crowd-driven Ecosystem for Evolu-
tionary Design (CEED) [10]. The vision is to build a crowd-driven ecosystem for
evolutionary design that connects data, design tools and simulation models in
a collaborative environment to accelerate the design and development of highly
complex industrial systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the limits of
the current manufacturing paradigm together with emerging solutions. Section 3
outlines the architecture, cloud deployment, and cyber security aspects of the
Digital Manufacturing Commons. We conclude by summarizing the benefits of
the proposed system in Sect. 4.

2 Design and Manufacturing Trends

Manufacturing has faced a number of significant challenges recently. In a con-
sumer driven world, manufacturers need to manage fast paced innovation. Tradi-
tional ways of building things must be replaced by more flexible approaches. But
often manufacturing organizations, particularly Small and Medium size Enter-
prises (SMEs) are not ready for this change, limiting their participation to a few
segments of the product lifecycle instead of the entire lifecycle chain.

Fig. 1. Evolving paradigms for digital manufacturing

A shift in manufacturing that can help SMEs is co-development and crowd-
sourcing. With co-development, more participants can contribute ideas to the
product development process. Figure 1 shows how modeling for design and man-
ufacturing is evolving from stand-alone tools to an interconnected ecosystem.
Metcalfe’s law [11] establishes a critical mass after which networking and collab-
oration bring increasing value as exemplified by consumer and social networks.
The revolution now is about industrial networks. Traditional models, where only
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employees and suppliers provide services and ideas, are augmented by the crowds
global knowledge base. In this new environment, organizations expand their
processes with capabilities from a globally distributed community rather than
just from their own employees or suppliers. This new mode of manufacturing is
embraced by the DMC.

The DMC is a key to digital manufacturing innovation because it allows
the integration of engineering models across the digital thread [12]. The digi-
tal thread is the concept defined by the integration of information through an
enterprise’s value chain, from planning to disposal. Key advantages of the DMC
include: establishment of an online community that may be accessed to coopera-
tively develop products. Organizations can bring better products to the market
at a lower cost and SMEs have access to resources that would be unaffordable
otherwise.

The main contribution of our framework compared to current practice is the
enablement of users to combine distributed open source and proprietary tools and
models. With the Digital Manufacturing Commons proprietary manufacturing
models can be made available in a manner that allows others to run the models
while keeping the underlying code hidden.

3 DMC Platform Technical Details

We now present the collaboration marketplace, architecture and cloud deploy-
ment of the DMC. Aspects related to stability, cyber security and privacy are
omitted in this paper and will be addressed in a future publication.

3.1 Digital Marketplace

The DMC is a software platform delivered via a networked system of systems.
The marketplace is populated with an initial foundational set of models to
demonstrate real-time collaboration during the design-to-manufacturing process.
The new distributed marketplace allows:

– Exchange of models, services, and opportunities
– Integration of nontraditional team members to freely express opinions, vote,

test, and distribute information
– Management of reputation building to identify high-performance individuals
– Fostering of a healthy ecosystem through an iterative system of controlled

selection pressure events that weed out poor designs and select for robust yet
unforeseen and unplanned features

– Facilitation of the democratization of hardware design

The marketplace, Fig. 2, consists of three different parts.

1. Design: In the DMC, users search for services that drive model execution,
integrate and execute them. The users judge model accuracy and send feed-
back to the designer. In this way manufacturers can not only consume prebuilt
models but may also sell them.
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Fig. 2. Digital design and manufacturing marketplace

2. Knowledge simulation and know-how : Through the DMC, different commu-
nities of design and manufacturing engineers and other personnel can create
and share projects from the most diverse domains. Complex systems can be
realized by integrating disciplines into a team effort that allows an integrated
design to become a part, sub-system or product. The marketplace combines
information that users all over the world share.

3. Control point : The DMC platform facilitates the collaboration between two
parties that jointly benefit from the interaction. In two-sided marketplaces
customer’s participation generates economic value. In fact, the DMC market-
place value depends on the number of users who publish models and users
who use models. The two-sided platform is a broker through which publishers
can closely interact with their customers.

3.2 DMC Platform Architecture

The DMC platform architecture is both distributed and federated. As expected
in a distributed model, users may select whether data and models are stored
locally or remotely. The DMC platform is able to connect these models so that
assemblages of data and models can be linked seamlessly. The federated design
of the DMC platform permits users to finely control data access permissions.
DMC users are able to publish dataset metadata while maintaining restricted
access to the same datasets.

The DMC platform architecture is cloud-based. It has automated geograph-
ically dispersed failover protection. It is able to run on an International Traffic
in Arms Regulations (ITAR)-compliant cloud. The DMC platform architecture
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Fig. 3. High-level architecture diagram of the DMC

enables cloud-based execution of user generated code in a fashion which enables
users to upload scripts (e.g. Python), executable files and data. It also enables
users to automate and batch processes.

A high-level architecture diagram of the DMC is depicted in Fig. 3. Authenti-
cation services provide service access via a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA).
This platform is an example of how SOA and cloud computing complement each
other. Cloud computing provides resources to host data services and processes
on demand.

The Distributed Object-based Modeling Environment (DOME) [15] is used
for the creation and orchestration of models. DOME supports transparent,
decentralized integration of models built using a wide variety of application
tools and operating system platforms [16].

The DMC platform provides user access to externally hosted software appli-
cations through mechanisms that ensure interoperability between various data
model types. The DMC platform architecture includes a data repository capa-
ble of storing and organizing data streamed from the internet of things. This
data repository also allows users to store content including data and executa-
bles. In summary the DMC platform architecture enables a true ‘Commons’ for
the design-to-make process so that:

– Users can share reusable data and executable models
– Owners of data and executable models retain rights when sharing, if desired
– Users can search for data and models
– Quantitative metrics such as availability, consistency and usage are tracked

and visible
– Qualitative metrics such as community defined reputation are tracked and

visible
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3.3 DMC Cloud Deployment

An early version of the DMC was the first commercial application deployed on
Amazon Web Services GovCloud [17]. The cloud environment provides an easy,
low cost solution to deploy applications.

The DMC is deployed using multiple protective measures designed to secure
sensitive data. Some of these measures are shown in Fig. 4. Users connect to the
DMC through the internet. Public and private subnets are used to isolate internet
facing services from the rest of the system. Tailored security groups are assigned
to each machine instance that is deployed. Each security group restricts network
traffic to specific ports from known source and destination machines. A Virtual
Private Network (VPN) gateway allows communication between instances and
an organization’s private network.

Elasticity is another useful feature of a cloud environment. This feature allows
individual subsystems to expand and contract to handle varying load levels. The
DMC uses auto scaling groups to ensure a sufficient number of resources are
available to handle the system load. It is possible to specify the minimum and

Fig. 4. Cloud deployment of the DMC
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Fig. 5. Static system deployment

Fig. 6. Elastic system deployment

maximum number of instances in each auto scaling group to manage costs. In
addition, scaling policies are assigned to each auto scaling group. These policies
define when and how the scaling events occur.

Figures 5 and 6 show the results of load tests performed on a DMC deploy-
ment hosted in Amazon Web Services. Figure 5 shows the results of a load test
performed on static deployment, using a single web server and database server,
where all scaling events were disabled. In this experiment, increasing load was
applied to the web server, as shown by the blue line. The load was generated using
prerecorded site activity that was replayed using LoadRunner [18]. This experi-
ment provides a baseline for the capacity of the web server and database server in
a static environment. In comparison, Fig. 6 shows the results of a load test, using
the same configuration, with web server scaling events enabled. Specifically, when
a web server experiences a CPU utilization greater than 80 % for a five minute
time window other web servers were created to manage the load. In Fig. 6, this
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scaling event is triggered and new web servers are created which lowers the CPU
utilization of a web server from greater that 80 % to approximate 60 %.

4 Conclusions

The overarching benefit of the DMC is the creation of an industrial commons
around digital manufacturing, where software-based manufacturing services can
be exchanged, and where technology development is pulled by the market rather
than pushed by vendors and technologists. Small and large manufacturers can
work together, sharing models and expertise. With this form of industrial net-
working, productivity will increase, global economy will improve and new prod-
ucts will be created to better serve the Industrial Internet.

The DMC is currently used within GE. A team of engineers is working on
enhancing the platform with the goal of having more than 100,000 users from
companies, universities, research institutes, and entrepreneurs by 2017 [9]. We
are now populating the marketplace with an initial set of representative design-
manufacturing models. We are also working on improving the user interface (UI)
and user experience (UX), and developing educational material for widespread
dissemination. Rigorous security assessment and functionality testing are also
being performed to ensure the platform’s readiness for release to the user com-
munity.
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Abstract. In system design, the distinction between a logical architec-
ture at design level and the corresponding physical distributed architec-
ture at implementation level is recognised as good practice. In this paper
we show how we can define logical architectures in which variation points
can be defined explicitly. Such architectures define families of systems,
and should therefore be useful for defining such families in IoT.

Keywords: Software architecture · Product families · Component
model · Variability

1 Introduction

The distinction between a logical architecture and its physical counterpart, a
physical distributed architecture, is well-known in system design and is deemed
good practice. A logical architecture can be regarded as a design, with the cor-
responding physical architecture as its implementation. For example, in [4] Broy
describes different architecture levels for cars (Fig. 1): at design level he identifies
a logical architecture which, at platform level, is mapped to its corresponding
hardware architecture.

In the provisioning of Cloud services, the architecture of software and hard-
ware components is a very challenging task [11]. Specifically, a software archi-
tecture S is a kind of logical architecture, since S is normally regarded as a
design level artefact1. However, in our view, S often looks more like a physical
architecture, particularly when the level of abstraction is low [3].

At a low abstraction level, architectural units (with ports) defined by ADLs
(architecture description languages) [21] can appear to resemble chips (with
pins). Consequently, an ADL architecture (containing architectural units con-
nected together via their ports) is similar to a circuit boards (containing chips
wired together via their pins). This physical resemblance can suggest that a
software architecture is not a logical architecture, but a physical one. More
importantly, this resemblance also seems to carry over into certain architectural
properties of an ADL-defined software architecture.
1 Notwithstanding Broy’s view of software architectures as task level artefacts, as

reflected by the automotive software standard AUTOSAR (www.autosar.org).
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Fig. 1. Broy’s architecture levels for cars [4].

The property we want to focus on is the ease of explicitly defining vari-
ation points, as in a feature model2 [17] in family of systems [5,24] for IoT.
On a circuit board, switches can direct flow in various directions; correspond-
ingly, in some ADLs (e.g. Koala [28]) switches are used to guide (and config-
ure) bindings between architectural units. However, switches do not fully define
variation points in the sense of feature models, namely optional, alternative
(exclusive ‘or’), and or (inclusive ‘or’). At best, switches can be used to create
templates for generating different behaviours (code fragments) that correspond
to optional or alternative features. Moreover, a feature model can also define
more general dependencies between features as composition rules (e.g. feature A
requires/excludes feature B), but switches cannot define such rules.

In this paper we briefly show how we define logical architectures in which we
can explicitly define the full set of variation points; the latter are thus first-class
citizens in our architectures. We can also handle composition rules.

2 Related Work

Our work in this paper is on the topic ‘Variability and architecture description’.
A key observation in [12] is that “variability is often not explicitly described

in software architectures”. Our work (partially) addresses this issue: we show
how we can define logical architectures with explicit variation points.

Existing approaches that also define explicit variation points include the
ADLs Koala [28], xADL [9], and Mae [27]. In terms of variation points, the

2 A hierarchical representation of a product family in terms of features.
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difference between these approaches and ours is that they only define optional
and alternative variation points, whereas we define all possible variation points.

In Koala, an alternative variation point is defined by a special construct
called switch, which routes connections among component interfaces, according
to input coming from a special component called module. A Koala architecture
is a template, and a module is used to configure its instances. To generate a
particular instance, the Koala compiler removes unconnected components.3

Koala also allows variation within a component via a diversity interface
(a special kind of required port). However, a diversity interface only provides a
general parameterisation mechanism, which allows any kinds of variations that
are possible at component code level. So it does not define variation points at
architecture level.

In xADL, architectures are modelled as instances of predefined XML schemas.
At architectural level, an optional variation point is expressed by the optional
tag. Like a Koala diversity interface, a variant tag defines variation within a
component. Both tags are guarded by user-defined Boolean expressions, which
must respect their semantics. For instance, a variant tag only specifies alterna-
tives if the user defines guard expressions which are mutually exclusive.

As a predecessor of xADL, Mae also has a textual language to define archi-
tectures with variability. Architectural elements can be included, or excluded by
evaluating the associated name/value pairs.

Other ADLs, like MontiArcHV[14] and Plastic Partial Component [23], do not
define variation points explicitly, but only place-holders for different realisations of
a named but otherwise unspecified feature. Like in Koala, an architecture in these
ADLs is a template that needs to be configured in order to derive its instances.

3 Defining Logical Architectures with Variation Points

Before we describe our approach, we need to be precise about what we mean by
logical architectures. We follow the definition given in [25]:

“The logical architecture is a breakdown of the functionality into inter-
acting logical components. It represents the functional decomposition of
a system into functional components, as well as the behaviors of these
components at the logical level. The functional components provide the
functionalities described in the requirements model.”

A logical architecture is thus the logical view of a system architecture [18].
Clearly ADLs, or more generally, component models [19,20] can be used to

define logical architectures. However, for reasons mentioned earlier, and judg-
ing by existing work, it seems that it is not straightforward to define variation
points in ADL-defined software architectures. Consequently, we decided to use a
component model [7] to define logical architectures, and in our model, we have
defined variation points explicitly.
3 Extensions to Koala for configuration definition and generation are provided by

Koalish [2] and Kumbang [1].
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Fig. 2. Levels of abstraction in product family artefacts [26].

Our motivation is to define logical architectures for Cloud systems that will
be as close a match as possible to feature models, rather than ADL-defined
architectures, in the context of product family artefacts (Fig. 2). Supporting the
development of family of services is very useful for the production of IoT (Internet
of Things) oriented applications, where services are related to context based
information [10]. However, this means we have to define logical architectures as
trees, since feature models are trees.

Our approach is based on a component model (X-MAN [15]) useful to develop
also Cloud systems [8], that constructs logical architectures as trees. In X-MAN,
components can be atomic or composite, and architectures are built by hier-
archically composing components using connectors that implement coordina-
tion mechanisms. Thus an architecture is a tree of coordinated components,
both atomic and composite. In Fig. 3, AverageMPH, AverageMPG, Maintenance,
Monitoring, FrontDetection, and BackDetection are atomic components,
whereas AutoCruiseControl and AutoBrakeBackDetection are composite com-
ponents. The insets show these composite components as trees.

However, X-MAN does not define variation points, and therefore it cannot
define product families. Hence, we expanded it with variation operators and fam-
ily connectors; together they realise the variability expressed by variation points
in a feature model. Variation operators are applied to X-MAN architectures to
generate variations which are tuples of X-MAN architectures. Family connec-
tors are applied to these tuples to generate product families. Thus the expanded
model (FX-MAN [7]) creates architectures with a full set of variation points.
Such architectures are product families described by feature models.
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Fig. 3. Logical architecture for Vehicle Control Systems.

An example4 of a logical architecture is shown in Fig. 3. It is the logical
architecture of a product family of vehicle control systems (VCS), whose feature
model is shown in Fig. 4.

As can be seen in Fig. 3, in a logical architecture the first-class citizens are:
X-MAN architectures, variation operators and family connectors. X-MAN archi-
tectures appear at the bottom, and variation operators appear on top of these
architectures. In Fig. 3 there are three Optional, two Alternative and one Or
variation operators. Variation operators can be nested like variation points in
feature models; in Fig. 3 an Optional, an Alternative and an Or variation oper-
ators are nested. Family connectors appear on top of variation operators, or
X-MAN architectures which are mandatory; in Fig. 3 there are one F-Selector,
and one F-Sequencer which connects to a mandatory X-MAN architecture
AutoCruiseControl.

Clearly the logical architecture of VCS mirrors the tree structure of its fea-
ture model (Fig. 4). Indeed, the leaves of the feature model are implemented by
X-MAN architectures. For instance, the AverageMPH feature is implemented by

4 The example has been created using our FX-MAN Eclipse tool.
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Fig. 4. Feature model for Vehicle Control Systems.

the AverageMPH component. Variations specified by variation points in feature
models are generated by operators that take as input tuples of X-MAN architec-
tures and return tuples of their variations. For example, an Optional variation
operator applied to the AverageMPH component returns the tuple 〈AverageMPH,
∅〉. The product explorer view at the bottom of Fig. 3 shows all the variations
in the VCS example. Finally, the product family defined by a feature model is
constructed by family connectors that compose tuples of X-MAN architectures.
In the example, the product family is constructed by the family connectors F-
Selector and F-Sequencer. The product family contains 48 products, as can be
seen in the product explorer view.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

Our logical Cloud architecture is executable: all the products in the product
family it defines are composed from executable X-MAN components. This is
in contrast to the general nature of a logical architecture as merely a logical
representation (of the decomposition) of the function hierarchy (Fig. 1), i.e. a
structure without behaviour. Executability means our logical architecture can
realise not only the feature model (except for non-functional features) but also
the functional model of the domain (which defines the behaviour of all possible
products in the domain). We are currently examining suitable formulations of
the functional model for facilitating the validation of its realisation.

Our logical architecture is a tree, so in terms of levels of abstraction for
product family artefacts, it is closer to a feature model than an ADL-defined
architecture (Fig. 2). This means that in practice the construction of a product
family architecture, which is currently a difficult challenge [6,13], can be closely
guided by the feature model. Moreover, since it can also realise the functional
model, a logical architecture constructed this way can be a reference architecture
for the domain, the construction of which is currently also a difficult challenge
[22]. It will be interesting to investigate these issues further.

Although ADL-defined architectures can also serve as logic architectures,
current ADLs do not define all possible variation points as first-class citizens.
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For instance, Koala, xADL, and Mae do not define the Or (inclusive ‘or’) varia-
tion point at architecture level. However, some ADLs provide variation mecha-
nisms at component code level. Such variations are internal to components and
can be defined in arbitrary manners. This can be done in Koala via a diversity
interface and in xADL via a variant tag. By contrast, our approach defines
the full set of variation points as first-class citizens, with fixed semantics. Our
experience provides some evidence that it is easier to define variation points
using our logical architectures.

With variation points as first-class citizens our logical architecture explicitly
contains all the members of a product family. This means that all the prod-
ucts can be extracted directly, rather than configured individually. Furthermore,
composition rules can be realised by filters applied to the whole product family.

Returning to Fig. 1, for a chosen platform our logical architecture can be
deployed to a physical architecture. In this regard, it maybe advantageous to
transform our logical architecture into an equivalent ADL one, especially when
the last resembles a hardware architecture, e.g. [16].

Finally, since our work has been done in the component-based development
community, we would really appreciate any feedback from the Cloud architecture
community.
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Abstract. The aging population and the increasing healthcare cost in
hospitals are spurring the advent of remote health monitoring systems.
Advances in physiological sensing devices and the emergence of reli-
able low-power wireless network technologies have enabled the design of
remote health monitoring systems. The next generation Internet, com-
monly referred to as Internet of Things (IoT), depicts a world populated
by devices that are able to sense, process and react via the Internet. Thus,
we envision health monitoring systems that support Internet connection
and use this connectivity to enable better and more reliable services.
This paper presents an overview on existing health monitoring systems,
considering the IoT vision. We focus on recent trends and the develop-
ment of health monitoring systems in terms of: (1) health parameters
and frameworks, (2) wireless communication, and (3) security issues. We
also identify the main limitations, requirements and advantages within
these systems.

1 Introduction

According to the Eurostat population projection, by 2030 just in the European
Union, the percentage of elderly people (65 years old and older) will increase with
6.1 %, compared to 2008, with the assumption that the growth will continue in
the future [11]. At the same time, we are facing the problem of birth rates that
are below the level needed for a sustained population. This results in a growing
need for healthcare, and reduces the ability to financially support it. In 2008,
four persons of working age were supporting one person aged 65 or older, while
projection shows that by 2030 the number of working persons will decrease to 2.5.
This calls for less expensive solutions in healthcare that will utilize the benefits
of modern technology, providing distance monitoring of elderly, and avoiding
hospitalization when it is possible.

Technical advances in physiological sensing devices and wireless connectivity
provided by the IoT can enable dramatic changes in the ways health monitoring
and remote healthcare will be performed in the future. However, for such changes
to take place, the enabling technologies must be employed with the well-being
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Fig. 1. A system-level framework for health monitoring systems.

of the patient in focus, since neither individuals nor society would accept IoT
solutions that mismatch the standards of current best practice in healthcare.

IoT for health monitoring systems can enable new possibilities not available
to patients today, especially to those not ill enough to be admitted to a hospital.
By providing low-cost solutions to in-home monitoring, IoT can enable moni-
toring of such patients, enabling early detection of signs of deteriorating health,
allowing for earlier responses and treatment. In order for in-home monitored
patients to feel safe and secure when staying at their homes, the IoT solutions
used must guarantee safety and security at a more technical level. Hence, one
important focus of this overview is the security of the health monitoring systems
studied.

In this paper, we are targeting health monitoring issues by considering the
IoT vision. Section 2 provides an overview on the relevant parameters and frame-
works. In Sect. 3, we explain the most common wireless standards and technolo-
gies for remote health monitoring. Section 4 continues with relevant security
issues and challenges in this area. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sect. 5.

2 Parameters and Frameworks for Health Monitoring

Remote health monitoring systems support monitoring a number of physiologi-
cal parameters. Most common parameters included in health monitoring systems
are vital signs, such as: Body Temperature (BT), Blood Pressure (BP), Pulse
Rate (PR), and Respiratory Rate (RR) [2,4]. Beside these parameters, there
are some other parameters defined as; Weight (WGT), Activity (AC), Oxy-
gen Saturation (SO2), Blood Glucose (BG), Heart Rate (HR), and Medication
Compliance (MC) [26]. Some systems facilitate remote monitoring of Electro-
cardiography (ECG) and Electromyography (EMG) [24], while few are looking
forward to develop electroencephalogram (EEG) [25]. Some health parameters
are measured sparsely, such as BP, BG, WGT, BT, while HR, PR, RR. EEG,
EMG and ECG are measured continuously at specific time periods. There are
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different ways for sensor data management, considering IoT and most common
components that are presented in a block diagram — see Fig. 1.

Main components in health monitoring systems are: (1) sensor unit, (2) coor-
dinator unit, (3) remote server unit, (4) user interface unit, and (5) communica-
tion unit. A sensor unit contains a set of sensors for different health parameters
that typically are battery powered, together with a microcontroller for data
processing, and an antenna for communication purposes. According to the liter-
ature, most of the systems use commercially available and CE1 certified sensors,
while few of them use sensors that are under development within academia. The
coordinator unit is developing in two directions; (1) hardware direction, and (2)
software direction. The main hardware parts are processor, memory, radio and
relevant sensor(s) [19], while the software direction is an application, perform-
ing on a host platform, e.g. an Android operating system that collects different
measurements from sensors [2,4]. A remote server is placed in the cloud, which
usually consists of a Gateway and a storage. The Gateway that delivers data
from one wireless domain to another, focuses on security, safety and privacy
issues, and it manages users and user requests in term of data management.
The storage stores all user related information together with health measure-
ments. Moreover, it also provides import and export facilities, while enabling
data encryption. Most of the existing user interfaces are implemented either
for smartphones or tablets [2,24,26], or in laptop-based platforms [25], with
exception of a smart TV-based implementation [19]. The data communication is
considered in two aspects: local and global. The local communication is between
sensor and coordinator units, which is normally obtained by either Bluetooth [13]
or IEEE 802.15.4, which will be further discussed in Sect. 3. The global commu-
nication provides connection between the coordinator, remote server and user
interface and is established via either HTTPS web service (e.g. SOAP/RESTFul)
or cellular networks. In [3], the authors proposed a generic system-level frame-
work for health monitoring systems, where they tried to combine several available
techniques.

3 Wireless Communication in Health Monitoring

The use of wireless sensing devices on the human body is attracting the health-
care and wireless communities. However, there are still many open issues that
need further investigation within the wireless domain. For instance, which wire-
less technologies and standards are appropriate enablers for different health-
care scenarios? Is it feasible to employ multiple Low-Power Wireless Network
(LPWN) technologies in a healthcare system? How can health monitoring sys-
tems provide IoT requirements? In this section, we investigate various wireless
technologies and their main features, followed by providing a generic system
model for the health monitoring applications.

1 The CE marking is the manufacturers’ declaration that the product meets the nec-
essary requirements.
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Fig. 2. Wireless communication for healthcare: (a) comparing different wireless tech-
nologies in terms of transmission power, transmission range and data rate, and (b)
categorizing wireless technologies at each tier.

LPWN contains a group of wireless standards/technologies that support
low-power radios, such as IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee [5]), IEEE 802.15.1 (Blue-
tooth [13]), IEEE 802.15.6 (UWB), Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) [21],
and IPv6 over Low-Power Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN) [22].
Internet Protocol (IP)-based LPWNs are becoming increasingly important for
many applications. From the aforementioned LPWN standards/technologies,
6LoWPAN supports IPv6 over IEEE 802.15.4 based networks that guarantees
some security levels. The IP-based addressing provides smooth integration of
LPWNs within other wireless technologies, such as WiFi and cellular network.
This integration provides the possibility of connecting sensing devices to cloud-
based services, allowing extensive information processing for early diagnosis.

The use of LPWNs for critical applications is very challenging. LPWNs oper-
ate at a very low data rate and transmission power, aiming at a prolonged lifetime.
Figure 2(a) shows a comparison of power consumption of wireless transceivers and
a microprocessor in different wireless systems. The maximum transmission power
of a regular LPWN device (e.g. TelosB with MSP430 microprocessor [7]) is 1 mW,
while in WiFi access points is in the range of 30 mW to 800 mW and in cellular net-
works from 500 mW in smartphones to ≈ 105 mW in base stations. Providing reli-
able data transmission between sensing devices with extremely low-power radios
in a noisy environment is very challenging. This requires considering various para-
meters, such as link quality estimation, time synchronization, collision avoidance
and mobility management when designing a data communication protocol.

There are various system architectures for communication in different health
monitoring applications [16,17,27]. In this paper, we present a generic system
that covers all the related works — see Fig. 2(b). It shows three tiers based on
usingappropriatewireless technologies.Tier 1 requiresLPWNs for communicating
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between sensingdevices and the coordinator2.Oneof the sensingdevices or anaddi-
tional device is usually devised to collect data from all sensors. This level of com-
munication consists of multiple physiological sensing devices that are capable to
sample the vital signs, process data and communicate through a wireless medium.
Thesedevices shouldbe carefully placedon thehumanbodyby either direct attach-
ment on the body skin, or placing in special clothes, or implanting inside the body.
Tier 2 provides the possibility of communication between coordinators and fixed
set of sensor nodes, known as Access Points (APs) [8,9]. This would benefit elderly
people byavoiding thenecessity of holding smartphones for collectingdata.Finally,
Tier 3 is devised for relaying data from LPWN toward the secondary end-user for
further processing. In this level, health monitoring systems gain from the existing
WiFi and cellular infrastructure.

4 Security in Health Monitoring

In pervasive healthcare that assumes an IoT-based environment, it is important
to ensure basic security services such as: privacy (patient identity protection);
confidentiality (protecting medical information of patients, as well as medical
staff information); integrity (protection of data alternation during the transmis-
sion by any adversary); authentication (making sure that the data is sent from a
trusted source); data freshness (preventing an adversary to capture transmitted
data and later replay it, causing possible confusion in the system); etc. These ser-
vices are required by existing legislatives such as European directive 95/46 [18]
on data protection and HIPAA [6] in the United States, and should ensure guar-
antees of patient’s safety and privacy. IEEE 802 has established a working group
for standardization of Wireless Body Area Networks (WBAN) that produced
IEEE 802.15.6 standard [12]. The standard establishes foundation for low-power
in-body/on-body nodes to serve a number of different applications, including
health monitoring application in a secure and safe way.

Any security mechanism in sensor-based systems should be fit with existing
system requirements such as energy efficiency, memory restrictions, minimum
possible computational and communication resource consumption, fast operation
mode in order to avoid any delays of critical data, and high level of scalability.
One has to bear in mind that the growth in number of connected devices in
IoT brings larger number of possibilities for attacks on personal data. Also,
communication is extended far outside of local networks, which requires strong
authentication and authorisation protocols to be defined. The existing security-
related solutions in many cases are not able to cope with all these requirements
to their full extend and therefore more research in this area is required.

There is a number of research projects that aim at addressing security-related
challenges. In [23], authors address patient’s privacy as one of the main chal-
lenges when providing efficient and effective service in e-healthcare. Haque et al.

2 The coordinator is a regular sensor device that is assigned for collecting data from other
sensors.
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describe open security issues in pervasive computing and emphasise the impor-
tance and the role of strong authentication in pervasive environments that is
applicable to healthcare in IoT [14]. In [15], authors describe an authentica-
tion mechanism based on correct calculation of a Message Authentication Code,
that is used to identify data as being sent by a trusted participant. As a way
to achieve data confidentiality a light-weight data encryption model is pro-
posed [20]. Garcia-Morchon et al. describe a security framework that combines
strong security primitives such as public-key cryptography with light-weight
cryptographic primitives, providing a trade-off between security, availability and
efficiency that is followed by privacy-aware user identification in the system [10].
Nguyen et al. describe challenges and limitations of existing secure communica-
tion protocols for IoT [1]. They provide a novel classification of existing proto-
cols based on their bootstrapping approach to establish a secure communication
channel, and point out the performance challenges with respect to the use of
these protocols.

5 Conclusions

This paper presents an overview on health monitoring systems in a daily life
considering the IoT for health. Here, we reviewed the main aspects related to
health, focusing on recent trends and development of the health monitoring sys-
tems through IoT. A number of recent health monitoring systems have been
reviewed in terms of health parameters, frameworks, wireless communication
and security issues. We presented the motivation for considering the IoT for
interoperability between different devices, networks and applications. According
to the observations, the development and the trend of the research on IoT in
the area is growing, however, many issues are not tackled yet. Considering unre-
liable links in LPWNs and coexistence of interference from high-power wireless
networks working in the same frequency band, risk factor analysis and user eval-
uation, based on primary and secondary end-users, can extend the study, which
is our future focus.
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Abstract. Conventional network control mechanisms are no longer suit-
able for Internet of Things (IoT) because they don’t allow scalability with
a guarantee of Quality of Experience (QoE) especially when it comes to
the health sector characterized by its real time and critical life aspects.
That’s why we need to think differently about control. One aspect con-
sists of improving the network accessibility by considering Multi-homed
terminals using multiple network access points simultaneously. In this
paper we present a new Q-Learning-based adaptive network interface
selection approach. Experimental results show that the proposed app-
roach involve QoE compared to a simple linear programming approach.
abstract environment.

Keywords: Reinforcement Learning · Q-learning · Quality of Experi-
ence · Mean Opinion Score (MOS) · Multi-homed devices · ICT health ·
Internet of Things (IoT)

1 Introduction

ICT health is a part of a new paradigm called the Internet of Things (IoT) [1].
The role of IoT in the current networks are expanding in terms of communicating
things such as smart devices, gadgets, on-body sensors, cameras, and also in
terms of applications and services (see Fig. 1).

Therefore, conventional network control mechanisms are no longer suitable
because they don’t permit scalability with a guarantee of Quality of Experience
(QoE) especially when it comes to the health sector, which is characterized by its
real time and critical life aspects. That’s why we need to think differently about
control mechanisms and protocols in the perspective of adaptive and autonomous
aspects, that guarantee the high QoE. To achieve this goal, we shall improve
the network accessibility by considering Multi-homed terminals using multiple
network access points simultaneously (see Fig. 2). The Multi-homed methodology
[2] provides the flexibility to select the best available network access points (e.g.
wired or wireless include WiFi, 3G, 4G, WLAN, Satellite, etc.) for efficiently
transport of information data. In such environment, the major issue is Always
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Fig. 1. IoT health network

Fig. 2. Multi-homed IoT health device

Best Connected (ABC), which means that the mobile nodes rank the network
interfaces and select the best one at anytime and anywhere. In this article, we
present an adaptive ABC approach depending on QoE.

This paper is organized as follows: (i) The next section defines the ABC
problem and describes a simple solution to address it. (ii) Then, Sect. 3 explains
the proposed adaptive ABC approach depending on an estimated Mean Opinion
Score (MOS) based on real time network measurements. (iii) Finally, the last
section summarizes the evaluation results and demonstrates the performance of
the proposed adaptive approach.

2 The ABC Problem

The evolution of mobile terminals with multiple access network interfaces give
mobile users the possibility of being “Always Best Connected”, where mobile
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users can switch between different network technologies, and connect to the best
one that satisfies their service requirements at anytime and anywhere. In case of
eHealth application, disaster or emergency situations, the Multi-homed method
is an efficient solution to overcome the shortage of limited network access points.
In fact, it is not always possible for patients to be whiting a healthcare facility
due to several factors such as, emergency, remote location, limited mobility, being
part of daily routine (patients with chronic conditions), or simply because it is
a tedious expensive task for some simple procedures; this is where e-health fits
in, with a multi-homed, easy-to-use, wearable devices in order to check blood
pressure, heart rate, blood glucose level, oxygen levels, weight and health status,
and sends the data to the server for doctor’s diagnosis.

A simple solution to solve ABC problem is a Linear programming (LP; also
called linear optimization). It is consist of a method to achieve the best outcome
(such as maximum profit or lowest cost) [3]. Linear programming is a special
case of mathematical programming (mathematical optimization). More formally,
linear programming is a technique for the optimization of a linear objective
function, subject to linear equality and linear inequality constraints. Its feasible
region is a convex polyhedron, which is a set defined as the intersection of finitely
many half spaces, each of which is defined by a linear inequality. Its objective
function is a real valued affine function defined on this polyhedron. A linear
programming algorithm finds a point in the polyhedron where this function has
the smallest (or largest) value if such a point exists. In our case, the objective
function consist of maximizing MOS by selecting the most suitable network
interface. The problem of this method is that a choice made at time “t” may be
inappropriate at time “t+1”. That’s why an adaptive model is needed.

3 An Adaptive Approach to Address the ABC Problem

Our proposed adaptive approach to address ABC problem is based on Reinforce-
ment Learning (RL) which is an area of machine learning inspired by behaviorist
psychology, concerned with how software agents ought to take actions in an envi-
ronment so as to maximize some notion of cumulative reward.

Q-learning [4] is a model-free reinforcement learning technique (see Fig. 3).
Specifically, Q-learning can be used to find an optimal action-selection policy
for any given (finite) Markov decision process (MDP). It works by learning an
action-value function that ultimately gives the expected utility of taking a given
action in a given state and following the optimal policy thereafter. When such
an action-value function is learned, the optimal policy can be constructed by
simply selecting the action with the highest value in each state. One of the
strengths of Q-learning is that it is able to compare the expected utility of the
available actions without requiring a model of the environment. Additionally, Q-
learning can handle problems with stochastic transitions and rewards, without
requiring any adaptations. It has been proven that for any finite MDP, Q-learning
eventually finds an optimal policy.

The algorithm therefore has a function which calculates the Quality of a
state-action combination: Before learning has started, Q returns an (arbitrary)
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Fig. 3. Q-learning equation

fixed value, chosen by the designer. Then, each time the agent selects an action,
and observes a reward and a new state that both may depend on both the
previous state and the selected action. The core of the algorithm is a simple
value iteration update. It assumes the old value and makes a correction based
on the new information. In our case the states are the current interface and the
reward is the estimated MOS.

4 The Evaluation of Network Interface Selection
Approches

In order to evaluate our work, we emulated the network behavior by varying
the main network metrics based on realistic models. For the packet loss, we
used a gilbert eliot loss model [5], for the latency we used a normal distribution
model [6] and for bandwidth we used a random variation model. We connect our

Fig. 4. Network interface selection approches
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multi-homed box to network emulator throw three interfaces that represented
three kind of network accesses: Wi-Fi, Ethernet and 3G/4G. In addition, we
implemented in this box a module that continuously measures the delay, the
bandwidth and the packet loss in order to estimate the MOS. To switch from
one interface to another, the system takes only few milliseconds (around 30 ms).
This lost time is nothing comparing to the gain made by changing the interface.
The total experimentation duration is 30 min.

Figure 4 show the experimentation results. It represents the MOS variation
through time and compares the score obtained by the simple approach based
on Linear programming (LP) to the one obtained by our adaptive approach
based on Q-learning. Indeed, the simple approach consists in selecting the best
interface (based on MOS) and continues with that interface independently of
network parameters evolution while the adaptive selection algorithm changes
the network interface based on the estimated MOS calculated from the current
network metrics values. The proposed algorithm gives the same score when the
first interface selected gives the best score, otherwise, the proposed algorithm
gives the best measured score.

5 Conclusion

Selecting the network over which data should be sent is important, and it depends
on multiple criteria. In case of a patient with a chronic condition, periodic vital
signs measurements are needed, and network with average bandwidth/delay is
suitable for such a situation, where a sudden rise in those signs should be reported
in real time through a high bandwidth/low delay network. In this paper, we
present an adaptive approach to address the “Always Best Connected” issue.
Experimental results show that this approach, based on a Q-Learning model,
improves Quality of Experience compared to a simple non adaptive approach.

As a perspective, we intend to improve the information transportation in
an efficient manner without changing the existing hardware components of the
core network. To address this challenge, we think to use a new paradigm called
Software Defined Networking (SDN).
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Abstract. This paper suggests an internet-based tool for cardiac diagnosis in
children. The main focus of the paper is the intelligent algorithms for processing
heart sounds that are implementable on an internet platform. The algorithms are
based on the statistical classification methods, tailored for the heart sound signal
processing. The algorithms, applied to 55 healthy and 45 children with congenital
heart diseases. The accuracy of the algorithm is estimated to be 86.0 % in
screening the children with pathological murmurs, and 95.7 %, 92.9 % and 91.4 %
in detecting the children with aortic stenosis, pulmonary stenosis and mitral
regurgitation, respectively, showing an acceptable performance to be employed
as a decision support tool.

Keywords: Heart sounds · Phonocardiogram · Intelligent phonocardiography ·
Artificial intelligence

1 Introduction

Timely assessment of a pediatric heart disease plays an important role in the disease
management. The assessment is firstly performed by physicians using heart sound
auscultation. Then, the diseased children are often supervised by pediatric cardiologists
for finding appropriate therapeutic procedure after being precisely investigated. Phono‐
cardiogram is a recording of the acoustical wave, emanating from heart, so called heart
sound. Heart sound auscultation is a complicated task which needs expertise and expe‐
riences especially in children with high heart rate. However, access to expert cardiolo‐
gists is not easy especially in the developing countries and rural places. This makes
development of an internet-based decision support system been sophisticated for pedia‐
tric cardiac disease, a priority by which the screening, assessments and supervision is
remotely feasible. The key part of such a system is the automatic algorithm for
processing heart sounds that attributes intelligence to the system. Our long term studies
on heart sound signals revealed that screening of congenital heart disease with sufficient
accuracy and sensitivity is possible [1, 2]. The studies have been continued toward
extracting diagnostic features from the heart sound which may eventually lead to an
automatic system for the disease diagnosis [3–5].

This paper presents an internet-based tool for timely screening of pediatric heart
disease using heart sound signal. The main focus of the paper is on the automatic
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processing algorithms for screening diseased children and extracting pathological signs
from the heart sounds. The resulting system, which we call the intelligent phonocar‐
diography, offers a noninvasive, inexpensive and easy-to-use approach for cardiac diag‐
nosis, employable by the nurses, practitioner or family doctors in primary healthcare
centers to increase diagnosis accuracy, as studies showed that the screening accuracy is
still low in these centers [6, 7]. This causes a large number of the children with normal
heart to be referred to the referral hospitals, and on the other hand a number of the
diseased children to be overlooked, during cardiac auscultation in the primary healthcare
centers. The proposed system can drastically decrease unnecessary echocardiography,
which is by far a more expensive approach.

2 Backgrounds

Phonocardiogram is a rhythmic signal, characterized as having two basic sounds; the
first heart sound (S1) and the second heart sound (S2). The rhythm frequency and the
cycle period are termed as the “heart rate” and “cardiac cycle”, respectively. S1 is a
result of the closure of the mitral and tricuspid valves, where the tricuspid component
follows the mitral ones. Closure of the aortic and pulmonary valves, creates the second
heart sound. In contrary to the basic sounds, there may be extra sounds in each cycle,
heard between the basic sounds. The temporal interval between S1 to S2 is called
“systolic phase” while the one between S2 to S1 is termed by “diastolic phase”. An extra
sound can be considered as a sign of the cardiac abnormality; however, the presence of
the extra sounds is not necessarily a sign of the disease. The extra sounds, caused by the
heart defects, are called pathological sounds, in contrast with the physiological ones,
which are initiated by a healthy heart. Prevalence of the physiological murmurs can be
as high as 70 % [6, 7]. Heart murmur is a group of the extra sounds that can be heard
either in systolic or in diastolic phase. Systolic murmur is by far the most important extra
sounds as can be considered either as a physiological sound, called innocent murmur,
or as a pathological sound in valvular or septal defects. Auscultating and interpreting
heart sounds along with the discrimination between pathological and physiological
murmurs, are complicated tasks.

3 Methods

The method is based on performing a first level of analysis, aimed to detect the presence
of a pathological murmur. The phonocardiogram (PCG) with a detected pathological
sign is sent to the server where an expert physician investigates the PCG using our
complementary intelligent methods. Figure 1 illustrates functional block diagram of the
tool. The PCG signal is automatically segmented, where the S1, S2 along with the
systolic and diastolic phases are annotated on the recording. Details of our automatic
algorithms for PCG segmentation can be found in [8, 9]. The segmented PCG is
processed through our unique intelligent method based on the combination of the neural
network and discriminant analyses. This method which has been internationally patented
(patent publication number: US 2011/0021939 A1, PCT number: PCT/EP09/51410)
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performs a binary classification on the segmented PCG and sends the pathologically
detected recording to the server for the further analysis. Details of the method are found
in [1]. The transferred recording is investigated by the physicians who use our comple‐
mentary intelligent analysis to explore the presence of the valvular diseases, by invoking
temporal and spectral representation of the recording. This level of processing is
preferred to be performed by a physician who is accustomated to the phonocardiogram,
as the outcomes convey medical information regarding the pathology. Accurate inter‐
pretation of these signs, and sometimes proper employment of the proposed methods
[10–13], needs some extent of the medical background.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the tool.

4 Data Preparation

PCG signals of 10 s duration were acquired from the referrals to the Children Medical
Center of Tehran University. All the referrals or their legal guardians gave their informed
consent for record and use of the data prior to undergoing echocardiography, according
to the guidelines of the University which are in compliance with the Declaration of
Helsinki. A WelchAllyn Meditron Analyzer electronic stethoscope together with a Dell
laptop equipped with 16 bit soundcard was used for data acquisition. The characteristics
of the patient population are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. The patient characteristics.

Condition Number Age (year)
Normal 30 3–15
Innocent murmur 25 2–14
Aortic stenosis 15 1–8
Pulmonary stenosis 15 1–10
Mitral regurgitation 15 4–18
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5 Results

Performance of the intelligent methods was differently evaluated using the leave-one-
out method where accuracy and sensitivity were considered as the performance meas‐
ures. In the leave-one-out method, one patient is employed for testing and the rest for
training the method. This procedure is repeated N times, with each single patient used
only once for testing, where N is the total number of the patients. The accuracy and
sensitivity were defined as the percentage of the total referrals and unhealthy patients
which were correctly classified by the method, respectively. Table 2 demonstrates results
of the evaluation.

Table 2. Results of the leave-one-out validation for the screening and assessment.

Group Accuracy (%) Sensitivity (%)
Pathological murmurs 86.0 86.7
Aortic stenosis 95.7 93.3
Pulmonary stenosis 92.9 86.7
Mitral regurgitation 91.4 80.0

Remark. In the accuracy calculation, either for the screening or the assessment, an
abnormal group was compared against the healthy group including the normal and the
innocent murmur.

6 Discussion

This study suggested the use of the modern artificial intelligence method for cardiac
diagnosis in children, where an internet platform serves as the communication tool
providing a connection among the patient, nurse and cardiologist. Results showed that
the constituted tool, which we call intelligent phonocardiography, has the potential to
be employed in the clinical settings as a decision support system for an enhanced diag‐
nosis, as the accuracy of the intelligent algorithms show superior performance
comparing to the physicians. However, unlike the screening task, the ultimate assess‐
ment for the management should be performed by the cardiologists who use echocar‐
diography, due to complexities in the management and disease control. Nevertheless,
the intelligent methods provide important clues even for the cardiologists.
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Abstract. Physiological parameters such as Heart Rate (HR), Beat-to-Beat
Interval (IBI) and Respiration Rate (RR) are vital indicators of people’s physio‐
logical state and important to monitor. However, most of the measurements
methods are connection based, i.e. sensors are connected to the body which is
often complicated and requires personal assistance. This paper proposed a simple,
low-cost and non-contact approach for measuring multiple physiological param‐
eters using a web camera in real time. Here, the heart rate and respiration rate are
obtained through facial skin colour variation caused by body blood circulation.
Three different signal processing methods such as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT),
independent component analysis (ICA) and Principal component analysis (PCA)
have been applied on the colour channels in video recordings and the blood
volume pulse (BVP) is extracted from the facial regions. HR, IBI and RR are
subsequently quantified and compared to corresponding reference measurements.
High degrees of agreement are achieved between the measurements across all
physiological parameters. This technology has significant potential for advancing
personal health care and telemedicine.

Keywords: Heart rate · Respiration rate · Inter-Bit-Interval · Camera

1 Introduction

The ability to monitor physiological signals by a remote, non-contact methods include
lasers Doppler [1], microwave Doppler radar [2], and thermal imaging [3, 4], but these
systems are very expensive and require complex hardware. Using photoplethysmog‐
raphy (PPG) to measure BVP and then Heart-rate-variability (HRV) has been widely
used in clinics and research labs, due to its simplicity, convenience and accuracy. The
principle of PPG method is to illuminate the skin with a light-emitting diode (LED) and
then measure the amount of light reflected or transmitted to a photodiode. In the past
few years several papers proposed colour-based methods for remote heart rate meas‐
urement using ordinary commercial cameras [5, 6]. Poh et al. [7] explored the possibility
to measure HR from 1-minute face videos recorded by a web-cam.

In this paper, a new framework for non-connected physiological parameters meas‐
urement is proposed which can work for any length of time. The information of the heart
rate and respiration rate is obtained through facial skin colour variation caused by body
blood circulation. Three different signal processing methods such as Fast Fourier
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Transform (FFT), Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) have been applied on the colour channels in video recordings and the
Blood Volume Pulse (BVP) is extracted from the facial regions. The outcomes of the
system using three methods are compared with existing ECG and respiration sensors
system named cStress1. The paper is organized as: the measurement methods, its appli‐
cation and a real-time measurement system are described is chapter 2, Verification and
validation of the designed real time measurement system is presented in chapter 3.
Finally, the paper is summarized.

2 Materials and Methods

Data acquisition is conducted using 9 participants of different genders (3 females, 6
males), ages (25 to 40 years) and skin colours. The experiments are conducted indoors
and with a varying amount of ambient sunlight entering through windows as the only
source of illumination. Two out of nine experiments were conducted in artificial light
environment and the result does not change so much. The test subjects were asked to sit
without any movement. Participants are informed the aim of the study and they seated
at a table in front of a laptop at a distance of approximately 0.5 m from the built-in
webcam (HP HD webcam). During the experiment, participants are asked to keep still,
breathe spontaneously, and face the webcam while their video was recorded for 10 min.
All videos are recorded in colour (24-bit RGB) at 30 frames per second (fps) with pixel
resolution of 640 × 480 and saved in AVI format in the laptop. Simultaneously HR, RR
and IBI are also recorded using ECG sensors and cStress system.

All the videos and physiological recordings are analysed offline using custom soft‐
ware written in MATLAB 2013b. After extracting all the frames from the video auto‐
matic face detection is used using Viola and Jones methods [11] to identify the coordi‐
nates of the face location in the first frame and a boosted cascade classifier is used for
the x and y-coordinates along with the height and width that define a box around the
face. We select the centre 60 % width and full height of the box as the region of interest
(ROI) for our subsequent calculations. The ROI is then separated into the three RGB
channels and spatially averaged over all pixels in the ROI to yield a red, blue, and green
measurement point for each frame and form the raw signals respectively. Each trace is
10 min long. The raw traces are detrended using a procedure based on a smoothness
priors approach [12] and normalized. The normalized RGB traces are sent to three
different algorithms ICA [8], PCA [9] and FFT [10] to quantify HR, RR and IBI.

For the ICA, the normalized raw traces are decomposed into three independent
source signals using ICA based on the joint approximate diagonalization of Eigen
matrices (JADE) algorithm [12]. ICA is able to perform motion-artifact removal by
separating the fluctuations caused predominantly by the BVP from the observed raw
signals. However, the order in which ICA returns the independent components is
random. Thus, the component whose power spectrum contained the highest peak was
then selected for further analysis. Similarly the normalized raw traces are also

1 http://stressmedicin.se/neuro-psykofysilogiska-matsystem/cstress-matsystem/.
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decomposed by PCA to find the principal components. This transformation is defined
in such a way that the first principal component has the largest possible variance (that
is, accounts for as much of the variability in the data as possible), and each succeeding
component in turn has the highest variance possible under the constraint that it is
orthogonal to the preceding components. The resulting vectors are an uncorrelated
orthogonal basis set. The principal components are orthogonal because they are the
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix, which is symmetric. PCA is sensitive to the rela‐
tive scaling of the original variables. Finally, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is applied
on the selected source signal to obtain the power spectrum. The pulse frequency was
designated as the frequency that corresponded to the higst power of the spectrum within
an operational frequency band.

As the frame rate of the video is 30 fps so every 30 image frames are passed together
through the algorithm to find the physiological parameters for one second. In this way
all the image frames are passed as a bundle of 30 images to calculate physiological
parameters for whole session and the extracted data are saved in an excel file which are
used later for further analysis. Before applying PCA, ICA and FFT the RGB signal is
filtered by Hamming window (128 point, 0.6-4 Hz, Heart rate 36–240) for heart rate
extraction and Hamming window (64 points, 0.15–0.5 Hz, respiration rate 9–30) for the
RR. Then the HR is calculated as HR = 60*fh and RR = 60*fr where fh is the extracted
frequency of the Heart rate and fr is the extracted frequency of respiration rate. IBI is
calculated from the number of peak points in which HR is calculated.

3 Experimental Works

The physiological parameters are extracted from 7 out of 10 min (first 2 and last 1 min
are excluded) for all the 9 test persons using webcam and cStress system. For the first
two minutes it is observed how the system works properly and the last minute is also
deducted because of preparation of shutting down the system. For the statistical analysis
minimum, maximum, average, median and standard deviations are calculated for both
the web camera and cStress data. Finally, calculating Root Mean Square (RSQ) value
and slope compares both the statistical values. The statistical analyses of HR, IBI, and
RR for the 9 test subjects are presented in Table 1.

As can be seen from Table 1, both the RSQ and Slope values are close to 90 % or
more than 90 %. Here, RSQ and Slope values represent the Goodness-of-fit or correlation
co-efficient compare to the reference measurements, where 1 means 100 % accuracy.
The average RSQ and Slope of 9 subjects are also calculated for HR, IBI and RR by
applying three methods presented through bar charts as Figs. 1, 2 and 3. According to
the Figures, PCA method shows its best performance compare to the other methods.
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Table 1. Statistical analysis of HR, IBI and RR

Subject Criteria HR IBI RR
FFT PCA ICA FFT PCA ICA FFT PCA ICA

1 RSQ 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.96 0.98 0.95 0.89 0.91 0.86
SLOPE 0.97 0.95 0.91 0.94 0.95 0.92 0.90 0.92 0.89

2 RSQ 0.99 0.99 0.95 0.93 0.97 0.90 0.91 0.95 0.90
SLOPE 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.96 0.91 0.92 0.96 0.89

3 RSQ 0.95 0.99 0.96 0.90 0.91 0.88 0.89 0.95 0.88
SLOPE 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.91 0.93 0.90 0.92 0.94 0.90

4 RSQ 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.93 0.98 0.89 0.93 0.95 0.91
SLOPE 0.92 0.98 0.95 0.93 0.96 0.90 0.92 0.97 0.90

5 RSQ 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.91 0.94 0.88 0.91 0.95 0.88
SLOPE 0.86 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.91 0.88 0.93 0.88

6 RSQ 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.90 0.96 0.86 0.89 0.93 0.90
SLOPE 0.91 0.97 0.95 0.93 0.95 0.89 0.90 0.96 0.88

7 RSQ 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.92 0.93 0.89 0.91 0.95 0.90
SLOPE 0.90 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.99 0.91 0.92 0.96 0.91

8 RSQ 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.90 0.95 0.88 0.91 0.95 0.90
SLOPE 0.88 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.96 0.91 0.90 0.92 0.90

9 RSQ 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.93 0.99 0.91 0.89 0.91 0.88
SLOPE 0.82 0.92 0.93 0.91 0.96 0.89 0.88 0.92 0.87

Fig. 1. Comparison between FFT, PCA and ICA methods considering HR
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Fig. 2. Comparison between FFT, PCA and ICA methods considering IBI

Fig. 3. Comparison between FFT, PCA and ICA methods considering RR

4 Conclusion

An easy to implement, low cost and non-contact physiological parameters detection
method based on facial video image processing technology and blind source component
technologies are described in this paper. Here, the methodology for recovering the
cardiac pulse rate from video recordings of the human face and an implementation using
a simple webcam with ambient daylight providing illumination are demonstrated.
According to the experimental works, both the RSQ and slope values shows highest
closeness (i.e. > 94 %) with the reference measurements while considering PCA methods
for all the parameters. From the table and the figures presented in earlier chapter it is
noted that RSQ gives better result than Slope and among the three methods PCA works
the best and FFT works better. Given the low cost and widespread availability of
webcams, this technology is promising for extending and improving access to medical
care if the experiment is done by more test subjects and more verifying systems.
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Although this paper only addressed the recovery of the cardiac HR, RR, IBI but many
other important physiological parameters such as, heart rate variability and arterial blood
oxygen saturation can potentially be estimated using the proposed technique. Creating
a real-time, multi-parameter physiological measurement platform based on this tech‐
nology will be the subject of future work.
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Abstract. Security issues of IoT devices are increasing with their massive use
in healthcare. Recollection of data from devices is not clear to the users so far,
and different problems arise including confidentiality, integrity and availability
of the information. We analyze security issues mainly related to IoT data storage
and transmission in our proposal of healthcare system architecture including
cloud services and big data processing of information. We identify protocols
needed and security problems including authentication, transmission of data to
the cloud, as well as their insufficient anonymization process and the opaque
procedure for users in order to control the storage of their data.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays society is demanding new services and technology allowing citizens to better
manage their own health and disease, resulting in more cost effective healthcare systems
and alleviating the issues of an increasing aging population. New emerging technologies
can be combined with other widely deployed ones to develop such next-generation
healthcare systems.

According to World Health Organization, chronic diseases are the leading cause of
death worldwide, as they cause more deaths than all other causes together. While these
diseases have reached epidemic proportions, they could be reduced significantly by
combating the risk factors and applying early detection, the indoor and outdoor moni‐
toring joined with prevention measures and a healthier life style. For both chronic and
pre-chronic people several dangerous clinical situations could be avoided or better
monitored and managed with the participation of the patient, their caregivers and
medical personnel [1].

In this paper we present main issues in the security analysis of an IoT architecture
for healthcare in the framework of the project IPHealth [2], including key aspects of
security in the Internet of Things in healthcare, the description of our system architecture
proposal with a significant focus on IoT elements, and the analysis of security key aspects
of main IoT components.
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2 Security in the Internet of Things in Healthcare

According to Gartner, wearable fitness and personal health devices will be $5 billion
market by 2016 [3]. In spite of this expected growth, just as “Fifth Annual Benchmark
Study on Privacy & Security of Healthcare Data” [4] reveals, the majority of healthcare
organizations do not spend enough resources to protect patient data. Moreover, the last
“Internet Security report of Symantec” estimates a 125 % growth in healthcare cyber‐
attacks over the past five years, and reported that a 37 % of security incidents affected
to healthcare organizations [5], with the largest number of data breaches for the fourth
year in a row. The huge amount of personal information coupled with this lack of
resources to protect them, turn health data into an attractive and lucrative objective.

Currently the devices being used in healthcare to collect biometric data are usually
smartphones with sensors or specific wearable devices. Both of them are commonly
combined with apps to process data, interpret the signals, and show statistics to users.
These apps carry out simple processing, so the functionality is sometimes extended by
transferring the data to the cloud to be processed with complex algorithms. Security
issues in this scenario can be categorized into three major areas: security, or as is widely
accepted confidentiality, integrity, and availability; privacy or the appropriate use of the
information; and legal issues, i.e. security concerns related to laws. Regarding security,
three points of risks can be identified in the general architectures previously shown:
device, data transmission (sensor to smartphone and smartphone to cloud) and cloud
storage.

– Devices are individual and personal, so the motivation for data theft is smaller. Still
malware can be used to automate the task of enabling a massive theft of data. More‐
over the physical device can be stolen or lost. Wearable sensors do not include
protection, and mobiles need to be configured by users (phone locking, tracking …).
Mobile devices use apps to extend functionality to users. Symantec reviewed 100
health apps finding that 20 % transmit user credentials without encryption, 52 % not
use any privacy policies and each one connects with an average of 5 websites while
using usually with advertisement and analytics services [5].

– During transmission, data can be captured by using different attacks in the same way
than in other architectures. The solution is to use strong encryption to avoid reading
the data if they are capture, and authentication to confirm that data are sent to the true
receptor. But there are some issues related to encryption and strong authentication to
be solved, such as they slow down data transfer, are difficult to use, and are heavy
energy-consumers.

– Finally, cloud computing architectures store data on database. Cloud services are
provided by third party vendors who are exposed to attacks from insiders. But in
addition, these databases are exposed to the Internet network in order to receive data
from users. So the risks are similar to other similar databases, and depend on the
configuration. Solutions involve multi-factor authentication, access control methods,
strong passwords, etc. Again these methods make the systems more difficult to use
and slower.
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3 IoT Architecture Proposal for Healthcare

Our proposal of architecture for collecting data in order to promote wellbeing and phys‐
ical activity is based on the need for a scalable data storage and high-performance
computing infrastructure for efficiently storing, processing and sharing of health and
activity sensor data. With this situation in mind we propose a simple and coherent
activity monitoring solution. That solution takes into account several factors like using
noninvasive sensors, allowing the processing of high volumes of data coming from them
(including information from other sources as for example clinical texts); searching and
retrieval of medical related information from forums, and designing appropriate visu‐
alization interfaces for each user type (patients, healthcare professionals, caregivers,
relatives, etc.)

According to the above features, our general architecture for activity monitoring as
well as its associated services are presented in Fig. 1: the components shown are being
developed under the project ipHealth [2]. The architecture allows monitoring of both
chronic and non-chronic patients, as well as healthy people that need to be monitored
by different circumstances in both, home and external environment. Moreover it allows
interaction with their family, the emergency systems and the hospitals through the
application of Cloud computing, Big Data and Internet of Things approaches. IoT plays
a key role in our architecture allowing users benefit from the utilization of different
wearables and sensors devices.

Fig. 1. Proposed architecture for patients monitoring

The architecture includes as main elements the following: smart mobile phones
which in turn accepts data from wearable vital signs or activity sensors, a cloud based
(public as Amazon Web Service or private) infrastructure for data store and an analytic
module for activation of alarms to be sent to the patient and/or patient’s caregivers,
access to the different sensors of cloud manufacturers, an interoperability and messaging
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platform for delivery of information to all involved actors in the system, and a website
platform that allows to consult the associated patient information from desktop computer
as well as from mobile devices.

4 Security Analysis of the Architecture

For our system, health and activity data are mainly taken from the clouds of sensor’s
manufacturers using different APIs that allow developers to establish a connection
between applications and health data generated by users with their products. At present
time we are conducting tests for monitoring physical activity and cardio-vascular status
using iHealth BP7 bluetooth enabled blood pressure sensors, iHealth PO3 pulse oxime‐
ters, and Fitbit flex wristbands. Since the other components of the architecture here
presented are common to other Internet connected architectures and, due to space limi‐
tations, in this paper we will focus on the wearables segment of the architecture. Specif‐
ically we will take FitBit as a representative element of wearable.

FitBix Flex [6] is a wrist monitor with a MEMS 3-axis smart accelerometer that
collects data about user’s movement such as steps taken, distance walked, and calories
buried. Collected data are sent to a cloud to provide more detailed information to users
through an online website. A free app, FitBit, extend the functionality syncing the sensor
statistics with the mobile through BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) 4.0 among others. An
API to integrate third-party applications getting and modifying user´s data from
Fitbit.com is provided. Moreover, the user can create an account to keep in touch with
other users.

Figure 2 shows the specific architecture of Fitbit. We separate the different compo‐
nents according to the division mentioned in Sect. 2: (1) and (3) devices, (2) and (4) data
transmission, and (5) cloud storage.

Fig. 2. Fitbit architecture

Regarding the device, logs stored in the mobile phone with more data than shown
to users were found in [7], in contrast to what they declare in their privacy policy [6].
Moreover, more data than needed are requested to users, for example date of birth instead
to only the year. On the other hand, the provided API uses OAuth 1.0 (version 2.0 is in
beta state) which has several discovered vulnerabilities [8].

Otherwise, synchronization between Fitbit and mobile devices or personal
computers is done over BLE 4.0. BLE supports encryption and authentication.
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In addition, it provides a mechanism which allows a device to use and change private
addresses as frequently as needed to avoid tracking [9]. However, Fitbit does not take
advantage of this feature, and consequently it is possible to track activities of specific
users, even when the user has the location functions inactivated. Additionally, BLE
credentials are sent to the mobile device in plaintext over TLS [7]. Finally, in [9] it has
been reported that none of the pairing methods used by BLE protects against passive
eavesdropping, although in the BLE specification claims its future versions will resolve
this issue [12].

Regarding the data transmission between the mobile device and the cloud, during
the connection the mobile device notifies to the server all the Fitbit devices within the
range [7]. This can lead to privacy issues by providing more information than necessary.

Fitbit provides access to its social network to share results with friends. As the same
of other social networks, privacy preferences should be well configured in order to
preserve data privacy. Although the privacy preferences are right configured, a social
engineering attack is possible too. Education and awareness of users are the only way
here to avoid these kinds of attacks.

On the other hand, the Fitbit privacy policy just claims to use a combination of
security technical controls, so users cannot know the level of protection of their data
neither of the stored data in the device nor the cloud [6]. They declare that the users will
be notified if their data would be made publish, but they do not let users the option of

Table 1. Summary of compliance for privacy and security properties

Security and privacy properties [13] Fitbit compliance (yes/no/
partially/not informed)

References

P1. Inform Patients about collected and stored data
(what, why, where, who can access, …)

Partially [6, 7]

P2. Enable Patients to review storage and use of their
PHI

Yes

P3. Enable Patients to control, through informed
consent

No [6]

P4. Provide access to PHI to read, modify and delete
their registers

Partially

P5. Provide easy-to-use interfaces to review and
control all their data

Partially

P6. Limit collection and storage of PHI No [7, 9]
P7. Limit use and disclosure of PHI to those
purposes previously specified

No [6]

P8. Ensure quality of PHI (freshness, integrity,
completeness and authenticity)

Partially [9, 10]

P9. Hide Patient identity Partially [10]
P10. Support accountability through robust
mechanisms

Not informed

P11. Support mechanisms to remedy effects of
security breaches or privacy violations

Not informed
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objecting. Moreover, they claim to use anonymization techniques for some data (do not
specify which ones), and that they can share or sell those anonymized data without option
for user to participate in the decision. However, anonymization techniques have proved
to be insecure [11, 12]. In addition, Fitbit does not provide users any control of their
data stored in the cloud [6]. Table 1 shows a summary of the privacy and security
according to the properties following the model defined in [13].

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have studied main issues in the security analysis of an IoT architecture for healthcare
in the framework of the project IPHealth. Common IoT architectures involve as main
security vulnerability issues the storage in device (sensor and/or smartphone), data
transmission (sensor to smartphone and smartphone to cloud) and cloud storage. As
wearables are being connected to social networks, the risks to reveal private and sensitive
information are higher. It is important to identify vulnerabilities of these devices in order
to avoid attacks.

As a reference to carry out the security analysis, we have presented our architecture
involving IoT devices, cloud architectures and big data components. Using FitBix Flex
as representative of the sensors manufacturers we integrate, we have eventually found
several important security risks and vulnerabilities impacting to nowadays users. After
the analysis and following a common model of privacy and security properties, a table
with the compliance of Fitbit to these properties is provided. The results show that the
privacy provided by Fitbit is clearly insufficient.

Although more devices need to be analyzed, this results make us suspect that there
is a long way to go in regards to security of the devices used in healthcare, here analyzed.
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Abstract. Decision Support Systems can enhance e-Health monitoring and IoT
scenarios on the early detection of neurodevelopmental disorders in children.
Thus, Ambient Intelligence could support innovative application domains like
motor or cognitive impairments’ detection at the home environment. The paper
describes the design of an innovative cooperative system (Galatea) that supports
the refinement process of a Knowledge Base expressed as an OWL ontology. The
ontology supports decision-making process and is the core of: (1) a Web-Based
Smart System aimed to enhance the screening of language disorders at medical
centers and schools by fostering the identification of a developmental disorders
before 4 years old of age; (2) a set of child smart care services that use Ambient
Intelligent paradigm for early attention of motor impairments in children who are
often not diagnosed or treated by health care entities.
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1 Introduction

Detection of neurodevelopmental disorders in early childhood remains an outstanding
task. In fact, current rates of detection of development disorders are lower than their real
incidence [1]. Pediatricians and education professionals can play a valuable role in early
detection during their routine interactions with a child. However, the lack of resources
to perform individualized exhaustive evaluations of all children makes the use of effi‐
cient and reliable methods of detection necessary [2]. On the one hand, the availability
of smart monitoring solutions at home can provide medical doctors, physiotherapists
and health professionals with reliable data about people’s health status [3]. On the other,
since early childhood educators are considered, along with parents, leading observers
in child development, the availability of this system in the nursery will facilitate early
detection of possible pathologies in the development of children in the 0-3 year stage [4].
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Gades [5] is a Web Based Support System (WBSS) developed with the primary
purpose of serving as an automatic tool to improve the efficient screening of language
disorders at the early stages of a child’s development. This decision support system,
developed with the collaboration of a multidisciplinary team of professionals, defined
a few questions to evaluate the degree of language acquisition in children. To achieve
a consistent system operation was necessary to provide Gades with a questions refining
process to make it more reliable according to the criteria of the team professionals.
Hence, Galatea is an innovative Cooperative Decision Making (CDM) system that
supports the refinement process of the knowledge base (expressed as an ontology) of
Gades WBSS. This solution paves the way for EDUCERE project to support adaptable
home healthcare services by embedding sensors on toys and pieces of furniture
according to the Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm. In this way, it aims to smart coop‐
erative prevention and early attention of motor and language impairments by monitoring
and stimulating children’s activities.

The core of this Healthcare Cooperative System that incorporates previous Galatea
work and EDUCERE project is a rules-based ontology that integrates children’s devel‐
opmental items according to the age. The ontologies also support the communication
between all professionals involved in the system construction, allow reuse domain
knowledge and facilitate recovery, integration and interoperability between heteroge‐
neous sources of knowledge. Furthermore, the ontology was created using as a repre‐
sentation language OWL-DL.

This paper describes the design and deployment of a tool for refinement process of
the ontology in a collaborative way in order to fasten the correct evolution of the Decision
Support System (DSS) [6] developed under an IoT based children´s development model.

2 Methods

A multidisciplinary team of 10 people (2 neonatologists, 3 psychologists, 2 educators
and 3 engineers) developed Gades. This WBSS was validated starting from an analysis
of 237 children enrolled along two years in a nursery school.

The improvement of the decisions gathered from the sensors embedded Smart Toys
(developed by EDUCERE project) and Gades WBSS require an ontology refinement
process to improve language evaluations at daily routine with the therapist and educa‐
tors, both at the nursery school and the health care unit. It could be performed through
a manual process or by using the Galatea System. Ontology evolution process does not
require generating new knowledge as experts have this knowledge.

The new system must focus on knowledge agreements coming from the experts’
experience. Hence, the ontology should dynamically evolve to achieve efficient and
effective Decision Systems and Smart Toys performance.

Figure 1 shows the interaction process between the children, the IoT based in smart
toys, Gades Web Based Decision Support System, the Galatea Web platform and the
health professionals, aimed to achieve the better health prescription as possible.
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Fig. 1. Functional architecture of the smart children’s monitoring system

As Fig. 1 shows, it is possible to improve the results provided by the developed early
detection systems in order to detect both motoric disorders (steps 1-a, 2-a) and language
disorders (steps 1-b, 2-b). By steps 4–7 the team of experts will be able to facilitate a
refinement process in the ontology core of the Decision Support Systems developed. In
fact, health recommendations provided by the Smart Toys will be more accurate after
the execution of existing steps between step 3 and step 8.

Furthermore, the CDM process carried out by Galatea involves the cooperation of a
group of people through technological tools that support joint decisions [7].

In collaborative decision, several individuals make a decision among a number of
valid alternatives. Galatea system supports to the WBSS and the sensors embedded toys
developed with two main tasks: Task 1. Generate suggestions for improvement of
professionals who work with the WBSS and the smart toys through the introduction,
modification or elimination of questions or items in the ontology (developed in the first
stage of Galatea System construction). Task 2. Acceptance or rejection of proposed
improvements introduced in previous step to be performed by a group of experts in
neurodevelopmental disorders who are grouped according to their experience levels.
After a telematics consensus mechanism experts grouped at least in two level of expe‐
rience provide clear and well-structured information changes proposed on the ontology
for the IoT/items model. This telematics consensus process was accepted by the profes‐
sional team who participated in the validation process outlined at the beginning of this
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section (this telematics consensus covers the second stage of Galatea construction,
currently in design and development process).

3 Results: Galatea Collaborative Health Monitoring System

The evolution model led to analyze Galatea and its integration with the Smart Toys
developed by the EDUCERE project. Galatea tool identified two groups of operations
performed by specific actors: Gades users and sensors embedded toys users that make
proposals for change in the ontology. The Galatea users groups are responsible for vali‐
dating or not the proposed changes introduced by the DSS users. Furthermore, the users
are grouped into two levels of expertise to facilitate the ontology enhancement:

Level 1: Professionals justify using assertions whether they accept each propose of
changes. According to the expert answer weighing Level 1, associated with the proposal,
will be modified. If expert accepts the proposal the weight will increase by one. If
he/she disagrees with the proposal current weight is maintained. The expert level 1 must
justify the reasons that have guided its decision, as Fig. 2 shows with comments text
area.

Fig. 2. Galatea-propose of new question/developmental item

Level 2: Experts are responsible for making the final decision for each of the
proposals. Therefore, they are based on their expertise and the information provided by
level 1 experts. They use weights and level 1 expert’s assertions. Besides, the proposal
has an associated weight related to these level experts’ decisions: the weight of level 2
experts. The way to manage it is similar to level 1 experts. When a level 2 expert accepts
the proposal then he/she increases the level 2 weights by one. If he/she disagrees with
the proposal current weight is maintained. Then, the level 2 expert must justify the
decision to accept or reject the change.

Galatea allows the evolution through the consensus techniques implemented inside.
Furthermore, these techniques provide information to users as a flowchart graphic.
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This method eases the understanding of a discussion about specific topics. The flowchart
and consensus techniques have been developed taking into account the behavior, needs
and activity of experts during the manual refinement process. Finally, the consensus
technique will be developed in a completely usable way. This method will allow a
process of debate necessary to achieve the refinement of the ontology core in the DSS.

4 Conclusions

Gades validation stage showed that open web applications allowed the easy utilization
and refinement of ontologies by different kinds of professionals (educators, psycholo‐
gists, therapists, etc.). EDUCERE smart toys such us the stackable cubes help to register,
obtain and provide dynamic information about children’s development. Galatea system
facilitates the automation process of refining the DSS ontology for an IoT cooperative
system.

The design task of the Galatea system has involved a multidisciplinary team of 10
experts. They have positively validated the decisions taken and the design of the user
interface and most important they proposed ideas that will achieve a faster consensus in
decision-making process to improve both Gades ontology and the integration of the IoT
smart toys monitoring service.
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Abstract. Presented is a preliminary study that investigates regression trees
application for the purpose of mapping relationship between three differential
ECG leads and leads of the 12-lead ECG. The approach was evaluated on a single
ECG measurement on which it was superior to two syntheses performed by
universal and personalized linear transformations, in terms of correlation coeffi‐
cients between the synthesized and measured leads. A prominent imperfection
however is that the regression trees can output only a limited number of values
equal to the number of leaf nodes. The paper indicates some ideas on how to
overcome this deficiency.
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1 Introduction

Both linear and nonlinear methods have been used before to model relation between
electrocardiographic (ECG) leads for the purpose of leads’ syntheses [1, 2]. Among the
nonlinear methods mostly neural networks were used [3], whereas for the linear
mapping, linear regression is the most often used method. Recent publications in addi‐
tion to multiple linear regression [4], report using state-space model [5], support vector
regression [6], multi-scale linear regression [7], and combination of methods [8, 9] for
the ECG leads synthesis. In this work we will investigate the usage of regression trees
for the same purpose.

In our previous studies, we have shown that it is possible to synthesize high quality
12-lead ECGs from three differential leads (DLs) [10]. Differential leads are bipolar
leads that measure the potential between two closely placed body-surface electrodes.
DL measurements can be obtained by so called wireless body electrodes (WBEs) – novel
devices that enable minimal obtrusion and wireless transmission of recorded
signals [11].

By using the algorithm for selection of optimal DLs [10], we have identified optimal
universal positions of three DLs (see Fig. 1) from which 12-lead ECG can be synthesized
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by employing universal or personalized linear transformations [12] that map the three
DLs to the leads of the 12-lead ECG. In this study we investigate how regression trees
can be used to map the same relation.

2 Methods

2.1 Studied Data

A single MECG measurement was obtained from a patient scheduled for a coronary
artery bypass surgery. The data recording device and data acquisition procedure is
described in [13]. The measurement was obtained during our previous study [14]. The
positions of MECG electrodes are specified in Fig. 1.

The length of the measurement was 360 s. The measurement was processed using
MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc.) where first the baseline wander was removed by interpo‐
lating a cubic spline through the isoelectric points of each MECG lead and subtracting
it from the corresponding lead.

Subsequently, 10-second interval was randomly extracted from the MECG meas‐
urement and associated target 12-lead ECG obtained simultaneously. The extracted
interval was filtered by a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 40 Hz, an attenuation
of 60 dB, and a stop frequency of 100 Hz. First seven seconds subinterval of the extracted
interval was used for building the regression trees, whereas the remaining three seconds
were used for the evaluation.

2.2 Regression Trees

Regression trees are simple but effective method of fitting a set of numeric input vari‐
ables to a single numeric output variable. The general concept of regression trees is to
partition the space defined by input variables and fit a simple model (usually a constant)
in each one of the partitions [15]. In addition to regression trees, which give numeric

Fig. 1. Schematic locations of multichannel ECG (MECG) electrodes on the chest (left) and the
back (right). The gray lines represent the calculated optimal universal leads for the 12-lead ECG
synthesis: {(13, 18), (22, 25), (4, 5)}.
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responses, there are also classification trees, which give responses that are nominal, such
as true or false.

To create regression trees between the three optimal DLs and the 12-lead ECG we have
used MATLAB’s Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox™ trees which are binary. The
details of how MATLAB creates trees can be found in the MATLAB’s documentation
[16]. All the parameter of function that creates trees were left on default values.

2.3 Experimental Procedure

The three optimal differential leads were calculated from the input MECG data (10 s
intervals) by taking differences between appropriate MECG unipolar leads, e.g. DL (13,
18) is obtained as a difference between MECG leads 13 and 18. A regression tree was
then built between the three DLs and each of the leads of the 12-lead ECG which makes
12 trees all together. The trees were examined for the number of nodes created.

To evaluate the performance of the created trees they were used to synthesize the 12-
lead ECG (in regression trees terminology: “predict the response”) on the evaluation three
second subintervals. The linear correlation coefficients (CCs) between the 12-lead ECG
synthesized by using trees, and the measured target 12-lead ECG, were compared to the
CCs obtained by the universal and personalized transformation matrix. The synthesized 12-
lead ECG was also compared to the target measured 12-lead ECG visually.

3 Results

Table 1. shows the CCs between the synthesized and measured (target) leads for the tree
synthesis methods on the evaluation interval. Additionally, the synthesized 12-lead ECG
obtained from the regression trees, are compared with the measured 12-lead ECG,
graphically in Fig. 2. whereas a closer look on a segment from lead I is presented in Fig. 3.

Table 1. Correlation between the synthesized leads and the measured leads for universal linear
transformation, for personalized linear transformation, and for regression trees.

Lead Universal transformation Personalized transformation Regression trees
I 0.9543 0.9940 0.9920
II 0.9446 0.9485 0.9610
III 0.8716 0.9885 0.9889
aVR 0.9644 0.9918 0.9903
aVL 0.9332 0.9933 0.9919
aVF 0.6133 0.9473 0.9686
V1 0.9668 0.9796 0.9918
V2 0.9604 0.9943 0.9946
V3 0.9087 0.9876 0.9968
V4 0.8447 0.9718 0.9939
V5 0.8967 0.9681 0.9912
V6 0.9752 0.9823 0.9894
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Fig. 2. Target (below) and synthesized (above) 12-lead ECG. On lead I, a T-wave that is zoomed
in on Fig. 3., is approximately marked with a dashed ellipse.

Fig. 3. Target (smooth) and synthesized (coarse) signals on a segment form lead I approximately
marked in Fig. 2. (The two signals were moved one on top the other for easier comparison.).
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4 Discussion

Table 1. reveals that even though the CCs between the synthesized and the measured
leads are high for all the leads and all three synthesis methods, the synthesis with the
regression trees is still superior to the other two methods. In only three leads has person‐
alized transformation outperformed the regression trees (leads I, aVR, aVL) but in those
situations the CCs for both methods are larger than 0.99.

In Fig. 2 the leads synthesized by regression trees seem almost identical to the meas‐
ured leads of the 12-lead ECG, but a closer inspection (Fig. 3) reveals that the synthesized
leads are coarser that the measured leads. This is because the output from regression
trees can take only limited number of values, i.e. the number of output values is equal
to the number of leafs a tree has. In our experiment the trees had number of leafs in a
range from 1302 to 1374.

The possibilities for improving the synthesis output form the regression trees would
be to increase the number of output leafs which will in turn increase the number of levels
the predicted value can obtain, and/or to use a filter to smooth the output of the synthesis.

5 Conclusion

We have used regression trees to map relations between three DLs and the leads of the
12-lead ECG, for the purpose to synthesize the 12-lead ECG. The approach was eval‐
uated by using one MECG measurement and has shown to be superior to the universal
and personalized linear transformations used in previous investigations.

This is a preliminary research which shows that the regression trees have a potential
in modeling relations between ECG leads. Further work is needed to investigate their
performance on more measurements from different subjects, and to find satisfying solu‐
tion for smoothing the output of regression trees.

The proposed synthesis of the 12-lead ECG from the 3 DLs enables new applications
of the WBEs in Internet of Things (IoT) supported long-term remote health monitoring,
because it enables a significant data reduction since only three leads have to be commu‐
nicated, instead of eight independent leads in the standard 12-lead ECG.
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Abstract. Monitoring of elderly people has drawn attention of healthcare and
medical professionals. Various health problems have been attributed to either
fall or lack of sleep in the context of elderly people. Falling and sleep problems
on a long term basis could eventually lead to sharp deteriorate in health, poor
state of health and high cost for covering their health care. In this paper a new
accurate and convenient while cost-efficient implementation of a monitoring
system is presented. The use of an accelerometer based system was utilized in
this work. The targeted device fit for this implementation is a smart watch. The
algorithm of both the fall detector and sleep monitor presented in this work have
been implemented and tested on multiple subjects. It also includes a database
backend which is used to save the information collected from the system for
further analysis and can provide healthcare professional with more insight of the
person’s life and can help more on further health medication being given to the
person.

Keywords: Fall detector � Sleep monitor � Healthcare � Internet-of-Things

1 Introduction

Elderly people are a significant section of the society, with the rise in their population,
many organizations are concerned about managing the quality of life being lived by
this large population. The average population of this group (age 60 and above) is
estimated to be 1.2 billion by 2025 and is expected to rise to about 2 billion by 2050
[10]. A custom way of monitoring the activity of a section of the elderly people’s
population, who cannot take care of themselves properly in every situation, is the
employment of caregivers. However, it is unlikely that a larger amount of caregivers
also can cater for continuous monitoring and if that is provided, it overburdening the
caregiver and in turn drive up cost [1]. There are different existing solutions to assist the
elderly people such as remote robot assistance, entertainment services, and reminder
services just to mention a few [1, 2]. Unfortunately it is very difficult to estimate the
amount of activities that an elderly person experiences during the night or the rate at
which they fall during the day due to their weak leg frame or health status. The
researches selection of either a fall detector or sleep monitoring is as a result of surveys
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on the elderly. Examples of simple diagnosis that can be detected by the monitoring
sleep pattern in elderly people, long terms of poor sleep time can lead to extensive
health problem such as high-blood pressure [3]. In addition to critical conditions that
can arise due to falling, fall detecting is a monitoring process that should be taken
seriously when the section of our population the elderly.

In papers that have proposed monitoring of elderly people, the approaches have
focused most often solely either on the fall detector or sleep monitor. The architecture
of our monitoring approach is to combine both the fall detector and sleep monitoring.
The fall detector proposed in this work offers accurate detection taking into advantage
of existing solutions, as it has three methods to determine a fall event. Our sleep
monitoring system also offers accurate results with little or no input from the user.
Existing sleep monitoring system detect sleep pattern by attaching sensors to the body,
which could actual cause discomfort during sleep and affect the accuracy of the results
and quality of sleep.

2 Related Works

An asynchronous temporal contrast (ATC) vision sensor that is capable of reporting
pixel changes with latency of milliseconds are used to determine fall events is pre-
sented in [11]. This ATC image sensor is placed on the perimeter walls of the
enclosure. It extracts change in motion events pixels for the background and reports the
temporal contrast in manner of milliseconds, which is also equivalent to image
reflective change when the lighting effect is constant. However, this approach requires
complex installations and is expensive.

Sleep monitoring based on real-time implementation of obtaining the respiration
rhythm and pulse rate of a subject using an air-free water filled vinyl tube under the
pillow of the subject during the sleep time is presented in [12]. The obtained data is
compared to a peak detection system already pre-defined in their algorithm. A sensor
unit is placed under the subject’s pillow to detect the pressure changes beneath the head
area. The pressures components within the tubes are conditioned and connected to
embed catheters. A downside of this system is that, if the sensor plate if not correctly
placed beneath the pillow of the subject, pressure variation cannot reach the sensor
plate appropriately to give readings and the system is complex.

3 System Implementation

Implementation of the system consists of both sleep monitor and fall detector for
elderly people in the same device. A pre-made device was preferred option to com-
bination of different sensor component to implement this work. This enables us to
create a cost efficient and flexible approach. Furthermore, the user can also utilize the
device for other purposes as per individual needs. Also the consideration of having a
back-end that would be able to receive processed data was included as a part of this
work.
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The essential component used in this system is an accelerometer. Accelerometers
are used in many applications such as prosthetic limbs, drones and the game industry.
The emergence of micro-electro mechanical-systems (MEMS) based accelerometers
have revolutionizes this technology by changing the structure of components to
micrometer scale. The measurement of this accelerometer is based on the movement of
a small structure component due to vibration stress on it, the acceleration of the
component can then be converted into different forms depending on the function it will
be applied [5, 6].

3.1 Fall Detector

Implementing fall detector involves several steps. Firstly the accelerometer sensor axes
data is extracted and represented in form of sine wavelet. The less significant part of the
signals is separated, and only the important part of data is utilized. Discrete Wavelength
Transform (DWT) is applied to the data, to yield a representation of the discrete data
signal, a mother wavelength Ψ is selected and from the mother wavelength, filters h and
g will be determined. The wavelength coefficients for the discrete signals are calculated
at first scale, these signals are then passed through a first filter to eliminate noise and
further passed through another filter. These filters eliminate the noise and effect of
gravitational pull on the accelerometer ball (1) and (2).

an ¼
X1

k¼�1 x k½ �h n� k½ � ¼ x � hð Þ½n�: ð1Þ

dn ¼
X1

k¼�1 x k½ �g n� k½ � ¼ x � gð Þ½n�: ð2Þ

From the entire signal frequency of the accelerometer data, an approximated
coefficient and detailed coefficient constitutes of about half of the signal frequency. To
eliminate the effect of error in the signals, each reading of the accelerometer is cal-
culated to produce the approximated coefficient. This is done by using the previous
coefficients to calculate the next ones, this process is done repeatedly therein forming a
filter bank for the frequency signals. The subsequent coefficients are shown below in
(3) and (4);

asþ 1½n� ¼
X1

k¼�1 �as k½ �h n� k½ � ¼ �as � hð Þ½n�: ð3Þ

ð4Þ

The �as is the subsequent approximate coefficient while the is the subsequent
detail coefficient. These are performed on all the three axes of the accelerometer, and
subsequently used to calculate the acceleration of the accelerometer and will be used in
eventually for the fall detection. Below are the equations to validate the three axis of
the accelerometer in (3), (4) and (5);
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a ¼ X � Xoldð Þ: ð5Þ

b ¼ Y � Yoldð Þ: ð6Þ

c ¼ Z � Zoldð Þ: ð7Þ

When calculating the acceleration, new data acquired from the accelerometer are
used in a way to favor of the previous data. This would eliminate the error in calcu-
lation due to incorrect data selection. In the equation, a represents the X axis, b
represents the Y axis, c represents the Z axis, Xold represents the previous data of the
X-axis, Yold represents the previous data Y-axis and Zold represents the previous data of
the Z-axis. The acceleration is shown in (8) and d, represents the acceleration of the
accelerometer.

AcceðdÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2 þ b2 þ c2

q
: ð8Þ

For fall to be determined the system undergoes four stages. Firstly is the threshold
calculation, which involves the calculation of a threshold t. The threshold is to be
compared to the acceleration which is constantly computed. After comparison, the sys-
tem determines if there is a fall activity or not. The expression which explains the
comparison is shown in (10). The threshold is calculated by randomly simulating fall
activities while collecting their accelerations, the minimum peak values are rounded up
and the average is calculated. Secondly is the data acquisition and system calibration
which involves the collection of system data. Thirdly is the feature extraction which
involves: (i) extraction of the accelerometer axes positions before and after a fall phase,
(ii) registering dynamic and static acceleration and (iii) current physical body orientation.
For a fall event to be detected by the system, the four stages have to be fulfilled [7, 8].

3.2 Sleep Monitor

The method used in the sleep monitor to collect the accelerometer data is same as the
one discussed in the fall detector, indicated in Eqs. (4), (5) and (9). The principle
employed in the sleep monitoring is as such that, activity of the brain is equivalent to
the motion produced by the body during sleep. With the accelerometer attached to the
body at sleep, these motions can be easily detected. There are three distinct state than
need to be differentiated here; the awake state, when the subject is in constantly
movement and awake, the light sleep state, when there is reduced motion of the body
that is asleep when compared to the awake state. The third is the deep sleep state, there
is minimum amount of body movement. During the sleep period, the acceleration is
bounded between 0m=s2 to 1:5m=s2 according to vibration on a bed and the sleep states
are represented on different acceleration values between the boundaries [9]. The
duration of each sleep states and body movements are collected and used in deriving
the sleep quality index. The sleep quality index takes into account also the time of
going to bed to wake up time.
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Sleep Efficiency ¼ A:T þ L:S
Ta
b

� 100%: ð9Þ

A:T , represents the awake state times, L:S, represents the awake state coefficient and
Ta
b, represents the total time the subject is at sleep from start point a, to stop time b.

4 System Architecture

The system allows the option of choosing either the fall detector or the sleep monitor.
As mentioned, collected data is passed through the filter bank. The data from the filter
bank are used to calculate the acceleration, and can be used in any of the monitoring
process. In the example implementation Simvalley Mobile AW-414 smart watch is
utilized. The system architecture is shown in Fig. 1.

The system comes with a complementary event-based back-end database system.
At each event change in the monitoring system, the information of the system is
collected with timestamp of the event and tag of the user. This information is sent to the
database for further analysis. On the user side of the system, an internet TCP protocol
ensures that the phone is connected. At each change in event, an internet connection
will be made to the database. At the administartion side of the system, the terminal is
enabled with WebSocket and HTML enabled browser that can be used to access the
database information of the users in real time.

5 Result

The fall detector was evaluated in a controlled room environment with simulated fall by
three subjects, a 26 year old, 1.73 meters tall male volunteer, a 30 year old, 1.80 meters
tall male volunteer and a 23 year old 1.62 meters tall female volunteer for ten times on
five different occasions. For the tests result, the sensitivity and the specificity (9) and
(10) of the fall detector was calculated using the following parameters; True positive
(TP) which means that during test, fall happened and the algorithm is able to detect it

Fig. 1. The system architecture.
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successfully. False positive (FP), is when a there is no fall activity detected and the
algorithm records it as a fall detected. True Negative (TN), is the daily activities of
the algorithm that goes undetected and False Negative (FN), is when a fall occurs and
the algorithm fails to detect that a fall actually occurred.

The fall parameters were collected and on the first three set of falls, few falls (i.e.
FN) were not detected, see Table 1. On the fourth set of fall simulation, the accuracy of
the fall detection is noticed to have increased linearly, while in the fifth set of, all falls
were detected (i.e. TP) at 100 %, while NF is zero. The success and failure rate of the
tests were computed and the sensitivity and the specificity of the tests were evaluated
using Eqs. (10) and (11). The accuracy of the tests was also calculated using the
success and failure rate to be 95 % of the fall simulated by the test subjects.

Sensitivity ¼ TP
TPþFN

: ð10Þ

Specificity ¼ TN
TN þFP

: ð11Þ

Our result was compared with a tri-axial accelerometer-based fall detector descri-
bed in [13]. The detector in [13] is also based on a 3D accelerometer that uses FPGA
for the computation and ZigBee module to transmit data. The tri-axial based fall
detector offers higher sensitivity than our prorposed fall detector, but has lower
specificity. The specificity rate shows that there are misses in the data collection rate
from the accelerometer which in our system prove to better specificity as shown in
Table 2.

Table 1. Results of fall activities test.

Falls Subject

Simulated Fall Activity

1 2 3 4 5
TP FN TP FN TP FN TP FN TP FN

1 10 0 10 0 9 1 91 1 10 10
2 9 1 9 1 9 1 9 1 10 0
3 8 2 9 1 10 0 10 0 10 0
Total 27 3 28 2 28 2 29 1 30 0

Success rate = 142, Fail = 8; Sensitivity = 95 %, Specificity = 100 %;
Accuracy = 94.7 %

Table 2. Fall detection result comparison.

Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)

Purposed Fall-detector 95.0 100
Tri-axial fall detector [13] 97.7 94.8
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Evaluation of the sleep monitor was carried out by placing the device next to the
pillow of the subject, by this the movement of the subject can be easily tracked as the
bed and pillow moves. This evaluation was also carried out with the same three test
subjects by monitoring their sleep over the night. The movement of the accelerometer
ball, as a result of the body movement, are translated into graphical representation and
plotted in real-time against the time of the sleep. At the end of the monitoring the sleep
quality is computed (9) and sent to the database for further analysis. The result of the
sleep monitor can vary from person to person, and the data can also be retrieved from
the database and can be viewed in real time. The information can be further analyzed
and possible causes of health problems can be identified and attended to in time.

6 Conclusion

Design and implementation of monitoring system architecture for monitoring elderly
people activity both during day and at night was presented. The combination of two
implementations, i.e. fall detector and sleep monitor, were explored and it turned out to
be successful. Most of the existing implementation has custom made devices which
turned out to be expensive to build a prototype, but the focus of this work is to have a
reasonable priced device that can is readily available. The choice of using a smart
watch was perfect for the aim of the work, as it is ready available in the market.
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Abstract. In order of maintain the sustainability of the public health systems it
is necessary to develop new medical applications to reduce the affluence of
chronic and dependent people to care centers and enabling the management of
chronic diseases outside institutions Recent advances in wireless sensors tech‐
nology applied to e-health allow the development of “personal medicine” concept,
whose main objective is to identify specific therapies that make safe and effective
individualized treatment of patients based for example in remote monitoring. The
volume of health information to manage, including data from medical and biolog‐
ical sensors make necessary to use Big Data and IoT concepts for an adequate
treatment of this kind of information. In this paper we present a general approach
for sensor’s information processing and analytics based on Big Data concepts.

Keywords: Big data · Internet of things · Cloud computing · Elderly · Sensors

1 Introduction

The rapidly growing popularity of health care and activity monitoring applications for
smart mobile devices like smart phones and tablets provide new ways to collect infor‐
mation about people health status, both manually and automatically. Also, there are
appearing new COTS (Commercial Off-The-Shelf) wearable medical sensors that can
easily connect with the smart phones or tablets via Bluetooth and transfer the sensing
measures directly to a public or private cloud infrastructure. This has provided a more
efficient and convenient way to collect personal health information like blood pressure,
oxygen saturation, blood glucose level, pulse, electrocardiogram (ECG), etc., that can
be analyzed for generating alarms or furthermore, it would also be possible to track the
patient’s behaviors on a real-time basis and over long periods, providing a potential alert
for signs of physical and/or cognitive deterioration [1].

Medical and bio-signal sensors are also commonly used in Intensive Care Units
(ICU) at hospitals and the information provided by them can be used for example to
develop methods for patient-specific prediction of in-hospital mortality. Sensors used
in ICUs can provide precise, heterogeneous and continuous information about clinical
condition of a patient as for example heart rate, invasive mean arterial blood pressure,
invasive diastolic arterial blood pressure, invasive systolic arterial blood pressure, etc.
All this data can be processed and analyzed in order to predict special clinical situation
or as above mentioned in-hospital mortality.
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2 Big Data Processing and Analysis

One of the most important aspects when we are dealing with health monitoring is how
the data generated by the sensor and medical devices is processed and analyzed. The
first thing we have to think about is the goal, that is, we need to establish what we want
to do before thinking about how we are going to achieve it. Health data mining
approaches are similar to standard data mining procedures, and is performed basically
in five stages [2].

Data acquisition and preprocessing. The three most important data sources are
experimental data, public datasets, and simulated data. In the first scenario, data is
usually gathered from a set of wearable devices that are monitoring a group of test users.
Public datasets are those that have been made publicly available in sites like UCI ML
Repository or Kaggle.com. When data is gathered from many heterogeneous wearable
devices or sources, a normalization of data step is required. Data preprocessing involves
data cleaning for removing noise and data interpolation for mitigate the effects of missing
values.

Data Transformation. When there are a big number of attributes, dimensionality
reduction is a required step because it improves efficiency and reduces over fitting. There
are usually two ways to do this task: feature selection and feature extraction [3].

Modeling. This stage, applies knowledge discovery algorithms to identify patterns
in the data or predict some variables, at this point we can apply several algorithms as
for example Rule induction learners, Decision trees, Probabilistic Learners, Support
Vector Machines (SVM), Hidden Markov Models (HMM), etc.

Evaluation. The effectiveness of learning algorithms systems is measured in terms
of the number of correct and wrong decisions. Some of the metrics used for evaluating
the modes are recall and precision. Recall is defined as the proportion of class members
assigned to a category by a classifier. Precision is defined as the proportion of correctly
assigned documents to a category.

3 Processing Cardiovascular Data

As use case for data processing and analytics we use real data set obtained from Phys‐
ionet Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2012: Predicting Mortality of ICU Patients
[4]. The origin of data were the hospital medical information systems for Intensive Care
Unit (ICU) patients with ICU stays lasting at least 48 h. The dataset consisted of Set A
and Outcome-related descriptors (csv) text file. Set A was composed of four thousand
records (text files) corresponding to the four thousand ICU stays (patients), and each
record was composed of up to 37 time series variables (such as Heart Rate, Weight, pH,
SysABP, DiasABP, Urine, …) which could be observed once, more than once, or not
at all in some cases (not at all records), and could be recorded at regular intervals (hourly,
daily) or at irregular intervals. The time stamps of the measurement indicated the elapsed
time since admission to the ICU. In addition to the previous variables, each record
included six general descriptors collected at the time the patient was admitted in ICU
(RecordID, Age, Gender, Height, ICUType, and Weight). These descriptors appeared
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at the beginning of each record (time 00:00). In correspondence with Set A, the
Outcomes was a file composed by four thousand rows, where each row contained six
outcome-related descriptors for each record (patient). These descriptors were:
RecordID, SAPS-I score [5], SOFA score [6], Length of stay (days), Survival (days)
and In-hospital death (0 indicated survival and 1 indicated in-hospital death).

All valid values for general descriptors, time series variables, and outcome-related
descriptors were non-negative (≥0). A value of −1 indicated missing or unknown data.
The four thousand records of individual patients that make up the Set A were joined
together resulting in a file next to 2 million of rows (1885594 rows). This amount of
data cannot be processed by many conventional analysis tools. In order to process and
analyze this big amount of data, we used R, an open source software for statistical
computing [7]. In this work, we used the tools of R to perform a predictive model from
the cardiovascular data described previously.

3.1 Predictive Modelling with R

The aim of the model is to predict in-hospital mortality (0: survival, or 1: in-hospital
death) of each patient from the corresponding variables and descriptors. The first step
for building a predictive model about the patient’s mortality in UCU is to perform data
formatting and pre-processing. The text file of 1885594 rows (and four columns:
RecordID, Time, Variable, Value), which contained the complete time series variables
of the four thousand patients, was saved as a “data table” in R. This allowed us to process
big data with high speed. In order to get static variables, that is, in order to work with a
unique value for each time series variable, for each patient (record) we calculated the
median of the measurements for each variable.

Then, we constructed a structure where the (37) variables are the columns and the
4000 patients (RecordID) are the rows. As well as, we added 8 columns corresponding
to the following general and outcomes-related descriptors: RecordID, Age, Gender,
Height, ICUType, SAPS.I, SOFA and InHospitalDeath.

Before using these data for the logistic regression model, we carried out a data pre-
processing, which consisted of:

1. Replacing invalid physiological values with valid values in the descriptor Height
(for example, height value of 13 cm probably corresponds to 130 cm).

2. Assigning NA (Not Acknowledge) to both outlier and invalid values of the following
variables: pH, NISysABP, NI DiasABP, DiasABP, MAP (for example, a value of 0
in NISysABP);

3. Replace −1 with NA from missing or unknown data (which were indicated with −1
in the original dataset).

Logistic regression is a common analysis technique for situations with binary
outcome data [8, 9]. This method has been employed by several participants of the
Physionet Challenge 2012 to produce predictions of the binary variable “InHospital‐
Death” [10, 11]. In this work, we used the same method to predict survival or in-hospital
death using the statistical software R. The logistic regression was performed using the
function “glm” included in “stats” package of R. The dependent variable of the model
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was InHospitalDeath and the independent variables will be the rest of the columns (pre-
processed variables and descriptors) previously presented. Due to the logistic model in
R deletes the missing observations, we only used as independent variables the variables
or descriptors in which missing data were present in less than 10 % of patients. In addi‐
tion, we deleted the rows (patients) with missing data in any column (796 of 4000 rows).
We applied repeatedly the model in order to select the more significant variables, and
only the variables with a statistical significance level (p < 0.001) were included in the
final model. For training the logistic regression model we used the 60 % of the patients
(training dataset, 1922 patients) and the remaining 40 % (testing dataset, 1282) was used
to test the model. The variables finally considered for inclusion in the logistic regression
model are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. The first column shows the variables that were selected for the model according to a
few missing values. The second column shows the variables finally used by the model based on
the higher significance.

All Variables Model Var.
BUN Blood urea nitrogen X
Creatinine
GCS Glasgow Coma Score X
Glucosa Serum glucose X
HCO3 Serum bicarbonate
HCT Hematocrit X
HR Heart rate X
K Serum potassium
Lactate
Mg Serum magnesium X
Na Serum sodium
Platelets
Temp Temperature X
Urine
Urine.Sum X
WBC White blood cell count
Weight
Age X
Gender
ICUType
SAPS.I
SOFA

We used the function “predict” included in “stats” package in R to predict the prob‐
ability of death of the testing dataset patients using the model obtained with the training
dataset patients. The predicted outcome is a value between 0 and 1. In order to get a
binary outcome, that is, to predict survival (0) or in-hospital death (1), we assigned 0 to
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the predicted value when the probability predicted was lower than 0.5, and in otherwise,
we assigned 1 to the predicted value.

For model evaluation we take into account the official metric used for Physionet
Challenge 2012, score 1 (s1), defined as the minimum value between Sensitivity (Se)
and Positive Predictivity ( ):

(1)

(2)

TP is the number of true positives, FP is the number of false positives and FN is the
number of false negatives. True positive indicates that the model predicts 1 when InHos‐
pitalDeath is 1, false positive indicates that the model predicts 1 when InHospitalDeath
is 0, and false negative indicates that the model predict 0 when InHospitalDeath is 1.
Therefore, the Se value quantifies the fraction of in-hospital deaths that are predicted,
and  quantifies the fraction of correct predictions of in-hospital deaths.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We obtained a fraction of correct predictions of in-hospital deaths,  of 0.455. The
fraction of in-hospital deaths that are predicted, Se, was 0.006. Therefore, the score s1
obtained by our model was of 0.006. Our fraction of correct predictions was higher than
the s1 value obtained by the winners of Challenge 2012 [12] using Set A. This result
suggests us that the fraction of correct predictions of in-hospital deaths given by our
model is relatively good. However, the fraction of in-hospital deaths predicted by our
model was small. A possible cause is that many variables (22 physiological variables)
were not taken into account by the model due to frequent missing data. However,
frequent missing data does not imply a minor relation between the variables and the
patient death. An information gain analysis performed between the median of each
variable and the in-hospital death variable (results not shown) revealed that variables
which were in the variable group with longer weights, i.e., the variables better related
with the death of the patient (such as PaCo2, Bilirubin, Albumin and AST) were rejected
by high missing observations.

Other aspects that could affect to the results of our model are the diverse population
with a wide variety of life-threatening conditions, with frequent missing and occasion‐
ally incorrectly recorded observations, idiosyncrasies of care administration, and highly
unbalanced class sizes that make up the dataset. Whatever the cause, our logistic regres‐
sion model can be improvable, however, the aim of this work was not to get the best
model, but carry out a R implementation of a predictive model based on cardiovascular
(big) data. Despite of poor performance, the methodology proposed in this research using
the statistical package R can be used for analyzing other biomedical datasets. R has
thousands of libraries that can help to analyze and visualize complex datasets, and it lets
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researchers to deal with big data, providing libraries and functions for cleaning and
analyzing large volumes of data produced by medical devices and sensors.
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Abstract. Recent evolution of wearable devices is primarily focused on
physical health and fitness but ignore emotional health aspects of an individual.
Current health services help user define goals “Reduce weight” but do not
provide interfaces for users to define goals as “Stay Happy”. Lot of existing
research has focused on sensing user mood classification based on device data
but there is limited research that has focused to diagnose and heal depression.
A conventional method of doctors detecting depression is based on Hamilton
scale of depression with a set of questions and is an intrusive method to probe
depression patients. IoT devices are slowly gaining popularity and huge data
that is generated from these devices can be leveraged to determine user emo-
tional health. Proposed method attempts to analyze IoT device data and calculate
user depression scale and recommends relevant social communication with user
social contacts (Friends, Family Members). Identifying precise social contacts
and recommending actions and content to recover from early stages of
depression is one of the goals of the proposed system. Method recommends
relevant social contacts based on current depression score. Proposed system tries
to monitor user’s emotional state and more tries to act as preventive health
assistant to correct emotional states in early stages and avoids user moving to
advanced stages of depression.

Keywords: IoT � Healthcare � Depression � Emotional health

1 Introduction

Emotional Health is defined as ‘a positive sense of wellbeing which enable an indi-
vidual to be able to function in society and meet the demands of everyday life; people
in good mental have the ability to recover effectively from illness, change or misfor-
tune’. It encompasses mental health issues like depression, anxiety, bipolar disorder,
addiction, and other conditions. Depression is a condition that reportedly affects 1 in 10
Americans at one point or another. Over 80 % of the people that have symptoms of
clinical depression are not receiving any specific treatment for their depression. The
number of patients diagnosed with depression increases by approximately 20 % per
year [1]. Long time very severe depression might lead to suicidal tendencies. So it is
very important to identify person’s depression state in early stages. Suicide is the 12th
leading cause of death in the United States [2].
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This paper presents the method to quantify the depression level based on data
streams from IoT devices. As lot of devices are getting connected in IoT space users
emotional data can be derived based on his interaction with smart devices. Proposed
method uses user’s IoT device data, message conversations, call logs, browsing history,
social activity data, photos, videos etc. to calculate emotional state of a user. It then
tries to map user’s emotional data to Hamilton depression scale. The Hamilton Rating
depression scale abbreviated as HAM-D [4] is the most widely used clinician-
administered depression assessment scale. HAM-D is a multiple item questionnaire
used to provide an indication of depression, and as a guide to evaluate recovery. The
questionnaire is designed for adults and is used to rate the severity of their depression
by probing mood, feelings of guilt, suicide ideation, insomnia, agitation or retardation,
anxiety, weight loss and somatic symptoms. There are 17 items present which are used
to calculate depression scale. Table 1 represents key parameters referred in question-
naire. Four other questions are not added to total score and are used to provide other
clinical information. Each item on the questionnaire is scored on a 3 or 5 point scale,
depending on the item, and the total score is compared to the corresponding descriptor.
Assessment time is estimated at 20 min.

Data from IoT devices and smartphone can be correlated to determine HAM-D
Score. New devices like Sensiotec and Affectiva provide new sources of data.

Table 1. HAM-D params

HAM-D params Mobile data params IoT devices data Fitness wearable data

Depressed mood Call logs – low voice Message
Social activity – Depressed
content posted

Images – Depressed face

Emospark(device) detects
sadness

Low sleep Low food
intake Weight loss
Less Active

Feelings of guilt Cry detection
Anxiety Images Emergency Alerts, IFTTT

Events (Kid Not reached
home, Thief at Home)

BP data (low blood
pressure), Anxiety
data from Affectiva

Anxiety somatic Jawbone UP paired with Smart
things/Nest Hub

Sleep data (less sleep)

Suicide Browsing data
Insomnia late More browsing/social activity

while still at bed
Work and activities Activity monitoring

(Less, Average,
High)

Retardation:
Psychomotor

Call content/Messaging

Agitation Images Sensiotec Stress data, Heartrate
data, sweating (from
wearables)

Somatic symptoms
(Gastrointestinal)

Food data collected
from Apps

Somatic symptoms
general

Exercise Activity data

Loss of weight Accessories (OMRON
etc.), Apps(S Health
etc.)

Insight Depression App usage
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Sensiotec developed a device which can calculate person’s agitation [8]. Affectiva
developed a wearable device which can calculate anxiety [9].

1.1 Abbreviations and Acronyms

IoT-Internet of Things
IFTTT-If This Then That
IoHT-Internet of Health things

2 IoT Health Devices and Impact of Device Data

IoT Device Data: IoHT includes implantable devices surgically implanted by physi-
cians, such as pacemakers, which are configured and managed externally using
Bluetooth or other wireless technology. It can also include external devices that are
plugged into our bodies to administer medications such as insulin pumps.

IoHT includes wearable devices that can clip to our belts, be sported on an armband
or embedded into our watches or eyeglasses to measure our activity or heart rates.

IoHT includes remote monitoring devices that can be installed in a patient’s home
to track blood pressure, weight, blood glucose levels and other important health data.
This would also include consumer electronic devices such as smartphones and tablets
that run specialty health apps or are integrated into health solutions.

IoHT includes the back-end systems built to power these mobile and remote
monitoring health solutions, including cloud and Big Data infrastructures and our
legacy infrastructure of classical health IT systems.

Current paper focusses on wireless implantable devices, wearable devices, remote
monitoring devices and IoT hubs that can be connected to smart phone over short range
connectivity protocols like BT/BLE/ZigBee/Ant+. Recent evolution of home
automation hubs like Nest Thermostat and SmartThings hub play important role for
realizing health use cases.

Devices like Kiband, Child Angel alert parents when kids are outside proximity
ranges of some meters. Also IoT Health devices like “Mimo” send parents real-time
information on their baby’s breathing, skin temperature, sleeping position, and activity
level. Similarly IFTTT kind of automation platforms help user defines recipes (When
thief at home alerts me where ever I am). Motion, smoke Detector, Door/window
Sensor, Glass Break Sensor and Indoor/Outdoor Camera provide important sources of
IoT data that can impact an individual emotional level. In emerging countries like India
gas leak detection is a major safety concern.

Also lot of effort is going on in the development of new medical IoT devices.
UroSense™ urine management system provides real-time awareness to caregivers
enabling them to mitigate health and safety issues associated with catheterized patients
while realizing substantial cost savings. UroSense™ provides fill level and core body
temperature (CBT) data directly to a monitor or nursing station wirelessly. Also devices
like Philips medical dispenser which help seniors manage on time medications when
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tied with other devices can generate meaningful IoT notifications to other devices. For
example missed medication alerts can be sent to family member devices (Table 2).

A lot of such IoT devices and wearables help user to define automation rules like
“If event X occurs trigger action A”. Though these event action platforms are primarily
meant to trigger critical alerts and can help them manage their day to day activities
easily, they can also act as key inputs that cause anxiety which is one of emotional
health parameters. Careful analysis of above data can help to measure events that can
make user anxious and repeated occurrence of such events can lead to mild and severe
depression.

2.1 IoT Data Processing

As explained in Fig. 3 IoT Event Action Map consists of set of IoT events coupled with
space and time context. IoT Events are “Kid Missing” and “Sudden hike in BP Level of
father” generated from IoT devices (Ex: kiband) and Wearable BP Monitor. Corre-
sponding IoT Actions in such context could be to trigger real time interface to “call user
X” or “Notify user Y”.

Figure 1 represents flow of events. IoT Event Analyzer disseminates appropriate
events and sends it to “Event to Alert Mapper” module. Alert Mapper module maps
events to critical Alerts. These Alerts are then correlated using correlation engine which
classifies alerts based on emotional parameters associated with the alert data and
generates set of IoT Actions.

Figure 2 represents architecture of emotional health assistant platform. Various IoT
Streams of data are locally analyzed to build an emotional profile. Depression or
Emotion Monitor consists of IoT Event Analyzer, Event to Alert Mapper, Correlation
Engine Modules se.

Table 2. Different IoT device data

IOT Devices Data inputs for emotional Health

Mimo Temperature, sleep, breathing
Milk nanny Milk consumption data
Listnr Baby’s cry detection
Sproutling Heartrate, Temperature
Temp Traq Temperature
Owlet baby care Oxygen level, heart rate
Sensible baby Movement, temperature, breathing
Withings home Analyzes local sound for signs of distress
Pacif-i Temperature, Boundary check for kid
Emospark Emotion text and content analysis
EAR-IT Acoustic event detection
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2.2 Calculating Depression Score with Device Data

There are numerous IoT devices and each of these devices will generate many events.
System shall determine critical events and assigns weightage and validity for each of
the events. Validity here means duration till the event for which an IoT action is valid.
Table 3 shows top 8 events sorted in the order of weightage.

Fig. 1. IoT event action map

Fig. 2. IoT event data processing

Table 3. Weightage and validity for events

IOT Devices Events weightage Validity in hrs

D1 E1 we
1 V1

D1 E2 we
2 V2

D2 E3 we
3 V3

D3 E4 we
4 V4

D4 E5 we
5 V5

D4 E6 we
6 V6

D4 E7 we
7 V7

D5 E8 we
8 V8
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A list of association is maintained between a person and his set of emotional
contacts. Table 4 shows user top six emotional contacts along the weightage. Weight
represents the emotional connect between that person and user.

When events are triggered from IoT devices, system will know person to event
association. To find the criticality of the event, system will take sum of wex and wpx.
[Table 5] shows 5 sample events sorted based on criticality. For ex: P1-D1-E1-T1
means device D1 generated event E1 for the person P1 at time T1.

If two events are generated at same time as shown in above table at time T4, then
wp4, we8, wp6 and we10 are added to the total weight. The system will maintain the
event, its generated time and validity in our system. When time elapsed more than the
validity, the event will be removed.

In Fig. 3, at 1:00 h event E1 occurred having validity 5 h and at 3:00 h event E2
occurred with validity 8 h. This time validity of E1 is reduced by 2 h. More than one
event can occur at same time as shown above at 12:00. At any point of time weightage
is calculated as sum of weights of all the events exists in the system.

Table 4. Weightage and persons

Contacts Weightage

P1 wp
1

P2 wp
2

P3 wp
3

P4 wp
4

P5 wp
5

P6 wp
6

Table 5. Event order and its weight

Event order Score(S)

P1-D1-E1-T1 wp
1 + we

1

P3-D2-E2-T2 wp
3 + we

2

P2-D4-E5-T3 wp
2 + we

5

P4-D5-E8-T4 wp
4 + we

8

P6-D5-E10-T4 wp
6 + we

10

Table 6. Score calculation for device data

Call variance Message variance Social activity variance Image variance DMS value

Val >=70 val <=100 val <=100 val <=20 0
val >=52 val <=200 val <=200 val <=40 1
val >=34 val <=300 val <=300 val <=60 2
val >=17 val <=400 val <=400 val <=80 3
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Score from the weights is calculated as below:
Events and persons are divided into 4 groups each and sum of weights for all the

combinations of events and persons in each group are calculated. If present weight falls
under first group then user’s score for IoT device data is 4, else if present weight falls
under second group then user’s score for IoT device data is 3 and so on.

Call logs: From the whole call log data only favourite social contact log data is
segregated. Further Variance in favourite call log data is analyzed for any change in call
log durations. Variance is now associated with identifying “Depressed mood”
parameter. This parameter ranges from 0–4 scale. Following formula will be used to get
“Depressed mood” scale (DMS).

Call Variation = Average favorite call duration for previous 180 days/Average call
duration for last week * 100.

Messages: The research paper “Social Networks” Text Mining for Sentiment Classi-
fication: The case of Facebook’ statuses updates in the “Arabic Spring” Era” [4] mines
the messages and tells the sentiment of that message. This system will use same method
for text mining. This research is divided into 5 steps: raw data collection, lexicon
development, data preprocessing, feature extraction and sentiment classification.
Lexicon development phase parses the messages and finds out emoticons like “ ,:P, ,
: > , …”, Interjections like “wow, oh dear, Thank you…” and Acronyms like “LOL,
GR8…”. To evaluate the performance of sentiment classification, they used following
formulas: The accuracy (1), the precision (2), the recall (3) and the F-measure (4).

Accuracy ¼ ðaþ dÞ
ðaþ bþ cþ dÞ ð1Þ

Precision ¼ a
ðaþ dÞ ð2Þ

Recall ¼ a
ðaþ cÞ ð3Þ

Fig. 3. Emotional health architecture
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F � measure ¼ ð2 � Precision � RecallÞ
ðPrecisionþRecallÞ ð4Þ

Where:

– a: the number of statuses correctly assigned to this class.
– b: the number of statuses incorrectly assigned to this class.
– c: the number of statuses incorrectly rejected to this class.
– d: the number of statuses correctly rejected to this class.

Negative content depresses the user while positive content makes him happy. DMS
for message content can be calculated with below formula.

Message Variation Last Week = No. of negative messages in last week/Total no. of
messages in last week. MessageVariationLast6Months = No. of negative messages in
last 6 months/Total no. of messages in last 6 months.

Message Variation = MessageVariationLastWeek/MessageVariationLast6Months
* 100.

Social activity: Similar to messages, system can find out whether social media content
user posted or received is negative or positive. DMS for social media activity can be
calculated with below formula.

SocialVariationLastWeek = No. of negative messages in last week/Total no. of
messages in last week.

SocialVariationLast6Months = No. of negative messages in last 6 months/Total no.
of messages in last 6 months.

SocialVariation = SocialVariationLastWeek/SocialVariationLast6Months * 100.

Images: There are many face detection algorithms which tells whether a person is
feeling happy, sad, exited etc. For example Face.com – a face detection and recognition
service will analyze the images and tells whether person is Happy, Sad, Surprised,
Angry and Neutral. These services will be used for finding the emotional score of a
user. DMS for image content can be calculated with below formula.

ImageVariation = No. of sad images/Total no. of images * 100. So DMS for mobile
data will be (DMSforCall + DMSforMessages + DMSforSocialActivity + DMSforI-
mages)/4.

Similarly, the score can be calculated for all the remaining 16 params in HAM-D
and adding all the values will give us user’s emotional score.

Apart from above mobile data, physical health data like sleep, Heartrate,
Calorie intake, Calorie burnt, Blood glucose, Blood pressure, Stress will help in
finding emotional score of the user.

2.3 Test Setup

Test bed shall consist of android phone running Android version 4.3 with an appli-
cation build on android platform. Android phone is assumed to have aggregated data
from all IoT devices and wearable devices. System is trained with 6 months of sim-
ulated data as in schema listed in Table 7. Table 8 represents actual simulated data used
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for building prototype. Figures 4 and 5 shows an individual data with severe depres-
sion. Score is calculated as explained in detail in Table 6. As shown in graph IoT data
plays a key role in evaluation of depression data.

3 Evaluations

Emotional score can vary from 0–53 based on Hamilton scale of depression. Based on
this score, system can tell whether person is mildly depressed or moderately depressed
or severely depressed or very severely depressed. System updates emotional score
when user experiences any aggressive behaviour during call, when his face has

Table 7. Simulated data structure

Tables Columns

Critical IoT alerts Event: Event details
Device: Device name from which event is generated
Person: Name of the person this event is related to
Validity: Validity of the event
Time: Time when event is occurred
Weight: Weightage given to the event

Contacts Number: Number of contact
Name: Contact name
Favorite: Favorite or not

Call logs Number: Number of the caller
Name: Name of the caller
Date: Date and time of the call
Type: Incoming or outgoing
Call duration: Call duration in mins

Messages Number: Number of the sender/receiver
Name: Name of the sender/receiver
Subject: Message subject
Content: Message content
Date: Date and time of the message
Type: Incoming or outgoing
State: Whether message sentiment is +ve or -ve

Social activity ID: Number of the sender/receiver
Name: Name of the sender/receiver
Subject: Message subject
Content: Message content
Date: Date and time of the message
Type: Incoming or outgoing
State: Whether message sentiment is +ve or -ve

Images Path: Image path in mobile
CreateTime: Image creation time
UpdateTime: Image updation time
Tags: Names of the persons present in image
State: Whether user is happy or sad
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Table 8. Simulated data

Device data Last 6 months avg. Last week avg.

Call duration in mins 118.87 50.53
Positive message count 8.75 2.8
Negative message count 1.8 3.64
Positive social media count 67.74 20.8
Negative social media count 17.2 35.6
Calorie intake in kcal 1923 1042
Calorie burnt in kcal 458 156
Sleep duration in hrs. 8.25 4.1
Weight in kgs. 72 66
Heart rate in bpm 74 88
Stress level from 1–10 3 7
Blood glucose before meals in mmol 5.1 5.1
Blood glucose after meals in mmol 7.2 7.2
Blood pressure in mmHg 130/90 145/98
Depression app usage duration in mins 0 30

Fig. 4. Timeline for simulated events

Fig. 5. Score for device data
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depression feelings in the pictures taken, when he receives negative content through
messages, when he posts depressed content in social media, when he searches negative
content in internet. Similarly system improves emotional score when user experiences
long smooth calls, when his face tells good feelings in the pictures taken, when he
receives positive content through messages, when he posts happy content in social
media, when he searches positive content in internet.

As per NIMH guidelines one can recover from depression by
“Try to be active and exercise. Go to a movie, a ballgame”,
“Try to spend time with other people and confide in a trusted friend or relative. Try

not to isolate yourself, and let others help you.”
Based on user emotional state system recommends suitable activities to user. Like

when user depression level is mild system recommends user to have good sleep and
maintain proper food timings. When user is moderately depressed system recommends
user to do regular exercises as this improves both physical and mental health. When
user is severely depressed system recommends communication with relevant contacts
as determined from his communication data. Recommended contacts could be a friend
or a family member. When user is very severely depressed system will alert his
friends/family about user so that they can give proper advice.

Based on user current depression score appropriate actions are recommended to the
user which will help him to recover from his depression state. User interests are mined
using Vector Space Model (VSM) [6]. VSM calculates term frequency (tf) and inverse
document frequency (idf) for all the communication data (SMS, IoT Rules and Alerts,
SNS posts) stored in document format. Query on system computes cosine similarity
value for each of the document. Query contains all the combinations of favorite con-
tacts with high relationship factor, all the games, and synonyms of enjoy, like, good,
etc. Synonyms are identified by word net search [7]. After finding cosine similarity
value for each of the document for all the queries, system will identify queries which
have more cosine similarity value and suggest that activity to the user with that person
(if person exists in that query).

Ex: Below are the messages posted by user
D1: After a long time our team played good cricket.
D2: Today’s cricket was very good.
D3: Played football with Richard.

Fig. 6. Score for HAM-D params
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If suppose contacts with high Relationship factor is Richard, then our sample
queries will be
Q1: good cricket Richard
Q2: good cricket
Q3: good football Richard Q4: good football
Let CosSin(D1, Qx) = Rx1, CosSin(D2, Qx) = Rx2 and CosSin(D3, Qx) = Rx3.
[Table 9] shows Cosine similarity for all the documents for each of the query sorted
based on CosSin values in descending order

In above document R22 > R33 > R43 > R12 then query strengths will q2 > q3 >
q4 > q1.

So, possible recommended IoT Actions could be “play cricket” or “play football
with Richard”.

Table 10 shows set of possible recommended IoT Actions based on user interest
analysis.

Table 9. Cosine similarity values for queries

Query CosSin value Query CosSin value Query CosSin value Query CosSin value

Q1 R12 Q2 R22 Q3 R33 Q4 R43
Q1 R13 Q2 R21 Q3 R32 Q4 R42
Q1 R11 Q2 R23 Q3 R31 Q4 R41

Table 10. Recommended IoT actions

Recommended activities based on user’s depression

Listening to music
Watching movie with A
Watching good TV shows
Showing good past moments from mobile images/videos
Suggesting to take a walk outside with B
Playing game X with C
Playing indoor sport Y with D
Suggesting to have good sleep
Suggesting to have good food habits
Doing meditation
Practicing yoga or exercise
Suggesting to read books
Suggesting gardening
Suggesting to take a short trip with group F
Take out the dog for 30 min with G
Using mobile apps
Speaking with friend H/family I
Suggesting to consult doctor
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A, B, C… are user’s friends/family who has done these activities or with whom
user’s social relationship is good. During severe depression, system will suggest very
close person to the user to speak where in mild depression, system will suggest a
person who is moderately close. This closeness factor can be calculated as below.

For Severe depression, system will suggest favorite contacts with higher relation-
ship strength factor Table 11. Contacts could be family or friends. For Very Severe
depression, along with suggesting contacts with higher relationship strength factor with
their location, system will suggest doctors to consult and alert family members about
user’s emotional state.

3.1 Experiments

A survey was conducted on 663 random people with the age group of 20 to 45 to
validate the claim as listed in Sect. 3. Set of questions were prepared to collect users’
feedback. Questionnaire consists of finding user preferred mode of sharing emotions,
happiness levels, sleep disturbances and user activities to recover from depression
levels. Out of 663, 363 participants responded that they would talk to their friends or
family members when they are depressed. In the survey taken, out of 663 participants
109 participants were Happy, 277 participants were Satisfactory and 277 participants
were disappointed about their life.

Figure 6 shows survey results for participants who are not happy in their life and who
are happy in their life. Figure 6(a), (c), (e) indicates 73 % of people who face high sleep
disturbances, 58 % of people who never do exercise and 50 % of people who prefer not to
share their emotions are unhappy in the life. Figure 6(b), (d), (f) indicates 57 % of people
who are happy in their life have no sleep disturbances, 55 % people who are happy in the
life do regular exercise and 72 % of people who are happy in the life speak with
friends/family regularly. Survey results were indicative that good sleep, Regular exercise
and speaking with friends/family keeps the participants happy. This data substantiates the
claims made in the proposed system those recommendations actions as listed in Table 10
can create a positive effect on users negative emotional state.

HAM-D score is derived with inputs from survey data. Data associated with sleep,
exercise data and communication patterns was extrapolated to determine score.
Accuracy achieved was 55 %.

Table 11. Favorite contacts with their relationship strength factor

Contacts Relationship Call
duration

Message
count

Social
activity
messages

Social
activity
score

Relationship
strength
factor

C1 Family 1739 142 1235 17.31 0.086
C2 Family 1423 104 1563 17.16 0.085
C3 Friend 1780 150 1823 20.85 0.104
C4 Friend 1041 62 963 11.47 0.057
C5 Friend 1081 89 853 11.23 0.056
C6 Others 222 21 163 2.25 0.011
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4 Conclusion

This paper analyzes the users’ data from various IoT devices, evaluates the person’s
depression state and suggests actions then helps recover from early stages of depres-
sion. As lot of health and home automation devices get connected over IoT Networks
and users’ engagement on this devices increases, system can apply the above method to
develop a user emotional and depression profile. Proposed method after learning about
user social interactions determines the set of key emotional contacts and associated
actions. We also look forward for doing further research on IoT data on cloud networks
to infer more appropriate IoT Actions that can heal people suffering from mental health
problems and help them lead better and happy life.
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Abstract. The last two decades show that population is continuously
and gradually aging; in Italy, the percentage of over-sixties has increased
since 1980 by more than 50 % while the over-eighties by more than 150 %.
Aging causes a consequent psycho-physical decline which in many cases
requires specific care and precautions by relatives. However, as can be
easily inferable from the percentage of elderly just shown, today the
national health-care systems are not able to manage and take charge of
all these elders. More and more seniors are choosing to live alone, with
all the problems related to emergencies and urgencies cases that can
occur due to poor health status related to aging (falls, cardiovascular
events, neurological events). In this case, providing health-care initiates
to have its new challenges. One of the worst possible case of emergency in
elderly living alone is bad injury within the home without the possibility
for seeking a help. This paper presents a work related to this issue;
project SMARTA, focused on biomedical and environmental monitoring
for the active aging. The project is based on the use of biomedical sensors
and sensorized garments for health status and cardio-monitoring, and
accelerometers fixed on the floor for activity and fall detection. All this
sensors are integrated in a system that is used for monitoring elderly both
indoor and outdoor during their daily life thanks also to the connection
over the Internet.

Keywords: Home monitoring · Fall detection · Wearable device ·
Accelerometers · Elderly · Active aging

1 Introduction

Data from the Eurostat estimations [1] shows that European population is con-
stantly and progressively aging due particularly to low birth rates, ageing “baby-
boomers” and rising life expectancy [2]:

• between 2010 and 2060, the number of people over 65 will grow from 17.4 %
to 29.5 % of the total population. The number of people over 80 will nearly
triple to 12 %;
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• during the same time, the working age population in the EU is expected to
decline by 14.2 %.

Pensions, health care and long-term care systems risk becoming unsustainable,
with a shrinking labour force no longer able to provide for the needs of the
growing number of older people. This aging population bring to an increase of
request for medical care and hospitalization which bring the cost for the National
Health-care System to grow; in 2006 the average hospitalization cost for one
day amount to 674e [3]. With this trend in population aging and health-care
system cost rising, a new approach for the care of elderly people is mandatory in
order to avoid a collapse of the National Health-care System. For these reason
many countries are trying to find alternatives and strategies based on early
de-hospitalization, tele-medicine and home-care services In this frame, assistive
technology represents one of the best choice which allows for taking the cure, and
especially the prevention, to the home of the patient. In fact prevention is the
main strategy to be pursued in different disease at various age. It fits particularly
with the concept of “active aging” that the European Union is promoting as a
means of controlling health care costs and increase the quality of life [4]. Moreover
active aging allows for reducing the risk of bad events like fall which in many
case cause very serious consequences; among the elderly hospitalized after a fall,
only half survive more than a year, while the multiple drops and instability
precipitated admission to nursing home [5]. Project SMARTA has the aim to
develop an integrated system which completes personal signals and data with
environmental variables, thanks to wearable sensors and environmental sensors,
for the fulfillment of a service/system which allows for:

• Monitoring vital signs and lifestyle (e.g. daily number of steps, sedentary,
minutes of walk, heart-rate, glycemia, weight);

• Monitoring the rehabilitation process (e.g. monitoring of exercise);
• Detecting safety problem (e.g. falls and stumble detections).

On this way, the elderly alone at home is constantly monitored both from the
physiological and environmental point of view. This monitoring gives the pos-
sibility to elderly to live a safer and active life, and to the caregivers (relatives
and/or medical staff) to be able to intervene promptly in case of need, even if
the senior is unable to ask for help.

2 SMARTA Project

The SMARTA system has an architecture composed by three main parts:

• The biomedical monitoring subsystem;
• The accelerometer based environmental subsystem;
• The hub for collecting, processing and visualizing data.

Figure 1 shows the main components of the system architecture with their rela-
tive puroposes and features.
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Fig. 1. Description of the SMARTA system.

2.1 Biomedical Monitoring System

The biomedical monitoring system is composed by different sensors for different
measurement which data are aggregated by means of the hub. The sensors can
be divided into two typologies: wearable sensors and non-wearable sensors. The
wearable sensors are:Pulse oxymeter, Sensorized garment for ECG, Fall sensor.
The pulse oxymeter is a commercial one which is able to transmit the spot
acquire data to the hub wireless. The sensorized garment is composed by a belt
with three textile electrodes. This kind of electrodes need neither for conductive
gel nor adhesive: for this reason they are very useful for application with elders
because they don’t affect the skin or cause discomfort. The three electrodes
allows for acquiring single lead ECG (Einthoven Lead I). The signal is acquired
by a small device, shown in Fig. 2 at a sample frequency FS = 512 Hz with 24bit.
The raw signal and the data processed can be stored in an internal flash memory
or streamed trough Bluetooth connection. The same device has also a three axes
accelerometer which is used for wearable fall detection. In this way the elderly is
continuously monitored both in the house and outside. Figure 2 shows the three
sensorized belts developed. The belts differ only for the material they are built;
these belts are used in order to study both the quality of the signal both the
comfort based on the material. Figure 2 reports the quality of the ECG signal
recorder with the same electronics in the same condition; the first belt report
a smaller signal then the second and the third (0.2 mV respect respectively to
0.5 mV and 0.6 mV); but quality is almost the same and allows for correctly
processing the signal to extract the heart-rate [6]. The non-wearable sensors
are instead commercial device like smart scales, gluco-meter, etc. that can be
connected to the hub via Bluetooth connection in order to record all the data
in the same database. The integration of this sensors is thought to be scalable;
the subject can use one, two o no sensors according to his/her requirements.
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Fig. 2. The wearable system: A. The wearable device developed for the project; B. The
three sensorized belts; C. The three ECG signals recorded using each belt.

2.2 Enviromental Monitoring System

The environmental monitoring system supports the biomedical monitoring sys-
tem in the detection of ADL (Activities of daily living) also when the wearable
devices are not used. The main idea of the environmental monitoring system
is to use different vibration sensors located on the ground and to identify the
type of activity starting from the vibration signals. At the current state of the
art [7], there are different issues preventing the detection of ADL and elders fall
from vibration signals: the first related to the force generated by subjects fall,
which has only been studied by simulating falls of healthy subjects. The fall of
elder people is expected to be very different, owing to their limited muscular
force and to their reduced mental alertness. The second derives from the trans-
missibility of vibration trough the different kinds of residential floors, which has
never been studied in the literature; since the position of the event (activity or
fall) is unknown, the measured signal strongly depends not only on the activity
but also on the floor mechanical characteristics. Finally, it is necessary to reduce
the amount of information deriving from the vibration signal by using classi-
fiers capable of distinguishing between ADL, falls and other possible events. We
assume the floor response to vibration is linear in order to predict the vibration
at any measurement position by characterizing separately the vibration trans-
missibility and the force generated by ADL and falls. The proposed approach is
summarized in Fig. 3.

The ground vibration transmissibility has been experimentally identified in
more than 30 rooms of residential buildings. Results showed that the transmis-
sibility is averagely lower than one and depends on the ground covering (par-
quet/tiles) and on the room geometrical characteristics. The time history of the
force generated by falls of subjects and of a crash test dummy has been charac-
terized on a force platform. The acceleration of different points of the platform
has been measured as well.
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Fig. 3. Summarized proposed project protocol for the environmental subsystem.

2.3 The Hub

The hub is composed by two parts: the smart-phone and the server. The smart-
phone has a triple purpose, the collection of the data from Bluetooth devices
(like the wearable garment, the smart scale, etc.), the transmission of the data
to the central server (Fig. 1) and the generation of alarm, the visualization of
the state of health for the elderly users. The server gathers all the data, process
it and eventually transmit the alarm directly to the elderly and to the care-
givers. Both the smart-phone and the server are connected over the Internet;
this approach allows to keep the connection with the care-givers always on. All
the collected data are transmitted to the server which stores them in order to
create an historical. The history an all the generated alarm can be visualized
online by the care-givers.

3 Conclusion

The technical tests to match textile sensors (belt) and wearable device were suc-
cessful. Subjects wore the three belts in a random order and without gel on the
sensors. ECG tracks were clearly detected and waveform preserved (2). The HR
computation as requested by clinicians was available for most of the time and
comparable to previous literature findings [6]. The belts have different elastic-
ity and transpiration characteristics but same textile sensors. The preliminary
wearability judgements on short duration test were comparable. A light pref-
erence for the belt III was expressed but this need to have confirmation with
1-week test in the clinical trial setting. To have immediate best results in terms
of electrode-skin coupling, a second test was carried out by wetting the elec-
trodes of the belt with few drops of water before wearing them. The noise on the
ECG tracks reduced significantly as expected. This effect is usually produced by
skin perspiration in few minutes after belt is worn by people. This effect will be
evaluated during the next long term test in the future clinical trial.
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Technical in-lab test for the environmental subsystem evidenced that the
peak force ranges between 2 and 10 times the static weight of the subject; this
could be useful for discriminating between falls and normal activities. Prelimi-
nary tests outlined that the difference between the measured acceleration and the
acceleration predicted using the fall force and the platform impedance is aver-
agely lower than 20 %. Furthermore, the simultaneous usage of three or more
accelerometers allow locating the position of the subject, allowing a more robust
identification of the type of the event.

Even this sub-system, and the integration with the hub/server and the usabil-
ity test with elderly users during different scenarios (nursing home, rehab center),
will be evaluated during the next clinical trial.
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Abstract. Chronic diseases are becoming the world’s leading causes of death
and disability, and are predicted to account for almost three quarters of all deaths
by 2020. A Graphical User Interface (GUI) based telemedical system has been
developed using LabView instrumentation software for real time analysis of
vital signs captured for elderly patients suffering from Arrhythmia. The devel-
oped system includes a suit of signal processing algorithms for the detection of
severe cases of Arrhythmias in elderly patients. In particular, we used time
frequency distributions and wavelets to estimate a number of features from ECG
traces which are then used in classification. The performance of the system was
tested on simulated data and the real data from MIT, and our own collected data
with very satisfactory results. A questionnaire was conducted with physicians
and health practitioners to study the feasibility of implementing a Tele-health
system at the KFUPM Medical Center.

Keywords: Telehealth � Ubiquitous � Electrocardiogram � Arrhythmia

1 Introduction

The world’s population is aging. In Japan, for example, a quarter of the population will
soon be older than 65 years. As we age, the incidence and prevalence of chronic illness
continue to rise. Chronic diseases are becoming the world’s leading causes of death and
disability, and will account for almost three-fourth of all deaths by 2020. Demographic
trends indicate rapidly aging population throughout the world, particularly in Europe.
In many societies the proportion of elderly population larger than 60 by 2050 is
expected to double from 11 %–22 %. [1]. This is one reason why expenditure on
healthcare is skewed: in most healthcare delivery systems, 5 % of patients are
responsible for 50 % of costs. These patients are at the heart of crisis in healthcare costs
that is beginning to occupy the policy discussions of most governments in the indus-
trialized world. Telehealth clearly has a role in the case of emergencies in remote
environments such as the Antarctic and in ships or aeroplanes, where it may be diffi-
cult, if not impossible, to get medical care to the patient in time. On the other side,
home telehealth as a definition is intended to indicate the use of telehealth techniques in
a non-institutional setting at home, or in an assisted-living facility. Physiological
monitoring leads to richer data and therefore to improved decision making. Giving
patients access to their own physiological data leads to improved self-care. In some
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cases, patients are so enthusiastic that they purchase the equipment with their own
money. The use of home telehealth thus allows patients to be monitored at home,
nurses to visit in person less often and better management of chronic disease [2, 3].

ECGs are a well-established and widely accepted method for monitoring the
electrical activity of the heart. Numerous ECG monitoring devices have been devel-
oped and marketed for the sports industry. Athletes needs have been targeted so that
they can be monitored under conditions that are physically stressful. Ambulatory elder
patients have significantly different needs.

One of the first prototypes for monitoring arrhythmia is the arrhythmia monitoring
system (AMS), which is a wireless telemetry system developed at NASA. Next gen-
eration cardiac monitoring systems makes available continuous monitoring to patients
whenever necessary. It consists of wearable wireless biomedical sensors (for measuring
3 lead ECG, spo2, heartbeat, and blood pressure) which constantly communicate to the
monitor, a unit about the size of a mobile phone or PDA. The monitor is battery
powered and equipped with signal processing/conditioning module, memory, and
different wireless interfaces and radios [4].

The implications of wearable health monitoring technologies are paramount, since
they could: (1) enable the detection of early signs of health problems; (2) notify
healthcare providers in critical situations; (3) find correlations between lifestyle and
health; (4) bring healthcare to remote locations and developing countries, and help
doctors and researchers with accessing multi-sourced real-time physiological data [5].
With the advent of advanced telecommunication technology, long-term home care of
the elderly or what we call telehealth is becoming a rapidly growing area of healthcare
industry. Lately, many researchers have begun investing their time into the research of
wireless telehealth systems. Proponents of wireless systems claim that the increased
mobility and the lower cost of the systems are highly beneficial to telehealth. Mobility
and lower cost healthcare solutions are benefits of new telecommunications tech-
nologies [6]. Telehealth has the potential of improving the quality of delivered health
services and reducing total healthcare costs by avoiding unnecessary hospitalisations
and ensuring the fast delivery of healthcare. In addition to cost-effective telehealth,
remote health monitoring can significantly contribute to the enhancement of disease
prevention, early diagnosis, disease management, treatment and home rehabilitation [7,
8]. Furthermore, a number of researchers have investigated the feasibility and success
factors of implementing telehealth and its cost effectiveness in delivering healthcare
including the financial relevance and patient satisfaction [9].

This paper is based on our previous published research for an integrated portable
wireless ECG sensor used in home telehealth for monitoring the vital signs of Elderly,
particularly the ECG for the purpose of arrhythmia early detection in KFUPM [10]. See
Fig. 1. The current research focuses on simulation of ECG signals captured from
elderly patients using Labview as well as using Wavelet transform approach for fil-
tering data for patients to satisfy the vast need for the telehealth solution in Saudi
Arabia. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the simulation of ECG
using Labview. Section 3 presents the feasibility study of implementing Telehealth in
KFUPM.
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2 Simulating the ECG Signal Using Labview

Prior to the capturing an actual ECG signal, National Instruments software Labview is
used for the simulation and analysis of the ECG signal. For this purpose, Simula-
tion ECG Labview palette is used as shown below. Using the simulate ECG signal, a
lot of parameters could be controlled like the beats per minutes (bpm), P-QRS delay,
QRS-T delay, amplitude of ECG, number of samples etc. Also, three different scenarios
could be selected from Atrial Tachycardia, Hyperkalemia and normal ECG signal. To
this simulated ECG, white Gaussian noise was added programmatically with a con-
trolled signal to noise ratio. See Fig. 1.

2.1 Data Collection

ECG data is collected from the university community comprising of youth, middle-
aged and elderly faculty and staff. These data are recorded as txt files with 2000 Hz
sampling rate in the first phase and then using 250 Hz for rest of the data. In all, about
sixty five ECG signals (fifty-five samples from students and ten samples from elderly
faculty and staff) comprise our ECG signal databank. Few ECG data has also been
taken from the university clinic in our databank for analysis.

2.2 Filtering the Signal

The next challenge faced during its implementation was the filtering of the signal for
extracting the characteristics of signals. As seen from the above sample, the recorded
ECG is often contaminated by noise. So we need to preprocess the signal to remove
this inherent noise. Contamination of ECG signal can come from the following sources:

• Power-line interference
• Baseline wandering
• Contact noise
• Patient-electrode motion
• Electromyographic noise

Fig. 1. White Gaussian Noise block diagram (Labview) with required SNR
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The first two being the most common type of contaminations that can strongly
affect the ECG signal.

In our case we try to minimize the baseline wandering of the ECG signal. Fol-
lowing are the two methods used to remove the baseline wandering. Baseline wan-
dering usually comes from respiration at frequencies wandering between 0.15 and
0.3 Hz and we can use high pass digital filter or we can use the wavelet transform by
eliminating the trend of the ECG signal.

Wavelet Transform Approach.
Another effective approach learned from literature is using the wavelet transform

approach as follows. Using the Labview ASPT (Advanced Signal processing Toolkit),
WA detrend VI, the low frequency trend of the signal can be removed. We use
daubechies6 (db06) wavelet which is similar the real ECG signal for removing the
trend using the following formula for establishing the trend level. Figure 2 shows the
implementation of wavelet transform approach and its result. When we compare the
output, we see that the trend or the baseline wandering has been removed and has
retained most of the characteristics of the original signal. This approach is much better
when compared to the digital filter approach.

Then the next step is to remove other type of noise so that the features extraction of
the ECG signal is possible. To remove these wideband noises, wavelet denoise express
VI is used as follows.

This express VI first decomposes the EC signal into several subbands by applying the
wavelet transform, and then modifies each wavelet coefficient by applying a threshold or
shrinkage function, and finally reconstructs the denoised signal. Figure 3 shows an
example of applying the undecimated wavelet transform (UWT) to the ECG signal.

The UWT has a better balance between smoothness and accuracy than the discrete
wavelet transform (DWT). By comparing the denoised ECG signal with the non-
denoised ECG signal, we find that the wideband noises are strongly suppressed while
almost all the details of the ECG signal are kept invariant.

Fig. 2. ECG waveform filtered using the wavelet approach
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3 ECG Peak Detection

The procedure is that we first identify the peaks and valleys within the ECG signal and
then identify these peaks and valleys as R, P, T, Q and S points within our plot. Then
other feature extraction is done. For the QRS duration the difference in the values of the
S point and Q point gives us the no of samples and dividing them by the no of samples
gives is the duration. For the P and T duration, few samples are collected around the P
and Q duration and a second order polyfit analysis is done to extract the duration of the
P and T waves. For obtaining the heart rate in bpm, the R-R duration is extracted and
divided by the sampling rate to give us the value. See Figs. 4 and 5.

Fig. 3. ECG waveform denoised using undecimated wavelet transform (UWT)

Fig. 4. ECG R-R peak detection Labview block diagram
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4 Feasibility of Implementing Telehealth at the KFUPM
Medical Centre

Conducting a careful planning and readiness study is critical before developing and
implementing a telehealth system. A questionnaire survey on a likert scale of ‘1’ to ‘5’,
where ‘1’ represents least important and ‘5’ represents most important, was used to
collect the data and descriptive analysis was performed. The questionnaire raises many
vital issues that were identified. The purpose of the study is to investigate the feasibility
of implementing telehealth in the KFUPM medical centre and the readiness of the
physicians to use telehealth. The questionnaire was developed in collaboration with a
cardiologist working at the KFUPM medical centre. The questionnaire was distributed
to 17 physicians working at the KFUPM medical centre. To examine respondent’s
specific view on the evaluation of telehealth feasibility, a detailed item list is presented
to them on various issues of implementing telehealth at the medical centre. Regarding
the feasibility of implementing telehealth in clinical practice, the results show that the
transmission of foetal cardiotograph information to consultant is the most important
mean (4.83), followed by radiology transmission to a remote specialist e.g. head injury
prior to transfer mean (4.67), pathology e.g. a remote specialist looking at a slide on a
computer screen mean (4.5), remote consultation and routine remote consultation
between GPs and specialists on a routine basis mean (4.5). See Table 1. There are a few
components that contribute to efficient implementation of telehealth that were inves-
tigated in the research. The list of items is presented in Table 2, together with the
analysis of importance level. Regarding the impact of travelling and distance problems
on telehealth, the majority of physicians agreed that telehealth is critical for disabled
patients and patients in remote areas of the country with a mean of (4.67) and 4.33)
respectively. Regarding the readiness of the medical centre physicians to implement
telehealth the majority agreed that telehealth would increase the number of patients in
his/her practice with a mean (4.67). The study also showed that most of them were
ready to adopt new technology with a mean of (4.83). Regarding the role of telehealth
in follow-up care it took the highest score mean (5.5), followed by applying telehealth

Fig. 5. A sample shows both QRS and R-to-R intervals with their values
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for initial office visits a mean of (3.33). Regarding the effect of telehealth on various
types of healthcare, the study showed that the chronic condition management of
patients and the home health care were among the most critical factors in determining
the need for telehealth with a mean of (4.67), followed by preventive services a mean
of (4.33), post surgical follow-up mean of (3.83), emergency care and acute none-
mergency care both with mean of (3.33). Many of the physicians believed that

Table 1. The role of telehealth in clinical practice

Type of medical care Mean STDEV

Antenatal e.g. transmission of fetal cardiotocograph information
(obtained by midwives doing home visits) to consultant obstetricians
at the nearest obstetric unit

4.83 0.41

Radiology e.g. image transmission to a remote specialist e.g. head injury
prior to transfer

4.67 0.82

Pathology e.g. a remote specialist looking at a slide on a computer screen 4.50 0.84
Remote consultation between GPs and specialists on a routine basis 4.50 0.55

Table 2. Feasibility aspects in Telehealth

Statement Mean STDEV

The need to attend lectures/courses in Telehealth if they were offered 5.00 0.00
Readiness to adopt promising new technologies 4.83 0.41
The readiness to use telehealth for the following applications:
a- Initial office visits 3.33 1.63
b- Follow-up care 4.50 0.84
Patients are likely to receive better quality care when they see the
specialist in person

4.67 0.82

Plan to use telehealth in practice 4.67 0.52
Telehealth might be effective for the following types of care:
a- Chronic condition management 4.67 0.52
b- Home health care 4.67 0.52
c- Preventive services 4.33 0.82
d- Emergency care 3.33 1.63
e- Acute non-emergency care 3.33 1.63
An adequate physical exam cannot be conducted without the patient
being present physically

4.17 0.98

Telehealth combined with easy public access to health information and
advice will make for a healthier population in the future

4.50 0.84

Use of Telehealth will blur the distinction between primary and
secondary healthcare by improving the links between patients, nurses,
GPs and consultants

4.00 0.89

Use of Telehealth could encourage more team working in healthcare 4.50 0.84
Use of Telehealth could make the distribution of healthcare more even
with more emphasis on prevention

4.50 0.84
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telehealth combined with easy public access to health information and advice will make
for a healthier population in the future in addition to encouraging more team working in
healthcare with a mean of (4.5). Nevertheless, some of the physicians believed that an
adequate physical exam cannot be conducted without the patient being present phys-
ically with a mean of (4.17). The study also showed that some physicians believe that
more research has to be made on the effectiveness of telehealth before they can refer
patients for teleconsultation with a mean of (3.50).

5 Conclusion

A graphical user interface (GUI) based telehealth system has been developed using
Labview instrumentation software. The purpose of the developed system is real time
analysis of the vital signs captured from elderly suffering from arrhythmia. The Matlab
& Labview simulation results were used to validate the real data captured from vol-
unteers using ECG sensors. The successful implementation and utilization of the
wireless ECG system in the KFUPM clinic, has paved the way for establishing a
ubiquitous mobile telehealth which proved to be a cost effective solution for patients
suffering from severe arrhythmia. The deployed system provides a big hope for patients
with chronic diseases and could therefore avoid catastrophic results in the future by
providing immediate medical care in the field. The system will also open new
opportunities for further research in the area of biomedical signal and image pro-
cessing. The use of Telehealth will provide higher-quality service and increased effi-
ciency to the practice of medicine. Emergency and critical response professionals can
be given immediate access to a wealth of vital information, particularly for the elderly
and disabled. It also becomes possible to observe and deliver care to patients while
living in their homes, instead of spending months or even years in the hospital. As a
result of the feasibility study conducted in KFUPM medical center, many of the
physicians believed that telehealth combined with easy public access to health infor-
mation and advice will make for a healthier population in the future in addition to
encouraging more team working in healthcare with a mean of (4.5).
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Abstract. Early warning score (EWS) is a prediction method to notify
caregivers at a hospital about the deterioration of a patient. Deteriora-
tion can be identified by detecting abnormalities in patient’s vital signs
several hours prior the condition of the patient gets life-threatening. In
the existing EWS systems, monitoring of patient’s vital signs and the
determining the score is mostly performed in a paper and pen based
way. Furthermore, currently it is done solely in a hospital environment.
In this paper, we propose to import this system to patients’ home to pro-
vide an automated platform which not only monitors patents’ vital signs
but also looks over his/her activities and the surrounding environment.
Thanks to the Internet-of-Things technology, we present an intelligent
early warning method to remotely monitor in-home patients and generate
alerts in case of different medical emergencies or radical changes in condi-
tion of the patient. We also demonstrate an early warning score analysis
system which continuously performs sensing, transferring, and recording
vital signs, activity-related data, and environmental parameters.

Keywords: Early warning score · Internet-of-Things · e-Health ·
Remote patient monitoring

1 Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT), the world of connected devices, is expanding and hence
soon it will step into every area of our life. The presence of this concept in
the field of healthcare leads to a new communication channel between health
professionals and patients. Several sensors can be attached to patient’s body to
form a wireless body area network (WBAN) to record medical parameters and
patient’s vital signs and transfer them by benefiting IoT to a cloud system via
Internet [1].

It has been reported that the number of patients with critical illnesses are
increasing every year [2] and the patients who leave the intensive care unit are
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2016
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still subjected to deterioration. There are some abnormalities in patient’s vital
signs several hours before deterioration happens. Based on this fact, an early
warning score (EWS) system has been developed for early deterioration detec-
tion in hospitals. In this system, nurses record the vital signs of patient to find
the abnormalities. EWS is often done in a paper-based fashion using manual pro-
cedures in hospitals which sometimes leads to misdiagnose or late warning. It is
also slow and time consuming which tends hospitals towards using automated
electronic early warning systems [3]. IoT-based solutions for remote patient mon-
itoring bring an opportunity to extend the use of EWS beyond hospitals. EWS
systems in hospitals monitor patients who are mostly located in a standard
environment. However, there are several parameters that affect the value of vital
signs outside the hospital (e.g., patient’s activities, room temperature, baromet-
ric pressure) which should be considered to reach a more complete picture [4].
Moreover, the quality of the environment in which a patient is receiving care and
remote monitoring services should be ensured to be almost the same as clinical
standards.

In this paper, we propose and demonstrate a context-aware EWS system
using a set of medical, activity, and environmental sensors to detect an in-home
deterioration prior serious consequences. It reinforces our earlier EWS system
presented in [5] with context-awareness features. Therefore, our main objective
in this paper is to develop an intelligent and portable IoT-based early warning
system considering all affecting parameters around the patient such as environ-
mental and daily activity information.

2 Early Warning Score

Early Warning System is a set of instructions and algorithms for estimating
the risk of health deterioration before it happens to reduce the complications
or sudden hospitalization. It has designed based on the fact that patients often
have signs of clinical deterioration up to 24 h before it happens [7]. In this system
instruction and algorithms are based on a process called Early Warning Score
(EWS) to assign a value, a score, representing patient medical status according
to his/her vital signs. Table 1 shows a typical early warning score model.

The overall score of a patient, even if not be high-enough to trigger an alarm,
affects to the treatment orders and recording intervals to be updated. The idea of

Table 1. A typical early warning score model [6]

Physiological parameters 3 2 1 0 1 2 3

Respiration rate (breaths per minute) ≤8 9-10 12-20 21-24 ≥25

Oxygen saturation (%) ≤ 91 92-93 94-95 ≥96

Temperature (oC) ≤35.0 35.1-36.0 36.1-38.0 38.1-39.0 ≥39.1

Systolic BP (mmHg) ≤90 91-100 101-110 111-219 ≥220

Heart rate (beats per minute) ≤40 41-50 51-90 91-110 111-130 ≥131

Level of consciousness A∗ V,P or U∗
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early warning score was presented in 1997 [8]. Earlier versions of the score were
simply calculated with five parameters: heart rate, blood pressure, respiration
rate, body temperature, blood oxygen saturation and level of consciousness. Fur-
ther enhancements led to a modified early warning system (MEWS), a standard-
ized early warning system (SEWS), and national early warning system (NEWS).
They were mostly different because of the number of medical parameters used in
score calculation and the range limits for each parameter. Beside many benefits
of using early warning system in hospital to save lives and reducing healthcare
costs, there are also some reports regarding misdiagnosis and mistakes due to
imprecise recorded data which force the hospitals to move towards electronic
early warning solutions [3].

There are some solution commercially available for electronic early warning
system in hospitals [9,10]. However, they are designed for in-hospital scenarios
and do not provide remote in-home patient monitoring services. The novelty
of our solution comes from the development of an IoT-based EWS method for
in-home patients with the support of supplementary information such as patient
activity and environmental information.

3 System Architecture

The architecture of our proposed IoT-based EWS system is shown in Fig. 1. The
system consists of three layers.

At the first layer, there exist a network of sensors which record several types of
signals. There are three groups of sensors at this layer: (i) medical sensors which
are used to record the patient’s vital signs such as heart rate, respiration rate,
blood pressure, blood oxygen level and body temperature sensor, (ii) activity
sensors which record the movement, sleep time, posture, daily step count and
sudden falls, and (iii) environmental sensors which record parameters such as
room temperature, light, and humidity. Most of the sensors at this layer are low
resolution sensors, while there are also some high resolution sensors such as ECG
(Electrocardiogram) and respiration rate sensors (Fig. 2).

The second layer consists of a gateway which collects data from several types
and groups of sensors. The task of the gateway is to unify the received data and

Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed IoT-based clinical early warning system
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Fig. 2. EWS system flowcharts

Fig. 3. Live control panel web interface

prepare them to be transferred to a cloud server using some protocol conversion,
data compression, and offline storage. It can also handle the situation where there
is no Internet access available. When the Internet connection is not available,
the gateway records the data from sensors and stores it in its local database and
when the gateway is on-line again, it synchronizes the stored off-line data with
the cloud and resume sending real-time data. High resolution data are always
sent directly while low resolution data are first stored and then sent as a packet.
Flowchart of the gateway functions is shown in Fig. 3(a).

The back-end layer consists of a cloud server and user interface for patients,
caregivers and medical experts. The cloud server receives and stores data from
the gateway. The task of the server is to calculate the early warning score in
specific intervals. The frequency of early warning score calculation depends on
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the patient’s medical history and earlier scores. As there are also some man-
ual measurements such as blood pressure and blood glucose, the server is also
responsible for sending a notification to patients to enter the manually measured
values to the system. The final calculated score shows the status of patient and if
an abnormality is detected, the system decides to reconfigure the measurement
frequency or fire an emergency alarm. Cloud server also provides an administer-
ing panel which provides access to real-time medical, activity, and environmental
information of the patient for health professionals. The flowchart of the cloud
server functions is shown in Fig. 3(b).

4 Demonstration and Evaluation

Our EWS system prototype consists of a set of sensors, gateway and cloud
server. The main sensor for collecting the patient data is the Bioharness 3 [11]
device which is a Bluetooth-based wearable chest strap sensor pack. We use
this device to collect heart rate, respiration rate, body temperature, patient’s
activity, daily steps, and posture. A pulse oximeter fingertip grip is used to
record the blood oxygen saturation. To measure the blood pressure, we use a
Bluetooth-based upper arm blood pressure monitor (iHealth BP5) which can
be controlled remotely through Bluetooth communication. Also a Texas Instru-
ments’ ADS1192 analog front end is used to read ECG signal. To gather context-
related data, we use a DHT11 sensor which senses the temperature and humidity
and a photocell to read the ambient light.

The collected data from all sensors are sent to the gateway and cloud server
using both Bluetooth and Wi-Fi communication protocols. We send the output
data of Bioharness 3 device together with the results of iHealth BP5 blood
pressure monitor device via Bluetooth to an Android smart-phone that acts as
a gateway. We develop an Android mobile application for patient’s smart phone
or tablet that operate as the gateway for data transmission between the sensor
network and cloud server. It also alerts the patient or caregivers regarding the
time for blood pressure measurement. Other low resolution sensors send data is
sent directly to the cloud server using ESP8266 [12] Wi-Fi module. This module
works originally with Attention (AT) commands, but we made a custom firmware
for this module to enable continuous data reading from serial input and sending
via Wi-Fi using UDP protocol. The high resolution ECG sensor uses RTX4140
which is a more powerful Wi-Fi module for data transmission with UDP protocol.

Currently our cloud server is a virtual private server with four 3.30 GHz Intel
Xeon CPUs and 4 GB RAM. On this server, CentOS Linux runs a web server
using Apache which is responsible for storing data in a MySQL database and the
EWS score calculation using PHP. When all medical and environmental para-
meters are available in the database, an EWS algorithm on the server calculates
the patient’s warning score based on the thresholds of each parameter. Then,
according to score results, the server sends notifications to an android device
and the web control panel. The web server also provides the administration
control panel to display real-time data and reports. There is a UDP server on
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this Linux machine operated with Node.js to receive data from sensors and the
Android gateway. The Node.js server also sends real-time data to browsers using
WebSocket. Our in-home EWS live control panel is shown in Fig. 3. The user
interface is divided into four parts: it streams the real-time ECG signal in the
middle, patient’s vital signs in the right sidebar, patient activity in the left side-
bar, and environment properties in the footer section. The data reported in the
Fig. 3 was captured from a 34 years old healthy male volunteer during walking,
sitting and lying on the left side.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a context-aware Early Warning Score (EWS) sys-
tem using an IoT-based solution. We showed the feasibility of implementing an
EWS method for in-home patients while monitoring the activity level of patients
and environmental properties to ensure that patients are given care in a stan-
dard situation and the EWS scoring data is captured in a suitable condition.
We demonstrated an IoT-based EWS system for collecting, transferring, and
displaying patient’s information including vital signs, activity level and environ-
ment attributes. The collected information is used to calculate the early warning
score in an automated and realtime fashion. In the future, the aim is to make the
system more intelligent and autonomic. In addition, we intend to integrate the
body area sensors network in an all-in-one wearable device to be conveniently
used by different patients. We plan to validate the system for different kind of
illnesses to validate the EWS algorithm in a real field trial.
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Abstract. This paper investigates the hypothesis that a nonlinear rela-
tionship exists between photoplethysmography (PPG) and blood pres-
sure (BP) values. Trueness of this hypothesis would imply that, instead
of measuring a patient’s BP in an invasive way, this could be indirectly
measured by applying a wearable PPG sensor and by using the results of
a regression analysis linking PPG and BP. Genetic Programming (GP) is
well suited to find the relationship between PPG and BP, because it auto-
matically evolves the structure of the most suitable explicit mathematical
model for a regression task. In this paper, for the first time, some pre-
liminary experiments on the use of GP to explicitly relate PPG and BP
values have been performed. For both systolic and diastolic BP values,
explicit nonlinear mathematical models have been achieved, involving an
approximation error of less than 3 mmHg in both cases.

Keywords: Bloodpressure ·Wearable sensors ·Photoplethysmography ·
Regression · Genetic programming

1 Introduction

Arterial blood pressure can be continuously measured in real time and with
no patient’s body cannulation by means of the continuous non-invasive arterial
pressure (CNAP) method. This method shows the positive features of two clinical
“gold standards”: firstly, the Blood Pressure (BP) is continuously measured in
real time as it takes place in the invasive arterial catheter system, and secondly
it is non-invasive as it is the case for the standard procedure based on upper
arm sphygmomanometer.

Currently a high demand exists for accurate and easy-to-use CNAP-systems.
Because of this, there is an increasing focus on these devices. The development
of efficient BP measurement instruments is facilitated by the use of small yet
powerful microcomputers, and by that of digital signal processors as well. Small,
cheap devices of this kind allow for an easy processing of complex and compu-
tationally intensive mathematical functions.

This paper hypothesizes the existence of a nonlinear relationship between
PPG and BP values. Trueness of such a hypothesis would imply that, instead
of measuring a patients BP in an invasive way, both systolic and diastolic BP
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2016
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values could be indirectly measured by applying a wearable wireless PPG sensor
to patients finger and by making use of the results of a regression analysis linking
PPG and BP values. Genetic Programming (GP) [1] is well suited to find the
relationship between PPG and BP, because it automatically evolves the structure
of the most suitable explicit mathematical model for a regression task.

An analysis of the related scientific literature shows that this is the first
attempt to explicitly relate PPG and BP values through GP. Some papers exist
in which the aim is the investigation of the relationship between the blood pres-
sure and some other variables, for example [2–6]. Very recently, we proposed a
noninvasive approach relying on the hypothesis of the existence of a nonlinear
relationship between PPG and heart activity (and thus ECG and Heart Rate
Variability -HRV- parameters), and BP [7]. GP was used to find this explicit
relationship. Results were very promising, the approximation error on unseen
data being slightly lower than 2 % for both BP values. With respect to that
paper, the novelty in the current paper is that just one PPG sensor is used,
aiming at improving non-invasiveness and ease of use.

2 The Study

To realize the mathematical model, a study has been conducted on a group of
11 healthy subjects, with a mean age of 34.18 years (range 28–54 years), enrolled
in accordance with the following selection criteria, namely that they were:

– not suffering from any pathological cardiovascular conditions, neurological or
psychiatric disorders or other severe diseases;

– not taking any medication at the time of the study;
– had not taken any caffeine or had not smoked any cigarette in the 2 h prior to

the measurements.

During the study, a PPG signal was monitored using a wearable oximeter
sensor, the NONIN 9560 onyx 2 Bluetooth finger pulse oximeter. The BP val-
ues were measured with a digital sphygmomanometer, the A&D Medical Upper
Arm Blood Pressure Monitor UA-767PBT-Ci, with the left arm comfortably
positioned on a horizontal surface and the cuff positioned at the level of the
heart at about 2 cm from the inner side of the elbow.

The experiments were carried out in a quiet room, with dimmed lighting and
a comfortable temperature of about 23 ◦C. During the study the volunteers were
invited to sit in a comfortable position, without crossing their legs, for 5 con-
secutive minutes. During this phase, systolic and diastolic BP was recorded five
times, with a 60 s interval, and the PPG was continuously recorded during these
5 min. The acquired PPG signal is processed using a Matlab script developed by
us to automatically calculate the minimum and the maximum values from the
PPG waveform, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. An example of a record contains the PPG waveform: blue circles indicate the
maximum PPG values, and red circles the minimum PPG values.

2.1 The Database

Our database contains the BP measurements and the PPG measurements. It is
composed by 10 instances for each subject. Each instance i makes reference to
30 s, and is constituted by the following information:

• sub id: a number value to identify the subject;
• SBP (i): the Systolic BP value measured in the i-th 30-s time slot;
• DBP (i): the Diastolic BP value measured in the i-th 30-s time slot;
• PlM (i): the average of the maximum values of PPG signal computed in the

i-th 30-s time slot;
• Plm(i) : the average of the minimum values of PPG signal computed in the

i-th 30-s time slot;

Both systolic and diastolic BP values were recorded with a 60–s interval, due
to inflation/deflation times of the sphygmomanometer cuff, whereas database
items make reference to 30–s intervals. Therefore each recorded value is assigned
to a pair of consecutive items.

In this paper we have enrolled 11 patients, six female and five male, so our
database contains 110 instances in total.

3 Experiments

For the experiments described in this paper GPTIPS [8], a GP tool working
under MATLAB, has been used. To create the regression functions, a set of 11
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elementary functions has been considered, including the four arithmetical ones
(+, −, ·, /), two trigonometric ones (sin, cos), hyperbolic tangent (tanh), the
exponential (exp), the square value (sqr), the protected square root (psqroot)
and the protected logarithm (plog) (see [7] for details).

The database has been divided into train, validation, and test sets. The train
set contains the items onto which the approximation of the actual output values
will be carried out in the learning phase. The generalization ability of the model
achieved is, instead, evaluated on the validation set. Finally, the real evaluation
of algorithms performance is carried out over the test set. For each patient, each
item has been randomly and exclusively assigned to one of the three sets in this
way: 44 % for the train set, 24 % for the validation set, and 32 % for the test set.

GP is a nondeterministic algorithm, which means that its execution and its
results depend on the initial value assigned to a random seed. In order to get
rid of this feature, the GP algorithm has been run over the database 25 times.
Among the 25 runs, we consider as the best one that in which the lowest Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE) value over the validation set has been achieved. In
fact, the model found in that run shows the best ability to correctly get totally
unknown data, so it has the highest generalization capability.

The formula achieved in the best run for the systolic blood pressure is:

SBP = 21.75 · sin(sin((12.79 · Pl M)/P l m))

− 12.52 · sin((12.92 · plog(tanh(Pl M)))/P l m2)

− 5188.0 · cos(−Pl M2 + plog(Pl m) + plog(Pl m − 82.88))
− 4403.0 · tanh(sin(cos(plog(Pl M)))) − 2201.0

y
y
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Data point
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Data point

y

Validation set 

Data point

Fig. 2. Results for the systolic blood pressure.
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Figure 2 reports how this formula allows fitting the real systolic BP values.
The top pane shows the behaviour over the train set, the middle pane that over
the test set, and the bottom pane that over the validation set.

The results over the test set, i.e. over data never learned by the GP algorithm,
are very good, and the RMSE is 8.49. This means that, on average, over previ-
ously unseen data any actual systolic BP value and the corresponding computed
one differ by ±√

8.49 = ±2.91 mmHg, which is a good approximation.
The formula achieved in the best run for the diastolic blood pressure is:

DBP = 88.3 − 27.74 · psqroot((Plm − sin(PlM ))/sqr(sqr(Plm)))

− 5.97 · plog(((Plm − sqr(PlM )) · (Plm − PlM ))/sqr(Plm))

− (196.4 · (Plm − sin(PlM )) · (sqr(Plm) + sqr(PlM ))2)/(PlM − sin(Plm))

− 127.7 · psqroot(PlM + plog(Plm) + Plm · PlM )

Figure 3 reports how this formula allows fitting the real diastolic BP values.
The top pane describes the behaviour over the train set, the middle pane that
over the test set, and the bottom pane refers to the validation set.

For the diastolic pressure the results over the test set, never learned by the
GP algorithm, yield an RMSE value of 6.66. In this case the approximation of
any actual diastolic blood pressure value with its corresponding computed value
over previously unseen data is even better than that for the systolic case, since
their difference is now equal to ±√

6.66 = ±2.58 mmHg.
Summarizing the results from these preliminary experiments, PPG values are

very important to indirectly estimate BP values.

y
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Fig. 3. Results for the diastolic blood pressure.
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The comparison of these results against those achieved in our previous paper
[7], in which both PPG and HRV values were used to evaluate blood pressure
values, is very interesting. In fact, in that paper slightly lower RMSE values
were achieved on both systolic and diastolic values, leading to approximations of
±1.83 mmHg and ±1.63 mmHg respectively. Nonetheless, to obtain those approx-
imations we had to use one PPG sensor and one ECG sensor. Here instead,
the approximations are a bit higher, i.e. ±2.91 mmHg and ±2.58 mmHg, but to
obtain these approximate values we need just one PPG sensor. This makes the
approach much easier, less invasive, and cheaper.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has tested the hypothesis that a nonlinear relationship exists between
PPG and BP values. Genetic Programming (GP) is well suited to find the rela-
tionship between PPG and BP, because it automatically evolves the structure
of the most suitable explicit mathematical model for a regression task.

Preliminary experiments on a real-world database have been performed.
The numerical results achieved have confirmed that this non-linear relationship
indeed exists, and GP has been able to find a mathematical model expressing
it. This implies that, instead of measuring a patient’s BP in an invasive way,
both systolic and diastolic BP values could be indirectly measured by apply-
ing a wearable wireless PPG sensor to patient’s finger and by making use of the
results of a regression analysis linking PPG and BP values. For both systolic and
diastolic cases this method involves an approximation error of less than 3 mmHg.
Although this model could be difficult to understand for medical personnel who
always seeks a physiological explanation, it results accurate.

Unfortunately, this study could involve only healthy subjects. As a future
work we will enroll also patients with real cardiovascular problems, in order to
test and improve the preliminary results shown here.
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Abstract. The paper introduces a completely integrated and developed care
cycle for patients with chronic respiratory disease who need to take inhaler drugs
twice a day. Because patients may simply forget to take an inhaler dose or take
the wrong inhaler medication. Inconsistent and mistaken inhaler medications may
cause problems for diseases control. The system contains a main website for
medical experts and caregivers to manage patients’ health information from
clinics. It also provides an off-site APP that allows patients to download the
program to their mobile phones to monitor the inhaler dose they should be using.
The APP connects to a smart inhaler device that has been patented in Taiwan. In
this study, we implemented it as a cap for the metered dose in the medicine
cylinder for the first experimental stage. We randomly selected 16 patients with
asthma for the prototype face-to-face usage interview. Feedback from users was
significantly positive.

1 Introduction

The World Health Organization (WHO) reports that the worldwide mortality rate from
lower respiratory infections has rapidly increased [1]. During the past few years, we
have used Internet Communication Technology (ICT) to create and deploy a few system
platforms for pulmonary disease care management for asthma, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD), etc. [2–4].

Our experience with such systems indicates that physicians and caregivers are
usually satisfied with the outcomes of using them; nevertheless, collecting historical
data on medicine taken and inhaler doses missed is difficult. Inhalation medications often
contain drugs that taking overdoses or under-doses of might jeopardize a patient’s health,
for example, steroid and bronchodilator components for asthma and COPD. In practice,
many patients often do not precisely comply with physicians’ recommendations. For
example, patients might not regularly use prescribed medications, because they are
afraid of the side effects, or they might simply forget. Additionally, our experimental
experience tells us that at least 70 % of patients need follow-up education to ensure that
they properly comply with their prescribed medical regimen. In other cases, some
patients might not remember the last time they took the medication, and so they might
unnecessarily repeat a dose.
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Other studies report that mistakenly using the wrong inhaler drug might cause a
patient’s condition to worsen. Approximately 4–9 % of patients who use inhalers do so
incorrectly [5, 6]. Moreover, misusing metered doses might also unnecessarily increase
medical expenses: “…this applies equally to metered dose inhalers and dry powder
inhalers and leads to poor disease control and increased healthcare costs” [7].

At present, many inhaler medicines show the number of doses (baseline maximum
and number of doses taken) on the container (e.g., “60/120”), and once a medicine dose
is taken, the metered counter number decreases by 1. Physicians normally recommend
that patients take their prescribed medication at a certain frequency, e.g., twice a day.
Thus, a dose inhaler with 60 doses per fill can be used for as long as 1 month.

Our goal in this experiment was to provide patients taking inhaler medications an
easy-to-use method for correctly using their inhalers. Using the current ICT method and
the Internet of Things (IOT) concept, we implemented a service called “MDP” (metered-
dose plus) as a smartphone plug-in subsystem that contains both APP software and a
cap device (Fig. 1). To design a convenient and extendable service that records the
number of inhaler doses taken supports consistent and safe drug use by patients. We
hope that this kind of system will not only improve patient health because it efficiently
monitors and reminds patients of their correct drug doses and frequencies, but also
suggests to manufacturers to consider in greater detail how to develop inhalers and other
commercial personal drug delivery systems that are significantly more user-friendly.

Fig. 1. The complete workflow of service for our MDP chronic respiratory pulmonary disease
care platform.

2 Methods

The technology of high-tech devices is changing rapidly, and the mobility functions of
devices connected using sensors and wireless access to the Internet or a private network
have blossomed in today’s market [8]. A systematic platform also becomes part of an
information platform that allows data mining and analysis in the current health-
conscious climate [9–11]. “A mobile patient monitoring system [uses] mobile
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computing and wireless communication technologies [to measure and analyze the]
biosignals of a mobile patient. In [many trials,] these systems have [proved to be user-
friendly, convenient, and effective, both for] patients and [for] healthcare professionals”
[12]. Mobility, as in “mobile APPs”, is becoming a key for the healthcare industry, not
only for controlling disease, but also for being a reminder of healthcare activities, like
taking one’s medications on time, and for being a safety monitor [13].

2.1 System Architecture

The MDP incorporates three major components: a remote server, a mobile application,
and a smart inhaler. The user-enabled application (APP) provides end-to-end service for
disease control, and it computes and stores corresponding data on remote servers. The
inhaler is paired automatically with the APP via a BLE GATT service. Once the inhaler
is triggered, data with a pre-defined BLE service and characteristics are extracted by the
application as a dosage record.

Glossary:

• COMM: Communication Block for HTTP/Socket data handling.
• UI: Mobile User Interface for care service delivery flow.
• Engine: Back-end computing and management module.
• Database: Relational database of user data.
• API: Application Program Interface for capturing remote data.
• BLE: Bluetooth 4.0 Low Energy protocol.
• BLE GATT: BLE Generic Attribute Profile defining corresponding BLE data schema

and service (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The system architecture of MDP service.

2.2 MDP Prototype Description

The MDP service provides alerts, records, and easy-to-submit functional information,
like the patient’s posture, the time an inhaler dose was taken, and the number of doses
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left in the patient’s medication container. Moreover, if an incorrect dose is taken, a red-
light alert will show on the cap device to warn the patient of the error. When the patient
is using the dose inhaler, a start circuit is initiated to detect the time the inhaler dose is
taken. When the patient presses the inhaler’s trigger, a sensor chip determines whether
the pressure exceeds the acceptable threshold, a timer generates time data, a counter
generates frequency data, and a memory chip simultaneously stores and submits the
data.

3 Results

The MDP service provided a total mobile and web solution both for patients and for
physicians, and it rendered the following benefits: increased patient dose compliance
and life-style control; made patients more aware of their disease control progression;
gave them a greater understanding of how to control their disease; established a
synchronized information-sharing connection between the patient and their physicians;
and increased the effectiveness of their current treatment. These are all qualitative judg‐
ments, of course.

The MDP device could be recycled simply by unplugging it from the used inhalant.
The cap helped physicians (i) better understand and evaluate each patient’s personal
progress using specific medication, (ii) proactively rectify patient doses, (iii) build up
each patient’s self-awareness and knowledge of medication and patient health, and (iv)
subsequently improved their quality of life (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. The output of the prototype MDP service.
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4 Discussion and Conclusions

Sixteen patients who were taking inhaler medicine were selected to participate in the
experiment and to express their opinions of the development of the MDP service. Thir‐
teen (81 %) of the 16 patients were satisfied with the service. A second trial can be
planned for the near future to test the MDP service for at least 3-6 months with randomly
selected patients who have been diagnosed with appropriate respiratory diseases (asthma
or COPD).

We also learned from the Internet, that there is a similar device now on the market
that retails for US$39.99 [14]. This device stores data on an individual item without
wireless access or data analysis feedback messages. The smart inhaler device contains
a BLE chip, which makes it expensive; therefore, how to improve the user interface and
reduce the price of the device will be our next challenge.

Acknowledgments. We thank Professor Han-Pin Kuo, MD, Chang Gung University College of
Medicine, and his medical team members from Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, Linkou, for
graciously supporting this experiment.
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Abstract. This paper attempts to project a novel concept where medical sensors,
cloud computing and robotic platform are unified to offer state-of-the-art health‐
care solutions to a wide variety of scenarios. The proposed solution is most effec‐
tive if there is scarcity of healthcare providers or if putting them in the field expose
them into a high risk environment such as fighting epidemics. In addition, the
proposed system will also benefit routine checks in quarantine wards of hospitals
where human reluctance of performing routine task by the healthcare providers
can be avoided. Finally, it can also assist a doctor as a decision support system
by using machine’s capability of number crunching while it examines through
patient’s complete history, goes through every medical test reports and then
applies data mining for catching possible ailments from his/her symptoms.

Keywords: Robot · IoT · Cloud · Healthcare · Sensing

1 Introduction

Using robots in healthcare is becoming more and more popular every day. Robots
carrying out surgery [1], nano-bots delivering drugs inside human body [2], or thera‐
peutic usage [3] are already in place. Similarly, using IoT for telemedicine and tele-
pathology [4] or cloud computing for context based data mining are all nothing but a
reality today [5]. These demonstrate a tremendous potential of today’s technology and
if all these technologies are clubbed into a single system, then it can bring us to the next-
generation healthcare solution.

In this paper, we propose a methodology to unify all the above mentioned technol‐
ogies in a single platform to have a powerful system that can move, measure, analyze
and infer medical condition of patients without or with minimal human intervention.
This can come handy in situations like epidemic outbreaks where robots can be deployed
in contagious areas, collect samples, analyze the results and send the diagnosis to doctors
for their advice. These robots can also be deployed in quarantine wards in hospitals for
regular and effective patient monitoring. In contrast to these high risk scenarios, doctors
can use this system for their everyday out-patient chambers to take advantage of the
number crunching power of machines to eliminate any missed instances in patient’s
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medical records as well as getting inference about the ailment in fraction of a second.
In fact, we have already worked on building innovative and portable digital medical
gadgets (ideal for easy mobility with robots), a framework for cognitive engine, and
robotics that are supported by a wide range of publications in recent years. To be specific,
we have exploited smartphone camera and microphone to extract blood pressure (BP),
heart rate (HR) and heart rate variability (HRV) [6, 7]. In addition, we also exploited
LED based reflective photoplethysmography (PPG) sensor to extract blood pressure
information from wide variety of body positions that supports wearable sensing [8]. In
our lab, we have developed an algorithm to enable a robot to identify sound source from
3D augmentation obtained from a camera and an array of microphones [9], Moreover,
we worked on building a cognitive engine that addressed smart city public alerting
system having novel features like stream windowing, incremental reasoning etc. [10–
12]. Although the system was trained for smart-city use case, it can be re-trained for
healthcare applications as discussed in Sect. 3. Furthermore, we have also investigated
medical data compression techniques and came up with a novel adaptive approach that
is best suited for preserving critical information related to abnormalities in the medical
data [13]. Finally, our lab has developed a cloud hosted IoT PAAS solution named TCS
Connected Universe Platform (TCUP)1 that provides a set of restful services to manage
devices, to store sensor data, to do complex event processing, to run analytics and to
develop IoT applications. We are now integrating all those in a single platform to come
up with our first prototype of the envisioned healthcare system, an early version of which
is presented in this paper.

We describe need of such system in Sect. 1.1, the proposed system architecture in
Sect. 2, and our initial implementation and result in Sect. 3. Finally, we summarize our
work along with scope of future improvements in Sect. 4.

1.1 Why It Is Important

It is a grim reality that at the time of Ebola attack in 2012 [14], healthcare providers
were reluctant to go to the field and help patients because of the possibility of getting
infected. An IoT-enabled robotic solution would have helped the scenario dramatically
as the robots could have been deployed in the field and performed both physiological
and pathological tests and sent the results to remote healthcare team for further diagnosis,
since now-a-days connected digital medical instruments are readily available [15].
Similarly, healthcare workers in quarantine wards in hospitals may feel fatigue to
perform periodic routine checks specially to take adequate measures like disinfecting
the area, putting mask etc. every time they enter the ward. This situation can also be
helped by robotic solutions. In addition to many such scenarios a variant of the proposed
system can also be useful for healthcare in sparsely populated areas. For example, in
sparsely populated countries where a family doesn’t have neighbor in a few square km
of area, it is very difficult for them to get medical attention in case of emergency. Here,
a drone robot could fly to the patient, take measurements and inform the hospitals about
patient’s condition. While there are limitless possibilities and use cases, one common

1 http://tcup.web2labs.net/tcup/assets/TCUPWebpages-Kol-v1.4/TCUP-Mainpage.html.
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factor in all would be to use computing capabilities of the cloud connected robot to
conduct machine-assisted diagnostics. To summarize, it can be foreseen that a system
incorporating computing power of a cloud, measuring capability of digital connected
instruments, and mobility capability by robotic platforms along with the intelligence to
understand the medical knowledge from web can have tremendous potentials in health‐
care. Neither such complete end-to-end system exists nor has it been conceptualized.

2 Proposed System Architecture/Methodology

In this section, we would present the end-to-end system architecture and operational
methodology to describe how to actually instantiate such a system. Figure 1 depicts the
proposed system architecture. It mainly has three different functional components. The
first layer is composed of digital medical devices both for physiological and pathological
sensing, a second layer is composed of alert generation system (on finding anomaly/
abnormality in the measurements) and finally a third layer is composed of cloud based
cognitive engine that maps abnormalities to disease and send the report to a doctor/
caregiver. The measuring instruments are carried by a sophisticated robotic platform
capable of movement as well as fine mechatronics. The cognitive engine is connected
to this robotic platform via internet for real-time data exchange.

Fig. 1. System architecture and working methodology.

The robot first comes to the patient and takes measurements through the compre‐
hensive medical sensors consist of physiological, pathological and in-body imaging.
This is to note that in-body imaging system (say, ultrasound imaging) with robotic arm
could be far more efficient than usual manual scans as robotic arm can conduct very
precision movements for scanning. Although only a few parameters like BP, HR etc.
are highlighted in the figure they are just indicative placeholders and the actual set can
include all sorts of other parameters. Similarly, auto-analyzer2 based measurements can
include a large set of pathological tests including detection of virus/bacteria, blood
glucose level, cholesterol etc. [15]. All these measurements are fed to the anomaly
detection module that derives critical information mostly related to abnormalities of the

2 http://hydrology1.nmsu.edu/teaching/soil698/student_material/AutoAnalyzer.
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measurements with reduced false positives and negative. Only these relevant anomalies
are then sent to cognitive engine that resides on the cloud. The job of this cognitive
engine is to relate this set of anomalies to possible disease and send the report to doctors/
hospitals for their use. This is to note that the reasoning section (i.e. mapping anomalies
to disease) requires lot of computational power as one needs to build the knowledgebase
by going through the vast digital knowledge available in the web. Moreover, since the
medical information is always updated in the web, the cognitive engine needs to update
its rules continuously much like how IBM Watson3 learns and updates itself. An in-
depth understanding of such Big Data analytics on healthcare system can be found in
our published work in 2012 [16].

3 Initial Implementation and Result

In our initial work, we use our smartphone based BP, HR, HRV solutions [6, 7] along
with off-the-shelf available eHealth4 sensor to additionally include breathing rate, ECG,
SPO2, temperature and blood glucose measurements. Smartphones are particularly
attractive for its wireless connectivity and multipurpose sensing capabilities via built-
in sensors and readily available attachments like flir5, lens6, etc.

An Arduino board, connected to the iPhone via blue-tooth and connected to eHealth
sensors through eHealth shield, is used for sensor data acquisition. It then sends the data to
a PC via USB connection for alert generation (Fig. 2a). At this stage, we built the anomaly
detection layer as well as a cognitive engine both hosted in a PC. Although, implementa‐
tion of the cognitive engine for healthcare is still in progress, we briefly outline our design
approach. The cognitive engine is based on deriving meaningful actionable inferences by
reasoning on the combined knowledge of static facts (like user profile), ontologies (like
disease taxonomy) and dynamic facts (like sensed data) [10] as depicted in Fig. 2b. For
handling streaming data, a snapshot of it is usually used for reasoning, the snapshot window
being determined by various strategies [11]. Sensed data is put in a queue and processed
by Data Handler (that performs tasks like data filtering and transformation) before being
put into Working Memory where matching rules are fired and registered queries are trig‐
gered at specified intervals to produce results. The above module is developed by extending
Apache Jena7 and is based on Semantic Web framework. The rules are being written in a
triple format and so is the query in SPARQL, for knowledge clubbing. Rules are written
from medical books and consultation with doctors. A sample rule is to entail stress condi‐
tion of a patient based on heart rate and blood pressure readings: (?patient <p:hasHear‐
tRate> <s:high>) (?patient <p:hasBloodPressure> <s:high>) -> (?patient <p:possible‐
Diagnosis> <d:Stress>).

3 http://www.ibm.com/smarterplanet/us/en/ibmwatson.
4 https://www.cooking-hacks.com/documentation/tutorials/ehealth-biometric-sensor-platform-

arduino-raspberry-pi-medical.
5 http://www.flir.com/flirone/.
6 http://www.instructables.com/id/10-Smartphone-to-digital-microscope-conversion/.
7 https://jena.apache.org/.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) Initial implementation, and (b) working principle of cognitive engine

A sample query is: select ?disease where {<u:user123> <p:possibleDiagnosis> ?
disease}.

We report successful measurement of BP and HRV parameters when tried on 10
participants following our earlier work [6, 7]. For example, mean error for diastolic (Pd)
and systolic pressure (Ps) are under 5 % when validated against Omron sphygmoman‐
ometer8. Similarly, the maximum error in HRV parameters (RMSSD, SDSD, SDNN,
nn50, pnn50, nn20, pnn20) are also found to be under 14 % when validated against HRV
calculated from AliveCor ECG9 data. The rest of the sensing is done with e-Health
medical grade sensors and hence, reporting measurement accuracy is not required. These
measures are then fed to anomaly detection to raise alert. For example, Fig. 3b depicts
successful detection of anomalies (shown in red) from ECG dataset10 based on Brute
Force Discord Discovery (BFDD) [17]. The anomaly detection algorithm was executed
on the web hosted dataset as all our measurements taken from our colleagues came out
to be normal.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) Error in BP, HRV measurement (b) BFDD based anomaly detection in ECG data

4 Summary

Our preliminary work supports feasibility of automatic alert generation by measuring
healthcare parameters through portable digital gadgets. In addition, if a robotic platform

8 http://omronhealthcare.com/blood-pressure/upper-arm/.
9 http://www.alivecor.com/.

10 http://www.cs.ucr.edu/~eamonn/discords.
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comes into place to actually carry the sensors then this proposed system would cater for
a variety of situation in healthcare that would otherwise be difficult to be handled by
humans. Specially, the robotic platform will reduce or even eliminate the need for
humans to come close to patients in high risk environments like contagious virus attacks.
Alternatively, it can also address the problem of unavailability of trained healthcare
workers in remote villages of under developed countries or for countries with sparsely
populated areas. Moreover, the cloud hosted cognitive engine may assist the doctors by
checking detailed patient’s history and medical reports that would have been left unat‐
tended due to human limitation in terms of their memory and processing ability. Our
future work would include hosting the cognitive engine on TCUP as well as choosing
a robotic platform to carry the sensors.
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